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## TRANSLITERATION SCHEME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Letter</th>
<th>Name of Letter</th>
<th>English Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>Alif</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>bā</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت</td>
<td>tā</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>thā</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>jīm</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>ḥā</td>
<td>ḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>khā</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>dāl</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ</td>
<td>dhāl</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>rā</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>sīn</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>shīn</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>ṣād</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>dād</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>ṭā</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ع</td>
<td>ẓā</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>ẓāyn</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>fa</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>qāf</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>kāf</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>lām</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>mīm</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>nūn</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ه</td>
<td>ḥā</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و</td>
<td>wāw</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>yā</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Short Vowels**

: Fathāh  a
: Kasrah   i
: Dammah    u

**Long Vowels**

ı : Shortened Alif  a
ā : Maddah Alif   a
ī : Maddah Yā    i
ū : Maddah Wāw   u

**Diphthongs**

أي : Alif and Yā ay (also ai in some cases)
أو : Alif and Wāw aw (also au in some cases)
Surah Maryam
(Mary)

Surah Maryam was revealed in Makkah and it has 98 Verses and 6 Sections.

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful the Very-Merciful

Verses 1-15

[Arabic text]

[Translation]

[Arabic text]
This is a narration of your Lord's mercy to His servant Zakariyya, when he called his Lord in a low voice. He said, "My Lord, here I am that bones within me have turned feeble, and the head has flared up grey with old age, and I never remained unanswered in my prayer to You. And I fear (my) kins after me, and my wife is barren, so bless me with an heir, from Your own side, who inherits me and inherits the house of Ya'qūb. And make him, O my Lord, a favorite one." 

(Allah said) "O Zakariyya, We give you the good news of a boy whose name is Yaḥyā (John). We did not create any one before him of the same name." He said, "My Lord, how shall there be a boy for me while my wife is barren and I have reached the extreme of old age?"

He said, "So it is; your Lord said 'it is easy for Me, and I did create you before, when you were nothing.' He said, "My Lord, make for me a sign." He said, "Your sign is that you will not (be able to) speak to the people for three (consecutive) nights, though fit."

Then he came out to his people from the place of prayer and directed them by gestures to proclaim the purity of Allah at morning and evening.

(When the child was born, Allah said to him,) "O Yaḥyā", hold on to the Book firmly." And We gave him wisdom, while still a child, and love from our own, and purity; and he was God-fearing, and he was good to his parents; and he was not oppressive nor disobedient. And peace on him the day he was born, the day he dies and the day he will be raised alive.

Commentary

In the Holy Qurʾān Sūrah Maryam has been placed immediately after Sūrah Al-Kahf, presumably because there appears some kind of similarity between the two Sūrah s. While the former deals with some unusual anecdotes, the latter also covers a number of extraordinary events.
are known only to Allah Ta’ālā and people should not even attempt to probe their meanings.

(a low voice - 19:3) tells us that it is better to beseech Allah in supplication in undertone. Sayyidnā Sa’d Ibn Abī Waqqās has narrated that the Holy Prophet ﷺ once said.

"Surely the best way to make supplication to Allah is in undertone and the best sustenance is that which is sufficient for one's needs (i.e. neither more nor less than required)" (Qurtubi)

"Here I am that bones within me have turned feeble, and the head has flared up grey with old age." - 19:4

Human body becomes weak with the aging of bones, because it is the bones which keep the body firm and upright. When bones lose their strength, the whole body turns weak.

The literal meaning of إشِيْعَال is a sudden burst of fire. Here the word is used as a simile for grey hair covering the head like a glow of fire.

Mention of one's needs in supplication is desirable

Here Sayyidnā Zakariyya  בין עוות before making his supplication, mentioned about his weakness and old age by referring to his bones. One of the reasons for this was, as pointed out in the translation, that in his peculiar circumstances i.e. his old age and physical weakness, it was not appropriate for him to ask for a child. Another reason given by Imām Qurtubi in his commentary is, that for possible acceptance of supplication it is better to mention one's weakness, destitution and inadequacy. For this reason religious scholars have emphasized that one should recount Allah Ta’ālā's blessings and his own exigency before making his supplication.

موَلَى is the plural of مولى. This word has many meanings in the Arabic language, one of them being a cousin, or other relations on the father's side. Here the word has been used in this sense.

The Legacy of Prophets cannot be inherited

The religious scholars are all agreed that here the inheritance does not mean wealth, because in the first place, it has not been established that Sayyidnâ Zakariyyâ  had much wealth. Hence, the question as to who would inherit the same, does not arise. Secondly, it is inconsistent with the exalted position of a prophet to concern himself with such matters. And thirdly, a saying of the Holy Prophet  , which has been unanimously accepted by all religious scholars, says:

"Indeed the knowledgeable scholars are the inheritors of the prophets, because the prophets do not leave any material wealth. Their legacy is knowledge. One who has acquired knowledge has received great fortune."

The above saying of the Prophet  is also recorded in Al-Kâfî, by Al-Kulainî, the well-known book of the Shi'ite school. It is narrated in Sahih Al-Bukhari through Sayyidah ‘A’ishah that the Holy Prophet  said:

"No one inherits our (i.e. prophets') wealth, because whatever wealth we leave behind is Ṣadaqah (Charity)."

In the verse itself after the addition of the words  (19:6) confirms the view that here the material inheritance is not implied, because the son, Yaḥyâ  , could not have inherited the material wealth of the family of Sayyidnâ Ya’qûb  , which could only be inherited by their near relations and not by Sayyidnâ Yaḥyâ  . It is against the law of inheritance for distant relations to receive any part of inheritance in the presence of close relatives.

Rûh ul-Ma‘ânî quotes the following from Al-Kâfî, by Al-Kulainî, the well-known Shi‘ah scholar:

"Sulaymân  was the heir of Dâwûd  and Muḥammad  was the heir of Sulaymân."

It is quite obvious that the Holy Prophet  did not inherit any material wealth from Sulaymân  , nor did Sulaymân  receive any
such inheritance from Dawūd داود. Clearly the reference here is to the wisdom and the knowledge which all prophets of Allah possess.

\[ لَمْ نَحْلِلْ لَهُ مِنْ قَبْلِ سَمِيعًا \]

"We did not create any one before him of the same name." - 19:7.

The word سُمِّي means "person having the same name." It also means "similar." If the first meaning is adopted here then it would suggest that no one else had the name Yahyā before him. This fact also suggests that he possessed certain special attributes which were not granted to any one else before him. And if we take the second meaning of the word سُمِّي then it will mean that some of his attributes and situations were such that they were peculiar to him and were not shared by any other prophet, and that he was unique in the possession of those special attributes, for instance his self abnegation and denial of worldly comforts (حضور). However, it does not necessarily follow that he was superior to all the prophets who preceded him, for the superiority of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm Khalīlullāh and Sayyidnā Mūsā Kalīmullāh عليه السلام over him is established and well known. (Mażhari)

The word عَيِّنَةً is derived from عَرَ فَعِلَ which actually means 'unresponsive' or 'insensitive', and in the present context it means dryness of the bones. سُوَا means healthy. This word has been added here to denote that Sayyidnā Zakariyyā’s سَوَابِقَ loss of speech for three days was not due to any illness, for during this entire period of three days he could utter words of prayer and supplication. This special condition was a miracle and a sign from Allah Ta'ālā about his wife's pregnancy. حُنَاثَا. Literal meaning of this word is softheartedness, compassion and mercy, and these qualities were specially granted to Sayyidnā Yahyā عليه السلام.

**Verses 16 - 21**

وَأَذْكُرْ فِي الْكِتَابِ مَرَيْمَ؛ إِذَا نَبَدَتْ مِنْ أَهْلِهَا مِكَانًا صَرِيقًا (۱۶)
فَاتَّخَذَتْ مِنْ ذُوْنِهِمْ جَيْبًا فَأَرَسَلْنَاهُ إِلَيْهَا رُوحًا فَتَمَثَّلَ لِلَّهِ بَشَرًا سَوِيًا (۱۷) قَالَ إِنَّمَا آتِيْنَا رَسُولًا بِالرَّحْمَنِ مِنكَ إِنْ كَنْتُ تَفْقِيْنَا (۱۸) قَالَ إِنِّي أَنَا رَسُولُ رَبِّي لَآَهَبَ لَكَ غَلَامًا زَكَيًا (۱۹)
And mention in the Book (the story of) Maryam, when she withdrew from her people to a place eastwards, then she used a barrier to hide herself from them. Then, We sent to her Our Spirit and he took before her the form of a perfect human. She said, "I seek refuge with the Rahmān (All-Merciful) against you if you are God-fearing." He said, "I am but a message-bearer of your Lord (sent) to give you a boy, purified." She said, "How shall I have a boy while no human has ever touched me nor have I ever been unchaste?" He said, "So it is; your Lord said, 'It is easy for Me, and (We will do this) so that We make it a sign for people and a mercy from Us. And this is something already destined.'

Commentary

The word إِنْتَبَدَت which means to throw away or to cast away. Hence, the meaning of إِنْتَبَدَت is to withdraw from the crowd. مَكَانُا demonstrates that she retired to a secluded corner of the house facing east. The purpose of her shifting to a secluded corner of the house has been differently explained. Some say she had moved there to take a bath, while others say that she had moved as usual to a secluded corner on the eastern side of her place of worship for offering her prayers. Qurṭubī has given preference to the second explanation. According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās Ṣfatal, this is the reason why the Christians face east when offering their prayers, and revere the eastern direction.

"Then, We sent to her Our Spirit." - 19:17.

A majority of scholars hold the view that جَعَلَ (Spirit) refers to Sayyidnā Jibra‘īl but some say that it refers to Sayyidnā ‘Īsā himself. Allah Ta‘ālā had placed before Sayyidah Maryam the likeness of the son to be born to her. But the former version is more appropriate and is confirmed by the statement that follows.
It is not given to a human being to see an angel in its real form, because he will be overwhelmed by fright at such an experience. This, indeed is, that happened to The Holy Prophet in the cave of Ḥira' on his first encounter with Sayyidnā Jibra'il, and again later on. Sayyidnā Jibra'il appeared before Sayyidah Maryam in the form of a man, so as not to frighten her. When Sayyidah Maryam saw a man near her she became apprehensive of his intentions and said, "I seek refuge of the Raḥmān (All-Merciful), against you." (19:18) Some reports have it that when Sayyidnā Jibra'il heard these words he retreated a little in reverence of Allah's name.

"If you are God-fearing." - 19:18.

These are the words which a helpless person would utter to a cruel oppressor begging him that if he is a believer then he should desist from tormenting him. The intention is that Sayyidah Maryam entreated Sayyidnā Jibra'il, who stood before her in the guise of a man, that he should fear Allah and abstain from evil deeds. In short, the expression (if you are God-fearing - 19:18) is not a pre-condition for seeking the protection of Allah but a condition to make her prayer more effective and inducing. Some other commentators have said that this expression is used for emphasis, meaning that even if you fear Allah I seek His protection; and if the position is otherwise then I shall seek Allah's refuge with added vehemence. (Maẓhari)

(to give you a boy - 19:19) Here Sayyidnā Jibra'il had attributed to himself the gift of the child because Allah Ta'ālā had sent him in order that he should breathe into her collar, and this breath would be the means of her conceiving the child, whereas in reality this gift was by the act of Allah.

Verse 22 - 26
So she conceived him, and went in seclusion with him to a remote place. [22] Then the labour pains brought her to the trunk of a palm-tree. She said "O that I would have died before this and been something gone, forgotten." [23] Then he called her from beneath her: "Grieve not. Your Lord has placed a stream beneath you. [24] And shake the trunk of the palm-tree towards yourself and, it will drop upon you ripe fresh dates. [25] So eat, drink and cool your eyes. Then if you see any human being, say (to him), "I have vowed a fast (of silence) for The Raḥmān (All-Merciful), and therefore, I shall never speak to any human today." [26]

Commentary

Injunction in respect of desire for death

If her desire for death was due to worldly problems then she may be excused on the ground that she was overpowered by the surrounding circumstances and had reached a state of mind usually called by the mystics as غلبة الحال "Ghalabah-tul-Ḥal." But if the desire for death was due to religious consideration, it was justifiable in its own right, because she feared that people would talk ill of her and she would not be able to endure it with patience. This could be tantamount to committing a sin of showing impatience and only death could save her from such a predicament.

The vow of silence has been prohibited under the Islamic Law

Before the advent of Islam silence was also a form of worship, and those who observed this fast were not supposed to speak from dawn to dusk. Islam cancelled this fast and made it mandatory to refrain from idle talk, lying and back-biting. Refraining from normal conversation is not a
form of worship in Islam anymore and hence to take a vow of silence is also not permissible. Abū Dāwūd رحمه الله عليه has reported the following Ḥadīth from the Holy Prophet ﷺ:

لا يتم بعد احترام ولا صميات يوم الى الليل

It means that a child who has lost his father may not be regarded as an orphan after attaining puberty, and the rules pertaining to an orphan cease to apply on him. And that remaining silent from dawn to dusk is not a form of worship in Islam (This Ḥadīth has been rated by As-Suyūṭī and Al-‘Azizi as Ḥasan).

She has been directed to eat the dates because it has been established medically that the use of water and dates gives relief in labour pains.

**Conceiving a child without copulation with a man is not totally impossible**

That Sayyidah Maryam عليها السلام conceived and gave birth to a child was a miracle. And miracles, however improbable they may be in appearance, are not beyond Allah's power, rather, the more improbable they are, the more pronounced their miraculous nature. However, it cannot be taken as totally impossible, because according to some books of medical science, the lubricants found inside the female genitals are not merely a passive agent for conceiving a child; they also have a capacity of being active and a potential to make fetus by themselves without an external semen joining them. Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna), the famous medical scientist, has mentioned in his book 'Al-Qānūn' that in a special disease, named by him as 'Raja' an imperfect form of even the organs of a fetus is shaped in the uterus of a woman without the intermediation of a male semen. So long as this potential is there, it cannot be taken as totally impossible, because some abnormal factor may increase this potential.

In verse 25 Allah Ta‘ālá commanded Sayyidah Maryam عليها السلام to shake the date tree, although it was within His power to drop the dates in her lap. But here the suggestion is that one should strive to earn one's living, and that the struggle for sustenance does not conflict with one's trust in Allah (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī).

The literal meaning of the word سَرَى appearing in verse 24 is a small canal. Allah Ta‘ālá caused a small stream to flow at the moment
either by his direct command or through Sayyidnā Jibra’il. There are reports supporting both these probabilities. It is worth noting here that while describing the means to bring consolation to Sayyidah Maryam water was mentioned first and then date as something to eat. But in the matter of their actual use the order was reversed i.e. eating was enjoined first and then drinking. It is perhaps because normally a person first makes arrangement for drinking water and then for food, specially such food as is more likely to produce thirst. But when it comes to their use the sequence gets reversed i.e. one eats first and then drinks water. (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī).

Verses 27 - 33

\[
فَآتِهِ قُوْمَهَا أُنْتِهِنَّ بِمَرْتَمٍّ، قَالُوْاَ يَمْرُوْمٍ لُقَدْ جَقَبَ شَيْئًا قَرِيبًا (٢٧)
بَاَخَتْ هُرُونَ مَا كَانَ أُبُوك امْرَاسْوَهُ وَمَا كَانَ أُمُّكِ يَغْيُرُ (٢٨)
فَآَشَارَتْ إِلَيْهِ قَالُوْاَ كَيْفَ نَكُلُّ مِنْ كَانَ فِى الْمَهْدِ صَبِيبًا (٢٩)
قَالَ إِنِّي عَبْدُ اللَّهِ أَئِنَّى الْكِتَابَ وَجَعَلَنِي نَبِيًّا (٣٠)
وَجَعَلَنِي مِبْرَكًا أَيْنَ مَا كَنْتُ صَوْفُ وَأَوْطُنِي بِالصَّلَاةِ وَالرُّكْوَةِ مَاتُمُ حُيَّاً (٣١)
وُبِرًُا بِالْيَدِينِ، وَلَمْ يُلْعَنْيَ جَبَارًا شَقِيقًا (٣٢)
وَالْسَّلْمُ عَلَى نُورَ وَلِدَتْ وَيَوْمَ أَمْوَتُ وَيَوْمَ أُبْعَثُ حُيَّاً. (٣٣)
\]

Then she came to her people carrying him (the baby). They said, "O Maryam you have come out with something grave indeed. [27] O sister of Hārūn, neither your father was a man of evil nor was your mother unchaste." [28] So she pointed towards him (the baby). They said, "How shall we speak to someone who is yet a child in the cradle?" [29] Spoke he (the baby), "Verily I am the servant of Allah. He has given me the Book and made me a prophet, [30] and He has made me a blessed one wherever I be, and has enjoined Ṣalāh and Zakāh upon me as long as I am alive, [31] and (He has made me) good to my mother, and he did not make me oppressive nor ill-fated. [32] And peace is upon me the day I was born, the day I shall die, and the day I shall be raised
Siirah
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alive again." [33]

Commentary

"Then she came to her people carrying him." - 19:27

These words suggest that when Sayyidah Maryam was comforted by the super-natural indications that Allah Ta'ālā will protect her from disgrace, she took the newborn baby with her to her house. As to the time when she returned home after giving birth to the child, Ibn 'Asa'akir has narrated through Ibn 'Abbās that she returned home to her people forty days after the birth of the child i.e. after the completion of the period of Ṯiṣās (the bleeding period after the birth of a child). (Rāhul Ma'ānī)

(Something grave indeed - 19:27). The word فَاي in Arabic language means to cut or to split, and is used to describe a task where a great deal of cutting and chopping is involved. However, Abū Ḥayyān has said that the word فَاي means anything having preposterous and extraordinary significance, and may be used both in good and in bad sense. In the present context it is used to describe something monstrous, hence translated in the text as 'something grave'. Generally this word is used for things which are known to be bad and corrupt in the extreme.

(O sister of Hārūn - 19:28). Sayyidnā Hārūn, who was the brother and companion of Sayyidnā Mūsā had died centuries before Sayyidah Maryam time. It is obvious, therefore, that in verse 28 where Sayyidah Maryam is addressed as the sister of Sayyidnā Hārūn cannot be in its literal sense. This is also corroborated by the incident that when The Holy Prophet sent Sayyidnā Mughīrah Ibn Shu'bah as his ambassador to the people of Najrān they questioned him that in the Qurān Sayyidah Maryam has been referred to as the sister of Sayyidnā Hārūn whereas he had died long before her. Sayyidnā Mughīrah did not know the answer to this question. So, when he returned from the mission, he narrated the whole incident to The Holy Prophet. On this The Holy Prophet said why did you not tell them that it has been a common practice with the believers to adopt the names of the prophets in expectation of receiving their Barakah (blessings), and to claim relationship with them. (Ahmad,
This saying of the Prophet ﷺ may be interpreted in two ways. One, that Sayyidah Maryam’s relationship with Sayyidnā Hārūn ﷺ was mentioned because she was of his lineage, and it was customary with the Arabs to associate a person with their ancestors, for instance a man belonging to the tribe of Tamīm would be called as Akhā Tamīm or Tamīn’s brother, or an Arab would be addressed as Akhā Arab. The other meaning is that the name Hārūn does not refer to Sayyidnā Hārūn ﷺ the companion / brother of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ but to the brother of Sayyidah Maryam ﷺ herself who was also named after Sayyidnā Hārūn ﷺ out of reverence for the Prophet. In the second case the term أختُ هارون (Sister of Hārūn) fits in very well with the literal meaning of the word أخت (Sister).

مَا كَانَ أَبُوكِ امْرَأَةً سُوءً

"Neither your father was a man of evil." - 19:28.

These words suggest that when someone who is descended from righteous and pious ancestors commits a sin, then the sin is of greater magnitude compared to a sin committed by an ordinary person, because the sin brings bad name to the pious elders. It is for this reason that descendants of pious persons should make extra effort in the performance of righteous deeds, and fear Allah at all times.

أَيُّهُ عَبْدُ اللَّهِ ("I am the servant of Allah" - 19:30) There is a report that when her family members started berating and censuring Sayyidah Maryam ﷺ, Sayyidnā Īsā ﷺ was sucking milk. When he heard their accusations he stopped sucking milk and moved over to his left side facing them, and raising his index finger he said: أَيُّهُ عَبْدُ اللَّهِ i.e. I am the servant of Allah. In this way in his very first words Sayyidnā Īsā ﷺ made it clear that although his birth was a miracle, he himself was not God, but only a servant of God. This was to eliminate forever the possibility of people worshipping him as God due to his miraculous birth.

إِنَّيْ اَلْكِتَٰبَ وَجَعَلْنِي نِيَسَٰبًا

"He has given me the Book and made me a prophet." - 19:30.

In these words, Sayyidnā Īsā ﷺ even in his infancy announced his future prophethood and the revelation to him of a sacred book from Allah
Ta'ālā. Since no prophet has been granted prophethood and a sacred book before the age of forty years, therefore this pre-announcement of his prophethood by Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ُّّ ُّّ here means to convey in advance that he would be bestowed prophethood and the Book at the proper time. In a similar manner The Holy Prophet ﷺ said that he was bestowed prophethood even before Ādam ُّّ ُّّ was yet in the process of his creation. This shows that the promise for granting prophethood to Sayyidnā Muḥammad Al-Muṣṭafā ﷺ was firm and final. Here too, because of the certainty of occurrence, the grant of prophethood is referred to in the past tense. By announcing his future prophethood he (Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ُّّ ُّّ) dispelled peoples' doubts and exonerated his mother from the charge of fornication, because his being a Prophet was proof enough that his birth was free from any blemish.

"And has enjoined Ṣalāh and Zakāh upon me." - 19:31.

The word ُّّ ُّّ is derived from the word ُّّ (Waṣiyyah) which normally means 'to bequeath', but when used in the context of issuing an order, it implies an emphatic command, and here it is used to put emphasis on a command of Allah. For this reason it is translated in the text as 'enjoined'. Here Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ُّّ ُّّ has said that Allah Ta'ālā had commanded him to offer Prayers and give the obligatory charity (Zakāh), the intention being that he was commanded to observe both these duties with great diligence. Prayers and Zakāh are two forms of worship which have been enjoined as obligatory in the Sharī'ah (Laws) of all the prophets from Ādam ُّّ ُّّ to the last of the Prophets, Muḥammad ﷺ. However, their details vary in different codes. In the Sharī'ah of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ُّّ ُّّ prayers and Zakāh were also made compulsory. It is true that ‘Īsā ُّّ ُّّ was never wealthy; neither did he build a house for himself nor did he accumulate any material riches, then why was he enjoined to pay Zakāh? The answer is that this injunction is of general application in that whosoever possesses a certain level of wealth (Nisāb) is liable to pay Zakāh. This injunction applied to ‘Īsā ُّّ ُّّ as well i.e. whenever he acquired wealth upto the level of Nisāb ُّّ ُّّ he was required to pay Zakāh, but if his wealth remains below Nisāb throughout his life, he would never be liable to pay Zakāh. This situation, therefore, is not in conflict with the general rules governing Zakāh.
It means that the injunction of prayers and Zakāh is for ever i.e. as long as I live. It is obvious that the reference here is to the life in this world, because these duties can be performed only here in this world.

"and (He has made me) good to my mother." - 19:32.

Here only the mother is mentioned and not both the parents. Hence it is implied that his birth was a miracle, being without a father. Such a discourse coming from an infant was a miracle by itself to prove his miraculous birth.

Verses 34 - 40

That is ‘Īsā, the son of Maryam - the word of truth in which they are disputing. [34] It is not for Allah to have a son. Pure is He. When He decides a thing He simply says to it, "Be" and it comes to be. [35] And Allah is surely my Lord and your Lord. So, worship Him. This is the straight path. [36] Then the groups among them fell in dispute. So, woe to the disbelievers, for they are to witness the Great Day. [37] How strong will their
hearing be, and how strong their vision the day they will come to Us! But today the transgressors are in clear error. [38] And warn them of The Day of Remorse when the whole thing will be settled, while they are heedless and do not believe. [39] Surely We, only We, shall ultimately own the earth and all those on it, and to Us they will be returned. [40]

Commentary

"This is 'Īsā, the son of Maryam." - 19:34.

The beliefs of the Jews and the Christians about Sayyidnā 'Īsā were on such opposite extremes that the Christians exalted him to such a level of reverence that they regarded him as the son of Allah. The Jews on the other hand, denigrated him maliciously and called him (God forbid) the illegitimate son of Yūsuf (Joseph) the carpenter. Allah Ta'ālā has pointed out the error of both the views in these verses and clarified the correct position.

The phrase قُولُ الْحَقِّ (translated in the text as 'the word of truth' in the normal reading is with fathah (ۡ) on the letter Lām. In this case the sentence alongwith its understood words will run like قُولُ الْحَقِّ that is, 'I say the word of truth'. However, in some readings the letter 'Lām' in 'Qawl' is rendered with Dammah (ۤ) i.e. قُولُ الْحَقِّ . In this case the sentence will mean that Sayyidnā 'Īsā himself was a word of truth. It is, then, analogous to the title of كِيبَةُ اللَّهِ (the word of Allah) which is given to him to denote that he was born directly by the word of Allah, having no connection with an apparent cause in this world. (Qurṭubī)

(الْحَسَرَةُ (the Day of Remorse) in verse 39 refers to the Day of Judgment and has been called the Day of Remorse because on that day persons consigned to Hell as punishment for their evil deeds will regret their disregard of the righteous way of life, and wish that if they had lived the life of true believers, they too would have been in Paradise instead of being punished in Hell. Even those who have been rewarded with Paradise will feel a different kind of remorse. Al-Ṭabarānī and Abū Ya' lā have quoted the following saying of the Prophet ﷺ on the authority of Sayyidnā Mu'adh ﷺ:
"The people of Paradise will regret only one thing, namely those moments which were spent without the remembrance of Allah."

And Al-Baghawi, has narrated quoting Abū Hurairah that The Holy Prophet said:

"Everyone will experience remorse and regret after death."

The companions of the Holy Prophet asked him what would be that remorse and regret about? Then The Holy Prophet explained that those who acted righteously will regret not having performed more righteous deeds which would have helped them attain a higher position in Paradise. On the other hand, the evil doers will repent their evil actions and sins. (Maṣharī)

Verses 41 - 50

And mention in the Book (the story of) Ibrāhīm. Indeed, he was siddiq (a man of truth), a prophet, [41] when he
said to his father, "My dear father, why do you worship something that does neither hear nor see, nor help you in any way? [42] My dear father, to me in fact, there has come a knowledge that has not come to you; so, follow me and I shall lead you to a straight path. [43] My dear father, do not worship the Satan. The Satan is surely rebellious to the Rahmān (All-Merciful). [44] My dear father, I fear that a punishment from the Rahmān (All-Merciful) touches you, and you become a companion of Satan." [45] He said, "Are you averse to my gods O Ibrāhīm? Should you not stop, I will definitely stone you. And leave me for good." [46] He said, "Peace on you. I shall seek forgiveness for you from my Lord. He has always been gracious to me. [47] And I go away from you and what you invoke besides Allah. And I shall invoke my Lord. Hopefully I shall not be a looser by invoking my Lord." [48] So, when he went away from them and what they worshipped besides Allah, We blessed him with Ishāq and Yaʿqūb and each of them We made a prophet [49] And We bestowed on them of our mercy and made them have a good name at its highest. [50]

Commentary
Meaning of Siddiq

(ṣiddiq (a man of truth), a prophet - 19:41) The word (ṣiddiq) is a Qur`anic term which has been defined differently by different scholars. Some say it is applied to one who has never told a lie in his life. Others describe Siddiq (ṣiddiq) as one who is truthful in his beliefs, words and deeds. In other words his utterances truly reflect his beliefs, and his actions in turn match with his beliefs and words. Rūḥ ul-Maʿānī and Maẓhari have adopted the latter meaning of the word. Then there are different degrees of ṣiddiq (Truthfulness) i.e. those who fall within this definition are placed at different pedestals. Only a prophet can be a true ṣiddiq. While every prophet is gifted with this attribute, not everyone who has it is a prophet. A believer who follows in the footsteps of his prophet and attains this exalted position of ṣiddiq (truthfulness) can also be called Siddiq. The Holy Qur`ān itself has given the title of ṣiddiq to Sayyidah Maryam عليه السلام, despite the view of the overwhelming majority that she was not a prophet, and that a woman cannot be a prophet.
How to give counsel to elders.

(My dear father - 19:42) In Arabic language this word conveys deep respect and intense love for one's father. Allah Ta'ālā had combined in the person of Sayyidnā Khalilullah عليه السلام the noble qualities and attributes, and his address to his father is a perfect example of moderation and restraint on the one hand, and the balancing of the opposites on the other. He finds his father living a life of unbelief and polytheism, and also calling upon other people to follow him in a life of sin - the very things which he was sent to eradicate. At the same time there is the filial love and respect which he feels towards his father. Now, the thing to note is, how well he combines the two conflicting feelings together. In the first place he uses the word يَا بَنِي، which is the mark of love and respect for his father, in the beginning of each sentence of the address. Then there is not a single derogatory word in his address which could hurt the feelings of his father, and words such as infidel or sinner have been carefully avoided. Instead, guided by prophetic wisdom he merely invited his father's attention to the helplessness and insensitivity of his idols, so that he might himself realize the fallacy of his beliefs. In the second sentence he made a mention of the prophetic knowledge that was granted to him by Allah Ta'ālā. Then in the third and fourth sentences he warned him against the Divine wrath, which would surely fall on him as a punishment for infidelity and idolatry. Even to these respectful entreaties his father did not pay any heed and, instead of giving any thought to what was said to him and adopting a gentle attitude, he addressed him in a very harsh language. Whereas Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm عليه السلام had addressed him with the loving words of يَا بَنِي، which should have called for a soft and tender response, such as يَا بَنُو إِيَرَاهِيم, (My dear son) he chose to call him by his name and said يَا بَنِي إِيَرَاهِيم, and not only threatened to stone him to death but also asked him to leave his house. How Sayyidnā Khalilullah عليه السلام responded to this threat is worthy of deep reflection.

(Peace on you) Here the word سَلاَم (Peace) may carry two meanings. One, that the word سَلاَم is used to signify severance of relations in a polite manner so as not to cause hurt to his father. This practice has been described in the Holy Qur'ān as an attribute of good and pious people. An example in point are the words.

وَإِذَا خَاطَبُوهُمُ الْجَاهِلِينَ قَالُواْ سَلَامًا

"When ignorant people speak to them, they reply peacefully." (25:63)
It means that when the ignorant people say foolish things to them they simply say 'Salām' (peace) instead of getting involved into an argument with them. This is a way of conveying to them that though I do not agree with your views I will not harm you. The second explanation is that the word سلام has been used in the conventional sense. But here the problem is that The Holy Prophet ﷺ has forbidden the believers to be the first to greet an infidel with the word سلام on meeting him. The following saying of The Holy Prophet ﷺ has been reported in ساھیح al-Bukhārī and Muslim on the authority of ساھیبدة Abū Hurairah ﷺ.

لا تبدأ واليهود والنصارى بالسلام

"Do not be the first to greet Jews and Christians with the word سلام."

On the other hand ساھیح al-Bukhārī and Muslim have also reported through ساھیبدة Usāmah ﷺ that The Holy Prophet ﷺ had greeted first a group of people with the word سلام in which infidels, polytheists and Muslims were all present.

This explains the differences which have developed among jurists on the question of propriety or otherwise of this practice. By their words and actions eminent companions (of the Holy Prophet ﷺ), their followers and leaders of religious thought have expressed different views on this issue. Qurtubi has treated this subject in great detail while explaining this verse in his book أحكام al-Qur'ān. Imam An-Nakha'i has ruled that when one meets an infidel, a Jew or a Christian on a religious or a worldly need, then there is no harm in taking lead in greeting him with the word سلام, but one should avoid greeting first when there is no need to meet him. Thus both the sayings of the Prophet ﷺ have been reconciled.

(I shall seek forgiveness for you from my Lord - 19:47). Here again the problem is that to ask for forgiveness for the sins of an infidel is prohibited and unlawful by Islamic laws, the Holy Prophet ﷺ had said to his uncle Abū _TD_lībah وَاللَّهُ لَا يَسْتَغْفِرُ لَكَ مَالِمَ عَنْهُ that is;

"By God I shall keep on praying to Allah for your forgiveness until I am forbidden to do so by Him."

On this the following verse was revealed:
"It is not for the Prophet and the believers to seek forgiveness for the Mushriks." (9:113)

After the revelation of this verse he stopped seeking forgiveness for his uncle.

The answer to this confusion is that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had promised his father to seek Divine Mercy for him before such a prayer was forbidden. The prohibition was imposed after this event. Allah Ta’ālā has mentioned this event in Sūrah Mumtaḥinna where this exception is clearly indicated.

_except that Ibrāhīm said to his father "Certainly I shall ask pardon for you"._ - 60:4.

This is more clear in Sūrah Taubah in the verse following the verse.

"And the prayer of Ibrāhīm for the forgiveness of his father was not but due to a promise he had made to him. Later, when it became clear to him that he was an enemy of Allah, he withdrew himself from him." - 9:114.

This shows that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm's promise to his father to invoke Allah's Mercy for him was made before the latter's firm adherence to infidelity, and his hostility to Allah became clearly evident. When the position was no longer in doubt Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm announced his dissociation from his father.


On the one hand Sayyidnā Khalīlullah went to the extreme to show his respect and love for his father, which has been described above, and on the other hand he did not allow the slightest doubt to be cast on
his expression of the universal truth (حکم) or on his total belief in it. He accepted willingly his father's orders to leave the house and also made it known that he had totally dissociated himself from his (father's) idols and addressed his prayers only to Allah.

"So, when he went away from them and what they worshipped besides Allah, We blessed him with Ishāq and Ya'qūb." - 19:49.

In the sentence preceding this sentence Hadhrat Ibrāhīm had expressed the hope that on account of his prayers and devotion Allah Ta'ālā would not abandon him. This hope, in fact, was a prayer to Allah to protect him from the pain of loneliness after he left his house and family. The sentence reproduced above describes the manner in which his prayer was granted. When Ibrāhīm left his home and family and their idols, Allah Ta'ālā rewarded him with a son, Ishāq to compensate him for his loss. It was further revealed to him that this son would have long life and also beget a son by the name of Ya'qūb. Granting of a son is proof that he (Ibrāhīm) was married by then. In brief it means that he was granted a better family, which consisted of prophets and pious people after he had left his father's family.

Verses 51 - 58

وَآذَّرُ فِي الْكِتَابِ مُوسَىَّ إِنَّهُ كَانَ مُتَخَلِّصًا وَكَانَ رَسُولًا نَبِيّاً

51 وَتَلَّىَ الْإِنْسَانَ مِنْ جَانِبِ الْطُوْرِ الْأَلْبَمِ وَقَرَنَّهُ بِنِجَاحِهِ

52 وَخَلَّبَهُ ۖ لَهُ مِنْ رَحْمَتِنَا أَخْبَاهُ هُنَّ أَنْ يُؤْتِهِ نَبِيًا

53 وَآذَّرُ فِي الْكِتَابِ إِسْمَعِيلَ

54 إِنَّهُ كَانَ صَادِقًا الْوَعْدِ وَكَانَ رَسُوْلًا نَبِيّاً

55 وَكَانَ يَمْتُرُ أَهْلَهُ

56 بِالصَّلَاةِ وَالزِّكْرَةِ ۖ وَكَانَ عِنْدَ رَبِّهِ مَرْضِيًا

57 وَآذَّرُ فِي الْكِتَابِ إِدِیْسٍ ۖ إِنَّهُ كَانَ صَدِيقًا نَبِيًا

58 وَقَدْ نَزَّلَ عَلَيْهِ ۖ 

وُسُفِّبُ الْأَلِّدِ ۖ وَأَوْلَادُهُ مِنْ النَّبِيِّينَ مِنْ ذَرَّةٍ أَدُمٍ

وَمَثَّلْنَ حَمَلَتَا إِنَّهُمْ عَلَيْهِمْ مِنَ النَّبِيِّينَ مِنْ ذَرَّةٍ أَدُمٍ
And mention in the Book (the story of) Mūsā. Indeed he was a chosen one and was a messenger, a prophet. [51] And We called him from the right side of the mount Tūr (Sinai), and We drew him close to commune in secret. [52] And We, out of Our mercy, granted him his brother Hārūn as a prophet. [53] And mention in the Book (the story of) Isma'īl. He was indeed true to his promise and was a messenger, a prophet. [54] And he used to bid Salāh and Zakāh to his family and was favorite with his Lord. [55] And mention in the Book (the story of) Idrīs. He was indeed a sīddīq (man of truth), a prophet. [56] And We raised him to a high place. [57] Those are the people whom Allah has blessed with bounties, the prophets from the progeny of 'Ādam and from those whom We boarded (the Ark) along with Nūh and from the progeny of Ibrāhīm and Isrā'īl, and from those whom We guided and selected. When the verses of The Rahmān (All-Merciful) are recited before them they fall down in Sajdah (prostration), weeping. [58]

Commentary

Indeed he was a chosen one means a person whom Allah Ta‘ālā has chosen for himself i.e. someone who will not devote himself to anyone but Allah, and whose only desire is to win Allah's benevolence. This special position is enjoyed by the prophets only as mentioned in the Qur'ān at another place.

"We purified them with a quality most pure, the remembrance of the Abode." - 38:46.

Those among the followers of prophets who attain perfection are also granted a place of distinction, which makes them immune to committing sins and evil deeds through Divine dispensation. They remain in Allah's protection all the time.

(The right side of the mount Tūr - 19:52). This famous mountain (Tūr or Sinai) rises in Syria between Madyan and Egypt, and is
still known by the same name. Allah Ta’ālā has given it a distinct and special position in many ways.

The position of Tūr is given to the right side in relation to Sayyidnā Mūsā who had commenced his journey from Madyan and when he approached Tūr, it was on his right side. نَجِيّاً is for whisper, مُناجِت is for confidential talk and نَجِيّاً means a confidant.

"And We, out of our mercy, granted him his brother Hārūn." - 19:53.

Literal meaning of هبة is a gift. Sayyidnā Mūsā had prayed to Allah to grant prophethood to Sayyidnā Hārūn also in order to provide him support. This prayer was granted and the word وَهَنَّئَلَهُ has been used to describe this episode i.e. the grant of the gift of Hārūn to Sayyidnā Mūsā. That is why Sayyidnā Hārūn is also known as the Gift of Allah (مَهْبَة اللَّه). (Maţharī)

وَذَكَرْ فِي الْكِتَابِ إِسْمَاعِیلَ "And mention in the Book (the story of) Ismā‘īl." - 19:54.

The reference here is clearly to Sayyidnā Ismā‘īl, the son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, who has not been mentioned earlier along with his father Ibrāhīm and brother Iṣḥāq but mention has been made of him after a brief interlude in which an account of Sayyidnā Mūsā is given. It is possible that by making a reference to Sayyidnā Ismā‘īl apart from others, instead of treating him along with them, the intention was to give him prominent status. In this verse the prophets have not been mentioned in the order in which they were granted missions of prophethood, because Idrīs who has been mentioned last was, in fact, the earliest of them all.

"He was indeed true to his promise." - 19:54.

Fulfillment of promise is regarded as an important part of the moral code by all decent men, just as a breach of it is considered worthy of contempt. A saying of the Holy Prophet ﷺ has described the breaking of promise as a sign of hypocrisy. Thus, none of the prophets and messengers of Allah have been accused of bad faith / a breach of promise.
Here certain attributes have been assigned to some of the prophets, but this does not mean that the other prophets did not possess them. It only suggests that these special attributes distinguish them from all the other prophets, just as Sayyidnā Mūsā has been described as مختص. All the other prophets possessed this quality, but it has been specifically applied to Sayyidnā Mūsā. Hence a special mention of him with the attribute.

Sayyidnā Ismā‘il occupies a place of honour where keeping a promise is concerned and he stood by his promise whether made to Allah or to humans. He fulfilled his promise to Allah that he would offer himself for sacrifice and will not be found wanting in courage. When the time came he stood by his promise. Once, he promised to meet a man at an appointed place and time. The man did not turn up at the appointed time, but Sayyidnā Ismā‘il waited for him at the place for three days, and according to another tradition for full one year. (Mazhari) A similar incident is reported about The Holy Prophet by Tirmidhī on the authority of Abdullah Ibn Ari Al-Khamsa that he waited for three days for someone who had promised to meet him at a particular place. (Qurtubi)

**Importance of keeping one's promise.**

Fulfillment of promise is a distinctive trait of the character of the prophets and the pious, and a normal code of conduct with all decent persons. Breaking of a promise, on the other hand, is a habit of the wicked, mean and liars. A saying of the The Holy Prophet is العده دين "A promise is like a debt." i.e. it is as obligatory to honour a promise as it is to repay a debt. There is another saying of The Holy Prophet which says وى المؤمن واجب. It means that "promise is an obligation for a believer."

Jurists are all agreed that a promise is a debt and its fulfillment obligatory, but only in the sense that its violation without a religious (شرعى) excuse is a sin though no remedy can be sought for its breach in a court of law. In the language of the Jurists a debt is an obligation which is enforceable, while a promise is not.

**A reformer must begin his mission with his own family**

كان يأمّر أهله بالصلاة والزكوة

"And he used to bid Salāh and Zakāh to his family." - 19:55.
A special attribute of Sayyidnā Ismā'īl is that he used to direct his family members to offer prayers and pay obligatory charity (zakāt). Here the question arises that all Muslims are required to advise their family members to perform good deeds as the Qur'ān addresses the believers:

قَوُاً أَنْسِكُمْ وَاَنْغَلِبُكُمْ نَارًا

"Save yourself and your family members from the Fire (of Hell)." - 66:6.

Then why has a special mention been made of Sayyidnā Ismā'īl in this matter? The fact is, that although this injunction applies to all Muslims, Sayyidnā Ismā'īl used to make special efforts in following this directive. Likewise, the Holy Prophet also received special directive to warn his family members and close relations against Allah's wrath (and warn the nearest people of your clan - 26:214). As a consequence he assembled them all and conveyed to them Allah's command. The other point to consider here is that prophets are sent by Allah for the guidance of entire people. They convey Allah's message to everyone and bind them to obey His command. Then what is the point in making special mention of the members of family? The thing is that there are certain principles which the prophets observe when calling upon people to follow the path of righteousness, and one of them is to give the call first to one's own family members before calling upon the general public. It is a lot easier to prevail upon one's own family members and to monitor their actions. Once the family members have accepted a certain way of life and have started acting on it routinely then it becomes much easier to spread the same message among others at large. When people see for themselves others following a righteous path it becomes much easier to convert them. The most effective means for bringing about an improvement in the character of the people is by creating a religious environment. Experience shows that virtue and vice both proliferate faster and wider in a receptive environment than through teaching and preaching.

وَأَذْكُرُ فِي الْكِتَابِ إِدْرِیسَ

"And mention in the Book (the story of) Idrīs." - 19:56.

Sayyidnā Idrīs lived one thousand years before Sayyidnā Nuḥ
Siirah Maryam: 19:51-58

19:51-58 MI, and was among his ancestors. (Rūḥ īl-Ma‘ānī with reference to Mustadrak al-Ḥakim). He was the first Prophet after Sayyidnā Ādam and Allah Ta’ālā bestowed upon him thirty books. (Abī zar- Zamkhashari). Sayyidnā Idrīs was the first man who was given the knowledge of astrology and mathematics through a miracle, (Bahār ul-Muhīt). He was also the first man who learnt how to write with a pen, and also the first who invented stitching of cloth, people used to wear animal skins instead of clothes before his time. He also invented measurement tools for the first time. Making of weapons also started in his time and he used them in his wars - the Holy wars (جهاد) against the descendents of Qābil (بیو قابیل) (Bahār ul-Muhīt, Qurṭubī, Maẓhari, Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī)

وَرُفِعَ مِنْهُ مَكَانًا عَلِيّاً

"And We raised him to a high place." - 19:57.

It means that he was granted a special position among prophets and was close to Allah Ta’ālā. There are also other versions about his ascent to the sky, about which Ibn-e-Kathīr has said

هذا من أخبار كعب الاحبار الإسرائيليات وفي بعضه نكارة

"This is taken from the traditions of the Israelis as reported by Ka‘āb Al-Aḥbār, some of which are disputed, and unfamiliar."

The Qur’ānic words are not specific on the subject whether he was given a sublime position or was physically lifted to the sky. Therefore, his physical ascent to the sky is not definite. In any case commentary of the Holy Qur’ān is not dependent on this issue. (Bayān ul-Qur’ān)

From Bayān ul-Qur’ān - The difference between the definition of 'Rasūl' and 'Nabī' and their inter-relationship.

"The words Rasūl and Nabī have been variously explained. Having considered all possibilities I have come to the conclusion that the relationship between the two is on being specific or general on the basis of their application.

Rasūl is one who delivers a new code to those among whom he is sent, even though the code may be new to himself as well, like Torah to Sayyidnā Mūsā, or the code be new only to his people, as was the case with Sayyidnā Ismā‘īl. The code that he was preaching was in
fact given to his father, Sayyidnā Ibrahīm Ṣalām, but it was new for the
tribe of Jurhum who did not know about it beforehand, and learnt its
details from Sayyidnā Ismā'il Ṣalām only, who was sent to them for this
purpose. It, therefore, follows that it is not necessary for a Rasūl to be
Nabī just as the angels who are Rasūl but not Nabī or the messengers
sent to Sayyidnā ‘Īsā Ṣalām who are referred in Qur‘ān as Rasūl, although
they were not Nabī. (36:13).

On the other hand Nabī is the one who is the bearer of Waḥy (Allah's
message) regardless of whether he preaches an old or a new religious
code. Many a prophets from Bani Isra‘il fall under this category, as they
preached the religious code given to Sayyidnā Mūsā Ṣalām. It, therefore,
follows that the word Rasūl is more general compared to Nabī. But in
certain other ways converse is the case. Where the two words are used
together, as in the case of this verse where they appear as ۚۚ رسول الله
الله، there is no problem in that they can be taken both in specific or in general term,
and there will not be any contradiction. But in such situations where the
two words appear separately one against the other, then having regard to
the relative position of the two words in the verse the term Nabī will
denote someone who is following the religious code brought by someone
else."

"Those are the people whom Allah has blessed with bounties,
the prophets from the progeny of Adam." - 19.58.

This relates only to Sayyidnā Idrīs Ṣalām.

"And from those whom We boarded (the Ark) along with Nūḥ." -
19:58.

This relates to Sayyidnā Ibrahīm Ṣalām only,

"and from the progeny of Ibrahīm" - 19:58.

This relates to Ismā'il, Ishāq and Ya'qūb ۚۚ إسرايلل
"and Isrā‘il" - 19:58.
This points out to Sayyidnā Mūsā, Hārūn, Zakariyyā and Yahyā and ʻĪsā عليه السلام.

إذا تلقى عليهم أيت الرحمان خرووا سجدا و بكاء

"When the verses of The Raḥmān (All-Merciful) are recited before them they fall down in Sajdah (prostration), weeping." - 19:58.

Some very prominent prophets have been mentioned in the preceding verses as also their exalted status. Thus, there was a real danger that people might raise them to an exaggerated and high position as was the case with Jews who treated Sayyidnā ʻUzair as God, or the Christians who elevated Sayyidnā ʻIsā to a level where they called him the son of God. Therefore, after the mention of all those prophets it was made very clear in the very next verse that they were all very God-fearing and used to prostrate themselves before Allah in extreme reverence. It is to avoid any possibility of crossing the limits of reverence for them (Bayānul-Qurān).

Weeping during the recitation of Qurān / Divine Book was the Practice of the Prophets

Weeping while reciting Qur'ān is a commendable act and was also an attribute of the prophets. It has been reported that The Holy Prophet ﷺ, his companions, their followers and the God-fearing people followed this practice.

Qurṭubī has reported that religious scholars consider it desirable that when going into Sajdah after reciting a verse of Sajdah (آب سجده) one should recite a prayer which is appropriate to the verse of Sajdah (آب سجده). For instance in Sūrah Sajdah (sūrah # 32) the following prayer be recited.

اللَّهُمَّ اجعلِني مِنَ السَّاجِدينِ لَوْحَيْتَ الْمُسْبِيحِينَ بِحَمْدِكَ وَاعْمَدْ بِكَ أَنْ أَكُونُ مِنَ الْمُسْتَكْبِرينَ عَنْ أَمْرِكَ

(O Allah, make me of those who prostrate to You alone, and who glorify You along with proclaiming Your praise. And I seek refuge with You from being of those who turn their faces, in arrogance, against Your command.)

While in the case of Sajdah at verse # 109 of Sūrah Bani Isrāîl (Sūrah Bani Isrāîl) one should recite.
(O Allah, make me of those who weep before You and who are humble in heart before You.)

And for the verse of Sajdah under reference the following should be recited.

(O Allah make me of those among Your slaves upon whom You bestowed Your bounties, who prostrate before You, who weep while reciting Your verses.) (Qurtubi)

Verses 59 - 63

Then came after them the successors who ruined Salāh and pursued desires. So they will soon face (the outcome of their) perversion, [59] except those who repent and believe and do good deeds, and therefore they will enter the Paradise and will not be wronged at all. [60] the Gardens of eternity, promised by the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) to His servants, in the unseen world. His promise is sure to be arrived at. [61] They will not hear anything absurd therein but a word of peace, and there they will have their provision at morn and eve. [62] That is the Paradise We will give as inheritance to those of Our servants who have been God-fearing. [63]

Commentary

( Khalif) means bad successors, while Khalif (Khalaf) means good
successors. (Māzharī) Mujahid ṭabīb, has reported that when the Day of Judgment would be near and the pious people would all be dead and gone, people will lose interest in prayers and indulge in all sort of vices and evil deeds.

**Offering prayers outside fixed time or not with congregation** (جماعت) is a default and of no avail, and is a great sin.

Most exegetes / commentators are of the view that offering prayers after its time has lapsed is a default of prayers (أضاعوا الصلاة). Among them are Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd, Nakha‘ī, Qasim, Mujahid, Ibrāhīm and ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abdūl ‘Azīz. While others consider that any lapse in the form and conditions of prayers is بعث صلاة and includes the lapse of time as well. Still others believe that offering of prayers at home and not with the congregation (جماعت) is بعث صلاة. (Qurtubī, Baḥr ul-Muḥīṭ).

Sayyidnā ‘Umar al-Fārūq Ḥasan ibn ʿAbdullāh, had sent out a circular to all his governors saying:

إن أهم أموركم عندى الصلاة فمن ضيعها فهو لمن سواها ضيع (موقعا مالك).

"In my view the most important among your tasks is prayer. So, whoever defaults in this, will default in discharging his other obligations all the more."

Once Sayyidnā Ḥudaifah Ḥasan ibn ʿAbdullāh saw someone offering his prayers without observing the prescribed rules, and was going through the rituals rather hurriedly without pausing. He asked the man how long he had been offering his prayers like that. The man replied for the last forty years. Then Sayyidnā Ḥudaifah Ḥasan ibn ʿAbdullāh said:

"You have not offered a single of your prayers correctly."

He further remarked:

"If you die offering your prayers like this then remember you will die without following the course given by The Holy Prophet ﷺ."

Sayyidnā Abū Mas‘ūd Anṣārī Ḥasan ibn ʿAbdullāh has been quoted in Tirmidhī that the Holy Prophet ﷺ had said that the prayer of a person is lost who does not observe إقامت i.e. does not stand upright in his prayers. It means that if one does not pause while bowing down (ركوع) and prostrating (سجدة) in his prayers or who does not stand straight up after bowing down (ركوع) or
does not sit up in between two prostrations (سجدون) his prayers would be considered as not performed. Similarly, if one is not careful about ablution (طهارت) and his cleanliness (وضو) his prayers will also be lost.

Sayyidnā Ḥasan-al-Ḥasṛ has observed that leaving the mosques unattended and being over involved in business and enjoyments of life is included in the meaning of this verse.

Imām Qurtubī رحمه الله تعالى after reproducing these sayings had said that even knowledgeable people ignore the prescribed rules of prayers and merely go through its motions. He made this observation in the 6th century Hijrah when such people were few. Presently the position is worse, and there are many more people who disregard the rules of prayers. ٌ تعالى رحمه الله: 

(شُهُوَات): (شُهُوَات) (19:59) refers to all such worldly pleasures which make people negligent of their duty to Allah making them lose interest in Prayers. Sayyidnā ‘Alī كرم الله ووجهه has said that palatial houses and luxurious carriages which attract people's eye, and wearing dresses which distinguish a person from the common man all fall within the category of worldly pleasures. (Qurtubi)

(19:59) The word غي in Arabic language is the opposite of رشاد. All virtues and good things are غي and all vices and evils are غي. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd has reported that there is a cave in Hell by the name غي which houses various types of severe punishments, more numerous than all the punishments of Hell.

Ibn ‘Abbās has remarked that even Hell seeks protection from غي, which is the name of a cave in the Hell. Allah Ta‘ālā has prepared it for habitual adulterers who persist in adultery, and for the drunkards who do not give up drinking, and for the usurers who do not stop taking interest and for those who disobey their parents, and those who give false witness and for the woman who declares someone else's child as her husband's. (Qurtubi)

(19:62).
(النور) means idle, absurd, frivolous and abusive talk, which will not reach the ears of good people who have been admitted to Paradise.

إِلَّا إِسْلَامًا means that whatever one will hear in Paradise will add to his happiness, peace and tranquility. It includes the customary greetings (سلام), which the dwellers of Paradise will exchange among themselves and the angels of God will offer them all. (Qurtubi)

وَلَهُمْ رَزْقُهُمْ لَيْبَةً بَكَرَةً وَخَيْطًا

"And there they will have their provisions at morn and eve." - 19:62.

There will be no solar system in the Paradise and hence no rising or setting of the sun, but there will be a perpetual radiance. There will also be some way of telling day from night and morning from evening. Within this distinction between morning and evening the Paradise dwellers will receive their meals. It goes without saying that the wishes of the Paradise dwellers will be fulfilled forthwith (وَلَهُمْ مَا يَشَاءُونَ - and for themselves, there is what they desire - 16:57). This is a general announcement. Hence, mention of morning and evening is because of people's habit to eat and drink in the morning and in the evening. According to an Arab saying, anyone who gets a full meal morning and evening is comfortable and at peace.

Sayyidna Anas Ibn Malik ـ, said after reciting this verse that it shows that the believers have their meals twice a day, one in the morning and the other in the evening.

Some scholars have explained that mention of morning and the evening is a general expression, like day and night or east and west, which does not specify any particular time or place. Therefore, it means that they (Paradise dwellers) will get their provisions according to their choice at any time they like. (Only God knows best) (Qurtubi)

Verses 64 - 72

وَمَا نَضَّلَّ إِلَّا بَلَامُ رَبِّك ۢقَلْنَّ ۚ لَهُ مَا بَيْنَ يَدَيْنَا وَمَا خَلَفْنَا وَمَا بَيْنَ ذَلَّكَ ۚ وَمَا كَانَ رَبُّك نَسِيًا ۚ ۚ رَبُّ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَمَا بَيْنَهُمَا فَاعْبَدُهُ وَأَصْطَبِرْ لِيَعْبَدُهُ ۚ هِلْ تَعْلَمُ نَعْمَانَ ۚ ۚ وَيَقُولُ الْإِنسَانُ
(Jibra’îl said to the Holy Prophet) "And we do not descend but with the command of your Lord. To Him belongs what is in front of us and what is behind us and what is in between. And your Lord is not the one who forgets - [64] the Lord of the heavens and the earth and whatever lies between them. So, worship Him and persevere in His worship. Do you know any one worthy of His name?" [65] And man says, "Is it that, once I die, I shall be brought forth alive?" [66] Does not the man remember that We created him before when he was nothing? [67] So, by your Lord, We will definitely gather them together with the devils, then We will definitely make them present around the Jahannam, fallen on their knees. [68] Then We will certainly draw out, from every group, those who are more rebellious against the Raḥmān (All-Merciful). [69] Then of course, We are most aware of those who are more deserving to enter it (the Jahannam). [70] And there is none among you who is not to arrive at it. This, on the part of your Lord, is a matter finally decided, bound to happen. [71] Then We will save those who feared Allah, and will leave the wrongdoers in it, fallen on their knees. [72]

Commentary

إِسْتَبْطَارٌ وَإِسْتَضْطَرْ: إِسْتَبْطَارٌ ("and perseverance in His worship." - 19:65) The word إِسْتَبْطَارٌ means perseverance in the face of acute distress and hardship. The point here is that any one who wishes to be constant and steadfast in his
prayers must be prepared to undergo pain and suffering.

"Do you know any one worthy of His name?" - 19:65) In the generally accepted sense the word سَمِيّ applies to persons bearing the same name. The polytheists and idolaters had included many humans, angels, stones and idols along with Allah Ta‘ālā in their worship and designated all of them as الَّذِي i.e. as objects of worship but it is a strange and extraordinary coincidence that none of their false gods was ever named as Allah. This matter was pre-ordained, and no idol or deity bore the name Allah. Thus, the literal meaning of the word سَمِيّ would adequately explain the meaning of this verse which is that there is no object in the world bearing Allah's name.

Many commentators, among them Mujāhid, Ibn Zubair, Qatadah, and Ibn 'Abbas, are of the view that in the present context the word سَمِيّ means "a like" or "comparable" and the sense of the verse is that in the entire pantheon of false gods none is equal or comparable to Allah Ta‘ālā in so far as divine attributes are concerned.

"We will definitely gather them together with the devils, then We will definitely make them present." - 19:68.

This verse may be interpreted in two ways. First, that on the Day of Judgement every infidel will be brought before God along with his own devil, and this suggests that this is a reference to the gathering of infidels and their devils. But if it is interpreted in a general sense to include all believers and infidels then the meaning of the devils being gathered with all of them would be that while the infidels will be gathered with their devils, the believers would also be gathered at the same time and place. Thus the devils will be gathered along with the infidels as well as with the believers.

"Around the Jahannam fallen on their knees." - 19:68.

On the Day of Resurrection every one - believers, infidels, the blessed and the wretched - will be assembled around Hell. Every one will be seized with awe and terror, and they will all be on their knees, then the believers and the blessed will be taken across Hell and admitted into
Paradise, so that having viewed the extreme suffering of Hell they may all the better enjoy their own state of felicity, and at the same time rejoice at the punishment which has been inflicted upon the infidels.

"Then We will certainly draw out from every group." - 19:69.

The word شیعّة is applied to a particular person or the followers of a particular faith, and it also means a sect. The meaning of the verse is that the most rebellious from amongst the different sects of the infidels will be picked out. Some commentators say that the sinners will be committed to Hell in the order of the intensity of their sins, i.e. those sinners will be driven in first whose sins are most intense and those with less intense sins, will follow them, and so on.

وَأَنَّ مَنْ كَفَرَ إِلَّا وَأَرَدَهَا

"And there is none among you who is not to arrive at it." - 19:71.

This means that everybody - be he a believer or an infidel - will go across Hell. However, this does not mean that they would go to stay in it; they would only go across it. But even if the word means "entry", then the pious believers on entry into Hell will feel no discomfort because its fires will cool down and will do no harm to them. Sayyidnâ Abû Sumayya has related that The Holy Prophet once said that:

"Everybody whether he is a pious man or a sinner will initially enter Hell, but for the pious believers the fire will cool down just as the fire of Namrûd cooled down when Sayyidnâ Ibrâhim was cast into it. Thereafter, the believers will be taken to Paradise."

This view is confirmed by the next sentence which means then We will save those who feared Allah - 19:72. A similar view has also been expressed by Sayyidnâ Ibn ‘Abbâs, thus even if the word occurring in the Qur’âân is taken to mean (entry), then the word will be interpreted as synonymous with the word (going across). Thus there is no contradiction in the meaning of the word.

Verses 73 - 76
And when Our verses are recited to them in all their clarity, those who disbelieve say to those who believe, "Which of the two groups is superior in respect of its place and better in respect of its assembly?" [73] And how many a generation We have destroyed before them who were better in assets and outlook! [74] Say, "Whoever stays straying, let his term be extended by The Raḥmān (All-Merciful) still longer until when they will see what they are being warned of: either the punishment or the Hour (of doom), then they will know who was worse in respect of his place and weaker in respect of his forces. [75] And Allah makes those on the right path excel in guidance. And the everlasting virtues are better with your Lord in respect of reward and better in their return. [76]

Commentary

"Superior in respect of its place and better in respect of its assembly" - 19:73.

The infidels never relaxed their efforts to confuse and perplex the believers. They were very rich and possessed material wealth in great abundance. They had their retinues, their followers, friends and supporters. In contrast, the believers were poor and lacking in worldly assets. However, it is a common experience that material wealth turns people's heads and makes them unduly proud and arrogant, so that even the sensible and wise among them are led to believe that their prosperity and affluence is the reward of their personal merit and effort, and will
last for ever. History is replete with instances where prosperous communities and rich nations crumbled to dust and vanished without leaving a trace. But these instances of Divine wrath hold no lesson for them and fail to turn them from their erroneous ways.

On the other hand there are good people who, following the teachings of Qur'ān, do not regard wealth and worldly honors as the result of their own effort and merit, but as Allah Ta'ālā's bounty to be held as a trust from Him and to be expended according to His command. They are well aware that these gifts from Allah Ta'ālā will not last for ever, and the prospect of their abatement or even their total loss does not cause them any concern. These are the people who are safe from the mischief resulting from wealth and material abundance to which the infidels are exposed. Prophets like Sayyidnā Sulaymān and Dāwūd, many a followers of The Holy Prophet ﷺ and multitude among the pious believers fall in this category.

Allah Ta'ālā has dispelled the mistaken notions of the infidels by saying that the transient material prosperity cannot be regarded as a token of His good-will nor as a symbol of their own merit, because it often happens that foolish and undeserving people are loaded with wealth while wise and learned persons spend their lives in poverty.

وَالْبَقِيَّةُ الصَّلِيمَةُ خَيْرٌ عَنْدَ رَبِّكَ وَخَيْرٌ مَرَّدًا

"And the everlasting virtues are better with your Lord in respect of reward and better in their return". - 19:76

These words have been interpreted differently by different scholars as has been explained at some length in the commentary of Sūrah Al-Kahf (سورة كهف). The more plausible interpretation, however, is that the words refer to submission to the commands of Allah and to good deeds, the benefits of which are everlasting.

مردًا means consequences, and the sense of this verse is that good deeds alone are the real wealth whose reward is great and whose result is eternal peace.

**Verses 77 - 82**
Did you, then, see him who rejected Our verses and said, "I shall certainly be given wealth and children?"

[77] Has he peeped in the unseen or taken a covenant with the Rahmān (All-Merciful)? [78] Never. We will write what he says and extend for him the punishment extensively. [79] And We will inherit from him what he is talking about and he will come to Us all alone. [80] And they have taken gods other than Allah so that they might be a might for them. [81] Never. They will soon deny their worshipping and they will be just the opposite for them. [82]

Commentary

"I shall certainly be given wealth and children". - 19:77

Bukhārī and Muslim relate the story of Sayyidnā Khabab Ibn Al-'Aratt who had Āś some money to 'Ās Ibn Wā'il. When pressed to return the loan, ‘Ās Ibn Wail said that he would not make the payment until he (Sayyidnā Khabab) dissociated himself from the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Sayyidnā Khabab replied that he would never do that - not until ‘Ās was dead and rose to life again. At this ‘Ās Ibn Wail said, "What? will I be brought to life again after I am dead? If so I will repay the loan only after I am brought back to life again because even then I will have my wealth and my children." (Qurtubi)

This verse is an answer to ‘Ās Ibn Wail's boastful claim. How does he know that when he is brought back to life he will still have his wealth and children?

(Has he peeped in the unseen - 19:78) It is obvious that nothing of this kind has happened. Then why has he considered it as a surety?

"Or taken a covenant with The Rahmān (All-Merciful)" - 19:78.
Or has he entered into a covenant with Allah Ta'ālā and obtained a promise from Him for his wealth and his children?

وَرَيْهَا مَا يَفْرَوْنُ

"And We will inherit from him what he is talking about" - 19:80.

It is foolish of him to talk about retaining his wealth and children in the Hereafter because he will have to leave behind even these things which he possesses in this world, and his wealth and children will all revert to Allah Ta'ālā.

وَبَأْيَنِيْا قَرَداً

"And he will come to Us all alone" - 19:80.

And on the Day of Judgment he will appear in God's presence alone without his wealth and his children.

وَيَكُونُونَ عَلَيْهِمْ ضِدًا

"And they will be just the opposite for them" - 19:82.

The idols and the false gods whom the infidels worshipped in the hope of winning their help will turn against them on the Day of Judgment. God will grant speech to them and they will say, "O God! finish these sinners because they turned away from you and made us the objects of their worship."

Verses 83 - 87

Did you not see that We have sent the devils onto the disbelievers inciting them with all their incitements. [83] So do not hurry about them; We are but counting for them a count down. [84] The day We will assemble the God-fearing before the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) as guests [85] and will drive the sinners towards the
Jahannam as herds towards water, [86] they will have no power of intercession except the one who has taken a covenant with the Raḥmān (All-Merciful).[87]

Commentary

"Inciting them with all their incitements" - 19:83.

In Arabic language the words خَصْصُ - آذَرُ - هُزُزُ are synonymous, differing only in shade or degree, and mean to urge, incite, instigate. The word آذَرُ means to apply strong pressure, to persuade somebody to do something. The sense of this verse is that the Devils instigate the unbelievers to persist in their evil ways by presenting before their eyes the benefits and hiding from them the wickedness of their evil deeds.

"We are but counting for them a count down." - 19:84

This verse means: "Do not be impatient about their punishment because it is going to befall upon them in any case - and very soon. We have allowed them a fixed term in this world and that term is about to end. Then will come their retribution." نَتَّمَعُ نَتَّمَعُ means: "We are counting for them, i.e. they do not have control on anything. Their days are numbered and We keep a count of every moment of their life and everything they do."

Once Ma’mūn Rāshīd read Sūrah Maryam. Upon reading this particular verse, he desired that Ibn Simak, one of the Islamic scholars sitting in that meeting with him, to say something on it. Thereupon Ibn Simak submitted that when our breaths are numbered and their number cannot be enhanced, they will soon come to an end. The same notion is reflected in the following poetic verse:

حياتك انفاس تعد فكلُّما مضي نفس منك انتقصت به جزءًا

That is, the breaths of your life are counted. With every passing breath, your life gets reduced to that extent.

It is said that during one span of twenty-four hours, one breathes twenty-four thousand times. (Qurtubī)
The following stanza explores the same context:

وَكَيْفُ يُفَرِّحُ الْمُلْقُ وَالْمَسْأَلٌ وَالْفِتْنَةُ
فَنَّى يُعَذَّبُ عَلَى الْلَّفْظِ وَالْنَّفْسِ

That is, how can one be so engrossed and relaxed with the worldly pleasures, while his words and breaths are being counted. (Rūḥ)

يَوْمَ نُحْشُرَ الْمُتَّقِينَ إِلَى الْرَّحْمَنِ وَفِيَاهُ

"The day We will assemble the God-fearing before the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) as guests." - 19:85.

The word رَفَد applies to those who are received by rulers and princes with respect and honour. According to some sayings of the Holy Prophet ﷺ he said, "These men will ride on their mounts which they used in their worldly life." Some say that their own virtuous deeds will take the shape of their mounts.

إِلَى جَهَنَّمَ وَرَفَدًا

"Towards the Jahannam as herds towards water" - 19:86.

وَرَدَّ means to go towards water and since only a thirsty man or animal goes towards water, this word has been translated to denote a thirsty person.

مَنْ أَتَّخَذَ عَهْدَ الرَّحْمَنِ عَهْدًا

"Except the one who has taken a covenant with the Raḥmān (All-Merciful)" - 19:87.

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has said that عَهْد means a declaration of firm belief in the Unity of Allah Ta‘ālā, while others say that عَهْد means committing the Qur‘ān to memory. In brief only those people will have the permission to intercede with Allah who stand firm by their covenant to adhere to the true faith. (Rūḥ)

Verses 88 - 98

وَقَالُوا أَتَّخَذُ الرَّحْمَنَ وَلَدَىٰٓ أَنْ أَفْتَقَرَّ الْسَّمَوَاتُ وَالْأَرْضُ وَإِنَّهُ يَتَّخِذُ وَلَدَىٰٓ

وَمَا يَنْبِغِي لِلرَّحْمَنِ أَنْ يَتَّخِذَ وَلَدَىٰٓ

وُقِعَ مَنْ فِي السَّمَوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ إِلَّآ إِلَى الرَّحْمَنِ عَبْدًا
And they say, "The Raḥmān (All-Merciful) has taken to Himself a son." [88] You have come up, indeed, with something so abominable [89] that the heavens are about to explode therewith and the earth to burst and the mountains to fall down crumbling, [90] for they have ascribed a son to the Raḥmān (All-Merciful), [91] while it is not befitting for the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) to have a son. [92] There is none in the heavens and the earth, but bound to come to the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) as a salve. [93] He has fully encompassed them and precisely calculated their numbers, [94] and each one of them is bound to come to Him on the Day of Judgment, all alone. [95] Surely, those who believe and do the righteous deeds, for them the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) will create love. [96] So We have made it easy through your tongue so that you give with it the good news to the God-fearing and warn with it an obstinate people. [97] And how many a generation We have destroyed before them. Do you sense (the presence of) any one of them or hear from them even a whisper? [98]

Commentary

"And the mountains to fall down crumbling" - 19:90.

These verses suggest that the earth, the mountains and everything that grows thereon possess a certain degree of knowledge and intelligence though in their case these perceptions are not of the same extent as that bestowed on human beings. This explains the fact that everything in the world glorifies Allah Ta'ālā as will be evident from the verse.

"And there is not a single thing that does not extol His purity..."
and praise." - 17:44.

These verses refer to this very perception of these things that to associate anything or being with Allah Ta'ālā, specially to assert that He has children is a sin which makes the earth and the mountains quake with fear. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās Ṭḥā has said that except humans every created thing is terrified of any suggestion of association with Allah (Rūh-ul-Ma‘ānī).

"And precisely calculated their numbers" - 19:94.

It means that Allah Ta'ālā has full knowledge of their doings.

"For them the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) will create love." - 19:96.

It means that for those who are steadfast in their faith in Him, Allah creates an environment of friendship and love for each other, which consequently promotes mutual amity and goodwill among the true Muslims. Furthermore, by their conduct and behavior they command the admiration and respect of all those with whom they come into contact. Bukhārī, Tirmidhī and others have related on the authority of Sayyidnā Abu Hurairah that the Holy Prophet Ṭḥā once said that when Allah Ta'ālā is pleased with someone He says to Jibra'il, "I am pleased with so and so and I desire that you too should show favour to him." Jibra'il makes an announcement to this effect in all the skies so that their residents begin to harbor a liking for that person. Then this love descends upon the earth and the people of the earth also begin to love him. The Holy Prophet Ṭḥā then quoted this verse. (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī).

"Surely those who believe and do the righteous deeds, for them the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) will create love." - 19:96.

Ḥaram bin Ḥayyan has said that when a person devotes himself wholly towards Allah He fills the hearts of all believers with love for him. (Qurtūbī)

When Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm Khalilullah Ṭḥā, planned to go back to Syria, after leaving behind his wife Hajira and his baby son Sayyidnā...
Ismā‘il in the desert enclosed by the barren hills of Makkah in accordance with the command of Allah, he also prayed for both of them with the following words

فعَجَعَلَ أَفِيدَةً مِّنَ النَّاسِ تَهُوَى إِلَيْهِمْ

"So make hearts of a number of people yearn toward them." - 14:37.

The prayer was granted so that even after the lapse of many millennia people all over the world entertain great love for Makkah and its inhabitants. They visit the place in large numbers, and not only incur heavy expenditure but also endure great hardships while making the journey.

أوَتَسْمَعُ لَهُمْ رَكْرَأ

"Or hear from them even a whisper" - 19:98.

The word رَكْرَأ means a faint, unintelligible sound such as a death-rattle. The meaning of the verse is that there have been many kings who ruled vast empires, exercised unlimited authority and lived in great splendor, but when the wrath of Allah caught upon them for their sinful acts, they were annihilated in such a manner that not even a whisper or a feeble motion is now being heard of them.

Alḥamdu lillāh
The Commentary on Surah Maryam Ends here.
Surah Ta-Ha:

Surah Ta-Ha was revealed in Makkah and it has 135 Verses and 8 sections

بِيْنِ الدَّيْنِ الدَّارِ

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

The other name of this Surah, according to As-Sakhawi is Surah Kalim (كلم) because it contains the detailed story of Kalimullah Sayyidnā Mūsā.

It is reported in the Musnad by Dārīmi on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah that the Holy Prophet said that two thousand years before Allah Ta'ālā created the sky and the earth, He recited (i.e. to the angels) Surahs Ta-Ha and Yāsīn, the angels said, "Fortunate and blessed are the people to whom these Surahs will be revealed, and blessed are the chests which will preserve (memorize) them, and blessed are the tongues which will recite them." And it was this very Surah which brought about the conversion of Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb who had actually set out fully determined to kill the Holy Prophet. This story has been related in all the books of Sīrah (Biographies of the Holy Prophet).

The story as narrated by Ibn Ishāq runs as follows: One day Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb set out, with sword in hand, fully determined to kill the Holy Prophet. On the way Nu‘aim Ibn ‘Abdullāh accosted him and asked him where was he headed to. Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb replied that he was going to finish off the man who had sown discord among the Quraish, vilified their faith, seduced them from belief and disparaged their idols. Nu‘aim then said "O ‘Umar! You are deceiving yourself. If you kill Muhammad, do you really think that his clan Banū ‘Abd Munāf will spare your life? If you have any sense, better see to your own sister and her husband because they both have become Muslims and have accepted the religion of Muhammad." Sayyidnā
'Umar Ibn Khattab was shaken by what he heard and retraced his steps towards the house of his sister and her husband. At that moment Sayyidnā Khabbāb bin 'Arath, one of the Companions of the Holy Prophet, was teaching both of them Sūrah Ṭā-Ḥā which was written on a sheet of paper.

When they realized that Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb was coming, Sayyidnā Khabbāb Ibn 'Arath hid himself in another room or in some corner of the house and Sayyidnā ‘Umar's sister hid the sheet of paper under her thigh. But Sayyidna ‘Umar had heard Sayyidnā Khabbab Ibn Art reciting something, and he asked his sister what was it. She tried to evade the question but he would not be put off. Finally he came out in the open and told them point blank that he had just learned about them becoming Muslim and followers of Muḥammad. Having said this, he started beating his brother-in-law Sa‘īd Ibn Zaid and when his sister Fātimah came to the rescue of her husband he beat her too and left her bleeding.

Sayyidah Fātimah and her husband had enough of it and they called out defiantly, "All right, you listen now! It is true that we have become Muslims and have adopted the Faith of Allah Ta‘ālā and His Prophet. Now you do whatever you want". Sayyidnā ‘Umar then saw that his sister was bleeding and he felt remorse for being too rough with her. He asked her to show him the sheet of paper from which she was reading so that he could learn something about the teachings of Muḥammad. Sayyidnā ‘Umar was a literate person. That is why he wanted to read the sheet of paper himself. His sister was afraid that he might either destroy or desecrate it, but he assured her on oath that he would do neither and promised to return it to her after he had read it. When she saw the way things were moving and noticed a change in his attitude, she even began to entertain the hope that he too might become a Muslim. But she told him that he was unclean and only those who were clean could touch the sheet. So Sayyidnā ‘Umar bathed and his sister gave him the sheet on which Sūrah Ṭā-Ḥā was written. He read the first few lines and said, "It is written in beautiful language and appears to be worthy of respect." Khabbāb Ibn 'Arath who had remained hidden all this time, now came out and said, "O ‘Umar Ibn Khattab! Allah Ta‘ālā is very Merciful and it is my conviction that He had chosen you in response to the
ardent wishes of the Holy Prophet whom I heard only yesterday making the following supplication to Allah: 

Allah! Strengthen Islam through Abul Ḥikam Ibn Hishām (meaning Abu Jahl) or ‘Umar Ibn Khaṭṭāb”). The intention was that the conversion of either one of these two men would lend great strength to the Muslims who were as yet very weak. Ibn Khabbāb said, "O ‘Umar! This is your chance. Do not miss it". At this, Sayyidna ‘Umar Ibn Khaṭṭāb requested Khabbāb to take him to the Holy Prophet (Qurtubi). What followed next and how he came to the Holy Prophet and embraced Islam is too well known to need a repetition at this place.

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 8

We did not reveal the Qur’ān to you to (make you) face hardship rather to remind him who has the fear a revelation from the One Who created the earth, and the heavens so high. The Rahmān (the All-Merciful) has positioned Himself on the Throne. To Him belongs whatever there is in the heavens, whatever there is in the earth, whatever there is between them and whatever there is beneath the soil.

And if you pronounce the word aloud, then (it makes no difference, for) He certainly knows the secret and what
is even more hidden. [7] (Such is) Allah. There is no god but He. For Him are the Beautiful Names. [8]

Commentary

(Ţa-Hâ) Many Commentators have assigned different meanings to this word. Sayyidnâ Ibn ‘Abbâs ﷺ thinks it means پَيْ ثَرَّ رَجُل (O man!) while according to Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ it means بَيْ حَبِيبِي (O my Dear!). It is also suggested that ﷺ and ﷺ are the names of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. However the most obvious explanation is the one given by Sayyidnâ Abî Bakr ﷺ and the majority of scholars, namely that like many other isolated letters حروف مقطعة appearing at the beginning of several chapters of the Qur’ân (such as ﷺ), this word is also among the مَنْتَسِبَات or mysteries whose meaning is known only to Allah Ta’âlâ.

ءَا نُزِّلَتْ عَلَيْكَ الْقُرْآنَ لَنُنْفِقِيْنَ (We did not reveal the Qur’ân to you to [make you] face hardship - 20:2) The word لَنُنْفِقِيْنَ is derived from ﷺ which means pain and distress. In the early days of Islam when the Qur’ân was first revealed, the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his Companions used to spend whole nights in prayers and in reciting the Qur’ân, as a result of which his feet used to get swollen due to standing for long hours in the prayers. Whereas during day time he would worry himself on how to bring light to the infidels in order that they should accept the teachings of the Qur’ân. This verse seeks to lessen the burden of long hours of prayers by informing the Holy Prophet ﷺ that the Qur’ân was not revealed to inflict toil and hardship on him and that it was not expected of him to stay awake the whole night reciting the Qur’ân. Thereafter, the Holy Prophet ﷺ adopted a routine by which he rested in the early hours of the night and would get up later to offer the salâh of tahajjud.

This verse also suggests that the duty of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is merely to convey the Message of Allah Ta’âlá to the unbelievers, and thereafter he need not concern himself as to who accepted the Message and who did not.

إِلَّا نَذِكْرَةٌ لَّنَبِيٍّ بِخَلِیلٍ (Rather to remind him who has the fear - 20:3). Ibn Kathîr has narrated that in the early days following the revelation of the Qur’ân while the believers spent whole nights in prayers, the infidels mocked and taunted them that the revelation of the Qur’ân brought nothing to them but hardship, allowing them no rest and peace. In this,
verse, Allah Ta'ālā says that these wretched and miserable people cannot
sense that the Qur'ān and the knowledge communicated through it can
bring only blessings and felicity. This fact is not appreciated by them
because they are ignorant and misguided. In a Ḥadīth which has been
related by Sayyidnā Mu'āwiyah the Holy Prophet said, "When
Allah intends to reward a person, He gives him the correct perception of
religion". (Ṣaḥīḥain)

Here Imām Ibn Kathīr has recorded another authentic Ḥadīth which
has been related by Ṭabarānī from Thālabah Ibn Al-Ḥakam and which
will be good news for the learned people :

قال رسول اللہ صلى الله عليه وسلم: يقول اللہ تعالى للعلماء يوم القيامة إذا قعد
على كرسيه لقضاء عباده: أنني لم أجعل علمي وحكمتى فيكم الا وانا اريد ان اغفر
لكم على ما كان منكم ولا ابالي (ابن كثير ص 141 ج 3)

The Holy Prophet said, "On the Day of Judgment when Allah
will ascend His Kursiyy (Chair) to pronounce judgment on the
actions of His servants He will tell the learned people that He
had placed His knowledge and wisdom in their hearts for the
sole reason that He wished to forgive them in spite of their
failings, and that these matters were of no concern to Him."

It is evident that in this Ḥadīth the reference to learned people applies
to those only who possess the fear of Allah Ta'ālā which is a sure sign of
Qur'ānic knowledge.

 Positioned Himself on the Throne - 20:5): About these
words the truth is what the majority of the early scholars have held that
the exact nature of 'Istiwa" (positioning) is not known to anybody. It is
included in 'Mutashabihat' (the verses meaning of which is unknown). A
Muslim has to believe that Istiwa' 'Ala-Al-'Arsh' (positioning on the
Throne) is true, the nature of which must be in accordance with the high
attributes of Allah, but nobody can comprehend it in this world.

(And whatever is beneath the soil - 20:6). (soil) means
wet earth which comes out after digging upto a certain depth. Human
knowledge does not go beyond and what is beneath it is known only to
Allah. Some years back scientists and researchers, using the latest and
the most sophisticated instruments, spent considerable time and effort to
pierce across the centre of the earth. According to newspaper reports they
were able to penetrate up to a depth of six miles only after which they came across a rock casing and all their efforts to bore further down failed. Scientists were able to collect data only up to six miles, while the diameter of the earth covers thousands of miles. One has to admit, therefore, that the knowledge of what is below the soil is a special attribute of Allah.

(Knows the secret and what is even more hidden - 20:7). (Sirr: Secret) means something which a man hides in his heart and which is not known to anyone else and اخْتِنَىٰ (what is more hidden) means a thought which has not even formed in his mind and will take shape later on. Allah is fully aware of what ideas a man conceals in his heart at a particular moment and what thoughts he will entertain in the future, while the person concerned himself does not know what thoughts will come to his mind in the days to come.

Verses 9 - 16

And has there come to you the story of Musa? [9] When he saw a fire and said to his family, "Wait. I have noticed a fire. Perhaps I bring you an ember from it, or find some guidance by the fire." [10]

So when he came to it, he was called, "O Musa, [11] it is Me, your Lord, so remove your shoes; you are in the sacred valley of Tuwâ. [12] And I have chosen you, so listen to what is revealed: [13] Surely, I AM ALLAH. There is no god but I, so worship Me and establish
Salāh for My remembrance. [14] Surely, the Hour has to come. I would keep it secret so that everyone is given a return for the effort one makes. [15] So the one who does not believe in it and follows his desires must not make you neglectful of it, otherwise you will perish. [16]

Commentary

(And has there come to you the story of Musā? - 20:9)
In the earlier verses, reference was made to the greatness of the Qur'ān and also to the reverence due to the Holy Prophet . Thereafter, the story of Sayyidnā Musā has been related so that the Holy Prophet should become fully aware of the trials and tribulations which afflict the prophets in the discharge of their missions, and which were rendered with courage and fortitude by the earlier prophets. This was to prepare the Holy Prophet for the great mission which was entrusted to him. There is another verse which conveys the same sense:

"And we narrate to you everything from the events of the messengers with which We strengthen your heart." (11:120)

It means that these stories are narrated to prepare you (the Holy Prophet ) and make you strong to undertake the responsibilities of the mission.

The story of Sayyidnā Musā which is related here begins like this. At Madyan he stayed with Sayyidnā Shu‘aib with the understanding that he would serve the latter for a period of eight or ten years. According to Tafsīr Al-Bahr ul-Muhīt, after the expiry of this period he sought the permission of Sayyidnā Shu‘aib to proceed to Egypt to see his mother and sister. He had fled earlier from Egypt fearing capture or death by the soldiers of the Pharaoh but this danger had now passed through the lapse of so many years. Sayyidnā Shu‘aib willingly gave the permission and sent him away, with his wife (who was the latter's daughter). He also gave him some money and a few articles which they might use during their journey. Since he was apprehensive of the hostility of some of the rulers in Syria, he adopted a less frequented route. It was winter season and his pregnant wife was very close to confinement. The route which he had taken was unfamiliar to him and he lost his bearings. He came out to the west, i.e. the right side of the mount of Tūr.
It was a dark and cold night and to add to the misery, his wife began to experience birth pangs. He tried to strike fire with flint but did not succeed. In this state of utter confusion he saw light on the Tūr mountain which, in fact, was the Nūr (the light symbolizing the truth). So he said to his family, "I have noticed fire. I am going there to bring for you a live coal and I may also find someone who could tell me the way to Egypt." The presence of his wife on the journey is well established. According to some traditions there was a servant with him who is also addressed. Others say that there were some other companions also who were separated when they lost their way. (Al-Bahr-ul-Muhīt)

(So when he came to it - 20:11): means that he approached the fire which he had seen from a distance. Musnad by Ahmad, on the authority of Wahb Ibn Munabbih رحمه الله تعالى reports that when Sayyīdīnā Mūsā ﷺ drew near the fire he saw a very strange scene. A fire was blazing on a green tree without scorching even a leaf or a branch. On the other hand the flame added manifold to the beauty and the freshness of the tree. He stood there quite a while watching this strange sight waiting for a chance to pick up a piece of burning wood. At last he collected some dry grass and tried to light it but as soon as he pushed the grass towards the fire, it retracted. It is also related that the fire advanced towards him and he drew back in consternation. Consequently he was unable to collect any fire. And as he stood, not knowing what to do, a mysterious voice called him. This happened in a plain called Tuwā which was to his right side and at the foot of this mountain.

(He was called, "O Mūsā, it is Me, your Lord, remove your shoes - 20:11,12). It is related in Al-Bahr-ul-Muhīt, Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī and other books that the voice which Sayyīdīnā Mūsā ﷺ heard appeared to come from all directions and not from any particular direction. At the same time the manner in which the voice reached his perception was most extraordinary, because it was heard not only through his ears but by the entire body. This, indeed, was a miracle! What the voice said was that the light that he saw was not fire but a particular kind of divine manifestation. And the voice said, "Surely I am your Lord". The question arises: how did Sayyīdīnā Mūsā ﷺ know that it was the voice of Allah Ta‘ālā? The answer is that Allah Ta‘ālā had created in his heart the conviction that the voice which he heard was
really the voice of Allah Ta'ālā. Then there was the circumstance that the fire, instead of burning the tree added to its beauty and luster. Also the manner in which the voice was perceived by all the parts of his body and not only by his ears, were all factors which left no doubt in his mind that the voice he heard was really the voice of Allah Ta'ālā.

**Sayyidnā Mūsā ِ  said**

It is mentioned in a report of Wahb mentioned in Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī on the authority of Musnad by Aḥmad that when the mysterious voice called him "O Mūsā!", he replied, "I hear the voice O Allah! But I do not know from where it comes. Where are you, O Allah?" And Allah Ta'ālā said, "I am above you in front of you, to your right and your left. Indeed I am all around you." Then Sayyidnā Mūsā ِ said, "O Allah, do I hear these words from you directly or through an angel sent by You?" And Allah Ta'ālā said, "I myself am speaking to you." According to Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī this proves that Sayyidnā Mūsā ِ heard this كلام لغظي (spoken words) directly from Allah Ta'ālā. There is a sect among the Sunnis who believe that كلام لغظي (spoken words) can also be heard.

**To take off shoes at a sacred place is an act of respect**

(Remove your shoes - 20:12). The command to take off shoes was given because it was a sacred place and it was necessary to take off shoes to show it proper respect. Another reason for this command may be that since shoes are made from the hides of dead animals, they should be removed when entering upon sacred places. Sayyidnā ʿAlī ِ, Ḥasan al-Baṣrī and Ibn Juraij رحمهم الله تعالى have supported the first explanation and reasoned that the real purpose in commanding Sayyidnā Mūsā ِ to remove his shoes was that the soles of his feet should come into contact with the soil of this hallowed place and be blessed thereby. Others have said that by this command Sayyidnā Mūsā ِ was required to show humility and in earlier times devout and pious believers used to take off their shoes when circumambulating around the Holy Ka'bah.

There is a Ḥadīth that when the Holy Prophet ِ once saw Bashīr Ibn Khaṣaṣṣa walking through the graves with his shoes on, said:

\[
\text{اذًا كُنْتُ فِي مَثل هَذَا الْمَكَانِ فَاخْلِعْ نَعْلِيَكَ}
\]

"When you pass by a place which needs to be respected, take off your shoes."
All the jurists are unanimous that if the shoes are clean they may be worn when offering prayers and it is established by authentic reports that the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his companions often wore clean shoes when saying prayers. But their common practice appears to be of removing the shoes when saying prayers, because it is closer to humility.

(You are in the sacred valley of ٔ 20:12): Allah, in his Divine Wisdom, has granted special status to some selected places such as Baitullah (the Holy Ka'bah), the Aqṣā Mosque, Masjid Nabawi etc. Wādī ٔ (the valley of ٔ) is also one such sacred place and is situated at the foot of the mount of ٔ.

**How to conduct oneself when the Qur'an is being recited**

(So listen to what is revealed - 20:13). Sayyidnā Wahb ٠ has said that the correct behavior while listening to the recitation of the Qur'an is, that one sits still, refrains from any unnecessary movement in a way that no organ of his body is involved in any other work, keeps eyes down - concentrates the mind towards understanding its meaning. The person who listens to the Holy Qur'an in this respectful manner is rewarded by Allah Ta'ālā with a better understanding of His word.

(Surely I AM ALLAH. There is no god but I, so worship Me and establish ٠ for My remembrance - 20:14): with these words Allah Ta'ālā bestowed upon Sayyidnā Mūsā ٠ a knowledge of all the basic principles of the true Faith, namely the Oneness of Allah Ta'ālā, the prophethood and the Hereafter. (So listen to what is revealed) refers to prophethood. ٠ means "worship Me alone and no one else". This points to the Oneness of Allah Ta'ālā. (Surely, the Hour has to come) points to the inevitability of the Hereafter. Although the word ٠ (worship Me) encompasses the injunction for prayers also yet it has been mentioned separately to stress its special merit relative to the other forms of worship. It is the pillar of the Faith and its neglect is the mark of the infidels.

(Establish ٠ for My remembrance - 20:14): means that the essence of prayer is the remembrance of Allah Ta'ālā and that the ٠, from beginning to end is nothing but remembering Allah - with the tongue, the heart and the other organs of the body. Therefore,
one should not neglect to remember Allah Ta’ālā while praying. This sentence also means that if a person omits to say his prayers at the appointed time due to over-sleeping or forgetfulness while engrossed in some other task, he should say his prayers as soon as he wakes up from sleep or becomes aware of his lapse. This is according to Ḥadīth.

(I would keep it secret - 20:15): Allah Ta’ālā says that He wishes to keep the circumstances relating to the Day of Judgement hidden from all created things including prophets and angels. The word আক़ (I would) gives a subtle hint that it is only to induce people to good deeds that the coming of the Day of Judgment has been disclosed, otherwise even this fact would have been concealed.

(So that everyone is given a return for the effort one makes - 20:15). If this phrase is taken to be linked with the word انتِ (has to come) then it would mean that this world is not a place of requital. Here a person does not receive recompense according to his merits and even if he receives some reward in this world it is just a token which does not constitute the full recompense of his deeds. It is, therefore, essential that there should be a time when everybody would receive his due reward.

Another possibility about the construction of this phrase is that it is taken to be linked with the words آکَذَأْ أَخْفِيْتِهَا (I would keep it secret - 20:15). In this case, it would mean that the philosophy in not revealing the time of death and the Day of Judgment is that people should continue in their endeavours and should not cease to strive in the belief that their own death or the Day of Judgment are still far away in the future. (Rūḥ)

(must not make you neglectful of it - 20:16 ) Here Sayyidnā Musā عليه السلام is cautioned by Allah Ta’ālā lest he should allow himself to be led away by the infidels and become negligent about the Day of Judgment because that would be the cause of his ruination. It is clear that a Prophet and a Messenger who is impeccable cannot commit such a lapse but the fact that such a warning has been addressed to him is meant to warn his followers as well as mankind at large to be cautious in the matter.
Verses 17 - 24

And what is that in your right hand, O Musa?" [17] He said, "It is my staff. I lean on it, and with it I beat down leaves for my sheep, and for me it has many other uses." [18] He said, "Throw it down O Musa". [19] So, he threw it down, and suddenly it was a snake, running. [20] He said, "Pick it up and be not scared. We shall restore it to its former state. [21] And put your hand under your arm and it will come out white, without any disease as another sign, [22] so that We may show you some of Our great signs. [23] Go to the Pharaoh. He has really transgressed."

Commentary

The question: "What is in your right hand, O Musa"? - 20:17 marks the beginning of the special favour which Allah Ta’ālā showed towards Sayyidnā Musa عليه السلام in order to dispel the fear created by the unusual sights that he had seen and the Divine Word that he had heard. The style in which Allah Ta’ālā addressed him was friendly, inquiring from him what he held in his hand. Besides there was a subtle purpose in the question, namely to make him aware that what he held in his hand was a staff made of wood and nothing more. And when he had satisfied himself again that it was indeed a wooden staff, then the miracle of turning it into a serpent was revealed, thus precluding any doubt in his mind that in the darkness of the night he might have picked up a serpent instead of his staff.

(He said, "It is my staff" - 20:18). The simple question which
was put to Sayyidnā Mūsā i.e. "What is in your hand?" called for an equally brief answer, such as, "It is a staff". But he volunteered additional information which was outside the scope of the question put to him. First, he said that the staff belonged to him; second, that it served him many purposes, namely that he often reclined on it, and also beat down leaves from trees for his goats; third, that he put it to many other uses. This long and detailed reply is a perfect combination of extreme love and adoration on the one hand and profound reverence on the other. It is a natural human instinct that when a person finds the object of his adoration to be kind and attentive, he wishes to prolong the conversation in order to get the best advantage. At the same time the dictates of extreme respect require that the conversation should remain within proper limits and not become too lengthy. For this reason he ended his reply with a brief statement i.e. "And for me it has many other uses", but he did not give any detail of those "other uses". (Rūḥ and Mażhari)

From this verse Qurṭubī has deduced in his Tafsīr that when needed, it is permissible, while answering a question, to include matters which are not specifically covered in the question.

Rule

This verse also shows that carrying a staff is a practice followed by the prophets. The Holy Prophet also used to carry a staff in his hand and this practice has numerous religious as well as mundane advantages.

(And suddenly it was a snake running - 20:20): When Sayyidnā Mūsā, in obedience to the command of Allah Ta‘ālā, cast down his staff it turned into a serpent. The Qur‘ān has described this serpent at one place as َكَانَتْهَا َجَانَ (28:31). The word َجَانَ means a small and slim snake. At another place it has been referred to as َفَأَذَا ِهِيَ َفَاعِياَنَ (26:32). The word َفَاعِياَنَ means a long and thick snake. The word َحِيَّهُ occurring in this verse is a generic name used for snakes of all sizes and thickness. These different words can be reconciled by the fact that this serpent was slim and small in the beginning and grew later on in size and thickness. Or that this serpent was originally long and thick and has been called َجَانَ by reason of its fast speed because as a general rule big and thick snakes are slow moving. The word َكَانَ used in this verse, which means "as if" also points to the fact that it has been compared to َجَانَ on account of its swift movements. (Mażhari)
(And put your hand under your arm - 20:22). The word جَناح means fore-limb of an animal or wing of a bird. Here Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ was commanded to press his hand under his armpit so that when he brings it out it will shine as brilliantly as the sun, and this will be the second miracle granted to him. This is the meaning given to the words by Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās ﷺ (Mażhari).

(Go to the Pharaoh - 20:24). Having suitably armed him with two great miracles, Allah Ta'ālā commanded Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ to proceed to Egypt and invite the Pharaoh to accept the true faith because he had exceeded all bounds in his tyranny and misdeeds.

Verses 25 - 36

He said, 'My Lord, put my heart at peace for me [25] and make my task easy for me [26] and remove the knot from my tongue, [27] that they may understand my speech. [28] And make for me an assistant from my own family: [29] Hārūn, my brother. [30] Enhance with him my strength, [31] and make him share my task, [32] so that we proclaim Your purity a lot [33] and remember You a lot. [34] You are certainly watchful over us.' [35]

He said, "You have been granted your request O Mūsā."

[36]

Commentary

When Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ received the high honour of conversing with Allah Ta'ālā and was granted the mission of prophethood, then, instead of relying on his own self and on his own ability, he turned to Allah Ta'ālā and sought His help in the discharge of his duties without
which it would be impossible for him to endure and persevere in the face of the trials and tribulations inherent in the performance of his mission. He, therefore, prayed to Allah Ta’alā to grant him five favours.

The first prayer was (Put my heart at peace for me - 20:25). Meaning to expand the ability of his heart to enable him to receive all the knowledge and wisdom of prophethood, and at the same time to bear with equanimity the slander of those people who will oppose him in his mission.

His second prayer was (make my task easy for me - 20:26). Having been granted prophethood he realized that it is not the human ability and skill or other apparent causes which make affairs easy or difficult. In reality, things become easy or difficult as Allah Ta’alā wills. In the hadith the believers have been advised to seek Allah Ta’alā’s help in their affairs with the following words:

> أَلْلَّهُمَّ اهْلِلْ عَفُودَةَ مِنَ الْإِنسَانِ ۚ يَقُولُهُمْ قَوْلُكُمْ ۖ إِنَّكُمْ لَا تَعْلَمُونَ

O Allah! Be kind to us and make our difficult tasks easy because it is easy for you to make every difficult thing easy.

The third prayer (And remove the knot from my tongue, that they may understand my speech - 20:27, 28). The story behind this "knot" is that as an infant Sayyidnā Musā Ṣaddūq lived with his own mother who used to suckle him and was paid for her services by the Pharaoh. When he was weaned, the Pharaoh and his wife ’Āsiya adopted him, and took him away from his mother. One day Sayyidnā Musā Ṣaddūq caught hold of the Pharaoh's beard and slapped him on the face. Another version has it that he was playing with a stick and with it he struck the Pharaoh on his head. The Pharaoh was enraged and made up his mind to put him to death. His wife ’Āsiya tried to pacify him and said, "O King! Why do you take this matter so seriously? After all he is merely a child who does not understand things. You can test him if you like and you will find that he cannot distinguish between good things and bad things".

Thereupon, the Pharaoh ordered two trays to be brought. One was filled with live coal and the other with jewellery. It was expected that the child would be attracted by the brightness of the burning coal and reach for it because children are not normally drawn towards jewellery which is not as bright. This would have convinced the Pharaoh that what Sayyidnā Musā Ṣaddūq did was nothing more than the act of an innocent
child. But Sayyidnā Musā  was no ordinary child. Allah Ta‘ālā had chosen him to be a prophet whose instincts were unusual from the very moment of his birth. He put forth his hand to reach out for the jewellery instead of the coal, but Jibra‘il  turned his hand away and placed it in the tray containing coal. He picked up a piece of burning coal and put it in his mouth and so burned his tongue. The Pharaoh was thus fully satisfied that the action of Sayyidnā Musā  was not due to mischief but the result of a child's inability to distinguish between good and bad for himself. This incident caused an impediment in his speech which has been called عقدة (knot) in the Qur‘ān, and Sayyidnā Musā  prayed to Allah Ta‘ālā to make loose this knot. (Mazhari and Qurṭubi)

The first two prayers are of a general nature and sought Allah Ta‘ālā's help in all matters. The third prayer is for the removal of a disability because eloquence and fluency of expression are essential elements in the successful conduct of prophetic mission. In a subsequent verse Allah Ta‘ālā informed Sayyidnā Musā  that all his prayers had been granted which would suggest that he was cured of his disability. However, Sayyidnā Musā  in his prayer to make Sayyidnā Harūn  his partner in the prophethood also said  (He is more fluent in his tongue than me - 28:34) which would indicate that his speech's impediment was not fully cured and that the stammer persisted, though in a milder form. One of the defects which the Pharaoh found in Sayyidnā Musā  was that  (he cannot express himself clearly - 43:52). Some people have argued that in his prayer Sayyidnā Musā  had prayed to Allah Ta‘ālā to loose the knot of his tongue only to the extent that others could understand his words. To that extent his stammer was cured but a trace of it still remained, which is not inconsistent with the grant of his prayer.

The fourth prayer was  (and make for me an assistant from my own family - 20:29). The first three prayers of Sayyidnā Musā  concerned his own person. This fourth prayer relates to the assembling of means which would facilitate the successful completion of his mission, and the most important among these was the appointment of a deputy or a helper, who would assist him in this task. The literal meaning of the word وزير is "one who carries a burden", and since a minister of a state carries the burden of responsibilities entrusted to him
by the ruler, he is called a minister (وزير). This shows the extreme foresight and prudence of Sayyidnā Musā because the success of any movement or enterprise depends on the selection of competent and dedicated supporters. With good and loyal workers it is easy to surmount all obstacles and hurdles, while with irresponsible and indifferent workers the best preparations and arrangements become futile. If one were to examine the causes of the decline of some of the modern states and the evils from which they suffer, they can all be attributed to the irresponsible conduct, mismanagement and incompetence of the ministers and advisers. It is related from the Holy Prophet ﷺ that when Allah Ta‘ālā appoints someone to govern a country and wishes that the country should be well administered, He provides the ruler with a good Wazir to assist him in whatever he does, and if he forgets to attend to some important task, the Wazir is quick to remind him and to help him in what he intends to do. (Nisā’, from Qāsim Ibn Muḥammad).

In this prayer Sayyidnā Musā has specified that the helper he wants should be from his own family, the reason being that the behavior and conduct of a member of the family is well-known. Besides, there is mutual affection and understanding between the members of the family which greatly helps towards the accomplishment of the mission. But it is essential that the person selected should be competent and in possession of the merit necessary for the performance of his duties so that his selection may not be attributed to nepotism and favouritism. Nowadays when there is a scarcity of people of integrity and dedication, the ruler who appoints his own close relatives to be his Wazir and deputies renders himself liable to public criticism. When, however, the standards of probity and integrity are high, such appointments are considered normal and are, in fact, conducive to the more efficient performance of sensitive assignments. Indeed all the four Khulafa’ ar-Rashidin (guided Caliphs) who succeeded the Holy Prophet ﷺ were in some way related to him.

In his prayer Sayyidnā Musā first asked that the helper he required should be from his own family and then specifically asked for his brother Hārūn to be his Wazir so that with the latter's support and assistance he could better perform the duties of his prophetic mission.

Sayyidnā Hārūn was three or four years senior to Sayyidnā Musā and died three years before the latter. When Sayyidnā Musā
petitioned to Allah Ta’ālā for his appointment as Wazīr he was in Egypt, and there he received, through an angel, information about his elevation to the status of a prophet and his appointment as an assistant to Sayyidnā Mūsā. He was also instructed to receive Sayyidnā Mūsā outside Egypt when he arrived there in pursuance of his mission to persuade the Pharaoh to accept the true faith. This he did.

(and make him share my task - 20:32): Sayyidnā Mūsā had the power to appoint Sayyidnā Hārūn as his Wazīr on his own, but he petitioned to Allah Ta’ālā to confer the appointment on his brother in order to seek His grace. Besides, he wanted him to share his prophethood and his mission and this power does not rest in any Prophet. Therefore he specially prayed to Allah Ta’ālā to make him a partner in his mission.

Good companions are a help in the better performance of worship and Dhikr (remembrance)

(So that we proclaim Your purity a lot and remember You a lot - 20:33,34). The advantage of making Sayyidnā Hārūn a Wazīr and a partner in prophethood would be that both of them together would be able to pray to Allah Ta’ālā and glorify His name more often. Here the question may arise that a man by himself can also pray as often as he desires, so where was the need for a companion? The answer to this is that good companions and a conducive environment definitely contribute towards the better performance of worship and Dhikr. A person whose friends are negligent about Allah cannot devote himself to His worship with the same quality and quantity as the person who is fortunate to have the company of pious men and righteous friends devoted to Allah's worship and Dhikr.

Here Sayyidnā Mūsā ended his petition, and he was rewarded with the good news that Allah Ta’ālā, the Almighty, had granted all his requests (you have been granted your request O Mūsā - 20:36).

Verses 37 - 44
And We have bestowed Our favour on you once more, when We revealed to your mother what was to be revealed, that is, "Put him (the baby) in the chest, then cast it into the river, then let the river throw it by the shore and it will be picked up by one who is enemy to Me and enemy to him". And I have cast love on you from Myself, and that you are fashioned under My eye. (Remember) when your sister was going (to the family of the Pharaoh) and was saying, "Shall I point you to one who nurses him?" Thus We brought you back to your mother, so that her eyes might be cooled and she does not grieve. And you had killed a person, then We brought you out of the trouble; and We tested you with a great ordeal. Then you lived a number of years amidst the people of Madyan. After all this, you came O Musa, to a point, destined. And I have fashioned you for Myself. Go, you and your brother, with My signs, and do not be slack in My remembrance. Go, both of you, to the Pharaoh; he has indeed transgressed. So speak to him in soft words. May be, he takes to the advice or fears (Allah).

Commentary

(And We have bestowed Our favour on you once
more - 20:37). Having bestowed His gifts and special favours on Sayyidnā Musā such as the honour of conversation with Allah, the grant of prophethood and miracles etc. Allah Ta‘ālā reminds him of the benefits and favours which He had showered on him throughout his life - from his birth uptill that time and how He had saved his life from numerous risks and hazards. In relation to time, these benefits (which will be discussed in the following pages) pertain to an earlier period.

(When We revealed to your mother what was to be revealed - 20:38) It means that the information given to the mother of Sayyidnā Musā was about a matter which could be learnt only through Divine revelation. This was that the Pharaoh's soldiers had orders to put to death all the male children belonging to the tribe of Bani Isra‘îl. She was told by means of a revelation that in order to save the life of her son she should put him in a box and float it down the river. She was re-assured not to entertain any apprehensions about his safety because Allah Ta‘ālā would protect him and also return him to her. These are things which cannot be learnt by conjecture or guess work. The promise of Allah Ta‘ālā, and the divine scheme to save his life are beyond human conception and can be made known through Divine revelation only.

Can a Revelation be sent to a person who is not a Prophet?

The truth of the matter is that the literal meaning of the word وحی (Waḥy) is a secret message which can be understood only by the person to whom it is addressed and by no one else. According to this literal sense, the word وحی (Waḥy) is not restricted to the prophets only and it can be used for people at large and even to animals. In the verse أوحی رَبِّكَ إِلی النَّحل (16:68) the word has been used in its literal and general sense, i.e. instructing the bees by means of وحی Waḥy. Similarly in this verse أوحیناً إِلی أَبیک (20:38) the word has been used in its general meaning and this does not necessarily mean that she was a prophet. Sayyidah Maryam also received Divine messages though the scholars unanimously hold the view that she was not a prophet. The Waḥy of this type is made by means of a Divine inspiration (Ilhām إلهام). Allah Ta‘ālā puts an idea into someone's heart and then confirms him in the belief that it is from Allah Ta‘ālā. Saints and other devout people receive such inspirations. Abū Ḥayyān and some other scholars hold that sometimes such inspirations
can be made through angels as happened to Sayyidah Maryam when Jibra'īl appeared before her in the form of a human being and conveyed to her the will of Allah Ta'ālā. These inspirations (Ilhām), however, are specific to the person to whom they are made and are not meant for public or to be used for the propagation of the True Faith, whereas the Wahy which is revealed to the prophets aims at appointing someone to reform people and enjoining upon him to invite people to the True Faith. It is the duty of such a person not only to have complete faith in His Wahy himself, but also to bind others to accept his prophethood and the Wahy and to pronounce as infidels those who deny him.

This is the difference between Wahy in the sense of Ilhām) or literal Wahy (Ilhām) and the wahy of a prophet (the wahy of a prophet) or technical Wahy. Literal Wahy has always been there and will be there for ever, whereas the prophethood and (Wahy of a prophet) have ceased with the Holy Prophet, who was the last Prophet. Some respected scholars have given them the names of legislative Wahy and non-legislative Wahy. The false prophet of Qadiyan has used these definitions and certain writings of Sheikh Muhiyy-uddin Ibn 'Arabi in support of his claim to prophethood. His arguments, however, are contrary to what Ibn 'Arabi himself has written. A detailed discussion of this question will be found in my book (Khatme Nabuwat).

The name of the mother of Sayyidnā Musā

In Rūḥ ul-Ma'ānī her name is given as Yuhanadh (Yūhanān) and in Itqān it is said that her name was Liḥyāna daughter of Yasāmād Ibn Lawi (الحيانة بنت يصمد بن لاوی). Others say her name was Bārkha (بَارْخَا) and still others that it was Bazakht (بازخت). Some people who dispense charms and amulets attribute strange properties to her name but according to Rūḥ ul-Ma'ānī there is no basis for such a belief and probably it is nothing more than a hoax to entice innocent and ignorant people.

(Then let the river throw it by the shore - 20:39.). The word Yamm (Yamm) means river and here it refers most probably to the river Nile. In this verse the mother of Sayyidnā Musā has been commanded by Allah Ta'ālā to place the baby in a box and set him afloat in the river Nile. Simultaneously the river has been commanded to cast the box on its bank. But the question arises as to how a river can be commanded to do something while it has no sense or understanding.
Some scholars have answered this query with the argument that although here the word has been used in the imperative mood which implies a command, it is not really a command but is meant to convey the information that the river would cast the box on its bank. However some scholars have disputed this explanation and have claimed that the word is really a command and is addressed to the river Nile because everything that Allah Ta'ālā has created possesses emotions and a sense of feeling and it is these properties, which according to the Qur'ān, enable even trees and rocks to glorify the name of Allah Ta'ālā. It is, nevertheless, a fact that except the human beings, the Jinns, and the angels no other created thing possesses feelings and emotions to a degree where the precepts of Ḥalāl (permissible) and Ḥarām (forbidden) can be made binding on them. Maulānā Rūmī has expressed the same idea in the following verse:-

(And it will be picked up by one who is enemy to Me and enemy to him - 20:39.). It means that a person who is an enemy of Allah Ta'ālā and also the enemy of Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ will rescue the child. Here the reference is to the Pharaoh who was the enemy of Allah Ta'ālā because of his infidelity, but his enmity towards Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ needs some explanation since at that time he cherished no hostility towards the latter, rather he was incurring considerable expenditure on his upbringing. Perhaps it was due to his future enmity towards Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ which was even at that time in the knowledge of Allah Ta'ālā. Or again it is possible that even at that time he was the enemy and had reluctantly agreed to bring up Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ for the sake of his wife 'Āsiya. Yet when he felt the slightest suspicion about Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ he ordered his immediate execution and was prevented from carrying out his intention through the wise role of Sayyidah 'Āsiya. (Rūh and Mazhari)

(And I have cast love on you from Myself - 20:39). The word "love" in this verse is in the sense of 'being loved', meaning thereby that Allah Ta'ālā has bestowed upon Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ an
attribute that will make people show love towards him. This is the interpretation given to this verse by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās and ‘Ikrimah (Maẓhari).

(And that you are fashioned under My eye - 20:39). The word here means "good upbringing". The Arabs have a common phrase (I trained my horse well). It was Allah Ta’ālā’s will that Sayyidnā Musā should be brought up under His own eye, and for this purpose He chose the Pharaoh, the supreme authority in Egypt, to bring up Sayyidnā Musā in his own palace, unaware all the time that the child that he was raising was his enemy. (Maẓhari)

(When your sister was going - 20:40). The story of the sister of Sayyidnā Musā is following the box along the river and the subsequent events are alluded to in this verse, which ends with the words (We tested you with a great ordeal - 20:40). According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās these words mean "We tried you repeatedly", while Daḥḥāk has translated them as "We subjected you to severe trials". Full details of this story have been given in a long Ḥadīth reported by Imām an-Nisā’ī in his book on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās. This story is as follows:

**Detailed Story of Sayyidnā Musā**

In Kitāb-ut-Tafsīr of his Sunan, Imām Nisā’ī has reported a long Ḥadīth known as (Hadīth-ul-Futūn) on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās. Ibn Kathīr has also reproduced the whole of it in his commentary and then has added that Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās thought that it was a statement of Ibn ‘Abbās, in other words, it was a statement of the Holy Prophet, and not of the Holy Prophet while it contains some parts which were stated by the Holy Prophet. It appears that Ibn ‘Abbās has learnt this story from Ka‘b al-Aḥbār as has happened in many other cases. Be that as it may, the critics like Imām Nasa’ī and Ibn Kathīr hold it to be marfu‘ (statement of the Holy Prophet) and even those who do not accept it as such have never
challenged its contents, while a major part of this story is also mentioned in the Holy Qur'ān itself. Therefore, we would like to give full translation of this Ḥadīth which has many beneficial points having academic and practical value. Imām Nīṣābūrī has related this story which he learnt from Sa‘īd b. Juba’r that he (Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair) asked Sayyidnā ʿAbdullāh b. ʿAbbās to explain to him the meaning of the expression ʿa‘thams, specially the word ʿa‘tham which occurs in the verse relating to Sayyidnā Mūsā. Ibn ʿAbbās said it was a long story which he would tell him (Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair) if he comes to him early the next morning. This he did and Ibn ʿAbbās told him the story which runs as follows:

One day the Pharaoh and his companions were talking about Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm and the promise which Allah Ta‘ālā had made to him to raise prophets and Kings from his progeny. Some of those present said that the Bānī Isrā‘īl were indeed expecting the birth of a prophet in their community and were in no doubt that Allah Ta‘ālā’s promise would be fulfilled. In the beginning they thought that Sayyidnā Yūsuf was the prophet promised by Allah Ta‘ālā but when he died they said he was not the prophet promised to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm and that there must surely come another prophet whose arrival would fulfill Allah Ta‘ālā’s promise. This information upset the Pharaoh who feared that if ever a prophet was born in the Isrā‘īlī community, whom he held in bondage, he (the prophet) would try to liberate them from their servitude. He, therefore, asked his friends to advise him how such a catastrophe could be avoided. After much deliberation they came to the unanimous conclusion that the only way to meet this contingency was to put to death every male child born in an Isrā‘īlī family. In pursuance of this decision, armed soldiers were sent out with orders to search every Isrā‘īlī house and kill all male children.

This blood-shed continued for some time but then the Egyptians realized that all their work was done and arduous duties performed by the Bānī Isrā‘īl and if the process of killing their male children continued then a time would come when, their old men having died a natural death, no young men would be left to serve them, and they themselves would have to perform all the hard and toilsome work. In order to overcome this problem they came up with another proposal according to which all male
children born in one year should be put to death while all those born in the following year should be spared. Such a device would ensure the availability of a continuous supply of labour force of young Isra'īlis who could replace the older men, yet at the same time their number would not be large enough to pose a threat to the Pharaoh's authority. Everybody approved of this proposal and a law was passed for its implementation. (And now the wisdom and power of Allah Ta'ālā demonstrated itself in the following way). Sayyidnā Mūsā's mother gave birth to Sayyidnā Harūn in the year when, according to the law of the Pharaoh, male Isra'īli children were spared and there was no danger to his life. But when Sayyidnā Mūsā was conceived, his birth was expected in the year when the Pharaoh's decree required that all male Isra'īli children be put to death. His mother was, therefore, greatly distressed at the thought of losing her son after its birth.

Here Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās paused in his story and said, "O Ibn Jubair! This was the first test (Divine inspiration) to which Sayyidnā Mūsā was put in that his life was at risk even before he was born.

Then Allah Ta'ālā, by means of (Divine inspiration) told the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā to set her mind at rest.

Do not fear and do not grieve, surely We are going to bring him back to you and appoint him one of (Our) messengers - 28:7.

When Sayyidnā Mūsā was born Allah Ta'ālā commanded his mother to put him in a box and float him down the river Nile, which she did. After she had completed this task the Satan tried to perplex her with the suggestion that she had made a mistake by floating her son down the river because even if he had been put to death by the order of the Pharaoh she would at least have had the satisfaction of burying him with her own hands. Now there is no hope for him and he would probably be eaten up by the river animals. While the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā was greatly worried at what the Satan had told her, the waves cast the box upon a rock where the Pharaoh's slave girls used to come for bathing and washing. When they saw the box they wanted to open it, but one of them said that if the box contained some valuable articles and they opened it, then the Pharaoh's wife would suspect that they had kept back
some of these for themselves and nothing that they could say would satisfy her. Accordingly, they brought the box unopened to the Pharaoh's wife.

When the Pharaoh's wife opened the box she found a boy and she instinctively felt a sudden surge of love for him - something which she had never experienced before. This was just as Allah Ta'ālā had told him (And I have cast love on you from Myself). On the other hand, the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ, in a state of puzzle caused by the Satan forgot the promise made to her by Allah Ta'ālā and was so overwhelmed by grief that all happiness forsook her heart leaving it an empty shell. (And the heart of the mother of Mūsā became restless - 28:10). At the same time the Pharaoh's soldiers learnt about the presence of an Isra'ā'īlī boy in the palace and they rushed with hives in their hands, and asked the Pharaoh's wife to surrender the boy so that they could put him to death.

Here Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās ﷺ paused again and said, "O Ibn Jubair! This was the second test (ณ) to which Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ was exposed."

The Pharaoh's wife remonstrated with the soldiers. "What?" She said, "Do you think this small and frail baby, if allowed to live, can ever increase the strength of Bānī Isra'ā'īl? You wait here and I will go to the Pharaoh and plead for his life. I hope the Pharaoh will spare his life. If not, then I will not stand in your way and you can take him." Saying so, she went to the Pharaoh and said to him, "This child is the joy of my heart and yours also." The Pharaoh replied, "Yes, I know that he is the joy of your heart, but as for me, I do not need him."

At this point of the story Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās ﷺ quoted the Holy Prophet ﷺ as saying, "I swear by Allah that if on that occasion the Pharaoh had also admitted to Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ being the joy of his heart, as his wife did, Allah Ta'ālā would have guided him along the path of the True Faith as He guided his wife."

(However, on account of his wife's urgent pleas the Pharaoh spared the life of the child). Now she needed a woman to nurse him. Many women offered their services but he would not suck from any of them
And We had already barred him (Mūsā) from (accepting) any suckling woman - 28:12). The Pharaoh's wife was in a real predicament. How will the child live if he was not nursed? She sent him with her servants to the market place to find any woman whose milk he would draw.

While these events were taking place in the Pharaoh's palace, the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ was concerned by anguish at the fate of her son. She asked her daughter to go out and make inquiries about the box and the child that whether he was still alive or was he eaten up by the river animals. The promise which Allah had made to her when she was pregnant that he would protect her child and return him to her after a brief separation had completely escaped her memory. And then a miracle happened. As soon as the sister of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ came to the market place she met the Pharaoh's female servants who held Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ in their arms and were looking for a woman who could nurse him. She also noticed that the child would not accept milk from any woman which caused them great anxiety and distress. So she said to them, "I can take you to a family where there is a woman whose milk, I hope, the child will accept and who will bring him up with great love and affection." Thereupon the servants held her on the suspicion that she was, perhaps, the mother or a close relation of the child and for that reason spoke with such a confidence that the proposed family is well-wisher of and sympathetic to this child.

Here Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ stopped and told Ibn Jubair ﷺ that this was the third test (for the sister of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ was naturally frightened at being held like that but she kept her pose and told the servants that when she said that the family would love the child and serve him with devotion what she meant was that they would do so in the hope of getting access to the Pharaoh's court and thus obtaining some material benefit for themselves. This explanation satisfied the servants and they released her. She hurried back home and informed her mother of what had happened. Then both of them went to the market place where the servants stood with the baby. The mother took him in her arms and put him to her breast, and he sucked greedily until he was satiated. The Pharaoh's wife was overjoyed when she was informed that at last a woman had been found whose milk the child would take and ordered her
to be brought to her. On arrival the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā sensed that the Pharaoh's wife needed her and her services badly. At the same time she remembered Allah's promise to her that her son would be re-united to her after a brief separation. So she decided that she would offer her services on her own terms. The Pharaoh's wife told her that she was extremely fond of the child and could not bear parting from him for a moment. Therefore she should come and live in the palace and nurse the child. But Sayyidnā Mūsā's mother declined to do so. She said she had a child of her own who too had to be nursed and fed and therefore it was not possible for her to leave her home. However, if the child was entrusted to her care she would keep him with her and nurse him. She assured the Pharaoh's wife that if she agreed to her proposal no effort shall be wanting on her part to give him the best care and attention. There was no choice for the Pharaoh's wife and she accepted this arrangement. Thus the child was, re-united to his mother and Allah's promise to her was fulfilled.

After some time when Sayyidnā Musa grew comparatively stronger, the Pharaoh's wife asked the mother of Mūsā to bring the child to her so that she may see him (as she was longing for him). She also told all the courtiers that the child was coming to their home and they must show him due respect and offer him gifts. She warned them that she would watch what they would do with the child. So when Mūsā came out with his mother from her home, he was showered with gifts and presents right from that moment. The Pharaoh's wife was delighted to see him and gave him many expensive presents on her own and delivered all these presents to the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā. She then took him to the Pharaoh hoping that he too would give him presents. The Pharaoh took the child in his arms who suddenly clutched at his beard and pulled it causing his head to bow down. The courtiers were horrified and said to the Pharaoh: "We warned you about the promise of Allah to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm that a prophet will be born in the tribe of Bani Isra'īl who will inherit your Kingdom and your wealth and will defeat and overthrow you. You have seen with your own eyes the first signs of the fulfillment of Allah's promise". The Pharaoh took the warning and ordered his soldiers to put the child to death.

Here Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās stopped again in his narration and
said, "O Ibn Jubair! This is the fourth test (فران) for Sayyidnā Mūsā where death seemed so near".

The Pharaoh's wife at once came to the child's rescue and addressed her husband thus, "You have given this child to me. He is all mine. So what is all this fuss about?" The Pharaoh said, "Can't you see that by his action this child is warning me that one day he would overthrow me and deprive me of my Kingdom?" His wife replied, "I know a sure means of ascertaining whether his action was the action of an uninformed and innocent child or he deliberately intended to defy and challenge your authority. You order a servant to bring two trays. Put two live coals in one and two shining pearls in the other and place both the trays in front of the child. If he picks up the coal, that would be proof enough that he is totally unaware of the consequences of his action because nobody with any sense would put his hand in fire." The Pharaoh agreed to this test and when the two trays were placed before Sayyidnā Mūsā he picked up the coal. (However there is another tradition that he wanted to reach for the pearls but Jibra‘īl guided his hand and placed it on the coal). When the Pharaoh saw this he snatched away the coal from the child's hand to save him from harm. Thus the Pharaoh's wife was proved right. She turned to him and said, "O King! Now you know the truth." Thus Allah once again saved his life because He had chosen him for a very special mission.

(And so Sayyidnā Mūsā continued to enjoy the favours of the Pharaoh and the great love of his mother until he grew to full manhood). Knowing in what esteem the royal family held him, the people of the Pharaoh did not dare to insult and torment Bānī Isrā‘īl as they used to do previously. One day he was out for a stroll in the city when he came across two persons who were quarrelling over some matter. One of them was a man of the Pharaoh and the other was an Isrā‘īli. The latter called out to Sayyidnā Mūsā to help him. Mūsā got very angry at the Pharaoh's man. How dare he bully an Isrā‘īli in his presence knowing that he held a place of honour in the royal court, and also that he was full of sympathy for the Isrā‘īlis (on account of the harsh treatment to which they were constantly subjected by the Egyptians). People in general thought that his sympathy for the Isrā‘īlis was due to his being nursed and brought up by an Isrā‘īli woman. It is also possible that Allah Ta‘ālā
may have informed him through his mother or by some other means that he himself was an Isra’ili and that the woman who had nursed him was in fact his own mother.

Anyway, being in extreme anger, Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ hit the Egyptian with such force that he died on the spot. There were no witnesses to this incident except the Isra’ili, and Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ was certain that he (the Isra’ili) would not inform against him.

The Egyptian's death filled Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ with remorse and he said, (This is some of Satan's act, He is indeed a clear enemy who misleads - 28:15). Then he prayed to Allah.

وَرَبِّ إِنِّي طَلَّمْتُ نَفْسِي فَأَغْفِرْ لِيْ فَغَفَّرَهُ إِنَّهُ هُوَ الْغَفُورُ الرَّحِيمُ

O my Lord! I have wronged myself, so forgive me. So He forgave him. Indeed He is the Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful - 28:16.

After this incident Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ made secret inquiries about the reaction of the Egyptian about the murder and whether the matter was reported to the Pharaoh. He learned that the report that was made to the Pharaoh merely said that an Isra’ili had killed an Egyptian for which their tribe should make full retribution, and that no mercy should be shown to them.

The Pharaoh asked them to apprehend the murderer and produce him with full proof of his guilt because although he was their own kirg he did not think it was right to punish someone without sufficient evidence. He assured them that if they produced the offender with sufficient proof of his guilt he would not be spared. Thereupon people went out in search of the murderer but found no clue which could lead them to him.

The next day as Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ came out of his house he saw the same Isra’ili again fighting with an Egyptian. On seeing Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ he again called to him for help. But Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ who was full of remorse at what had happened the day before was very angry and blamed the Isra’ili for picking up fights. However, he wanted to stop the man of Pharaoh from attacking the Isra’ili, and at the same time reproached the Isra’ili for being so quarrelsome. The Isra’ili, seeing Mūsā ﷺ in anger was frightened and feared that he would kill him too. So he called out, "O Mūsā! Will you kill me too as you killed a man yesterday"?
And so they parted, but the Egyptian hastened to inform the people who were on the look out for the murderer that the Isrā'īli himself had accused Sayyidnā Mūsā of having murdered a man the day before. The Pharaoh who was informed of this latest development at once sent his soldiers to apprehend Sayyidnā Mūsā and to execute him. The soldiers were confident that there was no way for Sayyidnā Mūsā to escape and therefore they took the main road of the city searching for him. Somehow a follower of Sayyidnā Mūsā who lived in a far flung area of the city got wind of the Pharaoh's order to kill him and managed to reach Mūsā through smaller streets to warn him of the impending danger.

At this point in his narration, Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās paused again and said, "O Ibn Jubair! This was the fifth test for Sayyidnā Mūsā when death had overcome him but Allah Ta‘ālā saved his life".

Sayyidnā Mūsā at once left the city and headed for Madyan. All his life was spent in comfort and luxury and he had never undertaken a task involving physical exertion. He was also unfamiliar with the surrounding areas and the roads connecting them. But he had full faith in Allah (I hope my Lord will guide me to the straight path - 28:22).

As he approached Madyan, he stopped at a well where people had gathered and were drawing water for their animals. There he saw two girls standing away from the crowd with their goats. He asked them why they stood apart to which they replied that being unable to contend with men for water they were waiting until they had finished watering their animals and then, if any water was left, they would give it to their goats, Sayyidnā Mūsā was moved to pity for the girls and being physically a strong man he pushed forward and in no time he watered their goats. The girls went home with their herd and he sat under the shade of a tree and prayed: (O my Lord, I am in need of whatever good you may send down to me - 28:24). By this payer he sought Allah's help in providing him something to eat and a place to stay.

Now when the girls returned home with their herd earlier than usual their father was surprised, but the girls told him how a kind man had helped them and watered their goats. The father asked one of the girls to
bring the man home which she did, and when he heard the story of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ, he said: ("Do not fear, you have escaped from the wrongdoing people." - 28:25).

One of the girls suggested to her father to engage Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ on wages and said يَابْنِبْ أَسْتَأْجَرَهُ إِنْ خَيْرُ مِنْ أَسْتَأْجَرَتِ الْقُوَّةِ الْأَمِينَ (Dear father, hire him; the best man you hire, is the one who is strong, trustworthy - 28:26). The father was disconcerted at her words and asked her how she knew that he was strong and trustworthy. The girl replied that she witnessed his strength when he pushed aside all the other shepherds and drew water for her goats. And she knew him to be trustworthy because when she went to bring him home he cast his eyes down and did not raise them until she had conveyed to him his invitation. Then he told her to follow him and to guide him to this place from behind. Only a person who is totally trustworthy would conduct himself in such a manner. The father (He was Sayyidnā Shua‘īb ﷺ, a prophet of Allah), having being fully satisfied on this score, proposed to Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ that if he would agree to work for him for eight years he would give the latter one of his daughters in marriage. He also said that he would like it if Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ, of his own free choice, worked for him for a further period of two years, but this would not be a condition for his marriage with his daughter. Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ accepted these terms and ultimately, by Allah's command, rendered full ten years service to Sayyidnā Shu‘aib ﷺ.

Sayyidnā Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair ﷺ says, "Once a Christian scholar met me and asked me whether I knew how long Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ worked for Sayyidnā Shu‘aib ﷺ. This was before Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ had narrated to me this Hadīth. So I told him that I did not know the answer to his question. Afterwards when I met Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ and put the same question to him he informed me that Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ was bound to do service for the contractual period of eight years which could not be reduced in any circumstances. Also, it was Allah's will that he should also serve the additional optional two years. Therefore, he did actually serve Sayyidnā Shu‘aib ﷺ for full ten years. Later, when I met the Christian scholar and gave him the information, he asked me whether the person from whom I learnt this was more knowledgeable than I was. I replied him in affirmative and told him that indeed he was a very learned
Having completed ten years of service with Sayyidnā Shu‘aib, Sayyidnā Musā departed from Madyan with his wife. He had chosen an unfrequented and unfamiliar route, and on a cold, dark night when he saw fire on the mount of Tur he went there to bring some for his wife. There he saw strange sights, was granted the miracles of the staff and the bright hand and was also entrusted with the Mission of Prophethood. This story has been related by the Holy Qur’ān in the preceding pages. At the mount of Tur he was also commanded by Allah to proceed to Egypt and place his message before the Pharaoh. He was anxious how he would discharge this duty when he has been declared by the royal court as an absconding offender and was under the sentence of death. Moreover, he recalled his stammer. So he prayed to Allah to remove these impediments. In response to his prayer Allah appointed his brother Harūn to share his prophethood and through a revelation commanded the latter to receive him before he entered Egypt. The two brothers met and as commanded by Allah both of them went to the Pharaoh’s court to invite him to accept the True Faith. After a while they were admitted to his presence after passing through several stages. They said to him: "We are the messengers of your Lord". The Pharaoh asked them (Who then is the Lord of you two? - 20:49). Their reply to this question has been reported in the Qur’ān itself.

Our Lord is He who gave everything its shape, then guidance - 20:50.

The Pharaoh then asked them what they wanted. He charged Sayyidnā Musā with the murder of the Egyptian and at the same time reminded him how he had brought him up in his own palace and the great kindness he had shown towards him. The reply which Sayyidnā Musā gave on both these points is mentioned in the Qur’ān. That is, the murder of the Egyptian was a mistake for which he had asked Allah's forgiveness. As for the second point, he accused the Pharaoh of having enslaved the Bani Isrā‘īl and of subjecting them to oppression. These things could not be allowed to continue for ever and in consequence an inevitable destiny so decreed that he should be brought up in the
Pharaoh's palace. It was Allah's will and so it came to pass and he owed no gratitude to anyone. He then asked the Pharaoh to accept the True Faith and free the Banī Isrā‘īl from the slavery. The Pharaoh refused, and asked Sayyidnā Mūsā to show some sign to prove his claim of prophethood. Mūsā cast his staff on the ground and it turned into a huge snake, which advanced towards the Pharaoh with a fearsome manner. In great fright the Pharaoh crawled under his throne and begged Sayyidnā Mūsā to save his life. Mūsā picked up the snake and it became a staff again. He then showed the Pharaoh his second miracle. He pressed his hand under his armpit and when he brought it out it was shining brilliantly. Then he repeated the action and his hand became normal.

The Pharaoh was in great terror at what he had seen. He assembled all his advisors and asked them to consider and decide how best they could meet the threat posed by Sayyidnā Mūsā. Having discussed the matter among themselves, the advisors assured him that the matter was not as serious as appeared at first sight. Those two men were magicians who, by their sorcery, wanted to deprive him of his Kingdom and also to destroy their religion which regarded him as god, worthy of worship. They advised him not to accept any demand made by the two magicians and on the other hand to invite all the great magicians living in Egypt who would, by their skill, prevail upon the two visiting magicians.

The Pharaoh accepted this advice. He ordered all the famous magicians in Egypt to be brought before him, and when they came he told them what was expected of them. They asked the Pharaoh what was the special trick of the magician whom they were to confront. They were informed that he could turn his staff into a snake. At this, the magicians said in a casual manner that it was not a big deal. They too could change staffs and ropes into snakes and that nobody could beat them at that trick. They also wanted to know what their reward would be if they defeated their opponent. The Pharaoh replied, "If you are successful in this contest I will make you part of my own family and you will be given everything that you desire".

The magicians in agreement with Mūsā appointed the morning of the day of their festival for the contest. Ibn Jubair reports that the
day of their festival was the 10th of Muharram. A large number of people were gathered in a vast open space to see the contest. They were in no doubt about its outcome. They scoffed at Sayyidnā Mūsā and said tauntingly that in case he got the better of their own magicians, they would accept his religion (So that we may follow the sorcerers if they are victorious - 26:40).

When everything was ready, the Egyptians asked Sayyidnā Mūsā whether he would like to begin the contest or he wanted them to make the start. He invited them to show their tricks first. So they threw their staffs and ropes with the words (By the majesty of the Pharaoh we are going to prevail definitely - 26:44) which at once turned into creeping, coiling snakes.

This sight evoked fear in the heart of Sayyidnā Mūsā (So, Musa concealed some fear in his heart - 20:67). Now this fear could be a natural human reaction and not even prophets are free from it. Or it may be that he was overtaken by a momentary doubt about the success of his own mission. But Allah commanded him by means of revelation to cast his staff. As he did so, it turned into a huge snake and ate up all the snakes which the Egyptians had produced with their tricks. The magicians who knew everything about magic at once realized that the performance of Sayyidnā Mūsā was no magic but a miracle from Allah. So they openly announced their faith in the One and Only Allah and accepted the religion brought by Sayyidnā Mūsā . They said they repented their past sins and abjured the faith of their forefathers. Thus, Allah effectively belittled the Pharaoh and his companions frustrating their evil designs (So, they were overcome there and turned humiliated - 7:119). It is also reported that while the contest was in progress Āsiya, the Pharaoh's wife, put on a humble garb and prayed to Allah for Sayyidnā Mūsā . The people of Pharaoh were under the impression that she was anxious for the Pharaoh and was praying for him while all her worries were about Mūsā .

The Pharaoh was now in a dilemma. He had no intention of allowing Bānī Isrā'īl to leave Egypt. In the years that followed Egypt was visited by several calamities such as floods, locusts, lice, frogs appearing in food and utensils etc. (these have been described in the Qur'ān as (Signs distinct 7:133). The Pharaoh would, at the time of each such
visitation, approach Sayyidnā Musā  and promised to release Banī Isrā'īl from his bondage and let them leave Egypt if he prayed to Allah to deliver him from the disaster. But as soon as the affliction was removed through the prayers of Musā  the Pharaoh reneged on his promise. This happened several times until Allah commanded Sayyidnā Musā  to take Banī Isrā'īl with him and leave Egypt. One night he and the whole tribe of Banī Isrā'īl quietly stole out of Egypt. The next morning when the Pharaoh discovered their escape, he assembled his army and went after them. Sayyidnā Musā  and his men soon came to a river which had to be crossed. Allah commanded the river that when Sayyidnā Musā  would strike its water with his staff it should part to make twelve exits for the twelve tribes of Banī Isrā'īl and that when they had crossed over, it should resume its normal flow again.

When Sayyidnā Musā  reached the river, he forgot that if he struck the river with his staff it would open up twelve passages for him and his men. As they stood there not knowing what to do, the Pharaoh and his army appeared in the distance. In utter despair they cried (Surely we are overtaken - 26:61). At that critical moment Sayyidnā Musā  remembered Allah's promise to him. He at once struck his staff on the water and the river parted showing twelve passageways. Quickly he and his men went across. The Pharaoh and his army who were hard on their heels followed them over the passageways but when they reached the midstream and the last of the Banī Isrā'īl had crossed over safely, the water of the river flowed over the passageways as commanded by Allah. And so the Pharaoh and his entire army perished under the eyes of Sayyidnā Musā  and his men. Some of the men feared that the Pharaoh might have escaped death and Sayyidnā Musā  prayed to Allah to reveal his death to them. Then by the command of Allah the Pharaoh's dead body was tossed out of the river and everybody witnessed his end.

As Sayyidnā Musā  and Banī Isrā'īl continued their journey they came across a people who worshipped idols which they themselves had fashioned. Banī Isrā'īl were tempted and they said to Sayyidnā Musā  (O Musā! make a god for us like they have gods). He (Musā) said, "You are really an ignorant people. What these people are in, is sure to be destroyed" - 7:138,
He also reminded them of the miracles which Allah had revealed in their behalf and the bounties which He had showered on them and asked them how they could entertain such wicked ideas. Having admonished them thus, he and his party proceeded on their travel until they came to a place where they camped. There he said to his men, "You stay here while I go to my Lord. I will return after thirty days. In my absence my brother Hārūn will act as my deputy and you should obey him in all matters".

Then Sayyidnā Mūsā went to the mount of Tūr where he was commanded by Allah to fast for thirty continuous days in order to prepare himself for conversation with Him. After fasting for thirty days continuously he sensed a bad odor in his mouth which is usual when people fast for long periods, and he thought it would be grossly irreverent for him to appear before Allah and receive His message in that state. So he cleaned his mouth with an aromatic grass which grew on a hill close by. When he approached the August presence, Allah asked him why he had broken the fast. He replied, "O Lord! I merely wished to get rid of the offensive smell in my mouth before coming to Your presence". Allah said, "O Mūsā! Surely you know that the odor from the mouth of a person who observes fast is more pleasant to Us than the fragrance of the perfume of musk. Go back; fast for ten more days and then return to Us." Sayyidnā Mūsā obeyed Allah's command.

After the departure of Sayyidnā Mūsā his brother Sayyidnā Hārūn assembled Bānī Isrā'īl and addressed them saying, "You have brought along with you many things which you either borrowed from the people of the Pharaoh (Egyptians) or which were deposited with you by them, as a trust. At the same time there are many things belonging to you which you loaned to them or left with them in trust. You seem to think that you can appropriate to yourself the Egyptian's property in lieu of what you have left behind with them. I do not consider this deal as lawful; and since we cannot return to the Egyptians what really belongs to them, I suggest that we dig a pit and bury all such property in it". Bānī Isrā'īl accepted this advice and threw everything into the pit. Sayyidnā Hārūn then had a big fire built over it so that everything was reduced to ashes. He said, "Now it is neither theirs nor ours".

Among the Bānī Isrā'īl there was a man by the name of Sāmīrī who, though not one of them, had migrated with them when they left Egypt.
He came from a tribe who worshipped cows. Being an observant person he noticed a strange phenomenon namely that wherever Sayyidnā Jibra’il put his foot, he left traces of life. He picked up a handful of earth from one such place and as he was going along he met Sayyidnā Hārūn who thought that the man had in his hand something of value belonging to the Egyptians. He told him to throw it into the pit as the others had done, but Sāmīrī said that what he held in his hand was the earth from the footprints of Sayyidnā Jibra’il with whose help they all had crossed the river and that he would not throw it away unless Sayyidnā Hārūn promised to pray to Allah for the fulfillment of a wish which he cherished in his heart. On the latter’s promise to do so he threw the earth in this pit and as promised, Sayyidnā Hārūn prayed to Allah to grant Sāmīrī his wish. Thereupon Sāmīrī prayed, "I wish that all the gold, silver, iron and brass which has been thrown in this may take the shape of a calf." Sayyidnā Hārūn had already prayed to Allah on behalf of Sāmīrī, and his prayer was granted by Allah. So all the valuables and other metals which had been thrown in the pit assumed the cast of a calf which had no life but produced a sound like the bellow of a bull. According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās it was not the sound of a living thing but more like the low-pitched sound of wind passing through a hollow passage.

This strange event greatly perplexed the Bani Isrā’īl and split them into several groups. Sāmīrī told them that the calf was the true God and that Sayyidnā Musā had strayed from the right path. One group accepted his claim and adopted the worship of the calf. Another group reserved their judgment until Sayyidnā Musā would explain to them how the matter stood, while a third group rejected Sāmīrī’s claim outright and refused to accept the calf as their god.

When Sayyidnā Hārūn saw this mischief and discord he admonished the people and said:

"O my people! You have only been led astray with it, and your Lord is the Raḥmān (All-Merciful). So follow me and obey my command." - 20:90.

But they asked about Sayyidnā Musā why did not he come back
while he had promised to return after thirty days and even after forty days nearing completion there was no news of him. Some foolish persons suggested that perhaps he had lost his Allah and was even at that time searching for Him.

While these events were taking place at the camp, Sayyidna Musa having completed forty days of fasting was honoured with conversing with Allah Ta’alā who informed him of the disorder into which Banī Isra’il had fallen:

قَرَّجَ مُوسَىٰ إِلَىٰ قَوْمِهِ غَضَبًا أَيْسًا

So Musa went back to his people in anger and sorrow. (20:86)

He put aside the Tablets of Torah which he had brought from the mount of Ṭūr and pulled his brother Harūn by the hairs. Later, when he had calmed down and Sayyidna Harūn had given an account of everything that had happened, he accepted the explanation given by his brother and prayed to Allah to forgive him.

Sayyidna Musa then went to Sāmīrī and asked him to explain his actions. He replied:

فَقَبَضَتْ قَبْضَةً مِّنْ آثَرِ الرَّسُولِ قَبْضَةً وَكَذَّلِكَ سُوَّلَتْ لِيْ نَفْسِي

I picked up a handful of dust from under the foot of the messenger (the angel). Then I cast it, and thus my inner self tempted me - 20:96.

Sayyidna Musa then replied to him with the following words:

فَأَذَّنَ فَأَنْ لَكِ فِي الْحِيْرَةِ أَنْ تَفْوَلْ لَأَمْسَاسٍ وَإِنْ لَكَ مَوْعِدًا أَنْ تُحْلِفْهُ وَأَنْظُرُ إِلَىٰ الَّذِيْنَ طَلَّتْ عَلَيْهِ عَارِفًا لِّلْحَرَّقَةِ فَمَا تَنْسَفْنَاهُ فِي الْيَمِّ نَسَفًا

He (Musa) said, "Then go away, for your fate in this life is to say: Do not touch me. And, of course, you have another promise, never to be held back from you. And look at your god to which you stayed devoted. We will certainly burn it, then we will scatter it thoroughly in the sea. (20:97)

Banī Isra’il now realized that they had been led astray and they admired those who agreed with Sayyidna Harūn in negating the divinity of the calf. They begged Sayyidna Musa to pray to Allah to forgive them and that they were ready to expiate for their sins. Sayyidna
Mūsā took pains in selecting seventy persons from amongst them who were well-known for their virtue and piety and who, according to his knowledge had abstained from the worship of the calf. He led this selected group to the mount of Tur where all of them might beseech Allah's Mercy. But as they approached the mount, the earth shook in a violent earthquake. On this, Sayyidnā Mūsā felt greatly embarrassed in front of the group he was leading as well as before his people in general, therefore he pleaded to Allah:

"My Lord, had it been Your will, You could have destroyed them earlier, and me too. Would you destroy us for what the foolish among them have done?" - 7:155.

It then transpired that the cause of the earthquake was that despite all his inquiries and precautions some of the men included in the delegation had indeed worshipped the calf and still cherished a sense of reverence for it.

Allah Ta'ālā replied to the prayer of Sayyidnā Mūsā as follows:

"And My mercy extends to everything. So, I shall write it for those who fear, and pay Zakāh, and those who do believe in Our verses. Those who follow the Messenger, the Ummī (unlettered) prophet whom they find written with them in the Torah and the Injīl (The gospels)." (7:156, 157)

Sayyidnā Mūsā said, "O Lord! I had prayed to You on behalf of my people who have repented their evil deeds but You have just informed me that Your mercy encompasses everyone but the Banī Isrā'īl. O Lord! Why was my birth not delayed and why was I not born among the favoured people of the unlettered Prophet?" On this, Allah told him that the only way through which Banī Isrā'īl's repentance could be accepted by Him was that each one of them should slay with sword anyone he finds from among his relations, be he his father or son and at the same spot where the sin of worshipping the calf was committed. Thereupon those among the seventy delegates whom Sayyidnā Mūsā had
brought with him in the belief that they were pious people, but who in their hearts felt reverence for the calf, also repented and obeyed the rigorous condition for the expiation of their sins, and when this was done, Allah forgave the sins of the slayers as well as the slain.

It will be recalled that when Sayyidnā Mūsā returned to his people from the Tūr on learning that they had fallen into mischief he had put aside in anger the Tablets which he had brought from the mount. He now picked them up and led his people towards the Holy land (Syria). On the way they passed by a city where a mighty and powerful people lived whose unusual appearance inspired fear in the hearts of all who saw them. Many tales of their valour and cruelty were related to the Bānī Isrā‘īl so that when Sayyidnā Mūsā proposed to enter the city they refused and said, "O Mūsā! These people are tyrants and we cannot face them. We will not enter this city so long as they are there, but if somehow, they can be made to leave the city we will gladly enter it." Sayyidnā Mūsā argued with them but they were adamant and refused to be moved.

The Holy Qurʾān has, at another place, mentioned that two persons tried to convince Bānī Isrā‘īl to enter the city. According to Yazid Ibn Hārūn, a narrator of this report, Sayyidnā Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās has interpreted the relevant verse to the effect that these two men belonged to the tyrant nation. They after coming out from the city had embraced the faith of Mūsā and realized that Bānī Isrā‘īl are terrified by their nation. Therefore, they said to Bānī Isrā‘īl, "We are fully aware of the nature of our own nation. You are terrified of their high stature and their large number, but in reality they have no strength of heart, nor do they have courage to face you. If you proceed to the gate of the city, you will see that they will surrender and you will prevail." Some commentators have held that these two men were from Bānī Isrā‘īl and convinced them to proceed to the city, but even after hearing their advice they flatly refused and addressed Sayyidnā Mūsā in the most absurd manner as mentioned by the Holy Qurʾān in the following words:

They said:

"O Mūsā! we shall never enter it, in any case, so long as they are there. So go, you and your Lord, and fight. As for us, We are
sitting right here." (5:24)

Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ had seen enough of the arrogance and defiant attitude of Bani Isrā'īl in spite of the numerous favours and benefits showered upon them by Allah and had refrained so far from praying against them for their provocations. But the rude reply which they now gave him filled his heart with sorrow and he prayed against them and termed them as "transgressors" (Transgressors). Allah Ta'ālā accepted his prayer, and holding them as "transgressors", denied them entry into the Holy Land for forty years and confined them to an open plain where they wandered aimlessly from morning till evening. However since Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ was also with them, Allah favoured them with many gifts even while they suffered punishment. Wherever they went in this waterless desert of Tīh (Sinai) a constant cloud shaded them from the burning sun. For food, Allah sent to them مان و سلوا (Manna is a viscous substance from the ash tree and Salwa is a quail-like bird). As if by a miracle their clothes were never torn nor did they become dirty. They were given a square stone and Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ was instructed to strike it with his staff whenever they needed water and twelve springs of sweet water - three on each side - gushed out of it to serve the twelve tribes of Bani Isrā'īl, thus avoiding all disputes. At the end of their journeys wherever they camped, they found that the square stone was there already. (Qurtubi)

According to the present narration of this Ḥadīth-ul-Futūn, Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ had attributed it to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. That Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ did not tell this story on his own, or after hearing it from someone else is the correct view in my opinion which is supported by the following event:

When Sayyidnā Mu‘awya ﷺ heard this Ḥadīth from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ, he denied the truth of that part of the story which said that while the men of the Pharaoh were unable to find any clue which could lead them to the murderer of the Egyptian (i.e. Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ), it was disclosed by the second Egyptian with whom the Isrā‘īli of the previous day was fighting. Sayyidnā Mu‘awya's ﷺ objection was that the Egyptian being ignorant of the previous day's murder could not have known and disclosed the name of Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ as the murder. The only witness to the event was the Isrā‘īli.
When Sayyidnā Mu‘awiyah expressed his doubts about this part of the Ḥadīth Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās got angry and took the former by the hand and brought him to Sa‘d Ibn Mālik Zuhri and asked him if he remembered the occasion when the Holy Prophet related the story about the murdered Egyptian. When Sa‘d Ibn Mālik replied in the affirmative he asked him, "Now tell me whether it was the Isrā‘īlī or the Egyptian who brought information about the murderer to the Pharaoh"?, Sa‘d Ibn Mālik replied that it was the Egyptian because he had heard the Isrā‘īlī say that the murder was committed by Sayyidnā Mūsā and reported the matter to the Pharaoh. Imām Nasa‘ī has reproduced this long Ḥadīth in کتاب التفسير of his larger book Al-Sunan al-Kubrā.

Ṭabarî and Ibn Abī Ḥātim have both reproduced this Ḥadīth in detail in their Commentaries and have expressed the view that it is not مَرْفَعٌ (marfu‘) i.e. it is not mentioned by the Holy Prophet but is in the words of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās which he has taken from those Isrā‘īlī traditions of Ka‘b al-Aḥbār whose reproduction and narration is permissible. It is true, however, that at places it contains sentences of the Holy Prophet. Ibn Kathīr has reproduced this Ḥadīth in his Commentary and after giving his own arguments says that, like Tabarî and Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Sheikh Abul Hajjaj Mizzi also believes that this tradition is مَرْفَعٌ which means that it is a saying of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās and not of the Holy Prophet.

The results, lessons and the great benefits to be obtained from the story of Sayyidnā Mūsā

The importance which the Qur‘ān attaches to the story of Sayyidnā Mūsā is evident from the fact that it is repeated frequently in several Sūrahs, the reason being that it contains numerous lessons for mankind, instances of high wisdom and unusual manifestation of the Supreme Power of Allah. All these things confirm a true believer in his beliefs, and provide for him practical and moral guidance. A brief account of some of these is given in the following paragraphs.

The Pharaoh's foolish plan and how Allah frustrated it

On being told that a boy born to the Isrā‘īlītes would cause the overthrow of his Kingdom, the Pharaoh issued orders that all male children born among the Isrā‘īlīes should be put to death. Later on for his
personal and diplomatic reasons he modified those orders so that male children born in alternate years only were put to death. Allah had the power to bring about the birth of Sayyidnā Mūsā  in the year in which the male children born to the Isrā'iliës were spared, but He willed that the tyrant's brutal plan should recoil on himself. Therefore it was decreed that Sayyidnā Mūsā  should be born in the year when the new born Isrā'ili boys were to be put to death. Then Allah in His Supreme Wisdom created a situation in which the Pharaoh took Sayyidnā Mūsā  under his care and brought him up in his own palace. While all the Isrā'ili male children were being put to death lest any of them pose a threat to the Pharaoh's authority, Sayyidnā Mūsā  grew up in the luxury of the royal palace where he was loved and respected by everyone.

**Divine favours for the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā**

If Sayyidnā Mūsā  had accepted the milk from any other wet-nurse he would have spent his early years in the Pharaoh's palace and his mother would have suffered great anguish at being separated from her son. Also he would have been nursed by an infidel woman. But an inscrutable decree of providence saved him from being nourished by an infidel woman and at the same time united him with his mother. The Pharaoh and his wife felt beholden to her and not only showered gifts on her but also gave her good remuneration for her services. By bringing Sayyidnā Mūsā  to her own house she escaped the necessity of having to live in the Pharaoh's palace like any other servant.

**Good news for industrialists and traders**

There is a Ḥadīth according to which the Holy Prophet ﷺ said that an industrialist or a businessman who, while engaged in his trade also desired to win the good-will of Allah was like the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā , who nursed her own child and at the same time was paid for her services (Ibn Kathīr). It means that if a mason who builds a mosque, a school or a building for public use is concerned only with his wages, he would receive it, but nothing more. But if he undertook to construct these buildings in preference to other jobs with the intention that these would be used for good purposes and would benefit pious persons then, like the mother of Sayyidnā Mūsā , he would receive his wages as well as the religious benefit.
The chosen servants of Allah are gifted with a special attribute so that all who see them, love them

\[
{\text{وَأَلْعَبُّ عَلَيْكَ مَحْبَةً حَيَّةً}}
\]

And I have cast love on you from Myself - 20:39.

This verse suggests that Allah bestows upon his chosen servants a special grace which causes all men, friend or foe, to love them. Of course, the prophets enjoy this grace to a much greater degree, but many saints are also known to have possessed it.

**Why was the murder of the Egyptian by Sayyidnā Mūsā regarded as a sin?**

When Sayyidnā Mūsā saw an Egyptian infidel fighting an Isrā'īli Muslim, he struck the former with a blow causing his death. He described this act as an act of Satan and prayed to Allah for forgiveness and Allah accepted his prayer.

Here is a point for consideration by jurists. This Egyptian was an infidel and a citizen of a non-Muslim state who had no peace agreement between him and Sayyidnā Mūsā . Also he could not be given the status of a Dhimmi (A non-Muslim under Muslim rule) who is entitled to full protection from the Muslims. He was a non-Muslim citizen of Dar al-Harb (Enemy country) and according to Muslim law killing such a person does not constitute a sin. So why was the murder of the Egyptian described as an act of Satan and a sin?

In none of the commentaries has this issue been brought up for consideration. Some time back, at the behest of Haḍrat Maulānā Ashraf 'Alī Thanavi رحمه الله تعالى I began writing my book احكام القرآن and when I came to this issue, I sought his guidance, and his explanation was that although there was no covenant between Sayyidnā Mūsā and the Egyptian nor did he enjoy the status of a Dhimmi (a non-Muslim citizen of a Muslim state) yet neither of them was the head of a state. They were both subjects of the Pharaoh and at peace with each other. This was for all practical purposes an implied covenant between the two of them. Thus the murder of the Egyptian was in the nature of violation of the implied compact and therefore a sin. And since the murder was not deliberate but accidental, it does not adversely affect the sanctity of his Prophethood. For this reason in pre-partition India when both the Muslims and the Hindus
lived under the British rule, Hadrat Maulānā Thānavī رحمه الله تعالى did not consider it lawful for the Muslims to take the life or property of a Hindu.

**Helping the weak and public service have their own rewards both in this world and in the hereafter**

When Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ reached the outskirts of Madyan, he noticed two girls who stood aside because they were too weak to contend against men and water their goats. These girls were complete strangers to him and he himself was a homeless wanderer. But being a decent man he was prompted to come to their help. He watered their goats and by this act of kindness he gained the pleasure of Allah. And his worldly reward was that Sayyidnā Shu‘aib ﷺ gave him his daughter in marriage.

**The philosophy and benefits of a situation in which one Messenger was an employee and the other an employer**

Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ came to the house of Sayyidnā Shu‘aib ﷺ as an honoured guest. After sometime when he felt sufficiently secure from pursuit by the Pharaoh's soldiers, Sayyidnā Shu‘aib ﷺ, at the suggestion of his daughter, offered him employment on wages. This offer embodies a deep philosophy from Allah and guidance for mankind.

**First:** Sayyidnā Shu‘aib ﷺ was a Prophet of Allah Ta‘ālā and it was not beyond his means to entertain a traveler for sometime without asking for recompense. But it seems that by prophetic wisdom he had perceived that being a person of noble character Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ would not accept his hospitality much longer and would move to some other place where he might suffer hardship. He therefore made a straight offer of employment. Here is a lesson that it is not proper to become a burden on somebody's hospitality for long periods.

**Second:** Allah Ta‘ālā had chosen Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ for the grant of prophethood, and although toil and hard labour are neither the pre-conditions for prophethood, nor can the prophethood be obtained by any amount of exertion and effort, because it is a pure gift from Allah, yet His Supreme Wisdom had decreed that the prophets should also undergo a period of strenuous physical labour as a means of character building and for reforming others. The life of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ had been spent in comfort and luxury and since he was destined to be a leader of mankind and to reform their moral life, his service with Sayyidnā Shu‘aib
was to accustom him to hard work and to prepare him for the great mission for which Allah had chosen him.

**Third:** Sayyidnā Mūsā was given the task of tending the flocks of goats of Sayyidnā Shu‘aib. It is rather strange that many prophets have, at one time or the other, performed similar duties. Now a goat often breaks away from the main flock to the great annoyance of the shepherd. If he lets it stray it may be lost or even fall prey to a wolf, and if he punishes it, he may cause injury to the delicate animal. Therefore he has to be very patient with his flock. The same is the case with prophets; they can neither ignore the errant humanity nor can they be too severe in disciplining them. They have to conduct themselves with great patience and forbearance.

**How to choose the best man for a job**

The daughter of Sayyidnā Shu‘aib suggested to her father that he should employ Sayyidnā Mūsā in his service as the latter was both strong and honest. The word *qawī* (strong) is applied to a person who is strong and has ability to perform satisfactorily the duties which are entrusted to him, and *āmīn* (honest) means that the record of his past life proves his honesty and integrity.

These two brief words, if considered in depth, cover all the qualities for selecting a person for different jobs and offices, public or private. In some cases even the detailed parameters laid down for the selection of employees in contemporary institutions are not so comprehensive as these two words are. Honesty, in particular, is something totally neglected today when selecting a candidate, the entire importance being given to academic degrees only. The corruption, disorder and mismanagement seen in public and private institutions at present is mainly caused by neglecting honesty and integrity in the employees. If a person is qualified and wise, but devoid of honesty, he may devise ways to protect himself from rules against his inefficiency and corruption. This is exactly what has rendered many public and private institutions inefficient and corrupt. Islam has therefore laid great emphasis on honesty and integrity, the blessings of which have been witnessed by the world through the centuries.
Difference between the approach of magicians and that of the prophets

The address which the Pharaoh delivered to his magicians in which he warned them of the threat to the country called for a patriotic response from the magicians, but they exploited the situation and negotiated their reward in case they gained victory over Sayyidnā Mūsā (安宁). On the other hand the prophets declare openly that they do not expect any reward for their services.

وَلَا أُسْتَفْكِمُ ۚ عَلَيْهِمْ مِنْ أَجْرٍ

I do not claim from you any reward for it - 26:169

Among the many factors for the success of their mission is the denial of all material rewards for their services. Nowadays the non-payment of remuneration to scholars, jurists, preachers etc. from Government sources has compelled them to accept payment for their services which, though permitted by the later jurists, has reduced the effectiveness of their mission.

Truth about the magic of the Egyptian magicians

The Egyptian magicians caused their sticks and ropes to appear as if they had really turned into snakes. The question is whether they were in reality turned into snakes. The Qur'ān says:

يُخْيَبُهُ إِلَيْهِ مِنْ يَسْحَرُونَهُمْ أَنْهَا تُسْقَى

Seemed to him, due to their magic as if they were running - 20:66.

This shows that they did not really become snakes, but it was some kind of mesmerism which cast a hypnotic spell on those present, to whom they appeared as running snakes. This, of course, does not mean that things or substances cannot be transformed by magic, but the Egyptian magicians did not possess these powers.

Division into tribes in matters of social life is not censurable

Islam has condemned the notion that regional, linguistic, ethnic and tribal divisions become the basis of nationalism. It has encouraged in all possible manners the elimination of all such differences and prejudices. The very foundation of Muslim polity rests on Islamic nationalism where
people of diverse description, race, lineage and culture constitute one single nation. The first step which the Holy Prophet took when laying down the foundations of the Islamic state at Madīnah was to unite the Muhajirs and the Anṣār into a single bond of brotherhood. In his last sermon (حجة الوداع) he laid down the rule, for all times to come, that prejudices and divisions based on geographical region, race and language are the idols which Islam has demolished. Nevertheless, their distinctions in the matters of social life have been duly recognized and permitted within reasonable limits. This is to avoid any hardship for the people due to the fact that the customs of living, dress, food etc. vary from one area to the other and from one tribe to another.

The Isrā'īlites whom Sayyidnā Mūsā led out of Egypt were divided into twelve tribes and when crossing the river on their flight twelve passageways were cleared, one for each tribe. Similarly in the plain of Tīh (the waterless desert where Bānī Isrā'īl wandered for forty years) the stone, by a miracle shot forth twelve springs of water in order that the twelve tribes of Bānī Isrā'īl might not engage in strife over the use of water.

Appointment of a deputy to manage the affairs of a community

When Sayyidnā Mūsā parted from his people in order to engage himself in prayers at the mount of Tūr for thirty days, he appointed Sayyidnā Hārūn as his deputy during his absence and commanded his people to obey the latter in all matters, so that disputes and quarrels might not rise among them. This shows that when the head of a community or a family proceeds on a journey, he should, following the practice of the prophets, appoint a deputy to maintain order and discipline among them.

A disagreeable course of action may temporarily be adopted if it prevents disruption among Muslims

When Bānī Isrā'īl started worshipping the calf during the absence of Sayyidnā Mūsā, Sayyidnā Hārūn remonstrated with them but did not go to the extent of severing all relations with them and his justification was that any harsh action by him would have caused a split among the Bānī Isrā'īl.
"I feared that you would say, 'You have caused discord among the children of Isra'il and did not observe my advice'." (20:94)

Sayyidna Musa accepted this explanation and prayed to Allah in favor of his brother. It leads to the principle that it is permissible to take a lenient view against an evil as a temporary expediency to prevent discord and strife among Muslims.

A vital principle of Prophetic Mission

When ordering Sayyidna Musa and Sayyidna Harun to go to Egypt and invite the Pharaoh to the path of righteousness, Allah also enjoined upon them to adopt a soft attitude toward him. (So, speak to him in soft words. May be, he takes the advice or fears [Allah] - 20:44). Here an important principle has been enunciated that those who wish to reform people and lead them to a life of virtue should always be gentle and amiable towards their opponents however obstinate and perverse they may be. By such methods alone can they be persuaded to give heed to the message brought to them by the prophets.

The Pharaoh, who claimed to be a god, was also absolutely guilty of the massacre of thousands of Isra'ili children just to safeguard his life and his Kingdom. But when Allah sent the two messengers to him, He gave them a guideline, namely that they should talk to him in a gentle and persuasive manner so that he might ponder and reflect on the message which they had brought to him. This guideline was emphasized in spite of the fact that Allah knew that the Pharaoh would never give up his obduracy nor his perverse ways. Here the intention was to bind the prophets to a conduct which might induce people to reflect and ultimately instill the fear of Allah in their hearts.

An unfortunate tendency is in vogue among the scholars of criticizing each other which they regard as a service to Islam. There is a need for curbing this tendency and the true teaching of Islam should be adopted.

Verses 45 - 50
They said, "Our Lord, we are afraid he will hasten to commit excess against us, or will cross all bounds." [45]

He said, "Do not be afraid. I am surely with you both. I hear and I see. [46] So, come to him and say, 'We are the messengers of your Lord. So, let the children of Isrāʾīl go with us, and do not torment them. We have come to you with a sign from your Lord. And peace be upon the one who follows the guidance. [47] Verily, it has been revealed to us that the punishment is for the one who denies and turns away.' [48]

He (the Pharaoh) said, "Who then is the Lord of you two, O Mūsā?" [49] He (Mūsā) said, "Our Lord is He who gave everything its shape, then guidance." [50]

Commentary

Why was Sayyidnā Mūsā afraid?

The words "We are afraid" signifies that here Sayyidnā Mūsā and Sayyidnā Hārūn expressed twofold fear before Allah. The first fear is pointed out by the word "which means to cross all boundaries. So the meaning of the sentence is 'perhaps the Pharaoh would attack even before listening to us'. The other fear is mentioned with the words - which means that Sayyidnā Mūsā was apprehensive that the Pharaoh might, after listening to his demands, become so refractory and perverse that he might speak about Allah in disrespectful terms.

It will be recalled that when prophethood was bestowed upon Sayyidnā Mūsā, he had prayed to Allah to depute Sayyidnā Hārūn also to assist him in his mission, and Allah had accepted his prayer. At the same time Allah informed him ("We make your arm stronger through (the help of) your
brother and will make for you the upper hand so they will not reach you (with any harm)" - 28:35) and that whatever else he asked for was granted to him: "You have been granted your request O Müsä" - 20:36. Among the things granted to him was شرح صدر (heart at peace) which means that he was made immune to fear. So, when he had received such firm assurances from Allah, how does one explain the fear expressed by him in this verse. One answer to this question is that the promise of victory and security from harm is rather vague in that victory may refer to success in debate with the Pharaoh and his men. It can also be argued that victory could come only if the Egyptians heard his arguments and reasonings, and saw his miracles but there was this possibility also that they might attack him before he had laid his arguments before them. Besides, شرح صدر does not mean elimination of natural fear.

The second point is that fear of fearsome things is a natural instinct and even prophets are not free from it in spite of their complete faith in the promises of Allah. Sayyidnä Müsä他自己 was afraid to pick up his staff when it turned into a snake therefore Allah re-assured him with the word لا تخف (do not be afraid). On all such occasions Allah removed their fears by propitious tidings. Three other verses: (So, he went out of it (the city) in a state of fear, waiting (for what comes next) - 28:21) and قَلْتُمْ: "نَجَسُحُ فِي الْمَدِينَةِ حَائِفًا (Then, next morning he was fearful, waiting [for what comes next] - 28:18) and So Müsä concealed some fear in his heart - 20:67) can also be quoted expressing the same fear. It was this natural fear which persuaded the Holy Prophet to migrate to Madīnah and some of his Companions to migrate first to Abyssinia and later to Madīnah. In the Battle of Ahzāb the Muslims were so overawed by the strength of their enemies that they dug a trench as a protective measure even though Allah had promised them victory on numerous occasions. The truth is that while they did not have the least doubt about their ultimate victory, the fear which they felt was the result of a spontaneous human impulse in the face of danger, and the prophets being human are not immune to this impulse.

Allah said, إنِّي مَعَكُمَا آنَصَمُّ وَآرَى, ("I am surely with you both. I hear and I see." - 20:46) Here the word "with you" is used in the sense of divine help and support which human senses cannot perceive.
Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ called upon the Pharaoh to embrace the True Faith and also to deliver the Bani Isrā‘il from bondage

This shows that the prophets have the duty of guiding mankind towards their salvation as well as to liberate their people from worldly and economic bondages. Therefore, in this verse Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ is reminded of both these duties.

God created everything; and everything is performing the functions assigned to it by Him

This point calls for some elucidation which is given in the following lines. The guidance which Allah gives to the prophets and which is in the nature of a duty imposed upon them is a special kind of guidance which is addressed only to human beings and Jinns who are gifted with intellect. There is also another kind of guidance known as guidance of Takwīn (creation) which every created thing possesses. Allah has given to fire, water, earth and air, and their compounds a special kind of feeling and perception which are not of the same nature as given to human beings and Jinns. This is the reason why the laws governing things which are permissible and those which are forbidden do not apply to them. Through this feeling and perception Allah has assigned duties to all created things and in obedience to this command of Takwīn and guidance, the earth, the sky and every other created thing is busy performing its allotted tasks. Air, water, fire and earth are all fulfilling the purpose for which they were created. They do not deviate from their destined course except by the command of Allah. And when He so commands the fire turns into a bed of flowers (as for Sayyidnā İbrahim ﷺ), and water acts as fire as for the people of Sayyidnā Nūḥ ﷺ (71:25). Who has taught a newly born baby to draw milk from its mother's breast or to cry when hungry or in pain? It is this same Divine guidance which every created thing receives without any formal training.

In brief, every created thing has been programmed, by Allah, with a guidance of Takwīn (creation) which it is genetically bound to follow and deviating from the same is beyond its power. The other kind of guidance which is given to the human beings and to Jinns is not inherent in the nature and thus, is not compulsory but optional. It is this freedom of choice which renders them liable to reward for good deeds and to punishment for their sins. The verse (who gave
everything its shape then guidance - 20:50) refers to the guidance of Takwīn (تكوينه هديت).

Sayyidnā Mūsā reminded the Pharaoh, at the first place, of those acts of Allah Ta‘ālā which are obviously done by Him alone and about which no one else could claim that he has performed them. The Pharaoh totally unable to refute this argument, and in his confusion asked Sayyidnā Mūsā a question which was designed to entangle him into giving a reply that would greatly offend the Egyptians. The question was: how did the people of bygone ages stand who all worshipped idols, and what was their fate? The Pharaoh's purpose was that if Sayyidnā Mūsā replied (as the Pharaoh surmised he would) that they were all misguided and deserving of Hell, then he could instigate his people against the latter. But the reply which Sayyidnā Mūsā gave was so wise and discreet that the Pharaoh's evil design was completely frustrated.

Verses 51 - 59

He said, "Then, what about the earlier generations?" [51]
He replied, "The knowledge about those is, in a book, with my Lord. My Lord does neither err nor forget." [52] (He is) the One who made the earth a cradle for you and made for you therein pathways to move, and sent down water from the heavens and brought out, with it, pairs of different vegetations: [53] Eat, and graze your cattle. Surely, in that there are signs for the people of understanding." [54]

From this (earth) We created you and in this we shall put you back and from this We shall raise you up once again. [55]

And We showed him (the Pharaoh) all Our signs, yet he belied and refused. [56] Said he, "Have you come to us to drive us out of our land with your sorcery, O Musa? [57] We will, then, bring to you a similar sorcery. So, make, between you and us, an appointment not to be backed out, neither by us nor from you - at an even place." [58]

He (Musa) said, "Your appointment is the festival day and that the people are assembled at forenoon." [59]

Commentary
Verse 51 tells us that the Pharaoh had asked the question regarding the end of earlier people. If Sayyidna Musa had given a straightforward answer that they were misled and will go to Jahannam, then the Pharaoh would have got a chance to scorn that it was not just him whom Sayyidna Musa was blaming but all their ancestors as well. Naturally such a situation would have created doubts in the minds of people. Therefore Sayyidna Musa gave such an answer which was full of wisdom and did not give any chance to the Pharaoh for misleading the people. He said (as mentioned in verse 52) that only Allah knows their end. He never makes a mistake nor does He forget things. The words "My Lord does neither err" mean that it is inconceivable that Allah wills one thing and something different should happen.

The word أَرْوَاحُ (pairs) used in verse 53 is used here in the sense of "Kinds" or "Species", and the word مَثْلَّيْنِ is the plural of the word مَثْلَّة which means "different" or "diverse". The verse means that Allah has created so many kinds of plants that they are beyond human reckoning and each of them contains special properties which make them invaluable to man for
his well-being. It is impossible for man to comprehend completely all the properties and uses of all the plants created by Allah Ta‘ālā. For centuries scientists have been working to find out all about them and researches have revealed a great deal about their properties. However it is impossible to claim that whatever we know at present is the last word.

The next verse (54) says "إِنَّ فِي ذَلِكَ لَأَيْنُ لَأِلْوَى النَّمَى (Surely, in that there are signs for the people of understanding. (20:54). The word النَّمَى is the plural of نَمَى (nuhyah) which is used in the same sense as عَقْل (aql: Intelligence) because it enables wise and intelligent persons to avoid harmful acts.

**The composition of every human being contains, together with the seed, the earth of the place when he will be buried**

The words مِنْهَا خَلَقْنَاهُ (From this We created you) in verse 55 means that Allah created you from the earth. This verse is addressed to all mankind although it is known that man is created from seed and not from earth, except Sayyidnā 'Adām al-‘ālim who was created directly from earth. One possible explanation for this is that since Sayyidnā 'Adām al-‘ālim is the father of all mankind and was himself created from earth, therefore all his descendants have been similarly described. Others have said that the seed itself is made of earth therefore anything created from the seed is in fact created from the earth. According to Imam al-Qurṭubi, the text of the Qur‘ān clearly indicates that man is created from the earth.

By words مَكَانًا سَوِى (at an even place) in verse 58 the Pharaoh proposed that the contest between Sayyidnā Mūsā al-‘ālim and his own magicians should be held at a place which should, as far as possible, be within easy access of the Egyptians, Sayyidnā Mūsā al-‘ālim and the Banī Isrā‘īl. The latter readily accepted this proposal and fixed the day and the time for the contest by suggesting مَوْعَدَ كَمْ يُؤْمِنُ الْزَّيْنَةَ وَأُنَّ يَنْحَصُرُ النَّاسُ ضَحَى (Your appointment is the festival day and that the people are assembled at forenoon - 20:59). This has been explained differently by different authorities. Some say it was a special festival when the Egyptians, attired in beautiful dresses, gathered outside the towns, while others say that it was a Saturday, and according to some others it was the tenth day of Muḥarram.
The great advantage in fixing for the contest

It was a wise move on the part of Sayyidnā Mūsā  to fix festival day as the day of contest when all Egyptians, high and low, were expected to assemble at an appointed place. There was also a point in fixing early forenoon as the time for the contest because this is the time when people, having finished their daily chores, are free to engage in other things. Also daylight and visibility are at their best in the early forenoon and people, while dispersing after witnessing a momentous event, spread the news far and wide. Thus when, with Allah's help, Sayyidnā Mūsā  inflicted a crushing defeat on the Egyptian magicians, the story became known the same day to people living in far flung places.

Magic - its truth, forms and the rules governing it

For a detailed discussion on this subject reference may be made to the story of Hārūt and Mārūt in Sūrah Al-Baqarah at page 265 to 278 of Ma‘ariful Qur‘ān vol. I.

Verses 60 - 76
So, the Pharaoh turned back, and put his plot together, then came. [60] Musā said to them, "Pity on you, do not fabricate a lie against Allah, lest He uproots you with a punishment. And loser is he who fabricates a lie." [61]

Then, they disputed among themselves in their matter and kept their talk secret. [62] Said they, "Certainly, these two are sorcerers who wish to drive you out from your land and do away with your excellent way of life. [63] So, make your plot firm and come forth in one row. And successful today is he who stands high." [64]

They said, "O Musā, either you throw, or shall we be the first to throw?" [65] He said, "Rather, you throw." Then, suddenly their ropes and sticks seemed to him, due to their magic, as if they were running. [66] So, Musā concealed some fear in his heart. [67] We said, "Do not be scared. Certainly, you are to be the upper most. [68] And throw what is in your right hand, and it will devour what they have concocted. What they have concocted is but a sleight of a magician. And the magician does not
succeed wherever he comes from."[69]

So, the magicians were led (by the truth) to fall in prostration. They said, "We have (now) believed in the Lord of Hārūn and Mūsā." [70] He (the Pharaoh) said, "You have believed in him before I permit you. He is, in fact your chief who has taught you the magic. So I will certainly cut apart your hands and your legs from opposite sides and will crucify you on the trunks of palm-trees, and you shall know who of us is more severe in punishment, and more lasting." [71]

They said, "We will never prefer you over the clear signs that have come to us and over Him who has created us. So, do whatever you are to do. You will do only for this worldly life. [72] We have believed in our Lord, so that He forgives us from our sins and from the magic you had compelled us on. And Allah is the best and everlasting." [73]

Surely whoever comes to his Lord as a sinner, for him there is Jahannam wherein he neither dies nor lives. [74] And whoever comes to Him as a believer having done righteous deeds, for such people there are the highest ranks, [75] the eternal gardens beneath which rivers flow, where they shall live for ever. And that is the reward for one who has purified himself. [76]

Commentary

The words (and put his plot together) in verse 60 indicate that the Pharaoh assembled his magicians and their tools. According to Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās there were seventy two magicians but others have put their number at figures which vary from four hundred to nine hundred thousand. Their leader was a blind man whose name was Sham'ūn (شعن).

Sayyidnā Mūsā's prophetic address to the magicians

Before the start of the contest Sayyidnā Mūsā addressed some words of friendly advice to the magicians to warn them of divine punishment if they persisted in denying God's miracles and other manifestations of His power. His actual words were:
Pity on you, do not fabricate a lie against Allah, lest He uproots you with a punishment. And loser is he who fabricates a lie - 20:61.

It was hardly to be expected that the magicians who had entered the field with all the might of the Pharaoh behind them would pay any heed to Sayyidnā Musā’s words of advice. However, the prophets and their followers possess a hidden power so that their plain and simple words penetrate the most unruly and perverse minds, and the address of Sayyidnā Musā caused discord and dissensions among the magicians, some of whom thought that these could not be the words of a magician but of a higher being and were therefore, against the contest. But others were adamant, (then, they disputed among themselves in their matter - 20:62), (and kept their talk secret - 20:62). Ultimately their unanimous decision was to proceed with the contest because, in their opinion, Sayyidnā Musā and Sayyidnā Harūn were both magicians who wished to drive away the Pharaoh and his men from Egypt by their magic and to eradicate their ideal way of life. This decision of theirs is mentioned in verse 63 in the following words:

إن هذين لسنجرون بريدين أن بحرجكم من أرضكم بعرهكم ويلبدها بطرقيكم

المُثلى

Said they, "Certainly, these two are sorcerers who wish to drive you out from your land and do away with your excellent way of life. (20:63)

The word المُثلى is the feminine of أمَلْل which means "most excellent". The meaning is that the Egyptians believed that their religion which regarded the Pharaoh as god was the best and Sayyidnā Musā and Sayyidnā Harūn wanted to destroy it and supplant their own religion in its place. The word طريقة (translated in the text as 'way of life') is also used to describe the chiefs and leading citizens and according to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas and Sayyidnā ‘Ali the word has been used here in this sense namely that these two men wished to finish off all their leaders and important citizens and it was therefore, the duty of the Egyptian magicians to unite and use their best endeavours to defeat the enemy (So, make your plot firm and forth in one row - 20:64). Formation of troops in ranks in battle has an unsettling effect on the enemy, so the Egyptian magicians arranged themselves in ranks for
the contest.

The Egyptians were confident of their success and in a mood of complacency asked Sayyidnā Musā Ṣallāl-lāhhū 'alá-'s-salām whether he would like to make the first move or whether they should initiate the contest. Sayyidnā Musā Ṣallāl-lāhhū 'alá-'s-salām invited them to start the contest (Rather, you throw - 20:66) and there were several reasons for this. In the first place the Egyptians showed courage when they invited Sayyidnā Musā Ṣallāl-lāhhū 'alá-'s-salām to open the battle and this offer called for an equally generous and chivalrous response. Secondly by making the offer the Egyptians showed their confidence in the outcome of the contest and implied as if they had already won it. On his side Sayyidnā Musā Ṣallāl-lāhhū 'alá-'s-salām, by his counter-offer, sought to convey to the Egyptians that he regarded the result of the game as a foregone conclusion in his own favour. And finally he wished to see the tricks of the Egyptians before he planned his own strategy. So, with these preliminaries over, the Egyptians cast their staffs and ropes on the ground and it appeared to the onlookers as if they had turned into snakes and were running about.

Their ropes and sticks seemed to him, due to their magic, as if they were running - 20:66. The verse shows that the Egyptian magicians had cast a hypnotic spell on the onlookers to whom it appeared that the staffs and the ropes had turned into snakes and were running about on the ground, whereas in fact no such transformation had taken place.

So Musā concealed some fear in his heart - 20:67.). The sight of so many snakes crawling around evoked a sense of fear in Sayyidnā Musā Ṣallāl-lāhhū 'alá-'s-salām which he did not reveal to anyone. Even if this fear was for his own personal safety then it can be regarded as a natural human reaction to a dangerous situation and does not conflict with the mission of prophethood. It is clear, however, that the fear which he felt was not for his own life. His apprehension was that if the immense crowd, which had assembled to see the contest, sensed that the Egyptian magicians had the upper hand then the purpose of his mission would be frustrated. These doubts and fears were dispelled when in the next verse Allah assured him (do not be scared. Certainly, you are to be the upper most - 20:68).
And throw what is in your right hand - 20:69). Allah commanded Sayyidnā Musā صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم by means of a revelation (وحي) to cast down what he held in his right hand, and when he threw down his staff it turned into a huge snake and ate up all the imaginary snakes which the Egyptian magicians had produced by their magic.

Conversion to Islam and bowing in prostration by the Pharaoh's magicians

The Egyptian magicians who were masters of their art realized at once that what they had just witnessed was not magic but a miracle brought about by a Supreme Power. Consequently they fell in prostration and declared openly their faith in Allah - the God of Sayyidnā Musā صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and Sayyidnā Harūn صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. According to some traditions these magicians did not raise their heads until they had seen a glimpse of heaven and hell. (رواه عبد بن حميد وابن أبي حاتم وابن المنذر عن عكرمة - روحة)

(He [the Pharaoh] said, "You have believed in him before I permit you" - 20:71). The Pharaoh, thus disgraced before a vast multitude, was furious and he stormed at the magicians how they dared accept the religion brought by Sayyidnā Musā صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم without his prior permission. He suspected that they all were Sayyidnā Musā صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم pupils who taught them the magic and had accepted defeat in connivance with him.

(I will certainly cut apart your hands and your legs from opposite sides - 20:71). The Pharaoh thus threatened his magicians with dire punishment. He said he would cut off their hands and feet from opposite sides i.e. first the right hand, then the left foot. This apparently was the mode of inflicting punishment under the laws of the Pharaoh. (And will crucify you on the trunks of palm-trees - 20:71) He also said that after cutting off their hands and feet he would crucify them on the trunks of palm-trees where they would remain suspended until they died of starvation.

(They said, "We will never prefer you over the clear signs that have come to us, and over Him who created us." - 20:72). The magicians, however, stood firm and did not waver in the face of the Pharaoh's threats. They told him plainly that they would not give him, nor anything he said, preference over the clear proofs and the
miracles which Allah had shown to them. Sayyidnā 'Ikrimah ﷺ says that when the magicians prostrated themselves before Allah, He gave them a glimpse of the eminent places and the gifts which were to be their reward in Paradise. They confirmed their belief in the one God Who created the earth and the skies and rejected Pharaoh's claim to divinity. While neglecting the threats of the Pharaoh they further said: "So you do what you want and punish us in whatever manner you choose. And, "You can punish us as long as we live but when we die we will be out of your reach. On the other hand we are in the power of Allah both in this and after death, and His punishment is of greater concern to us".

(And the magic you had compelled us on - 20:73). The magicians now accused the Pharaoh of having forced them to practice magic else they would not have taken it up. Here a question may arise that the magicians came to the contest of their own free choice and had even negotiated before hand their reward if they were victorious. How, then, could they justify their accusation that the Pharaoh had forced them to practice magic? A possible answer can be that whereas the magicians, to begin with, were tempted by promises of generous rewards for taking part in the contest they soon realized that they stood no chance against miracles and wanted to withdraw from the contest. It was then that the Pharaoh forced them to take up the challenge of Mūsā ﷺ.

Another explanation is that under a law passed by the Pharaoh everybody was compelled to learn magic.

The propitious end of 'Āsiyah, the Pharaoh's wife

Qurṭubī has mentioned in his commentary that while the contest between vice and virtue was in progress, the Pharaoh's wife kept herself informed of the minute to minute developments and when she learned that Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ had emerged victorious, she at once declared her adherence to the True Faith. When the Pharaoh was informed of his wife's defection, he ordered that a huge rock be thrown upon her. When 'Āsiyah saw the rock coming, she raised her eyes in supplication to Allah who took away her soul so that the rock fell on her lifeless body.

Revolutionary change in the lives of the magicians

Surely whoever comes to his Lord as a sinner, for him there is
Jahannam .... And whoever comes to Him as a believer ... for such people there are the highest ranks.... (20:74-76)

These words which refer to the Islamic beliefs and the hereafter have been spoken by the magician who only recently became Muslims and who had not yet been instructed about the principles and the obligations of the new faith.

It was the result of their brief association with Sayyidnā Mūsā that Allah, in an instant, revealed to them the mysteries of their new faith so that they gave scarce heed to Pharaoh's threats. Thus with the adoption of the religion of Allah they attained a state of sainthood which is given to others after long and assiduous exertions. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas and ‘Ubaid Ibn ‘Umair said it was a divine marvel that the magicians who started the day as infidels became saints before it ended. (Ibn Kathīr)

**Verses 77 - 82**

And We revealed to Mūsā saying, "Move out with my servants at night, then make for them a dry path in the sea (with the strike of your staff), neither fearing to be caught up nor being scared (of anything else)." [77]

Then the Pharaoh chased them with his troops. So covered they were, by that which covered them from
the sea. [78] And the Pharaoh led his people astray and did not show them the right path. [79]

O children of Isrā'îl, We delivered you from your enemy and appointed for you the right side of the mount Ṭūr (Sinai) and sent down for you the Mann and Salwā: [80] Eat from the good things We have provided you with, and do not transgress in respect thereof, lest My wrath befalls upon you. And the one upon whom befalls My wrath certainly falls into destruction. [81]

And surely I am the Most-Forgiving for him who repents and believes and acts righteously, then takes to the right path. [82]

Commentary

The decisive defeat which he suffered in the contest between the right and wrong and between miracle and magic broke the power of the Pharaoh, and the Banī Isrā'îl stood united under the leadership of Sayyidnā Mūsā . Allah now commanded Sayyidnā Mūsā to take his men out of Egypt. But this move was full of danger. First there was the risk of pursuit by the Pharaoh, and second the river, which they had no means of crossing, barred their flight. Allah dispelled both these fears from Sayyidnā Mūsā's mind and told him to strike his staff on the surface of the water, and dry passageways would appear in the bed of the river over which they could all escape, thus frustrating Pharaoh's pursuit. This story has been narrated earlier under Ḥadīth ul-Futūn in this very Surah.

When the time came, Sayyidnā Mūsā struck the surface of water with his staff and masses of water stood asunder revealing twelve dry paths, as mentioned in Surah Ash-Shu'arā (And each part became like a big mountain- 26:63). The walls of water which divided the passages were so formed that those going on one road could see and talk to those travelling on other roads, thus imparting to them all a sense of security.

The number of the Banī Isrā'îl who fled Egypt and the strength of the Pharaoh's army

According to Rūḥ ul-Maʿānī Sayyidnā Mūsā embarked on his journey towards the Red Sea with the Banī Isrā'îl soon after sunset.
Earlier they had announced that one of their festivals was approaching which they would celebrate outside the city, and on this excuse, as well as to allay the suspicions of the Egyptians, they borrowed some jewellery from the Copts promising to return it after the festival. At that time Bani Isra’il numbered six hundred and three thousand, while another version puts their number at six hundred and seventy thousand. These figures, which may be exaggerated, have been taken from Isra‘ilite traditions, but one thing appears certain, namely that they were divided into twelve very populous tribes. These large numbers were also a gift from Allah because the first arrivals in Egypt in the days of Sayyidnā Yūsuf were just the twelve brothers. Now the twelve tribes of those twelve brothers which fled Egypt numbered well over six hundred thousand.

When the Pharaoh learned that the Bani Isra’il had taken flight, he assembled a large army of which the advance units consisted of seven hundred thousand horsemen and started off in pursuit. When the Bani Isra’il saw the river barring their way ahead and the Pharaoh hot on their heels, they cried out in despair. "Surely! We are caught". Sayyidnā Mūsā consoled them with the words: (With me is my Lord indeed. He will guide me - 26:62). Then by the command of Allah he struck his staff on the water and twelve dry passageways appeared on which the twelve tribes of Bani Isra’il crossed over to the other side in safety. The Pharaoh who saw all this was frightened but he urged his men on by declaring that the dry paths were formed because the river stopped flowing on account of the awe which it felt in his presence. Saying so, he spurred his horse into the river ordering his army to follow him. When they were all in the middle, Allah commanded the river to resume its flow and water covered them over. (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī)

(And appointed for you the right side of the mount Ťūr. (20:80)) After their deliverance from the threat of the Pharaoh, and when they were safe across the river, Allah made a promise to Sayyidnā Mūsā and through him to the Bani Isra’il that they should move to the right side of the mount of Ťūr so that Sayyidnā Mūsā might be given the Torah and so that they might witness him speak with Allah.

(And sent down for you the Mann and Salwā. - 20:80) This incident occurred when, having crossed the river, they were
commanded to enter a sacred city, but they refused and as punishment they were confined to a valley which is known as the valley of Tih (Sinai). They stayed there for forty years and in spite of the punishment which they were undergoing they continued to receive gifts from Allah, and the Mann and Salwa (a special kind of food) was one such gifts which was given to them for their sustenance.

**Verses 83 - 89**

"And what has caused you to hurry before your people, O Musa?" [83] He said, "Here they are just behind me, and I hurried towards You, O my Lord, so that You be pleased." [84]

He said, "We have then put your people to test after you (left them) and Samiri has misguided them." [85]

So, Musa went back to his people in anger and sorrow. He said, "O my people, did your Lord not promise you a good promise? Did then the time become too long for you, or did you wish that wrath from your Lord befalls you, and hence you backed out from the promise made to me?" [86]

They said, "We did not back out, of our own volition, of
the promise made to you, but we were burdened with loads from the ornaments of the people; so we threw them and so did throw Sāmirī." [87] Then he brought forth for them a calf, a body with a lowing sound. Then they said, "This is your god and the god of Mūsā, and he (Mūsā) erred." [88]

Do they not then see that it does not respond to them with a word, nor does it have power to harm or benefit them? [89]

Commentary

Sayyidnā Mūsā and the Bānī Isrā‘īl, having escaped the Pharaoh’s wrath and having crossed the river in safety, proceeded on their journey. Soon they came upon a people who worshipped idols. They said to Sayyidnā Mūsā, "These people have adopted the idols as their gods who are visible as well as tangible. Do give us also a god whom we can see and touch." Sayyidnā Mūsā replied, "أَنَّكُمْ قُومٌ تُسْخَرُونَ إِنَّ هُوَ اللَّهُ مُبِيرٌ مُّتَّقِنٌ مَّا أَهْمَمَ فِيهِ وَبِطْلِ مَنْ كَانَّا يُسْخَرُونُ (‘You are really an ignorant people. What these people are in, is sure to be destroyed; and false is what they are doing.’) - 78:139.)

It was then that Allah commanded Sayyidnā Mūsā to bring his people to the mount of Tūr where he would receive the Book Torah which would be a code and a policy document for all of them. However, he would have to prepare himself to receive the Torah by observing a fast for thirty days and thirty nights continuously. This period was later extended by a further ten days so that the total period of fasting was forty days and forty nights. Then Sayyidnā Mūsā led his people towards the mount of Tūr, but in his eagerness to receive the Torah he hastened ahead so that he could complete his prayers and fasts for the prescribed period of thirty days as early as possible. He appointed Sayyidnā Hārūn to be his deputy during his absence. The Bānī Isrā‘īl continued the journey at their leisurely pace while he pushed on hoping that they would join him in due course near the mount of Tūr. In the meanwhile Sāmirī, by his wiles, seduced them into adopting the calf as the object of their worship and thus divided them into three factions. This unfortunate development seriously impeded their progress towards the Tūr.
Allah questioned Sayyidnā Mūsā about his haste and the wisdom behind the question

When Sayyidnā Mūsā appeared before Divine Presence, Allah questioned him as to why he had hastened ahead of his people. The obvious purpose of the question was to inform Sayyidnā Mūsā of the mischief into which his people had fallen while he himself, unaware of what had happened in his absence, was expecting their arrival at the Ṭūr (Ibn Kathîr). On the other hand, according to Rûh ul-Ma'âni, the question contained an implied rebuke to Sayyidnā Mūsā on his haste which deprived his people of his supervision and enabled Siîmîrî to mislead them. His position as a prophet made it incumbent on him to stay with his people and keep a watchful eye on them and their activities. The learned commentator has further observed that this question implied an indication that a leader should remain behind his people when travelling with them, as Allah Ta'alā had ordered Lût on his people to bring his people out of the city and to remain at their back (follow them at the rear -15:65)

Sayyidnā Mūsā, ignorant of Siîmîrî's mischief, answered the question put to him by Allah that his haste was the result of his ardent desire to fulfill Allah's command without loss of time so as to deserve His greater favour, and that his people were close behind him and might arrive at any time. It was at that moment that Allah informed him of the evil that had befallen his people and the part played by Siîmîrî in bringing it about.

Who was Siîmîrî?

Some people have said that Siîmîrî was an Egyptian Copt who lived next door to Sayyidnā Mūsā and had accepted the True Faith. When Sayyidnā Mūsā took the Banî Isrā'îl out of Egypt he also joined the exodus. Others have said that he was the chief of one of the clans of Banî Isrā'îl called Samîrî which is still well-known in Syria. According to Sayyidnî Ibn Jubair he was a Persian from the Kirman province. Sayyidnî Ibn 'Abbâs says that he belonged to a nation of cow-worshippers who somehow reached Egypt and pretended to join the religion of Banî Isrā'îl whereas in actual fact he was an hypocrite (Qurtûbî). Another version is that he was a Hindu from India who worshipped cows, adopted the religion of Sayyidnā Mūsā truly, and later returned to his infidel faith, or had accepted the true faith in
hypocrisy. Sāmīr's name, as generally believed, was Mūsā Ibn Zafar. Ibn Jarir has related from Sayyidnā Ibn ʿAbbās that Sāmīr was born in the year when under the orders of the Pharaoh all male Isrāʿīlī children were to be killed. His mother, fearing the worst, put him in the hallow of a cave and covered its mouth. She would visit him from time to time and feed him as best as she could. On the other hand Allah appointed Jibraʿīl to look after the child and provide him nourishment. Jibraʿīl brought honey on one finger, butter on the second finger and milk on the third finger which he fed to the child. He lived in the cave until he grew to manhood and, as has already been narrated above, became an unbeliever, involved the Banī Isrāʿīl in a great disaster and himself suffered a terrible fate as a punishment from Allah. A poet has made a reference to this story in the following two couplets:

إذا المرء لم يخلق سعيدا تجريت
فموسى الذي ربا جبريل كافر

If a person is not fortunate in his birth then the minds of those who bring him up are bewildered and those who attach high hopes on him are disillusioned. Lo! The Mūsā whom Jibraʿīl brought up became an infidel and the Musa who was raised by the Pharaoh became the Prophet of Allah.

Sayyidnā Mūsā returned to his people full of sorrow and anger. First of all he reminded them of the promise which Allah had made to them that He would give them a Book for their guidance by adhering to which they could achieve all their worldly and religious objectives. He said that it was for the purpose of receiving the Book that he had started out with them for the mount of ʿĪr.

Not much time had elapsed on Allah's promise and it is inconceivable that the Banī Isrāʿīl could have forgotten it, or if they remembered it, there was no reason for them to despair of its fulfillment on account of delay, thus providing for themselves justification for the worship of the calf.

But since neither of the two eventualities mentioned above could be contemplated, the only conclusion was that
they knowingly and of their own choice invited the wrath of Allah.

(THEY said, "We did not back out of our own volition, of the promise made to you". - 20:87) The excuse which the Banî Isrā'îl offered for adopting the worship of the calf was that they did not do so of their own choice but merely followed Sāmîrî's example.

(But we were burdened with loads from the ornaments of the people. - 20:87) The word اُوزُرُ (awzār) is the plural of وزر (wizr) which means "burden". On the Day of Judgment everybody will carry his bundle of sins on his shoulders just as one carries a load; therefore the sin is also termed as 'wizr' (load). The word زينة means ornament and قوم (the people) refers to the Egyptians from whom Banî Isrā'îl had borrowed the ornaments on the pretext of wearing them on their festival day, but which they did not return to their owners and carried with them on their flight from Egypt. These ornaments have been described as أوزَرُ in the sense of "sins" because these were borrowed articles and by not returning them to their lawful owners the Banî Isrā'îl had committed a sin. From the hadîth ul-futun which has been reproduced in detail in the earlier pages it would appear that Sayyidnâ Hârûn ﷺ warned them about their guilt and directed them to throw all the ornaments in a pit. According to some other versions it was Sāmîrî who told them that by holding on to something which did not belong to them they were committing a sin and advised them to throw all the ornaments in a pit, which they did.

When does the property of infidels become lawful for the Muslims?

The non-Muslims who live in a Muslim state and abide by its laws they are known as Dhimmîs ذيمي. Such people as well as those infidels who have entered into a treaty with the Muslims remain in full control of their properties and it is not lawful for the Muslims to deprive them of any part of it. However, the properties of those infidels who are neither Dhimmîs nor have any treaty with the Muslims, and who are described by the jurists as كافِرٌ خَرَبٌ (an infidel belonging to enemy country) are lawful for the Muslims.

That being so why did Sayyidnâ Hârûn ﷺ describe the ornaments
borrowed by the Banī Isrā‘īl from the Egyptians as a burden, meaning sin, and ordered them to throw everything in a pit? One explanation, which a majority of commentators have given is that the properties of infidels of an enemy state carried the same status as that of spoils of war. The law governing the spoils of war before the promulgation of the Islamic code was that while the Muslims could forcibly dispossess the infidels of their properties, they were forbidden to use them for their personal benefits. All the spoils of war (مَال غَنِيَّة) thus acquired were collected and placed on a mound as offering where a fire from the sky—such as lightning—consumed them and this was a sign that Allah approved their war against the unbelievers. On the other hand if the fire did not consume offering (the spoils of war) it was considered that Allah did not approve their war so that the spoils were regarded as inauspicious and nobody ever approached them. Under the Islamic Shari‘ah some of the old laws were relaxed and as a result Muslims were permitted to use the spoils of war for their own benefit. A Ḥadīth on this issue appears in Sahīh of Muslim. According to the laws, in force then, even if the ornaments borrowed by the Banī Isrā‘īl from the Egyptians were considered as spoils of war, those could not have been allowed for the personal benefit of Banī Isrā‘īl. That is why everything was thrown into the pit under the orders of Sayyidnā Hārūn.

The research conducted by Imām Muḥammad b. İbrahīm al-Nu‘aymī on this issue from a Juristic point of view is given in his book on the spoils of war and its commentary by Sarakhsi. His conclusions are very weighty and closest to the truth, namely that the property of a ḥarbī (infidel belonging to an enemy country) cannot be treated as spoils of war in every case. In order to be so treated, and thereby become lawful for the Muslims, it must have been acquired by sword in the course of a proper religious war (jihād). On the other hand the property of a ḥarbī (a citizen of an enemy state) which has been acquired otherwise than in a religious war cannot be treated as spoils of war. Such properties are however termed as فَائٰئ (fai‘) which can be used lawfully by the Muslims only with the consent of the owner. Taxes imposed by an Islamic state and paid by the infidels voluntarily fall in the definition of fai‘ and their use is permissible even though they have not been acquired in the course of a religious war.

The ornaments borrowed by the Banī Isrā‘īl did not fall in either of
these two categories. They could not be described as *fai'* because they were borrowed from the Egyptians who did not transfer their ownership to Banî Isrā'īl, nor could they be considered as spoils of war because they were not taken in the course of a religious war. Thus according to the Islamic Shari'ah the Banî Isrā'īl could not have lawfully used the ornaments for their personal benefit.

It is well-known that when the Holy Prophet ﷺ decided to migrate to Madīnah, he had with him many valuables which the infidels of Arabia had entrusted to him for safe custody because they had full faith in his honesty and integrity and had, in recognition of these qualities, bestowed upon him the title of Amin (أَمِينُ - honest). He was so solicitous about these deposits that he placed them in the hands of Sayyidnā ‘Ali ﷺ and specifically directed him to restore them to their rightful owners before migrating to Madīnah. This clearly shows that it is not lawful for Muslims to appropriate, for their personal use, the valuables belonging to non-Muslims.

The word "نَفَّذَنَا المَلْيَ" - means, "we cast away the ornaments". According to the *hadîth-ul-futûn* (narrated earlier in detail) this was done under the orders of Sayyidnā Hārûn ﷺ while some other versions say that Sāmirī cajoled the Banî Isrā'īl into throwing the ornaments in the pit. It is quite possible that both these versions are true (as appears below).

(So did throw Sāmirī - 20:87) It appears from the *hadîth-ul-futûn* related by Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ (reported in earlier pages) that after the Banî Isrā'īl had thrown away all the ornaments, Sayyidnā Hārûn ﷺ ordered a big fire to be lit in the pit which melted them and left them in one solid piece. The decision as to the disposal of this precious metal was deferred till the return of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ. After all this had happened Sāmirī approached Sayyidnā Hārûn ﷺ. He had something in his closed fists and sought permission to throw it in the pit. Sayyidnā Hārûn ﷺ thinking that he held some ornaments in his fists permitted him to cast them in the pit. Then Sāmirī said, "I will certainly throw it, but first I want you to pray to God that a wish which I have may be granted." Sayyidnā Hārûn ﷺ, unaware of the evil which he planned, prayed to Allah in his behalf, and Sāmirī opened his hands and threw what he held in the pit. It was not
ornaments but only dust from under the hoof marks of the horse of Jibra’il which Samiri had collected after he observed that signs of life appeared in the dust under the hoof marks of the horse. Aided by Satan he now wished to put life into a calf by means of this dust. Nevertheless, whether it was the result of the miraculous property of the dust or whether it was a consequence of the prayer of Sayyidnā Harūn in behalf of Samiri, the molten lump of gold and silver assumed the form of a calf and started making bovine sounds. There are other traditions also which relate that it was Samiri himself who persuaded the Banī Isra’il to throw the ornaments in the pit after which he carved the molten metal in the shape of a calf which had no life. He then sprinkled on it the dust from the hoof marks of the horse of Samiri and it became a living calf. All these and similar stories which are based on Isra’īlīte traditions have been related by Qurṭubī in his commentary and by other writers as well. These traditions cannot be wholly relied upon, yet at the same time we do not possess sufficient ground to disprove them either.

(So he brought forth for them a calf, a body with a lowing sound. - 20:88) Some Commentators maintain that it was only a body without life and that the sound was produced by a special contrivance. But the majority of commentators believe that the calf in fact possessed signs of life.

(Then they said, "This is your god and the god of Mūsā, and he erred." - 20:88) Having carved a calf which could also produce a sound, Samiri and his friends said to the Banī Isra’il, "Here is your god and the god of Mūsā. It seems Musa has forgotten, that is why he has gone elsewhere in search of god".

(Do they not then see that it does not respond to them with a word, nor does it have power to harm or benefit them? - 20:89) The excuses put forward by the Banī Isra’il before Sayyidnā Mūsā for the evil deeds end with the previous verse. In this verse Allah reminds them of their folly by pointing out to them that even if the calf had life and made bovine noises would that be sufficient reason to adopt it as the object of their worship? They were well aware that it could not answer their prayers nor had it the power to harm them or to benefit them.
And Hārūn had already said to them, "O my people, you have only been led astray with it, and your Lord is the Raḥmān (All-Mercifful). So follow me and obey my command." [90] They said, "We will never discontinue staying with it, until Mūsā returns to us." [91] He (Mūsā) said, "O Hārūn what did prevent you from following me when you saw them going astray? [92] Did you then disobey my command?" [93] He said, "O son of my mother, do not hold me by my beard, nor by my head. I feared that you would say, 'You have caused discord among the children of Isrā'īl and did not observe my advice." [94]

**Commentary**

When the Bānī Isrā'īl were smitten with the mischief of calf-worship Sayyidnā Hārūn  as the deputy of Sayyidnā Mūsā  remonstrated with them but to no avail. They split into three factions. Those who remained loyal to Sayyidnā Hārūn  and refused to be misled by Sāmīrī and who numbered, according to Qurṭubī, twelve thousand. The second faction adopted calf-worship with the reservation that if Sayyidnā Mūsā  , on his return, forbade them they would give it up. The third faction consisted of zealots who believed that Sayyidnā Mūsā  would approve of their action and would himself join them in calf-worship but even if he did not, they themselves would never give up their new faith. When Sayyidnā Mūsā  returned to his people he rebuked them for the mischief they had caused (as related in the earlier
verses). Then he turned to Sayyidnā Hārūn وَلَا وَلَا and in a rage seized him by his beard and the hair of his head. He asked him that when the unbelief (كنف) of the Bānī Isrā‘īl had become obvious, why he did not follow him to the Ṭūr mountain and why he disobeyed his orders.

(What did prevent you from following me when you saw them going astray. - 20:92) One meaning of *ittibā‘* (following) referred to in this verse is that when Sayyidnā Hārūn وَلَا وَلَا discovered that the Bānī Isrā‘īl had strayed from the righteous path, and were beyond recall, he should have abandoned them and joined Sayyidnā Mūsā وَلَا وَلَا at the Ṭūr mountain. The other meaning of the word 'follow', as adopted by some commentators is that when the Bānī Isrā‘īl had forsaken the True Faith, Sayyidnā Hārūn وَلَا وَلَا should have fought them as Sayyidnā Mūsā وَلَا وَلَا would have done had he been present there. In any case Sayyidnā Mūsā وَلَا وَلَا blamed Sayyidnā Hārūn وَلَا وَلَا that he should either have fought the Bānī Isrā‘īl or should have parted company with them and joined Sayyidnā Mūsā وَلَا وَلَا at the Ṭūr mountain, and that his continuing to live with them was an unwise act. Sayyidnā Hārūn وَلَا وَلَا addressed him as *يا ابنى أمي* (O my mother's son!) which implied a plea not to judge him too harshly. His excuse was that if he had fought the Bānī Isrā‘īl or abandoned them with his twelve thousand men, it would have caused discord and strife among them. He said that he had understood the parting advice of Sayyidnā Mūsā وَلَا وَلَا *أَخْلُفْنِي فِي قُوَّٰمٍ وَأَصْلِحْ الْعَدَائِينَ* (Take my place among my people and keep things right - 7:142) to mean that he should maintain harmony among the people and prevent differences at all cost. Besides, he said, he had hoped that when he (Sayyidnā Mūsā وَلَا وَلَا) would return, he would be able to handle the situation satisfactorily.

A further excuse which he offered and which is reported elsewhere in the Qur'ān was *إِنَّ الْقُومَ أَسْتَضْعَفْتُمْ نَفْسَهُمْ وَكَادُواْ يَفْتَلُونَ نَفْسَتُهُمْ* (7:150) which means that the Bānī Isrā‘īl have taken me as weak because of the small number of my supporters and were about to kill me. Sayyidnā Mūsā وَلَا وَلَا did not press the matter any further with his brother. He then turned to Sāmīrī and asked him to explain his conduct in this whole affair. Qur'ān does not indicate whether he accepted the excuses offered by Sayyidnā Hārūn وَلَا وَلَا or whether he considered the latter's mistake as one of *ijtihād* (assessment) and dropped the matter.
Differences between two prophets when the opinions of both could be right

In this affair the considered opinion of Sayyidnā Mūsā, by way of *ijtihād* was that in the situation as it took shape Sayyidnā Hārūn should have totally dissociated himself from the Banī Isrā'îl by removing himself and his followers from their company, and that by continuing to stay with them he had compromised his position. On the other hand Sayyidnā Hārūn felt, by way of *ijtihād*, that such an action would have caused a permanent split among the Banī Isrā'îl and divided them into factions, and since there was hope that they would see the error of their way when Sayyidnā Mūsā returned, he thought it wise to adopt a conciliatory attitude towards them. The purpose of both the prophets was a strict adherence to the commands of Allah and to ensure that the Banī Isrā'îl remained steadfast in the observance of the True Faith and in their belief in the Oneness of Allah. Where they differed, however, was the manner in which these objectives could be achieved whether to make a complete break with the dissidents or to bear with them in the hope that things would improve ultimately. Both these views have merit and it is not possible to pass a firm and final judgment on them. The differences among the jurists based on *ijtihād* are of a similar nature and those holding different opinions cannot be charged of having broken any religious laws. As regards Sayyidnā Mūsā seizing his brother by the hairs, it only shows his anger and frustration with the situation which had developed during his absence, but on hearing his explanation, he prayed to Allah to forgive them both.

Verses 95 - 98

قَالَ فَمَا خَطَّبَكِ يُسَامِرِيٌّ... (95) قَالَ بَصَرُتُ بِمَا تَصْرُوْوا بِهِ... (96) قَالَ فَأَذَهَبْ فَإِنَّ لَكَ فِي الْحَبْيَةِ أَنْ تَقْوُلَ لَأَمِيَّاسَ... وَإِنَّ لَكَ مُوَعَدًا أَنْ تَخْلَفْهُ...
He (Mūsā) said, "What then is your case, O Sāmirī?" [95]

He said, "I perceived something they perceived not. So I picked up a handful of dust from under the foot of the messenger (the angel). Then, I cast it. And thus my inner self tempted me." [96]

He (Mūsā) said, 'Then go away, for your fate in this life is to say: 'Do not touch me'. And, of course, you have another promise, never to be held back from you. And look at your god to which you stayed devoted. We will certainly burn it, then we will scatter it thoroughly in the sea. [97] Your God is Allah other than whom there is no god. He encompasses everything with knowledge." [98]

Commentary

(I perceived something they perceived not - 20:96)
The reference here is to Jibra’il ﷺ. There is a tradition that he was present on his horse at the river crossing when, the Banī Isrā’il having crossed it safely to the other side, the Pharaoh and his army entered the river in pursuit of the fugitives. There is another tradition that after Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ had crossed the river Sayyidnā Jibra’il ﷺ came to him riding a horse to invite him to go to the Ṭūr mountain. At that time Sāmirī alone, and no one else, saw him and the reason, according to a tradition of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas ﷺ, was that he was nourished by Jibra’il when his mother had left him in the cave, and knew him well.

(Bayān ul-Qur‘ān)

(20:96) The word راسول (messenger) refers to Jibra’il ﷺ. The Satan planted the idea in the heart of Sāmirī that the earth under the hoofs of the mount of Jibra’il ﷺ must somehow contain signs of life and he should pick up some of it - which he did. According to the tradition of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas ﷺ, was that he was nourished by Jibra’il when his mother had left him in the cave, and knew him well.

(The thought occurred to Sāmirī was that if he sprinkled this earth on something and uttered the words, 'You become so and so', it will change its original form and become "so and so.")
It is also related by some exegetes that Sāmirī observed that grass sprouted unfailingly in the earth under the hoofs of the horse of Jibra'īl from which he deduced that it contained traces of life. The same explanation is adopted by Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī on the authority of Tabi‘īn and majority of commentators, and it includes comments on doubts expressed by some skeptics.

Later on he moulded the ornaments, which the Banī Isrā‘īl had thrown in the pit, in the shape of a calf and sprinkled the earth on it. By a miracle of Allah it developed signs of life and could even make a sound. The detailed story of Sāmirī and his calf has been given in (hadīth ul-futūn) in earlier pages of this volume.

For your fate in this life is to say: 'Do not touch me'. - 20:97

The punishment proposed by Sayyidnā Musā for Sāmirī in this world was that everyone should sever all contacts with him and not to come near him, and he too was commanded not to touch anyone. Thus he was condemned to spend the rest of his life away from all social contacts - like a wild animal. Whether this punishment was awarded to him by Sayyidnā Musā by means of a law which was binding on Sāmirī as well as on the Banī Isrā‘īl, or whether Sāmirī was smitten by some peculiar affliction which deterred people from making any physical contact with him, is not known. Some traditions have it that Sayyidnā Musā had laid a curse on Sāmirī so that if anyone touched him then both the parties came down with fever (Ma‘ālim). Thus he spent all his life hiding from people and whenever he saw someone approaching him, he would call out (Don't touch me). It is mentioned in Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī on the authority of Al-Baḥr ul-Muḥīṭ that initially Sayyidnā Musā had intended to execute Sāmirī but Allah stopped him because Sāmirī was a very generous person and helped people who were in distress.

The word means "we will certainly burn it". Here the question arises: how could the calf which was carved from gold and silver be burnt, because these metals when subjected to extreme heat are melted but are not reduced to ashes. Several possibilities have been advanced. The first is that after signs of life appeared in it, the calf ceased to be a figure of gold
and silver and became an animal of flesh and blood in which case it could be slaughtered and burnt. The second explanation is that it could be filed with a rasp into very minute particles of dust (Ad-Dur al-Manthūr). A third explanation is that it could be burnt by means of some chemical device (Rūḥ al-Maʿānī). There is yet a fourth explanation, namely that the calf could be burnt by some miracle (Bayānul-Qurān).

Verses 99 - 114
Thus We narrate to you certain events of what has passed, and We have given to you, from Ourself, a (book of) advice. [99] Whoever turns away from it shall certainly bear a heavy burden on the Doomsday, [100] all such people living under it forever. And how evil for them is that burden on the Doomsday! [101] The Day when the Horn (Ｓūr) will be blown and We shall gather them together that day, while turned blue, [102] whispering among themselves, "You did not remain (in graves) more than ten (days)". [103] We very well know what they say, when the best of them in his ways will say, "You did not remain more than a day." [104]

And they ask you about the mountains. So, you say, "My Lord will blow them up totally (as dust), [105] then will turn them into a levelled plain [106] in which you will see neither a curve nor a mound. [107]

That day they will follow the caller, having no crookedness. And the voices will turn low in awe for the Raḥmān (All-Merciful). So, you will hear not but whispering. [108]

That day no intercession will be of any use to anyone, except the one whom the Raḥmān (All-Merciful) has permitted and was pleased with his word. [109] He knows what is in front of them and what is behind them, and they do not encompass Him in (their) knowledge. [110]

And all faces will be humbled before the Ever-Alive, the All-Sustaining. And the loser is the one who bears (the burden of his) transgression. [111] And whoever does acts from righteous deeds, while he is a believer, shall fear neither injustice nor curtailment (of his rewards). [112]

And in this way We have sent it down to you, an Arabic Qur'ān, and have detailed therein some warnings repeatedly, so that they may be fearful or it may produce a lesson for them. [113] So High above all is Allah, the King, the True.
And do not hasten with (reciting) the Qur'ān before its revelation to you is concluded, and say, "My Lord, improve me in knowledge." [114]

Commentary

(And We have given to you, from Ourself, a (book of) advice. - 20:99) According to a majority of commentators the word ذَكَر (advice) in the present context means the Qur'ān.

(Whoever turns away from it shall certainly bear a heavy burden on the Doomsday - 20:100) Turning aside from the Qur'ān can take different forms: not paying proper attention and respect when it is being recited; showing scant desire to learn to read it or to comprehend its meaning, or reading it incorrectly without regard to correct pronunciation etc.; reading it without full concentration; reading it not to win God's goodwill but to attain worldly rewards such as wealth and fame. Likewise not striving to comprehend the laws laid down by the Qur'ān or, having understood them, not complying with them or acting in their defiance are extreme forms of disregard for the Qur'ān. Any neglect of the rights and claims of the Qur'ān is a great sin and the guilty person will bear it on his head on the Day of Judgment in the shape of a heavy load. It has been related in several traditions that the evil deeds and the sins which a person has committed in his life time will be placed on his head in the shape of a heavy burden on the Day of Resurrection.

(The Day when the Horn [Sūr] will be blown - 20:102) According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Umar َع, a Bedouin asked the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم about (the Horn) to which he replied that it is something like a horn which will be blown, meaning thereby that when the angel will blow into it all those who had lain dead for centuries will return to life. Only Allah knows the true nature of the Sūr (the Horn).

(And do not hasten with (reciting) the Qur'ān before its revelation is concluded - 20:114.) It has been stated in Sahih Ḥadith on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās that in the early days of revelation when angel Jibra‘īl brought a Qur’ānic verse and recited it to the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم, the latter would try to repeat it after him, lest it escapes from his memory. He had, thus, to make a double effort, i.e. to listen to and understand the meaning of the Qur’ānic verses.
while they were being recited by Jibra'il and also to repeat them in order to commit them to memory. In this verse as well as in the verse occurring in Surah Qiyamah (75:16) Allah lightened this burden from the Holy Prophet by assuring him that he need not worry himself about memorizing the Qur'anic verses which were revealed to him because He (Allah) would make it possible for him to remember them without any effort on his part. All that he was directed to do was that he should keep praying, رَبِّ بَذِينَى عُلُمَ (My Lord, improve me in knowledge). This comprehensive prayer includes a plea for memorizing that portion of the Qur'an which had already been revealed to him and a desire for what remained of it and for the ability to understand its true meaning.

Verses 115 - 127

وَلَقَدْ عَهِدَنَا إِلَى أَدْمَ مِنْ قَبْلِ فَنْسِيَ وَلَمْ نُجِدْ لَهُ عُزْمًا ۚ وَإِذْ قُلْنَا لِلملِكَةِ اسْسَجَدُوا إِلَّا أَدْمَ فَسَسْجَدُوا إِلَّا أَبْيلِسَ ۖ أَنَبٌ ۝ فَقُلْنَا يَاذَٰمُ إِنَّ هَذَا عَدْوُهُ لَكَ وَلَزَوْجُكَ فَلا يُخْرِجْنَكُم مِّنَ الْجَحِّينَ فَنَشْقِى ۝ۛۚ إِنٌّ لَّكَ أَلْلَآ تَجْعَضُ فِيهُ وَلَا تَعْرَى ۝ وَأَنَّكَ لَا تَظْمَهُوا فِيهَا وَلَا تَضْخِمُ ۝ فَوَسْوَسَ إِلَّيْهِ الْشَّيْطَنُ قَالَ يَاذَٰمُ هُلِّ أَذَّكَ عَلَى شَجَرَةَ الْحَلَّدِ وَمُلَكَ لَا يَيْلَى ۝ فَأَكْلَ مِنْهَا قَبْدُتْ لَهُمَا سَوْا تَهْماً وَطِفْقَاهَا يَخْصِفُ عَلَيْهِمَا مِنْ وَرَقِ الْجَنَّةِ وَعَضْى أَمْرُ رَبِّهِ ۝ فَغَفَّرُ ۝ ثُمَّ أَجْتَبَهُ رَبُّهُ فَتَابَ عَلَيْهِ وَهَذَى ۝ قَالَ اهْيَبْتَا مِنْهَا جَمِيعًا بَعْضُكُمْ بِعْضٍ عَدْوُهُ الْقَلِيقُ يَا أُسْتَيْنِيكُمْ مَنِئَ هُدِّي ۝ فَمِنْ أَمْتَى هَذَا فَلَا يَضْلُلُ وَلَا يَشْقِى ۝ وَمِنْ أَعْرَضَ عَنْ ذِكْرِي فَإِنَّ لَهُ مُعِيشَةُ ضَنْكَا وَنَحْشُرُهُ يَوْمَ الْقَيَمَةِ أَعْمَى ۝ قَالَ رَبِّ لِمَ حَسَبْتَ أَعْمَى وَقَدْ كَنَّا بَصِيرًا ۝ قَالَ كَذَٰلِكَ أَتَنَبَّئُ ابْنَا فَنْسِيَتِهَا ۝ وَكَذَٰلِكَ الْيَوْمُ نَسِى ۝ ۝ وَكَذَٰلِكَ نَجْزِيَ
And earlier We had given a directive to 'Ādam, then he forgot, and We did not find in him a firm resolve. [115]

And when We said to the angels, "Prostrate before 'Ādam". So, they prostrated, all but Iblīs who refused. [116] So, We said "O 'Ādam, this is an enemy to you and to your wife. So let him not expel you from Paradise, lest you get into trouble. [117] Here you are privileged that you will not be hungry nor will you be unclad, [118] and you will not be thirsty, nor will you be exposed to sun." [119]

Then the Satan instigated him. He said, "O 'Ādam, shall I guide you to the tree of eternity and to an empire that does not decay?" [120]

So, both of them ('Ādam and Eve) ate from it, and their parts of shame were exposed to them, and they started stitching on themselves some of the leaves of Paradise. And 'Ādam disobeyed his Lord, and erred. [121] Thereafter his Lord chose him. So He accepted his repentance and gave (him) guidance. [122] He said, "(O 'Ādam and Eve) Go down from here, all of you, some of you enemies of some. Then, should some guidance come to you from Me, the one who follows My guidance shall not go astray, nor shall he be in trouble. [123] And whoever turns away from My message shall have a straitened life, and We shall raise him blind on the Day of Judgment." [124] He will say, "My Lord, why did you raise me blind while I was sighted?" [125] He will say, "Like this Our signs came to you and you had ignored them. And in the same way you will be ignored today." [126]

And thus We recompense him who exceeds the limits and does not believe in the signs of his Lord. And certainly the punishment of the Hereafter is more severe and more lasting. [127]

Commentary

And now we come to the story of Sayyidnā 'Ādam which has
been related earlier in Sūrah Al-Baqarah and Al-ʿārāf and partly in Sūrah Ḥijr and Al-Kahf, and will also appear later in Sūrah Ṣād. The link of the story with the preceding verses has been variously explained by the commentators. The most obvious of these explanations is the one which refers to an earlier verse

\[
\text{كَذَٰلِكَ نَفَّسُ عَلَيْكَ مِنَ الْآيَاتِ مَا كَذَّبَ سَبِّٰقَ (Thus We narrate to you certain events of what has passed- 20:99)}
\]

in which Allah informed the Holy Prophet ﷺ that the stories of the past prophets were revealed to him as evidence and confirmation of his own prophethood and in order that his own followers be warned against committing the sins for which the earlier generations were punished. The first, and in some ways, the most instructive story was that of Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ﷺ in which there was a clear warning for the followers of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that Satan was an old enemy of mankind who by his flattery and show of sympathy tricked Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ﷺ into committing an error for which both he and his wife were expelled from Paradise and the clothes which they wore there were taken away from them. Later their prayer for forgiveness was accepted by Allah and Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ﷺ was elevated to the status of prophethood.

\[
\text{وَلَقَدْ عَهَدَنَا إِلَى ʿĀdam إِلَى أَدْمَ مِنْ قَبْلِ فُتْسِيٕ وَلَمْ نَجِدَ لَهُ عِزَّٰماً (And earlier We had given a directive to ʿĀdam, then he forgot, and We did not find in him a firm resolve. - 20:115)}
\]

Here the word عَهَدَنَا (Al-Bahr al-Muḥīṭ), and the meaning of the verse is that long before the time of the Holy Prophet ﷺ Allah had assigned a particular tree and enjoined upon Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ﷺ to shun it and not to eat any yield from it, and that barring this tree and its yields he was free to use the fruits of all the trees and all the other gifts from Allah which were abundantly available in Paradise. And, as will follow, he was also warned that the Satan was his enemy against whose wiles he must at all times remain on his guard and that any lapse on his part would land him in serious trouble. But he forgot and was found wanting in resolution. Here two words have been used, namely نِسْيَان (nisyān) which means to forget or to be unmindful, the other word is عَزْمُ (ʿazm) which means to be resolute in the performance of some task. In order to fully comprehend the meanings of these two words it is well to bear in mind that Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ﷺ was one of those prophets who were endowed by Allah with constancy and determination, and that prophets, by virtue of their status
are infallible.

The first word suggests that Sayyidnā ʻAdam ʿazm was overtaken by نسيان (forgetting) and since forgetting something is beyond one's control and volition it does not constitute sin. There is a Ḥadīth which says رفع عن امتنى الخطأ والنسيان (My followers will not be held liable for mistakes and unmindfulness). Then there is the general pronouncement in the Qurʾān لابكَفِ اللهُ نفساً إلا وسعُهُ (Allah does not obligate anyone beyond his capacity - 2:286). At the same time it has to be remembered that there are ways and means which if adopted will prevent people from forgetting things. And since the prophets stand high in the favour of Allah a special responsibility rests upon them to adopt such ways and means to avoid even mistakes and refrain even from forgetting something, therefore, they may well be held liable for not using the means which were available to them in order to avoid forgetfulness. The well known Ṣūfī Junaid Al-Baghdadi رحمه الله تعالى has expressed this idea in the following words حسنات الابرار سببات المقربين (The good deeds of ordinary virtuous men are often regarded as sinful and evil when performed by those who stand high in Allah's favour).

The episode under reference occurred before Sayyidnā ʻAdam ʿazm was granted prophethood and according to some Sunni Scholars sins committed in the prior period do not militate against the concept of the prophet's immunity from sin. Also it was a case of forgetfulness which cannot be considered as a sin, but in view of the high position of Sayyidnā ʻAdam ʿazm as a prophet of Allah this too was regarded as a lapse for which he was admonished and as a warning to him his lapse was described as عبديان (Disobedience).

The second word is 'azm (firm resolve) and the same verse says that Sayyidnā ʻAdam ʿazm was found wanting in 'azm. As a matter of fact he was fully determined to comply with the commands of Allah but the intrigues of Satan weakened his resolve and unmindfulness made him lose his grip on it.

(And when We said to angels - 20:116) Here is a brief mention of the command which, after the creation of Sayyidnā ʻAdam ʿazm, Allah gave to all the angels including Iblīs (Satan) who at that time lived in the Paradise with them, to prostrate to him. All the angels obeyed
but Satan refused. In his haughtiness he claimed that he was made of fire while Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ʿalayhi ʿsal was made of clay, and fire being superior to clay, he could not be expected to prostrate to the latter. As a punishment for his arrogance and defiance of the command of Allah he was accursed and driven from Paradise while all the gates of Paradise were opened wide for Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ʿalayhi ʿsal and Sayyidah Ḥawwāʿ ʿalayha ʿsal to enjoy the fruits of its gardens and all the blessings of Allah at their will. However, there was one particular tree which they were told to shun in all circumstances and never to partake of any of its produce. This story has been related in Sūrah Al-Baqarah and Al-Aʿrāf. Instead of repeating it here, Allah has mentioned his directives given to Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ʿalayhi ʿsal to comply with His commands to the fullest extent. Referring to the rebellious conduct of Satan He reminds Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ʿalayhi ʿsal that the former is his enemy and that both he himself and his wife should at all times be on their guard against his deceptions. But if they succumbed to his tricks and became heedless of the commands of Allah then they would be expelled from Paradise and face distress ʿashqah. The word ʿashqah (tashqā) is derived from ʿishq (shaqūah) which has two meanings namely distress or trouble in the Hereafter and distress in this world. Here the word has obviously been used in the second meaning because it cannot be used in its first meaning even for pious Muslims, leave alone the prophets. Commentators have explained this word in the sentence ʿašqū (He will have to earn his living by the labour of his hands). (Qurtubi) In the present context the second meaning of the word appears more appropriate because in the following verse reference has been made to the four basic needs of human life, namely food, water, clothes and shelter which are freely available in Paradise without any effort and toil. This verse also contains a hint to Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ʿalayhi ʿsal that if he ever was expelled from Paradise, He would forfeit all these gifts. It is worth noting that here only those gifts have been mentioned which are basic to human life, to the exclusion of the other major rewards and comforts which are available in Paradise and the intention is to warn Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ʿalayhi ʿsal that one wrong step would deprive him of all these benefits, which he would have to earn for himself with physical labour and by the sweat of his brow. Most commentators have adopted this very meaning of the word ʿashqū. (lest you get into trouble) Imām Qurtubi رحمه الله تعالى has also recorded that when Sayyidnā ʿĀdam ʿalayhi ʿsal came down to
the earth, Jibra'il gave him some grains of wheat and rice and taught him how to plant the seeds, harvest the ripe crop, grind the grain and prepare bread from it. Finally when all the stages were completed and Sayyidnā 'Ādam sat down to eat, the bread slipped out of his hand and rolled down the hill. Sayyidnā 'Ādam went after it and retrieved it with great exertion. Thereupon Jibra'il told Sayyidnā 'Ādam that on the earth he and his descendants would have to work very hard in order to earn their livelihood. (Qurtubi)

The responsibility for providing the essential needs of a wife rests on her husband

Early in this verse when Allah spoke to Sayyidnā 'Ādam He included Sayyidah Ḥawwa' also in His address (Satan is your enemy and the enemy of your wife. So you both must be very careful so let him not expel you from Paradise - 20:117). But towards the end of the verse word (lest you get into trouble) is used in the singular and not in dual form. From this Ima'am Qurtubi has deduced the rule that a husband is responsible for meeting the essential needs of his wife and that any physical labour which is necessary to meet that responsibility must be provided by the husband alone. The use of the word in second person singular is a pointer to Sayyidnā 'Ādam that if they were sent to the earth the onus of earning a livelihood for himself and Sayyidah Ḥawwā' will fall on him alone.

Only four things fall within the definition of obligatory maintenance.

Qurtubi says that this verse clearly indicates that there are four things only which a husband must provide for his wife namely food, water, clothes and shelter. Anything else which he gives her will be regarded as gift, but is not binding on him. From this it has also been deduced that wherever Islamic law makes a person responsible for the maintenance of somebody else (such as sick and needy parents whose maintenance is the responsibility of the children), it is obligatory on him to provide only these four things.
be provided in Paradise without asking or putting in any labour. One should not doubt that good taste of food will not be enjoyed because of the absence of hunger in Paradise. Similarly, it is incorrect to assume that one would not enjoy drinking cold water in Paradise because of lack of thirst. The reality is that hunger and thirst would not be felt in Paradise to the extent of feeling any difficulty. The food will be made available as and when one would desire, and the cold water will be provided immediately when one would like to drink. In fact everything will be provided the moment one would desire.

(Then the Satan instigated him...) And 'Adam disobeyed his Lord and erred - 120, 121.) Here it is pertinent to ask that when Allah had specifically told Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّمَ وَمَا كَانَ لَهُمَا وَكَفُّوْى (to disobey) and عَصَيْتُمْ (to err) in reference to Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّمَ وَمَا كَانَ لَهُمَا and Sayyidah Ḥawwā' to abstain from a particular tree or to eat any part of its yield, and had also warned them to beware of Satan's machinations who was their sworn enemy who would do his best to seduce them and thus cause their expulsion from Paradise, why then, despite all the warnings and admonitions, did Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّمَ and Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّمَ let himself fall into the trap laid out for him by the Satan. His action clearly constituted disobedience of the commands of Allah and were, therefore, acts of sin. There is consensus among scholars that the prophets of Allah are immune from all sins - minor or major, and Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّم was a prophet of Allah! So how may one explain his action of eating the fruit of the forbidden tree when Allah had warned him in such clear terms? An answer to all these questions will be found in the commentary of Sūrah Al-Baqarah which also explains the use of the words عَصَيْتُمْ (to disobey) and عَصَيْتُمْ (to err) in reference to Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّم. According to the divine Islamic law the action of Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّم did not constitute a sin but because he was a prophet of Allah and in His high favour therefore this minor lapse on his part has been described as عَصُبَانِ (disobedience) for which he was admonished by Allah. A further point here is that the word غَرُوْى has two meanings: One is "to be deprived" and the other is "to err", or "to go astray". Al-Qushairi and Al-Qurtubi have adopted the first meaning of the word and have explained this verse by saying that as a punishment for his lapse Sayyidnā 'Ādam وَحَرَّم was deprived of the comforts which were available to him in the Paradise and as a result his life became harsh and bitter.
It is incumbent on Muslims to show reverence to the prophets of Allah when referring to them

Qādī Abū Bakr Ibn Al-‘Arabi Ṣalmāni when discussing the word عصى (disobeyed) etc. in reference to Sayyidnā ʿAdam نَفَّضُكُمْ لَيُعَذِّبَكُمْ عَلَوْهُ (some of you enemies of some - 123) is obvious, namely that the two of them will remain enemies in the world also. However if it is argued that the Satan had already been expelled from Paradise long before these events occurred, then it would be correct to assume that these words have been addressed to Sayyidnā ʿAdam نَفَّضُكُمْ لَيُعَذِّبَكُمْ عَلَوْهُ meaning thereby that their children would cherish hostile feelings towards one another and mutual hostility among the children embitters the lives of the parents.

Here the word can refer both to the Qurʾān and the Holy Prophet as has been mentioned in other verses (65:10). In both cases the
meaning would be that if anyone fails in his duty to recite the Qur’an or to comply with its commands, or if he fails to submit to the authority of the Holy Prophet then as punishment he would be condemned to a harsh and rigorous life in this world and would be raised blind on the Day of Resurrection.

The truth about the life of infidels and evil-doers being harsh in this world

Here one may ask that a life of penury and destitution in this world is not for the infidels and wicked people only but it afflicts good and pious people also. Indeed the prophets of Allah have to endure the greatest misfortunes and calamities in their worldly life. Sahih Al-Bukhari and all other books of Hadith contain a tradition in which, on the authority of Sa‘id and others, the Holy Prophet is reported to have said that the severest trials and tribulations are suffered by the prophets and in the case of the pious people those who enjoy a higher rank in the hierarchy are the ones who will get a greater share of misfortunes. On the other hand the infidels and the evildoers enjoy a life of comfort and affluence. Therefore the words of the Qur’an that such people would be condemned to a harsh and rigorous life can refer to the life in the Hereafter only, because experience shows that they have, in this world, all the comforts of life.

The answer to the question posed above is that the punishment which the evil-doers will suffer in this world refers to the chastisement which awaits them in the grave where their existence will be made miserable and beyond endurance. Their graves will be their abodes and will squeeze them so tight that their graves will crack. There is a tradition in Musnad al-Bazzar on the authority of SayyidnA Abu Hurairah that the Holy Prophet himself stated that the words (straitened life) occurring in this verse refer to the existence in the grave. (Mazhari)

Another interpretation given to these words by SayyidnA Sa‘id ibn Jubair is that these people will be deprived of the gift of contentment which will result in an overpowering greed for worldly goods (Mazhari) but no amount of wealth will ever give them peace and content. The constant desire to augment their worldly possessions and the fear of any decrease in their size will always keep them anxious and uneasy. It
is generally observed that the wealthy people who have all the means of comfort at their disposal actually are unable to enjoy comfort themselves, because comfort cannot be achieved without content and peace of mind.

Verses 128 - 135

Did it give them no guidance, as to how many generations We have destroyed before them who used to walk in their dwellings? Surely, in this there are signs for the people of understanding. [128] And had there not been a word from your Lord that had come earlier, and an appointed time, it (the punishment) would have been inevitable. [129]

So, (O messenger) endure what they say and proclaim the purity and praise of your Lord before the sun rises
and before it sets. And in some hours of night proclaim His purity, as well as at the edges of the day, so that you may be pleased. [130]

And never stretch your eyes towards what we have given to groups of them to enjoy, the glamor of the worldly life, so that We put them to test thereby. And the bounty of your Lord is better and lasting. [131]

And bid your family to perform Ṣalāh and adhere to it yourself. We ask no provision from you. We give provision to you. And the end is in favour of Taqwā. [132]

And they said, "Why does he not bring to us sign from his Lord?!" Has there not come to them the manifestation of that which was contained in the earlier scriptures? [133] And if We had destroyed them with a punishment before it, they would have said, "Our Lord, why did you not send a messenger to us, so that we might have followed Your signs before we were humiliated and put to disgrace?" [134]

Say, "Everyone is waiting. So wait, then you will know who are the people of the straight path and who has guidance." [135]

Commentary

The word هُدًى (guidance) implied in the first sentence of verse 128 can refer either to the Qur'ān or to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the meaning would be, "Did not the Qur'ān or the Holy Prophet ﷺ direct them i.e. the people of Makkah and tell them about the nations and the societies who were destroyed because they disobeyed the commands of Allah and turned away from the message brought to them by the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and whose houses and lands are now occupied by them?" It is also possible that the word هُدًى (guidance) may refer to God in which case the meaning would be "Did God not direct."

(So endure what they say - 20:130) The people of Makkah offered various excuses to justify their rejection of the religion brought to them by the Holy Prophet ﷺ and these included derogatory remarks against his person also, such as branding him as a sorcerer, a poet or even an untruthful person. The Qur'ān suggested here two
Patience and prayers are the only remedies against aggressive hostility

Everyone in this world, whether he is big or small, good or bad, has enemies and these enemies, however weak and feeble they may be, can do harm to their opponents. If they are not strong enough, they will not hesitate to stab them in the back, and failing everything else they will use abusive language which is equally hurtful. Therefore everybody has to be on his guard to protect himself from the hostile designs of his enemies. The Qur’ān has prescribed two very effective tools for use in such a situation. One is patience, forbearance and to eschew all thoughts of revenge, while the other is to occupy oneself in prayers and invocation of Allah. A person whose thoughts are full of revenge is often unable to exact it from his enemy despite his power and influence and is consumed with chagrin and frustration. On the other hand a person who devotes himself to prayers finds solace in the belief that nobody can harm him without the will of Allah and that whatever Allah wills has a hidden purpose behind it. This belief not only affords him satisfaction but also frees his mind from all thoughts of anger and revenge resulting from the hostile acts of his enemies. The words ﴿وَسَيَّبُحُّ يَحْمَدَ رَبَّكَ﴾ (So that you may be pleased) occurring at the end of the verse mean that "If you follow this advice, you will be able to lead a happy and contented life".

(And proclaim the purity and praise of your Lord - 20:130)

Here the direction of proclaiming Allah's purity is followed by the direction of proclaiming His praise. It implies an indication that when a person is given taufiq to remember Allah by performing dhikr or any other form of worship, it should not make him proud of it. Instead, he should praise Allah, because without His taufiq (facilitation) he could not perform that worship. Then, proclaiming the purity and praise of Allah may mean invocation of Allah and His praise, and they may also mean the prescribed prayers. The subsequent fixed times which have been mentioned obviously refer to prayer timings. Thus ﴿فَنُبَلُّ طُلُوعَ السَّمَٰسِ﴾ (before the sunrise) means early morning (fajr) prayer ﴿فَنُبَلُّ غُرُوبَهَا﴾ (before it sets)
means midday prayers (ṣuhr) and afternoon prayers (aṣr) while وَمِنَ الْيَوْمِ النَّهَارِ (and in some hours of night) means all prayers after sunset i.e. maghrib, ‘isha’ and tahajjud. The words أطراف النهار (the edges of the day) are intended to put additional emphasis on Fajr and Maghrib prayers.

**Worldly wealth is a fleeting thing and is not an evidence of God's favour, and for good Muslims it is a danger signal**

(And never stretch your eyes - 20:13) The words are addressed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and are intended to provide guidance to his followers. They are told not to cast covetous eyes at the splendor and glitter of those who revel in the enjoyment of worldly pleasures, because all these things are fleeting and transient while the grace and blessings bestowed upon the Holy Prophet ﷺ and through him upon his followers are everlasting and much more desirable than worldly luxuries.

People have always wondered at the wealth and prosperity of the infidels and evil doers despite their being loathsome and contemptible in the eyes of Allah, while pious and obedient Muslims spend their lives in poverty and destitution. Even the great and highly respected Sayyidnā ʼUmar al-Fārūq ﷺ was made aware of this glaring disparity one day when he entered the private quarter of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and saw him lying on a mat of rough reeds which left their marks on his body. Sayyidnā ʼUmar ﷺ stood there and wept. Then he said, "O Prophet of Allah! The kings of Persia and Byzantium live in comfort and luxury whereas you who are the chosen prophet of Allah and also his beloved live such a harsh life." To this the Holy Prophet ﷺ replied, "O son of Khattab! Has it not dawned upon you yet that Allah has given to these people everything that is dear to them in this world, but they will have no share of the good things in the Hereafter, only punishment and pain?" This is the reason why the Holy Prophet ﷺ chose for himself a life which was free from the pomp and vanity of this wicked world, even though he had the means of accumulating all the comforts and luxuries of life. Whenever he received share of wealth even without physical toil or exertion, he immediately distributed it among the poor and the needy and kept nothing of it for himself. Ibn Abī Ḥātim has related, quoting Sayyidnā Abū Saʿīd al-Khadri ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ once said,
What I fear most about you is wealth and worldly splendor which will be arrayed before you. (Ibn Kathir)

In this Ḥadīth the Holy Prophet ﷺ has foretold the Muslims about their conquests and the acquisition of vast territories which will bring them untold wealth and means of luxury. But there is no cause to feel satisfaction at these prospects; on the other hand there is every reason to fear such an eventuality because an excess of indulgence in luxuries may make people forget their duty to Allah.

Requiring one's relatives and associates to offer their prayers regularly and the philosophy behind it

(And bid your family to perform ṣalāh and adhere to it yourself - 132) Here the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been asked to direct the members of his family to say prayers and that he himself should be very particular about his prayers. These appear to be two separate commands, i.e. one for the family and the other for himself but the fact is that for a person to be steadfast in saying prayers it is essential that his family and friends should be equally mindful of their duty in this matter. The word ahl used for the family is quite comprehensive and includes a person's wife, children and his associates because all of them influence the environment and are an integral part of society. After this verse was revealed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ he used to go to the house of Sayyidnā ‘Alī ﷺ and Sayyidah Faṭimah ﷺ رضي‌الله عنها every morning at the time of morning prayers and call out َالصلاة َالصلاة (Come to ṣalāh, come to ṣalāh). (Qurtubi)

It is reported that whenever Sayyidnā ‘Urwa ibn Zubair ﷺ saw a display of wealth, he would at once return home, call his family to prayer and recite to them this verse. Also when Sayyidnā ‘Umar ibn Khattāb ﷺ got up for his midnight (tahajjud) prayers, he would awake the other members of his family and recite to them this verse. (Qurtubi)

Allah provides easy sustenance to a person who devotes himself to prayers and to His worship

(We ask no provision from you - 20:132) Allah does not demand of the people that they should provide sustenance to their families and dependants by their own power, because the responsibility for this is in His hands alone. Man is incapable of providing for himself,
and the best that he can do is to plough the land and plant seeds in it, but he has no power to germinate it or to make a tree grow out of it. The role of man in all this is to protect the tree after it has grown to maturity and then to put its yield to his personal use. And for the person who spends all his time in prayer Allah makes even this labour bearable for him (Tirmidhī). Ibn Mājah has quoted Sayyīdīnā Abū Hurairah that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said,

يقول الله تعالى: يا ابن آدم: تفرَّغ لعبادتِي اماً صدرك غني واسد فقرك، وإن لم تفعل مثل صدرك شغلاً ولم اسد فقرك (ابن كثير)

"Allah says: 'O son of Ādam! You dedicate yourself to My worship and I will fill your chest with sufficiency and free you from want. But if you do not obey my commands, I will fill your chest with anxieties and worries and will not free you from want."' (Ibn Kathīr)

The meaning of the words لَم اسْتَفْقَكَ (I will not free you from want) is that such a man will always remain poor because the more wealth he acquires the more his greed will increase. And Sayyīdīnā ‘Abdullāh ibn Mas‘ūd ﷺ says that he heard the Holy Prophet ﷺ saying,

قَلْتُ لِاللَّهِ مَنْ يَبَيْلُ اللَّهَ فَيَأْتَهُمُ الْبَهْثُ مَا فِي الْسُّحُفِ الأوَّلِ

"A man who makes his concern for the Hereafter the focal point of all his efforts, Allah will take care of his concerns, but a person whose concerns are all about worldly affairs, Allah does not care in which valley he perishes."

أَوَلَمْ تَأْتِهمُ الْبَهْثُ مَا فِي الْسُّحُفِ الأوَّلِ (Has there not come to them the manifestation of that which was contained in the earlier scriptures? - 20:133) It means that all the old Revealed Books such as the Torah, the Injīl (Evangel) and the scriptures given to Sayyīdīnā Ibrāhīm ﷺ bear a witness to the prophethood of the last Prophet Muhammad ﷺ. Is not all this sufficient evidence for those who persist in their denial of his prophethood?

فَسَتَّعُلُّمُونَ مِنْ أَصْحَابِ الْصَّرَاطِ السَّوِيِّ وَمِنْ اهْتَلَّى (Then you will know who are people of the straight path and who has guidance - 20:135.) It means that though everybody is free to claim merit for his own ways and his own
actions, these claims are of no value, because the correct way is that only
which finds favour with Allah, and on the Day of Resurrection everybody
will be made aware as to who followed the path of error and who took the
road to salvation.

اللَّهُمَّ أُهْدِنَا لَمَّا اخْتَلَفْ فِيْهِ الْحَقَّ بَاذِنَكَ وَلَا حَوْل
ولا قُوَّةَ إلاّ بِاللَّهِ وَلَا مُجَابَةً وَلَا منْجَا مِنْكَ إلاّ الْيَتَّك

Alḥamduullāh
The Commentary on
Sūrah Ta-Ḥa
Ends here.
Surah Al-Anbiya' (The Prophets)

Surah Al-Anbiya was revealed in Makkah and it has 112 Verses and 7 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 10

The reckoning of the people has drawn near to them while they are in negligence, turning away (from its signs). [1] No new message comes to them from their Lord, but they listen to it in a state of playing, [2] their
hearts paying no heed. And the wrongdoers whisper in secret, "This one is nothing but a human like you. Would you then go along with the sorcery while you have eyes to see?" [3]

He (the prophet) said, "My Lord knows all that is spoken in the heavens and the earth, and He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. [4]

Further they said, "(The Qur'ān is) a mixture of hotch-potch dreams. Rather, he (the prophet) has fabricated it. Rather, he is a poet. So, let him bring a sign to us, as the earlier ones were sent with." [5] Not a single town We destroyed did believe before them. So then, will they believe? [6]

And We did not send before you messengers except men whom We inspired with revelation. So, ask the people (having the knowledge) of the Message, if you do not know. [7] And We did not make them as bodies that ate no food, nor were they immortal. [8] Then We made the promise come true for them, so We saved them and the ones We willed, and destroyed the transgressors. [9]

Surely, We have sent down to you a book having a good name for you. So, do you not understand? [10]

Commentary
Importance of Sūrah Al-Anbiyā’

Sayyidnā Abdullah Ibn Masʿūd ﷺ has said that four Sūrah viz Al-Kahf, Maryam, Tāhā and Al-Anbiyā’ are among the earlier revelations which I value a lot and keep them close to my heart. (Qurṭūbī)

إِفْرَدَ لِلنَّاسِ حِسَابَهُمْ (The reckoning of the people has drawn near - 21:1) It means that the time is near when people will have to give an account of their deeds. Here, the reference is to the Day of Judgment, and its approach is in relation bygone ages, as the ummah of Sayyidnā Muḥammad Al-Muṣṭafā ﷺ is the last of them all. And if the meaning of the word حِسَابُ (reckoning) is taken in its general sense then reckoning in the grave is also included, which each individual faces immediately after death. It is for this reason that an individual’s death is regarded as his Day of Reckoning. من مات فقد قامت قيامته (for a person who has died his Day of Reckoning has arrived) so the latter explanation makes the verse very
clear in that the individual reckoning for every one is not very far, no matter how long one lives, because death is certain and no one knows when it will befall. The underlying message of this verse is to warn those people, whether believers or non-believers, who are in a state of slumber due to indulgence in worldly affairs, unmindful of the certainty that all this will come to an end one day. In fact it is this disregard of the Day of Judgment which is the root cause of all ills.

(No new message comes to them from their Lord, but they listen to it in a state of playing, their hearts paying no heed. 21:2,3) This verse describes the state of those who disregard the punishment in the grave and in the Hereafter and do not prepare themselves to counter it with good deeds. The verse further describes their practice of making light of new Qur’anic verses when they are recited before them. They are totally oblivious of the fear of God and the Hereafter. The verse can be explained in two other ways. One, that they keep themselves engaged in their own amusement and take no notice of Qur’anic verses when they are recited before them and two, that they ridicule the Qur’anic verses themselves.

(Would you then go along with sorcery while you have eyes to see? - 21:3) Those people used to discuss among themselves secretly that the claim of the Holy Prophet about his prophethood should not be accepted, because he was an ordinary human being like all others and not an angel. On the other hand not even the most rigid among the unbelievers could deny the supreme charm and eloquence of the Book of Allah nor its power to influence people when it was recited before them. Therefore, in order to turn people away from the Holy Book they started calling it magic and black art. They thought that they could keep people away from Islam by labelling the Qur’an as a book of magic thereby dissuading people from going to the Holy Prophet and listening to Qur’an. Probably they used to discuss this subject secretly among themselves lest the Muslims come to know about their foolish views and unveil their fallacy.

(Further they said, [The Qur’an is] a mixture of hotch-potch dreams. - 21:5.) Dreams having an element of personal and satanic thoughts are called أضْعَافُ أَخْلَام. That is why this term أضْعَافُ أَخْلَام has been translated as "hotch-potch dreams". What it means is that in the
first place the unbelievers called the Qur’ân as magic, then they described it as a collection of disturbed dreams, and then they said it was a forgery and fabrication against Allah Ta’âlâ to call it His words; and finally they said that he ﷺ was a poet and the Qur’ân represented his poetic compositions.

(So let him bring to us a sign - 21:5) It means that the unbelievers demanded from the Holy Prophet ﷺ certain specific miracles to be shown as a proof of his being a real Prophet. In response to this demand, Allah Ta’âlâ said in this verse that the same demand for miracles was also made by the people in the past from other prophets, and when their request was met, it was of no avail. They did not submit to Allah even after witnessing the miracles of their choice. And Allah has decreed that people who do not submit to Him even after they have seen the miracle of their choice are subjected to His wrath even in this world and are destroyed. Allah, in His Divine Mercy and in view of the honoured position of the Holy Prophet ﷺ had granted to his Ummah immunity from the terrible punishment which is the inevitable fate of those people who defy the Will of Allah. It was not, therefore, considered desirable to show them miracles of their choice because if they, like the earlier people, persisted in their unbelief even after seeing those miracles, they too would invite the wrath of Allah Ta’âlâ. Then in 21:5 (Will they believe?) there is a hint that there was no likelihood of these people accepting the true faith even after seeing the miracles of their choice. Hence they were not shown the desired miracle.

(So, ask the people (having the knowledge) of the message, if you do not know. - 21:7) In this verse, scholars of Injil Evangele and Torah are referred to as ﷺ (people of the message), who had accepted the Holy Prophet’s prophethood. Therefore, what it actually means is that if you are not aware whether the prophets of the past were angels or ordinary men then you should find out from the scholars of Injil and Torah as they know perfectly well that all prophets were human beings. It is, therefore, quite possible that here the term ﷺ (people of the message) refers to all Jews and Christians (even though they have not believed in the Holy prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ).

Ruling: Qurţubî has said in his exegesis that this verse has made it
clear that ignorant persons who are not acquainted with the rules of Shari'ah must seek knowledge from scholars and then follow them accordingly.

The Holy Qur'an is an honour and pride for the Arabs

(a book having a good name for you - 21:10): The word كتاب (Book) is meant for Qur'an and ذكر (name) is used here for honour, excellence and fame. Thus what is meant here is that the revelation of Qur'an in Arabic language is a great honour and ever lasting fame for the Arabs and they should value it as such. History has proved that by Allah's Mercy and by the blessings of Qur'an Arabs have dominated the world and ruled over it for a long time. This is also a fact of life that Arabs gained dominance over the world not because of any tribal or linguistic supremacy but because of Qur'an. If there was no Qur'an, probably no one would have known about the Arabs at all.

Verses 11 - 15

وَكَمْ قَضَمْنَا مِنْ قَرْيَةٍ كَانَتْ طَالِبَةٌ وَأَنْشَنَا بَعْدَهَا قَوْمًا أُخْرِينَ (11) فَلَمَّا أَحْسَسُوا بِذَا أَذَاهُمْ مِنْهَا يُرُكَّضُونَ (12) لَا تُرَكْضُوا وَأَرْجَعُوا إِلَى مَا أَتَرَفَتْ فِيهِ وَمَسْكِيكُمْ لَعَلَّكُمْ تُسْتَلَّلُونَ (13) قَالُوا يُولِّئَا إِنَا كَنَّا ظَلَّمِينَ (14) فَمَثَّلَتْ يَلِكَ دَعُوَّاهُمْ حَتَّى جَعَلُوا هُمْ حَصَيْدًا خَمِيطِينَ (15)

And how many a town We crushed, that were wrong-doing, and We raised up another people after them. [11] So when they sensed Our punishment, all of a sudden, they started fleeing from it. [12] Do not flee, and go back to the luxuries you were involved in and to your homes. May be you are asked questions. [13] They said, "Woe to us! We were wrongdoers indeed." [14] Then, this continued to be their cry till We turned them into stubble, totally extinguished. [15]

Commentary

These verses describe the destruction of those settlements which some
exegesists have taken as Ḥadhūrā (حضوراء) (قلابه) of Yemen. Allah Ta’ālā had sent there a prophet about whose name there are different versions. Some say he was Mūsā Ibn Mīshā while others say his name was Shu‘āib, in which case he was a different prophet from the one who lived in Madyan. This Prophet was killed by his people, who were, as a punishment annihilated by the infidel King Nabucad Nazzar.

This King was placed in authority over them just as he was used as an instrument for the punishment of Bani Isrā’îl when they strayed from the righteous path in Palestine. In fact, Qur’ān has not identified any specific settlement. Hence it will be apt to leave the subject open, so that these settlements of Yemen may also come in its ambit. وَاللَّهُ أَعْلَمُ (Only Allah knows best).

Verses 16 - 29
And We did not create the heavens and the earth and what lies between them for play. [16] Had We intended to have a pastime, We would have had it from Our own, if We were to do so. [17] Instead, We launch the truth against the falsehood, which smashes it, and in no time it is nothing. And woe to you for what you relate. [18]

And to Him belong all those in the heavens and the earth. And those who are near Him are not arrogant against His worship, nor are they sluggish. [19] They proclaim His purity night and day, never slackening. [20]

Or have they taken to gods from the earth who raise the dead? [21] Had there been gods in them (the heavens and the earth) other than Allah, both would have fallen in disorder. So pure is Allah, the Lord of the Throne, from what they describe. [22] He is not questioned of what He does, and they are questioned. [23]

Or have they taken to gods besides Him? Say, "Bring your proof." Here is the Message for those with me and the Message for those before me. Yet most of them do not know the truth and therefore they are averse. [24] And We did not send before you any messenger but We revealed to him that there is no god but I, so worship Me." [25]

And they said, "The Raḥmān (All-Merciful) has taken to Himself a son". Pure is He. They are but servants, honoured. [26] They do not precede Him in speech and only under His command they act. [27] He knows what is in front of them and what is behind them, and they make recommendation for none but for whom He likes, and in awe of Him they are apprehensive. [28] And whoever of them says, "I am god besides Him", is the one
whom We will recompense with Jahannam. This is how We recompense the transgressors. [29]

Commentary

(And We did not create the heavens and the earth ... 21:16.) It means that we have not created the sky and the earth, and everything that lies in between them for mere amusement. In the preceding verses a reference has been made to the annihilation of certain settlements. In this verse there is a suggestion that just as the creation of the earth and the sky and all other created things was according to a set design, the destruction of the settlements was also the result of a definite purpose. Having witnessed the marvels and wonders of creation which are so abundantly spread all over, manifesting Allah's omnipotence and omniscience, do they still think that all these things are futile and without significance?

The word لا عيب (play), which means having no useful objective (Rāghib) while لَهُ (pastime) means an act which has no purpose at all except to provide amusement in free time. The disbelievers who argue against the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the Holy Qur'an and reject the Oneness of Allah and deny His Power, despite its abundant manifestations, then it is apparent that they have a notion that all this creation is meant for amusement and pastime. The verse rejects this false view and says that Allah's creation is not for fun and pastime. A little reflection will show that even the minutest particle of the universe has its utility and each and everything created by Allah has a purpose which speaks by itself for His omniscience and Oneness.

(Had We intended to have a pastime, We would have had it from Our own, if We were to do so. - 21:17) It means that if We were to create something for amusement, there was no need to create the earth and the sky, and We could have done so from the things around Us.

In Arabic language the word الذي is used for imaginary and non-existent things. Here also it is used in the same sense i.e. those foolish people who regard all the wonderful things of the earth and the sky objects of fun and frolic do not realize that creation on such a gigantic scale cannot be undertaken for amusement. The suggestion here is that even a person of
ordinary common sense would not indulge in a project which has no serious purpose, to say nothing of Allah Ta‘ālā who is Supreme and Exalted.

The commonly accepted meaning of لَهُ is a purposeless pastime, and this meaning has been adopted in translating this verse. According to some commentators this word لَهُ is also used sometimes for wife or children in which case the meaning of the verse would be a denial of the belief of the Jews and Christians, who thought that Sayyidnā ‘Uzair and Sayyidnā Masīh عليه السلام were God's sons. If Allah wished to have children why should they be from humans and not from other creatures around Him. (Allah knows best).

Instead, We launch the truth against the falsehood, which smashes it, and in no time it is nothing. (21:18) The literal meaning of قَذَفٍ is to throw horizontally which has been translated above as launching) بَلْ قَذِفْتُ مِنْ فَوْقِهِ إِلَى الْبَاطِلِ قَذِفَتْهُ، إِلَيْهِ هُوَ رَآهُ (and زَامِعَ means something which is gone or vanishes without leaving a trace).

This verse explains that Allah has not created this marvelous universe with earth and the sky for amusement. This creation is the result of a carefully thought out plan which aims at distinguishing right from wrong. Observation of Nature's creations leads people along the righteous path and protects them from evil. This idea is conveyed in the verse by saying that virtue is hurled against evil and smashes its head so completely that it disappears without a trace.

And those who are near Him are not arrogant against His worship, nor are they sluggish. (21:19) It means that Allah's servants who are with Him i.e. angels pray to Him all the time without ceasing. So, if the humans do not pray to Him, it will not make any difference to Him, but they themselves will be the losers. It is human nature to judge others by applying one's own situation to them. Hence there are two possibilities preventing a person from offering acts of worship ceaselessly. One, that he regards it below his dignity to bow down before any one and therefore does not pray to Allah Ta‘ālā. Secondly, it is physically not possible for a man to worship without a break because he needs to rest in between. In view of these two human constraints, it is
explained towards the end of the verse that the angels are free from these compulsions. They do not regard it below their dignity to worship Allah constantly nor do they get tired or need any rest or sleep. This point has been brought to a conclusion in the next verse by saying (They proclaim His purity night and day, never slackening - 21:20).

Sayyidnā `Abdullāh Ibn Ḥārith  said that he asked Ka'b al-Aḥbār how it was that angels kept reciting *tasbīḥ* (proclaiming Allah's purity) all the time. Did they not have anything else to do? And if they did how could they do both things simultaneously, that is, reciting *tasbīḥ* and do other things. To this Ka'b replied "O my nephew! Does performance of any of your jobs prevent you from breathing?" The truth is that *tasbīḥ* comes to angels just as breathing comes to human beings which continues without stopping whatever else he may be doing. (Qurtubi, Al-Bahr ul-Muhīṭ)

(Or have they taken to gods from the earth who raise the dead? - 21:21) Here the ignorance of polytheists is described variously. Allah says how foolish and ignorant the polytheists are that they have made their gods from amongst the creatures of the earth who do not have the power of life and death. Only a Being which has these powers is worthy of being worshiped (Had there been gods in them [the heavens and the earth] other than Allah, both would have fallen in disorder. - 21:22). This is an argument of common nature in favour of the Oneness of Allah which is based on common practice. It is also a logical proof of the oneness of God and a great deal of literature is available to explain it in the books on theology. The argument of common nature is that if there were two Gods, each independent and sovereign, then the commands of both would prevail on the earth and in the sky which is not possible, because it is inconceivable that both of them would have common views on all matters. And if there are differences of opinion which is inevitable where power is shared, there could be conflict, which would always lead to chaos and confusion. The suggestion that the two Gods could consult each other before passing orders has been adequately discussed, and rejected, in the books of theology. The thing to note is that if the two Gods had to take decisions jointly, then neither of them would have been sovereign, and a god with divided sovereignty is not God. The next verse viz: (He is not questioned
of what He does, and they are questioned) probably reinforces the argument that anyone who is answerable for his actions to someone else cannot be God.

(Here is the Message for those with me and the Message for those before me. - 21: 24) One explanation of this verse on which the translation is based is that ذكر means Message and "Message for those with me" refers to Qur'an, while "the Message for those before me" refers to Torah, Injil (Evangel) and Zabur (Psalms), the earlier divine books. According to this interpretation, the meaning of the verse is that neither the Qur'an (which is the Book for the Holy Prophet and his followers) nor the older books contain anything to suggest worship of anyone else but Allah. Despite the fact that the texts of Torah and Injil (Evangel) have been altered, it is not suggested in either of them that Allah has partners with whom he shares His authority. Another explanation of the verse is given in Al-Bahr al-Muhit according to which the word ذكر (dhikr) means here "description", and the sense is that this Qur'an is a description for the people who were in the days of the Holy Prophet because it keeps alive the stories and the traditions of people long gone by.

(They do not precede Him in speech and only under His command they act. 21:27) This verse refutes the claim of pagans of Makkah that angels were daughters of Allah. How can angels be Allah's children when they stand in such awe in His presence that they neither initiate any talk nor act against His commands. They simply await His words and act accordingly. This also points towards an important etiquette of behaving in the company of elders. That is, when a matter is brought forth in front of a group of people, the people before speaking themselves first, should wait until the elder among such a group has spoken. Speaking prior to the elder is contrary to the manners governing respect of elders.

Verses 30 - 33
Have the disbelievers not seen that the heavens and the earth were closed, then We opened them? And We created from water every living thing. Would they yet not believe? [30] And We created mountains on the earth, lest it should shake with them, and We have made therein paths and ways, so that they are guided. [31]

And We made the sky a roof, protected; and they are averse to its signs. [32] And He is the One who has created the night and the day, and the sun and the moon, each floating in an orbit. [33]

Commentary

(Have the disbelievers not seen. - 21:30) Here the word لَمْ (to see, to think) is used in its general sense i.e. knowledge, whether acquired by visual observation or by way of logical conclusion. The discussion which follows refers partly to actual observation and partly to logical inference.

(The heavens and the earth were closed, then We opened them. - 30) The word رَتَقٌ (ratq) means to close and فَتَقَ (fatq) means to open. When used in combination the words mean full control in the management and execution of a job. The translation of the verse is that the earth and the sky were closed and Allah opened them up. Different exegesists have explained differently the sense of the words "closing" and "opening", but the meanings which the companions of the Holy Prophet and the majority of the exegesists have adopted are that closing of sky and earth means shutting off rainfall from the sky and vegetation from the earth, and opening means the opening of these two
The following story about Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ has been related in Ibn Kathīr's commentary on the authority of Ibn Abī Ḥātim. A man went to Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ and requested him to explain the meaning of this verse to him. He pointed out towards Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ and told him to go to him for an explanation of the verse. He also requested him to let him know the explanation that Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ gave to him. The man went to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ and asked him what do the words رَثْقَانَ (ratqan) and فَتَاقْنَاءَ (fataqna) mean in the verse. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ replied that originally the sky was closed and there was no rainfall, likewise the earth was closed and there was no growth on it. When Allah Ta'ālā sent down man on earth to live here He opened up rainfall from the sky and the vegetation from the earth. After learning the explanation of the verse the man went back to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ and repeated to him what he had learnt from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ. Then Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ remarked that he was then left in no doubt that Allah Ta'ālā had graciously bestowed upon Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ a complete knowledge of Qur'ān. He further said that previously he used to consider Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās's ﷺ explanations of the Holy Qur'ān as bold attempts, of which he did not approve. But now he was convinced that Allah Ta'ālā had granted to him special insight into the meaning of Qur'ān, and that the explanation he gave of the words رَثْقَانَ وَ فَتَاقْنَاءَ was absolutely correct.

This story of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ is also reported in Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī through Ibn Mundhir and Abī Nu‘aim, and a group of the scholars of hadīth including Ḥākim, the writer of Mustadārk, who has accepted the tradition as correct.

After reporting this narration Ibn Ibn ‘Atiyyah al-‘Aufi says that this interpretation is hasan and comprehensive, and is compatible with the text of the Qur'ān. It contains a lesson and argument against the infidels and also mentions about the Omnipotence and the special bounties of Allah Ta'ala, which is the basis of His Oneness and recognition of His attributes. The following sentence وَ بِعَلَمِ الْيَوْمَ الْأَخِيَّرِ (and We created
from water every living thing) also corroborates this interpretation. Al-Bahr ul-Muḥīṭ has also adopted the same interpretation. Qurṭūbī has declared this explanation to be that of Ṭikrimah as well and said that another verse also endorses this meaning. 1 Ṭabari has also adopted this very interpretation.

(And We created from water every living thing. 21:30) Water is an essential element in the creation of all living things. According to the latest research it is not only the humans and animals which possess both life and soul but also plants and minerals. Water plays a very important role in the creation, growth and evolution of all living things.

Ibn Kathīr has quoted Sayyidnā Abī Hurairah Ḥ on the authority of Imām Aḥmad , that he requested the Holy Prophet Ḥ to tell him how things were created. The Holy Prophet Ḥ replied that everything was created from water. Then Abī Hurairah Ḥ asked about the acts that lead one to the Jannah. The Holy Prophet Ḥ replied:

اِفْشِ السَّلامِ وَاتَّبِعُوا الْطَعَامَ وَوَصُلُوا الْإِرْحَامَ وَوَقُومُ الْبَلَاءِ وَالْبَلَاءِ الْمَيْمَانَ وَنَيَامُ نَيَامًا إِذَا دَخَلَ الْجَنَّةَ بِسَلَامٍ (تَفَرُّدَهُ اِحْمَدُ وَهَذَا اسْتَنَادٌ عَلَى شَرْطِ الشَّيَخِيْنِ الْمَلِكِيَّينَ)

"Make greetings with Salam common between you, and feed (others) and observe the rights of kinship, and stand (in prayers) at night when people are asleep. Then enter the Jannah with peace".

(And We created mountains on the earth, lest it should shake with them. 21:31) The word مَيْدُ (mayd) in Arabic language means to be convulsed. Therefore, the meaning of this verse is

1. The author has explained the interpretation of this verse as adopted by many authorities. But the miraculous style of the Holy Qurān is that the words used by it may have different possibilities for interpretation. The words ṭaq and ṭaq used here have another meaning which is 'being compact' and 'being separated'. If these words are taken in this sense, the verse may also be translated as, "The heavens and the earth were compact, then We separated them." In this case the verse will refer to an event of the early creation, meaning thereby that the heavens and the earth were originally a single body. Thereafter Allah separated the earth from the heavens. The contemporary research about the Big Bang is close to this description. But it should always be kept in mind that the Qurānic descriptions are independent of any scientific theory and the Qurān should not be made subject to ever-changing theories. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
that Allah Ta’ālā has planted mountains on the earth to hold it in place because any violent movement of the earth would be catastrophic to those who live on it.

(Each floating in an orbit - 21:33) The word ُفَلَکْ (falak) is used for circle or anything round. For this reason the word ُفَلَکْ (falak) is also used sometimes for sky. In this verse it means the orbits of the sun and the moon in which they revolve. The Qur’ānic words do not specify the location of the orbits in the space but space research has now established that these orbits are located in the space much below the sky. This verse apparently indicates that the Sun also moves around an orbit. The scientists previously did not believe in the rotation of the Sun, but the most modern research has now accepted it.

**Verses 34 - 47**
And We did not assign immortality to any human (even) before you. So, if you die, will they then live for ever? [34] Every one has to taste death. And We test you all through bad and good (situations) with a trial. And to Us you are to be returned. [35]

And when disbelievers see you, they do nothing but make mockery of you (saying) "Is this the one who talks of your gods?" – while they themselves are the denier of even mentioning the Raḥmān (All-Merciful). [36]

Man is made of haste. I shall show you My signs, so do not seek haste from Me. [37] And they say, "When will this promise be (fulfilled), if you are true?" [38] Only if the disbelievers were to know the time when they will not (be able to) keep off the fire from their faces or from their backs, nor will they be helped. [39] Rather, it will come upon them suddenly and will baffle them. So they will not be able to turn it back, nor will they be given respite. [40]

And messengers have been mocked at before you. So those who laughed at them were besieged by what they have been mocking at. [41]

Say, "Who will guard you, during night and day, against the Raḥmān (All-Merciful)?" Rather, to the remembrance of their Lord they are averse. [42] Or do they have gods who protect them besides Us? They are not able to help even themselves, nor are they allowed by Us to have company. [43]
But We have given benefits to these and their fathers so much so that life prolonged against them. So do they not see that We are coming to the land reducing it from its sides? Then, are they the ones to prevail? [44]

Say, "I simply warn you by revelation, and the deaf do not listen to the call, when they are warned." [45] And if they are touched by a whiff of the punishment of your Lord, they will certainly say, "Woe to us! We were wrongdoers indeed." [46]

And We shall place scales to do justice on the Day of Judgment. So no one shall be wronged in any way. And even if it (any act, good or evil) is to the measure of a mustard seed, We will bring it forth. And We are enough to take account. [47]

Commentary

(And We did not assign immortality to any human (even) before you. - 21:34) The preceding verses give a strong and logical rebuttal of the unfounded and exaggerated beliefs of the infidels and polytheists to the effect that Sayyidnā Masîh and Sayyidnā 'Uzair are the associates of God or that Masîh and the Angels are God's children. Unable to come up with a satisfactory answer to the rational and logical arguments given by the Qurān, the infidels of Makkah were in despair and wished for the death of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. This has been mentioned in some other verses also, like e.g. (52:30). In this verse (34) Allah Ta'ālā has given two answers to their pitiable wish. One, that even if the Holy Prophet ﷺ died early how would it help them? If they thought that they could use the death of the Holy Prophet ﷺ as an argument against his prophethood, they were very much mistaken, because all the other Prophets whose prophethood they themselves had accepted, also died when their time came. Thus, if the death of their own prophets did not alter their position as prophets, how could the death of the Holy Prophet ﷺ change his position? Secondly, if their purpose in wishing for his early death was only to appease their frustration, then they should have known that death is universal, and everybody has to die sooner or later.

If an enemy dies, it is not to be rejoiced, because our own life is not eternal.
What is death?

Allah has said, 'Every soul has to taste death'. Here the word soul refers to the living things of the earth, who must all face death, but does not include the angels. There is a difference of opinion about whether the angels will also die or not on the Day of Judgment. Some say that every living thing will die, though momentarily, irrespective of whether they are of the earth or the skies. But others maintain that angels and ḥūrs and ghilmān of Paradise are excluded from this general rule. (Only God knows best) (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī) Majority of the scholars believe that death is the departure of soul from the mortal human frame, while soul itself is a subtle ethereal living thing which is made of light and resides in human body just as fragrance resides in the rose. Ibn al-Qayyim has convincingly proved this point in his book. (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī)

The term ذائقة الموت means that every individual will feel the pain of death - 21:35, because considering the manner in which body and soul are conjoined together their separation should obviously entail some pain. There are some saintly persons who regard death as a deliverance from the trials and tribulations of the worldly life and a means of bringing them closer to their Supreme love, that is Allah. This pleasure does not negate the agony of death, because where the reward is high, a little pain is easily tolerated.

Worldly comforts and discomforts are a test

وَنَبَالُكُم بِالْخَيْرِ وَالْخَبَرِ

And We test you all through bad and good (situations) with a trial. - 21:35

It means that man is tested both by good things and by bad things. شَرَ (bad) includes unpleasant things such as illness, grief, pain, poverty etc. while خَيْر (good) means desirable things, like good health, happiness, comfort and abundance. Man is subjected to these conditions in this world for test and the test is that he should show patience and endurance in the face of adversity and should offer thanks to Allah when his life is peaceful and comfortable. Wise men have said that, it is more difficult to be steadfast and consistent in offering thanks to Allah for His gifts than to persevere and show patience in difficult circumstances. Sayyidnā `Umar ṣ.a is reported to have said:

بَلِيْنا بِالضَّرَاءِ فَصِبَرْنَا وَبَلِيْنا بِالسَّرَاءِ فَلمْ نَصِبْ (روح المعاني)

"We were tested by discomforts and We bore it with patience,"
but when we were tested by pleasures, we could not observe patience (i.e. we could not offer gratitude to Allah as was due)"
(Ruh ul-Ma’ani)

**Haste is undesirable**

خُلِقُ الأَنْسَانُ مِنْ عَجْلٍ (21:37) (Man is made of haste. - 21:37) (‘ajal) means haste or hurry. The word is used in situations when one desires things to happen before their time, and this trait is bad by its very nature. In another place also the word is used to denote human weakness. For instance َوَكَانَ الأَنْسَانُ عَجُولًا i.e. Man is prone to haste - 17:11, meaning that he is very impatient. When Sayyidnā Musā رَحْمَةُ اللَّهِ عَلَيْه went to the mount Tūr in a hurry leaving his people behind, he was censured by Allah Ta’ālā.

Prophets and the devout people who try to excel each other in the performance of righteous deeds have been commended and their zeal to do good deeds does not constitute haste and hurry because they do not try to do these deeds before their time. In fact they do the deeds on time, but try to excel each other in quantity and quality.

Here َخُلِقُ الأَنْسَانُ مِنْ عَجْلٍ (21:37) (Man is made of haste - 21:37) means that haste and hurry is one of the many weaknesses which are inherent in human nature. When a man is identified by some intrinsic trait of his character, the Arabs used to say that he is 'made of' that trait. For instance a short tempered man would be called a 'man made of anger'.

(I shall show you my signs - 21:37) Here the word آيَاتُ (signs) refers to those miracles and events which bear evidence to the honesty of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the truth of his message. (Qurtubi) These miracles also occurred during the battle of Badr (غزوة بدر) when the Muslims who were considered weak and worthy of contempt gained a great victory over their enemies.

**Weighing of actions on the Day of Judgment and the scales to be used for this purpose**

(And We shall place scales to do justice on the Day of Judgment - 21:47) The word مَوْازِينُ is plural of مِزَانٌ, which means a scale. In this verse the word is used plural which some exegesists have explained by saying that for measuring deeds and actions of people many scales will be used. Different balances may be used for different individuals, or different balances may be used for different types of deeds.
But majority of scholars agree that there will be only one balance to weigh all the deeds, and that the word has been used in plural because it will serve the purpose of many balances and measure the deeds of all the children of Sayyidnā ʿAdam from the earliest time to the Day of Judgment, whose count only Allah knows. فَسِّطُ (Qist) means justice and fairness. Thus the meaning of the verse is that the balance will measure fairly and justly and no injustice will be done to any one. Mustadrak of Ḥākim has reported through Sayyidnā Salmān that the Holy Prophet队伍建设 said that the balance that will be used on the Day of Judgment for weighing deeds and actions will be so enormous in size and span that it could enclose the earth and the sky within its fold for measurement.

( Mažhari )

Ḥafīẓ Abū al-Qasim Lalkai has narrated in his Sunan ⁴ tức through Sayyidnā Anas队伍建设 that the Holy Prophet队伍建设 said that an angel will be posted on the balance and every man will be brought before it. In case his good deeds overweigh his sins the angel will announce loudly, which everyone present will hear, that so and so has passed his test and now he will never be deprived of anything. And if the sins of a person overweigh his virtues, then the angel will announce that the wretched so and so has failed his test and has been made destitute for ever. Hafiz has also reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Hudhaifah队伍建设, that the angel who will be posted on the balance on the Day of Judgment is none other but Sayyidnā Jibra’īl队伍建设.

Ḥākim, Baihaqi and ‘Ajurrī have narrated through Sayyidah ‘A’ishah队伍建设 that she enquired from the Holy Prophet队伍建设 whether he will remember his family members on the Day of Judgment; to which he replied that on that Day there will be three occasions when no one will remember any one. Firstly, when people will be brought before the scale of justice for the weighment of their deeds. Until it is known whether one’s virtues overweigh the sins or otherwise, everyone would forget every one else. Secondly, when the records of deeds will be thrown in the air, until they are either placed in the right hand (which will be a sign of salvation) or in the left hand or from behind (which will be a sign of punishment) it would indicate God’s wrath. Thirdly, the occasion to cross the bridge of Širāṭ队伍建设 i.e. until this bridge is crossed, no one will remember any one else. (Mažhari)
(And even if it (any act, good or evil) is to the measure of a mustard seed, we will bring it forth - 21:47) It means that on the Day of Reckoning, all the deeds of every person, big or small, good or bad, will be brought forth so that they may be subjected to reckoning and weighment.

**Method of the weighment of deeds**

One possibility is that deeds and actions of a person recorded by angels will be weighed as indicated by the famous Ḥadīth generally known as حَدِيثُ الْبِتَاقَةُ (ḥadīth al-bītaqah). The other possibility is that deeds of a person will be converted into absolute substances which will then be weighed. By and large the traditions support the second view, and a majority of scholars have adopted this version. The verse وَنَجَدُوْنَ مَا عَمِّيِّلُوْنَ حَاضِرًا (And they will find what they did all there - 18:49) and the like in the Holy Qur’ān and many traditions also confirm the second view.

**Accountability of Deeds**

Tirmidhī has reported through Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah that a man came to the Holy Prophet and narrated to him that he had two slaves who called him a liar, were dishonest in their dealings and did not obey his orders. In retaliation he scolded them and also beat them. How, then would his chastisement of his slaves be judged in relation to their misconduct. The Holy Prophet replied that their misdeed would be weighed against the punishment which he inflicted on them and if the two were equally balanced, then the matter would rest there, but in case their crimes exceed his punishment it would be regarded as a favour bestowed on them by him. But, on the other hand, if the punishment awarded to them exceeded their misdeeds, then he would be made subject to punishment and retaliation for his excess. Then the man rose and sat down in a corner and started weeping. The Holy Prophet asked him whether he had not read this verse وَنَنْصِعُ الْمَوَارِيْنَ الْقِسْطَ لِيَوْمَ الْقَيْمَةِ (And We shall place scales to do justice on the day of judgment - 21:47). Then the man said that he had no choice but to free his slaves so that he might escape accountability. (Qurtubī)

1. The author has referred here to a long hadith in which it is mentioned that while reckoning a person’s deeds, a card will be placed in the balance on which the kalimah لا اِلَهَ إِلَّا اللّهَ will be written. This card will weigh more than a heap of bad deeds. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
And We gave Musa and Harun criterion and a light and an advice for the God-fearing, [48] those who have awe of their Lord, though unseen, and are apprehensive of the Hour. [49] And this is a blessed advice We have sent down. Is it then you are rejecting it? [50]

Commentary

The three attributes which belong to Torah are criterion which differentiates between right and wrong, light which provides light and manifestation of truth to hearts, and the advice which is a source of guidance for the people. Some explain advice as help from God which was available to Sayyidnâ Musa at all times. It was manifest when he was raised in the Pharaoh's house, then at the time of his contest with the Egyptian magicians which resulted in the Pharaoh's discomfiture, and again when he was pursued by the Pharaoh and his army and Allah saved him by causing dry passageways to appear in the river and, after the Bani Isra'il had crossed over to the other side, by drowning the Pharaoh and his army. Even after this incident Allah's help was available to him at all times. Qur tubi has pointed out that whereas light and advice are the attributes of Torah, criterion is something else and not an attribute of Torah, because of the use of the conjunctive letter Wa'o (و) after the word criterion (Allah knows best).
And earlier We had given Ibrāhīm his guidance, and We knew him well, [51] when he said to his father and his people, "What are these statues you are devoted to?" [52] They said, "We found our fathers worshipping them,"
He said, "Surely you and your fathers have been in open error." They said, "Did you come to us with truth or are you of those who make fun?" He said, "No, your Lord is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, who has created them, and I am one of those who bear witness to it. And I swear by Allah that I will do something to your idols after you are gone, turning your backs."

Then, he turned them into pieces, save the big one of them, so that they may come back to him. They said, "Who has done this to our gods? He is one of the wrongdoers, indeed". Some of them said, "We have heard a youth speaking of them. He is called Ibrāhīm." They said, "Then, bring him before the eyes of the people, so that they may see". They said, "Is it you O Ibrāhīm who has done this to our gods?" He said, "Rather, this is done by this chief of theirs. So, ask them if they were to speak." So they turned to themselves and said, "In fact, you are the wrongdoers." Then, they reversed their position upside down (saying) "You already knew that they do not speak."

He said, "Do you then worship, beside Allah, what does neither benefit you in the least nor harm you? Fie upon you and upon what you worship other than Allah. Do you then not understand?" They said, "(O people) burn him and help your gods, if you are to take action."

We said, "O fire, be cold and safe for Ibrāhīm." And they intended to harm him, but We made them the worst losers. And We rescued him and Lūṭ towards the land we blessed for all the worlds. And We blessed him with Ishāq and Ya'qūb as gift, and each one of them We made righteous. And We made them the imāms who guide (people) under Our command, and We inspired them to do good deeds and to establish salāh and pay zakāh. And Us alone they worshipped.

Commentary

(And I swear by Allah that I will do something to your idols - 21:57) The wording of the verse indicates that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm spoke these words before his community. But this
explanation leaves a little doubt in one's mind because Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had excused himself from going to the Eid festival by pleading illness (- I am sick - 37:89). And when they found their idols broken, they started a search for the culprit. If they already knew what he had said about their idols and that he had stayed behind alone when they had gone to attend the Eid function, then it was fairly obvious that he had broken the idols. Then where was the need for them to go looking for the offender? There are more than one explanations to this situation. One, that since Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was the only one holding these views and enjoyed no standing in the community, people might have ignored and even forgotten what he had said as something of no consequence. (Bayan ul-Qur'ān). Two, that those who were looking for the culprit were a different lot of people and were not aware of what he (Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm) had said about their idols. While in a third version Mujāhid and Qatādah are of the view that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm did not speak these words before other people, but only pictured the situation in his mind, or had said that only at heart, or he might have spoken them before one or two old persons after the people had left for the festival. Later, when the idols were found broken and the people started looking for the one who did it, these old men revealed the secret to them. (Qurtubi)

The word جَدَّادٌ (21:58) The word جَدَّادٌ is the plural for جَدَّة which means fragment or piece. Thus its meaning is that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm broke the idols into small pieces.

(Save the big one of them - 21:58) That is, only the biggest idol was left intact and all the rest were broken. It is possible that the one which was left unbroken was either bigger in size or higher in esteem with the unbelievers.

(So that they may come back to him - 21:58) There can be three explanations to this expression. One, if the object of إليه (to him) is Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm then the meaning would be that he himself wanted the unbelievers to ask him why he had broken the idols which would give him a chance to sneer at them that what they worshipped could not even look after themselves. The second meaning of إليه could be that he destroyed the idols in the hope that when the unbelievers saw them in pieces it might convince them of the futility of idol-worship and cause their return toward the religion of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm.
The third explanation is given by Kalbi. He says that the object of گَلُّ فَقُلْ فَقُلْ ۖ (the big). In that case the explanation would be that when the unbelievers, on their return saw the idols in pieces except the big one, who had a hammer resting on his shoulder, they might turn towards it for an explanation and getting no response from it they would see for themselves the helplessness of the idol.

The words of Sayyidnā ۖ Ibrāhīm ۖ were not untrue, but only allusions

(Qal ُ بُلْ فَقُلْ فَقُلْ ۖ (He said, "Rather, this is done by this chief of theirs. So, ask them if they were to speak." - 21:63) When the community of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ۖ got hold of him and asked him to confess his guilt, he said "The big one among them has done it. Why don't you ask him, if he can speak"?

The point to consider here is that the idols were broken by Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ۖ and its denial and attributing the deed to the big idol, was contrary to fact and constituted an untruth. The exalted position of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ۖ renders such a conclusion untenable. The exegesists have put forward several explanations to sort out this matter. One of them is that his statement is in the nature of an assumption i.e. why not consider the possibility that the deed was done by the big idol? And a supposition which is contrary to facts is not a lie as the Qurān itself says (If the Rahmān [All-Merciful] has a son then I am the first to serve him - 43:81). But the most convincing and straightforward explanation is the one adopted by al-Bahr ul-Muhit, Qurtubi and Ruh ul-Ma'ani, which says that it is a metaphoric attribution that is the act which was done by Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ۖ was attributed to the big idol by way of metaphoric attribution because it was this idol which, by reason of the reverence that it commanded in the whole community, persuaded Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ۖ to do what he did with the smaller idols. It is like amputating a thief's hand and then telling him that none but his own misdeeds are responsible for the amputation.

Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ۖ had also attributed the breaking of the idols to the big idol by placing an axe on its shoulder or in its hands, thus pointing an accusing finger towards it. He reinforced this suspicion by his word when he suggested to the unbelievers that they should enquire from the big idol as to who had destroyed the other idols. It is a case of
metaphoric attribution (اسناد مجازى) which is very well illustrated in an Arabic saying، that is the spring rains have raised crops. Although in actual fact it is God who produces and nourishes the crops, yet it has been ascribed to a visible cause, and no one can call it a lie. In the same manner Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was not telling an untruth when he attributed the act to the big idol. His adoption of this act of dissimulation in fact served many religious interests; one of them being to make the people aware of the possibility that perhaps the big idol was infuriated with the smaller idols because they too were worshipped with the same degree of reverence as itself. If they could be made to think on these lines, it could have opened the route to belief in the Oneness of Allah. If the big idol was not willing to accept the idols as objects of worship how could Allah, the Creator of all living things, agree to share His authority with anyone?

Secondly, perhaps they also wondered that if the idols whom they worshipped were really as powerful as they thought them to be, how could anyone have broken them with impunity? Thirdly, if the charge of breaking the smaller idols could be laid against the big idol, then it would be quite pertinent to ask that in that event it should also have the power of speech. That is why Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm said (So, ask them if they were to speak. - 21:63). Thus it is really not necessary to put far fetched meanings into his words which should be interpreted in a plain, straight forward manner. He attributed the deed to the big idol by way of metaphoric attribution. This was not contrary to facts nor did it constitute an untruth.

Three untruths ascribed to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm

Now the point to consider is that the Holy Prophet himself has said according to some authentic traditions that انَّ ابراهيم عليه السلام لم يكنب غير ثلاث (Bukhārī and Muslim). That is Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm never spoke an untruth except on three occasions, and then those three occasions have been described in the same hadith in some detail. The saying goes on to narrate that two out of the three untruths were spoken solely in the way of Allah. One of them is this verse i.e. بلْ تَعَلَّمْهُ كَبْيَرْهُمْ (Rather this is done by this chief - 21:63). The second one relates to Eid day when he said to his family (I am sick - 37:89), and the third one was spoken to save his wife, from harm. This happened when he was travelling with his wife.
Sayyidah Sarah, and passed through a settlement whose ruler was cruel and depraved and who used to seize the wives of other people and subject them to sexual abuse. However, he spared those who were accompanied by their fathers or brothers. When Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm reached this city, the ruler was informed about the arrival of the couple. So he got Sayyidah Sārah arrested and brought before him. When the ruler's men came to arrest her, they enquired from Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm about his relationship with her. Fearing the evil intentions of the wicked ruler Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm said that she was his sister. (It is this episode which is referred to in the hadith as the third lie) Despite this declaration they took her away with them. Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had already briefed her that she should also tell the ruler that she was his sister, because according to Islamic relationship they were brother and sister as they were the only two Muslims in that land and hence according to Muslim brotherhood that relationship was valid. Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm lacked the strength to defend himself and his wife against the ruler and his men, so he started praying to invoke Allah's Mercy. When Sayyidah Sārah was brought before the ruler, he started making advances to her, and in punishment he was turned into a cripple. Then he begged her to pray for him to return to normal in which case he would let her go without harm. When Sayyidah Sārah prayed for him and he returned to normal, he broke his promise and again tried to molest her and again became a cripple. This was repeated thrice and ultimately he gave up and sent back Sayyidah Sārah to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm. This is a summary of the hadith. However, three lies have been ascribed to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm clearly in this hadith which is against the position and dignity of the prophethood. But the hadith contains in itself a refutation of this charge i.e. none of the three episodes reveal that a deliberate lie was told. They were mere dissimulations which are permissible and legitimate if spoken in defense of oneself from cruelty and do not fall within the definition of a lie. The reasoning for this is given in the hadith itself i.e. Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had told Sayyidah Sārah that he had informed the ruler's men that she was his sister and that she should also say the same, because they were indeed brother and sister in the wider sense of universal Muslim brotherhood. This is called tauriyah (dissembling) where the words used may be interpreted differently, so that the listener understands them one way whereas the
speaker means something else. *Tauriyah* is permissible by consensus of Islamic jurists if used to save oneself from injustice. This is totally different from Shiite's *Taqqiyah* (تَقْيَة), which is an outright lie. In *Taqqaiya* one does not only speak a lie but also acts on it, while in the case of *tauriyah* it is not a lie in the real sense as the speaker uses words which are capable of conveying his intentions as in the case of Sayyidnā Ibrahim (عليه السلام) calling Sayyidah Sarah as his sister which was true in the sense that both were Muslims and Islam constitutes a universal brotherhood. Same argument can be put forward in the case of his other two utterances. It has been explained above that he said *النَّفْلُ عِلَيْهِ كَبِيرُهُمْ* as a *tauriyah* to refer the act toward the big idol by way of metaphor (occus). As for his saying, *سَيِّئٌ سَيِّئَانِْ,* in common parlance the word *Saqeem* (سيم) means sick but it also means depressed, dejected, despondent and weak. Sayyidnā Ibrahim (عليه السلام) said *سَيِّئٌ سَيِّئَانِْ* in the latter sense which was absolutely true keeping in considering his feelings against the unbelievers, but the people took it in the popular sense i.e. sickness. Then the wording of the *hadīth* that two out of the three lies were to promote belief in the One and true Allah suggests that they were not sins, because no one can hope to please Allah by committing an act of sin.

**It is sheer ignorance to deny the authenticity of the lies of Sayyidnā Ibrahim (عليه السلام)**

Some Muslims who are influenced by the writings of western orientalists and Mirza Qadyani have declared this saying as unauthentic despite the fact that its narrators are reliable persons, because it accuses Sayyidnā Ibrahim (عليه السلام) of lying which is against the spirit of Qur'ān, and that it is better to declare all the narrators of the saying as unreliable rather than to label Sayyidnā Ibrahim (عليه السلام) as a liar. From this they also made a rule that any saying, no matter how authentic its source might be, should be rejected if it is in conflict with the teachings of Qur'ān. This ruling is absolutely valid and acceptable to entire Ummah, but the point is that the religious scholars have spent all their lives in researching each and every *hadīth*, and none of those which they have accepted as authentic conflicts with the teachings of Qur'ān. Such people lacking knowledge and being misguided do not hesitate to reject a *hadīth* and then justify the rejection by arguing that it is in conflict with the Qur'ān. In the present case the saying itself makes it clear that the words which
may be interpreted as lies is only tauriyah. As for the question why the words of tauriyah are called lies in the saying, the answer is that the slightest slip of those who are close to God is taken seriously, as can be seen in the previous Sūrah Tāhā when Sayyidnā 'Ādam's slip and mistake is referred by the word غُصُي (disobeyed - 21:121) and غَرَى (got misled - 20:121). It can be seen that whereas small mistakes can be forgiven and set aside in the case of common people, the same slips are considered as serious offences when committed by those who are dear to Allah Ta'ālā. The Holy Qur'ān recounts at many places Allah's displeasure over prophets in such situations. The ḥadīth of Shafā'ah (intercession before Allah Ta'ālā) which is famous and well known says that on the Day of Resurrection all people will gather together and request prophets from Sayyidnā 'Ādam ʿlā hasta the last prophet who came before the coming of the Holy Prophet B. Every prophet will excuse himself from Shafā'ah (intercession) recounting one or more of his slips or mistakes. At last the entire humanity will approach the last of the prophets Sayyidnā Muḥammad ʿlā hasta and he will perform ashshafa’ah al-kubra. According to this saying Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ʿlā hasta will excuse himself quoting these utterances which though said as tauriyah and were, therefore, not lies in actual fact, were, none the less, below the dignity of a prophet. This lapse has been described as a lie in the ḥadīth. This was well within the prerogative of the Holy Prophet ʿlā hasta, and to the extent of narration of this saying we too may repeat it. But it is not permitted to anyone, except, when quoting the Qur'ān or this ḥadīth, to say that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ʿlā hasta had told a lie. The same view has been taken by Qurṭubī and al-Bahr ul-Muḥīṭ in the commentary of Sūrah Tā-Hā in connection with Sayyidnā ʿlā hasta.

Reference to a delicate hint regarding sincerity of action arising from the saying

Out of the three lies which have been attributed to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ʿlā hasta in the saying two are said to be in the way of Allah Ta'ālā, but the third lie which was about Sayyidah Sārah ʿrīa الله عنها was not said to be in the way of Allah Ta'ālā, although saving the chastity of one's wife is very much a part of religious duty. On this point, in the commentary by Qurṭubī, a very delicate suggestion by Qazi Abu Bakr Ibn Al-ʿArabi has
been reproduced which is apt to shatter the peace of mind of the pious and God fearing persons: in saving the chastity of one's wife, though an act of religious duty, there was also an element of personal interest in protecting his wife's honour. Because of the mixed motives this third incident has been excluded from the category of acts which are performed for Allah Ta'ālā, because Allah Ta'ālā has said (Look, to Allah alone belongs the pure faith - 39:3). Had some common man like us been involved in such an incident, then the act would have surely qualified as an act which are performed to win the goodwill of God. But in view of the exalted position of the prophets, the smallest degree of personal motive was regarded against the perfect quality of their devotion.

**How the fire of Namrūd turned into pleasant garden for Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm**

Those who do not believe in miracles and supernatural events have given strange meaning to this episode. The philosophical assumption: that attributes which are attached with and complementary to something are not separable - is by itself fallacious. The fact is that nothing in this world is essential to or inseparable from something else. God gave to fire an attribute that it should burn and to water that it should cool, but these attributes are customary and habitual but not rationally necessary. No philosopher has so far been able to advance a convincing argument about these attributes being rational.

Thus these attributes being only habitual, they can be changed whenever God so wills. If God so wills, fire can act as a coolant and water as a burning agent, and it cannot be held as rationally impossible. This is what happens when Allah Ta'ālā reveals His miracles in support of the missions of His prophets. Thus He commanded the fire of Namrūd to cool down and the fire obeyed, and if the word ُشَدَّا (cool) was not followed by the word ُسَلَاما (safe) the fire would have cooled like ice and would have caused him harm. The Qur’ān says about the people of Nūḥ ُخُشُوعا that they were drowned in water that ُعَرَفْوا ُفَأَخْتَلَفْوا ُنَأْرا (they were drowned, and admitted into a Fire - 71:25).

ُخُشُوعا (Burn him - 21:68) that is the entire community and Namrūd decided to burn him in fire. The historic version is that for full one month the entire population of the city were busy collecting fire wood for this
purpose. Then after lighting the fire wood they fanned it to make it burn ferociously for the next seven days, until the flames rose high up into the sky. When the fire blazed with full ferocity they decided to throw Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ⲧⲟ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ into it. But the fire was burning with such intensity that no one dared to approach it. Then the Satan gave them the idea to use a catapult to throw him into the fire. While people were preparing to throw Allah's Friend (خلاص) into the sea of fire all the angels and all the creatures of the earth and sky cried out in unison at the fate that lay in store for Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ⲧⲟ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ. At that Allah Ta‘ālā permitted them all to help Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ⲧⲟ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ. When the angels asked Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ⲧⲟ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ whether he needed their help. He replied that Allah was enough to help him and that He was watching over him. Jibra‘īl al-Ameen ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ enquired whether he could render him any help to which Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ⲧⲟ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ replied, "of course I need help, but from Allah, not from you". (Mażhari)

(We said, "O fire, be cold and safe for Ibrāhīm." - 21:69) As stated above, one explanation of the fire becoming cool and comfortable for Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ⲧⲟ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ could be that it ceased to be fire and changed into a pleasant breeze. However, the more plausible explanation is that the fire remained as fire but did not touch the body of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ⲧⲟ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ, although it burnt other things around him, so much so that it even burnt down the rope which bound him.

According to some historic versions he remained in the fire for seven days and used to recall that those seven days were the most comfortable time of his entire life. (Mażhari)

And We rescued him and Lūṭ towards the land We blessed for all the worlds. - 71

That is, We delivered Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm and Sayyidnā Lūṭ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ from the land (Irāq) where Namrūd ruled and sent them to the peaceful land of Syria where our bounties were in abundance, not only for the locals but for the people of the world. Syrian land abounds both inwards and outwards bounties of Allah Ta‘ālā. Inward bounties in the sense that many prophets were born in this land, and outward bounty in the sense that it has a moderate climate and is full of natural beauty with greenery,
springs and streams all around and sustains a large variety of vegetation, fruits and flowers.

(And We blessed him with Ishāq and Ya‘qūb as gift - 21:72) That is, Allah Ta‘ālā had bestowed upon him the son Ishāq as per his supplication and in addition to that a grandson Ya‘qūb as a gift. This is why he is referred to as nāfilah which originally means 'extra'.

Verses 74 - 75

As for Lūt, We gave him wisdom and knowledge and We delivered him from the town that used to do dirty deeds. Indeed, they were the people of evil, the sinners. [74] And We admitted him to Our mercy. Indeed, He was of the righteous. [75]

Commentary

The name of the city from which Sayyidnā Lūt was saved and which has been mentioned in these verses was Sodom. There were seven other townships under this city which were thrown upside down by Jibra’il except one which was left intact for Lūt and his followers. (Ibn ‘Abbās, Qurtubī)

(21:74) Khabā‘ith (Khabā‘ith) is the plural of ḥabbā‘ meaning wickedness. Too many wicked things collectively are called Khabā‘ith. Their most abominable practice in which even the animals do not indulge, was sodomy or homosexuality. It is possible that because of its extreme wicked nature this practice is referred to as ḥabbā‘ that is in plural instead of ħabīth in singular, as some commentators have explained. The second explanation is that the people of Sodom also indulged in other bad habits such as drinking, singing, shaving off beard, growing moustaches, wearing silk clothes, stone throwing, whistling etc. (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī).
And (remember) Nûh, when he called (for help) earlier,
so We responded to him and saved him and his family
from the terrible agony, [76] and helped him against the
people who belied Our verses. Indeed, they were the
people of evil, therefore, We drowned them all. [77]

Commentary

And (remember) Nûh, when he called (for help) earlier - 21:76

Here (earlier) means before the time of Sayyidnâ Ibrâhîm and
Sayyidnâ Lût , whose account has just preceded in previous
verses. As for the prayer of Nûh , which is referred to here briefly, the
version given in Sûrah Nûh is that Sayyidnâ Nûh had cursed his
people, (My Lord, leave not upon the earth of the unbelievers
one - 71:26). It is reported at another place that
when the people of Nûh did not listen to him at all, he prayed to
Allah Ta‘âlâ (I am vanquished; do Thou succour me! - 54:10)
so You take revenge from them.

(So, We responded to him and saved
him and his family from the terrible agony - 21:76) Here the expression 'terrible agony' either refers to the drowning in the deluge which
annihilated the entire people or the torture which he and his followers
suffered at the hands of those people.
And (remember) Dāwūd and Sulaymān, when they were adjudicating about the tillage, when the goats of the people wandered therein grazing, and We were witness to their judgment. [78] So, We enabled Sulaymān to understand it. And to each one of them We gave wisdom and knowledge. And with Dāwūd We subjugated the mountains that proclaimed the purity of Allah, and the birds as well. And We were the One who did (it). [79]

And We taught him making of armour as dress for you, to protect you from what may harm you (in combat). So are you grateful? [80] And for Sulaymān, (We subjugated) the violent wind that blew under his command to the land in which We placed Our blessings. And We were the One who knew everything. [81] And from the devils, (We subjugated for him) those who dived in water for him and did jobs other than that. And We were the One who kept watch over them. [82]

Commentary

(the goats of the people wandered therein grazing - 21:78). In Arabic language the word نَفَّضَتْ فِيُهُ عَنْمَ الْقُومَ (translated above as 'wandering and grazing') means an animal getting into a field at night and damaging it.

(So We enabled Sulaymān to understand it - 21:79). This expression means that Allah Ta'ālā had made known to Sayyidnā Sulaymān the judgment which was better. Although the judgment passed by Sayyidnā Dāwūd was not in conflict with religious jurisprudence, but the one adjudged by Sulaymān was inspired by Allah and was therefore, more appropriate because it benefitted both the parties without hurting either.
Imām Baghawī has reported this story on authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās and Qatādah and Zuhri that two persons came to Sayyidnā Dāwūd. One of them had a flock of goats and the other one owned a field on which he grew crops. The latter made a complaint against the former that his goats entered his field at night and ate up his crop (It appears that the respondent had accepted the petitioner’s complaint and presumably the value of the flock of goats was equal to the value of the crop). Thus Sayyidnā Dāwūd announced his judgment that the owner of the goats should give his entire flock to the other man in compensation for his loss. (This judgment was in line with the religious jurisprudence which requires that if goods valued by a price are destroyed by someone, the amount of compensation will be determined according to that price. In this case, the value of the crop was the same as the value of the flock; hence the judgment. When these two men i.e. the complainant and the respondent, emerged from the court of Sayyidnā Dāwūd they met Sayyidnā Sulayman at the door. He enquired from them about the judgment of their case, which they related to him. After hearing the judgment he remarked that if he were the judge in this case his verdict would have been different, which would be to the benefit of both parties. Then he went to his father Sayyidnā Dāwūd and repeated the same thing. Thereupon Sayyidnā Dāwūd enquired from him as to what kind of verdict he had in mind which would be more beneficial to both the parties. He replied that it would be more just and equitable if the flock of goats is given to the owner of the field so that he could use to his own benefit their milk, wool etc. and his field is given to the goats-man who should cultivate it and grow crops in it. When the field returns to the same condition in which it was before it was eaten by the goats, then the two men should get back their respective properties. Sayyidnā Dāwūd approved this judgment, called back the two men and announced the second judgment to them. (Mażhari, Qurṭubī, etc.)

Can the verdict of a Judge (Qādī) be changed or annulled after it has been announced?

It will be observed that Sayyidnā Dāwūd had pronounced a judgment which he revoked after hearing the views of Sayyidnā Sulayman. Here a question arises whether a Qādī (Judge) has the authority to change his own verdict pronounced by him earlier.
Qurtubi has discussed this and similar matters in great detail, the gist of which is that where a Qāḍī (Judge) has given a verdict which is in conflict with the religious jurisprudence or is contrary to the views held by the people at large, then, by consensus of the Ummah, such a verdict is not valid. Then it is not only permissible but mandatory on any other Qāḍī (Judge) to nullify the verdict and to issue a fresh judgment in line with religious jurisprudence, and also to remove the incompetent Qāḍī from his position of authority. But, if the judgment of a Qāḍī is based on religious jurisprudence and Ijtihād (إِجْتِهَاد) then it is not permissible for any other Qādīs (Judges) to revoke that judgment, because if this is allowed, the whole judicial system will collapse and Islamic Law will become a plaything in the hands of different people. However, if a Qāḍī, after passing a verdict according to the dictates of Ijtihād realizes that he had erred in his earlier judgment and Ijtihād, then it is allowed, rather preferable, that he himself should change the verdict. In a detailed letter which Sayyidnā ‘Umar wrote to Abū Musā al-Asha’rī elaborating the principles governing the administration of justice and disposal of court cases, he said that in case Ijtihād (إِجْتِهَاد) changes after announcing a judgment then the judgment should be changed to conform to the changed Ijtihād (إِجْتِهَاد) (This letter is reported by Dar Qutni).

According to great commentator Mujahīd (إمام تفسير) both the judgments are bona fide and correct in their own respective right. The verdict passed by Sayyidnā Dāwūd was strictly judicial, whereas the judgment made by Sayyidnā Sulaymān was in the nature of a compromise between the two parties. The Holy Qur’ān itself says (وَالصَّلُُحُ خَيْرٌ) (And compromise is better - 4:129). That is why the second judgment was praised by Allah Ta’ālā. (Maẓhari)

Sayyidnā ‘Umar had instructed all his Qādīs (Judges) that when a dispute was raised before them, they should try to arrange a compromise between the parties. If a compromise was not possible, only then they should pass their judgment according to religious jurisprudence. The advantage in following this procedure, as he described it, was that in a legal judgment the loser has no option but to accept it, but at heart he develops a sense of hostility and hatred against his rival which is not healthy between the two Muslims. On the other hand, in the case of a compromise between the contesting parties, the element of hatred and ill
will is removed. (From Mu'in al-Ḥukkām)

Therefore, according to the explanation propounded by Mujahid Ṭāhā Darraj (رحمه الله تعالى) it was not a case of revoking or changing an earlier verdict, rather a compromise was willingly agreed between both the parties to the dispute, before they left the court.

If two Mujjihīds by their separate Ījtihād pass two conflicting verdicts, should both be regarded as valid or should one of them be rejected?

A number of commentators have discussed this subject briefly or in detail whether all Mujhīdeens (مَجْهِيِّينَ) be regarded as correct in their judgment (دِينُ) and two opposing verdicts be taken as valid or, in case of conflict, one judgment be accepted and the other rejected. Qurṭubī has dealt this subject in great detail. Religious scholars have held different views on the subject from the very beginning, while projecting their reasoning. All have derived support for their views from this very verse. Those who support the argument that even conflicting verdicts are valid base their reasoning on the last sentence of the verse viz.:

(And to each one of them We gave wisdom and knowledge - 21:79). The sentence points out in clear terms that Allah Ta‘ālā had bestowed wisdom and knowledge to both Sayyidnā Dawūd and Sulaymān, and there is no admonition to the former, nor is he warned for any error on his part. Therefore it proves that both the judgments given by Sayyidnā Dawūd and Sulaymān were correct and valid. However, the judgment given by Sulaymān was preferred because it was advantageous to both the parties. As for those who argue that in the event of an Ījtihād (إِجْتِهَاد) difference only one judgment can be correct and the other must be rejected as invalid, they too offer the first sentence of this very verse i.e. (So, We enabled Sulaymān to understand it - 21:79) in support of their argument. They say that there is a specific reference to Sulaymān, to whom the correct decision was revealed by Allah. It, therefore, follows that the verdict announced by Sayyidnā Dawūd was not right even though he might have arrived at this decision through his Ījtihād (إِجْتِهَاد) and was, therefore, free from all blame. This subject has been discussed in great detail in the books of jurisprudence. Here one should keep in mind that the Holy Prophet has said that if some one did Ījtihād (إِجْتِهَاد) and gave a decision in
accordance with the religious principles governing *Ijtihād*، and his *Ijtihād* is correct, he will be granted two rewards one for the the labour involved in making the *Ijtihād*، and the other for arriving at the right decision. But if he erred in his *Ijtihād* he would still get one reward for just his labour. (This Ḥadīth is reported in most books of authoritative *āḥadīth*). This Ḥadīth also explains that the difference among the scholars on this issue is one of semantics only.

For those who believe that both the conflicting judgment are valid, the consequences are that for the erring *Mujtāhid* as well as his followers that *Ijtihād* is correct and acting upon it will lead to their salvation. As for the view that only one verdict is correct and the other is wrong, the consequence of that also is no more than that the reward of the erring *Mujtāhid* will be lesser because his *Ijtihād* fell short of the absolute right decision. However, he will be free from all blame and his followers will not be regarded as sinners. (Those who wish to see further details on the subject are advised to refer to Qurṭubī’s commentary, where the subject is discussed in great detail).

**The question of animals of a person harming another person or damaging his property**

One can deduce from the verdict passed by Sayyidnā Dāwūd that if the animals of someone damage the property of a person at night, the owner of the animals will have to compensate the suffering party for his loss. However, it does not follow that a verdict given in accordance with the legal code of Sayyidnā Dāwūd must *ipso facto* be adopted in the Shari‘ah of the Holy Prophet also. This is why there is a difference of opinion among the cardinal jurists on this issue. The ruling given by Imam Shafi‘i says that if someone's animals damage the fields of another person at night, the owner of the animals will have to compensate for the loss, but if the animals damage the field during day time, then there shall be no compensation due on the owner of the animals. This ruling can be said to be drawn from the judgment of Sayyidnā Dāwūd also, but, in fact he has based his ruling on a saying of the Prophet Muḥammad، which has been reported in Muwaṭṭa’ of Imām Mālik as Mursal (مُرْسَل). This Ḥadīth concerns an incident in which a camel belonging to Sayyidnā Barā‘ Ibn ‘Āzib entered someone's orchard and damaged it. The matter when reported to
the Holy Prophet ﷺ, he ruled that the responsibility for protecting these fields and orchards at night rested on the owners, but if in spite of all reasonable measures adopted by them, the animals damaged the crop, then the owner of the animals shall be required to compensate for the loss. On the other hand the Imām Azam Abū Ḥanīfah رحمه الله تعالى and other jurists of Kūfa School hold the view that if the owner or the shepherd is with the animals, and yet they damage the field or the orchard due to his negligence, then the compensation for the loss rests with the owner irrespective of whether the damage is caused during day or night. But where unattended animal wandered into somebody's field damaging the same without any negligence on the part of the owner, then the owner of the animals will not be held liable for compensation, regardless of the time of day or night when the damage is caused. Imām Abū Ḥanīfah رحمه الله تعالى has based this ruling on the Ḥadīth جرح العجماء (the wound caused by an animal is not compensated) which is reported by Bukhārī and Muslim and all other Scholars of Ḥadīth. It means that the owner of the animal is not bound to compensate the owner of the field for any loss caused by his animal (provided that the owner or the shepherd is not with the animal at the time of the damage). This saying has set the rule that irrespective of the time of day or night, if the animal has not been let loose deliberately by its owner into somebody's field and the animal has escaped, then the owner is not liable to make good the loss caused by his animal.

Glorification of Allah by birds and mountains

(And with Dāwūd We subjugated the mountains that proclaimed the purity of Allah, and the birds as well. And We were the One who did (it) - 21:79.) Allah Ta’ālā had granted Sayyidnā Dāwūd ﷺ a melodious voice among the other outward absolute excellences. When he used to recite Zabūr the birds would stop in their flight and join him in recitation. In the same way the mountains and the trees used to produce sounds as if they were singing praises to glorify Allah. A melodious voice was an external attribute granted to him by Allah and the joining with him of the birds and the mountains in praising Allah with him was a miracle. Now, for a miracle to happen it is not necessary that the birds and the mountains must necessarily possess life and intelligence; rather a miracle can give intelligence and knowledge
to those objects which were without these attributes earlier. However, scientific research has proved that rocks and mountains do have life and knowledge to a limited extent.

Among the companions Sayyidnā Abu Musā al-Ashʿarī had a very sweet voice. Once the Holy Prophet passed by him when he was reciting the Holy Qur'an. The Holy Prophet stopped and listened to the recitation. Then he remarked that Allah Ta'ālā had granted him the sweet voice of Dāwūd. When Abū Musā learnt that the Holy Prophet had been listening to his recitation, he said" Had I known that you were listening, I would have tried to recite with greater care".

The art of making armor was granted to Sayyidnā Dāwūd by Allah Ta'ālā

(And We taught him making of armor as dress for you - 21:80) Lexically, the word is used for anything which is worn in the neck for protection. Here it is used for armor which is used in battle for protection against enemy. In another verse Allah Ta'ālā says 34:10. This means that either the iron used to become soft like wax in Sayyidnā Dāwūd's hands or he was taught to heat it up to make it soft and then mould it, a practice which is used in the foundries today.

Skills beneficial to humanity are desirable and are like acts of prophets

The above verse also explains the benefit of the industry of the armor making i.e. (to protect you from what may harm you [in combat] - 21:80). This is a need which is felt universally both for religious and worldly purposes. That is why Allah Ta'ālā has said that He had taught this skill to Dāwūd which was a gift to him. It therefore follows that the learning and teaching of any skill which serves the need of people is an act of virtue, provided it is meant for the good of people, and not merely for the monetary gain. Different prophets are known to have been engaged in different skills in their time. For instance Sayyidnā 'Ādam used his skill in farming. The Holy Prophet said that an industrialist producing his product with the intention of serving people is like the mother of Musā who fed her own child and also got paid for her services. Similarly, an industrialist who sets before him the service of humanity as his ideal draws double benefit - one for serving people and
the other in the form of material gain from marketing his industrial products.

**Making the air subservient to Sulaymān** and related matters

Hasan al-Baṣrī has narrated the following story. Once Sayyidnā Sulaymān was inspecting his cavalry horses and got so engrossed in the inspection that he missed the ‘Aṣr prayer. When he realized his lapse, he was very sorry, and removed these horses from service since they were the cause of this lapse. As this action was taken to win the goodwill of Allah and to atone for his negligence, Allah rewarded him by making the wind subservient to him, which is a superior and faster conveyance. Details of this event will appear with the commentary of the relevant verses of Sūrah Ṣād (سورة ص) *inshallah*.

(And for Sulaymān [We subjugated] the violent wind - 21:81) This sentence is a continuation of an earlier verse (And with Dāwūd We subjugated - 21:79). Thus it means that just as Allah Ta’ālā had made birds and hills subservient to Dāwūd who used to sing in praise of Allah while he recited the Zabūr, in the same way He made the wind subservient to Sulaymān who used to fly on its wings swiftly wherever he wanted to go. It is worth noting here that while describing subservience of birds and hills for Dāwūd the word (with) has been used, but the subservience of wind for Sulaymān has been described using the letter (which means 'for'). In this there is a subtle hint that the subservience in both these cases was different. In the case of Dāwūd the birds and hills used to sing praise of Allah with him simultaneously without any command from him. But in the case of Sulaymān the wind acted according to his commands and carried him where and when he desired. (Rūh ul-Ma’anî, with reference to Al-Baiḍawî).

Ibn Kathîr in his commentary has described in fair detail the platform on which Sayyidnā Sulaymān was carried by the wind. It was made of wood and was of an enormous size which could accommodate him and all the functionaries of the government as well as the army alongwith their weapons, and the wind carried them all wherever it was commanded to go, covering two month's journey in one day.

Ibn Abî Ḥātim has narrated on the authority of Sayyidnā Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair that 600,000 six hundred thousand chairs were placed on this
platform on which humans who were also believers sat in front with Sayyidnā Sulaymān ʿa.s. and behind them sat the believing Jinns. Then the birds were commanded to fly above the platform and protect it from the heat of the sun. Then by the command of Sulaymān ʿa.s. the wind would take the platform to a specified destination. Some traditions report that throughout this aerial journey, Sulaymān ʿa.s. used to sit with his head bowed down praying to and thanking Allah Ta’ālā in all humility and not turning his head to the right or to the left.

(不论) Literal meaning of ًعاصفة is strong and violent wind. At another place in the Holy Qur’ān the attribute of this wind is given as ُخَابَة which means a mild breeze, which neither raises dust nor creates turbulence. On the face of it, these attributes are contradictory, but they can be reconciled in that whereas in itself it was so strong that it could accomplish two month's Journey in one day, yet it did not create any turbulence. It is reported that when this platform used to fly in the air, no birds were ever harmed due to velocity of the wind.

Subservience of Jinns and satans to Sulaymān ʿa.s.

(And from the devils, (We subjugated for him) those who dived in water for him and did jobs other than that. And We were the One who kept watch over them. - 21:82) That is, Allah made the satan jinn subservient to Sulaymān ʿa.s. and they used to dive in the rivers fishing pearls for him. Apart from this, they used to perform other jobs for him, some of which are mentioned in other verses.

That is ("Fashioning for him whatsoever he would - places of worship, statues, porringers like water-troughs - 34:13). Sulaymān ʿa.s. also used to put them to hard labour and make them work in different projects.

Satans

These are ethereal beings made of fire, who possess intelligence and understanding and are obligated to follow the laws of Shari‘ah like humans. Those beings who fulfill these conditions are described by the word Jinn, while those among them who disobey the rules of Shari‘ah and persist in their unbelief are called satans. It is obvious that all Jinns were made subservient to Sayyidnā Sulaymān ʿa.s. whether they were
believers or unbelievers. However, the believers regarded it as their religious duty to obey his wishes even before they were formally placed under his command, and there was no need to make a specific mention of their being placed under subservience to Sulaymān. Hence in the context of the Jinns being made subservient to Sayyidnā Sulaymān the reference is to satans (unbelieving Jinns) only. They were made to obey him despite their unbelief and defiance. Perhaps, it is for this reason that a sentence is added at the end of the verse saying, "We alone kept watch over them". Sulaymān was exposed to danger from the unbelieving Jinns, but Allah was his protector and they could do him no harm.

It will be observed that while in the case of Sayyidnā Dawūd Allah Ta'ālā had made subservient to him things which are extremely hard and dense, like iron and mountains, Sulaymān was given mastery over things which are ethereal and cannot even be perceived e.g. wind and Jinn. This shows that He is omnipotent and that His authority extends over all created things. (Commentary by Ra'zi)

Verses 83 - 84

And (remember) Ayyūb, when he called his Lord saying, "Here I am, afflicted by pain and You are the most merciful of all the merciful." [83] So, We answered his prayer and removed whatever pain he had, and gave him (back) his family and the like thereof alongwith them, as a mercy from Our own Self and as a lesson for the worshippers. [84]

Commentary

Story of Sayyidnā Ayyūb

The story of Sayyidnā Ayyūb is based mostly on Jewish legends. Those which are considered as historically reliable by scholars of hadīth are being reproduced here. The Holy Qur'ān tells us only that he suffered
from some serious disease but he endured his suffering with fortitude. Ultimately he prayed to Allah for recovery which was granted. During his illness all his family members and friends disappeared. They either died or just abandoned him to his fate. Then Allah Ta‘ālā restored him to complete health and gave him back all his children and also an equal number in addition. The remaining elements of this story have come down to us either through authentic sayings or by way of historical accounts. Ḥafīẓ Ibn Kathīr has recorded the story as follows:

Allah Ta‘ālā had bestowed upon Sayyidnā Ayyūb ʿalā, in the early days of his life, all sorts of material comforts such as wealth, property, magnificent houses, children, servants and attendants. But later he faced a trial whereby the prophets are normally tested by Allah, and was deprived of all these comforts. Moreover he suffered from a serious disease which was like leprosy and which affected his whole body except the heart and the tongue. In this miserable condition too he spent his time in prayers and in giving thanks to Allah Ta‘ālā with his heart and tongue. Because of this serious illness all his relatives, friends and neighbors avoided him and placed him near a garbage-dump outside the city. Nobody went near him except his wife who used to take care of him. She was either the daughter or grand daughter of Sayyidnā Yusuf ʿalā and her name was Layya daughter of Mīsha Ibn Yusuf ʿalā. (Ibn Kathīr) All his wealth having been lost, she worked and earned a living for him and for herself and also nursed him in his illness. The ordeal of Sayyidnā Ayyūb ʿalā was nothing new, nor something to be wondered at. The Holy Prophet ʿa has said ʾašid al-nāss bilā al-anbiyāʾ ṭam al-salāḥūn ṭam al-īmālm faʾal-īmālm that is the prophets face the most severe tests, and then come the other believers according to their degree of piety. In another tradition it is reported that every man is tested according to his adherence and devotion to religion. The stronger his beliefs, the harder is the test to which he is subjected, so that his rewards are in proportion to his sufferings. Sayyidnā Ayyūb ʿalā occupies a distinctive position among all the prophets for firmness in his devotion and endurance in his sufferings in the same manner as Dāwūd ʿalā enjoyed distinction for offering thanks to Allah Ta‘ālā. Sayyidnā Ayyūb ʿalā is a model of endurance and fortitude in the most trying circumstances. Yazīd Ibn Maisara reports that when Allah Taʻālā deprived him of all his worldly possessions and subjected him to a severe ordeal, he concentrated all his mind and efforts upon the sole purpose of
remembering Allah Ta'ālā and offering prayers to Him. While thanking Allah Ta'ālā for all sorts of worldly comforts and children granted to him earlier and whose love had filled his heart completely, he also thanked Him for their total withdrawal because nothing remained to distract him from total devotion to Allah Ta'ālā.

**The invocation of Sayyidnā Ayyūb is not counter to patience**

The ordeal of Sayyidnā Ayyūb was very severe indeed. He not only lost all his worldly possessions but was also afflicted by a terrible disease because of which people avoided his company. He spent seven years and some months lying near a garbage dump outside the city, but never once did he lose his heart nor did he ever utter a word of complaint about his fate. His wife, Layya once asked him to pray to Allah for His Mercy as his sufferings had become unbearable, to which he replied that having enjoyed for seventy years the best of health surrounded by all the luxuries that money could buy, it would be unworthy of him to complain because a mere seven years has been spent in pain and poverty. His firm prophetic resolve, self-discipline and fortitude prevented him from beseeching Allah Ta'ālā’s mercy on his condition, lest it should be construed as an act contrary to the unquestioning submission to the will of Allah Ta’ālā (Although to invoke Allah’s Mercy for relief from sufferings does not mean absence of fortitude). Ultimately something happened which made him pray to Allah Ta’ālā for His Mercy but as mentioned earlier this was just a prayer and did not express a sense of complaint. As such Allah Ta’ālā has put His seal in acknowledgment of his extreme endurance in these words (Surely We found him a steadfast man - 38:44). There are numerous versions of this story which have been omitted for their length.

Ibn Abī Ḥātim has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Abbās that when Sayyidnā Ayyūb's supplication was granted, he was told to rub his heels on the ground and a stream of fresh and clear water would gush forth. He should then bathe himself in the water and also drink it, and the disease would disappear. Sayyidnā Ayyūb did as he was told and in no time his body, which was covered with boils and was reduced to skin and bones regained its original shape and health. Allah Ta’ālā sent him garments from Paradise which he wore
and sat down in a corner away from the garbage dump. His wife came to see him as usual and when she did not find him, she started crying. She did not recognize Ayyūb  who was sitting nearby in a corner because his appearance had changed completely. Then she turned to him and asked him if he had any information about the sick man who was lying there, and whether he had gone somewhere or had been eaten up by dogs and wolves. She spoke to him for some time without realizing that the man was none other than her husband. Then Sayyidnā Ayyūb  revealed himself, but even then she did not recognize him and asked him why he was making fun of her. Sayyidnā Ayyūb  then told her to look at him again and try to recognize him. He also informed her that Allah Ta'ālā had healed his body after he invoked His Mercy. Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās reports that after this, Allah Ta'ālā restored to him all his wealth and children and gave him more children equal in number to the children which he had before (Ibn Kathīr).

Sayyidnā Ibn Mas'ūd says that Sayyidnā Ayyūb  had seven sons and seven daughters but they all died while he was undergoing the ordeal. When his days of hardship were over, his children were brought back to life by Allah Ta'ālā and his wife also gave birth to as many more children, to which the Qur'ān refers to as (and the like thereof along with them - 21:84). According to Tha'labi this version is closer to the text of the Qur'ān. (Qurtubi)

Some scholars say that he was granted as many new children as he had before and the word (the like) refers to an equal number of grand children. (Only Allah knows best).

**Verses 85 - 86**

وَإِسْمَعِیلَ وَآدِرِیسَ وَذَا الْکَفْلِ ۛ كُلٌّ مِّنَ الصَّبِیرینَ ۚ ۙ ۛ وَادْخِلْنِیَمُ فِی رَحْمَتِنَا ۛ اِنَّهُمْ مِّنَ الْصَّلِیلِیْنَ(۸۴-۸۶)

And (remember) Ismā'īl and Idrīs and Dhul-Kifl. Each one of them was of those who observed patience. [85] And We admitted them to Our mercy. Surely, they were
Commentary

Whether Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl was a prophet or a saint and his strange story

Three persons are mentioned in the above two verses. Out of these three there is no doubt about the prophethood of Sayyidnā Ismā'īl and Sayyidnā Idrīs as they are mentioned in the Qur'ān as such several times. Ibn Kathīr is of the opinion that the mention of the name of Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl along with the other two prophets in the above verse shows that he too was a prophet. However, some other versions do not include him in the category of prophets. They say that he was a saint or a pious person.

Imām of Tafsīr Ibn Jarīr رحمه الله تعالى has reported on the authority of Mujāhid رحمه الله تعالى that where Sayyidnā Yasa‘ (who is referred to as a prophet in the Holy Qur'ān) became old and weak, he thought of appointing some one who could perform the duties of a prophet on his behalf during his life time. He assembled all his companions for this purpose and told them of his desire to appoint someone who would act as his deputy but who must fulfill three conditions namely that he should fast all the year round, should spend the nights in prayers and does not ever lose his temper. A relatively unknown person who was held in contempt by the people, stood up and offered himself for the job. Sayyidnā Yasa‘ asked him whether he fasted all the year round, spent his nights in prayers and never lost his temper. The man replied in the affirmative and confirmed that he fulfilled all the three conditions. Perhaps Sayyidnā Yasa‘ did not believe his claim and rejected him. After a few days Sayyidnā Yasa‘ reconvened the meeting and repeated his conditions and asked his companions if any of them met the requirements. Everyone remained seated but the same man stood up again and claimed that he fulfilled the three conditions. Then Yasa‘ appointed him his deputy. When Satan realized that Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl had been selected as a deputy to Yasa‘ he asked all his aides to go to Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl and inveigle him into doing something which would result in his removal from the post of deputy. All his aides excused themselves and said that he was beyond their power to harm. The Satan (Iblīs) then said "Alright, leave him to me. I will take care of him."
Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl, true to his claim, used to fast during the day and pray the whole night and had a little nap in the afternoon. Satan went to him just when he was about to take his afternoon nap and knocked at the door. He got up and enquired who was there. The Satan replied "I am an old tortured man". So he opened the door and let him in. The Satan came in and started a yarn about the cruelty and injustice which he suffered at the hands of his community and relatives. He stretched the story so long that no time was left for Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl to take his usual nap. So, he told the old man (Satan) that he should come to him at the time when he came out, and he would cause justice to be done to him.

Later on Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl sat in his court and waited for the old man but he did not turn up. Next morning he again waited for the old man in his court but again he did not come. Then in the afternoon when he was about to have his nap, the old man came and started beating at the door. He enquired who he was, and the Satan replied again - "an old tortured man" so, he opened the door and asked him "Didn't I tell you to come to my court yesterday but you failed to appear, nor did you come this morning?" To this the Satan answered "Sir, my enemies are very wicked people; when they learnt that you were sitting in your court and would force them to give back to me what was my due, they agreed to settle the matter out of court. But as soon as you left your court, they went back on their promise". Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl asked him again to come to his court when he was there. All this conversation continued for such a long time that he could not have his usual nap on that day also. He then went to the court and waited for the old man, who again did not turn up. The next day again he waited for him until late in the noon but to no avail. When he returned home on that day, he was very sleepy because of lack of sleep for last two days. Therefore, he asked the family members not to allow any one to knock at the door. The old man came again and wanted to knock at the door but the family members stopped him, so he entered the house through a ventilator, and started knocking at the door of his room, Sayyidnā Dhul-Kifl got up again and saw that the old man had come inside the house while the door was still closed. So he asked him as to how he had entered the house.

Then suddenly he became aware that the man standing before him
was Satan and asked him "Are you the God's enemy Iblīs?" He admitted that he was Satan and remarked, "You have thwarted all my plans and frustrated all my efforts to entice you in my design. My intention was to make you angry somehow, so that one of your claims before Yāsāʿ could be proved false." It was because of this episode that he was given the title Dhul-Kifl, which means a person who is true to his covenant and performs his duties faithfully, and this title was fully deserved by him. (Ibn Kathīr)

Another narrative is quoted in Masnād of Aḥmad but has the name of the person Alkifl instead of Dhul-Kifl. That is why Ibn Kathīr has observed after quoting this narrative that he was a different person and not Dhul-Kifl, who is mentioned in this verse. The narrative is as follows:

Sayyidnā ʿAbdullāh Ibn ʿUmar has reported that he had heard a hadith (حديث) from the Holy Prophet not once, but more than seven times that there was a man by the name Kīfīl among the Bani Isrāʿīl who did not abstain from any type of sin. Once a woman came to him and he persuaded her to have sexual intercourse with him on payment of sixty guineas. When he got down to start the intercourse, the woman started crying and trembling. So he enquired from her as to what the matter was because he had not used any kind of force on her. The woman replied that the cause of her distress was that she had never in all her life committed adultery and that it was only her adverse circumstances which had forced her to agree to the act. Hearing this the man got up and told her to go away and keep the money he had given her. He also promised her that he would never again indulge in any sin. Then it so happened that he died the same night and in the morning it was seen that there was a hidden writing on his door that Kīfīl had been pardoned by Allah. Ibn Kathīr observed after quoting this from Masnad of Ahmad that none of the six authentic books on hadith has reported this tradition and its authority is weak. Even if the tradition is true, it mentioned the name as Kīfīl and not Dhul-Kifl, which means he was some other person. (Allah knows best).

The sum and substance of this story is that Dhul-Kifl was the deputy of Prophet Yāsāʿ and it is possible that because of his virtuous deeds
his name has been mentioned along with prophets. It is also possible that initially he was the deputy of Sayyidnā Yasa‘ and later on he was elevated to the status of a prophet by Allah Ta’ālà.

**Verses 87 - 88**

And (remember) Dhunnūn (the man of the fish, namely Yūnus), when he walked away in anger and thought that We will never put him to trouble. Then, he called (Us) in depths of darkness saying, "There is no god but You. Pure are You. Indeed I was among the wrongdoers".

So We responded to him and rescued him from the distress. And this is how We rescue the believers.

**Commentary**

The story of Sayyidnā Yūnus Ibn Mattā appears in the Holy Qur‘ān in Sūrah Yūnus, Sūrah Al-Anbiya’, Sūrah As-Ṣaffāt and Surah Nūn. At some places he is mentioned by his real name and at others by the title as Dhunnūn or Sahibul Ḥut. The meaning of Nūn and Ḥut both is fish. Thus, Dhunnūn and Sahibul Ḥut can be translated as man of the fish. Sayyidnā Yūnus remained inside the stomach of a fish for a few days in very odd circumstances by the will of Allah. It is because of this episode that he is sometimes referred to as Dhunnūn or Sahib Al-Hut.

**The Story of Yūnus**

According to the commentary by Ibn Kathīr, Sayyidnā Yūnus was sent to preach Allah's message among the people of Nineveh which is a township in the region of Mousel. Sayyidnā Yūnus invited them towards Islam and asked them to follow the true religion and perform good deeds, but they rejected his call and behaved in an arrogant and defiant manner. Being dejected and annoyed, Yūnus left the place after warning them that Allah's wrath would descend upon them within three days. After he had departed from the township, the people realized
that his warning might come true. (According to some versions they had actually seen the signs of the impending disaster). So they repented and asked pardon for their sins and the entire population retired to a forest with their cattle and animals. Then they started lamenting and bewailing and invoked Allah's forgiveness and protection. Allah Ta'ālā accepted their sincere contrition and wailing over their sins and released them from the fear of the impending disaster. While all these events were taking place, Sayyidnā Yūnus  waivered expecting the news about the destruction of his people. But when he learnt that the storm had passed and his people were safe and sound, he worried that they would regard him as a liar. According to some versions, it was customary with his people to execute a person if he was proved a liar. (Mazhari). Sayyidnā Yūnus  therefore, feared for his life and decided to go away to some other place rather than returning to his own people. He came across a river on his way and boarded a boat to cross it. While crossing the river it so happened that the boat was caught in a whirlpool and was in danger of sinking. The boatmen decided that if one of the passengers was off loaded from the boat the chances were that the rest of them would be saved from drowning. So they cast lots to decide as to who should be off-loaded. As luck would have it they drew the name of Sayyidnā Yūnus . It seems that the boatmen were aware of his exalted position and they refused to throw him in the river. The lot was drawn a second and then a third time and his name was drawn on both occasions. This episode has been mentioned elsewhere in the Holy Qur'aan in the following words: (and cast lots, and was of the rebutted - 37:141). Thereupon Sayyidnā Yūnus  got up, took off the extra clothes which he was wearing and threw himself in the river. Immediately a fish from the Caspian Sea arrived on the scene as commanded by Allah Ta'ālā and swallowed Yūnus . (as reported by Ibn Mas'ūd  ). The fish was further commanded by Allah Ta'ālā that he was not to be taken for food, that no harm was to be done to his body (both flesh and bones) and that he was only to be held as a prisoner in its stomach for a few days. (Ibn Kathīr)

There are references in the Qur'aan that Sayyidnā Yūnus  earned Allah Ta'ālā's displeasure when he left his people without His specific command and his stay for a few days in the stomach of the fish was a sign of Allah's displeasure for his lapse.
It is safe to assume that the warning of Sayyidnā Yūnus to his people about their imminent destruction within three days was not the outcome of his own judgment but was based on Divine revelations. Similarly, his dissociation from his people was nothing new and was in line with the practice of other prophets in similar situations and must, therefore, also have been done by the command and approval from Allah Ta'ālā. So, upto this point there seems nothing to be wrong in his conduct which would deserve Allah Ta'ālā's displeasure. But later on when Allah Ta'ālā accepted the genuine remorse and repentance of the people and released them from the fear of destruction, it was to be expected that Yūnus would return to his people. But his decision not to return to them and go away from them was based on his own judgment. He reasoned that if he returned to them, they would regard him as a liar and his teachings would be rendered ineffectual and fruitless. There was also the danger that he might have been taken and executed. For these reasons he was hopeful that his parting with his people would not be a reprehensible act before Allah Ta'ālā. Although his decision to migrate was based on his personal judgment (Ijtihad) without waiting for a clear direction from Allah Ta'ālā, yet it did not constitute a sin. Nevertheless for a prophet to take a decision on his own without waiting for the revelation from Allah Ta'ālā was not liked by Him. This was not a crime but an act which was not desirable. The status of the prophets and His closed ones is highly exalted and it is expected of them not to indulge even in such undesirable acts. The slightest lapse on their part is subjected to Allah's displeasure and reproach from Him, and that is why he faced this hardship.

It is quoted in Tafsīr al-Qurtubī from al-Qushairi that this had happened to Yūnus when the tempest was removed from his people, which was against his wish and that his stay in the stomach of the fish for a few days was more of a reformatory measure than punishment, as sometimes people warn their young children and take reformatory measures against them. (Qurtubī)

After learning the background of the episode it would be easier to understand the meanings of the verses which is as follows.

(he walked away in anger 21:87) It is obvious that the anger was against his own people. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has explained it as such.
Lexically the word جُنُودِيَّة has three different meanings: If it is derived from the meaning would be that سَيَّدَنَا يَنُوسٍ imagined that Allah تَأَلَّا would not be able to gain mastery over him. This is obviously an unacceptable explanation as no Muslim can ever entertain such thoughts in his mind, least of all a prophet of Allah. Alternatively if it is considered that the word جُنُودِيَّة is derived from قُدْرَة then the meaning would be to straighten or narrow down, as the Qur'an says:

(And this is how We rescue the believers - 21:87.) The Imāms of Tafsīr Ata', Sa'īd Ibn Jubair, Ḥasan Baṣrī and many other scholars have adopted this interpretation, and therefore the meaning of the verse would be that يَنُوسٍ thought that he would not be put in a straitened condition by Allah تَأَلَّا if he abandoned his people. This second explanation is adopted by most commentators (and the translation of the text as appeared above is based on it). The third possibility is that جُنُودِيَّة is a derivative of تنقيح in which case the verse would mean that يَنُوسٍ was sure that he would not be blamed if he dissociated himself from his people. Qatādah, Mujahid and Farra' have adopted this explanation.

The prayer of يَنُوسٍ is invoked by all people at all times and for all their needs

(And this is how We rescue the believers - 21:87.) That is, just as We released يَنُوسٍ from his misery and distress, so do We deliver other believers (مُولِئِينِ) when they turn towards Us repenting their sins sincerely.

According to a hadīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ if a Muslim prays to Allah تَأَلَّا for the grant of a wish in the words used by يَنُوسٍ when he was in the stomach of the fish i.e. لا إِلَى إِلَّا إِلَّا سَيَدَنَا إِنِّي كَنُونَ مِنَ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ (21:87) He would accept his prayer and grant his wish. (Aḥmad, Tirmidhī, Maẓhari)

**Verses 89 - 90**

وُزِكْرِبَ إِذْنَادَى رَبِّ رَبِّ لَاتَّدْرِيْ فَرَدَى وَأَتَتْ خَيْرَ الْوَيْلِيِّنَّ
فَأَسْتَجِبَ لَهُ وَوَهُبَّهُ لَهُ يُخْبِيَ وَأَصْلِحَهُ لَهُ رَوْجَهُ إِنَّهُمْ كَانُوا
And (remember) Zakariyya when he called his Lord, "O my Lord do not leave me alone and You are the best of inheritors." [89] So, We responded to him and gave him Yahyā and made his wife good for him. They used to race towards the good deeds and call Us with hope and fear; and they were humble to Us. [90]

Commentary

Sayyidnā Zakariyyā wished for a son and heir for which he prayed to Allah. But at the same time he made it clear that Allah is the best heir no matter if he had a son or not (You are the best of inheritors - 21:89). This was the manifestation of the prophetic respect in that the main concern of the prophets should always be toward Allah Ta'ālā, and even if some one else came into focus, their attention should not deviate from the main objective.

(and call Us with hope and fear - 21:90). This may be interpreted to mean that they call Allah Ta'ālā both in comfort and distress. The other explanation of the verse is that during their prayers they remain suspended between hope and fear hoping that Allah would forgive their sins and fearing that their lapses may bring on them His displeasure.

Verse 91

And (remember) her who protected her private part. So, We blew in her (a life) through Our Spirit, and made her and her son a sign for all the worlds. [91]

Commentary

This verse directs the Holy Prophet ﷺ to tell his people the story of the pious lady who controlled her passions and then through Jibra'āl Allah had breathed His Spirit into her and she gave birth to a son (Sayyidnā 'Īsā ﷺ) who was a symbol of Allah's Divine Power that He can cause babies to be born without a father, and also without both the
Verses 92 - 105

Surely, this is the fraternity of your Faith, a single Faith, and I am your Lord; so worship Me. [92]
And they split up their ways from one another. All of them have to return to Us. [93] So, the one who does righteous deeds, while he is a believer, his effort will not be rejected and We are to put it on record. [94]
It is banned for (the people of) a town We destroyed that they come back [95] until when the Ya‘jūj and Ma‘jūj (Gog and Magog) are released, while they run down from every height, [96] and the True Promise draws near, then suddenly the eyes of the disbelievers shall remain upraised (in terror and they will say,) "Woe to us! We were neglectful to this; rather we were transgressors indeed." [97]

Surely, you and whatever you worship other than Allah are the fuel of Jahannam. There you will have to arrive. [98] Had they been gods, they would not have arrived at it. And all of them will remain there forever. [99] There are screams for them therein and they will not hear. [100] Surely, those for whom the good (news) from Us has come earlier shall be kept far away from it. [101] They will not hear the slightest of its sound, and they will remain for ever in what their selves desire. [102] They shall not be grieved by the Biggest Panic, and the angels shall receive them (saying), "This is your day that you had been promised" [103] - the Day when We roll up the sky like a scroll rolls up the writings. As We originated the first creation, We shall bring it back again - a promise (undertaken to be binding) on Us. We are sure to do it. [104] And We have written in Zabūr (Psalms) after the Dhikr (the Torah) that the land will be inherited by My righteous slaves. [105]

Commentary

So far the Sūrah deals with the stories of the prophets and several basic as well as minor principles relevant to those stories. The basic beliefs such as Oneness of God, prophethood and the day of Resurrection are common to all prophets and are the foundation of their invitation to the people to follow the True Faith.

(It is banned for (the people of) a town We destroyed that they come back - 21:95.) Commentator have given two different meanings to this verse. One, that the town and its people which Allah Ta‘ālā has destroyed cannot come back to life. The second explanation is that it is binding on the town which Allah has destroyed that it shall not return to this world. (Qurtubī) Thus the meaning of the verse is that the door of repentance is closed after death, and it is no more
possible for someone to return to this world and atone for his sins by performing righteous deeds. The final court will take place on the Day of Judgment.

(Until when the Ya'jūj and Ma'jūj (Gog and Magog) are released, while they run down from every height - 21:96.) In the previous verse it was said that those who died in a state of unbelief will never return to this world. The phrase "until the Ya'jūj and Ma'jūj appear", really means that such people will never return, because the appearance of Ya'jūj and Ma'jūj will be a sign of near approach of the Dooms Day.

It is reported in Ṣaḥīḥ of Muslim through Sayyidnā Hudhaifah Ṣ that he and some other Sahābah Ṣ, were in the midst of a discussion when the Holy Prophet Ṣ came to them and enquired as to what were they deliberating. They replied that they were discussing about the Qiyāmah (Dooms Day). Thereupon he Ṣ said that Qiyāmah will occur only after ten signs have become manifest, and the appearance of Ya'jūj and Ma'jūj will be one of them.

Here the word ْتَفْلِحُتُ (released) is used for Ya'jūj Ma'jūj which means to let loose, which suggests that until the appointed time they will remain under restraint and confined behind some barrier from which they will be released when Doomsday is near. It is evident from the Holy Qur'ān that this restraint is the wall made by Dhulqarnain which will disappear near the Qiyāmah. Ya'jūj and Ma'jūj and Dhulqarnain have been described in fair detail in Sūrah Al-Kahf, to which the reader may refer.

(while they run down from every height - 21:96) The word ْتَفْلِحُتُ means an elevated place which may be a mountain or just a lump in the ground. We have also seen in Sūrah Al-Kahf that the place where Ya'jūj and Ma'jūj have been confined is somewhere beyond the northern mountains. So when they will come out, they will be seen rushing down the mountain sides in their hordes.

(Surely, you and whatever you worship other than Allāh are the fuel of Jahannam - 21:98) Here a question may arise as to the application of this verse to the case of Sayyidnā Masīḥ ʿAlī, Sayyidnā ʿUzair ʿAlī and angels who were also worshipped by some people. According to account given by Qurṭubī in his Tafsīr, this issue was
adequately resolved by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās who wondered that there is a verse in the Qur‘ān about which people have reservations, yet they do not question him about it. He went on to say that this may be due to the fact that either the people have found a convincing answer to their doubts or that they are totally indifferent and do not consider the matter important enough for any kind of investigation. When people asked him which particular verse he had in mind, he recited the verse إنكم وَمَا تَعْمَدُونَ and went on to say that when this verse was revealed, it made the unbelievers of Quraish very angry because they felt that it offended their gods. So they approached Ibn al-Ziba‘rā (A scholar of the scriptures) and complained to him about it. He said that if he were present there, he would have given them a reply which would have confounded all of them. Pressed further he said that he would have asked them what they thought about Sayyidnā Masīḥ and about Sayyidnā ‘Uzair, who were worshipped by the Christians and the Jews respectively (meaning whether they too would be sent to Hell). The unbelievers of Quraish were delighted to hear this and were sure that Muhammad would have no answer to their question. At that point Allah Ta‘ālā revealed the verse: (Surely, those for whom the good (news) from Us has come earlier shall be kept far away from it. 21:101) that is those for whom Our grace and good result is ensured will be kept away from Hell. And for the same Ibn al-Ziba‘rā Allah Ta‘ālā has revealed this Qur‘ānic verse (Surely, there is no help against Allah’s wrath, except from Allah. Indeed, Allah is All-Oversufficient in providing for all things) (43:57) that is when Ibn al-Ziba‘rā put forward the example of Sayyidah Maryam the people of his clan, Quraish, were overtaken by joy.

(They will not be grieved by the Biggest Panic - 21:103). Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has said that (the Biggest Panic) refers to the second call of the Horn (صُوْرُ), when all the dead will assemble to give an account of their actions in the world. Some others have said that (the Biggest Panic) is the first call of the Horn. Ibn Al-‘Arabi has said that the Horn will be blown thrice: The first call will be which will put everyone into utter confusion, and is referred to here as (the Biggest Panic). The second call will be when every one will die. The third call will be when all the dead will be resurrected. This version derives support from a ḥadīth of Abū Hurairah which has been quoted in Musnād Abū Ya‘lā and

(The Day when We roll up the sky like a scroll rolls up the writings. - 21:104.) According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ the word means a sheet of a book. ‘Alī Ibn Abī Ṭalḥah, ‘Affī, Mujāhid, Qatādah, Ibn Jarīr and Ibn Kathīr have all adopted the same meaning of the word. The word ُّكتب in the verse is used for ُّكتب th it is something written. So the meaning of the verse is that the sky will be rolled up like a scroll with its writings. (Ibn Kathīr)

Ṣahīḥ al-Bukhārī contains a story on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said that on the Day of Judgement Allah Ta‘ālā would roll up all the seven skies and the seven worlds alongwith all the created things thereon in His hand, and all of them together would be no more than a grain of rye in His hand. (Ibn Kathīr)

(And We have written in Zabūr (Psalms) after the Dhikr (the Torah) that the land will be inherited by My righteous slaves. - 21:105) The word زَبُور (zabūr) is the plural of زَبُر (zuburr), which means book. It is also the name of the book which was revealed to Sayyidnā Dāwūd ﷺ. Opinions differ as to the meaning of the word in the present context. According to a version attributed to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ the word ذَكَر in the verse refers to Torah, and زبور to all other books revealed after Torah i.e. Zabūr (Psalms), Injīl (Evangel) and Qur‘ān. (Ibn Jarīr) The same explanation is adopted by Dahḥāk. However, Ibn Zaid has explained that ذَكَر refers to لوح محفوظ (the Preserved Tablet) and زبور relates to all the books which were revealed to the prophets. Zajjāj has also adopted this explanation. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī)

(And We have bequeathed upon us the earth for us to make our dwelling wheresoever
we will in Paradise - 39:74) The words used in the verse that the pious will inherit the الأرض also lend credence to the view that the word الأرض means land of Paradise, because the land of the earth can be inherited by all, whether believers or non-believers. Also the phrase that the pious will inherit the land ( الأرض) follows the mention of Qiyāmah, and it is well known that after the Qiyāmah there will be no land of the earth but only the land of the Paradise. Another version of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ says that the word الأرض means just land, and includes both the land of the earth as well as of Paradise. It is quite obvious that the land of the Paradise will be inherited by the pious people. As for the land of the world also it is stated in the Holy Qurān at several places that there will be a time when the entire land of the world will belong to the pious believers. One of such verse is: (Surely, the land belongs to Allah. He lets whomsoever He wills, from among His slaves, inherit it. And the end-result is in favour of the God-fearing. - 7:128).

In another verse it is said: (Allah has promised those of you who believe and do good deeds that He will certainly make them (His) vicegerents in the land. - 24:55).

Yet another verse says: (Surely, We shall help Our Messengers and those who have believed in the present life, and upon the day when the witnesses arise. - 40:51).

The history has already witnessed the control of the pious believers over the better part of the world, and it will again come under their control during the time of Sayyidnā Mahdi ﷺ. (Rūh ul-Ma'ānī & Ibn Kathīr)

Verses 106 - 112
Surely, in this (the Qur'ān) there is a message conveyed to a people who worship (Allah). [106] And We have not sent you but as mercy for all the worlds. [107]

Say, "What is revealed to me is simply that your God is One God. So do you submit?" [108] But, if they turn away, then say (to them), "I have warned you all alike, and I do not know whether what you have been warned of is near or far. [109] Surely, He knows what is spoken openly and He knows what you conceal. [110] And I do not know; perhaps it is a trial for you and an enjoyment for a while." [111]

He (Our Messenger) said, "My Lord, judge with truth. And Our Lord is the Rahmān (All-Merciful), the One whose help is sought against what you describe. [112]

**Commentary**

(And We have not sent you but as mercy for all the worlds. - 21:107) *A.6* is plural of عَالَمَ which means 'world' and includes all creatures including humans, animals, plants, Jinns etc. In order to properly understand the meaning of the verse one should also understand that the true essence of the entire universe is the invocation of Allah Ta'ālā and His worship. When this essence departs from this world and no one is left to worship Allah, everything in it will perish. In other words that is the day when Qiyāmah would occur. When it is understood that the invocation and worship of Allah Ta'ālā is the essence of all living things, then the reason for describing the Holy Prophet ﷺ as mercy to the Worlds becomes obvious because it is his teachings and the purity of his personal life alone which keep alive the worship of Allah Ta'ālā until Qiyāmah. That is why he declared "I am the blessing sent by Allah ﷺ; آنا رخمة مهذة (Ibn `Asākir quoting Abū Hurairah). Sayyidnā Ibn `Umar ﷺ has reported that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said آنا رخمة مهذة برفع قوم وخفف آخرين that is "I am the blessing sent by Allah so that I lift up the people (who obey Allah) and humble the other people (who disobey Allah). (Ibn Kathīr)
It, therefore, follows that performing *jihād* against the unbelievers in order to lessen *shirk* and *kufr* (unbelief) and in the hope of reclaiming those who transgress the Divine Commands of Allah Ta‘ālā is an act of mercy.

*Alḥamdulillāh*

The Commentary on
*Sūrah Al-Anbiya’*

Ends here.
Sūrah Al-Ḥajj
(The Pilgrimage)

Sūrah Al-Ḥajj was revealed in Madīnah. It contains 78 Verses and 10 Sections.

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 2

يَا أَيُّهَا النَّاسُ اتَّقُوا رَبَّكُمْ ۚ إِنَّ زَلْزَلَةَ السَّاعَةِ شَيْءًا عَظِيمًا ۖ (۱) يَوْمَ تُرُونَهَا تَذْهَبُ كُلُّ مَرْضَعَةٌ عَمَّا أَرْضَعْتُ وَتَضَعُّ كُلُّ ذَاتٍ حَمْلٍ حَمْلُهَا وَتُرُى النَّاسُ سَكْرَى وَمَا هُمُ يُسَكِّرُونَ وَلَا كَانَ عَذَابُ اللَّهِ شَدِيدًا (۲)

O men, fear your Lord. Surely the earthquake of the (destined) Hour is something terrible. [1] The day you will see it, every suckling female will forget that which she suckled, and every pregnant one shall abort her foetus, and you will see people as if they are drunk, while they are not drunk, but the punishment of Allah is (so) severe. [2]

Commentary

Special features

Commentators differ on whether this Sūrah is Makkan or Madani. Ibn ʿAbbās has expressed two views on different occasions. However, a majority of commentators believe that the Sūrah is a combination of both the Makkan and Madani verses, and Qurṭubī prefers this view. He has also mentioned the other peculiarities of this Sūrah, namely that some of
its verses were revealed at night and some during the day; some were revealed during travels and some when the Holy Prophet was not traveling; some were revealed in Makkah and others at Madīnah; some were revealed in the middle of battle and others in peace time. Some verses of this Sūrah are nāsikh (verses of the Qurān abrogating some other verses), and some are mansookh (verses of the Qurān which have been abrogated by others); some are muḥkam while others are mutashabih (mumtaqāh). Indeed this Sūrah comprises all categories of revelations.

(O men, fear your Lord. - 22:1). This verse was revealed to the Holy Prophet while he was traveling. He recited in a loud voice, so that all his companions gathered around him after hearing his voice. Then he addressed them “Do you know when the upheaval of the Resurrection, which is mentioned in this verse, will take place?” They replied, “Allah and His Prophet knows best.” Then the Holy Prophet said, “That will be the day when Allah will command Sayyidnā ’Adam to raise those people who have been marked out for hell. Sayyidnā Adam will ask Allah Ta’ala who those people are, and Allah will inform him that nine hundred and ninety nine out of every one thousand will go to hell.” The Holy Prophet then added, “That will be the time when small children will become old on account of terror, and pregnant women will abort their fetuses.” The companions were frightened when they heard this and asked the Holy Prophet, “O prophet of Allah! Who are those among us who will escape this terrible fate?” The Holy Prophet replied, “Set your minds at ease. For every one thousand of the Gog and Magog (Ya’jūj and Ma’jūj) there will be only one from amongst you.” This incident is reported in Sahih Muslim on the authority of Abū Sa‘īd Al-Khudrī. There are other versions also according to which the Holy Prophet is reported to have said, “On the Day of Resurrection you will find yourself with two peoples who will predominate numerically all the other peoples who would be near them. One of them is the tribe of Gog and Magog (ba‘ajuj ma‘ajuj) and the other is the Satan and his descendants, and those of the progeny of Sayyidnā ’Adam who have died earlier.” Thus, among the nine hundred and ninety nine the majority will be from those peoples. Qurṭubi and others have quoted these narrations.
When will the earthquake of the Day of Resurrection take place?

Will it happen before or after the dead are raised to life? Some people have opined that the earthquake will occur in this world before the Day of Judgment and will be among the last signs of the coming of the Dooms Day, to which reference has been made in several verses of the Qurʾān, such as:

 إذا زلزلت الأرض زلزالها

When earth is shaken with a mighty shaking - 99:1

و حملت الأرض والجبال فدكستها فاحجة وحاجة

And the earth and the mountains are lifted up and crushed with a single blow - 69:14

إذا رتحب الأرض رحبا

When the earth shall be rocked. 56:4

There are others who have deduced from the above-referred hadīth that the earthquake will occur after the Dooms Day and Resurrection. In fact there is no inconsistency between these two views, because verses of the Qurʾān and the ahādīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ may be quoted in support of either view. Allah knows best.

This verse also gives a picture of the earthquake of the Day of Resurrection when all the pregnant women will abort their fetuses and every breast-feeding woman nursing her child will be diverted from it. If the earthquake takes place in this world before the Dooms Day, then there is no ambiguity in all these happenings. But if the earthquake occurs after the Dooms Day, then the explanation would be that a pregnant woman would be raised on the Dooms Day in the same state, and a woman who died while breast-feeding her child will also be raised in the same condition along with her child. (Qurṭubī). Allah knows best.

Verses 3 - 10
And among the people there is one who debates about Allah without knowledge and follows every rebellious Satan, [3] about whom it is destined that if someone takes him as friend, he will misguide him and lead him to the punishment of the Fire. [4]

O men, if you are in doubt about the Resurrection, then (recall that) We created you from dust, then from a drop of semen, then from a clot, then from a piece of flesh-shaped or unshaped - so that We manifest (Our power) to you. And We retain in the wombs whatever We will to a specified term. Then We bring you out as babies, then (We nourish you) so that you reach your maturity. And among you there is one who dies, and among you there is one who is carried to the worst part of the age, so that he knows nothing even after having knowledge. And you see the land dry. Then when We send down water on it, it stirs and swells and puts forth every kind of good looking growth. [5]
That is because Allah is the truth and that He gives life to the dead and that He is powerful to do everything, [6] and that the Hour (of Doom) has to come in which there is no doubt and that Allah will raise again all those in the graves. [7]

And among men there is one who debates about Allah with no knowledge, no guidance and no book to enlighten, turning his side away to lead (people) astray from the way of Allah. For him there is disgrace in this world, and We will have him taste the punishment of fire on the Day of Judgment (and will say to him) "All this is due to what your hands sent ahead, and that Allah is not unjust to His servants." [10]

Commentary

(And among men there is one who debates about Allah with no knowledge - 22:8.) This verse was revealed with particular reference to Naḍr Ibn al-Ḥārith, who was a very quarrelsome person. He claimed that the angels were Allah’s daughters, and that the Qur’an was a storybook, which contained fables about people of bygone ages. He denied the Day of Judgment and the Resurrection of the dead. Although this verse relates to a particular person, its message applies to all who are in a similar situation, and practice such wickedness.

Different stages in the development of foetus in mother’s womb

(We created you from dust - 22:5.) This verse deals with the different stages through which the foetus passes in its mother’s womb before taking a human form. There is a detailed ḥadīth on this subject, which is reproduced in Ṣahīḥ of Bukhārī on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn Mas‘ūd to the effect that the Holy Prophet said, “Human matter retains its original form in the woman’s womb for forty days after which it becomes a clot of blood. After a further period of forty days it becomes a lump of flesh. Thereafter an angel is sent by Allah Ta’ālā who breaths a soul into it and records four things about it, namely how long it will live, how much sustenance it will receive, what acts he will do, and finally whether its end will be wretched or fortunate. (Qurtubi).

There is another narration which has been related by Ibn Abī Ḥātim and Ibn Jarīr, also on the authority of ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd, that
when the seed becomes a lump of flesh after passing through different stages, the angel responsible to watch the progressive development of each individual then seeks guidance from Allah Ta'ālā saying: بارب مخلقة أوغير مخلقة. That is, whether it is His will that the lump of flesh should be allowed to grow and become a living human being. If Allah says it is: غبر مخلقة then the womb aborts the foetus and it does not reach the higher stages leading to a live birth. On the other hand, if Allah says that it is: مخلقة then the angel asks Him whether it is to be a boy or a girl, wretched or fortunate, how long it will live, how it will spend its life and when it will die. The angel is given information on all these matters then and there. (Ibn Kathīr) Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās & has also interpreted the words (spelled or unspelled - 22:5). It is evident from the hadith referred to above that the human seed which completes its full term in the womb and is destined to be born as a normal human being is meant by مخلقة (shaped), whereas a seed which is destined to be aborted is غير مخلقة (unshaped). However, there are other commentators who have explained these two words differently. According to them a foetus which completes all the stages of growth and development and whose limbs and other organs of the body are healthy, normal and proportionate is مخلقة (shaped). On the other hand, a foetus whose limbs are deformed or disproportionate is غير مخلقة (unshaped). The latter interpretation is close to the translation adopted above. Allah knows best.

(Then We bring you out as babies - 22:5) Then Allah brings forth the baby from its mother’s womb as a totally helpless thing. Its body is weak and so are its other faculties, such as hearing, vision, senses, brain function, and overall physical movements including its grasp. All these faculties grow strong as time passes until they reach their full capability. This is the meaning of the words [We nourish you] so that you reach your maturity - 22:5). The word Ashudd is the plural of shiddah, just as An‘um is the plural of Ni‘mah. The meanings of these words are that the process of gradual development continues until all the faculties reach their peak and this happens when a person is in the prime of his youth.

(Then We bring you out as babies - 22:5). It means the stage of life when human faculties and senses begin to degenerate. The Holy Prophet
had sought Allah’s protection from such life. Nasa’î has quoted Sayyidnâ Sa’d as saying that the Holy Prophet used to repeat the following prayer very frequently. (Qurṭubi)

(O Allah! I seek Your protection from miserliness, and I seek Your protection from cowardice, and I seek Your protection from that I am carried to the age of helplessness, and I seek Your protection from the seductions of this world and the chastisement of the grave.)

An account of the different stages of human life after birth

Musnâd of Aḥmad and Musnâd of Abû Ya’lā quote Sayyidnâ ‘Anas Ibn Mâlik that the Holy Prophet once said “The good deeds of a minor child are recorded in the account of his father or both his parents, but his evil deeds are not recorded, neither in his parents' account nor in his own. After he has attained majority, an account is opened in his own name and the two angels who are attached to him are commanded to afford him protection and provide him strength. When he reaches the age of forty years and is still a Muslim, then Allah Ta‘âlā grants him immunity from three diseases: insanity, leprosy and leucoderma. When he reaches the age of fifty years, Allah eases and abates his record. At the age of sixty, Allah Ta‘âlā creates in him an urge to turn his thoughts towards Him. At seventy, all the inhabitants of the sky begin to love him. When he is eighty, Allah records his good deeds but ignores his lapses. At ninety, Allah writes off all his sins, and grants him permission to intercede on behalf of his relatives and also accepts his intercession. He is then given the titles of امرئ الله في الأرض (Allah's trustee) and اسير الله تا’الا في الأرض (that is the prisoner of Allah on earth, because at that age all his strength is gone, he loses interest in his surroundings and spends his life like a prisoner). And when he reaches the worst of age, then all the good deeds which he used to perform when he was strong and healthy continue to be recorded in his account while his sinful acts remain unrecorded.”

Having reproduced this tradition from Musnâd Abû Ya’lâ, Ḥafiz Ibn Kathîr says:

هذا حديث غريب جدا وفيه نكارة شديدة

This hadîth is gharîb (i.e. reported by one narrator only), and is
extremely munkar (i.e. reported by a weak narrator against the authentic traditions).

He then adds:

(And in spite of all this Imam Ahmad Ibn Hanbal has related it in his Musnad both as a saying of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and as a saying of a Sahabi, that is traced.)

Turning his side away - 22:5) The word ‘itf’ means ‘side of the body’, and the expression means ‘to turn on one’s side’ - in other words ‘to oppose’.

Verses 11 - 13

And among men there is one who worships Allah (standing) on the verge: so if some good thing happens to him, he is satisfied with it, and if a trial befalls upon him, he turns his face back. He loses both this world and the Hereafter. That is the loss which is so obvious.

He prays to someone, instead of Allah, who can neither harm him nor benefit him. That is the error which takes him too far (from the right path). He, rather, prays to someone whose harm is more likely than his benefit. Wretched is such a patron and wretched is such a companion.

Commentary

(And among men there is one who worships Allah (standing) on the verge - 22:11.) Bukhari and Ibn Abi Hatim have related from Sayyidna Ibn‘Abbas ﷺ that when the Holy Prophet ﷺ
migrated to Madīnah, people flocked to him and accepted the new religion. But there were some among them whose conversion to Islam was far from being genuine, and whose sole motive for their action was to seek self-advancement, and they lacked conviction. If, after becoming Muslims, favorable circumstances resulted in an increase in their prosperity and their children, they thought Islam was a very good religion, but they were equally ready to condemn it if things went against their personal interests. This verse was revealed to describe such people who were mere opportunists and were easily swayed either way depending on where their selfish interests lay.

Verses 14 - 16

Surely, Allah will admit those who believe and do good deeds into gardens beneath which rivers flow. Surely Allah does what He intends. [14]

If someone thinks that Allah will never help him (the Holy Prophet ﷺ) in this world and in the Hereafter, he should stretch a rope to the sky, then cut (Allah's communication) off (from the prophet) and see whether his effort can really remove what irritates (him). [15]

And this is how We have sent it (the Qur'an) down as clear signs, and (the fact is) that Allah takes whom He wills to the right path. [16]

Commentary

(If someone thinks - 22:15). It means that the enemies of Islam who put hurdles in its path and desired that Allah should abandon the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his religion must clearly understand that this
can happen only when, God forbid, he is deprived of the office of the prophethood and ceases to receive *wahy* (revelations) from Allah Ta'ālā. It is well understood that when Allah Ta'ālā bestows the prophethood on someone and also favours him with *wahy* (revelations), He also promises him full support in this world and in the Hereafter. Thus the only way to stop the advancement of a prophet and his mission, if someone has the power to stop it, is that he should dispossess the Holy Prophet ﷺ of his mission or that the sequence of Divine revelation should be severed. Anyone wanting to do all this will have to go up to the sky and cut off the chain of revelation, and since such a thing is not possible, no amount of fire and fury can do any harm to Islām. This interpretation is related in al-Durr al-Manthūr from Ibn Zaid and, in my opinion, it is the most appropriate one.

Qurtubī also thinks that this is the best interpretation of this verse. There are some others who are of the view that the word سما (sky) occurring in this verse means the ceiling of one's house and the verse means that a person who entertains hostile feelings towards Islām and the Holy Prophet ﷺ must realize that he can do them no harm. Hence the best thing for him to do is to hang himself from the ceiling out of sheer mortification. (Mazhari and others).

**Verses 17 - 18**

As for those who believe and the Jews and the Sabians and the Christians and the Magians and those who ascribe partners to Allah, Allah will judge between them on the Day of Judgment. Surely Allah is witness
to every thing. [17]

Have you not seen that to Allah prostrate all those in the skies and all those on the earth, and the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the trees, the animals and many from mankind? And there are many on whom punishment has become due. And the one whom Allah puts to disgrace, there is none to give him respect. Surely Allah does what He wills. [18]

Commentary

In verse 17 it is stated that Allah will decide among the believers and non-believers of different faiths on the Day of Resurrection, because He knows everything. What that decision would be, has been related in the Qurān at several places, namely that the good Muslims will enjoy a life of everlasting peace and comfort, while the infidels would be condemned to a life of eternal perdition. In the next verse, by using the word "Sajdah" (prostration), it has been declared that all created things, be they living things, minerals or plants, are in obedience and thus submit to the Supreme authority of Allah Ta'ālā, thereby mentioning two groups of humans in this respect of 'submission'. One, which obeys Allah and therefore is included amongst the creatures who 'prostrate' to Him, and the other one which is rebellious and refuses to bow before Him, meaning, refusing to submit to His Will. The word "Sajdah" (prostration) has been used here in the broader sense of 'submission' to the will of Allah and obeying His commands, because all created things act upon this submission in their own way. Human beings perform Sajdah by touching the ground with the forehead, while in the case of other created things their Sajdah constitutes their faithful performance of the functions assigned to them by Allah.

The truth about all created things obeying Allah

Genetically, the entire universe and all created things therein are under the control and subject to the Will of their Creator by virtue of an inherently programmed guidance (guidance of Takwīn) by Allah. The 'submission' in this sense is pre-determined, involuntary and instinctive. There is no created being which can escape this universal law of creation, be it a Muslim or a non-believer, a living thing or dead, mineral or plant. The smallest particle and the highest mountain cannot make the slightest movement without His Will. There is, however, another kind of
submission to Allah, when a person offers homage to Him voluntarily and without constraint. This is what distinguishes a believer from a non-believer. A believer is obedient and sincere in his submission to Allah, whereas a non-believer repudiates His existence. As this verse deals with the difference between a Muslim and a Kāfir (infidel), it is more likely that reference to 'Sajdah' (prostration) does not refer to pre-destined and instinctive obedience alone but covers the voluntary submission as well.

Let it not be supposed that only human beings and Jinns who possess intelligence can offer voluntary and unconstrained submission, and animals, plants and minerals being devoid of reason cannot exercise voluntary and intentional obedience. Indeed it can be proved from the text of the Qur'ān that every created thing has reason, intellect and intent, and the difference lies only in degree. Human beings and Jinns possess a perfect level of intelligence, which makes them liable to a strict adherence to the laws governing what is permissible and what is forbidden. As regards other creatures, Allah has given them intelligence according to their needs. Animals possess the highest degree of intelligence after humans, then come plants and last of all are the minerals. The intelligence among the animals can easily be perceived, and that possessed by plants can also be observed if one applies one’s mind to the task. However, the intelligence given to the minerals is so little and concealed that it is not easily discernible, though Allah has said clearly that they not only possess intelligence but also have the capacity to decide things. The Qur'ān says about the sky and the earth that is, when Allah commanded the sky and the earth that they must submit to His Will either by their free choice or by force, they both replied that they accepted His authority by their own voluntary choice. At another place the Qur'ān says which means that there are rocks, which fall down in fear of Allah. Similarly, there are numerous traditions which provide evidence of mountains conversing with one another, or other created things showing signs of intelligence. Therefore, the homage mentioned in this verse for which the word Sajdah (Prostration) has been used means the voluntary homage. The interpretation of this verse would, then, be that except for the human beings and Jinns all other created things voluntarily and willingly submit to the Divine Authority. It is only the human beings and
Jinns who are divided into two factions, namely those who bow in submission to the Will of Allah, and those who deny His authority and refuse to submit to Him and are, therefore, despised. Allah knows best.

**Verses 19 - 24**

These are two opponents who have disputed about their Lord. Now, for those who disbelieve, garments from fire shall be tailored, and boiling water shall be poured from over their heads [19] whereby everything in their bellies, as well as the skins, will be melted. [20] And for them there are hooked rods of iron. [21] Whenever, in their anguish, they will intend to come out of it (the fire), they will be turned back to it and (it will be said to them,) "Taste the punishment of burning". [22]

Surely Allah will admit those who believe and do good deeds to gardens beneath which rivers flow. They will be adorned therein with bracelets of gold and with pearls. And their dress therein will be (of) silk. [23] And guided they were to the good word (of faith) and guided they were to the path of the Praised One. [24]

**Commentary**

(These are two opponents who have disputed about
their Lord - 22:19). This verse, with its general words, deals with two sets of people, namely the Muslims and the infidels whether they belong to the earliest times or to later ages. However, the particular event in the background of which it was revealed about two groups of men who faced each other in combat on the battleground of Badr. Sayyidnā ‘Ali, Ḥamzah and ‘Ubaidah stepped out of the Muslim ranks, whereas ‘Utbah bin Rabī’ah, his son Walīd and his brother Shaibah came out to challenge them. In the ensuing fight the three unbelievers were slain, Sayyidnā ‘Ali and Ḥamzah emerged unscathed, while Sayyidnā ‘Ubaidah was mortally wounded and expired at the feet of the Holy Prophet. The revelation of this verse in relation to these warriors of the field of Badr is well established on the authority of traditions contained in Bukhārī and Muslim, but it is evident that its message is not exclusive for them alone, but embraces the entire Muslim community of all times and ages.

The philosophy of adorning the dwellers of Paradise with gold bracelets

Here a point may arise that bracelets are articles of jewellery worn by women only and their use by men is looked upon with disfavor. This objection is not entirely relevant because throughout ages monarchs have embellished their persons with costly jewellery, crowns and bracelets as symbols of their might and wealth. The story is well known that Surāqah Ibn Mālik, before his conversion to Islam, started out in pursuit of the Holy Prophet in order to apprehend him while he was on his way from Makkah to Madīnah. As he approached near the Holy Prophet his horse sank, by Allah’s Will, in a piece of treacherous sand. At that critical moment he expressed his repentance about his error and sinful way, and begged the Holy Prophet to pray for his deliverance from his predicament. When, as a result of the Holy Prophet’s prayer, his horse was extracted from the quicksand, he promised Surāqah Ibn Mālik that when the bracelets of the King of Persia would fall in the hands of the Muslims as spoils of war, they would be given to him. So, when during the caliphate of Sayyidnā ‘Umar the Muslims conquered Persia and the bracelets worn by the King of Persia were brought to Madīnah along with other spoils of war Surāqah Ibn Mālik laid claim to them and received them from Sayyidnā ‘Umar. In brief, just as wearing a crown is a royal privilege and not a common practice among men,
similarly wearing bracelets by men is a royal privilege, and thus the men admitted to heaven will wear them as a symbol of honour and Divine favour. According to this verse, and also Sūrah Fāṭir, the bracelets will be made of gold, but in Sūrah Nisā’ it is said that they will be made of silver. For this reason commentators are of the view that the bracelets worn by the pious people in heaven will be of three kinds, that is made of gold, silver and pearls. This verse makes a mention of bracelets made of pearls also.

Silk clothes are forbidden for men

The verse says that those people who are admitted to Paradise will wear silk clothes which means that their dresses, carpets, curtains etc. will be made of silk, which is regarded as the best fabric in this world. However, it should be understood that the silk used in Paradise and the silk used in this world have only the name in common, otherwise from the point of view of quality there is no comparison between the two.

Imām Nasa’ī, Bazzār and Baihaqī have related on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar  that once the Holy Prophet  said that the clothes of the people living in Paradise will be made from silk, which will be extracted from a fruit growing there. There is also a statement by Sayyidnā Jābir  that there would be a tree in the Paradise which would produce silk and the people of Paradise would wear dresses made from it. (Maqharī)

In a ḥadīth quoted by Imām Nasa’ī on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah  the Holy Prophet  once said:

من ليس الحير في الدنيا لم يلبس في الآخرة، ومن شرب الخمر في الدنيا لم يشرب في الآخرة، ومن شرب في آثبة الذَّهَب و الفضة لم يشرب فيها في الآخرة، ثم قال رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم لباس أهل الجنة وشراب أهل الجنة وانية

“He who wears silk in this world will not wear it in the Hereafter; he who drinks wine in this world will be deprived of the sacred nectar in the Hereafter; he who uses utensils made of precious metals for food and drink in this world will be denied their use in the Hereafter.” Then the Holy Prophet  added “These three things are exclusively for the people of Paradise.” (Qurṭubī quoting Nasa’ī)
The meaning is that a person who spent his life in this world in the midst of these three luxuries and did not show contrition, would be deprived of them even if he were admitted to Paradise. According to Sayyidnā ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar & the Holy Prophet & said that a person who drank wine in this world and did not repent would be deprived of the sacred nectar of the Paradise in the Hereafter. (Qurtubī)

According to Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī & there is another hadīth in which the Holy Prophet & said:

من ليس الحرير في الدنيا لم يلبسه في الآخرة وان دخل الجنة لبسة أهل الجنة
ولم يلبسه هو (رواه أبو داود الطيالسي في مسنده وقال الفراء و/or قال ابن أجرام ابنه صحح)

"He who wore silk in the world will not wear it in the Hereafter even if he is admitted to Paradise. All other people of Paradise will wear silk, but not he."

Here a point arises that if after admittance to Paradise a person remained deprived of something, he will nourish a sense of sorrow and grief, whereas Paradise is no place for such feelings, because every one who is admitted to Paradise should at all times be easy in his mind and free from anxiety. On the other hand, if the deprivation of certain facilities causes no sorrow and grief, then the deprivation loses its purpose. Qurtubī has given a very convincing explanation to this matter. He says that the people of Paradise will be given different grades and places at different levels, depending on how well they stood in Allah’s favour on account of their good deeds and devotion to the cause of the True Faith. Everybody will be aware of these differences, but Allah will fill their hearts with tranquility and contentment, so that they will not feel grief and sorrow about these differences.

(Qurtubī) As a matter of fact it includes all these things in its meaning.

Verse 25

إن الدينين كفرءا وصادون عن سبيل الله والمسجد الحرام الالذي جعلنه للناس سواء واعاكف فيه بالبدء ومن يرزق فيه بالحلاوة
Surely (We will punish) those who disbelieve and prevent (people) from the way of Allah and from Al-Masjid Al-Harām (the Sacred Mosque) which We have made for all men, where residents and visitors are all equal. And whoever intends therein to commit deviation with injustice, We will make him taste a painful punishment. [25]

Commentary

In the previous verse, mention was made of the mutual hostility between the believers and infidels. One aspect of this hostility has been described in this verse, namely that among the infidels there are those who not only persist in error themselves but also prevent others from following the path of virtue. Those were the people who prevented the Holy Prophet and his companions when they wanted to enter the Sacred Mosque wearing the pilgrim’s garb. Traditionally the Sacred Mosque and that part of Makkah which has an essential role in the rituals of the pilgrimage was not their property and they had no right to deny entry to any one. The place is open to every one, whether a local resident or a visitor. The verse goes on to say that anyone who commits an impious act in the Sacred Mosque, (meaning the whole of Ḥaram), such as preventing people from entering the Mosque, will be made to suffer severe chastisement from Allah, specially if he is also a polytheist as was the case with the infidels of Makkah. They will be liable for double punishment, one for being non-believers and second for preventing others to enter the Sacred Mosque for pilgrimage. Although all sinful acts especially *shirk* and *kufr* are forbidden and are great crimes and sins which are liable to punishment at all times and in all places, but such acts carried out in the *ḥaram* enhance the crime double-fold, and hence referred here for their special importance.

(Prevent (people) from the way of Allah - 22:25) The words *ṣīḥāl ِللُّهُ* (the way of Allah) mean Islam and the sense of the verse is that these people not only repudiate Islam themselves but also prevent others from accepting it.

Their second offence is that they stop the Muslims from entering the Sacred Mosque (Al-Masjid Al-Ḥarām) (22:25). In reality Al-Masjid
Al-Ḥarām is the name of the mosque which is built around بيت الله (House of Allah - the Holy Ka'ba), and it is a very important part of ḥaram of Makkah. However, the term Al-Masjid Al-Ḥarām is usually used for the whole of ḥaram of Makkah, as is the case under this episode. Thus the infidels of Makkah excluded the Muslims not only from the Sacred Mosque but also from the precincts of ḥaram of Makkah (as is evident from numerous traditions), and the words المُسْجِد الْحَرَام used in this verse cover the entire haram. The Holy Qur’ān has at another place used the word المُسْجِد الْحَرَام under this episode in the meaning of the whole area of ḥaram: (48:25)

The meaning of equal rights of all Muslims within Ḥaram of Makkah

According to al-Durr al-Manthūr the term Al-Masjid Al-Ḥaram in the present context means the entire haram as reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ. The entire Muslim Ummah and all the jurists are unanimous on the fact that all those areas of Makkah and the haram where the essential rituals of the pilgrimage are performed, such as the space between Ṣafā and Marwah, where the pilgrims perform Sa’y, and all the open areas of Minā, ‘Arafāt and Muzdalifah are waqf for the benefit of the entire Muslim ummah and have never been, nor can ever be, owned by individuals. Some jurists apply this principle to the private houses in Makkah and the open lands in the area of haram to infer that these too are waqf for all the Muslims, that a Muslim can stay anywhere he likes and that the sale or letting out these properties on rent is not permissible. However, there are other jurists who do not accept this view and believe that the ownership of these properties can vest in private individuals and the houses can be sold or let out on rent. It is well established that Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ purchased the house of Ṣafwān Ibn Umayyah in Makkah for use as prison for the criminals. As for Imām Abū Hanīfah, both views are attributed to him in different reports, but the hanafi jurists have issued their Fatwa (ruling) in favour of the latter view. (Râh ul-Ma‘ānî) This verse mentions certain areas of ḥaram where entry was denied to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his companions by the infidels of Makkah, but these areas are waqf by consensus of ummah and nobody can be denied access to them.

(And whoever intends therein to commit deviation
with injustice - 22:25.) The word إِلْهَادُ literally means deviation from the right path. While Mujāhid and Qatādah have interpreted this word to mean unbelief and denial of the Oneness of Allah (kufr and shirk) other commentators have given this word its literal meaning which embraces all kinds of sins so much so that even hurling abuses to one's servant is also included in it.

Sayyidnā ‘Atā’ has further enlarged the scope of the meaning of this word by declaring that ilhād within the precincts of haram means entering it without wearing the pilgrims garb (ihram), or violating any of the prohibition inside the haram, such as hunting or cutting down trees within its limits. It needs to be clarified here that all things forbidden by the religious code are forbidden everywhere and will attract punishment wherever committed; and the specific reference to haram in this verse is to emphasize the fact that just as a good deed performed within its limits will be generously rewarded, similarly a sin committed there will attract the most severe punishment. (Mujāhid). Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd has related another interpretation of the word ilhād to mean that whereas at any other place the mere intention to commit a sin does not constitute a sin unless it is actually committed, within the limits of the haram even the resolve to commit a sin is punishable, as if it has actually been committed. Qurṭubī has adopted this interpretation from Ibn ‘Umar and lends his own support to it. Whenever Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar went for the pilgrimage, he used to set up two tents - one within the limits of haram and the other outside it. If ever an occasion arose when he needed to scold or rebuke any one of his households, he would do it in the tent which he had set up outside the limits of haram. When people asked him the reason for this, his answer was that the words بَلِيْ وَاللّٰهُ كُلَا وَاللّٰهُ Bālī'ī wa-l-Lāhū kūlā wa-l-Lāhū which a person normally uses when angry also constitute إِلْحَادٌ فِي الْحَرْمِ (committing an act of sin within the precincts of haram). (Mazhari)

Verses 26 - 29

وَأَذَّ بَوَانَا إِلَّا بِهِمَّ مَكَانُ الْبَيْتِ أَنَّ لَا تُشْرِكُنَّ بِيْ شَيْئًا وَ طَهِّرُ بَيْتِنَا لِلْطَّالِبِينَ وَ الْقَابِئِينَ وَ الْرَّكَعِ السُّجَودِ {26} وَ أَذَّنْ فِي النَّاسِ بِالْحَجِّ يَتَوَكَّلُ رَجَالًا وَ عَلَى كُلِّ ضَامِرِ بَائِتِنَ مِنْ كُلِّ فَاعْلِ عَمِيقٍ
And (remember) when We pointed out for Ibrāhīm the place of the House (of Allah) saying, "Do not associate anything with Me as My partner and purify My House for those who make ṭawāf (circumambulation around it), and those who perform Qiyām (standing up in worship) and those who perform Rukū' (bowing down) and Sujūd (prostration), [26] and announce among people about (the obligation of) Ḥajj, so that they should come to you on foot and on every camel turned lean, travelling through every distant hilly pathway, [27] so that they witness benefits for them and recite Allah's name, in specified days, over the provision He gave them from the cattle - 'So, eat thereof and feed the distressed, the poor.' [28] Then, they must remove their dirt and fulfill their vows and make ṭawāf of the Ancient House." [29]

Commentary

The previous verse contains a warning of severe punishment to the infidels who prevented the Muslims from entering the Sacred Mosque and the precincts of haram. This verse describes the eminence and the superior status of the Baitullah which magnifies manifold the evil of their deeds.

The start of founding the structure of the House of Allah (the Holy Ka'ba)

(And [remember] when We pointed out for Ibrāhīm the place of the House - 22:26.) The word بُوَّرَاء literally means ‘to assign to someone a place for his residence.’ The verse calls to attention the fact that Allah assigned to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm مَكَانَ الْبَيْتِ a place where Baitullah was located. There is a hint here that he was not settled there already, since he migrated here from Syria. And a reference to مَكَانَ الْبَيْتِ (the place of the House) suggests that the House of Allah pre-existing the
arrival of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, because according to reliable traditions its first foundations were laid about the time when Sayyidnā 'Adam was sent upon the earth and he, and the prophets who came after him, used to make tawāf (circumambulation) around it. At the time of Deluge in the days of Sayyidnā Nūh its upper-structure was removed but the foundations remained intact. Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was brought to this place and commanded by Allah Ta‘ālā (Do not associate with Me any one - 22:26). It is quite evident that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm could not commit shirk, because he had himself suffered considerable torment at the hands of polytheists after they accused him of having destroyed their idols. The intention here is to warn the people at large against the great sin of polytheism. The second command was ِوَسَنَّتْ (purify My House - 22:26), even though the House of Allah did not exist at that time. But the fact of the matter is that Baitullah is not just a structure of bricks and mortar, rather the term encompasses that entire piece of sacred land where Baitullah once stood and whose structure Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was now commanded to raise once again on the original foundations. As for the command to purify the place, Qurṭubī says that in those days the tribes of Jurhum (جُرُح) and Amalakites (عَمَالَكُونَ) had placed idols there, which they worshipped. (Qurṭubī). Another view is that this command is for the future generations not only to keep the place free from infidelity and polytheism but also to pay special attention to its external cleanliness and purity.

The third command given to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was ِأَنْتَ فِي النَّاسِ بَلْ لَحَقُ (Announce among people about the obligation of Hajj - 22:27). Ibn Abī Ḥātim has related from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās that when Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was commanded by Allah to make this proclamation, he submitted that the place where he stood was an uninhabited desolate plane with nobody to hear the proclamation whereas he lacked the means to convey it to the populated areas. Allah Ta‘ālā then told him that he was required only to make the proclamation and the responsibility for conveying it to the four corners of the world rested with Himself, that is Allah Ta‘ālā. Thereupon Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm stood at مَيْكَامِ اِبْرَاهِيْمِ (Station of Ibrāhīm) and made the proclamation and Allah Ta‘ālā magnified his voice so that it was heard all round the earth. It is also related that he made the proclamation from the top of the mount Abū Qubais (جِبَلَ أَبِي).
He put his fingers in his ears, turned his face in four directions and called out “O people! Allah has established His House and made it obligatory upon you to make pilgrimage to it. So obey the command of your Lord.”

It is also mentioned in this narration that Allah Ta‘alā so decreed that the announcement was heard miraculously all over the world, not only by the people living then, but also by all those yet to be born up to the Day of Resurrection. And all those who are destined to perform the pilgrimage responded to the call with the words لَيْبَيْكَ أَلْلَهُمَّ لَيْبَيْكَ. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ૣ says that the Talbiyah during the pilgrimage has its origin in this response to the call of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm (Qurtubi, Maţhari).

Further on, the verse describes the tradition which has been established for all times as a result of the proclamation of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm (Qurtubi) namely بَنَوْكُوهُ رَجَالًا وَعَلَى كُلِّ ضَامِرٍ نَبِينَ مِنْ كُلِّ فُجُّ عَبَيْنِ (22:28) meaning that people will come to Baitullah from the four corners of the earth, some on foot and others on their mounts, which will become lean because of the long distances traversed by them. From that remote time until today, though thousands of years have elapsed, people come to Baitullah to perform pilgrimage, just as they did in the earliest times. All the prophets who came after Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm (Qurtubi) and their followers strictly observed this tradition. During the long period of ignorance after Sayyidnā ہُزَم, the Arabs, even though they lapsed into the evils of idolatry, yet they continued to perform very faithfully all the rituals of the pilgrimage precisely as they had inherited them from the time of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm (Qurtubi).

(So that they witness benefits for them - 22:28) means that the arduous journey undertaken by people to perform pilgrimage is to their own advantage. The use of the word "benefits" as a common noun (without definite article) points to the universal benefits that may be derived from the pilgrimage. Apart from the spiritual rewards, many material profits may also be obtained. It is indeed remarkable that people who sedulously save pennies over long years in order to be able to defray the high expenses involved in performing the ہاجj have never become insolvent, whereas many people are known to have become bankrupt as a result of expenses incurred on marriages or on the construction of palatial houses. It is a common knowledge that no one has become a pauper.
because of spending on Hajj or 'Umrah, rather it has been noticed, according to some narrations, that Allah Ta'ālā has bestowed such a blessing in this worship that many have gained materially after the ritual. As for the spiritual gains, they are many, one being related by Sayyidna Abū Hurairah  in a hadîth in which the Holy Prophet ﷺ said that anyone who performed Hajj in order to gain Allah's favour and avoided sins and obscene acts will return as immaculate and innocent as a newborn baby. (Bukhâri and Muslim) (Mazhari).

In addition to the spiritual and material benefits to be obtained from Hajj mentioned above, there is yet another advantage which may be gained when performing it, which is mentioned in the following sentence: وَبَدَّلُوا أَسْمَاءَ اللَّهِ فِي أَيَامٍ مُّعَلَّمَاتٍ عَلَىٰ مَن رَزَقْتُهُم مِّنْ نَبِيّتِهَا الْأَنْتَانَم (so that they may recite Allah's name, in specified days, over the provision He gave them from the cattle - 22:28). Here it is important to bear in mind that the main object of sacrificing the animals on this occasion is not their meat, but the mention of Allah's name which is recited while the animal is being slaughtered, which is the essence of the worship. The fact that eating the meat of these animals has been made halâl (lawful) for them is an additional reward from Allah. (Aîmî Mûlûmâbât (specified days) refer to the 10th, 11th, and 12th days of the month of Dhul-Hijjah when animals may be sacrificed. The words على مَن رَزَقْتُهُم مِّنْ نَبِيّتِهَا الْأَنْتَانَم (Over the provision He gave them from the cattle - 22:28) are of general application and include all kinds of sacrifices whether they are obligatory or optional.

(So eat therefrom) Although the word َكُلُّوا مِنْهَا has been used in the imperative mood, it does not mean that eating the meat of these animals is obligatory. Rather, it has been used in the sense that it is permitted and lawful to eat this meat, as it is mentioned in verse َرَأِيَ َخَلَلْنُهُمُ َفَاضْطَادُوا (When you are out of Îhrâm, you may hunt - 5:2) for granting permission for hunting.

Ruling

Specially during the period of Hajj, and generally at other times too situations arise when animals must be sacrificed in Makkah. There is one kind of sacrifice which is obligatory and performed to expiate a sin such as killing animals within the precincts of Haram. Books of jurisprudence describe in detail the kind of animals killed and the type of animals to be slaughtered to atone for each such animal killed unlawfully. Similarly, if
a person commits an act which is forbidden, as long as he is in the state of *ihram*, he too must slaughter an animal. Jurists call this kind of sacrifice as *sacrifice to atone for a sin*. Here also there are specific rules governing each situation. There are certain irregularities which must be expiated by slaughtering a camel or a cow, while in other cases the sacrifice of a goat or sheep is considered sufficient. There are a third kind of irregularities where slaughter of an animal is not necessary, and one can redeem his error by offering *sadaqah*. This is not the place to discuss these matters in great detail, but the necessary information on this subject can be found in my booklet *Ahkāmul-Hajj* (احكام الحج). When an animal is slaughtered for expiating a sin or an irregular act, its meat can be eaten only by the poor and needy persons and it is not permissible for the person making the slaughter or any rich person to eat this meat, and this view is held by all the jurists. As regards other sacrifices, whether obligatory or voluntary, the person offering the sacrifice, his relatives and friends, even though they may be rich, can eat their meat; and the present verse refers to this kind of sacrifice. Here also it is recommended that one-third of the meat be distributed among the poor and needy. The second part of this verse explains this point.

(Then, they must remove their dirt - 22:29) The word *تنفث* means dirt, which gathers on human body. While a person is in the state of *ihram*, he cannot shave, trim or pluck his hair, nor can he pare his nails, nor use perfume, and it is quite natural that dirt should collect under his hair and nails and on his body. This verse requires of the pilgrims that after they have performed the sacrifice, they should remove this dirt, meaning thereby that they should now remove the *ihram*, (and wear their normal clothes) shave their heads and pare their nails. This verse mentions sacrifice first and then refers to the removal of the dirt, which suggests that these two acts must be performed in that order. It is forbidden to shave one’s head or pare nails before the obligatory sacrifice. Anyone who does so must slaughter an animal as *dam* (to atone for his sin).

### Observance of the correct sequence in the performance of various acts related to Ḥajj

The observance of various functions of Ḥajj in the same order in
which they are mentioned in the Qur’an and hadīth, and which have been codified by the jurists is, by consensus, a sunnah. However, opinions differ whether it is obligatory as well. Imām Abū Ḥanīfah and Imām Mālik hold the view that the observance of the sequence is obligatory and any deviation from it must be atoned for by dam, while according to Imām Shafi’i it is only sunnah and a deviation from it reduces the reward to be gained by performing Ḥajj but does not make it obligatory to sacrifice an animal. There is also a ruling of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās (He who alters the sequence of the rites during Ḥajj must slaughter an animal). (Mazhari) Tāḥāwī has also reported this tradition through different versions. In addition Sayyidnā Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair , Qatādah, Nakha‘i and Ḥasan al- Başrī also support the view that any alteration in the sequence of the rites of Ḥajj makes the sacrifice of an animal obligatory. Fuller details on the subject are discussed in the Tafsīr Maẓharī.

(And fulfill their vows - 22:29) is the plural of the word naddor, which means a ‘vow’. When a person commits himself verbally to do an act, in order to win the goodwill of Allah Ta‘ālā, (which is not otherwise obligatory on him) it becomes a vow (nadhr) and its performance becomes obligatory for him by consensus of Ummah, provided that the act itself is not sinful or forbidden. If a person makes a vow to do something which is sinful, then he is not bound to fulfill the vow, rather it is impermissible to act upon it, but he must make atonement for the unfulfilled vow. According to Abū Ḥanīfah and other religious jurists the vow must be of an act which is an act of a direct worship (‘ibādah maqṣūdah) in some manner. So, if someone makes a nadhr (vow) for voluntary prayers, fasting, sadaqah, sacrifice of animals etc. all these vows must be fulfilled in all circumstances. The present verse emphasizes on this very issue.

**Ruling**

It must be remembered that a resolve made in one’s heart to do something does not become a nadhr (vow) unless it is pronounced with the tongue. Tafsīr Maẓharī has elaborated the rules of nadhr in great detail.
One may question the relevance of *nadhr* in the context of Hajj. Obviously the preceding sentences speak of the rules of Hajj, like sacrifice, removing *iḥrām* etc. Similarly, the following sentence relates to the tawāf of *ziyārah*. Why the injunction to fulfill vows has been inserted between the rules of Hajj, while the rules governing vows have an independent status which are to be fulfilled at all times and at every place and not during Hajj only?

A possible explanation for this is that when a person sets out with the intention of performing Hajj, his heart prompts him to do the maximum number of good deeds and to spend the maximum time in prayers, and so he makes many vows, specially it was a common practice to make vows for sacrificing additional animals during Hajj. According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās the word *nadhr* in this context means a vow to sacrifice an animal. One relevance of *nadhr* (vow) appearing with the rites of pilgrimage is that just as vow makes many things obligatory which are not so otherwise and makes many things unlawful for him which are not originally forbidden, similarly the state of *iḥrām*, during a pilgrimage makes certain things unlawful for him which are permitted at other times. Instances of these are: wearing stitched clothes, use of perfume, shaving of hair or paring nails. Therefore, Sayyidnā ‘Ikrimah has interpreted *nadhr* in this verse to mean those acts and duties which have become obligatory during the course of Hajj.

(And they should make tawaf of the ancient House - 22:29) Here the word *tawāf* refers to *tawāf-uz-ziyārah*, which is performed on the 10th day of the month of Zil Hijj after casting stones and making the sacrifice. It is the second obligatory ritual of Hajj, the first being *wuqūf-ul-‘Arafāt*, which is performed earlier. After this *tawāf* the state of *iḥrām* is fully terminated and all restrictions are removed. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī).

The word lexically means 'liberated house' Baitullah is called *bālībiḥ al-‘amīnī* , because according to the Holy Prophet it has been liberated from the control and domination of the infidels and tyrants and it will never again be ruled by them. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī). It is evident by the episode of the People of
Elephant who, with all their might, were frustrated in their attempt to establish their dominion over Makkah.¹

**Verses 30 - 33**

That is (what one should remember), and whoever observes the reverence of things sanctified by Allah, it is good for him with his Lord. And permitted to you are the cattle, except those mentioned to you through recitation (of the verses). So refrain from the filth of the idols and refrain from a word of falsehood, [30] being upright for (the obedience of) Allah, not ascribing any partner to Him. And whoever ascribes a partner to Allah, it is as if he falls down from the sky and the birds snatch him, or the wind drives him away to a far off place. [31]

That is (what one should remember), and if one observes the sanctity of the symbols of Allah, then such things emanate from the piety of the hearts. [32]

And for you there are benefits in them (the cattle) upto a specified time. Then their place of sacrifice is by the Ancient House. [33]

**Commentary**

(22:30) are the things sanctified by Allah Ta'ālā, that is the

¹ The other meaning of the word عَتَى is 'ancient' which is adopted in the translation of the text. (Editor)
religious laws. They are a source of welfare in this world and in the Hereafter for those pious Muslims who seek to learn them and act upon them.

(And permitted to you are the cattle, except those mentioned to you through recitation (of the verses) - 22:30) The word ḍawā'ir (cattle) includes camels, cows, goats, sheep etc. which are made lawful at all times and even when one is in the state of ḵaṭrah. Then the verse contains an exception in the words (except those mentioned to you.. - 22:30) These are the animals which have been made unlawful in all circumstances, whether one is in the state of ḵaṭrah or not. The detail of these animals is given in other verses, such as carrion, an animal which is beaten to death, or slaughtered without reciting the name of Allah, or in the name of someone other than Allah.

(And refrain from the filth of the idols - 22:30) The word ṭīn means filth or moral impurity, and ṭīn is the plural of ṭīn, which means idol. Idols have been described as filth, because they fill a man’s heart and soul with moral impurity.

(And refrain from a word of falsehood - 22:30) The phrase ṭīn means lies. Anything which is contrary to truth is a lie and false, whether it is corrupt beliefs and practices or whether it is false evidence. The Holy Prophet Ḥaḍīth once said ‘Among the major sins are associating anyone with Allah, disobedience of one’s parents, giving false evidence and telling lies in general talk’. He used the phrase ṭīn (word of falsehood) repeatedly. (Bukhārī)

(And if one observes the sanctity of the symbols of Allah - 22:32) The word ṭaṣḥāir is the plural of ṭaṣḥāir which means a ‘symbol’, ‘a distinctive sign’, and refers to those things which are considered as the specific emblems of certain groups of people or certain faiths. ṭaṣḥāir are those special laws which are generally taken to be the identifying features of a Muslim. Most of the rules of Hajj fall in this category.

(then such things emanate from the piety of the hearts - 22:32). It means that respect for the ṭaṣḥāir (Symbol of Allah) is an evidence of the piety of heart, which indicates that the symbols of Allah are respected by the one who has taqwā (fear of Allah) in his heart and that taqwā is a quality which rests in one’s heart. When the heart is
equipped with this quality, it is reflected in all his actions.

(And for you there are benefits in them up to a specified time - 22:33) It means that it is lawful for the Muslims to use the quadruped animals for their benefit (such as using their milk, riding them or using them for transport of goods) unless the animals have been made هَادِي (Hady) by reserving them for sacrifice to be offered within the precincts of ْهَارَام. When a person takes along with him an animal for the specific purpose of sacrificing it within ْهَارَام, the animal is described as ْهَادِي, and no benefit may be derived from it, except in extreme emergency. A person leading a camel after it has been nominated as ْهَادِي may lawfully ride it only if he is unable to walk and no other mount is available.

(Then their place of sacrifice is by the Ancient House - 22:33) Here ْاِلْبَيْتُ ْعَرَبِيُّ includes the entire precincts of ْهَارَام, as was the case in the previous verse where the word Al-Masjid Al-ْحَرَام was used for the entire area of ْهَارَام, and ْمَحِيٌل (place) means the place of slaughtering the animals of ْهَادِي. Thus the entire ْهَارَام is declared as the slaughtering place of the animals of ْهَادِي. The meaning of the verse is that the ْهَادِي (animals nominated for sacrifice during Hajj) may be slaughtered within, and not outside the area of ْهَارَام which includes ْمَيْنَة and all other places of Makkah. (Rūḥ ul-Maḥmūd)
And for every Ummah We prescribed the act of sacrifice, so that they recite Allah's name over the provision He gave them from the cattle. So, your God is One God. Therefore, to Him alone you must submit. And give good news to those who turn to Him with humbleness - [34] those whose hearts are filled with awe when Allah is remembered, and who observe patience against whatever befalls them, and who are steadfast in Salāh, and who spend (in the way of Allah) out of what We have given to them. [35]

And the big animals of sacrifice (like camels) are made by Us among the symbols of Allah for you in which there is much good for your benefit. So recite the name of Allah over them as they are lined up (for sacrifice). Then, once their flanks fall down (after slaughter), eat of them and feed the one who is content and the one who wishes to receive. Thus We have made them (the animals) subjugated to you, so that you may be grateful. [36] It is neither their flesh nor their blood that reaches Allah, but what reaches Him is the taqwā on your part. Thus He has made them (the animals) subjugated to you, so that you proclaim the glory of Allah for the guidance He gave you. And give good news to those who are good in deeds. [37]

Commentary

(And for every Ummah We prescribed the act of sacrifice - 22:34) The words and means several things in Arabic such as sacrifice of animals, the rites of pilgrimage, and also worship of Allah Ta’ālā. This word has been used in the Qur’ān at several places and conveys one of the three meanings. In the present context, the word can carry all the three meanings. Mujāhid and some other commentators think that here the word refers to the sacrifice of the animals in which case the verse would mean that the obligation to offer sacrifice, which has been placed on this Ummah is nothing new, because all the
other peoples were likewise bound to do so. On the other hand, according to Qatādah the word means the rites of the pilgrimage, and thus the verse would mean that these rites which have been prescribed for the present Ummah were made obligatory on the people of earlier ages also. Ibn ‘Arafah has interpreted the word مُسْتَكَلَّ to mean worship of Allah, and so the meaning of the verse would be that the worship of Allah was made obligatory on all the peoples of bygone ages and though there were differences in the forms of worship, yet in essence it remained unchanged.

(And give good news to those who turn to Him in humbleness) The word حَبْتَ means ‘a depressed tract of land’ and حَبْتَ means ‘a person who deems himself humble and lowly’. According to ‘Amr bin Aws are those people who do not wrong others and if somebody wrongs them, they do not seek revenge. Sufyān has observed that they are the people who are contented with Allah’s will and remain agreeable in all circumstances, comfort or trouble and poverty or affluence.

(Whose hearts are filled with awe - 22:35) The word وَجَلْتُ تَفْوِّهَمْ means a feeling of awe inspired by something majestic and sublime. These words describe the state of pious people who are overwhelmed by deep awe whenever the name of Allah is mentioned in their presence.

(And the big animals of sacrifice [like camels] are made by Us among the symbols of Allah for you - 22:36.) It has been explained earlier that مَعَارَب (symbols) mean those special forms of rites and worship, which are the symbols of Islam. Sacrifice of animals is one of them, which must be observed with due importance.

(So recite the name of Allah over them as they are lined up (for sacrifice) - 22:36) The word صَوَافٍ (translated above as 'lined up') is used for مَصْفُوْفُهُ, which means standing in a row. According to Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar the verse means that the camel, which is to be slaughtered, should stand on three legs and one foreleg should be bent and tied up. This is a better way of slaughtering a camel and is according to sunnah. Other animals should be slaughtered in lying position, which is also sunnah.

(Then, once their flanks fall down). Here the word صَفْطَتْ is used for the meaning of مَصْفُوْفُهُ, which means when the animal falls and dies.
In an earlier verse people who have a right on the meat of sacrificed animals have been described by the words بَائِسُ فَقيرٌ and مُعَتَرْ قَانِعٌ, which mean destitute and without means. These two words have been clarified further by the words قَانِعٌ and مُعَتَرْ. The word قَانِعٌ applies to a needy person who does not solicit and is content with what people offer him voluntarily. While مُعَتَرْ is a person who goes to a place where he expects to receive something, whether he solicits verbally or not. (Mazhari)

The real object is not the specific rites of pilgrimage but true devotion to Allah and submission to His will which are inherent in those rites

It means that the sacrifice of animals is a very high form of worship, but their meat and blood do not reach Allah Ta'ālā nor are these two things the real object of sacrifice. Its real aim is to recite the name of Allah and to comply with His commands with true devotion. This rule applies to all forms of worship. For instance, the object of prayers is not just the movement of limbs, or the object of fasting is not merely a denial of food and drink. The real purpose of these rites of worship is to obey the commands of Allah Ta'ālā with all sincerity. Devoid of sincerity these rites of worship are like a body without soul. Nevertheless these forms of worship are also very important because Allah Ta'ālā has prescribed these forms for different types of worship. Allah knows best.

Verse 38

 إنَّ اللَّهَ يَدِفْعُ عِنْيَ الَّذِينَ أَمُنُّا إِنَّ اللَّهَ لَأَبْدِجَ كُلَّ حَوْانٍ كَفُورٍ

Surely, Allah defends those who believe. Allah does not love any treacherous, ungrateful. [38]

Commentary

The previous verses contain an account of how the infidels of Makkah prevented the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his companions from entering the Haram and the Holy Mosque to perform ‘Umrah when, having put on ihram, they had reached as far as Hudaibiyah, a place not far from Makkah. In this verse Allah Ta’ālā consoled the Muslims with the promise that He would deprive the infidels of their power to harm them any more.
This incident took place in the year 6 A.H. and thereafter the power and the morale of the infidels suffered continuous decline until in the year 8 A.H. the Muslims conquered Makkah. The following verses describe this event in detail.

Verses 39 - 41

Permission (to fight) is given to those who are fought against, because they have been wronged, and Allah is powerful enough to give them victory. [39] (They are) the ones who were expelled from their homes without any just reason, except that they say "Our Lord is Allah." And had Allah not repelled some people by means of some others, the monasteries, the churches, the synagogues and the mosques where the name of Allah is recited abundantly would have been demolished. And Allah will definitely help those who help Him. Surely Allah is Powerful, Mighty. [40]

(They are) those who, when We give them power in the land, establish Salah, pay Zakah, bid the Fair and forbid the Unfair. And with Allah lies the fate of all matters. [41]

Commentary

First command to fight the infidels

The infidels of Makkah intensified their aggression against the Muslims and every day people arrived in Madinah bearing marks of ill-treatment which they had suffered at the hands of unbelievers. In the
days before Hijrah the number of the faithful had increased considerably and they sought permission to defend themselves against the oppression to which they were being constantly subjected, but the Holy Prophet advised them patience because he had not received Allah’s permission so far to resist the infidels with force of arms. This situation persisted for about ten years. (Qurtubi).

At last, things became so bad that the Holy Prophet was left with no choice but to leave Makkah. As he started on his journey accompanied by Sayyidnā Abī Bakr he said (They have expelled their Prophet and the time has come when they will perish). When he arrived at Madīnah this verse was revealed which permitted the Muslims to take up arms against the infidels. (Qurtubi)

Tirmidhī, Nasa’ī, Ibn Mājah, Ibn Ḥibbān, Ḥākim and others have reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās that this is the first verse which permitted the Muslims to offer armed resistance to the infidels, whereas in more than seventy earlier verses armed resistance was forbidden.

The philosophy behind Jihād and war against the infidels

(And had Allah not repelled some people by means of some others... - 22:40) Had Allah not repelled some people by means of some others, the monasteries, the churches, the synagogues and the mosques where the name of Allah is recited abundantly would have been demolished. The command to take up arms against the unbelievers is nothing new, because the earlier prophets and their followers had received similar orders from Allah Ta’ālā and the philosophy behind this command was that without armed resistance no religion would have felt safe and their places of worship would have been destroyed by the infidels.

There have been many religions which were founded on the worship of one God and built up by means of Wāhy (Divine revelations). In course of time their basics were changed and so many alterations were introduced in them that they turned into unbelief and polytheism. But before these things happened, they were true religions and it was the duty of their followers to respect and defend their places of worship. This verse refers to such places of worship only and does not include the sacred
places of those religions which were not founded on prophethood and revelation (such as the fire-worshiping Magians, or the idol-worshiping Hindus) because they were at no time considered places deserving of respect.

In this verse ً صُوَّامِعٍ which means a monastery which is a place of worship meant for Christian monks and hermits ً مَسْجِدٍ is the plural of ً بَيْتَةٍ which means a Christian church, and ً صَلُوْتَ is the plural of ً صَلَوْتَ which means a Jewish synagogue. And of course ً مَسْجِدٍ is the place of worship of the Muslims.

The meaning of this verse is that if at different times the believers had not been permitted to fight the infidels, no true religion would have felt secure and at different times during the periods of Sayyidnâ Musa ً وَسَيْدَةً, Sayyidnâ 'Isâ' ً وَسَيْدَةً and the Holy Prophet ً وَسَيْدَةً the places of worship of their respective religions would have been destroyed. (Qurṭubi)

Qur'anic prophecy about the Rightly Guided Caliphs (خلفاء راشدين) and its fulfillment

(Those who, when We give them power in the land - 22:41) In this verse the word ً الدُّنِيَا (those) refers to those people who have been mentioned in the preceding verse: ً الْبَيْتِ الَّذِيْنَ أَخْرَجُوْا مِنْ دِيَارِهِمْ ِغَيْرَ حَقّ (Those are the ones who were expelled from their homes without any just reason - 22:40). Referring to such people the verse says that if they are placed in authority in this world, they will use it to promote good deeds, will set up prayers, pay the obligatory charity, enjoin people to do good and abstain from evil deeds. It has already been mentioned that these verses were revealed soon after Hijrah, at a time when the Muslims did not exercise dominion anywhere on earth, which means that Allah Ta'âlâ had already made it known that when, at a future date, they would come to power and establish their government, they would serve the Faith in the manner described in this verse. Sayyidnâ 'Uthman ً وَسَيْدَةً said referring to this verse, ً نَّبِيْءُ قِبْلَةٍ that this verse praises those people before they actually perform the praise-worthy deeds. In due course Allah Ta'âlâ's prophecy was fulfilled in that the four Rightly Guided Caliphs and the Muhajirîn (emigrants) from Makkah were indeed those whom the Qur'ân described by the words ً الْبَيْتِ الَّذِيْنَ أَخْرَجُوْا (those who were expelled - 22:40) and when they established their government and held sway over vast
territories, they used their power and authority in setting up prayers, strengthening the system of Zakāh, enjoining good and forbidding evil deeds. Many scholars are of the view that this verse is a clear evidence of the fact that accession to power of the four Caliphs is a direct fulfillment of Allah’s Prophesy, and the system of caliphate which was set up by them was in accordance with His will. (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī)

Having discussed the factual aspect of the circumstances leading up to the revelation of this verse it must, at the same time, be emphasized that where the Qur’ān uses general words and phrases, their purpose is not restricted to a particular situation, but is universally applicable to all similar situations. Following this reasoning, Dahāk says that this verse contains an injunction for all those whom Allah Ta’ālā grants power and authority to do all those things which the Four Caliphs did when they controlled the rule. (Qurtubi)

Verses 42 - 51

وَأَنِ يُكَفِّرَكُمْ فَقِدَ كَفَّرَهُمْ قَوْمُ يُوْهُ وَعَادٌ وَتَمَّوَّدُ ﴿۴۲﴾ وَقَوْمُ إِبْرَاهِيمُ وَقَوْمُ لُوطٍ ﴿۴۳﴾ وأَصْحَابُ مَدِينَةٍ وَكُتْبَ مُوسِى فَامْلِكَ لِكَفَّارِينَ فَمَا أَخْذَهُمْ فَكَيْفَ كَانَ نَكْبَرُ ﴿۴۴﴾ فَكَأَيْنَ مِنْ قَرْيَةِ أَهْلَكْنَهَا وَهِيَ ظَالِمَةٌ فَيَِّهَا خَوَةٌ عَلَى غَرُوزَهَا وَبِيْرَ مُعَطَّلَةٌ وَقَصْرٍ مَّسْيَدٍ ﴿۴۵﴾ أَفْلَمْ يُسْيِرُوا فِي الْأَرْضِ فَكُونَ لَهُمْ قُلُوبٍ يَعْفُفُونَ بِهَا أَوْ أَذَانٌ يُسْمَعُونَ بِهَا فَإِنَّهَا لَا تَعْمَى الْأَبْصَارُ وَلَا كَانَ تَعْمَى الْقُلُوبُ الَّتَيْنَ فِي الصُّدُورِ ﴿۴۶﴾ وَيَسْتَعِجُّونَ بِالْعَذَابِ وَلَن يُخْلِفَ الْهَلَلَ وَعَدهُ ﴿۴۷﴾ وَإِنَّ يُومَ اِنْبِثَ رَبُّكَ كَأَلْفٍ سَنَةٍ مِمَّا تَعْدَوُنَ ﴿۴۸﴾ وَكَأَنَّ مِنْ قَرْيَةٍ أَمْلِيَتْ لَهَا وَهِيَ ظَالِمَةٌ فَيَِّهَا عَدْتَهَا ﴿۴۹﴾ وَإِلَيْ الْمُصِيبِرِ ﴿۵۰﴾ قُلْ يَا بَيْتُ الْمَسْكِنِ إِنْ كَانَا أَنَا لَكُمْ نَذِيرٌ مَّبِينٌ ﴿۵۱﴾ فَأَلَذِينَ أَمَّنُوا وَعَاكَبُوا الصَّلِحِيَّاتِ لَهُمْ مَغْفِرَةٌ وَرَزَقٌ كَرِيمٌ ﴿۵۲﴾
And if they belie you, so did belie the people of Nūh and 'Ād and Thamūd, [42] and the people of Ibrāhīm and the people of Lūt, [43] and the people of Madyan as well. And Mūsā was (also) belied. So, I gave some respite to the disbelievers, then seized them. So how was My censure? [44] How many a town there were which We destroyed, when they were wrongdoers. So, there they are, fallen down on their roofs, and (how many a) deserted well and well-built castle! [45]

Have they not, then, travelled on earth so that they should have had hearts to understand with or ears to listen with? The fact is that it is not the eyes that turn blind, but what turns blind is the hearts contained in the chests. [46]

And they ask you to bring the punishment sooner. And Allah will never go back on His promise. In fact, one day with your Lord is like one thousand years of what you count. [47] And how many a town there were to whom I allowed respite, while they were wrongdoers, then I seized them. And to Me is the final return. [48]

Say, "O people, I am no more than a plain Warner for you. [49] So those who come to believe and do good deeds, for them there is forgiveness and dignified provision. [50] And those who strive against Our signs trying to defeat (the prophet or the believers), they are the people of the Fire. [51]

Commentary

Travels undertaken to acquire insight into things and to learn lessons from the past is one of the religious objectives
of history holds a lesson for a person who has insight and who does not regard history as a mere record of episodes and occurrences. Ibn Abī Ḥātim has written in his book التفكر that Allah Ta‘ālā commanded Sayyidnā Musā رضّه الله تعالى to wear shoes made of iron and to hold in his hand a staff made of iron and travel around the earth until his shoes would be worn out and his staff broken down. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī). If this narration is true, then naturally it means to acquire knowledge and lessons from the past.

**How the Day of Resurrection will be equal to one thousand years by our reckoning**

In this verse (22:47) means that one day with your Lord is like one thousand years of what you count. This verse can be interpreted in two ways. The first meaning is that the verse refers to the Day of Resurrection and the events which will take place on that day will be so horrifying and of such extreme severity that the day will appear never to end, as if it was equal to one thousand years according to our reckoning. Many commentators have interpreted this verse accordingly.

The other meaning of the verse is that the Day of Resurrection will in actual fact be so long that it will stretch up to one thousand years of this world. This view is supported by a saying of the Holy Prophet ﷺ as reported in Musnād of Aḥmad and Tirmidhī on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ once addressed the poor people of the muhājirūn (i.e. those who migrated from Makkah) and said, ‘I give you good news about the full refulgence on the Day of Resurrection and that you will be admitted to heaven half a day before the rich and the wealthy, and a day in the Hereafter will be of one thousand years, hence the poor will enter the heaven five hundred years before the wealthy’. Tirmidhī has classified this hadith as 'ḥasan'. (Māzhārī)

**A doubt and its explanation**

There is a verse in Sūrah Al-Ma‘ārij which says that the day with your Lord will be equal to fifty thousand years. (Whereof the measure is fifty thousand yours - 70:4) This can also be explained by applying either of the two explanations of the present verse and in the first case since every person will suffer different levels of severity, to some it will appear as if he has suffered pain for one thousand
years, while to others the period will appear equal to fifty thousand years. If, however, the second explanation is applied to this verse, then there would appear to be a contradiction between the verses where one verse equates the Day of Resurrection to one thousand years and the other to fifty thousand years. But this so-called contradiction has been reconciled by Sayyidi Ashraf ‘Ali Thanavi in his commentary Bayan ul-Qur'an, by saying that this difference may be due to different horizons. Just as we see in our world that the length of day and night is different on different horizons, (on zero latitude it is of 24 hours while at the latitude of 90° it is one year. Likewise it is possible that the length of the Day of Resurrection would be different on different horizons, and if its length right below the day line is one thousand years because of miraculously slow rotation of sun or earth), the areas falling 50 times far from it may have a day 50 times more in length. And Allah knows best.

Verses 52 - 57

And We did not send any messenger before you nor a prophet, but (he faced a situation that) when he recited (the revelation), the Satan cast (doubts) about what he
recited. So, Allah nullifies what the Satan casts, then Allah makes His verses firm, and Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise [52] - (all this is allowed to be done) so that He may make what Satan casts a trial for those in whose hearts there is a disease and whose hearts are hard; and surely the wrongdoers are in the utmost antagonism - [53] and so that those who have been given knowledge may know that it (i.e. the revelation recited by the prophet) is the truth from your Lord, and they may believe in it and their hearts may become humble towards it. And Allah is the One who takes the believers to the straight path. [54]

And those who disbelieve will remain in doubt about it (the Qur'ān) forever, until the Hour (of Judgment) comes upon them suddenly, or there comes to them the punishment of a barren day. [55] The kingdom, on that day, is for Allah. He will judge between them. So, those who believed and did good deeds shall be in gardens of bliss. [56] As for those who disbelieved and belied Our signs, they are the ones for whom there is a humiliating punishment. [57]

Commentary

(22:52) This shows that the words Rasûl وَلَا نَبِيّ رَسُولُ and Nabi نَبِيّ carry different meanings, though there is no consensus as to the precise nature of the difference. For our purpose it is enough to understand that Nabi نَبِيّ is a person whom Allah Ta'ālā designates with a mission to reform his people and who receives revelations from Him. He may receive a Scripture and a code of laws or he may be commanded to convey the message of an earlier Book and code of laws. Sayyidna Mūsā مُصَاحِّبَة and 'Īsā مَنْ رَسُولُ لَا نَبِيّ belong to the first category, whereas Sayyidna Hārūn, who was directed to propagate the teachings of Torah and the Mosaic Laws, falls in the second category. On the other hand a Rasûl is a person who receives from Allah Ta'ālā a Scripture and a code of laws. Thus every Rasûl is necessarily a Nabi also, but every Nabi is not a Rasûl. These distinctions are applicable to human beings only. That an angel who carries wahy from Allah Ta'ālā is also named as Rasul does not contradict this position. This subject has already been discussed in detail in Sūrah Maryam in the beginning of this volume.
In this verse the word دعى has been used as a synonym for قراءة، thus would mean قراءة (recitation). This verse explains that the disputes raised by the disbelievers in regard to Allah's message is not something new as similar doubts were raised by earlier people as well when their prophets presented to them the message of Truth, and the Satan cast doubts about it in the hearts of disbelievers. This explanation of the verse is quite clear and straight-forward, and has been adopted by many commentators including Abū Ḥayyān in his Al-Bahr-ul-Muḥīṭ. However, some books of traditions have reported here an incident which is not proved by authentic sources. The incident is known as حديث الغرانيق (ḥadīth-ul-gharānīq). Some scholars have held that it is invented by some heretics and enemies of Islam. But even those who believe this tradition to be worthwhile have taken pains to remove the doubts, which the words raise about the categorical and undisputed laws of Qur'ān and Sunnah. The plain and simple meaning of the verse has been explained above and the alleged incident in no way affects this meaning. Making this incident as a part and parcel of the commentary on this verse, thereby creating unnecessary doubts, and then attempting to answer those doubts is an exercise in futility and absolutely undesirable والله سبحانه وتعالى اعلمن.

Verses 58 - 59

وَالَّذِينَ هَاجَرُوا فِي سَبِيلِ اللَّهِ ثُمَّ قُتِلُوا أَوْ مَمَاتُوا لَيْفْرَقُّهُمُ اللَّهُ رَقَاطًا حَسَنًا. وَإِنَّ اللَّهَ لَهُ خَيرُ الْرِّزْقِينَ ۖ لَيْدَخِلُوهُمْ مُدْخَلًا يُرضَوْنَهُ وَإِنَّ اللَّهَ لَعَلِيمٌ حَلِيمٌ

And those who left their homeland in the way of Allah, then were slain or died, Allah will certainly give them a good provision, and surely, Allah is the best of all givers. [58] He will definitely admit them to an entrance they will be pleased with, and Allah is surely All-Knowing, Forbearing. [59]

Commentary

Those people who had left their hearth and homes in the cause of
Allah and were killed or died of natural death, they would definitely be rewarded. If they have not benefited in this world, their reward will be there in the Hereafter.

Verse 60

That (is so). And whoever afflicts (someone) with a punishment equal to what he was afflicted with (by the latter), and still he (the former) is (again) subjected to injustice, Allah will certainly help him. Indeed, Allah is Most-Pardoning, Most-Forgiving. [60]

Commentary

In an earlier verse it has been mentioned that Allah Ta’ālā helps those who are wronged unjustly. (Allah is powerful to give them victory - 22:39) Some people bear their sufferings patiently and do not seek vengeance from their oppressors, but there are others who retaliate and serve a full measure of retribution on their oppressors which should, therefore, place them both on even terms as being quits. But if the oppressor, incensed at the retaliation, attacks him again, then this person once again becomes the victim of oppression. This verse promises Allah’s help for such a person also. On the other hand there are several verses which promise Allah’s goodwill to those Muslims who bear their sufferings with patience and equanimity and do not seek vengeance from their oppressors. Some of these verses are:

But whoso pardons and puts things right, his wage falls upon Allah - 42:40.

And that you forgive is closer to Taqwa - 2:237.

But surely he who bears patiently and forgives - surely that is true constancy - 42:43.
In all these verses it is encouraged not to retaliate for revenge and rather forgive and forget, which is a magnanimous way of dealing with fellow human beings. This is the way Qur'anic teachings stand and call it a supreme and superior trait. Thus it may perhaps be argued that the person who retaliates against the wrongs done to him and conducts himself contrary to the course of action preferred by Allah Ta'ālā will be deprived of His support and help. But this doubt has been allayed in the final part of this verse (22:60) that is, Allah will not punish him for this lapse and will help him if he is subjected to injustice by his oppressors ever again. (Rūḥ al-Ma‘ānī)

Verses 61 - 66

That is because Allah makes night enter into the day and makes day enter into the night and that Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. [61] That is because Allah is the truth and that whatever they invoke beside Him is false and that Allah is the High, the Great. [62]

Did you not see that Allah has sent down water from the sky, whereby the land becomes green? Surely, Allah is All-Kind, All-Aware. [63] To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth, and surely

That is because Allah makes night enter into the day and makes day enter into the night and that Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. [61] That is because Allah is the truth and that whatever they invoke beside Him is false and that Allah is the High, the Great. [62]
Allah is the All-Independent, Ever-Praised. [64]

Did you not see that Allah has subjugated to you whatever there is on the earth, and the ships that sail at sea with His command? And He holds the heavens from falling on the earth, except with His permission. Surely Allah is Very-Kind to the people, Very-Merciful. [65]

And He is the One who gave life to you, then He brings death to you, then He will give you life (again). Surely, man is very ungrateful. [66]

Commentary

(Allah has subjugated to you whatever there is on the earth - 22:65) It means that everything on this earth has been placed under the control of man. This raises the question that the mountains, rivers, beasts and birds and thousands of similar objects do not follow the commands of man. But placing something in the service of someone is also like putting it under his control, and in this verse the word Taskhîr (subjugation) has been used to mean ‘to serve’. The verse therefore means that all the things mentioned above are all the time working in the service of man by the command of Allah. It was quite within the power of Allah Ta‘âlâ to have placed all these things under the control of man, but in such a situation man himself would have been the loser, because human natures, desires and needs differ. If a person ordered the river to divert towards a particular direction, and some other person ordered to the contrary, the result would have been utter chaos and confusion. Therefore, Allah Ta‘âlâ has retained with Him alone the command of these things, but the benefits to be derived from them accrue to human beings.

Verses 67 - 70

لَكُلِّ أُمَّةٍ جَعَلْنَا مَنْسَكًا هُمْ نَاسِكُوهُ فَلَا يَزَاعَعُنَّكُمْ فِي الْأَمْرِ وَاتَّدَعُوا إِلَى رَبِّكُمْ إِنَّكُمْ لَعَلَى هُدَى مُسْتَقِيمٍ ۖ وَإِنَّ جَادَالُوكُمْ فَقَلِ اللَّهُ أَعْلَمُ بِمَا تَعْمَلُونَ ۖ وَيَحْكُمُ بِنَفْسِكُمْ يُؤْمَّنَ الْقِيَمَةَ فِي ما كَانَ مِنْ
And for every ummah (religious community) We have appointed a way of worship they are to observe. Therefore, they should never quarrel with you in the matter. And do call them to your Lord. Surely, you are on straight Guidance. [67]

And if they dispute with you, then say, "Allah knows best what you do." [68] Allah will judge between you, on the Day of Judgment, about what you used to differ in. [69]

Do you not know that Allah knows all that is in the sky and the earth? Surely, that is contained in a Book. Indeed it is so easy for Allah. [70]

Commentary

(For every ummah (religious community) We have appointed a way of worship - 22:67). This sentence has come earlier in almost identical words in verse number 34 of this Sūrah, but the word (mansak) conveys a different meaning in each verse. In the earlier verse the words and have been used in the context of the rites of Hajj and mean sacrifice of animals, while in the present verse the word has been used in the sense of the rules of slaughter or general rules of worship. That is why, unlike the verse 34, the present verse does not have the conjunctive letter 'و' (i.e. 'and') in the beginning.

One interpretation of this verse is that the infidels used to engage the Muslims in futile arguments regarding the slaughter of animals. They thought it odd that Islam permitted its followers to eat the meat of those animals which they slaughtered with their own hands but forbade to eat the meat of those animals whom Allah Ta’ālā killed, that is the carrion. The present verse was revealed to answer these objections of the infidels. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī). Thus the meaning of the word here would refer to 'the method of slaughter', and the sum and substance of the verse is that Allah Ta’ālā gave each nation a code of laws, and the rules governing the slaughter of animals are different in each code. The rules of slaughter given to the Holy Prophet are independent and self-sufficient and it is
not permissible to compare them with those of an earlier Shari'ah, let alone comparing them with someone's own whims and conjectures. As regards the meat of dead animals, it is well known that its oral use was forbidden in all earlier codes. (Ruh ul-Ma'ani) Therefore, it is sheer ignorance to argue with the Holy Prophet on that basis.

However, majority of commentators has interpreted this verse in another way. They say that the word مَسَابِقَ here means the general rules of Shari'ah. Lexically, the word مَسَابِقَ means a place which is fixed for a specific purpose, whether the purpose is good or bad, and for this reason the rites of pilgrimage are known as مَسَابِقَ, because different rites connected with the pilgrimage have to be performed at places fixed for each rite. (Ibn Kathir). The dictionary meaning of مَسَابِقَ is 'piety and worship of Allah Ta'ala', and the words أَوْرَاى مَسَابِقَ (And show us our ways of worship - 2:128) occurring in the Qur'an have been used in this sense مَسَابِقَ Manasik means rules governing worship. Sayyidnâ Ibn 'Abbâs has adopted this second interpretation also. Ibn Jarir, Ibn Kathîr, Qurṭubî, Ruh ul-Ma'âni etc. have adopted this meaning of the word, and the context of the verse also lends support to this interpretation. Having said all this, it is evident that the meaning of this verse would be that the infidels and the polytheists who dispute the Islamic code of laws on the ground that their own ancestral religion did not include those laws must understand very clearly that any comparison between the old book or Shari'ah and the new book or Shari'ah is totally misplaced and irrelevant, because Allah Ta'alâ granted to each nation in its own time a special Shari'ah and a Book which was binding upon it until another book or Shari'ah arrived on the scene after which it becomes the duty of all people to follow the new Shari'ah, and if any of its laws are in conflict with the laws of the old Shari'ah, then the new rules shall prevail and the old laws will stand invalidated, and nobody has the right to raise a dispute on this matter with the Prophet, who is the recipient of the latest book and Shari'ah. This is the meaning of the following words of this verse. فلا يُبادِعُوكَ في الأمر (They should never quarrel with you in the matter - 22:67). That is, now that the Holy Prophet has brought a new Book and new code of laws no one has the right to dispute them and create any confusion about them.

This also shows that there is in fact no inconsistency between the two
interpretations of this verse. It is quite possible that this verse was revealed with reference to some specific dispute about the slaughter of animals but since, as a general rule, the words must be interpreted in the sense they are understood by the common people and not in reference to a particular event, the words of this verse can be so construed as to apply to all the laws of Shari'ah. The essence of both the interpretations, therefore is, that since Allah Ta'ālā has given each nation its own particular set of rules where differences as to details do exist, the latest set of rules becomes binding on all peoples, and issues relating to these differences cannot be raised. This is the reason why it has been stated at the end of this verse (And do call them to your Lord. Surely, you are on straight Guidance - 22:67) in which the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been advised not to take any notice of the machinations and disputes raised by the infidels but to continue with his mission, because he was following the path of righteousness whereas his opponents were steeped in error.

A doubt and its answer

In verse 67 it has been averred that Allah Ta'ālā granted to the earlier nations their own Shari'ah or set of rules, and the Mosaic Code and the Christian Code are instances in point. The Jews and the Christians may, therefore, argue that their Codes also being Divine should be allowed to exist alongside of the Islamic Code. But this is a fallacious argument because it is a well established fact that an earlier Shari'ah is cancelled by a subsequent Shari'ah, and this view is reinforced by the following verses in which the infidels who challenge the Islamic Shari'ah have been warned of severe chastisement. (And if they dispute with you, then say, "Allah knows best what you do." - 22:68)

Verses 71 - 74
And they worship, besides Allah, the objects for which He did never send down an authority (or proof) and for which they have no knowledge. And for the wrongdoers there is no helper. [71]

And when Our verses are recited to them in all their clarity, you (can) recognize disgust on the faces of the disbelievers. They seem to attack those who recite to them Our verses. Say, "Shall I, then, tell you about something more disgusting than that? The Fire! Allah has promised it to those who disbelieve. And it is an evil end." [72]

O people, here is a parable set forth to you, so listen to it carefully: All those whom you invoke besides Allah can never create (even) a fly, even though they all join hands together for that. And if a fly snatches something away from them, they cannot release it therefrom. (Equally) feeble are the invoker and the invoked. [73]

They did not recognize Allah in His true esteem. Indeed Allah is Powerful, Mighty. [74]

Commentary
Illustrating the futility of polytheism and idol-worship by citing a parable

Generally the words "صَبِيبُ مَثَلٌ" are used for quoting an incident as an example. However, it is not used here in that sense but the foolishness of idol worship has been illustrated by citing a parable. The infidels are told that the idols from which they seek the gratification of their desires are so utterly helpless that all of them together cannot create a humble thing like a fly. Indeed they cannot even protect the offerings of eatables, which their worshippers bring them daily, against the inroads of flies. Then how
can they protect you from any calamity? The stupidity and foolishness of the idol-worshippers has been described at the end of the verse by the words (Feeble are the invoker and the invoked - 22:73) meaning thereby that if the object of worship is so utterly weak and powerless, those worshipping it must be more so.

(They did not recognize Allah in His true esteem - 22:74). It means that these people are so foolish and ungrateful that they did not recognize the power of Allah Ta’ālā and place their helpless idols at the same level with Him.

Verses 75 - 78

Allah chooses messengers from angels and from men. Surely, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. [75]

He knows what is in front of them and what is behind them, and to Allah all matters are to be returned. [76]

O those who believe, bow down in rukū‘ and bow down in sajdah and worship your Lord and do good, so that you achieve success. [77] And struggle for (seeking the pleasure of) Allah, a struggle that is owed to Him. He has chosen you and did not impose any hardship on you
in the religion - the faith of your father Ibrāhīm. He (Allah) named you as Muslims both before and in this (Qur'ān), so that the Messenger becomes a witness to you and you become witnesses to (other) people.

So establish salāh and pay zakāh, and hold fast to Allah. He is your patron. So, He is the excellent One to be a patron and He is the excellent One to help. [78]

Commentary

(O those who believe, bow down in Ruku' and bow down in Sajdah and worship your Lord - 22:77) Verse 18 of this Sūrah is a verse of sajdah by consensus of the jurists, which means that whoever recites verse 18 or listens to someone reciting it must offer a sajdah. However, there is a difference of opinion about the present verse. Imām Abū Ḥanīfah, Imām Mālik and Sufyān Thaurī are among those who think that the present verse is not a verse of sajdah in the sense that reciting this verse or listening to it does not entail the obligation to offer a sajdah, because the command to 'bow down' in sajdah in the present verse is combined with bowing down in ruku' and this circumstance is a clear indication that in the present context sajdah means the normal sajdah which is performed during the course of prayers. For example all the scholars are unanimously of the opinion that in the verse XI~I@

(And prostrate and bow down (in Ruku') with those who bow - 3:43) the sajdah is the normal sajdah of the prayers. However, in the context of the present verse Imām Shafi'i and Imām Aḥmad hold contrary views and quote a hadīth according to which Sūrah Ḥajj enjoys a position of greater merit as compared to other Sūrah because of two verses of sajdah occurring in it. Imām Abū Ḥanīfah questions the authenticity of this hadīth.

(And struggle for (seeking the pleasure of) Allah, a struggle that is due to him - 22:78) The words جهاد (jihād) and mujahadah mean to exert one's utmost effort to achieve an objective and to take pains for it. (That is why the word is translated above as 'struggle'). While waging war against the infidels the Muslims make supreme efforts, and for this reason it is called jihād, and حَقَّ جهاد (a struggle that is due to Him) means that all these efforts and sacrifices should aim solely at winning the favours and goodwill of Allah Ta'ālā,
and be free from all considerations of worldly reward, such as fame or spoils of war.

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has explained the phrase 'that is due to Him' by saying that it is to strive to the utmost of one's capacity in the course of jihād, unmindful of all criticism. Some other commentators have explained the word jihād in this verse to mean that one exerts his utmost effort in carrying out the acts of worship and full obedience to rules of Shari'ah in all sincerity. Dahīkāk and Muqātil have said that a struggle that is due to Him means to act in Allah's obedience and His worship as due to Him. Sayyidnā ‘ Abdullāh Ibn Mubarak thinks that Jihad means to strive against the temptations (nafs) and its baser desires. Imām Baghawī supports this view on the basis of a hadith which he has from Jābir Ibn ‘ Abdullāh to the effect that when a group of companions turned from Jihād, the Holy Prophet said: You have returned from a smaller Jihād to a greater Jihād meaning thereby that the fight against the temptations of self and baser desires never ceases. Baihaqī has also related this hadith but he is of the opinion that it has some weak narrators, Tafsīr Mazharī has adopted this latter interpretation and proceeded to say that the Muslims were in fact fighting against the coarse desires of Self even when they were engaged in jihād against the infidels, but the hadith places it after their return from the jihād. The suggestion here is that though the fight against temptations continued even on the battlefield, it could by tradition and usage be brought to fruition only under the watchful eye of a perfect spiritual guide, that is the Holy Prophet .

The Ummah of Prophet Muḥammad is the chosen Ummah of Allah Ta'ālā

(He has chosen you - 22:78) Sayyidnā Wāthilah Ibn Asqa' has reported that the Holy Prophet once said, ‘Allah chose the Kinānah from the children of Sayyidnā Isma’il, then He chose the Quraish from the Kinānah, then the Bani Hāshim from the Quraish and from amongst the Bani Hāshim He chose me’. (Muslim – Mazhari).

(And did not impose any hardship on you in the religion - 22:78) It means that Allah Ta'ālā has not imposed any hardship upon you in matters of religion. From this some scholars have
concluded that in Islam there is no sin which cannot be forgiven and save a person from the punishment of the Day of Resurrection if he repents for it truly. On the other hand, among the earlier nations there were certain sins which could not be forgiven even by offering repentance.

According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ٌ 'hardship' refers to those rigid and harsh laws which applied to the Bani Isrā'il and for which the Qurān uses the words إِسْرُ (burden) and إِغْلَالُ (shackles). Others have interpreted the word ḥaraj (hardship) to mean a hardship which is beyond human endurance. In Islam there are no such laws and rules which are unbearable in themselves, though there are some rules which entail strenuous effort. But such efforts have always been regarded as pre-requisites to success in all human activities. Education, commerce, industry etc. are fields where success depends on unremitting labour but that would not make these tasks impossible to achieve. Sometimes difficulties are experienced due to unfavorable environments or lack of familiarity with the task in hand, but these too cannot be described as hardships and can be overcome by sustained hard work.

Another interpretation given by Qādi Thanaullāh in Tafsīr Maẓhari is that Allah Ta‘ālā having chosen the Muslims for His favours from amongst all other nations, they too willingly opt for the severest hardship in the service of Allah and His religion. In such a situation even hardships and difficulties do not deter their resilience and they endure them willingly and happily. There is a ḥadīth related by Sayyidnā Anas  in which the Holy Prophet ( ) said جعلت فرحة عيني في الصلوة (the coolness of my eyes lies in prayers). (Aḥmad and Nasa’ī).

(The faith of your father Ibrāhīm - 22:78). It means that this is the nation of your father Ibrāhīm ٌ. These words are addressed to the Quraish who are descended from Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ٌ and all other people following them become entitled to the favours which Allah Ta‘ālā has granted to the Quraish. There is a ḥadīth which says:

الناس تبع لقوم في هذا الشأن، مسلمهم تبع لمسلمهم، وكافرهم تبع لكافرهم

(رواية البخاري و مسلم)

All people follow Quraish in this faith; the believers follow the believers among the Quraish, and the infidels follow the infidels among them. (Maẓhari).
Others say that the words (your father Ibrāhīm) are addressed to all Muslims in the sense that the Holy Prophet was the spiritual father of all Muslims and had himself descended from Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm.

Others say that the words (He (Allah) named you as Muslims both before and in this Qur’an - 22:78) Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had named the followers of the Holy Prophet and all other believers as Muslims even before the Qur’an, and later in the Qur’an itself, as is evident from his prayer which is recorded in the Qur’an: (O our Lord, make us both submissive to you, and of our progeny a people submissive to you - 2:128)

And the name "Muslim" given by the Qur’an to the believers, was, though, not given directly by Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, yet since he had suggested this name even before the revelation of the Qur’an, the Holy Qur’an has adopted this name. That is why it is attributed to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm.

(He named you both before and in this Qur’an - 22:78) On the Day of Resurrection the Holy Prophet will depose that he had conveyed the commands of Allah Ta‘ālā to his Ummah and the Ummah will acknowledge this fact. But when other prophets will make similar depositions, their Ummahs will deny their claims and at that time the Ummah of the Holy Prophet will come forward and bear witness to the fact that all the prophets had indeed conveyed the commands of Allah Ta‘ālā to their respective Ummahs. This evidence will be challenged on the ground that since the Muslim Ummah did not even exist in those earlier times it carried no weight, to which the Muslims will reply that they learned about these matters from their own Prophet, whose truthfulness and integrity was admitted by all. This is the gist of a hadīth which Bukhārī and others have related on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī.

(So establish salāh and pay zakāh - 22:78) It means that since Allah Ta‘ālā has showered on you unlimited benefits, it is your duty also to show your gratitude to Him by striving hard to obey His commands. The two commands relating to prayers and zakāh have been
specifically mentioned because prayer is the most important among the obligations performed by human body, while *zakāh* is the most important among the commands about wealth, otherwise the idea is that all commands enjoined by Allah Ta'ālā be obeyed and followed.

(And hold fast to Allah - 22:78). It means that pious Muslims should place their trust in Allah alone in all their affairs and seek help from none but Him. According to Sayyidnā Ibn ʿAbbās the sense of these words is that pious Muslims should seek Allah’s protection from all things which are loathsome in this world and in the Hereafter. Others have interpreted these words to mean that good Muslims should hold fast to the Qur’ān and Sunnah, and have quoted the following ḥadīth:

"I have left behind two things with you and if you hold fast to them you will never go astray: one is the Book of Allah and the second is the Sunnah of His Rasūl." (Mažhari)

*Alḥamdulillāh*

The Commentary on
Sūrah Al-Ḥajj

Ends here.
Sūrah Al-Mu‘minūn
(The Believers)

Sūrah Al-Mu‘minūn was revealed in Makkah and it has 118 Verses and 6 sections

Verses 1 - 11

قَدْ أَفْلَحَ الْمُؤْمِنُونَ ۛ وَالَّذِينَ هُمْ عَنِ الْغُرُورِ مُعَرَضُونَ ۛ وَالَّذِينَ هُمْ يُلْزِمُونَ ۛ إِلَّاَّ عَلَىٰ أَزْوَاجِهِمْ أَوْ مَا مُلْكَتُ أَبْنَانِهِمْ فَإِنْ تُعْرِفُونَهُمْ غَيْرً مُّلْوّمِينَ ۛ فَمَنْ أَبْغَى وَرَأَى ذَلِكَ فَأُولَٰئِكَ هُمْ الْمُغَرَّضُونَ ۛ وَالَّذِينَ هُمْ لَا مُشْتَهِيَّهُمْ وَعَهْدُهُمْ رَعَوْنَ ۛ وَالَّذِينَ هُمْ عَلَىٰ صُلُوبِهِمْ يَحَافُظُونَ ۛ وَأُولَٰئِكَ هُمْ الْوَرَثُونَ ۛ وَالَّذِينَ يُرْتَبُونَ الْفَرْدُوسَ ۛ هُمْ فِيهَا خَلِّدُونَ (11)

Success is really attained by the believers [1] who are concentrative in their Ṣalāh (prayers) [2] and who keep themselves away from vain things [3], and who are performers of Zakāh,* [4] and who guard their private parts [5] except from their wives or from those (slave-girls) owned by their right hands, because they

---

* Although Zakāh is normally known as the obligatory alms prescribed as a second pillar of Islam, but the literal meaning of the word is 'purification'. Both the meanings are possible here. According to the second meaning the reference would be to the purification of inward qualities i.e. morals. Some commentators have construed this verse in this sense. That is why we have used the word 'performers' as a literal translation of "ناهِلون" (Fa'ilun) instead of 'payers' which admits the first meaning only.
are not liable to blame. However, those who seek (sexual pleasure) beyond that are the transgressors — and (success is attained) by those who honestly look after their trusts and covenant, and who consistently observe their prayers. Those are the inheritors who will inherit Firdaus (the Paradise). They will be there forever.

Commentary

Merits and special features of سورة Al-Mu‘minun

Munzad of Ahmad quotes Sayyidnā ‘Umar al-Fārūq that whenever a wahy was being revealed to the Holy Prophet those near him used to hear a sound like the buzz of the bees. One day when they heard such a sound, they all waited hoping to learn about the revelation. When the Holy Prophet returned to his normal state after receiving the wahy, he sat down facing the Ka‘bah and prayed to Allah in the following words:

اللهِ رَزَّانَا وَلا تنفِضْنَا وَلا حَرِمنَا وَلا تُهِنَا وَأَغْلِنَا وَلا تَحْرِمْنَا وَأَذَرْنَا وَلَا تُؤْتِينَا عَلْيَنَا وَارْضِ عَنْا وَازْرِضِنا

"O Allah, give us more (bounties) and do not decrease (them for us) and grant us respect and do not put us to humiliation, and give us and do not deprive us and give us preference (on our enemies) and do not give preference (to our enemies) against us and be pleased with us and make us pleased."

Then the Holy Prophet said to his companions, "Just now ten verses have been revealed to me and anyone who follows them in letter and spirit will go to heaven." He then recited the first ten verses of سورة Al-Mu‘minun. (Ibn Kathîr)

Nasa’î in his كتاب التفسير has quoted Yazîd Ibn Babnûs that he once questioned Sayyidah ‘A’îshah about the habits and the behavior of the Holy Prophet to which she replied that it was according to what has been revealed in the Qur‘ân. Then she recited these ten verses of the Qur‘ân and said, "these verses describe his behavior."

What is Falâh? How and from where can it be obtained?

قد أَفَلَحَ الْمُؤْمِنُونَ
Success is really attained by the believers - 23:1.
The word *falāh* (translated above as 'success') has been used in the Qur'ān and Sunnah on numerous occasions. The call to prayers invites every Muslim towards *falāh* five times a day. The word signifies the attainment of all desires as well as protection from all misfortunes. (Qāmus). It is so comprehensive in its connotation that it may be regarded as the acme of one's desire - but the total *falāh*, where no desire remains unfulfilled or complete immunity from the vicissitudes of fate exists, is not granted even to great kings or to the most revered prophets of Allah. In any case there is an ever-present fear of a decline in or loss of good fortune, or the apprehension of an impending disaster, and no living person can claim to be free from it.

Thus it is evident that total *falāh* cannot be achieved in this world which is a place of pain and suffering, where nothing is everlasting and everything must ultimately perish. However this priceless commodity will be available in another world, namely the Paradise and it is there that people will achieve all their wishes very promptly (They have all that they call for - 36:57). In that world there will be no sorrow, no distress, and everyone will enter there with the following words on his lips:

\[الحمدُ لِلَّهِ الَّذِي أَذْهَبَ عَنَّا الْحُرُزَ إِنَّ رَبِّي لَغَفُورٞ رَّحِيمٞ
فَضْلُهُ
\]

Praise belongs to Allah who has put away all sorrow from us. Surely our Lord is All-Forgiving, All-Thankful, who of His bounty has made us to dwell in the abode of everlasting life - 35:34, 35.

This verse also suggest that in this world there is nobody who at some time or the other has not been afflicted by pain and anguish. Therefore, on entering the Paradise people will say that they have been delivered from all sufferings. In Sūrah al-Alā while the Qur'ān says that *falāh* may be obtained by purifying oneself against sins (\(ٌَََُّ\)), it also says that total *falāh* may be achieved in the Hereafter only. A Person who aims at *falāh* must not succumb to the temptations of this world:

\[يَبِلُّ تُؤْبَرُونَ الْحَيْوَةَ الدَّنْيَا وَالآخِرَةُ خَيْرٌ وَأَكْفَى
\]

Nay, but you prefer the present life; and the world to come is better, and more lasting. - 87: 16, 17
In brief, while total falāḥ may be obtained in the Paradise only, Allah grants falāḥ to his servants in this world also in the narrow sense of the word i.e. he grants them prosperity and relief from pain. In the present verse Allah has promised falāḥ to those believers who possess the seven attributes mentioned therein, and it includes the total falāḥ which can be achieved in the Hereafter only in addition to whatever falāḥ may be obtained in this world.

Here one may ask that while the promise of total falāḥ in the Hereafter to the believers who possess the seven attributes mentioned in this verse is understandable, the common experience is that in this world the recipients of falāḥ (prosperity and success) are generally the infidels and the impious persons. On the other hand the prophets and other reformers have, in all ages, suffered privations of life. The answer to this is that since total falāḥ is to be achieved in the Hereafter only, it is inevitable that every body in this world, whether he is a good and a pious man or whether he is a wicked person and an unbeliever, must face a certain measure of pain and hardship. Similarly every person, good or bad, has some of his wishes granted in this world. In these circumstances how is one to decide as to which of these two categories is the recipient of falāḥ. The answer to this question can only be provided by the fate which awaits them.

Human experience and observations provide sufficient evidence that although the pious people who possess the seven attributes mentioned above may at times face hardships and tribulations in this world, yet very soon they are released from all distress and they achieve their wishes. They command the respect of the whole world as long as they live and then after their death their memory is cherished and revered by all.

The seven attributes of a perfect Believer on the basis of which he has been promised falāḥ in this verse both in this world and in the Hereafter

The first and most important attribute which is fundamental and basic to everything else is that a person should be a true believer. The other seven attributes mentioned in the verse are discussed below.

The first attribute is خُشُوع Khushūʿ (translated in the text as being concentrative) during prayers. The literal meaning of this word is
"calmness", but in religious terminology it means "to bring about a state of perfect concentration in the heart" so that he does not knowingly allow any thoughts to enter his heart other than the remembrance of Allah. It also means that during prayers a person must abstain from moving his body and limbs unnecessarily (Bayān ul-Qur‘ān). He must, in particular, avoid those movements of the body which have been forbidden by the Holy Prophet ﷺ and which the jurists have compiled under the general heading مكروهات (things which are disliked during prayers). Tafsīr Mażhari quotes the above definition of خشوع (Khushū’) from Sayyidnā ‘Amr Ibn Dīnār ﷺ. Other scholars have given different definitions of this word, but they are in fact further details of what the serenity of the heart and the body means. For instance, according to Sayyidnā Mujāhid, casting down one’s eyes and keeping the voice low is خشوع whereas Sayyidnā ‘Alī ﷺ said that خشوع is to refrain from casting sideways glances obliquely. Sayyidnā ‘Aṭā’ ﷺ says that the word means "not toying with any part of the body". There is a ḥadīth from Sayyidnā Abū Dharr ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ once said, "Allah keeps an eye over His servant during prayers so long as he concentrates his attention on Allah, but when he turns his attention elsewhere and glances obliquely sideways, Allah also turns away from him." (Mażhari) The Holy Prophet ﷺ is reported to have directed Sayyidnā ‘Anas ﷺ to keep his eyes fixed at the spot which he touched with his forehead when performing sajdah (prostration) and not to look right and left during prayers.

Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ says that the Holy Prophet ﷺ saw a man praying who was toying with his beard and remarked لو خشعت قلب هذا لخشعت جوارحه (If this man had Khushū’ in his heart, his body and limbs would have remained calm).

How important is Khushū’ during prayers?

Imām Ghazzali, Qurṭubī and some other scholars are of the view that Khushū’ during prayers is obligatory and a prayer offered without total Khushū’ will be deemed not to have been performed. However there are others who believe that while Khushū’ is the essence of prayers and its absence deprives the prayers of their true purpose, yet it cannot be regarded as an indispensable condition for the prayers to be valid and its absence will not render it necessary to repeat performance of the prayers.

Hakim ul-Ummah has written in Bayān ul-Qur‘ān that while
Khushū' is not a necessary condition for the validity of the prayers, yet it is an essential element for the acceptance of the prayers by Allah and from this point of view it is obligatory. Ţabarānī in his book al-Mujjim al-Kabīr has related a hadīth on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Dardā' that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "The first thing that will be taken away from this Ummah is Khushū' so much so that a time will come when no one will be left to practice Khushū'".

The second attribute of a good Muslim is that he abstains from frivolous and vain things. لَعْوَ (Laghw, translated in the text as 'vain things') means useless talk and action which do not bring any religious reward and in its extreme form it may include sinful acts that are positively harmful and must, therefore, be avoided. And in its mild form laghw is neither useful nor harmful but it is very desirable to give up this habit. There is a hadīth in which the Holy Prophet ﷺ said من حسن إسلام المرأ (It is a part of one's being a fair Muslim that he gives up all that is useless for him). For these reasons guarding oneself against useless acts has been described as an attribute of a good Muslim in this verse.

The third attribute is Zakāh which, literally means "to purify" but in religious terminology it means giving in charity a portion of one's wealth subject to certain prescribed conditions and the word has been generally used in the Qur'ān in this sense. This meaning of the word can be applied in this verse also. However this meaning of the word in the present context has been questioned by some scholars on the ground that this verse was revealed in Makkah when Zakāh was not made obligatory. (Zakāh was made obligatory after Hijrah to Madīnah). Ibn Kathīr and other commentators have answered this objection by claiming that Zakāh was in actual fact made obligatory in Makkah as will be evident from Sūrah Al-Muzzammil, which is by consensus a Makkan Sūrah, in which the words وَأَيْتَاعُ الْمَزَكَّةَ (and pay zakāh) occur alongside of the words أَتَّقُمُوا الصُّلْوَةَ.

However arrangements for its collection and details regarding the determination of wealth liable to Zakāh (nisāb) were settled after Hijrah to Madīnah. According to this interpretation of the verse Zakāh was made obligatory in Makkah but rules prescribing its various details were formulated in Madīnah. As regards those scholars who hold the view that Zakāh was made obligatory after Hijrah to Madīnah, they believe that
the word must be interpreted here in its common literal sense, i.e., to purify one's own self. There is an indication in the verse itself which supports this meaning of the word. It will be observed that wherever obligatory Zakāh has been mentioned in the Qur'ān, the words used are ینام الزکوةَ وَأَنَّا الزکوةَ يُؤْنِونَ الزکوة (which refer to the 'payment' of zakāh) whereas here the words used are ّفَاعِلُونَ (who are performers of zakāh) which clearly indicates that in this verse the word has not been used in its technical meaning. Besides, the word فَاعِلُونَ (performers) is related to عمل (performance) and technically Zakah is not an act but a portion of wealth and the use of the word فَاعِلُونَ for this portion of wealth needs suitable explanation. If the technical meaning of the word Zakāh is adopted, then its being obligatory and binding on all Muslims is undisputed and if the word means purification of soul then that too is obligatory and to cleanse one's soul of impurities and sins such as polytheism, hypocrisy, vanity, jealousy, hatred, greed, miserliness is called تَزِييْح (tazkiyah). All these things are forbidden and are major sins and it is obligatory to purify one's soul from them.

Forth Attribute is guarding one's private parts against unlawful liaison. (And who guard their private parts except from their wives or from those (slave-girls) owned by their right hands - 23:5,6). They satisfy their needs with their wives and their legal bondmaids according to the prescribed laws and avoid unlawful liaison. About these people the Qur'ān says فَإِنَّهُمْ غَيْرَ مُلْوَّمِينَ (Because they are not liable to blame - 23:6), which also means that the sexual desire must be kept under strict control and must not be allowed to become a means of gratification of one's passions.

(However, those who seek (sexual pleasure) beyond that are the transgressors - 7). Satisfying one's desire with someone other than one's own wife or a lawfully acquired slave-girl is strictly forbidden and the ban includes adultery (marrying a woman whom one is not allowed to marry under the religious code is also adultery), having sex with one's wife or slave-girl when she is menstruating or is confined, or having unnatural sex with them, homosexuality and bestiality, while most jurists include masturbation also in the ban. (Tafsir Bayān ul-Qur'ān, Qurṭubi, al-Bahr ul-Muḥīt, etc.)

Fifth Attribute of a good Muslim is that he should discharge his
trust truly and faithfully. (And [success is attained] by those who honestly look after their trusts and covenant, 23:8). The word أمانات (trusts) covers everything which a person has undertaken to perform or which have been placed under his care as trust. Since it may be of many kinds, the word is used in plural, so that it may include all sorts of trusts whether they may relate to the rights of Allah or to the rights of human beings. To perform scrupulously all the injunctions and duties made obligatory by religious laws and to abstain from things which have been forbidden or declared undesirable is to look after the trust that relates to the rights of Allah. As regards the discharge of trusts relating to the rights of human beings, these take numerous forms, and the most well-known is that a person must promptly return to the owner on demand any goods which have been in his custody as trust. Any information received in confidence is a trust and to reveal it to anybody else without the permission of the person who gave it is a breach of trust. Mutual settlement between an employer and an employee of the terms of employment, i.e. the work to be done and time to be spent in the performance of work, and the wages to be paid is a trust and binding on both the parties and a violation of this agreement by either party would constitute a breach of trust. Hence discharge of trust is an all-encompassing word.

Sixth Attribute of a perfect Muslim is to fulfill his covenant. The word عهَد (covenant) has two connotations. One is a covenant between two parties specifying the duties and obligations of either party and is binding on both and a breach of this covenant by either party is a fraud and deceit and therefore forbidden in Islam. The other is where a person voluntarily promises to give something to someone or undertakes to do some job. This is known as وَعَهَد (promise) and its fulfillment is also obligatory under the dictates of Sharī'ah. There is a Ḥadīth which says العدة دين (a promise is like a debt). It means that a promise is like a debt and must be fulfilled in the same manner as a debt must be discharged, the difference being that whereas the repayment of a debt can be enforced through a court of law, a voluntary promise is not enforceable likewise. Nevertheless the person making the promise is morally bound to abide by it and failure to do so would be a sin unless there is a religious ground for his inability to fulfill his promise.
Seventh attribute

(And who consistently observe their prayers - 23:9). To observe one's prayers here means to offer them regularly at the appointed time, and the word صلوات (Prayers) has been used in the plural form to include all the five prayers. In an earlier verses the word صلة (Ṣalāh: prayer) was used in the singular because the emphasis was on Khushū' which is the essence of all prayers whether they are fard, wājib, sunnah or nafl.

A careful study of the above seven attributes would show that they encompass all the duties which man owes to Allah and to fellow men, and all the laws governing those duties. A person who possesses these attributes and adheres to them is a complete mu'min (believer) and deserving of falāḥ in this world and in the Hereafter. It will also be noted that these seven attributes begin and also end with a reference to prayers which suggests that if prayers are offered in the prescribed manner with all their requirements, the other attributes will appear automatically.

أُلْبِيْكَ هُمُ الْوَرَّاءُونِ الْذِّينَ يَذْهَبُونَ الْيَوْمَ الْمُرْدُونَ

Those are the inheritors who will inherit Firdaus (Paradise) - 23:10,11.

The good Muslims who possess the attributes described above have been declared in this verse to be the heirs to the garden of Paradise. There is a suggestion here that just as the assets of a deceased person must devolve on his heirs, similarly the possessors of these attributes will, without doubt, enter Paradise. It should be noted that the possessors of these seven qualities have been mentioned in the beginning as those who attain falāḥ or success, then after describing these qualities it is mentioned in this last sentence that possessors of these qualities will inherit Paradise. This indicates that the total falāḥ (success) may be achieved in Paradise only.

Verses 12 - 22
And We have created man from an extract of clay. [12] Then We made him a sperm-drop in a firm resting place. [13] Then We made the sperm-drop into a clot, then We turned the clot into a foetus-lump, then We made the foetus-lump into bones, then We clothed the bones with flesh; thereafter We developed it into another creature. So, glorious is Allah, the Best of the creators. [14] Then, after all this, you are to die. [15] Then you are to be raised again on the Day of Judgment. [16]

And We created upon you seven paths (heavens) and We were never neglectful of the creation. [17]

And We sent down water from the sky in due measure, then We lodged it in the earth, and of course, We are able to take it away. [18] Then We produced with it gardens of date-palms and vines for your benefit. For you there are many fruits in them, and of them you eat [19] – and (We produced) a tree (of olive) that comes out from the (mount) Ṭūr of Sinai, which grows having oil and a dressing for those who eat. [20]

And indeed there is a sure lesson in the cattle for you. We give you a drink from that which lies in their bellies, and for you there are many benefits in them,
and of them you eat, [21] and on them and on the boats you are transported. [22]

Commentary

In the earlier verses it was explained that man can achieve falāḥ (success) in this world and in the Hereafter by spending his time in assiduously worshipping Allah and, in compliance with His commands, by keeping his body and soul pure at all times and by discharging the claims and duties which he owes to fellow human beings. The present verse gives an account of the universal and supreme power of Allah the Almighty and a manifestation of His power in the process leading to the creation of the human race. If a person whom Allah has given wisdom and intelligence ponders seriously the meanings of these verses, he must necessarily choose the path which would lead him to falāḥ in this world and in the Hereafter.

And We have created man from an extract of clay. - 23:12

The word sulālah means "extract" and ṭīn means "wet earth" or clay and the verse means that man was created from some special elements extracted from earth. Creation of mankind began with Sayyidnā 'Ādam who was himself created from this essence of earth. Therefore the first creation has been related to earth after which the seed of one man becomes the means of another man's creation. In the next verse (then We made him a sperm-drop) this same point has been mentioned differently. The meaning of all this is that the first life i.e. Sayyidnā 'Ādam was created from earth and continued further with the sperm which is a refined element of the same earth. This is how a majority of commentators have explained this verse. Another view is that (extract of clay) may also mean human seed because it is produced from the food which a man takes and the food grows out of the earth.

Seven stages of the creation of man

In the above verse seven stages in the creation of man have been described. These are:

1) (an extract of clay).
2) (sperm-drop),
A very interesting story about Sayyidnā ‘Abbas

Qurṭubī in his commentary has related a very interesting story in which Sayyidnā ‘Abbas is said to have determined the exact date of the Night of Majesty (Lailatulqadr) and based his reasoning on this verse: The story goes like this. One day Sayyidnā ‘Umar while sitting in the company of some eminent companions of the Holy Prophet, asked them on what date of the month of Ramaḍān the Night of Majesty (Lailatulqadr) would fall. None of them was able to mention a specific date so they all said that only Allah knew the answer. Sayyidnā ‘Umar then turned to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas who was the youngest among them and asked him if he had an answer to the question. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas then said, "O Amir ul-Mominin! Allah created seven skies and seven earths. He created man in seven stages and provided him sustenance from seven sources. Therefore in my opinion the Night of Majesty will surely fall on the twenty-seventh night of the month of Ramaḍān." When Sayyidnā ‘Umar heard this reasoning, he said to the companions, "See, this lad has given an answer which none of you could give". This story is reproduced at length in the Musnād of Ibn Abi Shaibah. When Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas mentioned the seven stages of man's creation, he was obviously alluding to this verse. As for the seven sources of human sustenance, the reference is to the verse in Sūrah ‘Abas:

قَانُونًا فِيهِا حَبَّا وَعَعْبًا وَفَضْيَا وَزَوْعُنَا وَنَخَلاً وَخَدَّانَى عَلْيَهَا وَفَأْكِهَةٌ وَآخَان

And therein made the grains to grow and vines, and reeds, and olives, and palms, and clense-tree gardens, and fruits, and pastures. 90:27 - 31

This verse mentions eight items of which the first seven are food for human beings and the eighth provides fodder for animals.
The supreme beauty and eloquence of the Qur'anic language is evident from the fact that the seven stages of the creation of man have not all been described in the same manner. In describing the metamorphosis of the human foetus from one stage to the next, the word \( \text{ذات ماء} \) (afterwards) has been used at some place which is a suggestion of some delay in the process, while at other places the particle \( \text{ف} \) has been used as a prefix indicating uninterrupted succession in the process of change. Some of the changes in the human foetus in mother's womb take a long time to take place whereas other changes occur in relatively shorter periods. Thus the word \( \text{ذات ماء} \) has been used in the context of the first two changes. First there is \( \text{نَبْلَة مِنْ طَيْنٍ} \) (an extract of clay) which changes into the seed \( \text{تَمْ جَعَلَهَا عَلَقَةً} \) (then We made him a sperm-drop). Now it is well known that the production of food from the earth, its absorption in the human body of that special element which changes into the seed is a long drawn out process. Similarly the third stage of the transformation from the sperm-drop \( \text{تَمْ جَعَلَهَا عَلَقَةً} \) to clot \( \text{قُلْتَ عَلَقَةَ عَلَقَةَ} \) (then We made the sperm-drop into a clot - 23:14). The next three stages, i.e. from \( \text{قُلْتَ عَلَقَةَ عَلَقَةَ} \) (clot) to \( \text{قُلْتَ عَلَقَةَ عَلَقَةَ} \) (foetus-lump), from to bones, and thirdly clothing flesh on bones occurring in short periods is not too remote a possibility, and in describing these three changes the particle \( \text{ف} \) has been used which, as has been explained earlier, is indicative of uninterrupted succession. The final change in the condition of the unborn child comes when life and soul are breathed into it. And since, according to human reckoning, putting life and soul into a lifeless mass must necessarily take a long time, therefore, here again the word \( \text{ذات ماء} \) has been used to describe this final stage of transformation.

The final stage in human creation, i.e. putting life and soul into it

The Qur'an describes this change with the words \( \text{ذات ماء} \) (We developed it into another creature - 23:14). This distinction is due to the fact that whereas the first six stages in the creation of man are related to the world of elements and substances, the final stage relates to the transfer of soul from the world of spirits into his body and is, therefore, described as \( \text{خَلَقَ أَخْرَ} \), i.e. a special or distinct creation.

Biological spirit and Real Spirit

"We developed it into another creature" in this verse is interpreted by Ibn 'Abbās, Mujāhid, Sha'bi, 'Ikrimah, Ṭaḥṭāk and Abul-'Aliyah to mean
blowing spirit into the body. Tafsīr Maẓharī mentions that most probably it refers to the biological spirit. According to its explanation spirits are of two kinds. Biological spirit is a subtle substance embedded in every part of the body of a human being or an animal. This is the spirit recognized by medical scientists and the philosophers. This biological spirit is created after the organs are created. That is why its creation is mentioned in this verse with the word فَيَوْمَ (thereafter). The other kind of spirit is the 'Real spirit'. It belongs to the spiritual universe. This real spirit was created long before the creation of human beings, and it is these spirits which were assembled by Allah when He asked them, "Am I not your Lord?" and they answered, "Why not?" This Real Spirit having been created long before, is connected by Allah Ta’ālā with biological spirit in a manner not known to anyone. Life of man depends on this connection and when biological spirit of a person is disconnected from Real Spirit, he dies. Therefore, it is also possible that it is this connection which is referred to in this verse by the words another creation.

So, glorious is Allah, the best of the creators-23:14). The word خَلَقَ and خَلَقُونَ mean "to create something from nothing", which is a very special and exclusive attribute of Allah. Thus, Allah alone is the creator and none else. Neither an angel nor man can create anything. However sometime these two words are used in the sense of manufacturing which is no more than the reshaping and assembly by man of substances created by Allah. The man who does this is also called the creator of an article. The Qurʾān says أَلَمْ يَخْلَقُ لَكُم مِّنَ الطَّيَّبِينَ كَهَيْبَةٍ النَّفْسِ (I create for you from clay something in the shape of a bird - 3:49). In all these places the word خَلَقَ (creating) has been used in the metaphorical sense to mean "manufacture".

Here the word خَالِقِينَ (creators) has been used in the plural and the meaning is that though ordinary human beings who manufacture things may also be called خَالِقٌ or creators in the metaphorical sense, yet Allah is the best among all those creators.

Then, after all this, you are to die - 23:15

The preceding three verses were about the creation of man and this
verse and the one which follows is about the life to come. In this verse Allah says that after his creation man will spend a period of time in this world and then will meet his death from which there is no escape. Then He says that man will be raised on the Day of Resurrection (Then you are to be raised again on the Day of Judgment - 23:16) so that his deeds and actions in this world may be weighed and he may be sent to Paradise or Hell as he deserves. This is how a man's life would end. Further on there is a brief mention of the events which will take place in the intervening period between his life in this world and the life to come, and of the gift and blessings which Allah will bestow upon him. This is prefaced by a reference to the creation of the skies.

And We created upon you seven paths (heavens) - 23:17

is the plural of which may also be used as a synonym for (tier) in which case the meaning would be that Allah created seven skies overhead row upon row in tiers. The other and more common meaning of the word is "road" or "passage" in which case the verse would mean that these skies provide a path for the angels who bring commands from Allah to the earth.

(And We were never neglectful of the creation - 23:17). The verse means that Allah did not just abandon man after creating him, but was ever mindful of his needs and provided the means for his sustenance and growth. To this end He first created the skies and from the skies He sent forth rains upon the earth which then produced food for men's nourishment.

The Divine system of providing water to meet human needs

And We sent down water from the sky in due measure, then We lodged it in the earth, and of course, We are able to take it away. - 23:18

The addition of the phrase (In due measure) shows how feeble and utterly powerless man is, because if the very things without which no life can exist exceed a certain limit, they become the cause of death and destruction. Water is a case in point without which no living thing
or beast - can survive. Torrential rains coming down from the sky cause a
deluge which becomes a source of misery for human beings. But Allah is
kind and merciful and He sends rains which, while fulfilling man's needs,
do not turn into flood except at those places where it is His will that they
should be engulfed in water. Another point to consider is that if man was
to obtain his daily requirement of water through daily rainfall, that too
would cause extreme discomfort and suffering, because he is not by
nature adapted to live in an environment where rain falls every day.
Moreover the conduct of business would become impossible in such
conditions. On the other hand, if the total quantity of water that men
would need for a whole year, or for six months or even for three months
were to come down in a single downpour and people are told to store their
quota of water and use it according to their daily needs, that would be an
impossible task because, apart from lack of adequate storage capacity, the
water would become foul and unfit for consumption. Therefore Allah has
regulated the supply of water in such a way that when rains come, the
water saturates the earth and the plants and then it flows into lakes,
ponds and natural depressions where it is used by men and animals
according to their needs. But the water stored in this manner can only
last for a limited time and men of different regions need a continuous
supply of fresh water. To meet this eventuality Allah has designed a
system by which very large quantities of water are converted into oceans
of ice and snow and placed on top of mountains where the atmosphere is
pure and free from pollution. Slowly and gradually the snow melts and
the water seeps through the pores in the mountains and flows into the
network of underground water channels which carry it to all parts as
springs and flow on the surface of the earth as streams, water courses and
rivers. This fresh running water provides drinking water to men and
animals and irrigates fields which yield food and fodder for all living
things. Another part of the water percolates deep into the ground and
becomes sub-soil water and is drawn up from wells. This entire design and
process is covered in the Qur'an by a simple and short sentence
فَأَسّْكْنَتْهُ فِي الْأَرْضِ (23:18). A point is also made at the end of the verse that the sub-soil
water which is drawn from wells has been placed by merciful Allah at a
depth from where it can be drawn easily because by its nature, water
flows downwards and could have gone down to a depth from where it
would have been impossible to draw it out. This is explained by the
sentence and, of course, We are able to take it away (23:18).

The Qur'ān then goes on to say that it is from an assured and regular supply of water only that Allah created fruit gardens which produce dates and grapes and many other kinds of fruits. People eat these fruit for their taste and flavour and also preserve some of them for future use as articles of food as is evident from the sentence (And of them you eat - 23:19). Then special mention is made of olives and the oil extracted from it because it has many uses and offers many benefits. And since the Mount Sinai produces an abundant crop of olives therefore a reference has been made to it (And [We produced] a tree [of olive] that comes out from the [mount] Tūr of Sinai. - 23:20). Sinai is the name of the area where the Tūr Mountain is located. Olive oil can be used to massage the body, in lamps to provide light and in food as a curry or dressing. This has been expressed in the verse in the words (which grows having oil and a dressing for those who eat - 23:20). The reason why olive tree has been associated with the Tūr mountain is that this tree first grew on that mountain. Some people have said that it was the first tree to grow on earth after the great Deluge in the days of Sayyidnā Nūḥ (Maẓhari).

Then there is a mention of the blessings and the numerous gifts which Allah has provided for the benefit of mankind so that they may ponder and worship Him. The words of the verse are (And indeed there is a sure lesson in the cattle for you - 23:21). The lesson to which this verse refers has been described further in the words (We give you a drink from that which lies in their bellies - 23:21). Some of the ways in which the cattle serve mankind are that they provide milk which is a very clear and nourishing food; every part of their body is put to some use, and their wool, hides, intestines etc. are all utilized, in industries which support a country's economy, the meat of the animals, which are ḥalāl (permissible) is a favourite food for all men. (and of them you eat - 23:21). And finally they are used, together with ships, as mounts and as means of transporting goods from one place to another. In the last benefit, ships and boats are also included, because they are also used in transportation (And on them and on the boats you are transported - 23:22). All types of mounts which
are run with wheels may also be added to *fulk* (boats) because they render the same service.

**Verses 23 - 30**

And surely, We sent Nūḥ to his nation. So he said, "O my people, worship Allah. You have no god whatsoever other than Him. So, do you not fear Allah?" [23] So, said the disbelieving chiefs from among his nation, "This (man) is nothing but a human being like you. He wishes to impose his superiority over you. Had Allah willed, He would have sent down angels. We have not heard of such a thing among our forefathers. [24] He is none but a man possessed by madness, so wait for (what happens to) him, for some time" [25]

He said, "My Lord, help me, for they have belied me." [26] So, We sent Our revelation to him, saying, "Make the
ship under Our eyes and Our revelation. So, when Our command comes and the oven gushes forth, take on its board a pair of two from each (species) along with your family, except those of them against whom the word has already passed. And do not speak to Me (in favour) of those who did wrong. They are sure to be drowned. [27] So, when you and those with you, are well seated in the ship, say, 'Praise is for Allah who saved us from the wrongdoing people.' [28] And say, 'My Lord, make me land a blessed landing. And You are the best of those who bring (someone) to land". [29]

Surely, there are signs in it and We do always test (people). [30]

(And the oven gushes forth - 23:27). The word ُنُور means oven which is used for making flat, round bread, and is also used in the sense of the whole earth. According to some people ُنُور is a specific oven in the Kufah mosque, while others believe that it was somewhere in Syria. Sayyidnā Nūh ُنُور was informed by Allah that when water began boiling forth from the ُنُور (oven) that would be the sign of the coming of the Deluge (Mazharī). The story of Sayyidnā Nūh ُنُور, the Deluge and his Ark has been reported in some earlier Sūrah (See Volume 4, p. 626 to 643).

Verses 31 - 41

٠٣١٠ أَنتِ تَأْسِيْنَآ إِلَى بَعْدِهِمْ قَرْنًا أَخَرِينَ فَأَسْلَنَا فِيهِمْ رَسُوْلاً مِّنْهُمْ أَنَّكُمْ دُكَآتِنَآ إِلَّا بِاللَّهِ مَالِكُمْ مِّنَ الإِنْبَأْرِ إِفْلَآ تَتَقَوَّنَنَآ فَقَالَ الْمَلَأُ مِّنْ قَوْمِهِ الْذِّيْنَ كَفَرُوا وَكَذَّبُوا بِلِبَائِهِ الْأَخَرَ وَآتَرَفُنَّهُمْ فِي الْحَيْوَةِ الدُّنْيَا مَاهَذَا إِلَّا بِشَرَّ مَلَكُكُمْ يَا كُلُّ مِّمَّا تَكُونُ مَنْهَا وَيُشَرَّبُ مَمَّا تَشْرَبُونَ أَوْ لَيْنَ أَطَعْتُمْ بِشَرَّ مَلَكُكُمْ إِنَّكُمْ إِذَا لَخَسَسَوْنَ أُبَيْدُكُمْ أَنَّكُمْ إِذَا ذَهَبْتُمْ إِلَّا بِشَرَّ مَلَكُكُمْ وَكَتَبْتُمْ تَرَبَا وَعَظَامَ أَنَّكُمْ مِّنْ خَرْجِيْمْ أُنْعَمَتْ هُيِّهَاتُ هِيِّهَاتٍ لِّمَا تَوَعَّدُونَ إِنْ هِيَ إِلَّا الْأَحْيَا نَذِيْهَا نَمُوتُ
Then after them We created another generation, and sent among them a messenger from themselves (to convey the message): "Worship Allah; you have no god whatsoever than Him. So do you not fear Allah?" So said those chiefs of his nation who disbelieved and believed facing the Hereafter and whom We made affluent in the worldly life, 'This (man) is nothing but a human being. He eats from what you eat from, and drinks from what you drink. And if you obey a human like you, you will be absolute losers. Does he promise you that, when you die and are turned into dust and bones, you are to be brought forth? Far too improbable is what you are being promised. There is nothing but our worldly life. We die and we live and we are not to be raised again. He is nothing but a man who has forged a lie against Allah and we are not going to believe in him.'

He said, "My Lord, help me, for they have belied me." He (Allah) said, "In a little while they have to become remorseful." So the Cry seized them according to the true (promise), and We turned them in to scum. So, woe to the wrongdoing people.

In the earlier verses the story of Sayyidnā Nūḥ was told who was sent to his people to guide them along the path of righteousness and the following verses contain a brief account of some other prophets without mentioning their names and the people for whose guidance they were sent. From certain references and allusions the commentators have concluded that the verses refer to Sayyidnā Hūd or Sayyidnā Ṣāliḥ who were sent for the guidance of the tribes of Ṭād and Thamūd respectively. In the present story both these tribes are reported to have perished as a result of (Cry) from an unseen source, whereas in other verses it has been specifically mentioned that it was the tribe of
Thamūd which perished from صَبْحَةٌ (Cry) and this had led some scholars to the view that the words قَوْرَةُ أُخْرَيْنَ (another generation) refers to Thamūd. An alternative explanation is that the word صَبْحَةٌ (Cry) has been used in the general sense of punishment from Allah in which case it would include the tribe of ‘Ād also.

There is nothing but our worldly life. We die and we live and we are not to be raised again. - 23:37

This is the argument which the unbelievers advance when denying belief in the Day of Judgment. Those who deny it publicly are confirmed infidels, but it is very unfortunate that many Muslims also act in a manner that the same denial can be felt from their deeds and actions. They seem to be totally oblivious of the coming in of the Hereafter. May Allah Ta’ala grant them faith to release themselves from the clutches of this belief of theirs.

Verses 42 - 50

Then, after them, We created another generation. [42] No community can go ahead of its appointed time, nor can they stay behind. [43] Thereafter, We sent Our
messengers successively. Whenever a community was approached by its messenger they belied him. Then We made some of them follow others (in destruction) and turned them into tales (of history). So, woe to a people who do not believe. [44]

Thereafter, We sent Mūsā and his brother Hārūn, with Our signs and a clear proof [45] towards Fir‘aun (the Pharaoh) and his advisors. But they showed arrogance and they were haughty people. [46] So they said, "shall we believe in two humans who are like ourselves and whose people are serving us as slaves?" [47] Thus they belied both of them and were among the destroyed. [48] And, of course, We gave Mūsā the Book, so that they may take the right path. [49]

And We made the son of Maryam (Mary) and his mother a sign and gave them shelter on a height, a place of rest and running springs. [50]

Commentary

(And We gave them shelter on a height, a place of rest and running springs). According to Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān, this verse refers to the event that a tyrant was resolute to kill Sayyidnā ʿĪsā and his mother right from his childhood. They escaped from him and, with Allah's grace, found a place on a height where they enjoyed a peaceful life until Sayyidnā ʿĪsā attained maturity and was entrusted with prophethood. (This commentary is taken from Khulasa-e-tafsir of Ma‘āriful-Qur‘ān).

Verses 51 - 56
O messengers, eat from the good things, and act righteously. Of whatever you do, I am fully aware. [51]

And surely, this is your creed, a single creed, and I am your Lord. So fear Me. [52] But they split up ways from one another (dividing themselves) into factions, each faction happy with what lies before it. [53] So leave them in their negligence for some time. [54]

Do they think that by consistently providing them with wealth and children, [55] We are accelerating the (real) good things to them? The fact, however, is that they do not understand (the reality). [56]

Commentary

(O messengers, eat from the good things and act, righteously - 23:51.) The word طَيِّبٌ means pure and good things. Since things which are forbidden under the Islamic laws are neither pure nor desirable for people who are gifted with common sense, it follows that the word طَيِّبٌ refers only to the things which are permitted under the Islamic Shari'ah and which are not only good in appearance, but also pure in their intrinsic nature. This verse also tells us that all the prophets were enjoined by Allah to do two things - eat food which is clean and permissible under Shariah, and to do good deeds, and considering that these injunctions have been addressed to prophets who are impeccable in any case, it is necessary that their followers should strive hard to mould their lives according to these injunctions. This in fact is the real meaning of this verse.

Scholars have expressed the view that the Juxtaposition of these two commands points to the fact that the consumption of lawful food has a very important bearing on human actions and when a person takes lawful food only, a divine guidance takes his actions along the path of righteousness. But if the food is unlawful, then serious obstacles will prevent the accomplishment of good deeds in spite of his best intentions. According to a hadith, people travel long wearing miles and are covered with dust and they pray to Allah with hands upraised calling out "O Lord, O Lord!" But since they eat forbidden things and their clothes are also made from forbidden material, there is little hope of their prayers being granted. (Qurtubî) Thus it is evident that a person hoping that his worship will get him the pleasure of Allah or that his prayers will be granted by
Him must pay scrupulous attention to what he eats and must, at all times, avoid eating unlawful things.

(And surely this is your creed, a single creed - 23:52). The word *ummah* is used to describe a group or the followers of a prophet. Sometimes it is also used in the sense of "faith", "creed" or "way of life", as in the verse (We found our fathers upon a creed - 43:22). In the present verse the word *ummah* has been used in the latter sense.

(But they split up ways from one another (dividing themselves) into factions - 23:53). The word *zubarah* is the plural of *zubr* meaning a book, and the verse would mean that Allah had commanded all prophets and their followers to adhere to the one and only faith revealed by Him in all matters relating to the basic principles and beliefs. But the followers of different prophets split up into groups and sects and each one of them chose a different way of life and adopted a different book in which the beliefs of each group and sect were recorded. Sometimes *zubarah* is used for the plural of *zubr* (*zubrah*) meaning "fragment" or "group". This meaning is more appropriate here and the meaning of the verse would be that these people were divided into sects even in the matter of fundamental beliefs of their religion. It should be noted that the difference of opinion among the *mujtahidin* (competent Shari'ah Scholars) in some minor issues is not included in this division which is condemned in this verse, because these differences do not cause a division of the religion, nor do the people maintaining these differences become separate sects. Giving these interpretative and subsidiary differences a sectarian colour is the height of ignorance and no religious scholar would support it.

**Verses 57 - 62**

إنَّ الْلَّدِينِ هُمْ مَنْ خَشَى رَبِّهِمْ مُشْفِقَةً ۖ وَالْلَّدِينِ هُمْ بَأْيَتِ رَبِّهِمْ يُؤْمِنُونَ ۗ وَالْلَّدِينِ هُمْ بِرَبِّهِمْ لَا يُشْرُكُونَ ۗ وَالْلَّدِينِ يَؤْمِنُونَ مَا أَتَى وَقَلْوُلُهُمْ وَجَلْةُ آنِهَمْ إِلَى رَبِّهِمْ رَجِعُونَ ۗ وَقَالُوا أُوْلَٰئِكَ يُسَارِعُونَ فِى الْخُطَائِ وَهُمْ لَا سِيْقَانُ ۗ وَلَا نَكْرِفُ نَفْسًا إِلاَّ وَسَعَهَا لَدَيْنَا كَتَبَ يَنْطِقُ بِالْحَقِّ وَهُمْ لَا يُظْلِمُونَ ۗ
(Contrarily) those who are anxious out of awe of their Lord, [57] and those who believe in the verses of their Lord [58] and those who do not associate any partner to their Lord, [59] And those who give whatever they give with their hearts full of fear that to their Lord they are to return [60] – those people are accelerating towards the (real) good things, and they are the foremost to attain them. [61]

We do not place a burden on anyone except to his capability. And with Us is a book which speaks with truth, and they shall not be wronged. [62]

Commentary

(And those who give whatever they give with their hearts full of fear - 23:60.) The word ُيُؤْتُونَ is derived from اِتْبَاع meaning "to give, to spend", and is used in commentaries in the sense of صَدَقَات (alms to the poor). Another reading of this verse reported from Sayyidah 'A'ishah (They do whatever they do - 23:60) and this covers all good deeds such as charity, prayers, fasting etc. As for the generally accepted reading of the verse, although it mentions alms to the poor only, yet it would include all good deeds also as is borne out by a hadīth. Sayyidah 'A'ishah asked the Holy Prophet the meaning of this verse whether those who do these deeds are the ones who drink wine and steal things. The Holy Prophet replied, "O daughter of Siddīq! It is not as you say. These are the people who observe fasts, say their prayers and give alms, yet they are apprehensive lest, due to some mind lapse on their part, all their good deeds may not be accepted by Allah. They hasten to do good deeds and are foremost, in accomplishing them." (Aḥmad, Tirmidhī, Ibn Mājah, Mażhari)

Ḥasan al-Baṣrī says that he knew people who did virtuous deeds, yet were more fearful than people who committed evil deeds. (Qurṭubī)

أُلْكَ ِسَارَعْتُ فِي ِالْخَيْرَاتِ وَهُمْ أَنْفُقُونَ

Those people are accelerating towards the (real) good things, and they are the foremost to attain them. - 23:61

The meaning of سَارَعْتُ فِي ِالْخَيْرَاتِ is that just as ordinary human beings run after worldly gains and try to leave other competitors behind, these good and virtuous people strive to gain spiritual reward and try to excel
others in their efforts to fulfill their religious obligations.

**Verses 63 - 77**

But their hearts are in ignorance about this, and they have deeds, other than that, which they are continuously doing. [63] Until when We will seize their affluent ones with punishment, they will suddenly start crying. [64] "Do not cry today. You will not be helped by Us. [65] My verses used to be recited to you, but you used to turn back on your heels [66] in arrogance,
making it a subject of tales at night, talking nonsense (about it)." [67] (1)

Then, is it that they did not ponder over the Word (of Allah) or there has come to them something that did not come to their forefathers? [68] Or did they not recognize their messenger and therefore they denied him? [69] Or do they say, 'He is possessed by madness?'

Instead, the fact is that he has come to them with truth, but it is the truth that most of them dislike. [70]

And had the truth followed their desires, all the heavens and the earth and all those therein would have fallen in total disorder. However, We have brought to them their advice, but it is their advice that they are averse to. [71]

Or is it that you (O Muhammad) demand a remuneration from them? But the remuneration from your Lord is best, and He is the best of all givers. [72] And surely you are inviting them to a straight path, [73] and those who do not believe in the Hereafter are surely the deviators from the Path. [74]

And if We have mercy on them and remove whatever distress they have, they would still persist obstinately in their rebellion, wandering blindly. [75] And We have already seized them with punishment, but they did not turn humble to their Lord, nor do they supplicate in humility, [76] until when We will open against them the door of a severe punishment, they will be taken aback in despair. [77]

Commentary

\( \text{بِلْ قُلُوبِهِمْ فِي غَمَرَةٍ} \) (But their hearts are in ignorance) Lexically غَمَرَة means deep water where a person may drown or be overwhelmed. For this reason the word is also used to signify a covering or something that conceals an object. In this verse the word means the ignorance in which the hearts of the infidels are submerged and hidden so that no light can

1). Another possible translation of this verse may be as follows: 'but you used to turn back on your heels, being over-proud of it (the \( \text{حَرَام} \) being looked after by you), indulging in tales at night, talking nonsense." It is this second translation on which the forthcoming explanation is based.
reach them.

وَلَهُمْ أَعْمَالٌ مِّن دُونِ ذَلِكَ

And they have deeds, other then that - 23:63

It means that in addition to their rejection of the Oneness of Allah, and their denial of the true faith, they engage themselves in other sinful deeds.

(their affluent ones - 23:64). The word تَرْفُ is derived from مَرْفَعْ مَرْفَعَمْ meaning comfort and prosperity. This verse mentions the Divine punishment which will descend upon the unbelievers whether rich or poor. The rich people have been specially mentioned here because they are the ones who make adequate arrangements to protect themselves against disasters and misfortunes. But when retribution comes from Allah, they find themselves totally helpless. According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﬂ the punishment which is mentioned in this verse is an allusion to the crushing defeat which the infidels of Makkah suffered at the hands of the Muslims in the Battle of Badr. Some others say that the reference is to the severe famine which afflicted the people of Makkah as a result of the curse laid on them by the Holy Prophet ﷺ, when they were forced to eat dead animals and cats and dogs.

Although the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his companions, when faced ill-treatment from the infidels, used to remain patient and never complained yet when their suffering and torment became unbearable, the Holy Prophet invoked divine punishment for the infidels in the following words:

اللَّهُمَّ اشْدِ وَطَأْتُكَ عَلَى مَضْرِبِهِ مَضْرِبَةً عَلَيْهِمْ سَنِينَ كَسَنِينَ يُوسُفٍ (رَوَاهُ البَخَارِي وَمُسلمٍ) (O Lord! Let thy punishment descend hard on the tribe of Muṣṭār and make their land barren like the land of Yūsuf.

(Being over-proud of it (the ḥarām), indulging in tales at night talking non-sense). According to many commentators the word حَرَامٍ (on it) in this verse has a reference to the ḥarām (the sanctuary of Makkah). Although there is no specific mention of the ḥarām in the verse, yet the very close association of the Quraish of Makkah with it and their great pride in this association renders a specific mention of the ḥarām
unnecessary. The purpose of the verse, therefore, is to mention the causes of their aversion against Allah's verses. The first factor was their pride in their being the neighbors and care-takers of *ḥarām*. The other two factors are mentioned in the next two words.

The word *samra* is derived from *samr* meaning "Moon lit night". It was a favourite pastime with the Arabs to assemble on moon lit nights and tell stories. Thus the word *samr* came to be used in the sense of stories and anecdotes and *samr* meant a raconteur. Although the word has been used in the singular yet it is often used as a plural also as in this verse. This word points out the second reason for the repudiation of divine communications by the infidels of Makkah which is their preoccupation with petty and frivolous matters such as story-telling and their lack of interest in divine messages. And finally there was a third reason for this state of affairs also namely that they used to indulge in foolish talk and pass unseemly remarks about the Holy Prophet '}

The word *damer* (23:67) is derived from *hamir* with a *dammah* mark (') on the letter ُ and means "to speak nonsense, to use foul language).

**Ban on story-telling after 'Isha' prayers**

Story telling was favourite pastime among the Arabs and the Persians since ancient times. This habit was not only time wasting but was also the cause of certain evils. With a view to discourage this practice, the Holy Prophet  used to enjoin upon the Muslims not to sleep before the 'Isha' prayers. The philosophy behind this injunction was that all daily human activity ended with the 'Isha' prayers which should arguably be a man's last action and which might even atone for his lapses during the day. On the other hand if, after the 'Isha' prayers, he sits down to while away his time listening to silly and frivolous tales which in itself is a foolish act, he renders himself guilty of encouraging falsehood, back-biting and other sins. Another consequence of this evil habit is that such a person will go to bed late, will rise late and miss his early morning prayers. Sayyidnā 'Umar  used to admonish people whom he found listening to stories after 'Isha' prayers and advised them to go early to bed so that with Allah's grace they might be enabled to say midnight prayers. (Qurtubi)

The verses 68, 69 and 70 mention five reasons which might possibly have prevented the unbelievers from accepting the faith brought by the
Holy Prophet ﷺ, and also give a rebuttal of each of these causes. Thus on the one hand all the arguments advanced by the infidels for not accepting the true faith have been demolished, and on the other hand there are compelling grounds and irrefutable evidence which should convince any right minded person of his error and persuade him to accept the message brought by the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Their persistence in their unbelief is, therefore, the result of their unreasoning hatred towards and blind prejudice against the Holy Prophet ﷺ to which a reference has been made in the latter part of the verse (إنما آمَنَّا بِاللهِ وَرَجُلٍ مَّعَنِي، ۚ فَمَنْ أَصْحَبَ الشَّرَابَ مِنَ الْمُجَاهِدِينَ). Instead, the fact is that he has come to them with truth, but it is the truth that most of them dislike - 23:70). In other words, there being no valid and rational ground for repudiating the mission of the Holy Prophet ﷺ their opposition may be explained by their dislike of truth and their unwillingness to pay heed to its message. This, no doubt, is due to their love for undisputed power and their reluctance to share it with anyone else.

Or did they not recognize their messenger? - 23:69.

One reason for their denial of the true faith could have been if the message was brought to them by an outsider who was a stranger to them and with whose character and antecedents they were unfamiliar. But this argument could not be invoked in the case of the Holy Prophet ﷺ who belonged to the noble family of Quraish, was born in Makkah, grew up among them, and his whole life was like an open book before them. Before prophethood was bestowed upon him, he was known among the unbelievers of Makkah as (trustworthy) and (truthful) and nobody had ever raised an accusing finger on his character and general behavior. Thus they could not take the plea that their repudiation of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and of the message brought to him was due to their ignorance about him or about his family connections.

And We have already seized them with punishment, but they did not turn humble to their Lord, nor do they supplicate in humility. (23:76)

In the preceding verse it has been stated that when the unbelievers are subjected to chastisement for their sins, they plead to Allah and the Holy Prophet ﷺ for mercy and when Allah who is Merciful relieves their
suffering, they return to their evil practices and wicked deeds. This verse relates a similar instance when the unbelievers were punished for their misdeeds. However when they were delivered from their sufferings as a result of the intercession by the Holy Prophet on their behalf, they did not humble themselves before Allah but persisted in idolatry and unbelief.

Visitation of famine upon Makkah and its deliverance on the prayers of the Holy Prophet

It has been mentioned earlier that the Holy Prophet had prayed to Allah to punish the people of Makkah with famine and as a result they were reduced to great straits and were forced to eat dead animals. At last, Abū Sufyān presented himself before the Holy Prophet at Madīnah and said, "I appeal you in the name of Allah, did you not say that you had been sent by Him as mercy for the whole world?" The Holy Prophet replied, "Yes I did, and what I said is true also." Then Abū Sufyān said, "You killed the leaders of your clan with sword at the battle of Badr and now you are killing those who still survive with starvation. Pray to Allah, I beseech you, to remove this curse from over our heads." The Holy Prophet then prayed to Allah to forgive the people of Makkah and deliver them from the agony of hunger, and his prayer was granted forthwith. The verse (23:76) was revealed on this occasion and refers to this incident. (Maṣhari)

Verses 78 - 92

وَهُوَ الَّذِي آَنَشَأَ لَكُمُ السَّمْعَ وَالْبَصَارَ وَالْغَفُورُ ۝ قَلِيلًا مَا ﺗَشْكُرُونَ (78) وَهُوَ الَّذِي ذَرَاكُمْ فِي الأَرْضِ وَإِلَيْهِ تُحْشَرُونَ (79) وَهُوَ الَّذِي يُحْيِي وَيُمِيتُ وَلَهُ الاِخْتِلاَفُ الْبَيْلِ وَالْجَهَالَةِ أَفَلَا تُعْقِبُونَ (80) بَلْ قَالُوا مَثْلَ مَا قَالَ الْأَوْلَوْنَ (81) قَالُوا عِدَّةٌ إِذَا مَنُّوا وَكَانًَا عَرَابًا وَعَظَامًا أَنَّا لَمَعْمُوَّنَّنَا (82) لَقَدْ وَعَدَّا نَحْنُ وَأَبَا نَا هَذَا مِنْ قَبْلٍ إِنَّ هذَا إِلَّا آسَاطِيرُ الْأوَّلِينَ (83) قُلْ لَمَّا الْأَرْضُ وَمَنْ فِيهَا إِنَّ كُنْتُمْ تَعَلَّمُونَ (84) سَيَقُولُونَ بِلِّللهِ قَلُّ آفَالَا نَذَكَرُونَ (85) قُلْ مَنْ رَبُّ السَّمَوَاتِ السَّبْعِ وَرَبُّ الْعَرْشِ العَظِيمِ (86)
And He is the One who created for you the ears and the eyes and the hearts. Little you are grateful. [78] And He is the One who created you on the earth and it is He unto whom you will be gathered together. [79] And He is the One who gives life and brings death and it is He to whom belongs the alternation of night and day. So, do you not understand? [80]

But they said like what the earlier people had said. [81] They said, 'Is it that, when we will die and become dust and bones--is it that we will be raised again? [82] This is what we and our fathers had been promised with before. It is nothing but the tales of the ancients.' [83] Say, 'Whose is the earth and all those therein if you have knowledge?" [84] They will say, 'Allah's.' Would you still pay no heed? [85]

Say, 'Who is the Lord of the seven heavens and the Lord of the Great Throne?" [86] They will say, 'All this belongs to Allah'. Say, 'Would you still not fear Allah?' [87] Say, 'Who is the One in whose hand lies the kingdom of every thing and who gives protection and no protection can be given against him, if you have knowledge?" [88] They will say, 'All this belongs to Allah.' Say, 'Then from where are you being bewitched?" [89]

The fact is that We have brought to them The Truth, and they are absolute liars. [90] Allah did not take to a son, nor was there any god with Him. Had there been so, every god would have taken away what he created and each one of them would have been aggressive
against the other. Pure is Allah from what they describe. [91] He is the Knower of the hidden and the manifest. So, He is far higher than their ascribing of partners to Him. [92]

Commentary

(And who gives protection and no protection can be given against him - 23:88) The meaning of the verse is that Allah alone can deliver a person from pain and suffering as He wills, but there is none who can save a person from divine punishment. This is true of this world because nobody can stop Allah from rewarding virtuous people nor can anyone protect someone whom He chooses to punish. And the same is true of the Hereafter also. (Qurtubi)

Verses 93 - 100

(O prophet) say (in prayer), "O my Lord, if You are to show me (in my life) that (punishment) which they (the infidels) are threatened with, [93] then, my Lord, do not place me among the wrongdoing people." [94] And of course, We do have the power to show you what We threatened them with. [95]

Repel evil with that which is best. We are well aware of what they describe. [96] And say, "O my Lord, I seek your refuge from the strokes of the satans, [97] and I seek Your refuge from that they come to me." [98]

(The infidels go on doing their misdeeds) until when
death comes to one of them, he will say, 'My Lord send me back, [99] so that I may act righteously in that which I have left behind.' Never! It is just a word he has to utter. And in front of them there is a barrier till the day when they will be resurrected. [100]

Commentary

(O prophet) say (in prayer), "O my Lord, if You are to show me (in my life) that (punishment) which they (the infidels) are threatened with, then, my Lord, do not place me among the wrongdoing people." (23: 93, 94)

There are many verses of the Qur'an which contain warnings of punishment to the unbelievers. While the award of punishment is a certainty on the Day of Judgment, it is possible that it may be awarded in this world also - and even during the life time of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. And when Allah's wrath descends upon a people, it is not confined to sinners alone, but some times it afflicts virtuous people too, who may not be punished in the Hereafter and may even be compensated by extra rewards for the undeserved punishment which they suffered in this world. The Qur'an says (And beware of a punishment which shall not fall on the wrongdoers only - 8:25). In these verses, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been told by Allah to pray to Him that if His wrath were to descend upon the infidels in his life time, then He should be removed from their company. This prayer was suggested to the Holy Prophet ﷺ in spite of the fact that he was impeccable and infallible, the intention being that He should at all times remember Allah and beseech His mercy so as to increase his own reward in the Hereafter.

And of course, We do have the power to show you what We threatened them with. (23:95)

Some commentators say that even though Allah has promised, on account of His regard for the Holy Prophet ﷺ, that He will not punish the entire community while he lives among them (And Allah is not to send punishment upon them while you are in their midst - 8:33) yet the punishment of some selected persons in special circumstance does not negate the promise. The punishment of the infidels
of Makkah through famine and through their defeat at the hands of the Muslims at the Battle of Badr had taken place in the lifetime of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, which is emphasized in this verse that "We have the power to show you what We threatened them with".

Repel evil with that which is best - 23:96

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ﷺ to counter evil with good, oppression with justice and cruelty with mercy. These virtues of conduct have been taught by Allah to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and are generally observed in settling affairs among the Muslims. Later on these instructions were repealed in so far as the infidels and the unbelievers were concerned when Allah permitted Muslims to embark on جهاد (Jihad). Nevertheless even during جهاد the Muslims were told to adopt a humane approach towards the enemy. For example they were forbidden to kill women and children or the priests who did not engage in battle against the Muslims. Similarly, mutilation of the dead bodies of enemies was strictly forbidden. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is instructed in the next verse to seek protection from Satan's evil suggestions even in the battle fields where he may arouse emotions to act against ethics.

And say, ‘O my Lord, I seek your refuge from the strokes of the satans, and I seek Your refuge from that they come to me.’
(23:97, 98)

The word هَمْرُ (the infinitive of Hamazāt translated above as 'strokes') means "to push, to press" and sometimes is also used to mean "to make a call from behind". This is a very comprehensive prayer often invoked for protection from the guile and mischief of Satan and the Holy Prophet ﷺ has urged upon the Muslims to recite it frequently in order to avoid sudden bursts of rage which are brought about by the promptings of Satan and which cause people to lose self-control. This prayer is also very effective in repelling other assaults of Satans and Jinns. Sayyidnā Khalid ﷺ suffered from insomnia and the Holy Prophet ﷺ suggested that he should recite the following prayer before going to bed:
I seek refuge with Allah's Perfect Words from Allah's wrath and His punishment, and from the evils of His slaves, and from the strokes of the satans and from that they come to me.

Sayyidnā Khalīd did as advised and was soon cured of insomnia.

(23:98) According to a *hadīth* in Sahīh of Muslim the Holy Prophet ﷺ is reported to have said that Satan meddles in all human affairs and tempts people to do evil deeds, and that this prayer is the best protection against his attempts. (Qurṭūbī)

(23:99) When death approaches an infidel and he senses the punishment that awaits him on the Day of Judgment, he wishes for a return to this world, so that by performing good deeds he may escape the punishment which he has richly deserved.

Ibn Jarīr has related a story on the authority of Ibn Juraij that the Holy Prophet ﷺ once said, "At the time of death when a good Muslim perceives the angels of mercy and all the luxuries of Paradise spread out before him, and the angels ask whether he wishes to be sent back to the world, his reply invariably is in the negative. He refuses to return to a place which is full of woes and suffering and misery, and only desires to be taken to Allah's presence. But when the same question is put to an infidel, his answer is * رب ارجعني* i.e. he wishes to be sent back to the world."

Never! It is just a word he has to utter. And in front of them there is a barrier till the day when they will be resurrected. (23:100)

The word *بَرْزَخ* (Barzakh) means "barrier" and implies anything which intervenes between two conditions or two objects. For this reason it also means the intervening period between death and the Day of Judgment. The meaning of this verse is that the wish of the infidel who has died to be returned to this world is fruitless, because he has reached the Barzakh from which no return is possible and a second life cannot be given until the Day of Resurrection, when all the dead will rise and be brought back to life.
Thereafter, when the Ṣūr (the trumpet) is blown, there are no ties of kinship between them, nor will they question one another. [101] So, the one whose scales (of good deeds) turn out to be heavy, then such people are the successful ones, [102] and the one whose scales turn out to be light, then such people are the ones who harmed their own selves; in Jahannam (Hell) they are to remain for ever. [103] Fire will scorch their faces and they will be disfigured therein. [104]

(It will be said to such people), "Were My verses not used to be recited to you and you used to belie them?"
[105] They will say, "Our Lord, our wretchedness
prevailed over us, and we were a people wandering astray. [106] O our Lord, get us out from here; if we do this again, then of course, we will be transgressors."

[107] He (Allah) will say, "Stay in it, humiliated, and do not speak to Me" [108] There was indeed a group of My servants who used to say, "Our Lord, we adhere to the (true) faith, so forgive us and have mercy upon us, and you are the best of all the merciful." [109] But you made fun of them, so much so that they caused you to forget My remembrance, and you used to laugh at them. [110] I have given them today, for their observing patience, the recompense that they are the only ones who are victorious.' [111]

He (Allah) will say, "How long did you stay on the earth by number of years?" [112] They will say, "We stayed for a day or for a part of a day." So, ask the ones who count. [113] He will say, "You did not stay but for a little. Would that you have understood (this at that time)! [114] So did you think that We created you for nothing and that you will not be brought back to Us?"

Commentary

فَأَذَا اتَّخَذَ فِي الصُّورِ فَلَا أَنسَابٌ بَيْنَهُمْ

Thereafter, when the Sūr (the trumpet) is blown, there are no ties of kinship between them, - 23:101.

On the Day of Judgment the Sūr (trumpet) will be sounded twice. The result of the first sound will be that everything - the earth, the skies and every living thing in between will perish and when the second sound is given, every dead thing will come back to life. This is clearly mentioned in the Qur'ān in the verse ثُمَّ سَمِعْتُمْ فِي أُخْرَىَ فَأَذَا هُمْ قَبَلُوا بَيْنَ مَطْرُونٍ (Then it shall be blown again, and lo! They shall stand beholding - 39:68). There is difference of opinion whether in the present verse the reference is to the first call or to the second call. According to Ibn Jubair Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās thought that it refers to the first call. On the other hand Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd says that reference here is to second call and, according to ‘Atīr رحمة الله as Sayyidnā ‘Abbās also supports this view and which has also been adopted in Tafsīr Mażhari. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd says that on the Day of Judgment every man and woman will be assembled in the gathering place (مَخْتَصُر) where a herald appointed by
Allah will identify each person by his name and his father's name and invite any one from amongst those present who has a claim against him to come forward and receive it. This proclamation will please everyone - a father having a claim against his son, a wife having a claim against her husband, a sister having a claim against her brother (and vice versa) - and they will all come forward to receive their dues. The present verse describes this situation (There are no ties of kinship between them - 23:101). The same situation has been described in the verse (Upon the day when a man shall flee from his brother, his mother, his father, his consort, his sons, - 80:34).

Difference between the condition of believers and infidels in mahshar (gathering place on the Day of Judgement)

The condition described above will apply to the unbelievers only who in their selfishness will abandon their dear and near relatives. As for the believers, Allah has said (We shall join their seed with them. - 52:21) which means that the children of good Muslims, if they themselves are believers also, will be united with their parents. According to a hadith the Holy Prophet said, "On the Day of Judgment when everybody will be dry with thirst, Muslim children who had died as minors will come out carrying water from Paradise, and when people will ask them for it, they will reply that water is for their parents only whom they are searching". The gist of this discussion is that whereas in the case of infidels no one will be of any help to each other nor will anyone recognize the dear ones in mahshar, the case of Muslim will be exactly the opposite. The believers will help each other and will also intercede for other Muslims.

There is also a hadith which Ibn 'Asākir has related on the authority of Sayyidnā 'Umar in which the Holy Prophet said, "On the Day of Judgment all relationships arising out of a common ancestry or from marriage ties will be severed except in my own case." Scholars have interpreted this verse to mean that all the Muslims of the Ummah of the Holy Prophet are part of his family, because he is the father of the Ummah and his wives are the mothers.

(And advance one upon another, asking each other question - 37:27). Discussing this latter verse Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās says that in mahshar there will be different stations, and
the conditions in each station will be different. There will be a time when nobody will speak to anybody, but in another station when the terror which earlier overwhelmed the gathering abates, people will converse with one another. (Mażhari)

So, the one whose scales (of good deeds) turn out to be heavy, then such people are the successful ones, [102] and the one whose scales turn out to be light, then such people are the ones who harmed their own selves; in Jahannam (Hell) they are to remain for ever. (23: 102, 103)

In this verse there is a comparison between perfect Muslims and the infidels and their deeds and the end which awaits them. There is further evidence in the Qur'ān that in the case of perfect Muslims the pan in which evil deeds are placed for balancing will be totally empty, whereas in the case of unbelievers the pan in which the good deeds are placed will be empty. At another place the Qur'ān says (We shall not assign to them any weight - 18:105) meaning that on the Day of Judgement, the infidels or their deeds will carry no weight. This is so far as the perfect Muslims and the infidels are concerned. As for the Muslims who have committed sins and whose good deeds and evil deeds will be placed in the two pans of the scale for weighing, there is no specific mention about them in the Qur'ān which is, in general, silent about the punishment and reward of erring Muslims. Perhaps the reason for this is that during the period when the Qur'ān was being revealed, all the Companions were upright men and generally free from major sins, but if somebody committed a sin incidentally, he repented and was forgiven by Allah. (Mażhari)

There is a verse of the Qur'ān which deals with people who have a mixed bag of good and evil deeds (They had mixed a good deed with another that was evil - 9:102). Sayyidnā ‘Abbās says about such people that if their good deeds exceed their bad deeds, even by a single deed they will go to Paradise and if their evil deeds exceed their good by a single deed, they would go to Hell. But a believer Muslim will be sent to Hell for the purpose of purification only just as gold and iron and other metals are subjected to heating process to remove their
impurities and as soon as they are purged of their sins, they will be
admitted to Paradise. Also according to Sayyidnā ‘Abbās  on the Day of
Judgment the weighing scale will be so precise and finely tuned that it
will be tipped by a grain of rye and a man whose good and bad deeds are
of equal weight in the scale will join اصحاب الأعراف (People of A‘raf) and
spend a while between heaven and hell waiting for a decision, but
ultimately he too would go to Paradise (Ibn Ābī Ḥātim, Māzhārī). The above
story of Sayyidnā ‘Abbās deals only with believers who have
committed sins, and makes no mention of unbelievers.

How will the deeds be weighed?

There are different versions about the method for the weighing of
deeds, and all of them are derived from ḥadīth. One version is that the
believers and the infidels will be weighed bodily in the scale of justice and
the infidel will not be able to tilt the scale however obese and corpulent he
may be (Bukhārī and Muslim, quoting Abī Ḥurairah). Another version says that
the scrolls on which their deeds are recorded will be weighed. Tirmidhī,
Ibn Mājah, Ibn Ḥayyān have taken this version from Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ⁷. And according to a third version a man's deeds which
were weightless and intangible in this world, will be made solid on the
Day of Judgment and will be placed on the scales and weighed. Ṭabrānī
has related this version from the Holy Prophet  on the authority of
Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ⁷. The words and the text of all these ḥadīths are
given in full in Tafsīr Māzhārī which may be consulted if required. Abdur
Razzāq has quoted a hadīth in his book under the chapter on فضل العلم (the merits of knowledge) on the authority of Ibrāhīm Nakha‘ī which
supports the just preceded version. This version has it that on the Day of
Judgment a person's deeds will be brought for weighing and when placed
in the pan, they will fail to tilt it. Then something resembling clouds will
be brought and put in the pan of good deeds which will then weigh down.
The man will then be asked what was it that lent weight to the pan of his
good deeds, but he will express his ignorance. Then he will be informed
that the object in question was his learning which he used to impart to
other people. Dhahābī has included a hadīth in فضل العلم which he heard
from Sayyidnā ‘Imrān Ibn Ḥūṣain ⁷ that the Holy Prophet ⁷ said, "On
the Day of Judgment the blood of the martyrs will be weighed against the
ink of scholars (with which they wrote books on the science of religion)
and the latter will be heavier than the former." (Mazhari) After giving the above mentioned versions about the weighing of deeds, Tafsir Mazhari says that it is not wholly inconceivable that man himself and his deeds may be weighed physically or that he and his record of deeds may be weighed together. Thus there is no inconsistency in these three versions.

(And they will be disfigured therein - 23:104). The word "كَالِح" is used for a person whose lips do not meet and leave his teeth fully exposed, which looks very ugly. It is said that the upper lip of a person consigned to Hell will be drawn up and his lower lip will be drawn down so that his teeth will remain visible at all times.

(Do not speak to Me - 23:108). According to Hasan al-Bashri these will be the last words of the people who are cast in hell and in reply Allah will say, "Do not speak to Me." After this they will not be able to speak like human beings, but will make animal sounds to each other. Baihaqi and others have quoted Muhammad Ibn Ka'b as saying that the Qur'an mentions five requests made by the people condemned to hell. Out of the five, replies were furnished to four, but in reply to the fifth Allah commanded them not to speak to Him. Thus these are the last words to be uttered by them after which they will not be able to speak. (Mazhari)

**Verses 116 - 118**

> فَنَفَّذُ اللَّهُ الْمَلِكُ الْحَقُّ لَ إِلَّا هُوَ رَبُّ الْعَرْشِ الْكَرِيمُ ۚ وَمَنْ يَدْعُ مَعَ اللَّهِ إِلَّا هُوَ لَ بُرْهَانٌ لَهُ بِهِ إِنَّمَا هِيَ حَسَابُهُ ۖ عِنْدَ رَبِّهِ إِنَّهُ لَا يُفَلِّحُ الْكَفَّارُ ۖ وَقَالَ رَبُّ عَفَّارُ وَرَحِمُ وَأَنتَ خَيْرُ الْرَّحْمَانِ ۖ وَأَنتَ مَلِيَّ الْرَّحْمَةِ

So, High above all is Allah, the King, the True. There is no god but He, the Lord of the Noble Throne. [116] And whoever invokes another god with Allah, while he has no proof for it, his reckoning lies with his Lord. Surely, the infidels will not achieve success. [117] And say (O prophet) 'My Lord, forgive and have mercy and you are the best of all the merciful.' [118]
Commentary

The last few verses of this Sūrah Al-Mu’minūn from verse 115 to verse 118 have special merit. Baghawī and Tha‘labi have related from Sayyidnā Ibn Mas‘ūd that he came across a person who was very ill. He recited the above verses into the sick man's ears and he was cured immediately. The Holy Prophet ﷺ asked him what he had whispered in the sick man's ears to which Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd replied that he had recited these verses (115 to 118) in his ears. Thereupon the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "I swear by Him Who has power over my life that if a person with genuine faith were to recite these verses on a mountain, the mountain itself may move from its place". (Qurṭubī and Maẓhari) 

رَبِّ اغْفِرْ وَارْحَمْ (My Lord, forgive and have mercy - 23:118). Here the object of the forgiveness and having mercy has not been mentioned. What is there to be forgiven and to whom is mercy to be shown? And this seems to suggest a general prayer for forgiveness which would include deliverance from harm and suffering, and a general prayer for mercy which would include the grant of every wish. Since protection from bodily harm and acquisition of legitimate gains is the object of all human activity, this prayer covers both these aspects. (Maẓhari) And the reason why the Holy Prophet ﷺ was commanded to recite this prayer of forgiveness and mercy, even tough he is impeccable, is to impress upon his followers the special merit of this prayer. (Qurṭubī)

Sūrah Al-Mu’minūn began with the verse (Success is really attained by the believers - 23:1) and ends with (Surely, the infidels will not achieve success - 23:117) which shows that success will come to believers only and that the unbelievers will have no share of it.

Alḥamdu'llāh
The Commentary on
Sūrah Al-Mu’minūn
Ends here.
Surah An-Nur
(The Light)
Surah An-Nur was revealed in Madinah and it has 64 Verses and 9 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 2

Surah 4, Verse 1 - 2

"This is a Surah We have sent down and prescribed and sent down in it clear signs, so that you may receive the advice. [1]

The fornicating woman and the fornicating man, flog each one of them with one hundred stripes. And no pity for them should withhold you from (complying with) Allah's religion, if you really believe in Allah and the Last Day. And a group of believers must witness their punishment. [2]

Some Characteristics of this Surah

This Surah generally deals with those rules of Shari'ah which aim at preserving chastity and enjoin hijab for women. These rules end up with the punishment prescribed for zina (adultery or fornication). The previous Surah (Al-Mu'minun) had spelt out the basic qualities necessary for attainment of success in this world and in the Hereafter. One of these qualities was to guard one's private parts against illicit sexual acts (verse
4 of that Sūrah). Now the present Sūrah describes the detailed rules meant to acquire this quality. That is why the women are especially directed to learn this Sūrah. Sayyidnā ʿUmar ṣa saw issued a directive to people of Kūfah in which he advised them to teach Sūrah An-Nūr to women.

**Commentary**

The first verse of this Sūrah is introductory preface to put extra emphasis to the commands given in it. The very first command after that is regarding punishment for adultery, which has a direct bearing on the intent of the Sūrah - that is to preserve chastity, even of the eyes. The subjects of control on casting eyes and not to enter houses without permission are to follow soon. Commitment of adultery is the ultimate outcome when one ignores all types of prudence against continence and is an open rebellion against Divine precepts. Therefore, the punishment for adultery in Islam is most severe as compared to all other punishments prescribed by the Qur‘ān for the crimes committed by human beings. Adultery, being a big crime by itself, also brings along with it many other crimes, the result of which is destruction of the entire social order. If the causes of killings and atrocities are probed deeply, the majority of them will appear to be caused due to illegitimate relationship with women. It is for this reason that in order to eliminate completely this heinous crime, its Islamic punishment has been described in the opening verses.

**Adultery is a great crime and is a combination of many crimes. That is why its punishment in Islam is very severe**

The Holy Qur‘ān and *mutawātir ahadīth* on their own have fixed the punishments of four crimes. They are not left at the discretion of the judge or the ruler. These punishments are called *Hudūd* in the terminology of Islamic jurisprudence. Apart from these, the punishment is not fixed for other crimes, and the ruler or the judge can award the punishment in accordance with the type of crime, the circumstances of the criminal and the background in which the crime is committed, in order to control the spread of crime as he feels best. Such punishments are known as penal laws in Islamic jurisprudence. Islamic *Hudūds* are four in number:

1. Stealing
2. Leveling false accusation against chaste women.
(3) Drinking liquor

(4) Adultery

Each one of these crimes is very evil in its own right, and while disturbing the peace and tranquility of the society contribute toward other ills of the world at large. However, the ill effects and consequences of adultery are so immense in their destruction of the human values that no other crime can perhaps compete with it.

(1) Molestation of someone's wife, daughter or sister is nothing but his destruction. For a noble man it is not as bad to lose all his material wealth and belongings as to lose the chastity of his women folk. It is for this reason that often we come across such incidents that people whose women folk are molested get after the life of the molester without caring for their own lives. This passion for revenge passes on to the generations and results in the destruction of families after families.

(2) In a community where illicit sexual acts become rampant the family lineage is lost. When the sanctity of relationship with mother, daughter and sister is vanished, with whom the marriage is forbidden, then one can marry them as well, which is even a greater crime than adultery.

(3) If we analyze the causes of disorder and disturbance the world over, we will note that in most cases the root cause is woman and to a lesser degree the wealth. Only those rules can guarantee the worldly peace which safeguard the woman and wealth in a befitting manner and do not allow them to cross the appointed limits. It is not the intention to highlight here the ills and evils of adultery. The points mentioned above are enough for the human society to know the destructive ills of this act. This is why Islam has fixed the punishment of adultery as more severe than the punishments of all other crimes. The punishment has been described in the verse in the following words:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{The fornicating woman and the fornicating man, flog each one of them with one hundred stripes - 24:2.}
\end{align*}
\]

First the fornicating woman is mentioned and then the fornicating man. The punishment for both is the same. The common practice about
injunctions is that mostly the command is conveyed by addressing the men-folk only and the women are included in that by implication. It is not regarded necessary that they be addressed separately. In the whole of Qur’an masculine gender is used for passing the injunctions through the phrase ‘بِأَيْمَانِكُمْ إِيَهَا’ and women-folk are regarded as included in that. Perhaps the wisdom is that as Allah Ta‘ālā has ordained the women-folk to keep themselves covered, in the same way their mention is kept covert in the context of mankind. But here there was a possibility that some might have the confusion that all these injunctions relate to men only and the women are free from them. Therefore, in some specific verses the women-folk are also mentioned alongside separately like in the verse 33:33. Moreover, where both men and women are to be mentioned then the natural order is that first the men are mentioned and then women. In the case of punishment for stealing, the same order is maintained in the injunction (As for a man or woman who commits theft, cut off the hands of both - 5:38) where the male thief is mentioned first and then the female thief. But in the case of punishment for adultery only an incidental mention of women was not considered enough, instead a specific reference was regarded necessary. Secondly, mention of the women is given priority over men. There are many points of wisdom in this. First, the women are regarded weaker sex and compassionate for their physique; if they were not mentioned specifically, one could have had the misgiving that perhaps the women are exempt from this punishment. The mention of woman is preceded because the act of adultery is so impudent that its commitment from her side could be carried out only by extreme fearlessness and carelessness, because the nature has bestowed in her character instinctive shyness and an urge to guard her chastity. The nature has provided many a things for the safety of women. Hence commitment of fornication from her side is more grave than from man. As against this, in the case of theft it is a bigger crime for men who are bestowed with strength by Allah Ta‘ālā, so that they earn their living from the bounty He has provided. The man is required to take advantage of Allah’s bounty by working for the sustenance and not stealing for the living, as this is a great shame and sin for him. Since the women do not have the same circumstances, if they commit theft their crime will be of a lesser degree as compared to that of men.
Meaning of the word َجَلَدَ is to hit with the whip, and it is derived from the word َجَلَدُ (leather). As the whip is normally made of leather, some commentators have suggested that by the use of word جَلَدَ it is alluded that the strike of the whip should be so moderate that it should be felt only within the skin and not deeper into the flesh. The Holy Prophet ₒ ﷺ had himself urged that the punishment of whipping be exercised with moderation, so that neither it is so hard that it tears off the flesh nor so mild that it does not hurt at all. On this point some commentators have reproduced aḥadīth of the Holy Prophet ₒ ﷺ with their chain of narrators.

The punishment of whipping a hundred times is exclusive to unmarried man and woman. For married persons the punishment is stoning to death.

This point is worth noting that the injunctions on adultery were revealed gradually and moved on from a lighter punishment to a more severe one, like the gradual prohibition of alcohol which is mentioned in the Qur‘ān itself, the details of which have been described earlier. The very first injunction on adultery is the one given in verses 15 and 16 of Sūrah An-Nisā‘, which is:

وَالَّذِينَ جَنَّةُ الْقُلُوبِ فِي الْبُيُوتِ حَتَّى يَتوَفَّى الْمَوْتُ أَوْيَجِعَ اللَّهُ لَهُمْ سَهُبًا. وَالْذَّانِ يَبْتَلِيهَا مِنْكُمْ فَأُدْمِرُوهُمَا فَإِنَّ تَابَا وَأَصَلَّحاً فَأُؤْصِرُوهُمَا عَنْهُمَا إِنَّ اللَّهَ كَانَ تَوَابًا رَحِيمًا. (4: 15, 16)

And those of your women who commit the shameful act, then have four witnesses against them from among you. So, if they do testify, then confine those women to their homes until death overcomes them or Allah prescribes a way for them. [15] And those two of you who commit it, torture them both. But if they repent and amend, turn away from them. Surely, Allah is Most-Relenting, Very-Merciful.

Detailed commentary and explanation of the above two verses is given under Sūrah An-Nisā‘. They are repeated here so that preliminary stage of the punishment of fornication is kept in mind. In these verses the proof for establishing adultery is described with a specific condition of having four male witnesses. Secondly, punishment for the woman is prescribed as to confine her within the home and for both of them inflicting of harm. At the same time it is also hinted that this was not the final injunction on
adultery and that some more directives will follow. This is the meaning of *أَوْيَجْعَلَ اللَّهُ نَهْنَهُ سَيْبَالًا* (or Allah prescribes a way for them - 4:15).

In the above referred punishment confinement of the women within the homes was regarded sufficient at that time, and causing harm to both as enough punishment. But the limit, the magnitude and the form of harm to be inflicted was not defined. Rather the wordings of the Qur'ān suggest that the initial punishment of adultery was only punitive, of which the quantum was not fixed by the Shari'ah a *ta'zir* (a punishment left to the discretion of a judge), but was left at the discretion of the ruler or the judge. That is why the ambiguous phrase of inflicting harm or torture was adopted. But at the same time it was hinted that probably some other form of punishment for the culprits of the crime will be introduced later by saying *أَوْيَجْعَلَ اللَّهُ نَهْنَهُ سَيْبَالًا* (4:15). When the present verse of Sūrah an-Nūr was revealed, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās said that what was promised in Sūrah An-Nisā' through *أَوْيَجْعَلَ اللَّهُ نَهْنَهُ سَيْبَالًا* "or Allah prescribes a way for them", so now this verse of Sūrah an-Nūr has prescribed the way, that is flogging both man and woman with a hundred stripes. And then Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās made the punishment of hundred stripes exclusive to fornication, that is when the crime is committed by unmarried man and woman, and said:

**الرَّجْم لِلْثَّيْب وَالجَلد لِلْبِكْر**

It is prescribed that if the married man and woman commit this crime then they be stoned to death, and the punishment for unmarried culprit is a hundred stripes. (Ṣaḥīḥ Bukhārī, Kitāb ut-Tafsīr p. 657)

In the verse of Sūrah an-Nūr under reference punishment for adultery is given as a hundred stripes without qualification. So, it is obvious that he must have found from some other authentic Ḥadīth that the punishment for adultery is stoning to death and for fornication a hundred stripes, and that Ḥadīth has been related by Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim, Musnad Aḥmad, Sunnan Nasa'ī, Abū Dāwūd, Tirmidhī and Ibn Mājah on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Ubādah Ibn Ṣāmit that the Holy Prophet said:
Have knowledge from me, have knowledge from me that Allah Ta'ālā has prescribed now the 'way for women' (that He had promised before), which is that for unmarried man and woman is a hundred stripes and exile for one year, and for married man and woman it is a hundred stripes and stoning.

Alongwith the punishment of a hundred stripes for the unmarried man and woman prescribed in the an-Nūr verse there is an additional punishment mentioned in the Ḥadīth to send the adulterer man in exile for one year. On this there is a difference of opinion among jurists, that is whether the punishment of exile to male adulterer is compulsory or it is at the discretion of the judge - that is if he deems it necessary only then send the criminal in exile also for one year. In the opinion of Īmām A'ẓam Abū Ḥanīfah رحمه الله تعالى this last referred position is correct, that is, it remains at the discretion of the ruler or judge. Secondly, according to this Ḥadīth there is the punishment of a hundred stripes also for the married man and woman before the stoning. But in accordance with other ahādīth and the actions of the Holy Prophet سلم and the first four Caliphs, it is established that these two punishments are not to be combined.

Married persons are to be awarded the punishment of stoning only. The main point to be noted in this Ḥadīth is that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has explained here the verse of Surah An-Nisa' أَوْ إِذْ يَشَاءُ اللَّهُ نُهِيُهُ سِيَامًا (or Allah prescribes a way for them) and while explaining he had added some more points beside flogging a hundred stripes as stated in Sūrah an-Nūr. These points are:

1. - punishment of hundred stripes is exclusive to unmarried man and woman.

2. - An addition of one year's exile.

3. - Rajm or stoning to death of married man and woman.

It is but obvious that the additions made by the Holy Prophet ﷺ in the verse of Surah an-Nūr was also on the command of Allah Ta'ālā (This is naught but a revelation revealed - 53:4). For the Messenger, and for those who hear from him directly, both the revelations which are recited in the form of Qur'ān and those which are not recited have equal sanctity. The Holy Prophet ﷺ himself had acted upon this rule (punishment of stoning to married adulterer) in the presence of many
of his companions. He awarded the punishment of *rajm* or stoning to Mā‘iz and Ghāmidiyah which is recorded in all the books of traditions with authentic authorities. Additionally, an incident is reported in the authentic traditions books on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah and Zaid Ibn Khālid Juhanā that an unmarried man committed adultery with a married woman whose servant he was. The father of the adulterer boy brought him before the Holy Prophet ﷺ. The incident was proved by his admission. Then the Holy Prophet ﷺ said: 

لا قضيّا بينكما بكتاب الله

that is I will adjudge your case according to the Book of Allah. He then adjudicated that the unmarried adulterer boy be flogged with a hundred stripes and the married woman is stoned, and directed Sayyidnā Unais to execute the punishment, who took the confessional statement of the woman, and then the punishment was carried out on the orders of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. (Ibn Kathīr)

According to above tradition, the Holy Prophet ﷺ awarded the punishment of hundred stripes to one criminal and of stoning to the other and described them both as the judgment by the Book of Allah; although in Sūrah An-Nūr only the punishment of hundred stripes is indicated and there is no mention of stoning. The reason is the same that Allah Ta‘ālā had revealed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ the complete explanation and details of the injunction which all fall within the purview of the Book of Allah, although some of it is not included and mentioned in the Sūrah an-Nūr expressly. Bukhārī and Muslim have recorded an address of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ, the wordings of which are:

قال عمر بن الخطاب رضي الله عنه، وهو جالس على منبر رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم، إن الله بعث محمدا صلى الله عليه وسلم بالحق وننزل عليه الكتاب، فكان مما نزل الله عليه إيا الرجم قرأناها ووعيناها وعقلناها، فرجح رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم ورجمنا بهد، فأخشى أن طال بالناس زمان أن يقول قائل ما نجذ الرجم في كتاب الله تعالى فيفضّل بها بترك فريضة أنزلها الله، وإن الرجم في كتاب الله حق على من زنا إذا احصى من الرجال والنساء إذا قامت البيئة أو كان الحبل أو الاعتراف. (سلم ص 25ج)  

Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khaṭṭāb ﷺ said while he was sitting on the pulpit of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that Allah sent Muḥammad ﷺ with truth and revealed to him the Book. So, whatever is revealed to him includes the verse of stoning (رجم) as well,
which we have read, memorized and understood. Now I fear that with the passage of time one might say that we do not find the injunction of rajm (stoning) in the Book of Allah, and hence go astray by not following a religious obligation, which is revealed by Allah. And be clear in your mind that the injunction of stoning (rajm) is ordained upon the one, whether man or woman, who is married (مَحَصن) and when the evidence of adultery is established or there is a confession or pregnancy.

The same version is narrated in Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhārī also with greater detail (Bukhārī 1009 vol.2) and in Nasai’ it is narrated in the following words:

We have no choice to avoid the punishment of stoning (rajm), because it is one of the punishments prescribed by Allah. Be very clear in your mind that the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself had awarded stoning and we too have awarded stoning after him. If there was no risk of people saying that ‘Umar has added something on his own in the Book of Allah, I would have written this in a corner of the Qur’ān. And ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb ﷺ is witness, ‘Abdurrahmān ﷺ is witness and so and so companions are witnesses that the Holy Prophet ﷺ had awarded stoning. (Ibn Kathīr)

This is apparently proved by the address of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ that there is a specific verse on injunction of stoning which is in addition to the verse under reference of Sūrah an-Nūr. But Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ did not tell the wordings of that verse, nor did he tell that if there is a separate verse beside the verse of Sūrah an-Nūr why it is not included in the Qur’ān, and why it is not recited. He only said that if there was no risk involved that people would put blame on him of making addition in the Book of Allah, he would have written this verse on a corner of the Qur’ān. (al-Nasai’)

What needs careful consideration in this narration is that, if it is a verse of the Qur’ān and its recitation is mandatory like other verses, then why Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ left it out just because of the fear of people’s calumny; when he is well known for his vehemence about Allah’s
injunctions. The other point to be noted is that he did not say that he would have included this verse in the Qur'an, but all he said was he would have written it on the margin of the Qur'an.

All these things support the inference that the explanation of this verse that Sayyidnā 'Umar heard from the Holy Prophet in which he specified the punishment of hundred stripes for unmarried man and woman and stoning for the married persons. He treated it as a verse of the Book of Allah because of the words of the Holy Prophet and his consistent practice. Sayyidnā 'Umar understood fully well that the Holy Prophet's explanation was in line with the command of Allah's Book and not actually the verse of the Book, otherwise no power on earth would have stopped him to write down the verse in its place if it was missed out. His comment about writing it on the margin of Qur'an is further proof that the verse was not a part of Qur'an but only the explanation of the verse of Sūrah an-Nūr. Some narrations have carried the actual wordings of the injunction on the subject, but they fall short of proof and authenticity to merit inclusion in the Qur'an. The jurists who have related this verse as abrogated for recitation but not abrogated as a command have done so by way of an example, and as such it does not in fact prove that it is a part of the Qur'an.

The gist of the matter is that the punishment of hundred stripes described in Sūrah an-Nūr for adulterer man and woman is exclusive to unmarried man and woman as per detailed explanation and elucidation of the Holy Prophet, and punishment for the married persons is rajm (stoning). Although this elucidation is not given in the wordings of the verse but the exalted person to whom this verse was revealed has himself elaborated the subject without the slightest doubt of any confusion. It is not that the Holy Prophet explained this only through his words, but he also executed this punishment several times in the presence of many companions, and the proof of this has reached us with unbroken authentic chain of narrators. Therefore, the punishment of stoning for married man and woman is in fact an injunction of the Book of Allah itself, in the sense that it is as certain as any other injunction of the Qur'an. This fact may be mentioned either by saying that rajm is a provision of the Qur'an itself, or by saying that it is established by the unbroken chain of traditions. Sayyidnā 'Alī has also said the same
thing that the verdict of stoning is established by the tradition of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

An important warning

Wherever words married and unmarried appear in the above explanation, they are used for ease of explanation. The actual words used in the saying are بَدْرُ أَو غَيرُ مَعَصْسُون. The real position of مَعَصْسُن in Islamic jurisprudence is of the one who has copulated with the spouse with an authentic Nikah, and is also sane. Whenever we have used the words 'married' in this context, it carries the same meaning. It is only for brevity and ease that the word 'married' has been used.

Three degrees of gradations in the punishment of adultery

On pondering over the verses of the Qur’an and the ahadith referred to above, it becomes clear that initially the punishment of fornication was light in that the judge or the ruler was to afflict pain to the perpetrator (man and woman) of the crime at his own discretion, and confine the woman in the home. This punishment was enjoined in Sūrah An-Nisā’. The second period was that when the verse of Sūrah an-Nūr was revealed in which hundred stripes each to both were enjoined. The third period was the one when the Holy Prophet ﷺ instructed after the revelation of the verse under discussion that the punishment of hundred stripes will be restricted only to those who are not married, but if married man and woman commit this crime then their punishment is stoning (rajm).

In Islamic law if the punishment of a crime is severe, the conditions of proving it are also tough

As described above, the punishment of adultery in Islam is most severe compared to punishments of all other crimes. Alongwith that the conditions to prove this crime are equally tough in Islamic law. If there is the slightest doubt or uncertainty, then the maximum punishment, known as ٌحد (حد), is remitted, and only a punishment by way of ta‘zīr may be awarded which should be commensurate with the extent of crime. In all other cases testimony of two men or one man and two women is required for the proof of a particular event. However, for the maximum punishment of fornication (جُنُر) the evidence, of four male eye-witnesses is necessary who must testify without a slightest doubt or confusion. Another severe circumstance that aggravates the severity of an evidence of fornication is that if the evidence of a witness in a case of adultery is
rejected, then the witness himself may suffer badly, because in that case, he may be charged for false accusation of adultery (تذف) and may be awarded the punishment of eighty stripes. Therefore, no one will dare testify the fornication where there's even slightest degree of doubt. However, if the adultery is not proved clearly by eye witnesses, but there is proven evidence of a man and woman found in a compromising and unlawful position, then the judge can award the punishment by way of ta'zir which stripes as are suitable in that particular case. Details of the punishment for fornication and its conditionalities can be seen in the books of Fiqh.

Injunction against homosexuality and sex with animals

The issue that if a man indulges in sexual act with a man or an animal, whether his act falls within the purview of fornication or not, and whether its punishment is the same as that of fornication has already been dealt with under the commentary of Surah An-Nisa'. Although this act is not called fornication neither lexically nor in the terminology of Shari'ah and hence punishment of fornication is not applied to that, but its punishment is no less in its severity compared to punishment of fornication. The noble Companions punished such culprits by burning them alive.

لا تأخذكم بهمة راحة في ديني الله

No pity for them should withhold you from (complying with) Allah's religion - 24:2.

Since the punishment for adultery is very severe and there is the possibility that those awarding the punishment may feel pity and be lenient, hence, it is also enjoined that in the fulfillment of this important religious duty any compassion is not permissible. Pity or mercy and forgiveness or pardon are always laudable, but any compassion shown to criminals will result in injustice to the entire humanity; hence it is prohibited and not permissible.

وأيماه عداهم طائفة بين المؤمنين

And a group of believers must witness their punishment. - 24:2

At the time of execution of the punishment of fornication a group of Muslims should be present to watch. It is customary in Islam to execute
all punishments, specially the hudūd, in public, so that those who see it take a warning. But the directive for the presence of a group of Muslims at the time of execution of punishment for fornication is peculiar to this punishment.

**Initially Islam requires not to publicize the crimes, but once they are established through evidence, it is the requirement of wisdom to disgrace the criminals**

For the control of vulgarity and shamelessness Islamic laws have imposed far reaching restrictions. It is made obligatory for women to cover themselves. Men are asked to lower their eyes on seeing women-folk. The sound of jewelry or the singing of women are prohibited as they may lead to wanton acts. However, if someone is seen wanting in adopting Islamic teachings, he should be guided in private, but is not allowed to be disgraced. But if someone has crossed all limits and has broken all the ties with Islamic laws, and his crime is established in accordance with the Islamic jurisprudence, then keeping his crime secret might embolden others for committing this crime. Hence, the extent to which Islam has cared for avoiding publicity of the crime, to the same extent the emphasis is laid in making it public for disgracing the culprits, once the crime is established. It is for this reason that not only the punishment for adultery is enjoined to be executed publicly, but the presence of a group of Muslims at the time of execution is also made mandatory.

**Verse 3**

> أَلْزَانِي لَا يَنْكُحُ الْزَََّائِيَةَ أَوْ مُشْرِكَةٌ وَ الْزَََّائِيَةَ لَا يَنْكُحُهَا إِلَّاَ زَانٌ أَوْ مُشْرِكٌ وَ حِرْمَ ذَلِكَ عَلَى الْمُؤْمِنِينَ

A man who is fornicator does not (like to) marry but a woman who is a fornicator or a polytheist. And a woman who is a fornicator does not (like to) marry but a man who is a fornicator or a polytheist. And this (i.e. preferring to marry such spouses) has been prohibited for the believers. [3]

**Commentary**

**The second injunction about fornication**

The first injunction was regarding the punishment of fornication,
which has been described in the previous verse. The second injunction is about marrying the men or women who have committed adultery. Alongside the marriage with polytheist man and woman is also described. The commentators have given different views while explaining this verse, but the simplest and safe meaning is that fornication is an obnoxious act, and as such whoever indulges in this act loses his character and taste, and is attracted towards persons of the same character, and likes to marry them.

The objective of this verse, according to this interpretation, is not part of an injunction, but merely to describe a fact of life, normally seen in every day life. This is a reflection on the filthy act of fornication, and its far reaching detrimental and evil effects. In other words, the verse says that fornication is a poison to ethics, and its poisonous effects ruin the moral behavior of man. He stops differentiating between good and bad, and develops a liking for evil things. He does not bother about permissible (حَرَام) and prohibited (حلال). Any woman that he fancies for is with the purpose of fornication, and hence he tries to cajole her into the shameful act. If he fails in his advances, only then agrees for the marriage under compulsion. But he does not really like the marriage, because he finds the objects of marriage, such as being faithful to wife, produce virtuous children and take charge of all her needs and alimony for life, a burden and nuisance for him. Since such a person does not have any concern with the marriage, his inclination is not restricted towards Muslim women but is as much for polytheist women. If a polytheist woman lays the condition of marital bond for fulfilling her religious obligation, then he would agree for the marriage as well to meet his desire, without having regard that such a marriage has no sanctity and is not valid in Islamic law. It, therefore, comes true on him that if he has a fancy for a Muslim woman, she would either be an adulterer or will become an adulterer after having illicit relations with him, or he would fancy a polytheist woman, with whom the marriage is as impermissible as adultery. This is the explanation of the first sentence of the verse, that is (24:3).

Likewise, if a woman is a habitual adulterer and does not beg Allah's pardon, then a truly believing Muslim male, for whom marriage is a religious trust, would not really fancy such a woman, especially knowing
fully well that she would not give up her obnoxious habit of adultery even after the bond of marriage. Only a male adulterer would be attracted to her whose sole aim is to fulfill his lust rather than marriage. But if she makes marriage a condition for any mundane consideration, he accepts that too as a compromise. Alternatively, a polytheist male would agree to marry an adulterer (Muslim) woman. Since, marrying a polytheist is as prohibited for a Muslim woman as adultery, two things have been combined in this situation, that the man is both a polytheist and an adulterer. This is the explanation of the second sentence of the verse (24:3).

This has become apparent from the above explanation that the term adulterer is used for those men and women who do not repent and beg Allah's Mercy, and stick to this evil habit. In case an adulterer man marries a chaste woman for the sake of house-keeping or for having children, then there is no ban to this marriage from this verse. Similarly, if an adulterer woman marries a virtuous man with the intent of leading a pure life, then also there is no stopping for such a marriage in the light of this verse. Such a marriage will be valid in accordance with the Islamic law. Majority of the Muslim jurists like Imām Abū Ḥanīfah, Imām Mālik and Imām Shāfi‘i etc. are of the same view, and it is also established that the companions of the Prophet have solemnized such marriages. Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr has also reported the same fatwā by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās. Now, as to the last sentence of the verse (24:3) some commentators have explained the word دُلْك as alluding towards adultery. In that case the meaning of the sentence would be that, as the adultery is such an evil act, it has been forbidden for believers. There is no confusion in the meaning by adopting this explanation, but taking دُلْك for the meaning of adultery is rather far fetched in the context of this verse. Therefore, other commentators have adopted the explanation for دُلْك to allude towards the marriage of adulterer (man and woman) and polytheist (man and woman).

The marriage between a Muslim man and a polytheist woman, and between a polytheist man and a Muslim woman is even otherwise established as forbidden by other categorical Qur'ānic injunctions, and there is consensus of Ummah on the issue. However, the marriage between an adulterer man and a chaste woman, and a chaste man and
an adulterer woman is forbidden as implied by this sentence but is exclusive to the situation that a chaste man after marrying an adulterer woman does not stop her from indulging in adultery even after the marriage, as that will be nothing short of pimping, which is forbidden ( Haram) by Islamic law. Similarly, if a pious and chaste lady marries a habitual adulterer man and let him indulge in adultery even after the marriage, then this is also forbidden ( Haram). What is meant here is that it is a big sin, but it does not follow that their marriage will be nullified.

The word ‘prohibited’ ( Haram) has two connotations in Islamic law. One, that this act is a sin and one who acts upon it will undergo punishment for that in the Hereafter, and the other is that it will have no legal validity in this world either. For instance if a Muslim man marries a polytheist or a woman of prohibited degree, then it is not only a sin but such a marriage is not valid under Islamic law. There is no difference between such a marriage and adultery. The second meaning of prohibition is that the act is forbidden ( Haram) and is liable for punishment, but the legal consequences of the act are recognized. For example if a man elopes or abducts a woman and then marries her before two witnesses with her consent, then despite the act being unlawful, the marriage will be valid and the children legitimate. Similarly the marriage between an adulterer man and an adulterer woman is though prohibited if they marry for some worldly expediency but their real aim is adultery, yet, such a marriage is legally recognized. As such all the provisions of marriage, such as alimony, dower, lineage proof, heritage etc. will all be applicable. This way the word حرام in this verse fits in very well for the polytheist woman as per former explanation, and for the adulterers (man and woman) according to the latter explanation.

In the light of this explanation it is not needed to declare the verse as cancelled as has been done by some commentators.

Verses 4 - 5

والذين يعمرون المصصنتَن لم يأتوا بأربعَةَ سهادةً فأجلدوهم
نعمين جلدة ولا تقبلاً لهم شهادة أبداً ولا تليك هم الفسقون
And those who accuse the chaste women (of fornication), but they do not produce four witnesses, flog them with eighty stripes and do not accept their any evidence any more, and they are the sinners, [4] except those who repent afterwards and mend their ways; then, Allah is All-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [5]

Commentary

The third injunction relating to fornication is on false accusation and the punishment prescribed for it

As explained earlier, since adultery is the most damaging and heinous of all crimes for society, as such its punishment is also most severe under Islamic law, compared to all other crimes. Hence it was the requirement of justice and fairness that the special care be attached to prove this act. Without having prescribed evidence under Islamic law, no one should dare accuse any man or woman of adultery. Therefore, the Islamic law has made it mandatory to produce four honest equitable just men as witnesses to the crime, without which the accusation of adultery is declared a big crime by itself, for which the prescribed punishment (جُمُر) is eighty stripes. In view of this mandatory provision one would dare making the accusation of adultery only when he is absolutely sure of watching the crime happening himself. Not only that, at the same time he should be sure that along with him another three honest men have also seen the crime happening, for which they will give the evidence. Because, if there are no other witnesses, or the total number is less than four, or there is doubt if the witnesses will give the evidence, then only one man would never like to venture evidence alone and be punished with eighty stripes.

A doubt and its answer

As for the issue that when there are such strong conditions for the evidence of adultery, the criminals will have a free hand. No one will ever dare to give evidence and fulfill the conditions of Islamic law, and hence, no criminal will ever get punished. But this thinking is totally wrong, because these conditions are exclusive to the punishment prescribed as
hadd for adultery, i.e. - hundred stripes or stoning. If two non-mehram man and woman are seen together in a compromising posture or indulging in shameless acts, then there is no restriction against giving evidence for it. All such matters which have nexus to adultery are also liable for punishment under Islamic penal code, for which punishment of stripes is awarded at the discretion of the judge or the ruler in accordance with the extent of the crime, but not the maximum punishment of hadd. Therefore, someone who has seen the act of adultery, but has no other witnesses need not give evidence of adultery, but can testify for having seen the accused persons in compromising position, and the judge or ruler can award the punishment after establishing the crime.

Who are muḥṣanāt

The word Muḥṣanāt is derived from the word ḥisān. In the Islamic jurisprudence there are two types of ḥisān. One, that has been acknowledged for the punishment of adultery. It means that the person against whom adultery is established is sane, adult, a free Muslim, and who is validly married to a Muslim woman and has also copulated with her. In that case the punishment of stoning will be awarded to him. The second type is that which has been acknowledged for the punishment of ḥināf, that is punishment for accusation of adultery. It means that the person against whom the charge of adultery is levelled is sane, adult, a free Muslim and chaste, that is he has not been proved an adulterer before. The word ḥināf is used in this sense in this verse (Jaṣṣāṣ).

Ruling

In the Qur'ānic verse, either because of general practice or because of the incident for which the verse was revealed, the accusation of adultery and related punishment is described in a way that the accusers are men and the accused is a chaste lady. But the injunction applies to all situations because of the common ground applicable to all persons. If a woman levels a charge of adultery against another woman or a man, or a man accuses another man, but the required legal evidence is lacking, then in either case the accuser will be liable to the punishment of eighty stripes. (Jaṣṣāṣ & Hidāyah)

Ruling

The punishment of eighty stripes as hadd is exclusive to false
accusation of adultery and does not apply to accusation of any other crime. However, other punishments of ta'zīr can be awarded on false accusations of other crimes. Although it is not specifically mentioned in the Qur'ān that this punishment is exclusive to false accusation of adultery but the condition of four witnesses is the proof of its exclusiveness, because the condition of four witnesses is only in the case of adultery. (Jaṣṣāṣ and Hidāyah)

Ruling

The punishment prescribed for qazf (false accusation of adultery) relates to the right of the person against whom the charge of adultery is levelled. As such the punishment against this crime will be executed only when the person demands the execution of the punishment, otherwise it will be annulled. This is unlike the punishment of adultery, which is purely a right of Allah. Therefore, it has to be executed, even though no person has ever demanded for it.

وَلَا تُفْتَنُوا ۖ لَهُمْ شَهَادَةٌ أَبَدًا

And do not accept his any evidence any more - 24:4.

It means that the person guilty of qazf is subject to two punishments. One is inflict at once, i.e. the eighty stripes, but there is another punishment which stays with the culprit for ever. This punishment is that his evidence will not be accepted in any matter, unless he begs Allah's pardon with sincere repentance, and is also forgiven by the one whom he had accused. Until this is done, his evidence will not be acceptable in any case. This much is by consensus of Ummah. But in case of Hanafiah, even after begging the pardon, his evidence is not acceptable. Only his sin is pardoned.

إِلَّا أَلْبَنَنَّ نَأَبَوْا مِنْ بَعْدِ ذٰلِكَ وَأَصَلَّحُوا فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ غَفُورٌ رَحِيمٌ

Except those who repent afterwards and mend their ways; then, Allah is All-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. (24:5)

Those who have been punished for false accusation of adultery, if they beg pardon and improve their habits, so that there is no risk of repetition of falsehood from them and also obtain forgiveness from one they had accused, then Allah Ta‘ālā grants forgiveness and is Merciful.

This exemption, that is إِلَّا أَلْبَنَنَّ نَأَبَوْا, refers to only the last sentence of the
previous verse according to Imām Abū Ḥanīfah and some other Imāms, which is 

(24:4). So, with this exemption it means that the one who is punished for false accusation is a sinner, but if he repents with sincerity and improves himself after obtaining forgiveness from the one he had falsely accused, then he will no longer remain a sinner, and his punishment will be pardoned in the Hereafter. In other words the two punishments meant for this world, which are referred in the beginning of the verse, that is eighty stripes and inadmissibility of his evidence, will remain despite the repentance. It is because the big punishment of stripes has already been executed and the second punishment is part of hadd. All scholars are unanimous on the point that repentance does not remit punishment of hadd, only the torment of the Hereafter is pardoned. Since inadmissibility of the evidence is part of hadd, it will not be remitted by repentance. Imām Shafi‘i and some other Imāms have taken this exemption toward all the sentences of the previous verse, which means that as one does not remain sinner after repentance, hence he would also not be debarred from giving evidence. Jaṣṣāṣ and Maẓhari have provided arguments on both sides - Those interested may consult them.

Verses 6 - 10

And those who accuse their wives (of adultery) and they have no witnesses except their own selves, then the evidence of one of them would be to swear four oaths by Allah that he is from among the truthful, [6] and the fifth (oath) that Allah's curse be on him if he is from among the liars. [7] And it will remove the punishment from the woman if she swears four oaths by Allah that
he (the accuser husband) is certainly from among the liars, [8] and the fifth (oath) that Allah's wrath be on her if he is among the truthful. [9] And had it not been for the grace of Allah upon you and His mercy and (had it not been) that Allah is Most-Relenting, All-Wise (you would have been ruined). [10]

Commentary
The fourth injunction is of Li'ān (لِعَانٌ: curse) among the adjuncts of fornication

The meaning of لِعَانٌ and مُلَعْنُتَة لِعَانٌ is to curse and praying for Allah's wrath on each other. Certain specific types of oaths between husband and wife with special connotation are called Li'ān (لِعَانٌ) in Islamic law. When a husband accuses his wife of adultery or refuses to own his child as being legitimate, and his wife refutes his allegation to be false, and claims for the punishment of false accusation (قَذَفٌ) of eighty stripes to be awarded to him, then the husband will be asked to produce four witnesses. If the husband produces four witnesses, then the wife will be awarded the punishment of adultery, and if he could not produce four witnesses, then they will be subjected to Li'ān (لِعَانٌ), that is first the husband will be asked to testify four times with the wordings given in the Qur'an to the effect that he is honest, and the fifth time will say that if he was lying, then Allah's curse be on him.

If the husband hesitates from saying these words, then he should be arrested, and asked either to swear by saying these words five times or accept himself to be a liar. Until he accedes to one of the two alternatives, he should not be released. If he accepts himself to be a liar, then he should be awarded the punishment of false allegation of adultery (حد القذف), but, in case he swears by repeating the required words five times, then the wife be asked to swear five times by uttering the words given in the Qur'an for this purpose. If she refuses to swear, then she should be put under arrest until such time that either she swears five times or accepts her guilt of adultery, in which case she will be awarded the punishment for adultery. In case she agrees to swear and utters the required words five times, then the process of Li'ān (لِعَانٌ) has been completed. This way they both have escaped the punishment in this world, but in the Hereafter, the one who has lied will suffer the punishment, as Allah knows best who is the liar. However, in this world
also, after the process of *li'an* (لِئَان) this couple will be forbidden to each other for ever. The husband should free the woman by divorcing her. If the husband does not divorce her, then the judge or the ruler can have them separated by his decree, which will have the same force as divorce. Moreover, they also cannot get married again for ever. Details of the process of *li'an* (لِئَان) are given in the books of *fiqh*, where they can be seen.

The law of *li'an* (لِئَان) has been placed in the Islamic jurisprudence to take care of the psychology and emotions of the husband, because in the preceding verses it has been ruled that for putting the blame of adultery on anyone it is essential to produce four eyewitnesses, and if one fails to do so, then he himself will be liable to punishment of false allegation of adultery. For a common man it is possible to keep quiet and not to accuse someone of adultery if he cannot produce four eye-witnesses, in order to save himself from the punishment of false accusation of adultery, but for the husband it is different and a very grave matter, when he has seen the adultery of his wife with his own eyes. For if he accuses his wife without the support of four eye-witnesses he will be liable to punishment of eighty stripes, and if he keeps quiet, it will be a life long agony for him to live with the knowledge that his wife has been unfaithful to him. Therefore, the husband's case has been separated from the general law and a separate provision has been prescribed, which is exclusive to the case between husband and wife. For others the directive is the same as enjoined in the preceding verses.

The books of *Hadīth* have narrated two incidents under this subject. The commentators have different views as to which of the two incidents was the cause of revelation of these verses. Qurṭūbī has taken both the incidents as the cause of revelation of verses so as the revelation was repeated twice. Ḥāfīz Ibn Ḥajr, the annotator of Bukhārī, and Nawawī, the annotator of Muslim, have treated both incidents as the cause of revelation of the verses. Their reasoning is more appealing, which will soon appear. One incident is that of Hilāl bin Umayyah and his wife, which is narrated in Bukhārī on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbās. The initial part of this incident, also on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbās, has appeared in the Musnād of Aḥmad like this:

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has said that when the verses of Qur‘ān on
punishment of false accusation of adultery were revealed namely,

وَالَّذِينَ بَرَءُونَ المُحَصَّنَاتِ أمَّا لَمْ يَلْبِسُوا بِأَنْعَامَهُنَّ فَأَجْلَدُوهُمْ مَدِينَيْنَ جَلَّتَاهُم

And those who accuse the chaste women (of fornication), but they do not produce four witnesses, flog them with eighty stripes - 24:4.

in which it is made obligatory on the person accusing a woman of adultery to produce four eyewitnesses, one of them he being himself, and if he fails to do so, then he should be charged with the false accusation and awarded eighty stripes instead, and should also be debarred for life from giving any evidence. After hearing these verses a leader of Madīnah, Sayyidnā Sa’d Ibn ‘Ubadah & enquired from the Holy Prophet ﷺ whether these verses were revealed like that only. The Holy Prophet (was very surprised to hear this from Sa’d Ibn ‘Ubadah), asked the Anṣār whether they were listening to what their leader had said. The group of Anṣār pleaded to the Holy Prophet ﷺ not to reproach him, as he had made this enquiry only because of extreme sense of honour. Then Sa’d Ibn ‘Ubadah spoke himself and said "My parents be sacrificed on your honour! I know fully well that these verses are nothing but truth, and have been revealed from Allah Ta‘ālā; but what I am surprised of is that if I see a shameless wife in a situation that a strange man is lying over her, then would it not be right for me to scold him and remove him from there. Instead, will it be incumbent on me to get four men and show them this situation to make them eye-witnesses, and by the time I could find four men, he runs away after performing his work?". (Sayyidnā Sa’d’s wordings are recorded with slight differences by various narrators, but the gist of all is the same. - Qurṭubī)

Only a short time had lapsed after revelation of the verses of punishment against false accusation of adultery and the remarks made by Sa’d Ibn ‘Ubadah, that the incident of Hilāl Ibn Umayyah & took place. It so happened that Sayyidnā Hilāl & returned from his lands late in the night, when he saw a man with his wife with his own eyes, and listened to their conversation. But he did not do any thing and waited until the dawn, when he went to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and narrated the story, the Holy Prophet ﷺ was very unhappy to hear about this incident and felt very bad. In the meantime the people of Anṣār were gathered and started discussing among themselves that the same thing had
happened as was hinted by their chief, and that Hilāl Ibn Umayyah  whose name is Hilāl would be punished with eighty stripes in accordance with the Islamic law, and be debarred for life for giving any evidence. Nevertheless, Hilāl Ibn Umayyah  said 'By Allah I am very hopeful that Allah Ta'ālā will take me out of this predicament'. Ṣaḥīḥ of Bukhārī has also quoted that in fact the Holy Prophet  had asked him, according to Islamic law, to produce four eye-witnesses or be prepared for the punishment of eighty stripes on the back. Sayyidnā Hilāl Ibn Umayyah swore an oath by God before the Holy Prophet  and pleaded that he was honest, and that Allah will surely send down a command which will save his back from flogging. While this conversation was still on Jibra'īl  descended with the verses containing the law of liʿān, that is:

\[
\text{وَالَّذينَ يُؤمِنونَ أَرْوَاحَهُمُ}
\]


Abū Ya'ālā has quoted the same version on the authority of Sayyidnā Anas  which also says that when the verses of liʿān were revealed, the Holy Prophet  gave the good tiding to Hilāl Ibn Umayyah  that Allah Ta'ālā has sent down the solution to his predicament. Hilāl replied that he was hoping the same from Allah Ta'ālā.

Then the Holy Prophet  called Sayyidnā Hilāl Ibn Umayyah's  wife also, and when they were both together, he inquired from the wife about the incident. She said that her husband was making a false accusation against her. The Holy Prophet  said that Allah knows one of you is a liar, so would you not dread (Allah's torment) and come out with the truth and repent. Then Sayyidnā Hilāl Ibn Umayyah  said 'My parents be sacrificed on you! I have said nothing but truth and whatever I have said is true'. After that the Holy Prophet  directed that the process of liʿān be conducted on both husband and wife according to the revealed verses of the Qur'ān. First Sayyidnā Hilāl  was asked to testify four times with the wordings of Qur'ān, which are, 'Believing Allah to be present everywhere and seeing everything, I testify that I am honest in my allegation', Sayyidnā Hilāl  testified four times with the Qur'ānic wordings. When it came to testify the fifth time, of which the Qur'ānic wordings are, 'Allah's curse be on me, if I were lying'. At that
time the Holy Prophet ﷺ said to Sayyidnā Hilāl Ibn Umayyah ﷺ, as a warning, that he must be careful and fear Allah, as worldly punishment is lighter than the torment of the Hereafter. The torment of Allah is much more severe than the punishment of people, and that the fifth testimony is the final one, on which the ruling would depend. But Hilāl Ibn Umayyah insisted that he could say under oath that Allah Ta’ālā would not punish him for his testimony in the Hereafter (as he was sure that this was a true testimony). Then he uttered the wordings of the fifth testimony. After that the Holy Prophet ﷺ obtained four oaths, in the similar manner, from his wife. She-too swore with Qur’ānic wordings that her husband was lying. When it came to testify the fifth time, the Holy Prophet ﷺ asked her to wait, and warned her that it was the fifth and final testimony, and as such she should be fearful of Allah, as His torment is much more severe than the punishment by the people, that is the Islamic punishment of adultery. On hearing this, she hesitated to swear and waited in that condition for a while. Then said ultimately 'By Allah I will not disgrace my people', and testified the fifth time, saying that if her husband was true then Allah’s wrath be on her. This way when the process of li‘ān was completed, the Holy Prophet ﷺ separated the husband and wife, that is broke down their marriage, and ruled that the child to be born of this conception will take the mother's name and will not be attributed to the father, but the child should not be disparaged. (Tafsīr Mażhari quoted from Musnad Aḥmad, authority Ibn ‘Abbās).

The second incident

The second incident is also quoted in the Ṣaḥīḥs of Bukhārī and Muslim, and the details of the incident are narrated by Baghawī on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ. He has said that the Holy Prophet ﷺ, while standing on minbar, related the verses in which it is enjoined to punish the man making false accusation of adultery (diillh), that is حَرَّةُ الْقُدْفِ (24:4). At that time Sayyidnā ‘Āṣim Ibn ‘Adīyy al-Anṣārī was also present in the crowd. He got up and pleaded ‘O Messenger of Allah ﷺ, my life be sacrificed on your honour! If any one of us discovers his wife lying in bed with another man and narrates this situation, then he will be punished with eighty stripes, and would be debarred from giving evidence for life. Moreover, the Muslims would call him liar. In such a situation how can we get the eyewitnesses immediately? And if we do, and
go in search of eyewitnesses, he would run away after doing his work, by the time we could bring the witnesses. It was the same inquiry made by Ašim Ibn ‘Adiyy, which was made by Sayyidnā Sa’d Ibn ‘Ubadah in the first incident.

This inquiry was made on a Friday. After that it so happened that Ašim Ibn ‘Adiyy’s cousin, Uwaimir, who had married Khaula, another cousin of ‘Anf’s, saw his wife involved with yet another cousin, Sharīk Ibn Saḥma. Uwaimir related this incident to his cousin Ašim Ibn ‘Adiyy, who recited the verse and went to see the Holy Prophet the next day — again a Friday. ‘Adiyy said to the Holy Prophet that he had made an inquiry on the previous Friday in which he himself has got involved unfortunately, as the same incident has taken place in his family. Baghawi has narrated the incident in great detail as to how were the husband and wife were called and went through the process of li’īn (Mažhari).

This incident is narrated in the Šahihs on the authority of Sayyidnā Sahal Ibn Sa’d Sa’idi that Uwaimir al-‘Ajlāni inquired from the Holy Prophet that if someone finds his wife in bed with another man then should he kill that man, as a result of which he will be killed by people or what else should he do? the Holy Prophet replied that Allah Ta’āla has revealed an injunction for the case of your wife and yourself. Go and get your wife. Sayyidnā Sahal Ibn Sa’d, the narrator of the Hadith, narrates that the Holy Prophet subjected them to the process of li’īn in the mosque (This process has been explained above). When the process of li’īn was completed after both husband and wife had sworn five times, Uwaimir said ‘If I still keep her as my wife this will mean as if I had made a false accusation against her. Therefore, I am announcing three divorces to her’. (Mažhari on authority of Šahihs)

In both these incidents it is reported that the verses of li’īn were revealed for that particular incident. Ḥafīẓ Ibn Ḥajar and Shaikh ul Islam Nawawi have noted the likeness in the two by explaining that it looks the first incident was that of Hilāl Ibn Umayyah, and the verses of li’īn were revealed in that connection, and immediately after that Uwaimir was also confronted with a similar incident, which he presented before the Holy Prophet, perhaps not
knowing Hilāl Ibn Umayyah’s incident, which had occurred earlier. Then the Holy Prophet told him the judgement in his case. This appears plausible because, in the case of Hilāl Ibn Umayyah the wordings are فنزل جبرئيل (Then Jibra’īl descended with these verses), while in the case of ‘Uwaimir the wordings are قد أنزل الله فيك (Allah has revealed about you), the meaning of which could be that Allah Ta’ālā has enjoined His command in a case similar to yours. والله اعلم (Maẓhari)

Ruling

When li‘ān has taken place between husband and wife before the judge then that woman becomes forbidden for good for that man, just like foster relatives are forbidden for marriage among themselves forever. The Holy Prophet has said in a Ḥadīth المتلاقين لا يجتمعان ابداً (The spouses who have gone through li‘ān can never join each other). Unlawfulness establishes immediately after the li‘ān. As for the woman’s second marriage with another man, she is allowed after the expiry of her ‘iddah period of three months, when she is divorced by her first husband or if he had just said that he had left her. This is the ruling given by Imām Abū Ḥanīfah رحمه الله تعالى. But if the husband does not carry out any of the two alternatives, then the ruler or the judge would order the separation, which would have the same effect as the divorce, and after that she would complete three periods of menses, and then she would be free to marry another man. (Maẓhari etc.)

Ruling

When the li‘ān is completed, after that the child that would born from that conception would not have the name of her husband, but would be called after the name of the mother. The Holy Prophet gave this ruling in both the cases of Hilāl Ibn Umayyah and ‘Uwaimir‘Aljānī.

Ruling

Although the torment of Hereafter would increase on the one who is liar, after the li‘ān, but the punishment of the world be annulled. Similarly, it is not permissible to call the woman an adulterer nor is it permissible to call her child illegitimate. This was also ruled by the Holy Prophet in the case of Hilāl Ibn Umayyah.
Verses 11 - 26

 إن الذين جاء و بالإفك عصبة منكم  لا تحسبونهم شرقا لكم بل هو خير لكم ليك ك أمر متهم ما اكتسب من الإن ك الذي تولى كبره منهم له عذاب عظيم (1) لولا إذ سمعتموه على المؤمنون والمؤمنين بانفسهم خيرا وقالوا هذا إفك مبين (2) لولا جاء وعليه بارع شهدها فلما يأتوا بالشهداء فاعتبك عند الله هم الكذبون (12) و لولا فضل الله عليكم ورحمه في الدنيا والآخرة لمسكم في ما افظم في عذاب عظيم (13) إذ تلقونه بالسيكيم وتقهقون بأفواهكم ماليس لكم بعلم وتحسسون هيناء وهو عند الله عظيم (14) و لولا إذ سمعتموه قلتم ما يكون لنا أن نتكلم بهذا صنختك هذا بجان عظيم (15) يعطيكم الله أن تعودوا لبِثولة أبدا إن كنتم مؤمنين (16) ويبين الله لكم الآية واللهم عليهم حكمكم (18) إن الذين يجرون أن يتبع الفاحشة في الذين امتنوا لهم عذاب اليكم في الدنيا والآخرة والله يعلم وانتم لا تعلمون (19) و لولا فضل الله عليكم ورحمه وان الله رجوف رجوف (20) يا أهل الكذبين امتنوا لا تتعَونوا خطوات الشيطان ومن يتبع خطوات الشيطان فإنه يأمر بالفسخاء والمنكر ولا فضل الله عليكم ورحمه وماركي متنك من أحد أبدا ولكن الله يزكي منышاء والله سميع عليم (21) ولا يأتي أولو الفضل منهم السعى أن يعودوا أولى القرنى والمسكين والمهمجى في سبيل الله وليسعوف وليصفحوا إلا نجى أن يغفر الله لكم والله
Those who have come up with the false imputation are a gang among you. Do not think it is bad for you; rather, it is good for you. Everyone of them is liable for what he earned of the sin. And the one who undertook the major part of it, for him there is a mighty punishment. [11]

Why - when you (O believers) heard of it – did the believing men and the believing women not think well on their own selves and (why did they not) say, 'This is a manifest lie'. [12] Why did they (the accusers) not bring four witnesses to prove this? So, as they did not bring the witnesses, they are the liars in the sight of Allah. [13] And had it not been for the grace of Allah upon you, and His mercy in this world and in the Hereafter, a great punishment would have reached you for what you got indulged in - [14] when you were welcoming it with your tongues and were saying with your mouths something of which you had no knowledge, and were taking it as a trivial matter, while in the sight of Allah it was grave. [15] And why, when you heard of it, did you not say, 'It is not for us to speak about this. Pure are You (O Allah). This is a terrible calumny.' [16] Allah admonishes you never to repeat something like this, if you are believers. [17] And Allah makes the signs clear to you. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [18]

Surely, those who like that shamelessness spreads among the believers, for them there is painful
punishment in this world and the Hereafter. And Allah knows and you do not know. [19] And had it not been for the grace of Allah upon you, and His mercy and that Allah is Very-Kind, Very-Merciful (you would have been destroyed). [20]

O those who believe, do not follow the footsteps of Satan. And whoever follows the footsteps of Satan, (should know that) he orders (one to commit) shameless acts and evil deeds. And had it not been for the grace of Allah upon you, and His mercy, not a single person from you would have ever attained purity. But Allah purifies whomsoever He wills. And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. [21]

And the men of grace and wealth among you should not swear against giving (their charitable gifts) to the kinsmen and the poor and to those who have migrated in the way of Allah. And they should forgive and forego. Do you not like that Allah forgives you? And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [22]

Surely, those who level a false charge against the chaste, naïve and believing women are cursed in this world and the Hereafter, and for them there is a mighty punishment [23] on the Day their tongues, their hands and their legs will testify against them of what they used to do. [24] On that day Allah will give them their due recompense in full and they will know that Allah is the Truth Who makes all things manifest. [25]

Vile women are for vile men, and vile men are for vile women. And good women are for good men and good men are for good women. Those are free from what they (the accusers) say. For them there is forgiveness and a graceful provision. [26]

Interconnection of verses

As has been mentioned earlier, the major part of Sūrah An-Nūr is in connection with those injunctions which are related with protection and security of chastity and continence. Diametrically to that, any attempt to debase the chastity and honour would be in violation of the injunction, for which the punishment in the world and the torment in the Hereafter are enjoined. In this connection, first the maximum punishment of adultery
then the punishment for false accusation (حد قذف) and after that the process of li'ān have already been described. False accusation of adultery against a chaste woman, without the support of four eyewitnesses, is held to be a great sin, and for such a person the punishment of eighty stripes is prescribed. This injunction is in regard to common chaste Muslim women. But the case of Sayyidah ‘Ā'ishah رضي الله عنها was quite different and grave, when the hypocrites fabricated a false slander against her in 6th Hijra, and some Muslims also indulged in mentioning it. Indeed it was a much serious and grave situation than for an ordinary chaste Muslim woman, hence Allah Ta‘ālā revealed ten verses at that point exonerating her from the accusation and to project her purity and chastity. These verses announce the exoneration of Sayyidah ‘Ā'ishah رضي الله عنها on one hand and a warning of severe punishment to all those who were involved in the slander in any way. This incident of imputation is called the episode of ifk (false imputation) in the Qur‘ān and Ḥadīth. The word Ifk means worst type of lie, imputation or slander. In order to understand the explanation of these verses it is necessary to know the background of the incident of Ifk. Therefore, it will be in order to give a brief account of this episode to begin with.

The incident of Ifk and the slander

This incident has been narrated with extra ordinary details in the Şaḥiḥs and other books of Ḥadīth. However its brief version is as follows: When the Holy Prophet ﷺ went for the battle (بيت المصطلح) of Banī Muṣṭalaq, also known as battle (مرسيع) of Muraisī‘, in the 6th Hijra, Sayyidah ‘Ā'ishah رضي الله عنها amongst the mothers of believers, was also accompanying him. The common practice was that first she would sit in her litter and then it was placed on the back of the camel. It was because by that time the injunction in regard to hijāb had been revealed. After the battle was over and the caravan was returning to Madīnah it stopped for camping to spend the night. Towards the end of the night an announcement was made to the effect that the caravan would soon be departing, so that people should get ready after completing the necessities. Sayyidah ‘Ā'ishah رضي الله عنها felt the call of nature and went out to ease herself. There the string of her necklace was broken and it fell down. It took her some time to locate it, so she got a little late. By the time
she returned to the camp, the caravan had departed. As for her camel, her litter was mounted on it’s back without realizing that she was not sitting in it. This happened because she was so young and frail at that time that her absence from the litter was not noticed; and also because the litter was covered. On her return to the camp when she did not find the caravan there, she did not panic nor ran helter-skelter to locate it. Instead, she acted very prudently and sat down at the camping place after wrapping herself. She did this knowing the Holy Prophet very well that when he will not find her in her litter (هودج) he will send out men to locate her at the camping place, and if she were gone some other place to locate them, it will only complicate things for the searching party. So, it was best to wait for them there, at the camp. Since it was still dark and she was tired, she fell asleep.

On the other hand, it so happened that Sayyidnā Safwān Ibn Mu‘āṭţal ٣٦٩٤٨, whom the Holy Prophet ٣٣٩٩٩ had assigned the duty to stay behind the caravan and pick up things if forgotten by anyone in a hurry, reached the camp at dawn. He saw someone sleeping. So he went there and recognized Sayyidah ʻA’ishah , whom he had seen before the injunction of ہیجاب was revealed. Seeing her there like that, he was extremely dismayed and uttered ہیجاب. On hearing his voice she was awakened, and covered her face. Then Sayyidnā Safwān ٣٦٩٩٩ brought his camel near her and made it sit down. Sayyidah ʻA’ishah ٣٩٩٩٩ sat on the camel’s back and rode on, while he was holding the string of the camel and walking in front. ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ubbayy was a very wicked hypocrite and enemy of the Holy Prophet ٣٣٩٩٩. He got hold of this news and the wretched man fabricated shameless imputation against her. Unfortunately, some naïve Muslims also narrated the gossip on hearsay; for instance Sayyidnā Ḥassān and Mistāḥ ٣٥٩٣٩ among the males and Sayyidah Ḥāmnah ٣٥٩٣٩ from the females. (Tafsīr Ad-Durr-al-Manthīr has reported this version with reference to Ibn Marduwaih on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ٣٠٩٩٩, ٣٠٩٩٩)

When this slander of the hypocrite was publicized, the Holy Prophet ٣٣٩٩٩ himself was also very hurt. As for Sayyidah ʻA’ishah ٣٩٩٩٩, it was but obvious to get hurt extremely. Even ordinary Muslims were also extremely pained on the spread of this totally false and fabricated slander. This went on for about a month, but at last Allah Ta’ālā revealed
these verses to exonerate her and condemn those who were involved in its fabrication or spread, in any way. The commentary on these verses will follow soon.

In accordance with the Qur'ānic injunction, which has been detailed above under the heading of punishment for false accusation (حَدَّ الْقُذُف), those who were involved in the spread of false slander were asked to produce the evidence in support of their accusation. Since that was a totally unfounded accusation, they could not produce any evidence whatsoever. As a consequence, the Holy Prophet ﷺ awarded the punishment of false accusation (حَدَّ الْقُذُف) to them, and each one of them was flogged with eighty stripes. Bazzār and Ibn Marduwaih have reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ awarded the punishment to three Muslims, namely, Mistāḥ, Ḥamnah and Ḥassān ﷺ, while Ṭabarānī has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ had awarded double the punishment of false accusation to ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ubayy, the hypocrite, who had fabricated this slander. After that the Muslims repented, but the hypocrites remained as they were. (Bayān ul Qur'ān)

Commentary

Unique proficiency of Sayyidah ‘A’ishah’s ﷺ, and the remaining part of the incident of Ifk

The enemies of the Holy Prophet ﷺ did their best to harm him, and did every thing they could possibly think to afflict him. Amongst all the afflictions which were perpetrated by the infidels, perhaps the most severe and emotionally torturous was to pass slander on the most exalted, proficient, learned, and respected mother of the believers amongst all his pure wives. With the contemptible false slander the respected name of Sayyidnā Safwān Ibn Mu‘āṭṭal ﷺ was also maligned by the hypocrite ‘Abdulāh Ibn Ubayy. The hypocrites gave the slander different colours and then spread it. The most distressful thing in this episode was that some simple Muslims were carried away by the unfortunate slander and started narrating it as well. The unfounded slander would have been exposed by the truth in a few days time, but for compensating the emotional torture inflicted on Sayyidah ‘A’ishah and on the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself by it and for exonerating her, Allah Ta’ālā did not rest just at hinting at the episode in a revelation, but revealed almost two ruku’s for
her exoneration. Not only that, but all those who had fabricated this slander, and those who had participated in narrating it, were warned to face the torment in this world and in the Hereafter. Perhaps never such warnings were revealed on any occasion.

In fact this incident of Ifk has brought into the open and highlighted the excellence of Sayyidah 'A'ishah's superior wisdom and intelligence along with her chastity and sanctity. That is why in the very first of the above quoted verses Allah Ta'ālā has asked not to consider this incident as bad for her, rather it was a blessing. What could be a greater blessing than this, that Allah Ta'ālā has confirmed her purity in no less than ten verses, which will be recited until the Dooms Day. Sayyidah 'A'ishah ṣallīllah 'ālaiha wa sallam had herself said that she was quite confident that Allah Ta'ālā would exonerate her and clarify her position through a Wahy (message to the Holy Prophet ﷺ), but did not consider herself to be so fortunate that Qur'ānic verses would be revealed referring to her person, which will be recited for ever. At this point it will help the readers to know some details about the incident for understanding the verses. So, they are briefly narrated here:

On return from that journey Sayyidah 'A'ishah ṣallīllah 'ālaiha wa sallam got involved in her household affairs, and was not the least aware of the rumor that was circulated by the hypocrites about her. Sahih of Bukhari has narrated on the authority of Sayyidah 'A'ishah ṣallīllah 'ālaiha wa sallam herself that after the return from the journey she fell slightly sick, the main cause of which was that she did not notice the favour and grace from the Holy Prophet ﷺ towards her, which was his norm. Instead, she noticed during that period that when he would come home, he would only inquire about her health after the salutation and go back. Since she did not know at all anything about the rumor that was being circulated about her, hence she could not understand the cause of his attitude towards her, but took the grief to heart, which started telling on her health. One day she went out in the open to ease herself, as there used to be no latrines in the houses in those days. Because she was not keeping well she took along Mistah's mother with her. When they were returning home after she had eased herself, the foot of Mistah's mother got entangled in her sheet and she fell down. As she fell down she uttered the phrase مِنَّا سُجِّي. This phrase is normally used by Arabs while cursing someone. Sayyidah 'A'ishah ṣallīllah 'ālaiha wa sallam
was taken aback on hearing this phrase from Misțah’s mother for her own son, and said to her that it was very bad that she was cursing her own son, who was such a gentleman and who had participated in the battle of Badr. On that Misțah’s mother asked her ‘My dear girl, don’t you know, this son of mine, what has he been saying around?’ Sayyidah ʿAʾishah رضى الله عنها inquired as to what had he been saying around. Then Misțah’s mother told her the whole story of ʿIfk fabricated by the people, and how her son was involved in it’s spreading. Sayyidah ʿAʾishah رضى الله عنها goes on to say that on hearing this her sickness was doubled. When she returned home and the Holy Prophet came and inquired about her health after salutation as usual, she asked his permission whether she could go to her parent’s house. He consented to her going to their house. The idea was to take them in confidence and have consultation. So she consulted her mother, who consoled her and said that there were people who were jealous of women like her, and spread rumors like that. So, she need not worry about it. Things would get alright on their own. On that she retorted ‘Allah is Pure! People have been talking about that. How can I be patient?’ Then the whole night she cried, and did not sleep a wink. On the other hand the Holy Prophet was extremely grieved on the spread of this false story, more so, because he did not receive any revelation on the incident during that period. Therefore, he called Sayyidnā ʿAlī and Usāmah Ibn Zaid, who were both members of his household, and consulted them as to what should he do under the circumstances. Sayyidnā Usāmah Ibn Zaid said very emphatically that on the basis of his information he had no misgivings about Sayyidah ʿAʾishah رضى الله عنها whatsoever. There is absolutely nothing, which could point toward any mistrust. Hence he need not pay any heed to such rumors. Sayyidnā ʿAlī advised him (in order to bring him out of his grief and anxiety) that Allah Taʿālā had not put any restriction on him, hence if he had any unpleasant feelings about Sayyidah ʿAʾishah رضى الله عنها, because of the rumors, then there are many other women. Moreover he suggested another alternative to remove his unpleasant feelings, and advised him to make inquiries about her from Barīrah رضى الله عنها , who was the slave girl working for Sayyidah ʿAʾishah رضى الله عنها. Hence, the Holy Prophet made inquiries from Barīrah رضى الله عنها, who submitted that she did not see anything unbecoming in Sayyidah ʿAʾishah رضى الله عنها except that sometimes, because of her young
age, she would leave the dough in the open and go to sleep, and the goat would eat up the dough. (After this the Ḥadīth narrates the address of the Holy Prophet ﷺ from the rostrum in great detail in which he had complained about those who had fabricated the accusation and those who had spread the slander. A brief account of what happened next is as follows).

Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ﷺ goes on to say “I cried the whole day and the second night also continuously. My parents had also come to me, as they feared that I would break down with grief. While my parents were sitting with me the Holy Prophet ﷺ came in and sat down alongside me. He had not sit with me before ever since this incident had started. Then he recited the khutbah of shahīdah and said ‘O, ‘A’ishah, I have received this information about you. If you are free from blame, then Allah will definitely exonerate you (that is express exoneration through revelation), but if you have slipped, then beg for Allah’s pardon with repentance, because when the servant invokes His mercy after admitting his sin then Allah Ta’ālā accepts his repentance’. After the Holy Prophet ﷺ had completed his discourse, my tears dried up completely. There was not a drop in my eyes. I requested my father, Abū Bakr ﷺ, to give an answer to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, but he excused himself saying what could he say. Then I asked my mother to give an answer, and she too excused herself saying as to what could she say. Then per force I had to speak. I was only a young girl, and by then had not learnt much even the Qur’an”. In such a perplexing condition of grief and distress that she was in, even extremely learned and intelligent persons would have found it very difficult to express themselves in a balanced manner, but what Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ﷺ said at that time is a piece of highly intellectual and scholarly discourse. Her wordings are reproduced verbatim below:

‏"وَاللَّهُ لَنَفَعَّلِتُ هَذَا الْحَدِيثُ حَتَّى أَسْتَقْرَأَ فِي اِنْفَسَمَ وَصَدَقَمِ بِهِ وَلَنْ يُقْلِي لَكُمْ أَنَّى بَرِيَّةٍ وَاللَّهُ يَعْلَمُ أَنَّى بَرِيَّةٍ لَا تَصْدَقُونَ وَلَنْ يُعْتَرَفَ لِكَمْ بَأْمِرْ وَاللَّهُ يَعْلَمُ أَنَّى مِنْهُ بَرِيَّةٌ لَتَصْدَقُونَ وَاللَّهُ لَا أَجِدُ لِي وَلَكُمْ مِثْلًا إِلاّ كَمَا قَالَ أَبُو يوْسِفُ: فَقَصَرْ جَمِيلٌ وَاللَّهُ يَمْسَعُ عَلَى مَا تَصْفُونَ"

"By God, I fully realize that you listened to this talk and kept on listening until it made inroads into your heart, and you have confirmed this (by your actions). Now if I say that I am free
from this blame, as Allah knows well that I am in reality, then you will not verify my statement. And if I make admission of the accusation, of which Allah knows I am free, then you will agree with my admission. Wallah, now I do not see any example on the issue between you and me, except the one which the father of Yusuf (Ya’qūb) said after hearing the wrong statement of his sons that ‘So patience is best. And it is Allah whose help is sought against what you describe.’

Sayyidah ʿA’ishah related further that "After having said so I went away and lied down on my bed. I was confident that since I was free from the blame in reality, Allah Ta’ālā would surely exonerate me by sending down a revelation. But I did not have the slightest idea or expectation that in my case Qur’ānic verses will be revealed, which will be recited forever. It was because I considered my position to be much lower than that. All I had expected was that probably my exoneration will be revealed to him in his dream”. Sayyidah ʿA’ishah goes on to narrate that “the Holy Prophet %c2%bb had not got up from that company yet, nor anyone from the household had got up, when he was overtaken by the condition which he used to experience at the time of revelation of the Qur’ān. In this condition he used to perspire profusely on the forehead. When this condition was over, then the Holy Prophet %c2%bb got up smiling, and the very first thing that he said was that is “O ʿA’ishah, listen the good tiding. As for Allah Ta’ālā, He has exonerated you”. Then my mother said to me “Get up and go to the Holy Prophet %c2%bb”. I replied, “I do not feel obliged to any one in this case, except Allah, nor would I get up. I am thankful to my Lord, and it is He who has exonerated me.”.

Few distinctions of Sayyidah Siddiqua:  
While explaining these verses Imām Baghawī has said that there were some distinctions of Sayyidah ʿA’ishah which no woman other than her could get, and Sayyidah ʿA’ishah also used to relate them with a sense of pride (as honorable gift). First, that before the marriage with the Holy Prophet %c2%bb Jibra’il  had brought to him her image wrapped in a silk cloth, and said to him ‘she is your wife’, (As reported by At-Tirmidhī – from ʿA’ishah while some other versions say that Jibra’il had brought this image in his palm.

Second, that the Holy Prophet  did not marry any maiden girl
other than her.

**Third**, that the Holy Prophet ﷺ died in her lap.

**Fourth**, that he ﷺ was buried in her house.

**Fifth**, that he ﷺ had received revelation even at that time also when he used to be with Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ﷺ under the same quilt. None other wives was granted this distinction ever.

**Sixth**, that her ﷺ exoneration was sent down from the Heaven.

**Seventh**, that she was the daughter of the caliph of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and was herself a Ṣidduqa رضي الله عنها, and was among those whom Allah Ta’ālā had promised forgiveness and bountiful sustenance even during their lifetime. (Mażhari)

After seeing Sayyidah ‘A’ishah’s ﷺ scholarly research, understanding of jurisprudence and eloquent expression, Sayyidna Mūsā Ibn Ṭālḥah ﷺ commented that he had never come across a person more eloquent than her. (Tirmidhī)

Tafsīr al-Qurtubi has related that when Sayyidnā Yūsuf ﷺ was falsely accused, Allah Ta’ālā exonerated him through the evidence of a baby by granting him speech, and when Sayyidah Maryam ﷺ was falsely accused, Allah Ta’ālā exonerated her through the evidence of her son, ‘Īsā ﷺ, but when false accusation was leveled against Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ﷺ, then Allah Ta’ālā sent down ten verses of the Holy Qur‘ān to declare her exoneration, which has further enhanced her respect and stature.

Now the specific sentences of these verses will be discussed and elaborated:

\[
إنَّ الْالْبَيْنِ جَاهِرًا وَ الْمَيْلِ عَلِيَّةٌ مَّنْ كُنَّ يَقُولُونَ
\]

Those who have come up with the false imputation are a gang among you. 24:11.

Literal meaning of *Ifk* (إِفْک) is to turn over, reverse or to change. The worst type of lie which turns the truth to falsehood and the false as truth, and labels the pious and God fearing as sinner, and the sinner as pious
and God fearing, also falls under the connotation of Ἰσόκρατικον. Ἰςβαὴρ: means a group of ten to forty persons, but is also used for less or more persons. The word μηνοκ (among you) in the verse refers to Muslims. Although the actual fabricator of the slander was ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Ubayy, who was a hypocrite and not a Muslim, but since the hypocrites used to claim themselves as Muslims, he too has been included within the fold of (μηνοκ). Among the Muslims two men and one woman got involved in the spread of slander, who were awarded the punishment of false accusation by the Holy Prophet ﷺ, after the revelation of these verses. But all Muslims felt penitence and their repentance was accepted by Allah Ta’ālā. Among them were Sayyidnā Ḥassān and Mistāḥ, who had both participated in the battle of Badr, and for whom Allah Ta’ālā has declared forgiveness in the Qur‘ān. For this very reason Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها used to dislike if any one would speak ill of Sayyidnā Ḥassān before her, although he was one of those two men who were punished for false accusation. Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها used to say that Ḥassān was the one who had defended the Holy Prophet ﷺ in his poetry against the infidels. Hence, no one should speak ill of him. Whenever he used to visit Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها, she would make him sit with dignity and respect. (Mazhari etc.)

لَا تَحَسَّبُواْ شَرًاً لَكُمْ

Do not think it is bad for you - 24:11.

This sentence is addressed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها, Ṣafwān and all the Muslims, who were hurt by the spread of this rumor. The purport of the sentence is that you should not feel bad about this incident, because after the exoneration declared in the Qur‘ān by Allah Ta’ālā her esteem has been raised further, and those who were involved in rumor-mongering were warned strongly in the Qur‘ān, which will be recited until the Dooms Day.

لِكُلِّ أُمِّيٍّ مَّنْ تَكُنُّ مَنَّا اكْتَسَبَ بِمَنَّ الأَلْلَهِ

Everyone of them is liable for what he earned of the sin - 24:11.

It means that whoever had taken part in the spread of this slander, his sin has been recorded exactly in the same proportion as was his share in the spread of the slander, and he will be punished accordingly. The one who had fabricated this rumor, which will be dealt later, deserves the
most severe punishment, and the one who endorsed the rumor when it
reached him, a little less than that, and the one who kept quiet after
hearing it, still less than that.

أَلَّذِي تَوَلَّى كِبْرَهُ مِنْهُمْ لَهُ عَذَابٌ عَظِيمٌ

And the one who undertook the major part of it, for him there is
a mighty punishment - 24:11.

The word كَبِيرُ means big, large or great. Here it means that the one
who has taken big part in the slander, that is who fabricated it and
passed on to others, for him is the great punishment. The indication is
toward 'Abdullah Ibn 'Ubayy (Baghawi etc.).

لَوْلا إِذْ سَيَعَمِّدُونَ الْمُؤْمِنُونَ وَالْمُؤْمِنَاتِ يَقِيُّونَهُمْ خَيْرًا وَقَالُوا هَذَا إِنَّكُمْ مُهَيِّنُونَ

Why - when you (O believers) heard of it – did the believing men
and the believing women not think well on their own selves and
(why did they not) say, ‘This is a manifest lie’. - 24:12.

It means that when the Muslim men women heard about this slander
they should have a good assumption about their own-self – that is about
their Muslim brother and sister – and declared that it was but an open lie.
In this verse quite a few things need attention. In the first place the Holy
Qur’an has hinted by the word بَيْنَانِمُهُمْ (on their own selves) that if a
Muslim defames and disgraces another Muslim, he in fact disgraces
himself, because the relationship of Islam has brought them all together
as one body. A similar expression is used by the Holy Qur’an wherever
the close tie between a Muslim and the whole Ummah is to be
emphasized, for instance, a verse says لَا تَثْبِينَوْا أنْفَسَكُمْ (49:11) which means
‘Do not cast aspersion on your own-self’, which actually means do not cast
aspersion on any of your Muslim brethren – man or woman. At another
place the Qur’an says لَا تَفِقَّنِوْا أنْفَسَكُمْ (4:29) which means ‘Do not kill
yourselves’. Here again the sense is the same, that is, do not kill any of
your Muslim brethren. Yet at a third place it says وَلَا تَخْرُجُوْنَ أنْفَسَكُم مِّنْ دِيَارَكُمْ (2:84) which means ‘You shall not drive out yourselves from your homes’.
Here also it means not to expel any Muslim from his house. At a fourth
place it says فَسَلِبُوا عَلَى أنْفَسَكُمْ, which means ‘Salute your own-self’, which in
fact means, salute your Muslim brethren. All these verses point toward
one theme, that a Muslim who casts aspersion on another Muslim or
causes oppression and harm to another Muslim, he in fact casts aspersion
and causes harm to himself, because it leads to defamation of the whole Muslim Ummah, as the poet Saadi has said:

"When a single person from a nation does an unwise act, no one from that nation, big or small, can achieve a respectful place (in the eyes of others).

It was this teaching of the Qur'an which brought up the Muslims into prominence, and when they gained prominence, it was the whole nation which was uplifted, both collectively and individually. One can see the result of giving up of the Qur'anic teachings, that the Muslims have slumped into oblivion, again both collectively and individually.

The other point, which needs attention in this verse, is that after having said \( \text{لَوْلَا إِذْ سَمَعْتُمُهُ} \) (Why, when you (O believers) heard of it) it was in the fitness of things that the address form should have been used by saying, "why did you not think well of your own selves". But the verse has opted for "the believers" instead of "you". The Holy Qur'an at this point has changed its form and said \( 
\text{فَنَّسْئَمُ} \) instead \( 
\text{فَنَّسْئَمُ} \). In this form there is a subtle allusion that those who had committed this act were not fit to be called Mu'mins (believers) to the extent of this act, because it was the demand of faith that a Muslim should have stuck to the favourable view for another Muslim.

The third point which needs attention is that in the last sentence of this verse (24:12) it has been instilled that it was the demand of faith that the Muslims on hearing this rumor should have immediately rejected it as a total lie. This proves that to think good about any other Muslim is an obligatory demand of faith, unless an act of sin or evil is proved against him under Islamic law. Likewise, it is also the demand of faith to call an attribute of a sin or evil against a Muslim a lie, if there is no proof under Islamic law against him.

**Ruling**

This has proved that to think good about all Muslims men and women is obligatory, unless proved otherwise by Islamic law. And if someone accuses a Muslim without the proof under Islamic law, then the rejection of that accusation and to declare it as a lie is also obligatory, because it is nothing but backbiting and defaming an innocent Muslim. (Maqharî)
Why did they (the accusers) not bring four witnesses to prove this? So, as they did not bring the witnesses, they are the liars in the sight of Allah - 24:13.

In the first sentence of this verse it is emphasized that the Muslims should have demanded to produce evidence from those who were spreading this rumor, instead of becoming instrumental in passing on the rumor to others. Since the accusation of adultery cannot be proved without the production of four eyewitnesses, it should have been demanded of them either to produce four eyewitnesses or keep quiet. In the second sentence of the verse it is declared that, as they could not produce four eyewitnesses, so they are the ones who are liars before Allah.

It is worth noting here that it is quite probable that a person sees such an event with his own eyes, but is unable to produce four witnesses. And if he relates the event, which, in fact, he has seen with his own eyes, then how can he be called a liar. More so, to call him liar before Allah is not at all understandable, because Allah knows the truth about everything happening. So, how could he be declared a liar before Allah, when the incident has actually taken place. There are two answers to this. First, here (in the sight of Allah) stands for Allah’s command and the rule of Allah. Therefore, it means that in accordance with the rule of Allah and His command this person would be declared a liar and awarded the punishment of false accusation, because the command of Allah is not to relate the incidence, despite the fact that you have seen it, if four witnesses are not available. If someone relates it without the support of four witnesses, then he will be declared liar by law and will be punished.

The second explanation is that, it is against the dignity of a Muslim to do something having no purpose and object, especially a thing which would put blame on a Muslim. Hence, a Muslim should testify the commission of a crime or sin against another Muslim only with the intent of controlling and eradicating the crime and sin, and not for the purpose of defaming or hurting someone. So, if a person relates such an incident without the support of four witnesses claiming that he is doing it with the intent of reforming the society and for removing the evil from it, knowing that without the production of four witnesses he would neither be able to
prove the crime according to requirements of the Islamic law nor would the accused be punished, and on the other hand he will himself be liable to punishment for relating a lie, in such a situation he isاتّمَّ (in the sight of Allah) a liar in the proclamation of his intent, claiming that he was testifying the incident for reforming the society and removing the evil. It is for the simple reason that in the absence of witnesses it is not possible to harbor this intention under the Islamic code. (Mażhari)

**An important and necessary warning**

In both the above verses it is emphasized that every Muslim should have good opinion about other Muslims, and it is made obligatory for them to contradict and deny any insinuation and accusations without proof against the Muslims. But one should not have any doubt as to why the Holy Prophet ﷺ did not have the belief that the rumor was false, and as such denied it at the outset, instead he suffered for a month and asked Sayyidah ʿAʾishah رضي الله عنها to beg Allah’s pardon if there was a slip on her part. (Bukhārī)

The explanation for this is that the anxiety of the Holy Prophet ﷺ was not inconsistent with the injunction for Muslims to have good opinion about other Muslims, because he neither denied this rumor nor did he act on its exigency, and also he did not like the spread of the rumor. All did he say in the gathering of companions wasما علمت على أهلك الآخرا (Bukhārī) that is, ‘I do not know anything but good and virtuous about my wife.’ All these things are proofs of acting in conformity with the injunction of the verses of having good opinion. However, the definite and absolute belief, which could also remove the natural anxiety, followed when the verses of exoneration were revealed.

The substance of explanation is that in such a situation, creation of doubts and anxiety is but natural, but to act with care and caution, as the Holy Prophet ﷺ did, was not against having good opinion about the Muslims, especially when no action was taken on its exigency. Those Muslims who were awarded the punishment for false accusation and were reprimanded in these two verses, had actually acted on the exigency of the rumor and were involved in its spread. Spreading falsehood was unlawful and punishable even before the revelation of these verses.
And had it not been for the grace of Allah upon you, and His mercy in this world and in the Hereafter, a great punishment would have reached you for what you got indulged in - 24:14.

This verse was revealed for those believers who had by mistake got somehow involved in the slander, but then repented and begged Allah's pardon. Some of them were even punished, but all of them were told through this verse that the crime they had committed was a very grave one, and on that crime they could have been subjected to punishment even in this world, like the one sent down on earlier people. In addition, they would have also been punished severely in the Hereafter, but Allah's dealings with those believers were that of grace and mercy, both in this world and in the Hereafter. Hence, the chastisement was withdrawn from them. The manifestation of Allah's grace and mercy in the world is that, first, the Divine help was granted to adopt Islam and its faith, then the company of the Holy Prophet ﷺ was accorded, which is an impediment for the award of punishment, and then again the Divine help was granted to repent sincerely and beg Allah's forgiveness for the sin which was committed, and ultimately the repentance was accepted and the sin was pardoned. While in the Hereafter, the token of Allah's grace and mercy is that He has promised to forgive and overlook and grant pardon.

When you were welcoming it with your tongues - 24:15.

The word تلقى means to make inquiries from each other (to be inquisitive) and repeat before others. Here it means to repeat hearsay without probe and proof. (1)

And were taking it as a trivial matter, while in the sight of Allah it was grave - 24:15.

It means that you regarded it a trifle matter that you heard it and passed it on to others. But in the sight of Allah it was a great sin that without probing and finding out any proof you passed on something to

---

(1). Lexically the word also means 'welcoming'. This meaning is adopted in the translation of the text, because it also covers the meaning of receiving and conveying the news without hesitation. (Editor)
others to cause harm to other Muslims and to make their life miserable.

And why, when you heard of it, did you not say, 'It is not for us to speak about this. Pure are You (O Allah). This is a terrible calumny.' - 24:16.

In this verse the same advice is repeated which was imparted in an earlier verse, with further elaboration as to what should the Muslims do in such a situation when they hear a rumor. The advice is that they should say in categorical terms that they are not allowed even to mention such a thing for which there is no proof. It is a very grave accusation.

**A doubt and its answer**

If someone has a doubt that just as the truth of an event cannot be verified without a proof, and hence it is unlawful to mention it and spread it, likewise, the report of that event should not be believed to be a lie and a 'terrible calumny' without a proof of its being a lie. The answer to this doubt is that it is the integral spirit of Islam to consider every Muslim as free from sins, and this is based on reasoning. Anything contrary to this proven reality is a lie if put forward without a proof, and no further proof is required to prove this assertion a lie. This is enough to call it a slander if a believer Muslim is blamed for a crime without proof.

Surely, those who like that shamelessness spreads among the believers, for them there is a painful punishment in this world and the Hereafter - 24:19.

Those who had taken part in any way in the slander are again condemned in this verse, and are warned with the punishment in the world and in the Hereafter. An extra element in this verse is that those who propagate such rumors actually want the spread of obscenity and immorality among the Muslims.

**The Qur'anic system for the prevention of obscenity**

The Holy Qur'an has drawn out this unique system for the prevention of obscenity that, in the first place such a news should not spread, and if at all it is leaked out, it should be backed up with lawful proof, so that the
punishment of adultery is also executed publicly, immediately after the spread of the news. This way the publicity itself will serve as a preventive measure. If there were no condition of lawful proof, then it would have been lot easy to pass on and publicize such scandals, especially, when there is no punishment attached to it. Absence of any fear against spreading scandals leads to minimizing the repulsion against immorality and obscenity from the people's mind; rather it encourages to indulge in such crimes and to propagate them. This is an everyday experience that this sort of scandals is published in the newspapers daily. Young men and women read them frequently. As a result, the intensity of such wicked acts is minimized gradually, and instead a slow inclination for indulging in them develops in their minds. It is for this reason that the Holy Qur'ān has allowed publicity of such news only in such situations when it is supported with lawful evidence, so that people should see the severe punishment for the obscene crime along with the news of adultery when they learn about it. Where there is no proof and punishment, Qur'ān has proclaimed the publicity of such news as a tool for spreading obscenity among the Muslims. This vital point needs to be pondered by the Muslims. This verse actually emphasizes that to give publicity to scandals without proof will invite very severe punishment both in this world and in the Hereafter. The punishment in the Hereafter will naturally follow after the Dooms Day, and thus cannot be experienced here, but the punishment of the world can be seen. So, those who were punished for false accusation have in fact experienced the punishment of the world. If anyone has escaped the execution of the punishment for want of proof needed for the award of this punishment, even then he has earned the punishment (which will be executed in the Hereafter). For the implication of the verse even this is enough.

And the men of grace and wealth among you should not swear against giving (their charitable gifts) to the kinsmen and the poor and to those who have migrated in the way of Allah. And they should forgive and forego. Do you not like that Allah forgives you? And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful - 24:22.
Teachings of high morals for the exalted companions

The word means to swear. Sayyidnā Mīṣṭāḥ and Ḥassān got involved in the incident of slandering Sayyidah ‘A’īshah رضي الله عنها from amongst the Muslims. They were awarded punishment for false accusation by the Holy Prophet ﷺ after the revelation of exoneration verses. Both Sayyidnā Mīṣṭāḥ and Ḥassān were illustrious companions and had taken part in the battle of Badr, but they slipped on this occasion and received Divine help for the sincere repentance. Then the way exoneration was revealed by Allah Ta’ālā for Sayyidah ‘A’īshah رضي الله عنها, in the same manner it was also declared that the repentance of these believers was accepted and they were pardoned.

Sayyidnā Mīṣṭāḥ ﷺ was a relative of Sayyidnā Abī Bakr ﷺ, and was a poor person. Sayyidnā Abī Bakr ﷺ used to help him materially. When the involvement of Mīṣṭāḥ ﷺ in the spread of the incident of Ijlk was established, then Sayyidnā Abī Bakr's paternal love for the daughter surged up, and he was annoyed with Sayyidnā Mīṣṭāḥ ﷺ as a natural corollary, because her feelings were deeply injured by him. He then swore an oath that he would never help Sayyidnā Mīṣṭāḥ ﷺ materially. It is obvious that to help any specific poor person is not obligatory for a Muslim, and if someone stops the material help he used to give to a poor person, it is not a sin. But Allah Ta’ālā wanted to make the illustrious group of companions as a model for the society. So, whereas on the one hand those who had slipped were granted Divine help to repent sincerely and reform themselves, on the other hand those who had sworn not to help any more the poor people, because of the natural grief and displeasure, were imparted wisdom of supreme ethics in this verse, that they should break their oath and expiate for it. It is below their dignity to stop the material help. They should also forgive and overlook, the way Allah has forgiven them.

Since it was not a religious obligation on Sayyidnā Abī Bakr ﷺ to help Sayyidnā Mīṣṭāḥ ﷺ, therefore the Qurān has adopted the line to say that those whom Allah Ta’ālā has bestowed the knowledge and excellence, and who are granted the means to spend in the way of Allah, they should be careful not to undertake such an oath. The words أُولُوا الفضْلِ وَالسُّمَةَ (the men of grace and wealth) are used to put across this meaning.

The last sentence of this verse is (24:22) which says
'Do you not like that Allah forgives you?

On this Sayyidnā Abū Bakr said immediately that is ‘By God, I definitely want that Allah forgives me’. Immediately after that he restored the material help of Sayyidnā Mistah, and said ‘This help will never stop now’. (Bukhārī and Muslim)

These are the graces of ethics which were imparted to train the illustrious companions. Šahīḥ of Bukhārī has quoted on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar that the Holy Prophet once said:

‘He is not the kind hearted towards relatives who only returns their favours, but the real kind hearted towards relatives is the one who maintains his relationship with them, despite they have severed the relations’ (Mażhari).

Surely, those who level a false charge against the chaste, naïve and believing women are cursed in this world and the Hereafter, and for them there is a mighty punishment - 24:23.

On the face of it the same subject has been repeated in this verse which has already appeared in the verses of

And those who accuse the chaste women (of fornication), but they do not produce four witnesses, flog them with eighty stripes and do not accept their any evidence any more, and they are the sinners, [4] except those who repent afterwards and mend their ways; then, Allah is All-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. (24:4,5)

But in fact there is a big difference between the two, because at the end of verses on punishment of false accusation (24:4,5), those who repent are exempted and promised forgiveness. There is no such thing in this verse, and instead it announces the curse in this world and in the Hereafter, without any exception.
Therefore, it is obvious that this verse (24:23) is aimed at those who were involved in slandering Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها and did not repent, so much so that even after the revelation of her exoneration in the Qur’an they adhered to their malicious accusation and kept on propagating it. It is but obvious that no Muslim could do such a thing. If a Muslim disregards a categorical Qur’anic injunction, he cannot remain a Muslim. Hence, this reference relates to those hypocrites who did not stop their slander-mongering campaign against Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها even after the exoneration was revealed in her favour. There is no doubt that they were hypocrites and disbelievers. Therefore, those who had felt remorse on their doing were granted pardon in the two worlds by Allah’s mercy, and those who did not repent are declared in this verse as cursed, both in this world and the Hereafter. Those who felt remorse were given the glad tiding of deliverance from punishment, and those who did not feel remorse were warned of severe punishment. Those who repented were given the good news in (Allah is Most forgiving Very-Merciful) and those who did not repent were warned of punishment in the next verse by saying (On the Day their tongues, their hands and their legs will testify against them). (Bayān al-Qur’ān).

An important Warning

The few Muslims who got involved in the episode in connection with the slander on Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها did so at a time when verses regarding her exoneration were not revealed. After the revelation of verses of exoneration whoever makes an insinuation on her character is indeed a disbeliever and a denier of the Qur’an, like the few groups of Shi‘ites and some other individuals, who are involved in the shameful practice. There is not the slightest doubt that they are disbelievers. They are regarded disbelievers by the consensus of entire Ummah.

On the Day their tongues, their hands and their legs will testify against them of what they used to do. - 24:24.

The Day on which their own tongues, hands and feet will speak against them and will testify against their crimes, they will be punished precisely according to the crimes they had committed. It is related in Ahādīth that on the Dooms Day those who will admit their sins will be
pardoned by Allah Ta‘ālā, and He will conceal their sins from the crowd of people. If anyone will deny his sins and will claim that he did not commit them, and say that the angels did not write his record of actions correctly, then his speech will be taken away from him and his hands and feet will be asked to testify, who will speak and testify. Another verse (Today We set a seal on their mouths, - 36:65) states this very point. This verse says that their mouths will be sealed, but the verse under discussion (of Sūrah An-Nūr) says that their tongues will testify. There is no contradiction in the two verses in that they will not be able to use their tongues at their discretion. In other words they will have no control on tongues to say anything wrong, as they have in this world. Instead their tongues will say only the right things against their intent and wish. It is also possible that at a certain time their mouths and tongues will be completely sealed and then the tongues are commanded to speak the truth (Only Allah knows best).

Vile women are for vile men, and vile men are for vile women. And good women are for good men and good men are for good women. Those are free from what they (the accusers) say. For them there is forgiveness and a graceful provision - 24:26.

It means that the vulgar women are suitable for vulgar men and the vulgar men are suitable for vulgar women. And pure women are worthy for pure men and pure men are worthy for pure women.

In this last verse the common principle is stated that Allah Ta‘ālā has created a connection between the people of the same nature. Thus, vulgar and unchaste women are inclined towards vulgar and unchaste men and vice versa. Similarly, pure and chaste women show inclination towards pure and decent men and vice versa. Therefore, every one tries to find the spouse according to one’s inclination and liking, and in a natural way one does find one to suit him or her.

In the light of this norm and principle it is now quite clear that the messengers of Allah, who are the models of purity and chastity both outwardly and inwardly in this world, are granted spouses by Allah Ta‘ālā in accordance with their status. Hence, the Holy Prophet ﷺ, who is
the head of all messengers, was bestowed with spouses who were befitting to his position and status in purity, chastity and ethical excellence, and Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها is more prominent among them all. Only those can have any doubt or suspicion about her who do not have faith in the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself. It is mentioned about the wife of Sayyidnā Nūḥ and Sayyidnā Lūṭ عليه السلام in the Qur‘ān that they were disbelievers, but it is also established that they were not involved in any obscenity or vulgarity. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ said Never did a wife of a messenger commit adultery’. It is, therefore, corroborated that it is possible that a messenger’s wife could be a disbeliever, but it is not possible that she could be vulgar and sexually immoral, because adultery is a natural detestable act in the eyes of people, whereas disbelief is not a natural detestable thing. (Bayān al-Qur‘ān)

Verses 27-29

O those who believe, do not enter any houses, other than your own houses unless you seek permission and greet their inmates with Salām. That is good for you, so that you may observe advice. [27] Then, if you do not find anyone there, do not enter therein until permission is given to you. And if it is said to you, ‘Go back’, just go back; it is more decent for you. And Allah is All-Knowing of what you do. [28] There is no sin on you if you enter uninhabited houses in which you have rightful benefit. And Allah knows what you reveal and what you conceal. [29]
Commentary

The fifth injunction regarding mutual meetings and asking permission before entering anyone's home

Right from the beginning of Sūrah An-Nūr it is enjoined to curb the obscenity and immorality in the society, and to restrain this, various punishments are prescribed. Then labeling of false accusation on someone is condemned. After that such injunctions are enjoined which can check these obscenities and safeguard the chastity and continence, and also create an atmosphere to eliminate the conditions of their development. The issues and instructions regarding seeking permission before entering anyone’s house (Isti’dhān) also fall within these injunctions. Hence, entering in anyone’s house or to peep in without the permission of the owner has been prohibited. The wisdom in this instruction is that one should not cast an eye on women who are not one's mahram (with whom marriage is prohibited). In the above verses various instructions are given against various types of houses.

There are four categories of houses. One, in which one lives, where there is no possibility of the presence of some stranger. Two, where someone else is also residing, irrespective of being mahram or not, and where there is a possibility of someone’s entry. Three, where there are both possibilities that someone is living or the house is empty. Four, a house which is not specified for anyone’s living, such as, a mosque, school, monastery, shrine etc., where all people go in. Out of these four categories it is obvious that there is no need of asking permission to go in the houses of the first kind. Hence, the first category is not mentioned specifically in these verses, but for the other three categories injunctions are spelled out.

An important aspect of Qur’anic social ethic is that if you go to meet someone, first ask the permission and do not enter in anyone’s house without permission.

It is a pity that the amount of importance Islam has attached to ethics of visiting someone by providing detailed instructions about them in the Qur’ān, and which were strongly emphasized by the Holy Prophet ﷺ, both by practice and oral teachings, the present day Muslims neglect them by the same margin. Even the pious and educated people do not regard this a sin, nor do they make an effort to act on them. The other civilized nations of the world have adopted them to improve their society,
but the Muslims have lagged behind them all. This was the very first Islamic injunction which was overlooked by the Muslims to begin with. It is worth noting that seeking permission (Isti'dhan) is that injunction of the Holy Qur'an in which even the slightest laxity or alteration is termed by Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās as the rejection of the Qur'an itself. As a matter of fact now people overlook these injunctions so much as if they are not part of the Holy Qur'an.

Wisdom of seeking permission (Isti'dhan)

Allah Ta'ālā has provided every person a place where he lives, whether he owns it or has acquired it on rent. Such a place is his home, and the real purpose of a home is to provide comfort and tranquility. When the Holy Qur'an has referred to one's home as a great blessing of Allah, it has an indication towards this basic objective of a home. The Qur'an says, جعل للكم مساكنكم سكنكم (16:80) It means that Allah has given you peace and comfort through your homes. One can enjoy peace and comfort in his home only when he can live there without the interference of any one else, and can rest and work at will. Any interference in his freedom is tantamount to killing the very purpose of the home, which is naturally very damaging. Islam has prohibited harming anyone without any cause. A great wisdom in the injunction of seeking permission is to save people from interference of others and its consequent ill effects, which is obligatory on all peace loving people.

The other consideration in the injunction is for the visitor himself, in that if he would go in to meet someone after taking permission, then the host will also reciprocate his gesture by giving him due importance and respect. If his visit is with purpose then the host will be sympathetic and try to meet his need. On the other hand, if he would go in to call on someone without taking his permission, like an uncouth, then naturally he would not be so welcome, and the host would like to get rid of him as quickly as possible. Even if the host had any sympathy toward him, it would be reduced, and the sin for causing trouble to a Muslim would be additional.

The third consideration is the elimination of obscenity and immorality. If one enters someone's home without taking prior permission, the possibility is that he might see the ladies of the house, which may lead to temptations. It is for this reason that the injunctions on seeking
permission are placed next to punishment of adultery and punishment of false accusation etc.

The fourth consideration is that sometimes one is busy in the solitude of his home doing something which he does not want others to see. If someone comes into his house unannounced, then that act will be known to others, which he wanted to conceal. Any attempt to disclose the secrets of others is also a sin and a source of vexation. Some issues concerning seeking permission have been described in the above verses themselves, so they should be considered first. Other related issues will be dealt with later.

**Ruling**

In these verses the address is with the phrase يَبْلِغُهَا الْدُّنِىَّةُ أُمَّنُوا (O those who believe) which is used for men, (because the relative pronoun in the text is originally of masculine gender) but women are also included in the injunction, like other Qur’anic injunctions, which are normally addressed to men but women are included in them, except in some cases where it is expressly mentioned that they are exclusive for men. Therefore, wives of the Ṣahābah included themselves in the address of the present verse and acted accordingly. Whenever they would visit any one’s house, they used to seek permission. Sayyidah Umm Iyās has said ‘We were four women who used to visit frequently Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها together, and used to seek permission before going in the house, and would enter only after she had permitted’. (Ibn Kathīr on the authority of Ibn Abī Ḥātim)

**Ruling**

It is clear from the universality of this verse that on a visit to anyone’s house the injunction of seeking permission is common to all, whether men or women, Maḥram or non-Maḥram. Either a woman goes to visit another woman, or a man goes to visit another man, it is obligatory on all to seek permission. Similarly, if a man visits his mother, sisters or any other Maḥram woman, he should seek permission. Imām Mālik has narrated in Muwaṭṭa’ quoting ‘Aṭā’ Ibn Yasār رحمه الله تعالى that someone enquired from the Holy Prophet whether he should seek permission before going to his mother. He said ‘Yes, do seek permission’. Then that fellow said ‘O Messenger of Allah, I live with my mother in the same house’. He said even then you should not enter the house without taking
permission. He asked again "O Messenger of Allah, اسکریم ! 'I am always at her service'. He replied, 'You should still ask her permission. Would you like that you see your mother naked? He said 'No, no'. Then the Holy Prophet ﷺ said 'It is for this reason that you should seek permission, because there is a possibility that she might have uncovered some of her coverable parts in the house for some need'. (Māzharī)

One learns from this Ḥadīth that the word "other than your own houses" in the phrase غير یوُتُنَّکُمْ, (24:27) as it appears in the Qurʾān, refers to those houses where one lives alone and no one else, like parents, brothers or sisters reside with him. (It is only in this case that seeking permission is not necessary).

Ruling

If someone is living alone in the house with his wife, even then it is preferable and a sunnah to make some sort of sound, such as hem or thump, before entering, in order to make known his incoming, although seeking permission is not obligatory in this case. Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Masʿūd’s wife ﷺ has reported that whenever ‘Abdullāh would come in the house, he would always make a hemming sound at the door to announce his arrival before entering, so that he should not see us in a condition that he would like to avoid. (Ibn Kathīr quoting Ibn Jarir with an authentic chain). In another situation Ibn Juraij inquired from ‘Āṭah رحمه الله عالی whether it is obligatory to seek permission before going in one's own house to his wife, and he said 'no'. Ibn Kathīr after quoting this version has explained that what it means is that it is not obligatory but preferable.

The Traditional way of seeking permission

The procedure for seeking permission, as explained in the verse is حَتَّی تُسَافَیْتُمَا وَتُسَلِّمَا عَلَیْهَا, (24:27) that is do not enter into any one’s house until carrying out two things. First, Istī'nās – its literal meaning is to seek acquaintance. Majority of commentators have taken this word for istī'dhān, that is to take permission. By the use of word Istī'nās instead of istī'dhān there is a hint that in taking permission before entering, the host gets acquainted with the visitor through his voice and the element of surprise is removed. The second requirement is greeting the inmates of the house with salām. Some commentators have elaborated it as; one should first seek permission and on entering the house should greet the
inmates. Qurtubī has also adopted this explanation that one should first seek permission, and when it is granted, only then go in and greet the hosts. Sayyidnā Abū Ayyub Anṣārī’s Ḥadīth also corresponds well with this explanation, to which Māwardī has added further that if the visitor happens to see an inmate of the house before seeking permission, then he should first greet him, and then seek permission to go in, otherwise one should first seek permission and then greet on entering. But the procedure that seems to be masnun through narrations of Ḥadīth, is that one should first greet from outside with Assalamu ‘Alaikum (السلام عليكم) and then by announcing his name should seek permission to go in.

Imām Bukhārī in his al-Adab ul-Mufrad has quoted on the authority of Sayyidnā Abī Huraira that if someone seeks permission before greeting, the host need not reply (because he has deviated from the practice adopted by the Holy Prophet (Rūḥ al-Maṣāni) Abū Dāwūd has narrated in his Ḥadīth that someone from Banī ‘Āmir sought permission from the Holy Prophet (that is, can I thrust in?). On hearing that the Holy Prophet said to his servant, "this man does not know how to seek permission. Go to him and explain to him that the permission should be sought by saying Assalamu ‘Alaikum أدخل (that is, Assalāmu ‘Alaikum, can I come in?). Before the servant could go out that fellow himself said 'Assalāmu ‘Alaikum’ as he had heard the instruction of the Holy Prophet. Then he permitted him to come in.

(Ibn Kathîr)

Baihaqi has narrated in Shu‘ab-ul-‘īmān on the authority of Sayyidnā Jābir that the Holy Prophet once said لا تآذنوا لمن لم يبدأ بالسلام that is ‘Do not let in the one who does not greet before seeking permission’. (Maţhari). In this case the Holy Prophet has made two corrections. One, that one should greet first. Two, that he had used the word أدخل instead of ألع (شج) which was not proper, because the word is derived from wulūj (وجل) which means, to make an entry with force into a narrow space. This expression is against all ethics. In any case, one learns from these narrations that the instruction of greetings given in the Qur’ānic verses relate to the greeting for seeking permission, which is offered from outside the house for inviting the attention of the inmates. On entering the house, the greetings should be repeated in the usual manner.
Ruling

The procedure of greeting first and then seeking permission for entry, as has been established by various Ahādīth, can best be followed if the visitor himself announces his name for seeking permission. This was exactly the practice of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ. He used to announce at the door of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that is, after the greetings whether Umar can come in. (Ibn Kathīr etc.) Ṣahīh of Muslim has narrated that Sayyidnā Abū Mūsā al-Ash‘arī ﷺ went to see Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ and sought permission to get in by saying ‘Alā ‘Alī Huwa l-ḥabb al-mansûr (Qurtubi). First he gave his name as Abū Mūsā and then for further clarification added Ash‘arī. This is to help the host recognize the caller immediately and respond quickly, for without recognizing the visitor the host may hesitate to give permission for getting in.

Ruling

Some people adopt the worst possible practice in this regard that they ask permission from outside to come in without disclosing their identity. And when the host inquires as to who was there, they would answer ‘It is me’. This is not the right answer to the host. If he has not recognized the voice on the first call, how can he recognize with the answer – ‘it is me’.

Al-Khaṭīb al-Baghḍādī has reported in his Jāmi‘ quoting ‘Alī Ibn ʿĀsim al-Wāsītī that when he went to Baṣrah he went to see Sayyidnā Mughira Ibn Shu‘bah ﷺ, and knocked at his door. Sayyidnā Mughira ﷺ inquired from inside as to who was there. He answered Ana (أنا) that is ‘It is me’. So, Sayyidnā Mughira ﷺ said ‘I do not have anyone among my friends by the name Ana’ (أنا). Then he went out and related the Ḥadīth to him that one day Sayyidnā Jābir Ibn ‘Abdullāh ﷺ went to see the Holy Prophet ﷺ and knocked at his door. The Holy Prophet ﷺ inquired from inside as to who was there, and Jābir ﷺ said Ana (أنا) that is ‘It is me’. Then the Holy Prophet ﷺ repeated the words ‘Ana Ana’ (آنا، آنا) to explain that there is no point in saying Ana, Ana, as no one can be recognized by this word.

Ruling

There is yet another very wrong practice which is commonly observed these days even by the educated people, and that is they would knock at the door and when the inmates would enquire from inside as to who was
there, they do not reply at all and remain silent. This is the worst practice to tease the host, as he remains in suspense about the identity of the visitor, and the very spirit of seeking permission is defeated.

**Ruling**

This has also been established by these narrations that it is also a correct procedure of seeking permission to knock at the door, provided one tells his name at the same time.

**Ruling**

If one knocks at the door, it should not be so strong that the inmates get upset, rather it should be mild with the sole purpose of letting the inmates know that someone is at the door. Those who used to knock at the door of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, they used to knock with their nails in a manner that the sound should not be loud enough to disturb him. (As narrated by Al-Khaṭīb in his Jāmī‘ – Qurtubi) If one understands the spirit behind *isti’dhān* that it is meant to seek permission with familiarization (*isti’nās*) of the caller, then automatically he would take care of all those things which could possibly trouble the host. What is required is to knock gently and announce the name for familiarization.

**Important Warning**

These days people do not pay any attention toward seeking permission, which is a clear sin for forsaking an obligation. But on the other hand there are some problems in our time for those who do want to take permission in the prescribed manner, that is first offer greetings from outside and then seek permission by announcing their name. One problem is that the host to whom they want their voice to reach is not available close to the door, hence it is difficult to convey to him the sound of greetings and the name of the caller. Therefore, the important thing to note is that the spirit of the injunction is not to enter anyone’s house without permission. There may be different forms of seeking permission in different places in different times. One such form is to knock at the door, which is established by the record of Ḥadīth. In the present time people fix up bells at their doors. It is sufficient for carrying out the obligation of seeking permission to press the button of the bell, provided the caller also announces his name after that in an audible voice for the host. Apart from this, it is also in order to adopt any other method of seeking permission in vogue at any place. The present day system of sending in
visiting cards to disclose the identity of the caller is a good practice in that not only the name of the caller but also his address is made known to the host without any effort on his part, which fulfils the spirit behind *isti'dhān*. Therefore, there is no harm in adopting this system.

**Ruling**

If a person asks permission from someone and he replies in the negative that he cannot meet at that time, then the caller should go back and not feel offended. He should realize that every one’s needs and circumstances are different, and at times it is beyond the control of persons to call in the visitor or to go out and meet him. Hence, his refusal to meet should be accepted with good grace. In the present verse the same thing is emphasized that is, ‘If it is said to you, "Go back" just go back, it is more decent for you - 24:28. Some people of the past ages are reported to have said ‘I waited all my life wishing that I visit someone and seek permission to go in the house, and the host turns down my request asking me to go back so that I could be rewarded the grace of this Qur’ānic injunction by following it. But, alas, I could never get that blessing’.

**Ruling**

The Islamic jurisprudence has established a two-sided system of teaching the mannerism of social graces and of saving all from the troubles and inconvenience. The way visitors are advised in this verse that if their request for permission to go in is turned down, they should not feel offended, similarly, the other side of the coin is taught in a Ḥadīth. The Holy Prophet ﷺ has said (Surely your visitors have some rights to be observed by you). It means that one who comes to meet you he too has his right on you. His right is that you should call him in, pay him respect and listen to him. Do not refuse to meet him without any serious excuse or a genuine reason.

**Ruling**

If one goes to meet someone and seeks permission to go in, but does not get an answer, then according to practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, he should knock a second time, and still if there is no answer then he should knock a third time. If he does not get an answer the third time, then the injunction is, that he should go back. After knocking three times it becomes obvious that the inmate must have heard the knock, but
presumably he is in a condition that he cannot answer, for instance, praying or in the toilet or taking shower. Alternatively, he does not want to meet at that time. In both the situations it is not advisable to keep on staying there or keep on knocking, as it will upset the host, which must be avoided. The real purpose of *isti’dhān* is to avoid any inconvenience to the host.

Sayyidnā Abū Mūsā Ash‘ārī has narrated that once the Holy Prophet ﷺ said that, “when someone seeks permission three times and does not get reply, he should go back” (Ibn Kathīr quoting Ṣaḥīḥ of Būkārī). And Masnad Āḥmad has reported on authority of Sayyidnā Anas that once the Holy Prophet ﷺ had gone to meet Sayyidnā Sa‘d Ibn ‘Ubādah &#, and said Assalāmu ‘Alaikum (السلام عليكم) from outside to seek permission (*isti’dhān*) to go in, according to his practice. Sayyidnā Sa‘d &# did reply the greeting but in a soft tone, so that the Holy Prophet ﷺ does not hear. He repeated the greeting a second time and then a third time. On each occasion Sayyidnā Sa‘d &# listened the greeting and replied in a soft tone. After that the Holy Prophet ﷺ went back. When Sayyidnā Sa‘d &# realized that, he ran after him and explained that he heard his voice every time and also replied but in a soft tone, so that the greeting words are spoken for him repeatedly by the blessed tongue, as they will bring good fortune to him. (the Holy Prophet ﷺ explained to him the way of *sunnah* that when there is no response from inside, the visitor should go back) After that Sayyidnā Sa‘d &# took the Holy Prophet ﷺ along with him to his house where he treated him with some refreshments, which the Holy Prophet ﷺ accepted graciously.

This action of Sayyidnā Sa‘d &# was the result of overwhelming love and affection for the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and at that moment he did not realize that the most exalted Messenger was waiting at his door and he should immediately go out and receive him with due respect. Instead, his mind was induced toward the thought that it would be of benefit to him if the blessed tongue would utter Assalāmu ‘Alaikum repeatedly. In any case this incident has established the issue that if there is no answer after seeking permission thrice, then according to practice of the Prophet ﷺ, the visitor should go back. It is against the sunnah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ to keep on waiting there, which will be a cause of trouble for the inmate and tantamount to forcing the host to come out.
Ruling

The foregoing ruling relates to the situation when one has sought permission thrice by knocking and greetings. In that situation to keep on waiting there would cause trouble to the host. But if someone waits at the door of a scholar or a pious person without seeking permission or without informing him, in the hope that he would meet him when he would come out according to his convenience, such a waiting is not undesirable, rather it is a great respect shown by the caller. The Qur'an itself has advised people that to call the Holy Prophet while he is inside, with the purpose of calling him out of the house is disrespect to him. People should wait for him outside until he comes out on his own according to his convenience. The related verse says (And if they had patience until you come out to them, that would be better for them - 49:5). Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās has said, 'Sometimes I keep on waiting the whole afternoon at the door of an Āṣāfī companion until he would come out on his own, for asking about some Ahadîth. Had I sought permission to go in, he would have definitely allowed me, but I regarded that against ethics. That is why I used to bear the trouble of waiting'. (Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī).

There is no sin on you if you enter uninhabited houses in which you have rightful benefit - 24:29.

Literal meaning of the word مَنْعَ Matā is to use, put to use, and to benefit from something. Anything from which some benefit is drawn is also called Matā. In this verse Matā is used in its literal meaning and is translated as 'rightful benefit'. It is reported by Sayyidnā Abū Bakr that when verses regarding isti'dhān (seeking permission) were revealed, he inquired from the Holy Prophet "Ya Rasūl Allah! What would the traders of Quraish do after this prohibition? They travel with trading caravans from Makkah and Madīnah to Syria and have a number of resting places spread out all along the route, where they stay while traveling. There are no permanent inmates in those places. So, what will be the form of isti'dhān at those places? Whom will they seek the permission from?" On this enquiry the above verse was revealed (Mażhari on authority of Ibn Abī Ḥātim).
The background of revelation of this verse tells us that the phrase مَسْكَنَاتٍ غَيرِ مَسْكَنَاتٍ (uninhabited houses) relates to those houses and places which are not specifically meant for the residence of any individual or community. Rather they are open to all to go in and stay or use, such as public inns, which are made for the purpose of free stay of the travelers, mosques, shrines, schools, hospitals, post offices, railway stations, airports and community centers. Thus, all places built for the common welfare of people fall under this category, where every one is allowed to go in and use.

Ruling

In all the welfare centers where there are some restrictions or conditions placed by the owners or by the organizers for entry, their observance is obligatory by religious law also. For instance, if it is necessary for entering a railway platform to purchase the ticket, it will not be permissible in Shari‘ah to enter it without the ticket. The ticket is compulsory. Similarly, going into the restricted area of an airport is not allowed without having the necessary permission.

Ruling

However, if the specific rooms are reserved in mosques, shrines, schools, hospitals etc. for their staff, such as closets in mosques, shrines and schools or the offices in the hospitals, railway stations and airports, they do not fall under the category of 'uninhabited houses'. In all such places entry without permission is prohibited by Shariah.

Some other issues related to Isti’dhan

When we have learnt that the basic purpose of the Shari‘ah injunction of Isti’dhan is to avoid giving any trouble to others, and teaching of ethics of social graces, on the same principle the following code of conducts can also be drawn.

Some Issues relating to Telephone

To ring up anyone at a time which is normally his resting time or the time for prayers, unless extremely urgent, is not justified, for the same reason that it will be troublesome for him, just like entering anyone’s house without permission, which disturbs the freedom of the host.
Ruling
If one has to talk to someone frequently, then it is desirable that it should be enquired from him the convenient time when he can talk without any trouble, and then only at that time he should be contacted on telephone.

Ruling
If one has to discuss something in detail with someone on telephone, then it is advisable that he should first find out from him whether he can talk in detail for some length of time. It is a common happening that when one is busy, the telephone bell rings, and he is compelled to lift the receiver no matter what he was doing, and if the caller talks for long, it really hurts the listener.

Ruling
Some people do not care about the ringing of telephone. It keeps on ringing but they would not lift the receiver. This habit is also against the Islamic ethics, and tantamount to usurpation of the right of the caller. As the Ḥadīth says انَّ لزورك علیك حقًا (Your guests have some rights obligated on you). It indicates that the one who has come to meet you, it is his right that you talk to him, and do not refuse meeting him without reason, similarly, the one who wants to talk to you on telephone, it is his right that you respond.

Ruling
If you have gone to someone’s house to meet him, and are waiting for the permission, in that situation you must not peep in, because the purpose of Isti’dhān is that you should not know what the host wants to hide from you. If you see it by peeping inside, then that purpose is lost. It is strongly prohibited in the Ḥadīth (Bukhārī and Muslim quoting Sahal Ibn Sa’d as-Sa’idī). It was the practice of the Holy Prophet that if he would go to meet someone and wait for the permission to go in, he would stand by the side of the door and not in front of it. He used to make Isti’dhān by the side of the door, because very seldom there were curtains on the door during that time, and if they were, there was the possibility of their opening up with the wind. (Maqhārī)

Ruling
The prohibition to go in the houses mentioned in the above verse is meant under normal conditions. But if there is an emergency, like fire or
demolition of the house, then one can enter without taking permission, rather it is desirable to go in immediately.

**Ruling**

If a person has sent someone to call another person, and he comes along with the person who had gone to fetch him, then he need not take permission to go in. The messenger who had gone to fetch him is permission by itself. But if he does not turn up along with the messenger, but goes later, then seeking of permission will be required. The Holy Prophet ﷺ has said ‘If someone is called and he comes along with the messenger, then this by itself is permission for going in’. (Abū Dāwūd - Maṣḥarī)

**Verses 30 - 31**

> قَالُ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ يَغُضُّوا مِنَ أَبْصَارِهِمْ وَيَحْفَظُوا فُرُوجَهُمْ ذَلِكَ أَزْكِيَ لَهُمْ إِنَّ اللَّهَ خَبِيرٌ بِمَا يَصْنَعُونَ ۖ وَقَالُ الْمُؤْمِنَاتِ يَغُضُّنَّ مِنَ أَبْصَارِهِنَّ وَيَحْفَظُنَّ فُرُوجَهُنَّ وَلَا يُبْدِينَ زَيْنَتِهِنَّ إِلَّا مَآ ظُهِرَ مِنْهَا وَلَيْبَأَ بُخِمُهُنَّ عَلَى جُيُوبِهِنَّ وَلَا يُبْدِينَ زَيْنَتِهِنَّ إِلَّا لِبُعُولَيْنِهِنَّ أَوْ أَبْنَائِهِنَّ أَوْ أُكْلَاءَ بُعُولَيْنِهِنَّ أَوْ أُنْسَاؤُهُنَّ أَوْ أَوْلَاءَ بُعُولَيْنِهِنَّ أَوْ إِخْوَانَهُنَّ أَوْ أُنْسَاؤُهُنَّ أَوْ أُنْسَاؤُهُنَّ أَوْ أُوْلَاءَ بُعُولَيْنِهِنَّ إِنَّ اللَّهَ يَحْفَظُكُمْ مِنَ الْجِبَالِ أَوْ الطِّفْلِ الْمُتَّقِينَ أَوْ الْمُتَّبِعِينَ غَيْرُ أَوْلِي الْأَرْحَامِ وَلَا يَضُرِّبُنَّ بَيْنَ جَمِيعِهِمْ لَيْلَهَّ عَلَى عُوْرَتِ النِّسَاءِ وَلَا يُصِرُّنَّ بَيْنَ جَمِيعِهِمْ لَيْلَةَ عَلَى عُوْرَتِ النِّسَاءِ ۖ وَبُعُولَيْنِهِنَّ لَيْلَهَّ عَلَى عُوْرَتِ النِّسَاءِ وَلَا يُخَفِّفَ مِنْ زَيْنَتِهِنَّ وَلَا يَضُرِّبُنَّ بَيْنَ جَمِيعِهِمْ مَتَّعًا أَيَّهَا الْمُؤْمِنُونَ لَعَلَّكُمْ تُفَلِّحُونَ (۳۱)

Say to the believing men that they must lower their gazes and guard their private parts; it is more decent for them. Surely Allah is All-Aware of what they do. [30] And say to the believing women that they must lower their gazes and guard their private parts, and must not expose their adornment, except that which
appears thereof, and must wrap their bosoms with their shawls, and must not expose their adornment except to their husbands or their fathers or the fathers of their husbands, or to their sons or the sons of their husbands, or to their brothers or the sons of their brothers or the sons of their sisters, or to their women, or to those owned by their right hands, or male attendants having no (sexual) urge, or to the children who are not yet conscious of the shames of women. And let them not stamp their feet in a way that the adornment they conceal is known. And repent to Allah O believers, all of you, so that you may achieve success.

[31]

Commentary
An important chapter for the prevention of obscenity and security of chastity: Hijāb for women

The very first verses on the subject of hijāb for women are the ones which were revealed in Sūrah Al-Hāzāb at the time of marriage of the mother of the believers Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahash with the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Some have given the date of revelation of these verses as 3rd Hijra while others say it was 5th Hijra. Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr and Nail Al-Aʿtār have given preference to the latter date, while Rūḥ al-Māni has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Anas ﷺ that this marriage was solemnized in Dhulqādah 5th Hijra. But it is an agreed position that the first verse on Hijāb was revealed on this occasion. As for the above referred verses of Sūrah an-Nūr, they were revealed at the time of incident of ʿIkā, which had happened on return from the battle of Banī Mustaliq or Muraisī. This battle had taken place in the 6th Hijra. Hence, it is clear from the revelation point of view that Sūrah An-Nūr’s verses on hijāb were revealed later, and Sūrah Al-Hāzāb’s four verses were revealed earlier, and that the practice on the injunction of hijāb had started when the verses of Sūrah Al-Hāzāb were revealed. The subject of hijāb will be discussed Inshallah in detail under Sūrah Al-Hāzāb. Here the explanation will be restricted to only those verses which appear in Sūrah an-Nūr.

قَلُّ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ يَعْضُوُوا مِنْ أَبْصَارِهِمْ وَيَحْفَظُوا فَرَوْجَهُمْ أَلْكَ أَرْزُكُهُمْ إِنَّ اللَّهَ خَيِّيرُ بِمَا يُضْعَفُونَ

Say to the believing men that they must lower their gazes and
guard their private parts; it is more decent for them. Surely Allah is All-Aware of what they do. (24:30)

The word يُض (yaghudhu) is derived from غض (ghadd), which means to bring down or to lower, (Raghib) lowering of eyes or to keep eyes down as enjoined in the verse, means to turn the eyes from something which is prohibited to be seen by Sharī'ah (Ibn Kathīr). Ibn Ḥibbān has given the explanation that to look at a non-Mahram woman with intent to have (sexual) pleasure is totally prohibited, and to look without any such motive is makhūh (undesirable). To look at any woman’s or man’s private parts of the body is included in this explanation (except in case of dire necessity, such as medical examination). Peeping into anyone’s house with the intent of finding out his secrets, and all such acts where looking is prohibited by Sharī'ah are all included in the injunction.

Protection of private parts is purported to express that all possible situations of satisfying unlawful sexual desires be guarded against. In this, adultery, sodomy, lesbian act, masturbation and all such acts that fulfill unlawful lust and passions are prohibited. The purpose of the verse is to prohibit all illicit acts for fulfilling unlawful passions. For this purpose the initial and the ultimate acts have been mentioned rather clearly, and all those actions which fall in between them are also included in the prohibition. For unlawful sexual passion the very first act is casting eye with bad motive and its ultimate result is adultery. Both these acts have been mentioned clearly and are prohibited. All other acts falling in between, such as touching hands or having conversation, are included by implication.

Ibn Kathīr has related Sayyidnā ‘Ubaidah having said كل ما عصى الله به فهو كيد وقد ذكر الطرفين that is ‘Any act done in disobedience to Allah is a major sin, but the initial and ultimate acts are mentioned at the two ends of the verse’. The initial act is to cast eye, and the ultimate is adultery. Ṭabarānī has quoted Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd that the Holy Prophet once said:

النظر سهم من سهام ابليس مسموم من تركها مخافتي ابدلته ايمانا يجد حلاوته في قلبه. (إذ ابن كثير)

‘Casting eye is a poisonous arrow among the arrows of Satan. Whoever turns away his eye fearing from Me (despite demand of the heart), I will give him such strong faith, the delight of
which he will feel in his heart'. (Ibn Kathîr)

It is reported in Sahîh Muslim on the authority of Sayyidnâ Jarîr Ibn ‘Abdollâh al-Bajali that the Holy Prophet has advised what should one do if by chance one's eye is cast on a non-Mahram woman. He has quoted the Holy Prophet as saying 'Turn away your eyes from there'. (Ibn Kathîr). Sayyidnâ ‘Alî has said that first sight is forgivable, but casting eye a second time is sin. Both versions are alike, that is, if one casts his eye by chance without intention, it is forgiven being not intentional, otherwise it is prohibited to cast the eye intentionally, even the first time.

**To stare intentionally at boys having no beard also falls within this ruling**

Ibn Kathîr has reported that many elders of the Ummah used to forbid forcefully staring at young boys (having no beard), and many scholars have declared it as forbidden (Perhaps it is in a situation when one looks with bad intention and passionate desire. God knows best)

**Looking at non-Mahram is forbidden**

وَقَلِ لَلْمُؤْمِنَاتِ بَعْضُ ضُحْسِنِ مِنْ أَبَصَارِهِنَّ

And say to the believing women that they must lower their gazes - 24:31.

In the initial part of this long verse the injunction is the same which has been enjoined on men-folk in the preceding verse, that is, keep the eyes down or turn away the eyes. Women-folk are also included in the injunction along with men, but in the next verse there is a separate injunction for them for laying more emphasis. Hence, it is clear that for women it is forbidden to look at any man except their mahrams. Many scholars have declared that it is absolutely forbidden for women to see non-Mahram men, irrespective of looking with bad intent and passion or without any intent and passion; in either case it is forbidden. For this ruling the argument put forward in support is the hadîth of Sayyidah 'Umm Salamah رضي الله عنها, which relates that once 'Umm Salamah and Maimûnah رضي الله عنها both were with the Holy Prophet when suddenly ‘Abdullâh Ibn 'Umm Maktûm, the companion of the Holy Prophet who was blind, came in, and the Holy Prophet asked them to go inside. This incident had happened after the injunction of hijab for
women was revealed. On this 'Umm Salamah رضي الله عنها - pleaded 'O Holy Prophet! But he is only blind, he can't see us'. Then the Holy Prophet ﷺ replied 'Is it that you are blind too?' (Abū Dāwūd and Tirmidhi - Tirmidhi declared this hadīth as hasan Sahīh). Other jurists have ruled that there is no harm if women look at strange males without any passion. They base their argument on the hadīth of Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها, in which it is related that on an Eid day some African youths were showing their military exercises in the courtyard of the Mosque of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the Holy Prophet ﷺ was watching this game, and so was Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها, under the cover of the back of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. She kept on watching the game until she herself got tired of it, but the Holy Prophet ﷺ did not object to her watching. Scholars are all unanimous on the point that looking with lust is prohibited, but looking without lust is also not a preferred act.

To look at a woman’s satr (concealable) parts by another woman without any lawful reason is also prohibited in line with the wordings of this verse. It is for the reason that concealing of satr (concealable) from all, both by men and women, is obligatory by Shariah. Man’s satr (concealable) comprises all parts of the body from navel to knees, and that of women, the whole body, except face and palms. Neither can a man see another man’s satr nor can a woman see another woman’s satr. Looking by a man at a woman’s satr or of a woman at a man’s satr is highly prohibited, and amounts to contradiction of the injunction of the Qur’ānic verse which enjoins for ‘turning away the eyes’. As has been explained above in detail, it is enjoined in the verse to lower the eyes or to turn the eyes away from everything which is prohibited to be seen under Islamic injunctions. To look at a woman’s satr by another woman is included in that.

وَلَا تُبَيِّنُنِّي يَنْثِيَنِّي إِلَّا مَا ظَهَرَ مِنْهَا وَلَيْبُرْبُنِّي يَخْمُرُونَ عَلَى جَيْبَيْهِنَّ وَلَا يُبَيِّنُنِّي يَنْثِيَنِّي إِلَّا يُعَدُّوْلَاهُنَّ

And must not expose their adornment, except that which appears thereof, and must wrap their bosoms with their shawls, and must not expose their adornment except to their husbands - 24:31.

The literal meaning of zīnah (زِنَة) is that with which a woman adorns herself to appear attractive. It may be nice clothes or ornaments. There is
an agreement of the scholars on the point that when the clothes and ornaments are not worn by women, and are only displayed in the market place, then they are allowed to be seen by men-folk. For this reason majority of scholars have taken the meaning of zīnah as those parts of the body where the objects of zīnah are worn. Hence, the meaning of the verse is that it is obligatory for women not to show the parts of the body where the objects of adornments are worn. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī). Whereas it is prohibited for women in this verse to show their zīnah, two exceptions have, however, been made. One is for that to be seen, and the other for those who see.

**Exception from the injunction of ḥijāb**

First exception is that of مَا ظَهَرَ مِنْهَا (except that which appears thereof). It means that ‘Women are not permitted to show their zīnah to men, except that which is revealed on its own’. The indication is that while women are working, some parts of the body get uncovered automatically, and their covering is difficult, hence, exception of such parts is permitted. There is no sin in their uncovering. (Ibn Kathīr). Which parts do really fall under this exception? On this subject Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd  and ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās  have given different explanations. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd  has explained that what has been excepted in مَا ظَهَرَ مِنْهَا is the outer covering, such as veil or the sheet used for ḥijāb. These over-clothings are used to cover up the normal garments of zīnah. Hence, the meaning of the verse would be that it is not permitted to show anything from the zīnah (garments), except the over-clothings like veil, whose hiding is not possible when going out for some work. On the other hand Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās  has interpreted that it is purported for face and palms, because when a woman is forced to go out because of necessity, it is difficult to hide face and palms while engaged in her work. Therefore, according to the explanation of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd  it is not permitted for women even to uncover – their faces and palms before non-Maḥram men. Only the over-clothings, like veil etc. are excepted under necessity. But in accordance with the explanation of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās  it is permitted to uncover the face and palms before the non-Maḥrams. Thus, there is a difference of opinion among the religious scholars on the issue whether it is permissible to uncover the face and palms before non-Maḥrams or not. But all agree on
that if there is a risk of fitnah (i.e. stimulation of illicit desires) by looking at feminine face and palms, then its uncovering is not allowed, and women are not permitted to uncover their faces and palms in that situation. All scholars also agree on that in prayers women can uncover their faces and palms and in the uncovered position their prayers will be considered valid.

Qādir Baiḍawī and Khāzīn have said in the explanation of this verse that the object of the verse appears to be that women should not let anything of their zīnah be seen, except that which gets uncovered during the process of working. In this definition the veil and sheet, as well as face and palms are all included, because when a woman goes out for some necessary work, veil and sheet are open to be seen in any case, but sometimes face and palms also get uncovered during the movements of work. Hence, their uncovering is allowed and is not regarded a sin. But it does not mean that men are allowed to see faces and palms of women unnecessarily. Instead, it is enjoined upon men to keep their eyes lower, and if a woman is constrained to uncover her face or palms, the men should turn their eyes away, unless required to see in the performance of some lawful act. In this explanation both the traditions and interpretations are reconciled. Imām Malik has also ruled that it is not allowed to see the face and palms of a non-Maḥram woman without a lawful need. Ibn Ḥajar Makki Shafi'ī has quoted in his zawājir that Imām Shafi'ī's view is also the same that although women's face and palms are not part of their satr, and they are allowed to pray while these parts are uncovered, yet non-Maḥrams are not allowed to see them without a lawful need. However, this has already been stated above that even those scholars who have ruled it permissible to see women's face and palms, also agree that if there is a risk of mischief, then looking at their faces is not permissible. It is well known that the center of beauty and attraction is the face of a person, and the present age is full of temptation, mischief and lasciviousness, and people are lost in remissness. Therefore, in the present circumstances it is impermissible to uncover the face before the non-Maḥram men, except for medical treatment or in emergency. Similarly, it is not allowed for the men-folk as well to look at women intentionally, unless it is required by a genuine need.

After granting exception to the opened Zinah, it is enjoined in the
verse under reference (24:31) that is, ‘must wrap their bosoms with their shawls’. Khomor is theplural of Khimar. It is the piece of cloth which women use to cover their head, and it also covers up the neck and bosom. جبوب (juyūb) is the plural of جيب, (jayb) which means upper part of the shirt just below the neck. Since the time immemorial this part of the garment is placed over the chest of a person, hence the covering of juyūb means covering of the chest or bosom. In the beginning of the verse showing of zina was prohibited, while in this sentence hiding of zina is emphasized and a specific situation is also described, the purpose of which is to eliminate an old custom of pre-Islamic days. In the pre-Islamic time women used to place the sheet on their head and let its two sides hang on their back, with the result that their neck, ears and bosom were left uncovered. Therefore, Muslim women were enjoined not to follow this, and instead were advised to place the two sides of the sheet one over the other, so that all these parts are covered. (Ibn Abī Ḥātim from Ibn Jubair – Rūḥ)

The second exception in the verse relates to the men before whom no hijab is to be observed by women. There are two reasons for this exception. First, those men who are exempt from this injunction are the mahrams, hence, no risk of any trouble is expected from them. Allah Ta’ālā has put in their hearts deep respect and honour of their close female relatives, hence, there is no possibility of any mischief from them. Secondly, since the close relatives normally live all together, for the sake of convenience it is required that they do not hide from each other. But this should also be kept in mind that this exception from hiding from mahrams is exclusive to hijāb, and not from the satr of women, where the exception is allowed only to husbands. Those parts of the body of women which are included in satr, and which are not allowed to be uncovered in the prayers, are not permitted to be seen by any mahram.

Eight types of mahram men and four other types with whom no hijab is necessary are listed in this verse. In another verse of Sūrah Ahzāb, which was revealed before this verse, only seven types of mahram are mentioned. Hence, five more types were added in the above referred verse of Sūrah an-Nūr, which is a later revelation.

Warning
It should be noted that the word mahram is used here in its general
sense, which includes husband also. In the connotation used by the scholars for this word it means the person with whom marriage is not allowed. That meaning of the word is not intended here. Let us now take up the details of the twelve exceptions mentioned in the verse under consideration: The first exception is that of husband with whom hiding of any part of the wife’s body is not required. But, looking at the private parts of wife without need is not a preferable act. Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها has said, ‘Neither he saw my private parts nor did I see his’.

Second, exception is of fathers, in which category apart from father, grandfather, great grandfather are all included. Third, is the father-in-law, and husband’s grandfather and great grandfather. Fourth, are the sons. Fifth, are the husband’s sons, who may be from his other wives. Sixth, are the brothers, in which category all step-brothers whether from real-mother or from real-father are included. But cousin brothers are not part of this category. They are all non-Mahrams. Seventh, are the sons of brothers. Here also sons of step-brothers are included, but sons of cousins are not included. Eighth, are the sons of sisters, and here again sons of step-sisters are included but not those of the cousins. These are the eight categories of mahrams.

Ninth category

(31) (or to their women). These words are used for Muslim women, before whom all such parts can be uncovered which are allowed to be uncovered before father or sons. It has already been clarified earlier that this exception relates to hijāb alone and not the satr. It is for the simple reason that, what is not allowed to be uncovered before mahram men is also not permitted to be uncovered before any Muslim woman, except for medical treatment or under dire need.

By the exception made only for Muslim women it becomes obvious that it is necessary for Muslim women to cover themselves before non-Muslim women as well. Non-Muslim women are thus in the same category as that of non-Mahram men. Ibn Kathīr has quoted the explanation given by Mujāhid رحمه الله تعالى for this verse that it is not permissible for a Muslim woman to uncover herself before non-Muslim women. But there are Sahīh aḥadīth available which prove that non-Muslim women used to visit wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ; hence,
there is a difference of opinion among the jurists on the subject. Some have declared non-Muslim women like men for the application of this injunction, while others have placed both Muslim and non-Muslim women under one category - that is covering before them is not necessary. Imām Rāzi has opined that the word نساییون (their women) encompasses both Muslim and non-Muslim women, and the practice of virtuous elders of making Muslim women covered before non-Muslim women was because it was desirable (but not obligatory). Mufti of Baghdad, ‘Allāmah ‘Alūsī has adopted this explanation in the روح ال‌متنی, and has remarked این امر که فکر کنید رضوی که نباید می‌توانست مخصوص دختران اسلامی باشد از دیگر دختران مسلمانان می‌بود. This explanation is more suited to present time because it has become almost impossible for Muslim women to cover themselves before non-Muslim women. (روح ال‌متنی)

Tenth category

اواما ملکت ایمان‌‌یون (24:31). (or to those owned by their right hands). The general sense of the wording includes both male and female slaves and servants, but many a scholars and jurists consider that it applies only to female slaves, and not to the male slaves. Therefore, it is obligatory to be in cover before them, like other non-Mahrams. Sa’d Ibn al-Mussayab has said expressing his final view ‘Do not be under the misconception that the wordings اواما ملکت ایمان‌‌یون are general, and include male slaves as well. It is not so. This verse refers to only female slaves, male slaves are not included in it’. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd, Hasan al-Baṣrī and Ibn Sīrīn has remarked اواما ملکت ایمان‌‌یون are not permissible for a male slave to see his female owner’s hair (روح ال‌متنی). Now the question is that if by the wordings اواما ملکت ایمان‌‌یون only female slaves were meant, then they were already included in the word نساییون (or to their women). What was the point in describing them separately? Jassās has answered this question by explaining that the word نساییون in its apparent sense is meant for Muslim women only, and in case there are non-Muslims also among the female slaves, they need to be separated from the rest, hence the use of this word.

Eleventh category

اواما ال‌رجالی (or male attendants having no (sexual) urge). Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has explained that, here those confused and deranged type of persons are meant who have no liking and inclination
toward women (Ibn Kathîr). The same explanation has been put forward by Ibn Jarîr quoting Abu ‘Abdullâh, Ibn Jubair, Ibn ‘Âtiyyah رحمه الله تعالى etc. Therefore, those men are referred to here who do not have any lust or inclination towards women, nor are they interested in the beauty and charm of women, which they could describe before others. As against this, eunuchs do take interest in women’s special attributes; hence women should keep covered before them. There is a hadîth of Sayyidah ‘Â’ishah رضي الله عنها on the subject, that an eunuch used to visit the wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and they regarded him to be included in the category of غَيْبُ أُولی الْاَزْرَیۡبِ مِنَ الرُّجَالَ (31) hence they allowed him to come in their homes. When the Holy Prophet ﷺ saw him and listened his conversation, he stopped him from coming inside the homes. (Rûh ul-Ma‘âni).

For this very reason Ibn Ḥajar Makki رحمه الله تعالى has commented in Sharah al-Minhâj that no matter a man be impotent or devoid of genital organs or be very old, he is not included in the expression غَيْبُ أُولی الْاَزْرَیۡبِ, and women are required to cover themselves before all of them. However, addition of the word أَوَ الْاَعْتِلَّةُ أَلۡدَیۡنُ with the expression غَيْبُ أُولی الْاَزْرَیۡبِ is meant to indicate those who are confused and deranged, and enter the houses with the purpose of eating and drinking as an attendant of some guests. Such men are excluded and it is not necessary to observe hijab before them. They have been mentioned here because in fact there were some such men at that time, and they used to go inside the homes, only with the intention of eating and drinking, but the real cause of their being excepted from the rules of hijab is their being of unsound mind and having no sexual urge and not being attendants of someone

Twelfth category

أُوَ الۡعَيۡلَلِ أَلۡدَیۡنُ (or to the children who are not yet conscious of the shames of women - 31). This refers to those young children who have not yet attained puberty, and are totally ignorant of ladies special attributes, gestures and postures. Any boy who takes interest in ladies company for their special attributes is nearing his puberty, and covering before him becomes obligatory. (Ibn Kathîr). Imâm Jaṣṣâṣ رحمه الله تعالى has explained that the word Tîfîl (children) refers here to those children who do not differentiate between men and women in special attributes. (Jaṣṣâṣ has narrated this from Mujâhid).
And let them not stamp their feet in a way that the adornment they conceal is known - 24:31.

It is incumbent upon women to step so gently that no sound is made of their ornaments and none of their zīnah is exposed to men.

**To cause hearing of jewellery's sound to non-Mahkanams is prohibited**

In the beginning of the verse it was prohibited for women to show their zīnah (ornaments or garments) to non-Mahkanam men. At the end of it, it is reemphasized that covering of head and bosom etc. was in any way obligatory as part of hiding of zīnah, rather any exposure of hidden zīnah by any means is also prohibited. Putting in something in the ornaments so that they produce sound, or making of sound by the touch of ornaments with each other, or putting the feet on the ground in such a manner that ornaments make sound, and the non-Mahrams listen to these sounds; they are all prohibited under the provision of this verse. In the light of this explanation many jurists have drawn the conclusion that when causing to hear the ornament's sound is prohibited, then to cause hearing of women's own voice would be prohibited even more strongly. Therefore, they have ruled that the voice of women is also included in their satr. For this reason it is declared in Nawâzîl that women should learn Qur'ān from women only, as far as possible. Learning of Qur'ān from men should be as a last resort only.

Şâhîhs of Bukhârî and Muslim have quoted a hadîth which says that while offering prayers if someone passes in front, he should be warned with a loud voice by saying Subhān Allah by men, but the women should not make any sound, and instead hit the back of the palm with the other for warning.

**The issue of women's voice**

Is women's voice included in their satr per se, and it's causing to hear by non-Mahkanams is prohibited? The jurists differ on this issue. In the books of Imām Shafi'i رحمة الله تعالى upon the voice of women is not included in their satr. In the case of Ḥanâfî there are different views. Ibn Humām رحمة الله تعالى has included the voice in satr on the basis of statements in Nawâzîl. Because of this the call for prayer یاذن by women is regarded
mākrūḥ by Ḥanafī School. However, it is established by ḥadīth that the wives of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم used to talk to non-Mahrams from behind the curtain even after the revelation of injunction of ḥijāb. Keeping in view all the material on this point, what seems to be the correct position is that hearing the voice of a woman is impermissible only when and where it may create a fitnah, but where there is no such apprehension, it is allowed. (Jāṣṣāṣ). However, the prudent way for women is to take care and avoid talking to non-Mahrams, even from behind the curtains, unless necessary. (Only Allah knows best)

**To go out wearing perfume**

It is also included in this injunction that when women go out of the house for some need, they should not wear any perfume, because that is also their hidden zīnah, and it is impermissible to cause it to reach non-Mahrams. In a ḥadīth reported by Tirmidhī from Abū Mūsā al-Ashʿarī صلى الله عليه وسلم those women are declared bad who go out wearing perfume.

**Going out wearing decorated veil is also prohibited**

Imām Jāṣṣāṣ رحمه الله تعالى has commented that when Qurʿān has included even the sound of ornaments as the exposure of zīnah and declared it unlawful, then going out wearing decorated veil would be unlawful more strongly. By inference it is also clear that although the face of women is not included in her satr, but it is the pivotal point of zīnah, hence, its hiding from the non-Mahrans is essential, except in cases of need. (Jāṣṣāṣ)

وَتَوْبُوا إِلَى اللَّهِ جِمِيعًا أَيْهَ الْمُؤْمِنُونَ

And repent to Allah O believers, all of you - 24:31.

In this verse first the men have been enjoined to keep their eyes low, then the women are enjoined the same. After that women are directed to cover themselves before non-Mahrans. After enjoining these injunctions separately to men and women, now a combined instruction is given that the sexual desire is a delicate thing, and it remains concealed from others. But everything, concealed or open, is completely known to Allah. Therefore, if someone has erred in following the foregoing injunctions, he should beg Allah’s pardon, feel repentant on his past deeds and make a firm resolve not to indulge in them again.
And arrange the marriage of the spouse-less among you, and the capable from among your bond-men and bond-girls. If they are poor, Allah will enrich them out of His grace. And Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing. [32] And those who cannot afford marriage should keep chaste until Allah enriches them out of His grace...

Commentary
Some injunctions regarding marriage
It has been pointed out earlier that Sūrah an-Nūr contains mostly the injunctions relating to protection of chastity and continence, and prevention of obscenity and shamelessness. In this connection severe punishments against adultery and related matters are mentioned, then isti’ḍhān is highlighted, and after that ḥijāb for women is described. Since Islamic jurisprudence is based on the precept of moderation, all its injunctions are moderate, and have affinity with natural human emotions and desires. It is also based on the principle to control the tendency of excessiveness and transgression. When it is enjoined to desist strictly from unlawful lust, it is equally important to provide a lawful access for the natural human emotions and desires. At the same time it is also needed both from a rational and religious point of view that men and women are shown a way for the lawful copulation for the preservation of human race. In the terminology of Qur’ān and Sunnah it is called nikāḥ (marriage). In the verse under consideration the guardians of unmarried girls and the owners of slave girls and boys are enjoined to marry them off.

And arrange the marriage of the spouse-less among you - 24:32.

Ayāmā (آيام) is the plural of Aym (أيم), which is used for all those men and women who are not married, irrespective of the situation whether
they have not yet been married or were married earlier and have become divorcee or widow/widower. The guardians of such men and women are directed in this verse to arrange their marriage.

Scholars and jurists are unanimous on the point that according to the manner of address of this verse the preferable and *masnūn* way of marriage is that men and women have it arranged through their guardians, rather than arranging it directly. There are many a worldly and religious benefits in this tradition, especially in the case of girls it is a sort of indecency that they arrange their own marriages. Also, there is a risk that this system may open the doors for obscenity. Therefore, in some narrations of *hadīth* women are prohibited to contract their own marriages without the mediation of guardians. Imām Abū Ḥanīfah رحمه الله تعالى and some other Imāms have ruled that this instruction describes a *sunnah* and the preferred way for the contract of marriage. But if an adult girl marries someone within her own *kuf* without her guardian's permission, it is a proper marriage, although she would be reprehensible for this act, because it is against the *sunnah*, unless she has done so under unavoidable circumstances.

Imām Shafi'i رحمه الله تعالى and some other Imāms have ruled that her marriage will be null and void if carried out without her guardian's mediation. It is not the intention to describe and argue here the details of approach and arguments put forward by the two jurists on their different points of view, but this much is obvious from the verse under discussion that it is preferable to have guardian’s mediation in the matter of marriage. But the Qur'ānic verse itself is silent on the issue of status of marriage, if solemnized without the consent of guardians. The other reason is that in the word *Ayāma* (أيام) both male and female adults are included, and there is consensus that the marriage of adult boys is perfectly valid if solemnized without the mediation of guardians. No one considers that marriage to be null and void. But this is true that in either case it is against the sunnah, for which both should be reproached.

**The status of marriage in Sharī‘ah**

Jurists are almost all unanimous that whoever has a strong apprehension that in case he does not marry, he would not be able to maintain the prescribed limits of Sharī‘ah and will get involved in sins, and he has the means to get married, it is obligatory on him to get
married. As long as he does not get married, he will remain a sinner. But in case he does not have the means to get married, or a suitable woman is not available, or he does not possess the needed prompt dower etc. for all such situations the injunction is given in the next verse that he should keep striving to obtain what is required and until such time that the needful is arranged, he should keep his emotions under control and wait with patience. The Holy Prophet has advised such persons in this situation to fast continuously, for fasting calms down the sexual desire.

It is reported in Masnad of Ahamad that the Holy Prophet enquired from Sayyidna ‘Akkaf whether he had a wife, to which he replied in the negative. Then the Holy Prophet enquired whether he had a lawful slave girl. He again replied in the negative. Then he asked ‘Do you have the means?’. To this he replied in the affirmative. The purpose of this enquiry was to find out whether he possessed the means to arrange his marriage, to which he answered in the positive. After that the Holy Prophet said ‘In that case you are a brother of Satan, for our sunnah is to get married. The worst persons among you are those who are unmarried, and the most mean among your men are those who die without marrying’. (Mazhari).

Majority of the jurists have attributed this narration as well to that condition when there is a predominant risk of sinning by abstaining from marriage. The Holy Prophet must have known the situation of ‘Akkaf that he would not be able to resist. Similarly, it is reported in Masnad of Ahamad on the authority of Sayyidna ‘Anas that the Holy Prophet had instructed him to get married, and warned against remaining bachelor. (Mazhari). There are some other similar narrations of the hadith as well, and majority of the jurists have held them to be applicable only in those situations where there is a strong apprehension of being involved in a sin if one avoids marriage. Similarly, jurists are almost all unanimous that if someone has strong notion that he would indulge in sin by marrying a woman, for instance he is not capable of meeting conjugal rights of the wife or will get involved for sure in some other sin, in such a situation marriage is prohibited or unbecoming for him.

Now the case of that person has to be looked at who is in an even position. For him neither the risk of sin is very strong by abstaining from marriage, nor there is a strong risk of sin if the marriage is performed. For
this situation there are different views of the jurists, that is, which act is better; to get married or abstaining from marriage and get involved in extra prayers. İmām Abū Ḥanīfah has ruled that getting married is better than offering extra prayers, while İmām Shafī'ī has recommended that getting involved in prayers is preferable. The reason for the different views is that by itself the marriage is a lawful act, just like eating, drinking, sleeping etc. or as any other necessity of life is lawful, and the element of worship is included in marriage for the simple reason that one can save himself from sin by this act, and when the righteous children are born, it will add up to his reward. When one performs any lawful act with the intent of pleasing Allah Ta'ālā, it becomes an indirect worship for him. Eating, drinking, sleeping etc. all become indirect worship when carried out with this intention. Since occupation in prayers is a direct worship in itself, hence, İmām Shafī'ī regards prayers to be preferable to marriage. But in the opinion of İmām Abū Ḥanīfah the element of worship is greater in marriage than other lawful acts. In many Şahīh aḥadīth it is emphasized repeatedly to follow this tradition of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. In the light of all these aḥadīth it becomes evident that marriage is not just lawful like other lawful acts, but is a sunnah (practice) of the messengers, and has also been emphasized repeatedly in hadīth. It is a worship not only from the viewpoint of intention but also being a tradition of the messengers. If someone suggests that by the same token eating, drinking and sleeping should also be regarded as sunnah, because all messengers used to perform them. The answer to this is very clear that despite these acts being performed by all messengers, no one has said or narrated in any hadīth that eating, drinking and sleeping are sunnah of the messengers. Instead these acts are regarded as common human habits, which were observed by messengers as well. As against this, marriage is clearly declared as sunnah of the messengers and the sunnah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself.

Tafsīr Maẓhari has given a moderate view on the subject that, if someone is on an even position, that is neither he is helpless or overcome by prevalence of lust, nor feels the risk of indulging in sin by abstaining from marriage, and thinks that if he gets married, his involvement in household would not be a hindrance in his worships and remembrance of
Allah Ta‘ālā, then it is preferable for him to get married. This was exactly the case of the messengers of Allah and the righteous people of the Ummah. But if he has a hunch that his marriage and involvement in household will not let him promote his religious status and will hinder Allah’s remembrance, then for him abstaining from marriage for performing worship would be preferable, provided he is in an even position, described above. Many a Qur‘ānic verses are in support of this position, one of them being: (O believers, let not your possessions nor your children divert you from Allah’s remembrance - 63:9). This verse advises that the wealth and children should not come in the way of remembering Allah Ta‘ālā.

وَالضِّيِّقَانِ مِنْ عِبَادِكُمْ وَإِمَامِكُمْ

And the capable from among your bond-men and bond-girls - 24:32.

This sentence is addressed to the masters of the slaves. Here the word  salario n  is used in its literal meaning, that is whoever among them has the means and capacity of marrying; arrangement of his/her marriage is made incumbent upon their owners and masters. Here the word capacity is purported to have the means to fulfill the conjugal rights of wife and ability to make payment of maintenance and prompt dower. If the word  salario n  is taken in its common sense, that is good and pious people, then their exclusiveness from the rest will be on the basis that marriage is basically the means to keep away from the sins, a trait which only the good persons possess.

So, it is made incumbent upon the masters of the slaves and slave girls that those among them who have the ability to get married, their marriage should be arranged. It is purported to mean here that if they show their need and desire to get married, then according to some jurists it is binding on the owners to marry them off. But the majority of jurists have ruled that in such a situation it is incumbent upon the masters not to place any hindrance in their marriage and allow them to get married, because the marriage of slaves and slave girls cannot be performed without the permission of their owners. Thus, this injunction is similar in nature with another verse of the Holy Qur‘ān that is ‘ It is incumbent upon the guardians of women not to stop the
women under their charge from marriage'. The Holy Prophet Ḥasan has also said on the subject that ‘If someone of that kind comes to you with the proposal and you like his morals, then surely marry him off. If you do not do it then great mischief will be created on earth’. (Tirmidhi) The gist of this all is that the owners are instructed here not to make any delay in granting permission of marriage to their subjects, notwithstanding that arrangement of their marriage may not be their responsibility. (Allah knows best)

If they are poor, Allah will enrich them out of His grace - 24:32.

There is a good news in this verse for such poor Muslims who want to marry for the security of their religious obligation, but they have no means. If they marry with the good intention for the security of their religion and to follow the sunnah of the Holy Prophet Ḥasan, Allah Ta'ālā will grant them sufficient means. There is also an advice in the verse to those who might reject the proposal of marriage from poor people on the basis of their current condition. Wealth is something which does not always stay. The important thing is merit of a person. If they possess merit then their proposal for marriage should not be turned down.

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās Ḥasan has said that Allah Ta'ālā has persuaded all Muslims for marriage in this verse, for which He has included every one, either free or slave, and has promised to enrich them if they marry. (Ibn Kathīr). And Ibn Abī Ḥātim has reported that Sayyidnā Abū Bakr Ḥasan while addressing the Muslims said that ‘You follow the injunction of Allah Ta'ālā for marriage, and He will fulfill His promise for granting the riches’. Then he recited this verse (32) Sayyidnā 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ūd Ḥasan has said ‘If you want to be rich, then get married, because Allah Ta'ālā has said (Ibn Kathīr)

Warning

It is commented in Tafsīr Mażhari that it should, however, be noted that Allah Ta'ālā’s promise to grant riches to the one who will marry is only on the condition that his intention is to safeguard his chastity and to follow the sunnah. After that he should have trust and faith in Allah Ta'ālā, for which the confirmation is available in the next verse, which reads: (And those who cannot
afford marriage should keep chaste until Allah enriches them out of His grace - 24:33). It means that the people who do not have the material wealth for the marriage, and in case they marry, there is the risk of not fulfilling the rights of wife and their becoming sinners, they should wait with patience until Allah grants them riches from His bounty. A method has been stated in the hadīth for achieving the required patience, which is keeping fasts abundantly. If they will follow the advice, Allah Ta'ālā will grant them so much material resources that they will be able to afford the expenses of marriage.

... Verse 33

... And those of your slaves who seek the contract of Kitābah (emancipation by paying money), contract Kitābah with them, if you know of some good in them. And give them out of the wealth of Allah that He has given to you. And do not compel your maids to prostitution – if they wish to observe chastity – in order that you may seek the temporary benefit of the worldly life. And if one compels them, then after their being compelled, Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful.

[33]

Commentary

Owners of the slaves and slave girls were advised in the previous verse that they should allow their subjects to marry if they so desire. They should not delay their marriage to curb their natural urge for their own expediency. The essence of this advice is to save the subjects from trouble and that they be treated graciously. In the same context another direction is given in this verse to the owners of slaves and slave girls that if their subjects wish to enter into a deal with them for making payment against their freedom, then it is desirable for the owners to concede to this wish,
which will bring them good reward. This instruction is commonly taken by the jurists, like the author of Hidayah, as a recommendatory instruction in that it is not compulsory for the owners to concede for freedom of their subjects against payment, yet it is preferable to do so. The procedure for entering into a deal of freedom is that the subject asks his owner to set up an amount with mutual consent for the freedom, which he should earn with his labour and pay to the owner. Alternatively, the owner can also initiate the deal and with mutual consent on payment of a certain amount whereby the slaves can earn their freedom. When such a deal is struck with mutual consent between the owner and the slave, then it becomes mandatory under Islamic law, and the owner has no authority to call it off. As soon as the slave makes the payment of the agreed amount, he gets free automatically.

The amount of money so agreed for the freedom of slave is called badal-al-kitābah for which Islamic law has fixed no limit. It may be the same as the cost of slave, or more or less. The amount on which the parties mutually agree will be regarded as badal-al-kitābah. The essence behind the advice given in this verse is to open up the doors of freedom for the slaves. This is but one such instruction which points out toward the underlying objective of Islamic law of allowing freedom for slaves. In all types of expiations, a common injunction is freedom of slaves. Even otherwise, there is a promise of generous blessings for freeing the slaves. Arrangement of the treaty for freedom in exchange of money is one such route. This is why there is so much persuasion and emphasis on this. However, a condition has also been placed with this treaty that it will only be in order when you notice signs of goodness in them. Sayyidnā ‘Abdulla bn ‘Umar and many other scholars have explained that here the word 'Khair' (good) is purported to mean the strength to earn. Hence, it means that someone who has the strength to earn and can make payment should be allowed to enter the deal, otherwise his labour will be wasted on one hand and the owner will also suffer loss. Some other scholars have given another explanation that goodness and betterment mean here that there should be no risk of any harm to the Muslims because of his freedom. For instance, the slave may be an infidel and he might have been helping his infidel brethren. As a matter of fact the word 'Khair' (good) stands here for both the meanings,
that is the slave should have the strength to earn, and there should be no risk of any harm to the Muslims as a result of his freedom. (Mażhari)

\[
\text{وَأَنْطَهُمُ مِّن مَّالِ اللَّهِ الَّذِي أَنْضُكُمْ}
\]

Give them out of the wealth of Allah that He has given to you - 24:33.

This address is directed towards Muslims in general, and to the owners of the slaves in particular. When the freedom of a slave is dependent on a fixed amount to be given to his owner, then it is incumbent upon Muslims to help him collect that money. For this they can pay from the zakāh money as well. And the owners are induced to contribute on their own or reduce the amount of the treaty. It was the practice of the Companions to reduce the amount of treaty by one third or one fourth, depending upon their capacity. (Mażhari)

An important economic issue and the Qur'anic verdict on it

The present day world is totally materialistic. Everyone seems to have forgotten about the life hereafter and has completely entangled himself in money making. All types of researches, contemplation and developments, revolve round economic uplift only. Detailed discussions and researches on finer economic points have raised its status many fold, and now it has assumed the position of greatest art. The world thinkers have propounded two well-known theories, which, paradoxically, are in conflict with each other. Because of the inherent conflict between them, the world at large is divided in two groups, who are unfortunately at daggers drawn with each other, resulting in the loss of peace and tranquility of the world.

One theory has given birth to capitalist system, commonly known as capitalism. The other one is the socialist system which is called as socialism or communism. It is an every day common experience, which neither of the two systems can deny, that whatever the man earns or produces in this world through his hard work, its basic source of production is the natural resources, like water, the produce from earth or any other natural produce. The man produces millions of things of his need and use from natural resources through his skill, hard work, ingenuity and composing or decomposing their certain elements. It is but natural to think that there is someone who creates the natural resources. They have not come into being of their own. It also goes without saying
that the One who has created the natural resources is the real owner and master of them all. The natural resources have been passed on to man for a limited period (his life span) for his benefit and use. It does not mean that the man has become the master of natural resources for all times, because his own life is so short. Moreover, man does not, and cannot, exercise total control and authority on all natural resources for all the time. For instance, man can irrigate the fields with water, but he cannot create water if there is a drought. Therefore, it is clear that man is not free to use or control them, and hence should follow the instructions given to him by their Creator and Master. But in the frenzy of materialism everyone has forgotten even the concept of real Master and Creator. The only controversy between them is that whether the one who possesses the factors of production becomes their owner, or all these resources are common to all and everyone has a right to benefit from them.

The first theory is that of the capitalist system which grants freedom of ownership to man in that he can acquire anything by any means, and is also free to use and spend it any way he likes. There is absolutely no restriction on him. The infidels and disbelievers of the olden times professed the same belief, who objected before Sayyidnā Shu'aib as to why should he place any restriction on their wealth, which belonged to them and they were its owners. They claimed that the prophet had no right to tell them as to where the spending was permitted and where it was not? The meaning of Qur'ānic verse (or that we do with our wealth what we wish - 11:87) is the same. The other theory is that of socialism, which does not allow ownership to anyone of any thing, and professes common ownership of everyone and equal right to all. This is the original theory of communism, but when they felt that this is not practicable, they exempted some objects from the common ownership.

As against these two extremes the Holy Qur'ān has given a system in which the most fundamental concept is that every thing belongs to Allah Ta'ālā, who has given the charge of some things to man temporarily by His grace and bounty. For such things where man has been given the charge and possession, others have been debarred to make any claim on their use, without the permission of the owner. But despite the possession and ownership being given to man, he is not granted freedom to earn or spend them in any manner he likes. Both for earning and spending there
are wise and equitable rules and regulations which are clearly defined, and which clearly identify the permissible and impermissible ways of earning and spending. In addition to this, it has also been made incumbent upon him to pass on certain part of his possession to others, which is made the right of recipients on those things.

Although the verse under reference deals with a different subject yet it contains some important principles relating to this economic issue. So, look at the wordings of the verse rather intently: 'Give them out of the wealth of Allah that He has given to you - 33'. Three things come out of this statement. One, that Allah is the real owner of every thing. Two, that He has given the possession of certain things to man by His grace. Three, that there are certain restrictions on things which He has given to man. Spending of certain things has been prohibited, and spending of other things is made obligatory, while spending of some others is made preferable.

The other injunction given in this verse is for the eradication of an uncouth custom, and for curbing adultery and obscenity: 'Do not compel your maid to prostitution - 33'. During the pre-Islamic period many people used to have this business done by their slave girls. When Islam placed strict punishments on adultery, both on free and slave individuals, then it was necessary to enjoin special strict orders to stop and eradicate this uncivilized custom.

(If they wish to observe chastity - 24:33). It means that when those slave girls express their wish to avoid adultery and remain pure, then pressurizing them on your part is extremely imprudent and shameless. Although the wording of the injunction is conditional, yet there is consensus of Ummah that the intention here is not to press the slave girls for adultery, irrespective of the situation whether they express their wish to avoid it or not. In other words, it is not meant here that in case they do not wish to avoid adultery, then it is permitted to force them into it. What is intended here is to tell that in the pre-Islamic days obscenity was common, so the slave girls did not mind adultery. Although after the advent of Islam they repented and wished not to be involved in this practice, yet their owners still forced them for the crime, which they resented. On this situation this injunction was revealed, in which their owners are warned and reproached that while they (the slave girls) want
to avoid a shameful act, you are trying to force it on them.

فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ مِنْ أَيُّهُمَا بَعْدَ إِكْرَاهِهِنَّ غَفُورٌ رَحِيمٌ

Then after their being compelled, Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful - 33.

The gist of this sentence is that it is prohibited to force the slave girls to adultery. If someone does that and the slave girl gets involved in adultery because of the compulsion exercised by her owner, then Allah Ta’ālā will pardon her sin and that sin will be passed on to the one who had forced her. (Mazhari).

**Verses 34 - 40**
And indeed We have sent down to you enlightening verses and an exemplary description of those who passed away before you and a good counsel for the God-fearing. [34]

Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The example of His light is that of a niche in which there is a lamp; the lamp is in a glass - the glass looks like a brilliant star - it is lit by (the oil of) a blessed tree, the olive, which is neither eastern, nor western. Its oil is about to emit light even if fire has not touched it - (it is) light upon light. Allah guides to His light whomsoever He wills. And Allah describes examples for the people, and Allah knows everything well. [35]

(The guided people worship Allah) in the houses that Allah has permitted to be raised and where His name is recounted and His purity is pronounced, in the morning and in the evening, [36] by men whom no trade or sale makes neglectful of the remembrance of Allah, nor from establishing ṣalāh and paying zakāh; they are fearful of a day in which the hearts and the eyes will be overturned. [37] The fate (of such people) is that Allah will reward them for the best deeds they did and will give them more out of His grace. And Allah gives whom He wills without counting. [38]

As for those who disbelieve, their deeds are like a mirage in a desert plane which a thirsty person deems to be water, until when he comes to it, he finds it nothing, and finds (the decree of) Allah with him, so He pays him his account in full. And Allah is swift at reckoning. [39] Or (their deeds) are like layers of darkness in a vast deep sea overwhelmed by a wave, above which there is another wave, above which there are clouds – layers of darkness, one above the other. When one puts forth his hand, he can hardly see it. And
the one to whom Allah does not give light can have no light at all. [40]

Commentary

The scholars call this verse as the 'Verse of Radiance', because it describes in great detail the radiance of faith and the darkness of disbelief.

The definition of Nur (Light)

Imām Ghazzālī has given the definition of Nur (light) as that is something which is bright and manifest on its own, and makes other things bright and evident. Tafsīr Maẓharī has explained that Nur is in fact that condition which is initially perceived by man’s sense of sight, and then through that perception he comprehends all those things which can be seen by eye, such as in the case of rays of sun and the moon, which on falling on a solid mass brightens it up, and then through the reflection from solid mass brightens other things. Hence, it is evident that the word Nur cannot be used for Allah Ta’ālā in its literal or common meaning, because He is free from body and materiality. Therefore, there is consensus among the scholars that the use of word Nur for Allah Ta’ālā in the verse under reference is purported for Munawwir, meaning the one who brightens, or may be the master of brightening is referred here as Nur, in the same way as the possessor of grace is sometimes called Grace, or the possessor of justice is called the Justice. So, meaning of the verse is that Allah bestows Nur to earth and the heaven, and to everything living there, and the Nur is purported to be the Nur of righteousness. Ibn Kathīr has reported the explanation put forward by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās that: (that is, Allah is the Guide of all living in the heavens and the earth).

Nur of the believer

(The example of His light is that of a niche in which there is a lamp - 24:35). This is a nice example of Allah Ta’ālā’s Nur of guidance, which penetrates into the heart of the believer. Ibn Jarīr has reported its explanation put forward by Sayyidnā Ubayy b. Ka‘b.

هوالمومن أَنَّى جعل الله الإيمان والقرآن في صدره، فضرب الله مثله فقال: الله نور السّموات والأرض، فبدأ بنور نفسه ثم ذكر نور المؤمن، فقال: مثل نور من آمن به، فكان أنى بن كعب يقرأها مثل نور من آمن به. (إبن كثير)
It means that this is the example of the believer in whose heart Allah Ta’ālā has laid down the Nur of faith and of the Qur’ān. In this verse Allah Ta’ālā has first mentioned His own Nur Allah—not the sūrat and the earth, and then the Nur of the believer’s heart and the following example is for the one who believes in Him. Sayyidnā Ubayy Ibn Ka’b  used to recite this verse as instead of (to explain this). Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair  has also reported the same meaning and recitation cf the verse from Sayyidnā Ibn ’Abbās . Ibn Kathīr has narrated all these explanations and then remarked that there are two viewpoints among the jurists about the pronoun of (the example of his light). One, that this pronoun has reference toward Allah Ta’ālā, and thus the meaning of the verse is ‘Allah’s Nur placed in the heart of believers naturally’, and the example of that is (like a niche). This explanation is put forward by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās . The other explanation is that the personal pronoun refers to the believers, who are presumed to have been referred to by the context. So, the example given in the verse can be explained as follows: The chest of a believer is like a niche, while the heart of the believer placed in the chest is like a lamp (placed in the niche). Then the transparent oil of olive is the example of the natural nūr (light) of guidance which is deposited in the nature of a believer and which has the inherent capability to accept the truth (which is indicated in the verse by the words ‘its oil is about to emit light even if fire has not touched it). Then as the olive oil produces brightness when caused to burn with the flame of fire, the same way natural Nur of guidance which is placed in the heart of the believer, when joins the message and knowledge of Allah Ta’ālā, then it gets brightened and also brightens the world. When the companions and their pupils confined this example to the heart of a believer alone, they have most probably done so because it is only the believer who draws benefit from this Nur. Otherwise the natural Nur of guidance which is placed in the hearts of humans at the time of their creation, is not confined to believers, but is part of the nature and instinct of every human being. It is for this reason that one can see all around the world that there are people in every nook and corner, in all societies and religions, who believe in the existence of God and His Omnipotence, and do turn towards Him. No matter one may make all types of errors in the perception and understanding of God, yet every individual does believe by nature in His existence, with the exception of a few atheists, who have
lost their natural instinct.

A Sahih hadith endorses this view, which says, "كلُّ موالودُ نورًا على النطيرة" that is ‘Every child is born with natural instinct’. Later, his parents put him on the wrong path. This natural instinct is the guidance of faith. The guidance of faith and its Nur is bestowed to every individual at the time of his birth, and because of this Nur of guidance, one possesses the ability to accept the truth. When they come to know about the revelations of Allah through His messengers and their deputies, they readily accept them, except those unfortunate people who have erased the Divine Nur from their heart with their wrong doings. Perhaps this is the reason that in the beginning of the verse the bestowal of Nur is said to be common to all, which includes every one on the earth and the heavens, without any difference between believers or disbelievers, but towards the end of the verse it is said "يُهْدِي الْحَيَاةِ الْحُيُورِ مِنْ بِشَاءِهِ", that is ‘Allah Ta‘ālā guides to His light whomsoever He wills’. Here the will of Allah is not pointing toward that Divine Nur which is bestowed to all humans, but toward the Qur‘anic Nur, which is not availed by every one, except those fortunate ones, to whom Divine help is granted. Otherwise even one’s endeavor goes waste without Divine help, and sometimes becomes detrimental:

اذا لم يكن عون من الله للغني فاول ما يجني عليه اجتهاده

‘If there is no help to man from Allah, then his striving puts him to trouble instead’.

The Nur of the Holy Prophet

Imām Baghawi رحمه الله تعالى has narrated that Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās رضي الله عنه once enquired from Ka‘b al-Aḥbār as to how would he explain this verse "كلُّ موالودُ نورًا كمشكورةً". Ka‘b al-Aḥbār, who was a great Muslim scholar of Torah and Injīl, said that this example was meant for the heart of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Mishkāt (the niche) stands for his chest, Zujājah (glass) for his heart and Miṣbāḥ (lamp) for his prophethood. What was unique about this Nur of prophethood was that even before the declaration of prophethood it had the illumination of light for the people. When the revelation from Allah is coupled with the Nur of prophethood, then it turns into such radiance that the whole world is brightened.

Before the declaration of prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and even before his birth, some strange and amazing events had taken place
in the world, which were in fact advance notice of the incoming prophet, and are called *Irhaṣāt* in the vocabulary of the scholars of *ḥadīth*. The difference between this word and miracle is that the latter is used for such unusual events which are bestowed by Allah Ta'ālā to his messengers for the endorsement of their prophethood, while *Irhaṣāt* are those unusual events which happen before the declaration of prophethood. There are a number of unusual incidents which are recorded by several authentic narrations, and have been compiled by Shaikh Jalaluddīn Sayūṭī in his book -Khaṣāṣ Kūbrā – and by Abū Nu‘aim in his Dalail-un-Nubuwwah. Other scholars have also collected many such incidents in their books. Tafsīr Maẓharī has reproduced a good number of these events.

**Benefits of olive oil**

(A blessed tree, the olive - 35.). This is an endorsement that olive and its tree is blessed by Allah and is beneficial and useful. Scholars have commented that Allah Ta’ālā has instilled many a benefits in it. Olive oil is used in the burning of lamps. Its light is the brightest and clearest as against any other oil. It is eaten as a fruit and its oil is used in cooking. The interesting part is that there is no need of any machine for the extraction of its oil. When the fruit is ripe, the oil comes out automatically. The Holy Prophet has asked to eat and massage the body with olive oil. (Baghawī – Maẓharī)

(The guided people worship Allah) in the houses that Allah has permitted to be raised and where His name recounted and His purity is pronounced, in the morning and in the evening, - 36.

In the previous verse Allah Ta’ālā had given a unique example of placing His Nūr of guidance in the heart of believers. Toward the end of the verse it was clarified that only those draw benefit from this Nūr, whom Allah loves and grants Divine help. In the above verse those places and buildings are referred to where such believers spend most of their time, especially the five times of prayers. These are the buildings for which Allah Ta’ālā has instructed to keep them high in esteem, and where His name be remembered. The splendor of such buildings is that Allah’s name is remembered there in the morning and evening. That is He is worshipped there all the time by the people, who’s attributes will
follow soon.

The above explanation is based on the assumption that فيَيْتَبْوَت (in the houses) has an association with the sentence يَهْدِى الَّذِي يُبْوَرُ (Allah guides to this light whomever He wills). (Ibn Kathir etc.) Some others are of the opinion that it has a link with the word يُسْتَنَبَ (His purity is pronounced), which is used later in the verse. But the first version appears more appropriate in the context of the subject. In that case the meaning of the verse would be that the Nūr of guidance referred to in the example of the previous verse can be found in the buildings and houses where He is remembered all the time. There is consensus among commentators that here the word 'houses' is purported for mosques.

Mosques are houses of Allah and their respect is obligatory

Qurtubī has preferred the view that the word 'raised' used in the verse means to respect the mosques and has quoted the following ḥadīth of Sayyidnā 'Anas یً in support of his contention.

The Holy Prophet ﷺ said “Whoever wishes to love Allah should love me, and whoever wishes to love me should love my companions, and whoever wishes to love my companions should love the Qurān, and whoever wishes to love Qurān should love the mosques, because they are Allah’s houses. Allah has enjoined to 'raise' them, and has made them blessed. They are blessed and those who live there are also blessed. They are in the protection of Allah, and those who live there are also in the protection of Allah. Those who are busy there in their prayers, Allah get their works done and fulfill their needs. While they are in the mosques Allah protects their household during their absence”. (Qurtubī)

Meaning of raising of mosques

أَذَنَ اللَّهُ أَنْ تُرْعَجَ (That Allah has permitted to be raised - 36). The word أَذَنَ (‘adhina) is derived from أَذَنَ (‘idhn), which means to allow or give permission, and the word تُرْعَجَ (turfa‘a) is derived from رَعَجَ (raf‘), which means to raise, uplift or exalt. So, the meaning of this verse is that Allah
has allowed the raising of the mosques. Here 'allowed' means 'enjoined', and 'raising' means 'to venerate'. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās أرضع has explained that Allah Ta‘ālā has prohibited Muslims from talking or doing anything absurd in the mosques. (Ibn Kathīr).

‘Ikrimah and Mujāhid، رحمهما الله تعالى، the two Imāms of Tafsīr, are of the opinion that raising of the mosques carries here the sense of building the mosques in the same way as Qur‘ān says about the building of Ka‘bah وَأَذَّنَ يَقُولُ إِنَّهُمْ لَقَوْمٌ مِّنَ الْبَيْتِ (And when Ibrahim was raising up the foundations of the House - 2:127). Here the raising of foundation is purported for building (construction) of foundation. Ḥasan Baṣrī رحمه الله تعالى has given a different view that the word 'raised' is used here for respect and veneration of mosques, and to keep them clean from filthy and impure things, as narrated in a hadith that, when an impure (najis) thing is brought in the mosque, it contracts itself in a similar manner as the human skin contracts from the fire. Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd Khudri أرضع has reported that the Holy Prophet أرضع has said that whoever takes out dirty, impure and vexatious things from the mosque, Allah Ta‘ālā will make a house for him in paradise. (Ibn Mājah). Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها has narrated that ‘the Holy Prophet أرضع instructed us to make mosques (special places for offering prayers) in our houses (as well), and keep them clean and pure’. (Qurtubī).

As a matter of fact, the word تُرَفَعَ (to be raised) encompasses both the meanings of building and veneration of the mosques. It also signifies to keep them clean, which means to make them free of all types of filth and dirt. It is also part of cleanliness to keep them free of any foul smell. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet أرضع has prohibited to go in the mosques without cleaning the mouth after eating onions or garlic, which is reported in many books of hadith. Cigarettes, cigars and all other preparations of tobacco also fall under the same instruction. Burning any oil which emits foul odor is also not permitted in the mosque.

Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim has recorded a narration from Sayyidnā ‘Umar أرضع that he said ‘I had seen that in case the Holy Prophet أرضع noticed foul smell from someone’s mouth, he used to turn him out from the mosque and send to Baqī, and would say that if someone has to eat onion and garlic, he should cook it properly, so that its odor is eliminated’. Scholars have drawn the conclusion from this hadith that if someone is suffering
from such a disease that people feel discomfort standing next to him in prayers, then he too can be removed from the mosque. In such an eventuality he should himself restrain from going to mosque and offer his prayers at home until such time that he is recovered from that disease.

**Exaltation of Mosques**

The majority of companions and *tābi‘īn* (the generation next to them) are of the opinion that exaltation of mosques means that mosques be built and be kept free of every thing evil. Some people have also included in it the outward appearance and grandeur of the buildings of the mosques, and have argued that Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān Ghanī had used hard wood in the building of the Prophet’s mosque to give it an impressive look. Later, Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abdul Azīz had the Prophet’s mosque improved further both materially and by decoration. This was done during the lifetime of companions and their pupils, and no one objected to this. Later on, many a kings spent very lavishly on building of mosques. Walīd Ibn ‘Abdul Malik had spent during his caliphate three times the annual income from the entire Syria on the construction and decoration of the Grand Mosque of Damascus, which is still there even now. Imām Abū Ḥanīfah has ruled that if there is no element of ostentation and egotism, and the intent is to please Allah and veneration of His house, then there is no objection in the construction and decoration of majestic and grandiose mosques, rather one should expect a good reward for that act.

**Some merits of Mosques**

Abū Dāwūd has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū ‘Ummamah that the Holy Prophet once said that whoever gets out of his house after ablution with the intent of offering obligatory prayer in the mosque, his reward is like the one who has got off from his house wearing *ihrām* for performing Ḥajj, and whoever gets out of his house after ablution for the prayer of Ishrāq in the mosque, his reward is like the one of performing ‘Umrah. A prayer after another prayer, provided one does not talk or do any work in between, is written in *‘illiyyīn*. Further, it is reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Buraidah that the Holy Prophet said that those who go to mosques in darkness, give them the good tiding of complete Nūr (light) on the Dooms Day. (Muslim)

Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū
Hurairah Ṣ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said that a man's offering of prayer in congregation is more than twenty times better than offering in the house or in the shop. It is because if someone sets out for the mosque after ablution with the intention of offering prayers and for no other purpose, then on every single step his status will improve by one degree and one sin will be forgiven until he reaches the mosque. Then as long as he will sit in the mosque waiting for the congregation to start, he will keep getting the reward of the prayers, and the angels will keep praying for him 'Ya Allah, Bestow Your grace on him, and forgive him, until he harms someone or his ablution is wasted'. Sayyidnā Ḥakam Ibn ‘Umair Ṣ has narrated that the Holy Prophet ﷺ once said ‘Live in this world like a guest and make mosques your abode, and make your hearts tender (be kind hearted) and ponder (over Allah’s bounties) frequently, and weep (out of His fear) very often. Let not the mundane desires overcome you to make you change from this position, and you get involved in building houses unnecessarily, where you do not ever live, and get anxious to accumulate wealth more than your need, and desire for such things for the future which you cannot get’. Sayyidnā Abū Dardah Ṣ advised his son “Mosque should be your abode, because I have heard from the Holy Prophet ﷺ that ‘Mosques are the abodes of Muttaqui (the God fearing) people. Whoever makes the mosque his abode (through remembering Allah abundantly) Allah Ta‘ālā becomes guarantor for his comfort and tranquility, and to make him pass through the bridge of Širāt with ease’”. Abū Şādiq 'Azdī wrote to Shu‘aib b. Ḥabḥāb in a letter ‘Get hold of mosques as a necessity, because I have learnt a tradition saying that mosques were the meeting places of messengers’.

In a ḥadīth it is reported that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said ‘Towards the end there will be people who will sit in the mosques in circles, and will discuss worldly affairs and their love for mundane benefits. You do not sit with those people who come to the mosques for this, because Allah does not need such people to come to the mosques. ‘Sayyidnā Sa‘īd Ibn Musayyab Ṣ said that the one who sits in the mosque is like he sits in the company of his Lord, so it is incumbent upon him not to say anything but good words (Qurṭubī).

Fifteen etiquettes of the mosques

Scholars have named fifteen items as etiquettes of the mosques. They
are:

On entering the mosque one should greet the people already sitting there, with salām and if there is no one then say السلام عليكم وعلي عباد الله الصالحين (But this is required when those present in the mosque are not offering their extra prayer or reciting Qur'ān. If they are busy in any of these acts, then he should not greet them.)

After getting in the mosque one should offer two Rak'ats as tahiyyah tul-Masjid. (This is required at a time when offering prayers is not prohibited, that is the time of sun rise, sun set or when sun is directly overhead)

Should not carry out any transactions of sale or purchase in the mosque.

Should not carry any weapons in the mosque.

Should not make an announcement for the search of any of his lost items.

Should not raise his voice in the mosque.

Should not discuss worldly affairs in the mosque.

Should not quarrel with any one in the mosque.

Should not try to force his way into a row where there is no room.

Should not cross over in front of someone offering prayer.

Should avoid spitting or blowing of nose in the mosque.

Should not crackle fingers in the mosque.

Should not play with any part of the body.

Should keep clean of any filth, and should not take a baby or an insane along in the mosque.

Should keep busy in remembrance of Allah abundantly.

After listing these fifteen etiquettes Qurṭūbī has remarked that whoever has fulfilled these requirements has done justice with the mosque, and it has become a place of charm and security for him.

I have written a booklet on etiquettes and formalities of mosques
under the title “آداب المساجد” (in Urdu). Anyone interested in the subject can consult it.

**Houses meant exclusively for remembrance of Allah and for learning Qur’an or religious education also have the status of mosques**

Abū Ḥayān has explained in Tafsīr Bahr ul-Muḥīṭ that the word "in the houses" used in Qur’an has a general connotation. It includes not only the mosques but also those houses which are exclusive for teaching Qur’an and related religious teachings, such as Madāris (religious schools) or Maktabs. They also fall under the same category, and their respect and veneration is also obligatory.

**Special wisdom for using the word 'allowed' in the verse**

Scholars are all unanimous that the word "allowed" is used here for command or order. But then the question is, what is the reason for using this word (instead of 'ordered' or 'enjoined')? Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī has described a subtle consideration in that the underlying objective is to train and induce the believers and the righteous to be ever ready to perform anything which is meant for pleasing Allah Ta’ālā, so much so that they need not be ordered to perform something for the pleasure of Allah, rather they should be waiting for the permission to perform it, and the moment they receive the go-ahead signal, they should hurry to carry it out.

Where His name is recounted - 36.

Here, the expression is 'recounting the name of Allah' encompasses all types of His remembrance, which include extra prayers, recitation of Qur’an, learning of Islamic teachings, sermons, lectures on Sharī‘ah, etc.

By men whom no trade or sale makes neglectful of the remembrance of Allah - 37.

This verse describes special attributes of those believers who are the distinguished recipients of the Nūr of guidance and remain in the mosques. By the use of word Rījāl (men) there is a hint that only men’s presence is required in the mosques. For women it is better that
they offer their prayers at homes.

Musnad of Aḥmad and Baihaqī have related a &hadīth of Sayyidah Umm Salmah that the Holy Prophet &ṣallallāhu &alaihi &wa &salām once said خير مساجد النساء ضياء الله عنها &فَنُم بيوتهن. ‘The best mosques for women are the secluded corners of their homes’.

This verse describes that the involvement in trade and sales does not stop the righteous believers from the remembrance of Allah. Since ‘sale’ is included in the word 'trade', some commentators have preferred to assume trade for purchase only for the sake of comparison, while others have taken the trade in its common sense, that is transactions of sale and purchase, and have explained the wisdom of using the word 'sale' separately for the reason that trade transactions have a wide scope where profits and benefits are received after a long time. On the other hand by selling something one receives the money with profit immediately in cash. Hence, it is mentioned separately to stress that they do not bring into consideration even the most lucrative mundane benefit as against the prayers and remembrance of Allah Ta‘ālā.

Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar & has said that this verse was revealed in connection with the market people, and his son, Sayyidnā Sālim, has related that one day his father was passing through the market and the time for prayers had come. Then he noticed that people started closing their shops and set out to go towards the mosque. On that Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar & has said that it is for these persons that the Qurān has said &رَجُال لَا تَبْيِنُهُم بِجَارَةٍ وَلَا نَبْيُ عَنْ ذَكَرِ اللَّهِ. &

There were two companions of the Holy Prophet & during his time, one was a general trader and the other a blacksmith who used to produce swords and sell them. It was the habit of the trader that when he would hear the call of the prayer while weighing something, he would leave every thing there and get up to go to the mosque for prayers. The other one who was the blacksmith, when he was busy hammering the hot iron and would hear the call of the prayer, he would stop his hand wherever it was and throw the hammer out of his hand to rush to the mosque for prayers, without even bothering to strike the raised hammer. This verse was revealed in their praise. (Qurtubī)
Most of the companions were traders

This verse also points out that most of the companions were either traders or manufacturers, that is in the professions involved with the market, because the quality mentioned in the verse can be attributed only to those who are in the profession of trade and sales and do not let their profession interfere in the remembrance of Allah Ta'ālā. Otherwise it is irrelevant. (Rūḥ)

They are fearful of a day in which the hearts and the eyes will be overturned - 37.

The last quality of those believers who are mentioned in the above verse is that despite being busy in Allah’s obedience, remembrance and worshipping all the time, they do not become careless or free themselves from Allah’s fear. Instead the fear of reckoning on the Day of Judgment is constantly in their mind, which is the fruit of Nūr of guidance granted to them by Allah Ta'ālā, mentioned in the earlier verse. Toward the end of the verse their reward is described that they shall be graced with the best reward for their actions by Allah Ta'ālā, and then the verse says: (and will give them more out of His grace - 38). It means that their reward will not end with the recompense against the good actions, but some extra reward will also be given on His own (and Allah gives whom He wills without counting - 38), that is neither Allah is bound by any rule nor does His treasure gets depleted. He grants unlimited sustenance to whomever He likes.

So far the righteous believers were described whose chests are the niches for the Nūr of guidance and who readily accept the Nūr of guidance. In verses 39 and 40 those disbelievers are being described who were given in their nature the Nūr of guidance by Allah Ta'ālā, but when Allah’s revelation reached them to lit them up, they turned away to reject it and lost the Nūr to stay in the darkness. Since the disbelievers and atheists are of two types, therefore, two examples are related here. One category is that of those disbelievers who believe in the Dooms Day and Hereafter, and have faith that some of their good acts, according to their own reckoning, will be rewarded in the Hereafter. The second category is that of atheists, who do not believe in the Hereafter and the Dooms Day.
The example of the deeds of the first category is that of a mirage, which is nothing but illusion of sight. In a level plain the shining sand creates the illusion of water from a distance, and as a thirsty person approaches near it, the illusion (mirage) disappears, leaving the thirsty completely exhausted, who ultimately dies of thirst. Similarly, a disbeliever's deeds are like a mirage which he considers of value and benefit, but in actual fact they are no better than an illusion, like mirage, and as a thirsty person discovers the illusion when it is too late, in the same way the disbelievers will find out their blunder in the Hereafter, when it will be of no avail.

The second category of deeds is that of atheists or infidels, for which the example of a deep ocean is given, which is completely dark. In the first place it is dark because of its depth, then it is covered by a big wave which is also enshrouded by another wave, and over that there is a mass of dark cloud. In short there is darkness over darkness, so much so that if someone takes out his hand, he cannot have even a glimpse of it. The inference to be drawn from this example is that those infidels who deny the coming of the Dooms Day, the Reckoning and the Hereafter are devoid of even the illusive Nūr, which the first category of disbelievers had. Although they too did not possess the useful Nūr of guidance, but at least they were under the illusion that they had done some good deeds which will help them in the Hereafter, but the latter category did not deem it necessary to work for the Hereafter, since they had no belief in it. Hence, they will have nothing but darkness and complete darkness with them on the Dooms Day.

After describing the two examples the next sentence says: وَمَنْ لَمْ يَحْلِلْ اللهُ لَهُ نُورًا فَمَا مِنْ نُورِ (And the one to whom Allah does not give light can have no light at all - 40).

This sentence about the disbelievers is like the one that appeared earlier for the believers: يَهْدِي اللهُ بِلَيْلَةٍ مِّنْ نُورِ (Allah guides to His light whomsoever He wills - 35). It describes the deprivation of disbelievers from the Nūr of guidance, which they lost by denying the injunctions of Allah, and when they have lost Allah's Nūr of guidance how can they get any other Nūr.

This verse also explains that no one can become a perspicacious
scholar merely by having resource of insight and knowledge, rather it is bestowed by the grace of Allah only. It is for this reason that those who are regarded naïve in mundane matters prove themselves very knowledgeable and scholarly in the cognizance of the Hereafter. And, vice versa, many who are regarded very intelligent and knowledgeable in worldly matters, prove themselves completely ignorant and foolish in the perception and comprehension of the Hereafter. (Mažhari)

**Verses 41 - 45**

Did you not realize that purity of Allah is proclaimed by all those in the heavens and the earth, and by the birds with their wings spread out? Everyone knows one’s own (way of) praying (to Allah) and one’s own (way of) proclaiming Allah’s purity. And Allah knows well what they do. [41] And to Allah belongs the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and towards Allah is the final return. [42]

Do you not realize that Allah drives the clouds, then
joins them together, then turns them into a heap? Then you see the rain coming out from their midst. And He sends down from the sky mountains (of clouds) having hail in them, then He afflicts with it whomsoever He wills and turns it away from whomsoever He wills. The flash of its lightning seems to snatch away the eyes. [43] Allah alternates the night and the day. Surely, in that there is a lesson for those who have eyes to see. [44]

And Allah has created every moving creature from water. So, some of them move on their bellies; and some of them move on two legs and some of them move on four. Allah creates what He wills. Surely, Allah is powerful over everything. [45]

Commentary

(Everyone knows one's own (way of) praying - 41). In the beginning of the verse it is said that every creature on earth and heavens and in between them is busy in the glorification and sanctification of Allah Ta’ālā. The meaning of Tasbīḥ is explained by Sufyān رحمه الله تعالى that Allah Ta’ālā has created every thing in this universe like earth, heavens, sun, moon, stars, water, fire, air or sand with purpose, and they are all performing all the time the task they are assigned. They cannot refuse to perform their assigned job. This obedience and submission to carry out the assigned job is referred here as Tasbīḥ. Hence, their Tasbīḥ is by action and not by words. By their actions they are confirming that they are performing this worship because they believe Allah Ta’ālā to be Pure and Almighty.

Zamakhsharī and some other commentators have, on the other hand, elaborated that it is not improbable that Allah Ta’ālā has placed so much sense and understanding in everything that they do recognize their Creator and Master. And it is also not improbable that He has taught them some sort of speech, and some special Tasbīḥ and worship in which they keep themselves busy. There is an allusion towards this point in the last sentence (Every one knows one's own (way of) praying and proclaiming Allah's purity - 41). It indicates that all creatures are busy in Tasbīḥ and worship of Allah Ta’ālā, but the manner of worship of each creature is different. Angels worship in a different manner, humans worship differently, trees and vegetation also worship differently, and
the rocks and minerals yet in another manner. Another verse of the Holy Qur’an also confirms this view when it says (He who gave everything its shape, then guidance - 20:50) that is ‘Allah Ta’ālā created everything and then given guidance to them’. The guidance is that everything is obeying Allah and performing its assigned duty diligently. Apart from this, everything has been guided how to fulfill the need of its existence with such perfection that even the best of minds get boggled. How creative and complicated nests and holes they make for their living, and how they strive and work hard to find and collect their food is in itself a great wonder.

من السماو من جبال وفيها

From the sky mountains (of clouds) having hail in them - 43.

Here the word سماء is purported for clouds, and Jibāl (mountains) for big masses of clouds, while hails are called Barad.

Verses 46 - 54
We have surely sent down enlightening verses. And Allah guides whom He wills to the straight path. [46]

And they say, 'We have believed in Allah and in the messenger and have taken to obedience', then a group from them goes back after all this. And those are no believers. [47] And when they are summoned to Allah and His messenger that he (the messenger) may judge between them, in no time a group of them turns averse. [48] And if the right is theirs, they would come to him as (if they are) submissive ones. [49] Is there a malady in their hearts or do they have doubt or do they fear that Allah and His messenger will do injustice to them? Rather they themselves are the unjust. [50] The only reply of the (true) believers, when they are summoned to Allah and His messenger that he (the messenger) may judge between them, is that they say, 'We listen and obey.' And such people are the successful. [51] And whoever obeys Allah and His messenger and has awe of Him and observes Taqwā of Him, then such people are the victorious. [52]

And they (the hypocrites) swear by Allah on eloquent oaths that if you (O prophet) order them, they will certainly leave (their homes for Jihād). Say, 'do not swear, (the reality of your) obedience is known. Indeed Allah is fully aware of what you do.' [53]

Say, 'Obey Allah and obey the messenger. But if you turn away, then on him (the messenger) lies (the responsibility of) what he is burdened with and on you lies (the responsibility of) what you are burdened with. And if you obey him, you will get the right path. And the messenger is responsible for nothing more than to convey the message clearly.' [54]

Commentary

These verses were revealed on a special occasion. Tabari and others
have related the incident saying that there was a hypocrite by the name Bishr, who had some dispute and enmity with a Jew over a piece of land. The Jew suggested to him to take their dispute before the Holy Prophet for the judgement, but Bishr, the hypocrite knew well that he was on the wrong and if the dispute was taken to the Holy Prophet he will definitely decide the case on merit, and he will lose the case. So, he did not agree with the suggestion and instead asked the Jew to take it to Ka'b Ibn Ashraf, another Jew. On this point these verses were revealed. In verse; (Is there any malady in their hearts - 50) the disease of firm infidelity or the doubt on prophethood have been negated to point out that this doubt and infidelity were not the real cause of evasion to take the dispute in the court of the Holy Prophet. Although the infidelity and doubt on prophethood among the hypocrites is obvious and proven, but the underlying cause was that he (Bishr) knew well that if the case was placed before the Holy Prophet, he would definitely lose it, because he would decide the case on merit.

Four conditions for success and victory

\[
\text{وَمَن يَعْبَدُ اللَّهَ وَرَسُولَ اللَّهِ وَيَتَّقُونَ اللَّهَ وَيَتَّقُونَ فَالآمِنَّ}
\]

And whoever obeys Allah and His messenger and has awe of Him and observes Taqwā of Him, then such people are the victorious. [52]

In this verse it is declared that those who bind themselves to follow these four things are the ones who are successful and victorious in this world and the Hereafter.

An astonishing incident

An incident of Sayyidnā ‘Umar is reported in Tafsir Qurṭubī, which explains the difference between these four things and puts them in right perspective. It so happened that one day Sayyidnā ‘Umar was standing in the Prophet’s mosque, when suddenly a Roman villager appeared and stood beside him, and said انا أشهد ان لا اله الا الله وأشهد ان محمدا رسول الله. Sayyidnā ‘Umar inquired ‘What is the matter?’ He replied ‘I have accepted Islam for Allah’s sake’. Then Sayyidnā ‘Umar asked if there was any reason for that, to which he replied in the affirmative, and elaborated that he had read Torah, Injīl, Zabūr and a number of other books brought by past messengers. But lately he had heard a verse of the Holy Qur’ān recited by a Muslim prisoner and realized that in that small
verse all the older books have been condensed. So, he was convinced that it was Allah’s revelation. Then Sayyidnā ‘Umar enquired from him about the verse he was referring to, and he recited this very verse. That Roman villager also gave a very astonishing commentary of the verse, which goes like this:

\[\text{And whoever obeys Allah and His messenger and has awe of Him and observes } \text{Taqwā of Him, then such people are the victorious.} \]

This relates to the obligations toward Allah, and refers to Prophet’s traditions, and alludes toward past life and is purposed for the remaining life. When someone acts upon these four things he is given the good tiding of (that such people are the victorious). And Fa’iz is that person who gets deliverance from Jahannam and earns a place in the Paradise. After hearing this explanation Sayyidnā ‘Umar said the endorsement of this is available in the utterance of the Holy Prophet , who had said that ‘Allah has graced me with such comprehensive expressions in which words are few but the meanings are vast’. (Qurtubi)

**Verses 55 - 57**

Allah has promised those of you who believe and do good deeds that He will certainly make them (His)
vicegerents in the land, like He made those before them, and will certainly establish for them their religion that He has chosen for them and will certainly give them peace in exchange, after their state of fear; (provided that) they worship Me, ascribing no partner to Me. And whoever turns infidel after that, then such people are the transgressors. [55]

And establish Salāh and pay Zakāh and obey the messenger so that you may be favored with mercy. [56]

Never think that the disbelievers are (able) to frustrate (Allah's plan) on the earth. And their abode is the Fire. And indeed it is an evil terminus. [57]

Commentary

Background of Revelation

Qurtubi has reported on authority of Abul ‘Āliyah that the Holy Prophet ﷺ stayed in Makkah for ten years after commencement of revelation and declaration of prophethood, during which time there was a constant fear of the infidels and disbelievers. Then after the Hijrah to Madina also there was a ceaseless danger of attacks from the disbelievers. So, someone asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ "Would a time come to us when we will be able to live in peace without wearing our weaponry?" The Holy Prophet ﷺ replied 'Yes, the time is coming very soon'. On that occasion these verses were revealed. (Qurtubi and Baḥr). Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has said that these verses relate the promise of Allah Taʿālā, which He had made with the Ummah of Muḥammad ﷺ before their creation in the Torah and the Injīl. (Baḥr Muḥīṭ)

Allah Taʿālā had made three promises to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, that his Ummah will be made His vicegerent on earth and will rule over it, and His favourite religion Islam will be made victorious, and Muslims will be given so much power and grandeur that they will have no fear of any one. Allah Taʿālā fulfilled His promise by conferring conquest over Makkah, Khaibar, Baḥrain, and the whole of Yemen and the entire peninsula of Arabia even during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Also he received jizyah, (capitation tax) from the Zoroastrians of Hajar and some Syrian territories. The kings and rulers of Rome, Egypt, Iskandria, Oman and Ethiopia sent gifts to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and gave him honour and respect. Then during his caliphate Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ
crushed all the menacing uprisings. He also sent out Islamic armies to Persia, Syria and Egypt. Buṣrā and Damascus also fell to Islamic State during this time.

When the time of death of Sayyidnā Abū Bakr  approached nearer, Allah Ta‘ālā put an inspiration in his heart to nominate Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattab  as his successor. When Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb  took charge of the caliphate, it was so wonderful that the heavens had not witnessed such grand governance after the governance of the messengers. During his caliphate the entire land of Syria and Egypt and major part of Persia were overpowered. It was during his time that the grandeur of Caesar and Chosroes were vanished. After that period, during the caliphate of Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān  the Islamic victories extended from the East to the West. In the west up to Cyprus and Andalucia, and in the east up to China. Besides, ‘Irāq, Khorasan and Ahwaz all fell to Islamic State during the time of third Caliph. What the Holy Prophet  has said according to a Ṣaḥīḥ Ḥadīth that he was shown the entire east and west of the earth by bringing them together, and that the rule of his Ummah will extend up to all those places which have been shown to him; this promise was fulfilled by Allah Ta‘ālā even during the time of caliphate Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān . (Ibn Kathīr)

According to another ḥadīth the Holy Prophet  has said that caliphate will last for thirty years after him. Here, the word caliphate means the Rightly Guided Caliphate (Al-Khilāfah-ar-Rashidah), which was run exactly on the footsteps of the Holy Prophet . It lasted up to the time of Sayyidnā ‘Alī , because this period of thirty years was finished after him.

At this point Ibn Kathīr has also reported a ḥadīth from Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim, that Sayyidnā Jabir Ibn Samurah  has said that he had heard the Holy Prophet saying that his Ummah will continue ruling until the twelve caliphs last. After narrating this Ibn Kathīr has commented that this ḥadīth is pointing that there will be twelve upright caliphs in the Muslim Ummah, which is bound to happen. However, it is not necessary that all twelve come one after the other and there is no gap in between, rather it is more likely that they turn up with an interval of time. Out of this lot, four Rightly Guided Khulāfā‘ had appeared one after the other immediately after the Holy Prophet . The next was Sayyidnā
'Umar Ibn ‘Abdul ‘Azīz  who came after a gap of some time. A few others also appeared in different times after him and will continue to come until the last caliph Sayyidnā Mahdiyy comes. There is no mention in the  hadīth of those twelve caliphs which the Shiites have determined. Rather some of them are those who have no connection with the caliphate at all. It is also not necessary that all of them would be of the same status, and during their time there would be complete peace and tranquility. This promise is related to rectitude and firmness of faith, the righteous deeds and total obedience, and any difference in their degree will naturally make difference in the power and control of authority. Islamic history spread over a period of 1400 years is a witness that in different times and different countries whenever and wherever there was a just and righteous ruler, he has received his share from this promise of Allah based on the extent of righteous deeds he has performed. At another place, the Qur'ān says إن جزء الله هم الاليثون that is ‘The people of Allah are the ones to prevail.’

This verse is a proof of approval and esteem in the sight of Allah of the four rightly guided Khulāfā’

This verse is also a proof of the prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, because the forecast he had made came true exactly in the manner he had predicted. The same way it is also a proof of acceptance and approval of the caliphate of Al-Khulāfā’ ar-Rāshidīn in the sight of Allah. It is for the simple reason that the promise Allah Ta‘ālā had made with His Messenger ﷺ and his Ummah was completely fulfilled during the lifetime of the four  Saḥābah. If the caliphate of the earlier caliphs is not regarded legitimate and true, as claimed by some Rawḥāfīd, then the Qur'ānic promise has not been fulfilled as yet. Then the argument put forward by Rawḥāfīd that the Qur'ānic promise will be fulfilled during the life of Sayyidnā Mahdiyy is but ridiculous, as it will amount to saying that for full 1400 years the ‘Ummah will live in disgrace and misery, and nearing the Dooms Day when he will get the rule, only that period is referred by this promise. The fact of the matter is that the conditions of faith and righteous deeds, on which this promise was made by Allah Ta‘ālā, were present in these  Saḥābah to the perfection and in totality. In reality Allah’s promise was fulfilled in totality in their lifetime only. After that neither the degree of faith and deeds was maintained at that level, nor
the dignity of caliphate and governance could be retained.

وَمَن كَفَّرَ بَعْدُ ذَلِكَ فَأَوْلَٰٰئِكَ هُمُ الْخَاسِقُونَ

And whoever turns infidel after that, then such people are the transgressors - 24:55.

The literal meaning of the word Kufr is thanklessness and in conventional sense it is the antonym of faith. In this verse there is room for taking either of the two meanings. Thus the meaning of the verse is that when Allah Ta'ālā fulfills His promise and bestows power, authority, peace and satisfaction to the Muslims, and stability to Islam, and after that someone turns apostate or avoids obeying the rules of the Islamic State, then such a person is a transgressor. In the first place he has lost the faith, and secondly, stopped obeying the rules and regulations of the Islamic State. Kufr and ingratitude are great sins in any situation, but after the establishment of Islamic rule, authority and grandeur the intensity of these sins is doubled. That is why it is emphasized by the words بَعْدَ ذَلِكَ (after that). Imam Baghawi has said that the scholars of Tafsīr have explained that this Qur'ānic sentence came true for the first time on those who assassinated the ruling caliph Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān. When they committed this great sin, the referred graces of Allah Ta'ālā were reduced, and they were afflicted with fear and fright because of mutual killings and massacre. Despite the fact that they were like brothers to each other, they got involved in mutual killing. Baghawi has related on his own authority an address by Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Salām, which he delivered at the time of commotion against Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān. The wordings of the address are as follows:

“The angels of Allah had cordoned your city for security ever since the Holy Prophet had come to Madīnah, and this measure was continuing until today. By God, if you assassinate ‘Uthmān, these angels will go back, and will never return again. By god, whoever from you will kill him will present himself before Allah with his hands cut. He will be without his hands. And know that Allah’s sword was in its sheath so far. By God, if this sword comes out of its sheath, it shall never go back in sheath again, because whenever a messenger is assassinated, seventy thousand people are killed in return and when a caliph is assassinated, then thirty five thousand persons are killed” (Mażhari).
Hence, the sequence of mutual killing which had commenced with the Shahadah (martyrdom) of Sayyidnā Uthmān ṣaw has continued in the Ummah throughout. Similarly, the way assassins of ‘Uthmān ṣaw acted against the blessings of Allah Ta’ālā and solidarity of Islam and were ungrateful to Him, the Rawāfid and Khawārij did the same after that by grouping against the Guided Khulafa’. The incident of great sacrifice of Sayyidnā Husain Ibn Ali ṣaw also happened under the same sequence.

Verses 58 - 60

O those who believe, the slaves owned by you and those of you who have not reached puberty must seek your permission (to see you) at three times: before the prayer of Fajr, when you take off your clothes at noon and after the prayer of ‘Ishā. These are three times of privacy for you. There is no harm, neither to you nor to them after these (three times). They are your frequent visitors as some of you are (frequent visitors) of the others. This is how Allah explains the verses to you. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [58]
And when the children from among you reach puberty, they must seek permission as the permission is sought by those before them. This is how Allah explains His verses to you. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [59]

And those old women who have no hope for marriage, there is no sin on them if they take off their (extra) clothes while they do not display their adornment. And that they refrain (even from this) is better for them. And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. [60]

Commentary

It has been described in the beginning of this Sūrah that the injunctions of Sūrah Nur mostly relate to prevention of obscenity and vulgarity. Under the same sequence some injunctions regarding social etiquette and mutual meetings are also enjoined. After that the injunctions about Ḥijāb for women are prescribed.

The injunction for relatives and maḥrams for seeking permission at specific timings

Earlier in this Sūrah the social etiquette and manners for mutual meetings were described in verses 27, 28 and 29 under the heading 'injunctions on seeking permission', where it was enjoined that if you go to visit someone, do not enter the house without taking permission. Irrespective of the situation whether it is a female section of the house or the male section, and whether the visitor is a man or a woman, it has been made obligatory on every one to seek permission before entering the house. However, these injunctions relate to those who come in the house as visitors. But in the present verses a different type of isti’dhān is enjoined. Here those persons are instructed to seek permission who live together in the same house and keep roaming in the rooms freely. In this category those men are also included with whom the ḥijāb of women is not required (the maḥrams). They, too, are advised to make some sort of sound, either by cleaning the throat or by thumping of steps, in order to make their presence felt. This type of isti’dhān is preferable and not obligatory, but to give it up is Makrūh Tanzīḥī. Tafsīr Maẓharī has remarked:

فمن اراد الدخول في بيت نفسه وفيه محرمته يكره له الدخول فيه من غير استيدان تنزيعها لاحتمال رؤية واحدة منهن عريانة وهو احتمال ضعيف ومقتضاه
The one who intends to enter his own house, while it is occupied by his mahram ladies, it is not desirable (makrūh tanzīhā) for him to enter it without seeking permission, because of the possibility that one of those ladies is without clothes. However, since this possibility is a remote one, it requires precaution only (and not Prohibition).

This injunction relates to the time before entering the house, but once men-folk have entered the house, all the inmates live together and being members of the same family keep meeting each other within the house. For the family members living together there is another injunction of seeking permission at three specific times, which are the times of privacy. These three times are before the Fajr prayers, the resting time in the afternoon and in the night after ‘Isha’ prayers. At these times all the mahrams and relatives, even the young children and slave girls having sense, are prohibited to enter the private places without taking permission. It is to ensure that none should go in the private rooms without first seeking the permission. At these times one wants to be on one’s own and sometimes takes off the extra clothes, while at times one is in a compromising position with his wife. During any of these situations one would feel very embarrassed and upset if seen by even a very young but sensible child or a woman of the household. In the least it will cause him disturbance in his rest. Hence, there is a need to take permission at these three specific times before entering the private chambers. After this injunction it is said

\[
\text{لَيْسَ عَلَيْكُمْ وَلَا عَلَيْهِمْ جَناحٌ بَدَّ هُنُۢ} \] (58)

that is besides these times there is no harm if you go to each other without any permission, because during all other times people are busy doing their normal duties and are properly attired in their usual clothing. These are also not the normal times for intimacy with the wife.

Here the question arises that enforcement of injunction on adult man and woman is normal, but why the young children are also commanded to comply with this injunction, which is not the normal practice.

The answer to this confusion is that in actual fact it is the adult men and women who are charged with this duty to explain to the young children not to go to private chambers at these times without taking permission. It is in the same manner as a hadīth instructs to teach the prayers to children when they attain the age of seven years and persuade them to offer it. And when they attain the age of ten years they be bound
down to offer prayers regularly, and if they default then they should be beaten to be regular in their prayers. Similarly, the injunction of *isti’dhān* in the above verse is actually for the adult men and women. In the sentence under discussion the word *Junāḥ* is used to say that apart from these three times there is no harm if the inmates go in the private chambers without permission. Generally the word *Junāḥ* is used for sin, but sometimes it is also used for harm or obstacle. Here in this verse it is used for the latter meaning, hence, any doubt of sinning on the part of children is also removed. *(Bayān ul-Qurān)*

**Ruling**

The phrase *الْدِّينَ مَلَكْتُ أَبِنَانَا كُلْمُ* (the slaves owned by you) used in verse (58) covers the meaning of both the slaves and the slave girls. Among them the adult slaves fall under the category of non-Mahrams under the Islamic law. As has been explained earlier, the mistress owner woman of an adult slave is obligated to be in *ḥijāb* before him. Therefore, the phrase is purported to mean here the slave girls and minor slaves who roam about in the house freely.

**Ruling**

The scholars and jurists have different viewpoints on the question whether this type of *isti’dhān* is obligatory or merely commendable and whether this injunction is still valid or is abrogated. Majority of jurists have ruled that this verse is firm and thus not abrogated, and the injunction is obligatory both for men and women *(Qurtubi)*. But it is obvious that the reason and ground for the injunction to be obligatory is that which is given above, that is, one wants to be on his own at these three times and likes privacy, and sometimes gets busy with his wife. However, if people could get into the habit of keeping their concealable parts covered even at these three times, and be careful to copulate with wife only at times when there is no possibility of any one coming in, as is the norm these days, then it is not obligatory to restrain the relatives and children from entering without *isti’dhān*. In this situation it is no more obligatory for the relatives to follow it. But there is no doubt that it is a desirable and commendable act, though it seems that people have given it up for a long time. According to one narration Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has used very strong words for ignoring it, and according to another narration he has put forward excuses for those who do not follow it.
The first narration is reported by Ibn Kathīr on authority of Ibn Abī Ḥātim that Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has said that there are three verses which people have stopped following. One of them is this very verse of *istiḍḥān* (58) in which relatives and young children are instructed to seek permission. The second verse is (4:8) in which people are advised to hand over a part of the inheritance to those relatives also who are present at the time of division of patrimony but have no claim on it, in order to console them. The third verse is (5:12) in which it is declared that the noblest among you in the sight of Allah is the most god-fearing of you. But these days such persons are regarded honorable and respectable who possess plenty of wealth and palatial houses. According to some other narration Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has also said that in respect of these three verses the Satan has overpowered the people. Then he said “I have restrained even my slave girl not to come to me without permission at these three times”.

The second narration is also reported on authority of Ibn Abī Ḥātim by Sayyidnā ‘Ikrimah ﷺ that two persons enquired from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ about *istiḍḥān* enjoined (by this verse) upon near relatives and commented that people have stopped acting on this. Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ replied that Allah keeps cover on many things, and He likes the same for others. The fact of the matter is that at the time of revelation of this verse the society was very simple. People did not use curtains at the door nor did they have large beds with curtains. There used to be occasions when a child or servant would come in unannounced at a time the person was in a compromising position with his wife. It was to prevent such happenings that Allah Ta‘ālā sent down this injunction to take permission at these three times. But now people use curtains at the door and large beds having curtains, which is considered enough for the purpose. Now there is no need for *istiḍḥān*. (Having reproduced this narration Ibn Kathīr has said (that is, the chain of its narrators is 'Ṣaḥīḥ' i.e. authentic). In the light of this narration ascribed to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ one thing is quite clear that when there is no apprehension of any one seeing the other in an uncovered position or involved with his wife, in that case some concession is allowed.

But Qur’ān teaches for a pure society so that no one interferes in
anyone's freedom and everybody lives in peace and comfort. Those who do not make their family members follow the practice of seeking permission they themselves face inconvenience and curb their natural instincts and desires.

**Emphasis on hijāb for women and an exemption**

The injunction on hijab for women has already appeared earlier in detail in two verses, and two exemptions were also mentioned there. One exemption relates to the one who is seeing, and the other to that who is seen. According to the first exemption, young children and the slave girls are exempt. As for the second exemption, the outward adornment is exempt from hijāb, which includes outer clothing like veil or covering sheet. There is agreement of all on this, but according to some, women's face and palms are also included in this exemption.

In the next verse the third exemption is granted on the basis of a woman's personal situation. If a woman has grown so old that no one would have any (sexual) desire towards her, nor is she marriageable, for such a woman concession in hijāb is allowed in that even strangers (non-Maḥrams) are treated like maḥrams for her. She is not required to cover those parts of her body before non-Maḥrams which are not required to be covered before maḥrams. Hence, it is said (And those old women who have no hope for marriage - 60). The explanation of this verse is already given above. Although very old women are allowed to uncover those parts of their body before non-Maḥrams which are not required to be covered before maḥrams, yet this exemption is allowed with the condition that they do so without applying any makeup or adornment. The other thing said in the last is that is, it is better for them if they avoid going before non-Maḥrams altogether.

**Verse 61**

سَيَّرُنَّ عَلَى الْأَعْمَىْ حَرِّجْ وَلَا عَلَى الْآَعْرَجْ حَرِّجْ وَلَا عَلَى الْمُرْيِضْ

جَنَّتَ وَلَا عَلَى الْاَعْجِشْ حَرِّجْ وَلَا عَلَى الْمُرْيِضْ

أَوْبِيَّتَ أَمْهِكُمْ أَوْبِيَّتَ إِخْوَانُكُمْ أَوْبِيَّتَ أَخْوَانُكُمْ أَوْبِيَّتَ أَعْمَامُكُمْ

أَوْبِيَّتَ عَمْتِكُمْ أَوْبِيَّتَ أَخَوَّالُكُمْ أَوْبِيَّتَ خَلِيْكُمْ
There is no blame on a blind person, nor is there any blame on any lame one, nor is there any blame on a patient, nor on yourselves in that you eat (something) from your own homes or from the homes of your fathers or the homes of your mothers or the homes of your brothers or the homes of your sisters or the homes of your paternal aunts or the homes of your maternal uncles or the homes of your maternal aunts or from the places the keys of which you have under your control or from (the home of) your friend. There is no sin on you if you eat together or separately. So when you enter homes, greet your selves with Salām, a greeting prescribed by Allah which is blessed, pleasant. This is how Allah explains the verses to you so that you may understand. [61]

Commentary

Some injunctions and social etiquettes after the entry in the house

In the previous verses it was enjoined to seek permission before entering into anyone's house. In the above verse those injunctions and etiquettes are pronounced which are obligatory or preferable to follow after the permission to enter the house is granted. Before understanding the injunction contained in this verse and its purport it would be advisable to know the background in which this verse was revealed.

Every Muslim knows very well how much emphasis is laid by the Holy Qur'ān and the teachings of the Holy Prophet ﷺ for respecting and preserving the rights of the people (Ḥuqūq ul-ʿIbād). Very strong warnings are sounded against using anything owned by someone else without his permission. On the other hand Allah Ta’ālā had chosen such fortunate persons for the company of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that they were all ears for any command from Allah or His Messenger. They were always
ready to put in their best on every single command. By following Qur'ānic teachings diligently and having the exalted company of the Holy Prophet ﷺ they were turned by Allah Ta‘ālā into a group of whom even the angels were proud. Not to think ever to spend even slightly from other’s wealth, to avoid putting in anyone into the slightest of trouble and to remain steadfast on the highest standard of Taqwā (constant awareness of Allah) were only some of the attributes of the companions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Some related incidents had taken place during the life of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, in which connection the injunctions contained in the present verse were revealed. All commentators have made reference of these incidents with the difference that different incidents are quoted as the cause of revelation by different commentators. The actual position is that there is no contradiction in their assertions, and all these incidents put together are the cause of revelation of this verse. The incidents are as follows:

Imām Baghawī ﷺ has related on authority of Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair ﷺ and some other commentators that it is a common habit among people to feel disgust in eating together with lame, cripple, blind and sick, and avoid it. Among the companions who had any of these disability thought that if they were to eat with others they might cause botheration and trouble to them. Therefore, they started avoiding to eat with normal persons. The blind people thought that they might eat more than others, as they cannot see, causing injustice for the rest. Justice requires that all who eat together should eat equally. Likewise, the lame thought that they would create problem for others as they could not sit properly and occupy more space, which will result in taking up the share of space of others. In this background, the above verse was revealed in which the disabled were asked to join other normal persons for eating. They were advised not to take upon themselves such painstaking precautionary measures which could lead them into trouble.

Imam Baghawī has narrated another incident related by Ibn Jarīr on authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ which presents the other side of the picture. The story goes like this; when the verse (Do not eat up each other's property by false means - 2:188) was revealed, people were hesitant to eat with the blind, lame and the sick. Their consideration was that the sick eats less because of his indisposition, so he
would suffer if he eats with others. The blind cannot differentiate between the good and ordinary food, and the lame is slow to eat because of his posture. So, people thought there is a possibility that the disabled are deprived of their due share, whereas the justice demands that all should eat equally while eating together. So, it was in this background that this verse was revealed, and people were taken out of this predicament. The spirit behind this injunction is that people should eat together and if there is a little disparity in the quantity of food taken by each one of them, it should not be a cause of botheration.

Sa‘id Ibn al-Musayyab رحمه الله تعالى has given yet another version that while going on *jihād* or battles, the Muslims used to hand over the keys of their houses to the disabled with the instructions that they can eat whatever is there in the house. On the other hand, the disabled would not eat anything, lest they spend something against the wishes of the owners. Hence, to counter this position, the above verse was revealed. Musnad al-Bazzār has also reported this version on the authority of Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها that when the Holy Prophet ﷺ used to go on a battle, it was the desire of every companion to go along with him to participate in the battle. They used to hand over the keys of their houses to the poor and disabled persons with the permission that they could eat anything available in the house during their absence. But the disabled would abstain from taking anything from the house fearing that the permission given to them to eat freely from the house might not have been given with full willingness. Baghawī has also narrated on authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  that the word *[صَدَّيْكُمُ](your friend)* used in the verse, which means that there is no harm in eating from your friend’s house, was a reference toward the incident of Ḥārith b. ‘Amr . The incident was that Ḥārith b. ‘Amr  went for *jihād* along with the Holy Prophet ﷺ, leaving the care and custody of his house to his friend, Mālik Ibn Zaid . When Ḥārith  returned, he noticed that Mālik Ibn Zaid  had become very weak. When he enquired the reason of the weakness, Mālik  replied that he did not feel it right to eat anything from his house. (All these narrations are taken from *Tafsīr Maqharî*). Indeed all these incidents had a bearing on the revelation of this verse.

**Ruling**

As mentioned above, a general permission was granted in this verse to
eat in certain houses without asking special consent. This permission was granted on the basis of a tradition among 'Arabs to eat freely in the houses of close relatives. There was absolutely no formality among them, and no one would ever mind this habit, rather they used to encourage it and would feel happy about it. Not only that, sometimes the relatives used to bring poor, sick or needy persons and feed them at houses of others, on which the hosts would feel happy. According to custom they would not seek special permission for this, as there was a general consent among them to follow the tradition. It therefore becomes obvious that wherever and whenever this tradition is not in vogue, or the owner's consent is doubtful, then eating without permission is forbidden. In the present time no one would like that even a close relative would eat in his house without seeking permission. Therefore, the permission granted in this verse would not apply, unless some one is absolutely sure that his eating in a relative's house would not cause any problem or displeasure, rather he would enjoy it. Only in this situation eating at such a house would be permissible under the dictate of this verse.

Ruling

It is now clear from the above statement that it is not right to say that this injunction was meant for the early days of Islam, and was abrogated later. The injunction is in force right from the beginning up to the date and shall always remain effective. The real condition of the application of this injunction is the certainty of permission of the owner of the house, and if that is not present, then the very basis of injunction is not available. (Mażhari).

Ruling

It has also now become clear that this injunction is not restricted only to the relatives specified in the verse, but the concession is applicable to other persons also, with the sole condition that it is certain that the owner of the house will be pleased and will not be offended if someone eats and also makes others eat without seeking prior permission. (Mażhari) These injunctions relate to the acts permitted or preferable on entering in someone's house after taking permission. The act of eating and drinking has been mentioned first due to its importance. The second act (mentioned in verse 64) relates to the etiquettes of entry.

The etiquette demands that as one enters the house with permission,
he should greet all the Muslims present there with salām. This is the purport of the words "greet your own selves", (verse 61). It is because all Muslims are a single united group. In many Sahih Ahadis great emphasis is laid on Muslims for greeting each other as an act of virtue.

Verses 62 - 64

The believers are only those who believe in Allah and His messenger and who, when they are with him for a collective matter, do not leave unless they seek his permission. Surely, those who seek your permission are the ones who believe in Allah and His messenger. So, if they seek permission from you for some business of theirs, give permission to whom you wish from among them, and pray to Allah for their forgiveness. Surely, Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [62]

Do not take the call of the messenger among you as a call of one of you to another. Allah definitely knows those of you who sneak out, covering one another. So, those who violate his (messenger's) order must beware, lest they are visited by a trial or they are visited by a painful punishment. [63]

Remember! To Allah belongs all that is there in the
heavens and the earth. He knows the condition you are in; and the Day on which they will be returned to Him, He will tell them what they did. And Allah is fully aware of everything. [64]

Commentary

Some etiquettes and injunctions in regard to meetings with the Holy Prophet in particular, and in the society in general

The above verses contain two injunctions. The first injunction is that when the Holy Prophet call people for the meeting in connection with jihād or any other religious matter, the demand of the faith is that all should attend and must not leave the meeting without his permission. If there is an emergency, permission may be sought from the Holy Prophet, who was advised that unless there is special need and requirement, permission may be granted on such requests. In the same connection those hypocrites are condemned who would come to attend the meeting only to fulfill the obligation of faith, but would quietly sneak out under the cover of some other person.

This verse was revealed at the time of the battle of Ahzāb, when the Arab disbelievers and other groups joined together and suddenly attacked Madīnah. After consultations with the companions, the Holy Prophet consented to dig up a trench to defend against the attack. For this reason this battle is also known as 'the battle of trench (Khandaq)'. This battle was fought in Shawwal 5th Hijra. (Qurtubī)

Baihaqī and Ibn Isḥāq have reported that the Holy Prophet himself had taken part in the digging of the trench. But the hypocrites used to come late in the first place, and after doing a little bit of work just to show their presence, would sneak away quietly. As against this all the believers were putting in their best, and in case of any need or emergency would take permission from the Holy Prophet before leaving the work. At that point this verse was revealed. (Maẓhari)

A question and its answer

It appears from this verse that it is forbidden to get up and leave from the presence of the Holy Prophet without seeking his permission. But there are several incidents when companions used to leave his meeting when they wished and would not deem it necessary to take his permission. The answer to this point is that the injunction mentioned in
the present verse is not an injunction for ordinary meetings, but it is meant for specific gatherings, which the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله } \) might have called for some need, as was the case at the time of battle of the trench. The phrase \( \text{ أمر جامع} \) (for a collective matter - 62) is itself pointing toward this exclusivity.

**What does \( \text{ أمر جامع} \) (collective matter) mean?**

There are different views on this point. The most evident explanation is that this phrase is used for such acts for which the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله} \) felt necessary to collect the people, as he regarded it important to collect the people for digging the trench on the occasion of battle of Ahzab. (Qurtubi – Mażhari)

**Is this injunction exclusive to meetings of the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله} \) or is general?**

Since this injunction is issued for a religious and Islamic need, all the jurists agree that it is not exclusive to meetings of the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله} \). The same injunction would apply to any Imam or ruler of the Muslims who is in control of the government, if he called up a meeting. It is obligatory to attend the meetings called up by the rulers and it is not lawful to leave it without permission. (Qurtubi – Mażhari – Bayân ul-Qurān)

This is but obvious that this injunction has greater stress and emphasis for meetings called up by the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله} \), and its opposition is open callousness. As for the common meetings and gatherings (not convened by a ruler), acting upon this injunction is surely preferable and commendable from the point of view of Islamic social etiquette. When Muslims are gathered in a meeting for deliberation or action on a collective issue, one should not leave the meeting only after taking permission from the presiding person.

**The second injunction**

The second injunction is given in the last verse:

\[ لاَتَنْفَعَواْ اِلَّاَ الْمَلَائِكَةَ الْمُرْسَلُونَ بَيْنَكُمْ \]

Do not take the call of the messenger among you as a call of one of you to another - 24:63.

One explanation of this verse is that "call of the messenger" means calling of the people by the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله} \) (which implies that "call" is the act of the messenger). Thus the meaning of the verse is, when the
Holy Prophet call people, it should not be taken as a common call of an ordinary person, in which one has the choice to go or not to go. In the case of a call by the Holy Prophet it becomes obligatory to go to him and leaving the meeting without his permission is unlawful. In the context of the verse the above explanation appears more appropriate. That is why Mazhari and Bayan ul-Qur'an have adopted this explanation. The other explanation of "call of the messenger" is related by Ibn Kathir and Qurtubi on authority of Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Abbās. According to this explanation it means calling of the Holy Prophet by the people for some need which implies that 'the messenger' is the object of the 'call'.

On the basis of this explanation the meaning of the verse would be that when you call the Holy Prophet for some need, do not call him by his name saying 'Ya Muhammād', as you call others. This is disrespect to him. Therefore, call him by an honorific form of address such as 'Ya Rasūl Allāh' or 'Ya Nabīyy Allāh'. In the final analysis it is obligatory on all Muslims to have respect and veneration for the Holy Prophet and to avoid all such things which are in conflict with respect and etiquette, or which may cause inconvenience to the Holy Prophet. This injunction is similar in nature to many of those enjoined in Sūrah al-Ḥujurāt, for instance (49:2) ًلَاتَجْهِرُوا َلَهُ، َبِالْفَوْلِ ْكَجِهِرُ ْنَبْعِضُكُمُ ْلِبِعْضٍ) It means that when you talk to the Holy Prophet keep in mind his respect, and do not talk in a loud voice, as people do while talking to each other. A similar example is (49:4) َأَيُّنَّ َالَّذِينَ ْتَأْمُّونَكُمْ مِنْ وَزُرَاءِ ُالْحُجَّاتِ which means that when he is inside the house, one must not call him out, rather wait for him outside until he comes out on his own.

**A Warning**

It has also been inferred from the second explanation that as a common etiquette it is incumbent upon Muslims to pay respect to the elders, and to call them by their names is disrespect. Elders should always be called with titles of respect.

*Alhamdulillah*

The Commentary on
Sūrah An-Nūr
Ends here.
Glorious is the One who has revealed the Criterion to His servant, so that he may be a Warner to the worlds, [1] the One to whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and who did neither have a son, nor is there any partner to him in the kingdom, and who has created everything and designed it in a perfect measure. [2]

And they have coined gods, other than Him, who do not create any thing, rather they themselves are created, and they possess no power to cause harm or benefit even to themselves, nor do they have any power over death or life or resurrection. [3]

Special features of the Sūrah

There is consensus among the commentators that this Sūrah was revealed in Makkah. However, Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ℣ and Qatādah ℣
contend that three of its verses are Madani and rest of the Sūrah is Makkah. Yet Qurṭūbī and a few others maintain that the Sūrah itself is Madani and only a few verses are Makkah.

The gist of the subject matter of the Sūrah is to describe and define the greatness of the Holy Qurʾān and the truth of the prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, to which there were doubts expressed by the unbelievers. The Sūrah contains answers to their objections.

**Commentary**

سورة الفرقان (25:1) is derived from برکة, meaning abundance of a good thing. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has explained that the meaning of the first verse is that all blessings are from Allah alone. قرآن (Furqān, translated above as 'criterion') is a title of the Qurʾān and its meaning is to distinguish. The Holy Qurʾān by its very nature distinguishes between right and wrong, and differentiates, through miracles between the right people and the wrong ones, hence it is called as Furqān.

اللَّهُمَّ بَارِكْنَا (warner to the worlds - 25:1). This proves that the Holy Prophet’s prophethood was for the entire universe and not just for a certain community or time, as was the case with other prophets. In a Ḥadīth recorded in Ṣahīḥ Muslim, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has pointed out six special features about his prophethood. One of the special features is the universality of his prophethood i.e. it is for all ages and all people.

**Special Wisdom in every creation**

(And designed it in a perfect measure - 25:2): Here طَقَدَرْتُ تَقْدِيرًا (designing in a perfect measure) is mentioned after خَلْقُهُ (Creation). It means to create something from nothing that is to bring in something without any pre-existing substance whatsoever. And طَقَدَرْتُ (designed in a perfect measure) means that, whatever has been created, its components, appearance, properties and signs are made to suit the purpose of its creation. The form of the sky, its constituents and its shape are in conformity to that purpose for which Allah Taʿālā has created it. Similarly, the stars and planets possess those qualities for which they are created. Whatever we see on the earth is absolutely perfect in its form, shape and construction to suit the purpose and requirement of its creation. For instance, earth is not made in such a liquid form, that anything put on it is drowned, nor is it made too hard like steel or
concrete to be dug. It is made in the solid form and given a hardness that it could be dug to take out underground water or to place foundations for the buildings. Water is given the liquid form which again is full of Divine Wisdom and helps meet the multifarious needs of the creatures spread all over the earth. Water does not reach on its own at all the places where it is needed. Man has to put in some skill and labour to take it to places where it is required. On the other hand air is a compulsory gift which reaches every place without any labour or an active role from human beings. Even if someone wants to avoid it, he has to exert extra labour. It is not the place to describe Divine creations and their characteristics as it needs volumes for the purpose. Each and every creation of Allah Subhānahū is perfect in its purpose and has its own peculiar properties and traits. Imām Ghazzālī has written a book on the subject by the name الحكمة في مخلوقات الله تعالى.

These verses define the sacred and exalted position of the Holy Qur‘ān and by addressing the person on whom the book is revealed as عبده (His slave) in the very beginning of the Sūrah, his honoured position is highlighted. There cannot be a greater honour for any one than to be called by Allah Ta‘ālā as 'His own'..

**Verses 4 - 9**

وَقَالَ الَّذِينَ كَفَرُواْ إِنَّ هَذَا إِلَّا أَنفُقُّواْ عَلَيْهِ قُوَّمَ

And said those who disbelieve, "This is nothing but a lie
he (the messenger) has fabricated and some other people have helped him in it." Thus they came up with transgression and falsehood. [4] And they said, "(These are) the tales of the ancients he (the messenger) has caused to be written, and they are read out to him at morn and eve." [5] Say, "It is sent down by the One who knows the secret in the heavens and the earth. Indeed He is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [6]

And they said, "What sort of messenger is this who eats food and walks in the markets? Why is it that an angel has not been sent down to him who would have been a warner along with him, [7] or that a treasure is not thrown down to him, or that he has no garden to eat from it?" And the transgressors said, "You are following none but a bewitched man." [8] See how they coined similes for you, so they have gone astray and cannot find a way. [9]

Commentary

From this point onward the objections raised by infidels and polytheists against the Holy Qur'an and the prophethood of the Holy Prophet are related together with the answers to those objections.

The first objection was that the Qur'an was not a revealed book from Allah Ta'ālā, but has been compiled from the old stories and narrations by the Jews and Christians which have been reduced into writing by the Companions of the Holy Prophet , since he himself was illiterate and could not write. And because he could not read or write, he would get them read out to him day and night, so that he could remember them by heart, then he would repeat them before people and claim that he had received that revelation from Allah Ta'ālā.

The answer to this objection was given by the Holy Qur'an that is (Say, "It is sent down by the One who knows the secret in the heavens and the earth - 25:6).

The essence of this answer is that the Qur'an itself is an evidence to the fact that it is the Divine message from Him who is Omniscient and who knows fully well all the secrets of the Heavens and the earth. This is why Qur'an is a miraculous Message, and the whole world is challenged to bring out a Sūrah or even a verse to match it, if its divine origin is
refused. This was a challenge to a people - the Arabs - who were well known for their literary proficiency and art of expression, and for whom composition of a piece of literature was not a problem. But they too did not dare to attempt to compose something similar to Qur'an. Although they were willing to sacrifice all their material wealth for opposing the Holy Prophet in his mission, so much so that they were willing to sacrifice even their children and their own lives to counter the Holy Prophet's mission and message, but they dared not attempt to compose a passage similar to a Sūrah of the Qur'an.

This is a clear proof of the fact that it is not a work of a human being. Otherwise other people could also have composed passages similar to Qur'an. Therefore, it is definitely the revelation from Allah Ta'ālā. Apart from the beauty of expression and language, the Book also excels in its meanings. The multifarious subjects it covers can only be dealt by One who knows everything whether hidden or exposed. This subject has been dealt with in detail in the first volume of Ma‘āriful Qur'an.

The Second Objection was that if the Holy Prophet was a prophet, he should not have been eating and drinking like common people; instead he should have been free from eating and drinking like angels. And if this was not so, he should have at least enough wealth and gardens to take care of his day to day needs, so that he may not need to care for his living. Furthermore, how could he be accepted as a prophet when he is neither an angel nor does an angel accompany him to endorse what he preaches, therefore it appears that he has been charmed by someone which has turned his head and that is why he talks like this. A general answer to this objection is given in the verse that is (See how they coined similes for you, so they have gone astray and cannot find a way. - 25:9). The detailed answer to the objection is given in the next few verses.

Verses 10 - 20

بَرَكَ الَّذِي إِن شَاءَ جَعَلَ لَكَ خَيْرًا مِّن ذَلِكَ جَنَّةٌ تُجِرِّي مِّنْ تَحْتِهَا الآلَهَةُ وَيَجْعَلُ لَكَ فَصُورًاۡ ۚ إِنَّهُ لَكَ دُوَّارٌ بِالسَّاعَةِ وَأَعْتَدَّنا
Glorious is the One who, if He so wills, would give you better than that - gardens beneath which rivers flow, and would give you palaces. [10] But they have disbelieved the Hour (the Day of Judgment) and We have prepared, for those who disbelieve the Hour, a flaming fire. [11] When it will see them from a distant place, they will hear (the sounds of) its raging and breathing, [12] and when they will be thrown into a narrow place therein, while they will be chained together, they will call for death. [13] Do not call for one death today, but call for many a death. [14]

Say, "Is that better or the eternal paradise the God-fearing are promised?" It will be a reward for them and a final abode. [15] For them there will be whatever they wish, while they will be living for ever. This is a promise undertaken by your Lord, (the fulfillment of)
which will be prayed for. [16]

And (remember) the Day when He will gather them and what they used to worship beside Allah and will say (to the latter ones), "Did you mislead these My servants or did they themselves lost the way?" [17] They will say, "Pure are you. It was not for us to take to other guardians than You. Instead, You gave them and their fathers (worldly) benefits till they forgot the advice and became a ruined people." [18] Thus they will refute you in what you say and you will not be able to repulse (the punishment) or to receive help. And whoever commits injustice from among you, We will make him taste a painful punishment. [19]

And We did not send any messengers before you, but all of them used to eat food and walk in the markets. And We have made some of you a test for some others. Would you observe patience? And your Lord is Ever-seeing. [20]

Commentary

In the forgoing verses a general answer was given to the doubts raised by the infidels and polytheists in regard to prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Here in the above verses a detailed reply is given to the objections. The gist of the reply is that because of your ignorance and mental block you have raised the issue that if he ﷺ were really a prophet, then he should have possessed a great deal of material wealth and gardens etc. so that he should have been free from making efforts for his sustenance. The simple reply to this objection is that there is no problem for Us to provide material wealth to Our messengers; rather if We so wish we can make them kings of the mammoth empires, as we had done in the case of Sayyidnā Dāwūd ﷺ and Sayyidnā Sulaymān ﷺ, who were made rulers of the gigantic empires and were endowed with enormous wealth, which is a clear sign of Our omnipotence. But in the interest of common people and other numerous considerations, it is required that prophets should be kept away from the material wealth of the world. Especially in the case of the Holy Prophet ﷺ it was preferred by Allah Ta'ālā to keep him in line with the ordinary Muslims by way of worldly possessions, and he also preferred for himself to be like that. It is reported in the Musnad of Aḥmad and in Tirmidhī on the authority of Sayyidnā
Abū 'Umāmah Ṣaid that the Holy Prophet Ḥ said that Allah Ta’ālā offered to him to turn the entire valley and hills of Makkah into gold for him. On that he requested to Him "No my Lord, I would prefer that I get sustenance one day (to offer my thanks to You) and go without food the next (to be patient). Also, Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضى الله عنها has reported that the Holy Prophet Ḥ said "If I wanted, mountains of gold would have been around me." (Mazhari)

The sum and substance of all this is that it is Allah's wisdom to keep the prophets poor which is also in the best interest of the people at large. Also, the prophets are not forced to lead a poor life. On the contrary they have a choice either to opt for an ordinary simple life or else Allah Ta’ālā can make them wealthy with a lot of property. But Allah Ta’ālā has made them such that they do not desire any material wealth and instead prefer a simple and poor life for themselves.

The second objection infidels had raised was that if he Ḥ was really a prophet, he would not have been eating and drinking like ordinary people nor would he walk in the markets to earn his livelihood. This objection was based on the assumption of many infidels that Allah's messengers could only be angels and not humans. The answer to this false notion is given in the Holy Qur’ān at several places. The answer given here is that the prophets whom you admit to be prophets were also humans and not angels. They used to eat, drink and work like ordinary human beings. Hence you should have deduced from this that eating and drinking is not something repugnant to prophethood. The last verse وَمَا آتَيْنَاهُمْ فِي الْعُرْفِ إِلَّا أَنْ هُمْ لَيْكُنُونَ الْعَمَّامَ (And We did not send any messengers before you, but all of them used to eat food - 25:20) has put forward the same argument.

There is great wisdom in economic difference between people وَمَعَٰجِنًا بِمَعْدَنٍ يَضُرُّ فِينَةً (And We have made some of you test for some others - 25:20). There is an allusion in the verse that Allah Ta’ālā had complete power to make all humans wealthy, prosperous, healthy and of high status. But this way nobody would have been poor, weak or sick - a position which would have created innumerable social problems resulting in chaos and confusion. Therefore, Allah Ta’ālā has made some rich and some poor, some healthy and some sick, some strong and some weak, and some with high status and some others unknown. This way every single individual is at test because of his or her peculiar placing in society and
community. The rich and healthy people are at test for their thankfulness, while poor and sick persons are on trial for their patience. For this very reason the Holy Prophet ﷺ has advised that whenever you see someone who is wealthier, healthier, stronger or higher in status you should at once try to turn towards those who are lower than you in wealth, health, strength and status so that instead of feeling jealous, which is a sin, you should thank Allah Ta‘ālā for giving you better placing in this world as against those who have less than you. (Bukhārī, Muslim, Mażhari)

Verses 21 - 22

وَقَالَ الْدُّنِيَّةِ لَا يُرْجُونَ لِقَاءَنَا لَا يُرْجُونَ عَلَيْنَا الْمَلِيْكَةَ أَوْ نَزَى رِبَّنَا،
لَقَدْ أَسْتَكْبَرَوا فِي أَنفُسِهِمْ وَعَتَّوْا عَنْهُمْ كَبِيرًا فِي يَوْمِ يُرْوَى الْمَلِيْكَةَ
لَأُبْشِرُوا يَوْمَ يُؤْمِنُ بِالْمُجْرِمِينَ وَيَقُولُونَ حَجَرًا مَّحْجُورًا

And said those who do not apprehend to meet Us, "Why the angels are not sent down to us or why do we not see our Lord?" Indeed they think too highly of themselves and have gone too far in rebellion. [21] The Day they will see the angels, there will be no good news for the sinners that day, and they will say, "(We need) a shelter, fully protected!" [22]

Commentary

(And said those who do not believe in meeting Us - 25:21). (Rajā') means to hope for something desired. Sometimes it is also used for having fear, as mentioned by Ibn-al-Ambārī, the famous scholar of Arabic lexicon. Here in this verse it is used for apprehension and fear. Thus the meaning of the phrase is 'those who are not apprehensive of being brought before Us'. The allusion is toward those who totally deny the Hereafter as only they could have the courage to raise such preposterous and absurd points and put such frivolous demands. Those who believe in the Hereafter dread it so much all the time that they have no time to waste over such ridiculous ideas. In the present time those who appear to be unsure about the teachings and injunctions of Islam and indulge in dubious debate and arguments under
the influence of modern education allude toward weakness of their faith in the Hereafter. When one attains total faith in the Hereafter then there is no question of having such dubious doubts.

(25:22) The literal meaning of جَعْرًا مَّخْرَجُوْرًا is protection, and is fully protected. This word was used in Arabic language at the time of danger, when there was a danger in sight. The word was used to seek protection - that is to ask for protection against the imminent danger. Likewise, on the Dooms Day when the infidels will see angels approaching toward them with chastisement, they will utter this word as per their habit in this world to seek protection. Sayyidna Ibn ‘Abbās has described the meaning of this word حَرَمًا مَّخْرَجُوْرًا (that is banned, prohibited).

According to this interpretation, the phrase will mean that on the Dooms Day when the infidels will see the angels approaching them with chastisement, they will seek their pardon and plead to let them in the paradise. In response to their pleading the angels will reply جَعْرًا مَّخْرَجُوْرًا - that is the Paradise is banned and prohibited for infidels. (Maţhari)

Verses 23 - 31
turn them into scattered dust. [23] The people of Paradise, on that day will be the best in (terms of their) abode and best in (terms of their) resting-place. [24]

And the Day the sky will break open with a cloud and the angels are sent down in a majestic descent, [25] the Kingdom on that day will be for the ṭahlān, and for the disbelievers it will be a difficult day. [26] And (Be mindful of) the Day the wrongdoer will bite his hands saying, "Would that I had taken a path alongwith the messenger! [27] Woe to me! Would that I had not taken so-and-so for my friend! [28] Indeed he led me astray from the advice after it had come to me." And the Satan is man's betrayer. [29] And the messenger will say, "O my Lord, my people had taken this Qur'ān as a thing to be deserted." [30]

And in a similar way We made for every prophet an enemy from among the sinners, but your Lord suffices as a guide and as a supporter. [31]

Commentary

(The best in (terms of their) abode and best in (terms of their) resting-place - 25:24). Permanent residence is called مَستَقَرُ while مَقِيلٌ is derived from مُقَيَّلَ which means siesta. Hence مَقِيلٌ means the place for having siesta. Probably مَقِيلٌ is specifically mentioned here because it is referred in one of the traditions that on the Dooms day Allah Ta'ālā will complete reckoning of the entire creation by noon and the people of paradise will reach Paradise at the time of siesta and so will the condemned in the Hell. (Qurṭubi)

(The sky will break open with a cloud - 25:25). The explanation of the verse is that the sky will rip apart and a sort of liquid cloud will descend from it which will be carrying angels with it. This cloud will look like a canopy descending from the sky and will be bearing Allah Ta'ālā's refugence surrounded by angels. This will precede the beginning of the reckoning and the sky will rip open only to make an opening. It will not be the same ripping as the one when the šūr (صُرُ) will be blown to finish off the earth and the sky, because this descension of the cloud will take place after the second blowing of the šūr (صُرُ) when the earth and the sky would have taken the new shape. (Bayān al-Qur'ān)
(Woe to me! would that I had not taken so-and-so for my friend - 25:28). This verse was revealed on an especial occasion, but its implication is universal. The background is that 'Uqbah Ibn Abi Mu'ait was one of the chieftains of polytheists in Makkah. It was customary with him that whenever he would return after an expedition, he used to invite the nobility of the city to dinner. He also used to call on the Holy Prophet frequently. When he presented the food to the Holy Prophet he said "I cannot eat your food until you proclaim that Allah is one and no one can be associated with Him in worship and that I am His Rasūl." 'Uqbah recited this sentence and then the Holy Prophet ate the dinner according to his promise, 'Ubayy Ibn Khalaf was a close friend of 'Uqbah. When he learnt that 'Uqbah has accepted Islam and has recited the Kalimah Tayyabah he was very crossed with him. 'Uqbah tried to defend himself by explaining that Muhammad was an eminent person of Quraysh and if he had returned without having his meal at his house, it would have been very degrading for 'Uqbah. Therefore, in order to please him, he repeated the sentence. 'Ubayy Ibn Khalaf did not accept this explanation and asked 'Uqbah to go and spit on Holy Prophet's face if he was really ashamed. The wretched man obliged his depraved friend and did as he had suggested. Allah Ta'ālā disgraced them both in this world as well, as both were killed in the battle of Badr (Baghawī). The torment he will face on the Dooms day is described in this verse that when he will see the torment before him, he will bite his fingers in distress and repentance and say "would that he had not made 'Ubayy Ibn Khalaf his friend in the world". (Maţhari & Qurţubī)

**Friendship of wicked persons and non believers will be a matter of shame and repentance in the Hereafter**

It is explained in Tafsīr Maţhari that although these verses were revealed in respect of the 'Uqbah, yet the moral of the verse is universal. This can be noticed by the use of the word لَا (so-and-so) in the verse, which alludes that the message is universal. The moral that can be deduced from these verses is that when two friends get together in acts of immorality and sin and help each other in performing forbidden deeds, then the same will apply to them and they will be remorseful and feel sorry for their friendship in the Hereafter. Musnād Aḥmed, Tirmidhī, Abū Dāwūd etc. have reproduced a narration on the authority of Sayyidnā
Abū Sa`īd al-Khudrī that the Holy Prophet ﷺ once said (Do not make a non-Muslim your friend and your possessions should be used only by the pious persons.- Mażhari), that is, do not have the non-pious as your friend. And Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ has reported a tradition of the Holy Prophet ﷺ:

> The one who reminds you of Allah when you see him, and adds to your knowledge when he speaks, and reminds you of the Hereafter when he acts. (Qurṭubī)

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has reported that the Holy Prophet ﷺ was asked what sort of friends should we keep in our company. To this he replied:

> The one who reminds you of Allah when you see him, and adds to your knowledge when he speaks, and reminds you of the Hereafter when he acts. (Qurṭubī)

That is Rasūlullāh ﷺ will say, O my Lord my people have forgotten and forsaken Qur`ān - 25:30). There is a difference of opinion among the commentators whether this complaint of the Holy Prophet ﷺ to Allah Ta’ālā about his people would be on Dooms Day or was made in his life time. Both views appear valid. But the verse following this verse suggests that he made this complaint during his lifetime and the next verse was revealed to appease him. The next verse reads (In a similar way We made for every prophet an enemy from among the sinners - 25:31). It means that if your adversaries do not accept Qur`ān, it is not something new. In the past as well people have defied Our message and the messengers had to contend with that. The best course for you also is to be contended.

**Abandoning to follow Qur`ān is a great sin**

On the face of it abandonment of Qur`ān means its denial or non non-acceptance, which is expected only from the infidels. However, in certain traditions it is reported that those Muslim who do believe in the Qur`ān but neither they read it nor try to follow it fall as much within the ambit of this category of people. Sayyidnā Anas ﷺ has quoted the Holy
Prophet as saying:

من تعلَّم القرآن وعلَق مصحفه لم يتعاهده ولم ينظر فيه جاء يوم القيامة متعلقا به يقول: يا رب العليمين ان عبدك هذا اتخذني مهجورا فاقض بيني و بينه. ذكره تعالى (فرطبي)

The person who has learnt Qur'an and then hanged it (on the wall), neither he recites it routinely nor ponders over its injunctions will be brought on the Doomsday with Qur'an hanging by his neck with a sling, and will complain before Allah Ta'ālā 'this servant of Yours had abandoned me, so decide between me and him'. (Qurṭubī)

Verse 32

وَقَالَ الْيَهَودُ كَفَّرُوا لَوْلَا نُزِّلْ عَلَيْهِ الْقُرْآنُ جَمِيلْةً وَاحِدَةً كَذَلِكَ لِتُنَقِّيْهَ بِهِ فُوَادَكَ وَرَتَلْهَا تَرَبِيلاً (٣٢)

And said those who disbelieved, "Why has the Qur'an not been revealed to him all at once?" (It has been sent down) in this way (i.e. in parts) so that We make your heart firm, and We revealed it little by little. [32]

Commentary

The sequence of objections by the infidels and polytheists and their answers, which had started in the beginning of the Surah, is continuing. Here in this verse the objection as to why the Qur'an was revealed gradually bit by bit and not in one go is answered. The wisdom behind gradual revelation of the Qur'an as explained in the verse is that it was to keep the heart of the Holy Prophet firm and strong. By gradual revelation the Holy Prophet's heart was made strong in the following manner:

1. It was made easy for him to remember the Qur'an by heart. If the whole Book was revealed in one go, its remembrance by heart would not have been that easy. Remembrance of the Qur'an by heart expelled all worries from his heart.

2. Whenever an objection was raised by the infidels or a maltreatment was perpetrated, a verse would reveal to give him fortitude. In case the entire Qur'an was revealed in one piece and the fortitude for the special
occasion had also been mentioned in it, its search in the Book would have been painstaking. Moreover, it would have been uncertain whether or not the attention of the Holy Prophet ﷺ would be drawn to the particular verse

3. Instant response by way of revelation to answer awkward questions was by itself the confirmation of Allah Ta'ālā's support which is the biggest source of strength for the heart. The wisdom of keeping the heart strong is not dependent on gradual revelations alone. Other factors in this regard are mentioned in the following verse of Sūrah Bānī Isrā'īl (And We have divided the Qur'ān in portion, so that you may recite it to the people gradually - 17:106). (Bayān ul-Qur'ān)

Verses 33-36

And they bring to you no hypothesis, but We bring to you the correct position and (an answer) better explained. [33]

Those who will be driven on their faces to hell - they are the worst in situation and far more astray from the path. [34]

And surely We gave Mūsā the Book and appointed his brother Hārūn as a minister with him. [35] So we said, "Go, both of you, to the people who have rejected Our signs" Then We annihilated them totally. [36]

Commentary

Verse no. 33 supports and accentuates the explanation given above for the wisdom in the gradual revelation of Qur'ān in as much as it promises Allah's support in any situation of awkward questions asked by the
infidel.

(who have rejected Our signs - 25:36). Here it is described that the people of Pharaoh had denied Allah's verses. It is to be noted that by that time Torah was not revealed to Sayyidnā Mūsā (S). Therefore it cannot be Torah which was denied. Hence it is either the proofs of the Oneness of Allah, which can be understood by any one according to his mental level, or the traditions of the past prophets which are passed on through generations, no matter in what little detail, are referred here as rejection of His message. The same thing is referred in Qur‘ān as well (Joseph brought you the clear signs before - 40:34). It mentions about the teachings of the earlier prophets, which had also reached them. (Bayān al-Qur‘ān)

Verses 37 - 44

As for the people of Nūḥ, when they rejected the messengers, We drowned them and made them an example for mankind. And We have prepared a painful punishment for the transgressors. [37] And (We annihilated also the peoples of) ‘Ād and Thamūd and the
people of Rass and many generations in between them. [38]

And to each (of them) We cited examples, and each of them We brought to utter ruin. [39]

And indeed they (the pagans of Makkah) have passed by the town that was afflicted by an evil rain sent down to it. So, have they not been seeing it? Rather, they do not believe in Resurrection. [40] And when they see you, they take you as nothing but a laughing stock, (saying) "Is this the man whom Allah has sent as a messenger? [41] He would have almost led us astray from our gods, had we not been so firm towards them." And they will know when they will see the punishment, who is farther astray in his way. [42] Tell me about the one who has taken his desire as his god, would you then, become a guardian for him? [43] Or do you think that most of them listen or understand? They are nothing but like cattle. Rather, they are even farther astray in their way. [44]

Commentary

In the above verses it is mentioned that it had been the common practice of the people through the ages to rebuff the prophets and the message they had brought. In order to give weight to this assertion a few of the well known prophets are mentioned who were rejected by their people and then they were subjected to Allah's wrath and were annihilated completely. By drawing a parallel with the past generations it is elucidated that the pagans of Makkah would not listen to any reason as they were no better than the animals or even worse than that.

It is stated about the people of Sayyidnā Nūḥ ٌٌٌٌٌٍٍٍٍ that they had rejected the prophets, although they had neither seen the past prophets nor had they rejected them. What is actually meant here is that while denying Sayyidnā Nūḥ ٌٌٌٌٌٍٍٍٍ they had by implication rejected all the prophets, because the principals of religion expounded by all prophets are essentially the same. Hence rejection of one prophet is tantamount to rejection of all.

(People of Rass - 25:38). In Arabic رَسُولٌ (Rass) means unlined well. Neither Qurʾān nor any authentic tradition describes these people in
any detail. Whatever information is available about them is through Israelite traditions, which differ from one another. It is more likely that the remaining people of Thamūd had settled down near a well. It is not mentioned in the Qurʾān or any tradition as to how they were tormented.

(Bayān ul-Qurʾān)

**Following forbidden things - a type of idolatory**

(Tell me about the one who has taken his desire as his god - 25:43). The one who practises forbidden things which are against the tenets of Islam to satisfy his personal desires is described in this verse as the worshiper of his own lust. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  said that the selfish desires are like an idol which is worshipped (by the infidels) and then he recited this verse to prove his point. (Qurtubi)

**Verses 45 - 62**

> Alām ʿārâ ṣuʾl-râbīk kīf mā ṣāyiṭ l-wâsā w-lûsā w-luṣrā sākhāna ʿāmā ṣallāna ṣâmās ʿalâhi dâlîlâ (45) ʿāmâ ṣalāna ʿālîl liyâsâ w-lunîm sâbîna w-ṣârûl nihâr ʿâshrâ (46) w-hum ʿâlîdî ʿâshrul ʿirâq b-shâra, bîn yâdī ṭâhîmîna w-anîlîna mîn ʿâshmîn māa tâhorîn (47) ʿâlînîna bî bâlîdî mînî w-tâsyînî mîm âlîna nâhum w-anâsîn ʿâlamâ w-ānasîn kîyîn (48) w-lâqda ʿṣârîyâ bînîm ʿlîdâ kawâ ʿâlînîna w-lâqda kawâ ʿlînîna îlâmâ lâ kîyarîn (49) w-lâw šâlîna l-bânu bîlî kâbîrîn ʿlîdâ kawâ ʿâlînîna (50) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (51) fâlā tātîmī kufînîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (52) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (53) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (54) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (55) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (56) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (57) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (58) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (59) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (60) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (61) w-hawâlînîn ʿmi râjîlîn w-jâhîdîm bî ǧâhâda kîyîn (62)
Have you not turned your vision to your Lord, how He prolonged the shadow? And if He so willed, He would have made it stand still. Then We made the sun an indicator for it. [45] Then We pulled it toward Us in a gradual manner. [46] And He is the One who has made the night an apparel for you, and the sleep a means of rest and has made the day a means of revival. [47] And He is the One who has sent the winds conveying good news before His mercy. And we have sent down purifying water from the heavens, [48] so that We revive a dead land therewith and give drink to the many cattle and humans We have created. [49] And We have distributed it (the water) among them, so that they may take lesson, then most of the people opted for nothing but ungratefulness. [50]

And if We so willed, We would have sent a Warner in every town. [51] So do not obey the infidels and strive against them with it (the Qur'an) a great striving. [52]

And He is the One who joined the two seas - this is sweat, very sweat, and this is bitter, very bitter - and made between them a buffer and a barrier, prohibited (to cross). [53] And He is the One who created man from water, then made of him kinship of blood and kinship of
in-laws. And your Lord is All-Powerful. [54]

And they worship, instead of Allah, what can neither give them any benefit nor can cause them any harm. And the disbeliever is always a supporter (of Satan) against his Lord. [55] And We did not send you but as a bearer of good news and as a warner. [56] Say, "I do not demand from you any fee except that whoever so wills should adopt a way to his Lord. [57] And place your trust in the Ever-Living who cannot die, and proclaim His purity alongwith His praise. And enough is He to be aware of the sins of His slaves, [58] the One who created the heavens and the earth and whatever lies between them in six days, then He positioned Himself on the Throne - the Raḥmān, so ask about Him someone who knows. [59] And when it is said to them, "Prostrate to the Raḥmān (the Most Merciful)," they say "What is Raḥmān? Shall we prostrate to that to which you direct us?" And it increases nothing in them except aversion. [60]

Glorious is the One who made stellar formations in the sky and placed therein a lamp (sun) and a bright moon. [61] And He is the One who made the day and the night following each other, for the one who wishes to be mindful or wishes to show gratitude. [62]

Commentary
Relationship between causes and effects and their being subject to Allah's will

The above verses describe complete and total omnipotence of Allah Ta'ālā and His bounties and favors showered on human kind. This also proves Oneness of Allah and that no one can share His right of worship.

(Have you not turned your vision to your Lord, how He prolonged the shadow? - 25:45). Sunlight and shade are such blessings of God that without them it would not have been possible for mankind to survive and carry on its day to day functions. If there is sunlight all the time, it will create problems not only for humans but for all living things. On the other hand, if there is shade all the time, then also neither man nor other living creatures can survive. Allah Ta'ālā has created these two blessings by His limitless power and made them
beneficial for the mankind. At the same time Allah Ta'ālā, through His infinite wisdom, has tied up all created things with specific causes in the sense that these things come into existence only when such causes are available, and if they are absent, these things do not exist. Similarly, if the causes are strong and available in abundance, the existence of their effects is also strong and abundant, and vice versa. Creation of crops and grass is dependent upon availability of land, water and air. Similarly, light is dependent on availability of the sun and the moon. Rain is dependent on clouds and air. Then there is such a strong bond between these causes and effects that it binds them together in such a way that there has not been the slightest deviation in the working of things even after the passage of centuries. For instance look at the solar system. This system has been working for centuries, yet there has not been the minutest change or deviation in its working, nor has there been a split of a second's difference in the movements of the entire system. Neither there is any change in the movements of the sun and the moon nor do they require any overhauling or repair work. They are moving along their orbits since the origin of the universe at a defined speed. One can calculate their movements with precision and predict their positions in advance for centuries.

This marvelous system of causes and effects was, in fact, a masterpiece of Allah's creation and a solid proof of His boundless power and infinite wisdom, but it was this firmness of the system which ultimately made people neglectful of Allah's power. When they perceived that all the 'effects' in this universe are linked with some visible causes, they confined their eyes to these visible causes only and started believing them to be the original creator of all these events. The real power of the Creator which was the original cause of all causes remained hidden behind the covers of visible causes only. The prophets are sent and the divine books are revealed to remind human beings that they must rise above this shortsightedness, and see behind the cover of these apparent causes and the omnipotence of their creator who is in fact running and controlling the whole system. This is the only way to discover the real truth about this universe. The verses under consideration are meant to point out to this reality.

In the verse آلم ترالي رتک كييف مام الطَيْلٌ (Have you not turned your vision to
your Lord, how He prolonged the shadow? - 25:45). People are reminded of the perfect solar system and the benefits people draw from it. It is a common experience to see the sun rising from the east when the shades are long. Then with the passage of time they are shortened and at noon become the shortest. Then again as the sun moves toward west the shades start lengthening and before the sunsets become the longest. In this whole process the entire humanity draws unlimited benefits from sunlight and its shades, and clearly realizes that there are the effects of the movements of the sun between East and West, but little attention is paid to the question as to who has created this sun and who has bound it to a well-planned system. Answer to this question cannot be found by one's eyes, but it can be perceived by the insight of heart and mind.

If He so willed, Allah would have made sunlight and shades stationary so that where there was sunlight it would have stayed as such, and where there was shade it would have remained such for ever. Just think of the problems it would have brought about. But in His Wisdom He has not done so and instead created things which are beneficial and useful for humanity. The next verse (and if He so willed, He would have made it stand still - 45) means exactly that.

In order to explain the phenomenon of lengthening and shortening of shades, it is stated in the verse (45) that is "We pulled it toward Us in a gradual manner." It is well known that Allah Ta’alā is beyond the purview of body or direction and hence there is no question of the shade being pulled toward Him. What it means is that shortening of the shades takes place by His Supreme Power.

To work during day time and rest at night is based on great Wisdom

And He is the One who has made the night an apparel for you, and the sleep a means of rest and has made the day a means of revival. [47]

The night is referred as the apparel in this verse to describe that it covers up everything like a natural sheet as does the dress to human body. The word سَبَتْ (subāta) is derived from سَبَت (sabt) which means to cut out. سَبَتْ is that thing which cuts out some other thing.
Allah Ta'ālā has made the sleep to shed away the exhaustion and fatigue one develops after the day long work. In sleep one is cut off with stress and strain of mind and body while they are rested. Hence the word سَلَّمٌ is generally translated as rest, relaxation or tranquility. So the sense of the verse is that Allah Ta'ālā has created the night as a covering to everything then imposed sleep on men and all living things, so that they rest and relax.

Here one needs to ponder over a few things. Everyone knows that sleep is a blessing and a source of relaxation. But it is human nature to sleep in darkness. It is very difficult to sleep in day light, and even if one goes off to sleep, one is awakened quickly. Conforming to human needs and nature Allah Ta'ālā has made nights dark and cool, so that people can sleep and relax. Hence, night by itself is a blessing and sleep is another blessing. The third blessing is that the entire humanity and animals sleep at night instinctively. If the sleeping time of different people were different from one another, it would have created a number of problems. In such a situation some would have slept at one time and the others at some other, creating problems for one another, because when people are awake, they move about for various works and this movement would have created noise to the annoyance and disturbance for those who were sleeping. Apart from this, people are dependent on each other in many ways and different times of their sleeping would have deprived them of helping each other in their works because working time of one would have been the time of rest for the other.

If human beings would have resorted to a social contract for uniting the times of rest and work for the whole world, it was not, at the first place, an easy task to make billions of people agree on a single resolution, then the implementation of such a contract would have required a lot of formal departments, and still there would have been room for violation of such a contract through corrupt means, as is observed in the contemporary forums. All such problems have been overcome by the creation of night and sleep by Allah Ta'ālā which are greatly beneficial and necessary for human and other living beings. Allah Ta'ālā has instilled in humans such an urge to sleep at night that one can keep awake only with great difficulty and effort.

Similarly in وَجَعِلَ النَّهَارِ نَشْوَرًا (and has made the day a means of revival -

25:47), the day is described as revival, because its opposite, that is sleep, is like death when one loses all his senses. Here again, to keep awake and attend to one's needs during the day time is made mandatory in human beings. If this was not so, some people would have attended to their work while others slept, and this would have caused all sorts of problems.

As in the case of sleep, Allah Ta'ālā has bestowed a great blessing on human beings by creating its need at night. He has also made it part of human nature to keep awake and attend to work during day time, so that people should look after each other's needs. He has also fixed certain timings for certain desires and needs common in all human beings. For instance, all people feel hungry in the mornings and evenings and want to eat. So the eating times of all humans are common which is again a great blessing from Allah Ta'ālā.

And We have sent down purifying water from the heavens - 25:48. In Arabic (Tahūr) means something which is pure by itself and which also purifies other things. Allah Ta'ālā has given this quality to water that it is clean by itself and possesses the property to cleanse other things also. The water we use comes down from the clouds in the form of rain, hail or snow. Then some of it flows on the surface of the earth and the rest seeps down into the ground. Under the ground there is a natural drainage system which takes the under ground water to every nook of the earth and then it reappears on the surface in the form of springs, fountains etc. Sometimes the underground water is drawn out by digging wells to reach it. All these waters i.e. that which falls in the form of rain, or that which flows on the surface of earth in the form of rivers, streams or canals, or that which is preserved underground are pure in Shari'ah and have inherent property of cleaning other things. There is consensus of opinion in ummah on this matter and it is the express purport of the Holy Qur'ān and Sunnah.

When the water is in large quantity as in the case of a pond, pool or a canal, it remains pure even if something filthy has fallen in it. On this point also there is a general consensus, unless the effect of filth is perceptible and the colour, taste and smell of water changes. However, if the quantity of water is small and some filth drops in it, then there is a difference of opinion among the jurists on the nature and quantity of filth as well as the quantity of water in which the filth falls.
Details on this issue are described by Maţhari and Qurţubî in their commentaries and are also available in the books on Fiqh.

(And give drink to the many cattle and humans We have created - 25:49). The word إنسان is the plural of إنسان and some linguistics have taken it as a plural of إنسان (both the words mean 'human'). This verse has described that the rain is a source of irrigation for land, while it serves as a drink for 'many cattle and humans'. The point worth consideration here is why the word 'many' is used which indicates that some human beings do not benefit from it. This question may be answered by saying that the reference here is to the cattle and human beings living in jungles and deserts who directly use the water of rain. As for the urban people, they normally use the water of wells and canals etc.

(And We have distributed it (the water) among them - 25:50). The verse says that We keep rotating the rainfall, that is, it sometimes falls in one locality and sometimes in another. Then sometimes a locality receives in one year more rain and in subsequent years less. Sayyidnâ ‘Abdullâh Ibn ‘Abbâs says that the presumption of some people that the quantity of rains varies from year to year is not really correct. In fact the aggregate amount of water sent down to the world (at macro-level) is equal every year. However, according to Allah's will, its allocation for different territories may change from year to year. Sometimes the quantity of water is curtailed for a specific habitation as a punishment and warning for it, and sometimes the quantity of rain is increased for a particular population, again as a punishment for their misdeeds. Thus the water that was a blessing in its origin turns into a torment for the people who are ungrateful and disobedient.

Jihâd with Qur'ân (its propagation) is great Jihâd

(And strive against them with it (the Qur'ân) a great striving - 25:52). This is a Makkan verse when the injunction for Jihâd, in the sense of fighting the infidels, had not been revealed. What is ordained in this verse is that you spread the message of Qur'ân among the people at large. Propagation of Qur'ânic message among people and to make them understand it is great Jihâd whether it is by mouth, pen or any other means,
And He is the One who joined the two seas - this is sweat, very sweat and this is bitter, very bitter - and made between them a buffer and a barrier, prohibited (to cross) - 25:53.

The word مَرَّجٌ (maraja) means to let off or allow to roam freely and hence pasture is called مَرَّجٌ (maraj) that is where animals can graze and roam about. عَذَبٌ (‘adhb) is sweet water, while فَرَّاتٌ means delicious and pleasant; and مِلْحٌ (milh) means salty and أَجْحِجٌ means bitter.

Allah Ta‘ālā in His own Wisdom has created two types of waters. One is enormous in size called oceans and cover up about two third of the global space while the rest of the one third space is made up of land mass on which people live. The water of the oceans and seas is extremely brackish, bitter and of a bad taste. On the other hand the water found on land in different forms is potable, pleasant and tasty. This water is just right for the needs of mankind and animals alike who drink it and use it for cleaning. If the water of the seas and oceans were not brackish, it would have decayed very quickly leaving behind a pungent and foul odor making the life unbearable for humans and animals on land. Moreover, the creatures living in ocean and sea water, and number manifold than those living on land could not have survived because when they die, they perish in the brackish water. If they were to die in sweet water their decomposition would have contaminated the water making the survival of the marine life impossible and its stink would have been unbearable for the life on land. Then the garbage of the land is generally dumped in the sea where it is decomposed (except for a few modern age items which need special treatment). Therefore, brackish water of the oceans and seas is a great blessing of Allah Ta‘ālā for all creatures, whether living in the sea or on the land. Without the presence of brackish water mass, there would have been no marine or land life.

In this verse it is elucidated that it is a great blessing and grace of Allah Ta‘ālā to have provided two types of waters in accordance with the needs of mankind. Then it is a perfect demonstration of His complete power that when a river of sweet water falls into the sea, the two waters (the sweet and the brackish) do not mingle immediately where they meet, but for miles they remain separated from each other, despite the fact that there is no physical curtain between them. This is yet another example of
His omnipotence.

(And He is the One who created man from water then made of him kinship of blood and kinship of in-laws. 

\(nasab\), translated above as 'kinship of blood') is that relationship which emanates from either parent, and 

\(sihr\), translated above as 'kinship of in-laws') is that kinship which is drawn from the wife's side and is called in - laws. All these relations and bonds are Allah's graces given to mankind for a pleasant and tranquil life. If these relations are taken away from someone's life it will be impossible for him to live by himself.

Say, "I do not demand from you any fee, except that whoever so wills, should adopt a way to his Lord - 25:57.

Allah Ta'ālā advised the Holy Prophet ﷺ to say that he has no personal interest in inviting to accept and follow Allah's message in order to be profitable in this world and the Hereafter. He does not seek any reward from them for his efforts. His reward is only that they turn towards Allah. It is but obvious that if someone moves to the righteous path it is he who will be the gainer. As for the Holy Prophet ﷺ, it was his love for the people that he was striving, and has considered the gain of the people as his own. It is just like an old father asks his children to eat and drink and be merry, and declares to them that their eating and drinking is a reward for himself. It is also possible that the correct attitude of the people is taken as a reward for the Holy Prophet ﷺ because he will also be rewarded if the people take up to right path. Some authentic traditions say that if someone asks people to take up the righteous path and they oblige, then not only those who have acted righteously will be rewarded for the good acts, but also the one who has persuaded them to follow the righteous path. (Maţhari)

(So ask about Him someone who knows - 25:59). In this verse it is described that the creation of the earth and the skies, and then to place Himself on 'Arsh in consonance to His exalted position are all acts of Allah Ta'ālā. If someone wants its confirmation, he should find out from those who know the truth. Here the allusion for knowledge is toward Allah Ta'ālā or Jibrail ﷺ. It is also possible that the reference is toward
the scholars of the previous Books wherein the truth was also mentioned.

(Mażhari)

(60) The word رَحْمَنَ (Raḥmān, translated as All-Merciful) is an Arabic word and all Arabs knew its meaning, but they did not use it for Allah Ta‘ālā. Hence they enquired who and what is Raḥmān (رَحْمَنَ).

Glorious is the One who made stellar formations in the sky and placed therein a lamp (sun) and a bright moon. [61] And He is the One who made the day and the night following each other, for the one who wishes to be mindful or wishes to show gratitude. [62] 25:61,62.

In these two verses it is explained that Allah Ta‘ālā has created the sun, the moon and stars which bring about the day and night (on earth) alternately, so that those who give thought to things around them should see manifestation of His omnipotence and proof His Oneness; and the thanks-givers should have occasion for thanks-giving. Therefore, whosoever does not pay heed to manifestation of His creation and does not offer Him his gratitude lives a useless life, and he has lost his capital as well.

Ibn al-‘Arabi says that he has heard from the Great Martyr (شهيد أكبر) that the one who has attained the age of sixty years and has spent half of his life of thirty years in sleeping, and one sixth of the time of i.e. ten years in taking rest during the day time, is in a great loss. So, he has spent only twenty years of his life in working.

After pointing out about the stars, the planets and the astronomical features, the Qurān has made it clear that the repeated reference of these things in the Qurān is for the purpose that people contemplate over their creation, movements and resulting phenomenon in order to help visualize and understand the One who creates and controls them, and then pay homage and thanks to Allah Ta‘ālā.

Cosmological theories and the Qurān

As regards the questions as to what is the reality of the stellar formations and whether the stars are fixed in the sky or are floating in
the space, no basic human need is dependent on answering these questions, neither in this world, nor in the Hereafter. Moreover, there are many issues of this type which could not be resolved finally, despite all the painstaking efforts undertaken by many researchers. Therefore, it is not a necessary service to the Qur’ān to indulge in such controversies beyond the aforesaid purpose of the Holy Qur’ān, that is, to ponder on these wonders as signs of the divine omnipotence and to pay homage to Him for their creation. The modern scientists have, no doubt, acquired wonderful achievements in inventing satellites and space-crafts, in travelling to the moon and bringing dust and stones from there, but it is a pity that the realistic approach about the Creator of this universe, suggested by the Holy Qur’ān, was not only neglected by them, but being proud of these discoveries, they became more distant from it and the people became more confused about the Qur’ānic expressions. There are some people who take these discoveries as against the Qur’ānic expressions and therefore deny the facts proved by real observations, and there are others who try to twist the Qur’ānic expressions to suit the modern theories. It is, therefore, deemed necessary to clarify the correct situation about these issues in some detail. We had already promised in our commentary to Sūrah Al-Ḥijr that we would discuss these issues in detail under Sūrah Al-Furqān. Now, here is that discussion:

Old and modern theories about the location of the planets and the Qur’ānic expressions

Let us take the question about the location of the stars. The verse 61 above says, جعل في السماء بروحاً (made the stellar formations in the sky). Here the words 'in the sky' apparently indicate that the planets are located in the sky. Similarly the words in a verse of Sūrah Nūḥ are as follows:

آلل نورا وجعل القدر فيهن نورا وجعل السما (made the candles in them to be lights in the sky)

Did you not realize how Allah has created seven skies, one over the other, and has made moon in them a light. (71:15,16)

Here again the phrase بُعَيْن "in them" refers to skies which apparently indicates that moon is placed in the sky. But these expressions should not be taken as an absolute declaration that moon and other planets are located and fixed physically in the sky. The reason is that the Arabic word
"سماء" (sama', translated as "sky" or 'heavens') is used for two different meanings. It is sometime used for the great mass of the sky, and sometimes for every thing which is above us in the direction of the sky, including the atmosphere between earth and sky and the space. The Holy Qur'an has used this word for both these meanings in different verses. When it speaks of the sky as a huge mass having gates guarded by angels which are opened at particular times, it takes the word for the first meaning. But when it describes the rain coming down from the sky, it takes the word 'sky' for the second sense. For example the Holy Qur'an says,

وَأَنزَلْنَا مِنَ السَّمَاءِ مَا ظُهِّرَ

And We have sent down purifying water from the heavens.
(25:48)

Obviously the word سَمَاء (sama', translated as sky or heavens) in this verse is used in the second sense, firstly because the common observation (even in the days of the Holy Prophet ﷺ) has proved that the rain comes from the clouds and not from the sky, and secondly because the Holy Qur'an itself has mentioned at different places in express terms that the rain comes from the clouds. For example, the following two verses are self-speaking on this point:

ءَأَنتُمْ آنَزَلْتُمُوهُ مِنَ السَّمَاءِ دَمَّرْنَاهُ نَزَّلْنَا

Have you sent it (the rain) down from the clouds or are We who sends it down. (56:69)

وَأَنزَلْنَا مِنَ الْمَعْصِرَاتِ مَآءً نَجَاجًا

And We sent down abundant water from clouds full of rain.
(78:14)

In the light of these verses, the word سَمَاء (sky/heavens) used in verse 25:48 above is obviously used for the atmosphere above us.

Now, when the Qur'an has itself used the word 'sky' in both senses, the verses describing the stars and planets 'in the sky' have equal possibility of either of these two senses. They can be taken to mean that the planets are placed in the mass of the sky, and they can equally be taken to mean that they are in the space. In the presence of these two possibilities no absolute declaration about this issue can be attributed to
the Holy Qur'an. Whatever situation about this issue is proved by observation or by research will not be against any express declaration of the Qur'an.

**Realities of the universe and Qur'an**

It is vital that we clear our thinking on the subject matter of the Holy Qur'an. It should be clearly understood that Qur'an is not a book of philosophy or astronomy. It does not deal with the subject of realities of the universe or the form, positioning and movements of its components e.g. stars, planets etc. But at the same time it does mention repeatedly about things on the earth and in the sky and in between them, and invites to ponder over them to set one's beliefs right. On going through all such verses one can make out clearly that the idea behind them is to set right the beliefs of the people or to help them draw benefits for their religious or mundane needs. For instance, Qur'an has repeatedly mentioned about the earth and sky the stars and planets and their movements and the effects of these movements for man to ponder over in order to comprehend and understand that this spectacular phenomenon has not come into being on its own but there is someone who has created all that, and that someone is Almighty Allah Ta'ālā. For the ordinary man it is not necessary to acquire knowledge of astronomy and related sciences but instead it is sufficient for him to observe the alternation of day and night, their shortening and lengthening of duration, the change in the tilt of sun bringing different seasons, the rising and waning of the moon, the eclipses of the moon and the sun, which every individual see happening. A common man sees them happening with perfect precision and knows that it is going on without the slightest alteration for centuries. Then he can draw the conclusion that there is some Power who has created it, and is running and holding it. That "someone" or that "Power" is none else but Allah Ta'ālā. To arrive at this conclusion one neither has to acquire any special philosophical knowledge or any research data nor the Qur'an has asked to do so. All that Qur'an has asked in this regard is to pay attention to these phenomena which one can see by simple observation. Also the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his companions did not make any arrangement to study astronomical or cosmic theories or to collect data and information on the shape and form of celestial bodies. Had these verses on astronomical and cosmic realities been conveying the message to strive to find out such
realities, then the Holy Prophet ﷺ would have definitely made an effort in this direction, especially in a situation when facilities were available in his time for acquiring such knowledge. People in Egypt, Syria, India and China had already worked on these subjects and had acquired some knowledge. Five hundred years before Christ (B.C) Pythagorean theory was propounded and established, and later in 139 A.D. Ptolemy also propounded his well known theory. But the most revered person on whom these verses were revealed and the companions who learned them directly from him never made any attempt in that direction. Therefore it is abundantly clear that the Qur'anic verses inviting people to ponder over the cosmological signs did never intend that the space travel and the efforts to conquer the moon and other planets are the basic objectives of the Qur'an, as is suggested by some contemporary modernists under the influence of the West and its discoveries.

The fact of the matter is that the Holy Qur'an neither invites people's attention towards any old or new philosophical thesis or scientific research nor does it deal with them, nor does it reject them. The plain and simple manner in which the Holy Qur'an deals with the subjects concerning universe and His creation is to confine their mention only to the extent they are related to the man's religious or worldly needs, and what man can comprehend and learn easily. On the other hand Qur'an does not involve itself in complicated philosophical discussions and researches which are beyond the comprehension of common man and which sometimes create more confusion in the minds of people for their ever changing nature because of the unending discoveries and inventions being made with the passage of time. In effect Qur'an guides the humanity toward its ultimate goal which is to seek and follow the righteous path to comply with the Will of Allah Ta'ālā in order to win over His grace in the everlasting abode in the Hereafter. It is neither required nor is it possible for every one to indulge in the discussion of the realities of the universe for the theories of one period become obsolete in the next period by the new discoveries and inventions. Hence no theory or thesis could be regarded as final. The Holy Qur'an however does make allusions at certain places toward some realities covering subjects like astronomy, space, atmosphere, meteorology, oceanography, geology etc. but to the extent it is needed for human life here or in the Hereafter. Similarly, the
Qur'ān makes references about His creatures on earth related with botany, zoology, petrology and social sciences including trade, agriculture, industry etc., but again to the extent it is required to guide the man to fulfill his religious and worldly duties. Qur'ān does not drag mankind toward unnecessary and futile discussions for making things complicated. However, it is only at some places in the Holy Qur'ān that it mentions a particular issue of this nature expressly or gives a hint towards it.

Criteria of acceptance or rejection of scientific and philosophical theories in the commentary of the Holy Qur'ān

The classical and modern religious scholars are unanimous on the point that if a statement is lucid and unambiguous in the Qur'ān but it contradicts with any old or new theory, it is not permissible to try to twist the Qur'ānic version to try to bring in it line with the modern theories. In such a situation the related theory would be regarded as based on some misconception. However, in the matters in which Qur'ān does not give any express statement and where more than one interpretations are possible from the wordings of the Qur'ān, then in that situation the interpretation closer to observations and evidence would be regarded as correct. For instance, we can take the case of this very verse جَعَلَ فِي السَّمَاءِ ثُورَجَٰا (Stellar formations in the sky - 25:61) where it is not specified whether the stars are placed in the space or stuck in the sky. Now in the present time when it is proved by observations that stars are orbiting in the space and are not stuck in the sky, then the Pythagorean theory has been proved correct, because according to the express statements of the Qur'ān and ahādīth, sky has gates guarded by the angels and no one can enter into it. (Had the planets been fixed in the sky, the modern researchers would have not been able to reach them). Based on this observation the verses referring to the stars 'in the sky' will be construed to mean that these stars are in the space. And this will not be tantamount to twisting the Qur'ānic statement, but only the adoption of one of the two possible interpretations. However, if it is claimed that the skies do not exist or that they can be pierced through by the rockets, then it will be in contradiction to Qur'ānic wordings and cannot be accepted because Qur'an has clearly stated in several verses that sky is such an enclosure where there are gates guarded by the angles, and every one cannot enter there.

Similarly, the verse كُلُّ فِي قَلَبٍ يَسْبَخُونَ (Each floating in an orbit)
ascertains the floating of stars in their orbits. Hence, Ptolemaic theory (propounded in 139 A.D) suggesting that the stars are embedded in the body of the sky and have no movement of their own, rather they move with the movement of the sky, is no more valid after the Qur’ānic declaration that stars are orbiting.

Some earlier commentators who believed in the Ptolemaic theory which was in conflict with the Qur’ānic version on astronomy had tried to stretch and twist the meanings of the Quranic words to bring it in line with the Ptolemaic theory. Similarly, in present and recent times when some authors presume that some Qur’ānic verses are at variance with some astronomical theories, they attempt to harmonize them with modern theories by twisting their meanings. Both these attitudes are incorrect and against the classical methodology of the righteous elders. It is, however, a fact that no theory from those advanced by astronomers is in contradiction to the Qur’ān, except the theory of denial of the skies.

Sayyid Maḥmūd Ālūsī Baghdadi who is the greatest commentator and scholar of recent time because of his vast knowledge and understanding of not only the Qur’ān and Sunnah but also of philosophy and astronomical sciences has condensed the work of all classical commentators in his famous and widely acclaimed commentary - Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī. He has adopted the same principle, which is described above. His grandson Allāmah Sayyid Maḥmūd Shukrī Ālūsī has written a book on the subject in which he has endorsed modern astronomical theories in the light of Qur’ānic declarations without twisting their meanings. The relevant passage from his book is quoted below:

"I have checked many principles of the modern astronomy. They are not in conflict with the Qur’ānic text or Sunnah. But in case they differ with Qur’ān and Sunnah then we shall discard them and would not twist the (meaning of) Qur’ān and Sunnah because such twisting would be against the practice of the
elders. In such situations we would argue that any theory which is in conflict with the Qur'ān or Sunnah is imperfect, because the sound reason can never be against an authentic text (of Qur'ān or Sunnah) rather they are complimentary to each other."

In brief it can be said that the subject of stars and planets, their form and movements and related astronomical theories have been discussed and researched for a long time, even before the birth of Sayyidna 'Īsā in various countries like Egypt, Syria, India, China and Greece. Among them Pythagoras and Ptolemy are still well known.

Obviously, astronomy is not a new branch of knowledge. It has been the subject of human research since thousands of years. Egypt, Syria, India and China were the centres of astronomical research in the ancient ages. Pythagoras, the famous astronomer, used to teach astronomy in Italy five hundred years before Sayyidnā ‘Īsā in 140 BC, Ptolemy ruled the field who developed a cosmological theory that was in total contradiction the theory of Pythagoras, but it found currency with the cooperation of the government, so much so that the theory of Pythagoras was pushed back to a situation where it was ignored almost totally. When the Greek sciences were translated into Arabic, it was the theory of Ptolemy that rules the field, and was rendered into Arabic and became popular in Arabic books. Many commentators of the Qur'ān discussed the subject in the light of Ptolemaic theory.

It was in the fifteenth century A.D. (corresponding to the eleventh century A.H.) that the European scholars started their research on the subject. The pioneering work in the field was done by Copernicus, followed by Keiler of Germany and Galileo of Italy. All these astronomers falsified the theory of Ptolemy and endorsed the theory of Pythagoras. In eighteenth century A.D. the discoveries of Issac Newton further confirmed the theory of Pythagoras. He propounded the theory of gravity and proved through experiments that all the planets, including earth, have gravity which makes things fall onto them from above, but the range of gravity varies from planet to planet. If something is able to cross the range of gravity of the earth, it will never fall to the ground.

This theory was proved by empirical evidence when Russian and American scientists, who benefitted from some researches of Al-Bairuni,
the well-known Muslim scientist, succeeded in sending rockets and satellites to the space which, after breaking the gravity range of the earth, started rotating around their orbit. This success prompted the scientists to travel to the planets through space, and ultimately some of them reached the moon, a fact which was admitted by all the experts and was not challenged, even by their opponents. It is from that time that the efforts to reach other planets and to undertake other missions to the space are going on upto the date.

It is interesting to note that John Glenn, the first American astronaut had written article after his successful return from the space in which he had admitted not only the existence of God, but also His omnipotence that controls the whole universe. He had also admitted that all our scientific accomplishments are almost worthless as compared to the natural process going on in the space which cannot be weighed by any type of measures. He had concluded the article with the admission that everything in this universe cannot be perceived or felt by human senses. There are many religious realities which are beyond the access of our senses, but we certainly know, through their visible effects, that they exist, and this leads us to believe that this universe is controlled by an omnipotent power. This article was published in those days in many periodicals, including Readers Digest.

This article shows that the end-result of all these effects was to admit that the mysteries of the universe are not still discovered and that all these planets are controlled by a Supreme, but incorporeal Power. And this is the reality that was declared by the prophets of Allah at the very first step, and this is the very conclusion for which the Holy Qurān has invited us to reflect on the creation of sky, earth, stars and planets etc.

Another point worth consideration is that these modern discoveries that cost trillions of dollars, despite their marvelous and admirable courage have not been able to solve the burning problems of humanity suffering from hunger, disease and unrest. The dust and stones brought from the moon at such a huge cost were of little benefit to those who face death on daily basis because of hunger or those who do not have clothes to wear or a home to live. The real benefit of such discoveries, that is, to believe in Allah and be grateful to Him, did not need such extra-ordinary efforts. These benefits can be drawn even by a rustic through simple
observations of these objects, and this is exactly what the Holy Qur'an has stressed upon.

The gist of the matter is that the study of cosmology for making it a source of guidance towards Allah's omnipotence, His all-encompassing wisdom and His being the sole Creator and having no partner is the objective of the Qur'ān towards which the Holy Book has invited us in many places. Secondly, study of these sciences to the extent that they are used for solving the real problems of life is also included in Qur'ānic objectives, but with the difference that the worldly affairs are not taken to be the be-all and the end-all one's activities, but the worldly life is held to be a transitory stage to be looked after to the extent of real needs. The third objective for the study of cosmology which aims at solving merely theoretical issues having no nexus with the first two objectives is a futile exercise not encouraged by the Qur'ān.

It is, therefore, clear that all the modern researches and discoveries cannot be held to be the exact objective of the Qur'ān, as suggested by modern scholars. Similarly, these discoveries cannot be held to be repugnant to the Holy Qur'ān, as observed by some conservative scholars. The fact is that these issues are not the subject matter of the Qur'ān which is silent about them. If a reality is proved by experiments or observations, it cannot be taken as contradictory to the Qur'ān, and that which is not yet proved no effort should be made to impose it on the Qur'ān through fanciful interpretations.
And the slaves of the Raḥmān are those who walk on the earth humbly and when the ignorant people speak to them, they reply peacefully, [63] and those who pass the night prostrating and standing before their Lord, [64] and those who say, "Our Lord, avert from us the punishment of Jahannam; indeed, its punishment is a persisting affliction. [65] Indeed, evil it is as an abode and a place to dwell in [66] - and those who, when they spend, are neither extravagant nor miserly, and it (i.e. their spending) is moderate in between (the two extremes) [67] - and those who do not invoke any other god alongwith Allah, and do not kill a person whom Allah has given sanctity, except rightfully, nor do they forniciate; and whoever does it, shall face the recompense of his sin, [68] the punishment will be doubled for him and he will remain there disdained, for
ever, [69] except the one who repents and believes and does good deeds, then Allah will change the bad deeds of such people into good ones, and Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [70] And whoever repents and does righteous deeds turns to Allah truly [71] - and those who do not witness falsehood, and when they pass by the absurd things, Pass by with dignity [72] and those who, when they are reminded of the verses of their Lord, do not fall at them as deaf and blind ones [73] - and those who say, "Our Lord, Give us, from our spouses and our children, coolness of eyes and make us heads of the God-fearing. [74] Such people will be rewarded with the high place - because they observed patience - and will be received therein with prayers of their eternal life and peace, [75] living in it (the Paradise) for ever. It is best as an abode and as a place to dwell in. [76]

Say (O Prophet), "My Lord will never care about you, if you will not invoke Him. Now since you belied (the truth), the punishment will be inseparable from you. [77]

Commentary

Upto this point Sūrah Al-Furqān has mostly discussed the proofs of the prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and answered various objections raised in this regard by disbelievers and pagans. While dealing with this subject Allah's wrath and punishment on those who deny His injunctions was also mentioned. Now, at the end of the Sūrah it refers to those special servants of His who firmly believe in the Holy Prophet's ﷺ prophethood and their beliefs, deeds and dealings are all in conformity with the will of Allah and His messenger and who follow the Shari'ah.

The Holy Qur'ān has awarded the title of Ṭibād-ur-Rahmān to such special servants of Allah Ta'ālā, which is indeed the highest honour. Although all creatures are governed by His will compulsorily, but here the voluntary worship by free will is alluded. That is to surrender completely before Allah and to make all deeds and desires conforming to His pleasure with one's own choice. In these last verses of the Sūrah the special servants of Allah are described whom He has Himself called as His servants to grant them unique honour. Their traits and characteristics are mentioned in the last verses until the end of the Sūrah. In between this
description repentance from infidelity and sins and its effects are also referred to.

By calling these pious persons as His own slaves, Allah Ta‘ala has given to them a great title of honour. But by selecting the name Rahman (the All-Merciful) for Himself, out of all His Beautiful Names and attributes, the hint is perhaps given to the fact that these pious people, being the slaves of the All-Merciful, should reflect and demonstrate the quality of mercifulness through their general behavior.

Special traits of Allah Ta‘ala's favoured servants

In the verses under review thirteen traits and habits of the special and favoured servants of Allah Ta‘ala are mentioned. Included among them are correct beliefs, righteous acts, both physical and financial, to obey the command of Allah and His messenger, social dealings with other persons, Allah's fear in His worship, refraining from all sorts of sins and carrying along wife and children on the righteous path with oneself.

The first characteristic of such people is that they are "slaves" which is the plural of the word (slave). Here it means the slave who is the property of his Master. All his deeds and prerogatives together with his very life are dedicated to follow the command and will of the Master.

Only such a person can claim to be Allah's slave whose views and beliefs, thinking and desires, and deeds and actions are totally in line with the command and pleasure of his Rab (Master) and who keeps himself alert to carry out each and every command as soon as he is required to.

The second characteristic

(25:63) that is "they walk on the earth humbly". Here the word (hawn) is used in the sense of humbleness, modesty and decorum - that is one does not walk with pride or arrogance. It does not mean that one should walk very slowly, because it is against Sunnah if it is without any need. According to the description given in the books of his biography, the Holy Prophet used not to walk slowly. Instead his walk was on quicker side. It is recorded in a Ḥadīth that is "He used to walk in a manner as if ground was shrinking for him". (Ibn Kathīr) It is for this reason that the righteous elders have described the slow walk, like that of a sick person, as a symbol of arrogance, a sham
habit, and something unwanted (مكره). Sayyidnā 'Umar ٓ once saw a young man walking very slowly. He ٓ asked him "Are you sick". He replied "No". Then Sayyidnā 'Umar ٓ raised his stick on him and commanded "Always walk robustly". (Ibn Kathîr)

Hasan Al-Baṣrî has said while explaining this verse ُبِيِّنُونَ (25:63) that the organs of sincere believers are always humble before Allah, so much so that the one who is not familiar with them feels that they are sick or disabled, while they are fit and healthy. As a matter of fact it is the awe of God which has overtaken them and which has not struck the others. It is the fright of Hereafter which has refrained them from unnecessary mundane practices. Those who do not have faith in God and keep themselves engrossed in worldly affairs suffer only with disappointment (because they do not get the desired result in this world, and lose their share in the Hereafter as well). And those who regard sustenance as the only reward from Allah Ta‘âlā and neglect practising morality have indeed very little understanding and for them there is great punishment. (Ibn Kathîr)

The third characteristic:

(And when the ignorant people speak to them, they reply peacefully - 25:63): It should be kept in mind that the word "ignorant" in this verse refers to a person who acts like an ignorant person, notwithstanding that he might be a knowledgeable person. Also, the word سلام (peace) is not used here in its customary sense of greeting, but for any word causing peace. What is meant here is that in response to ignorance they keep composed and answer with calmness so that others are not offended and they do not commit a sin. The same explanation is put forward by Sayyidnā Mujǎhid and Muqātil etc. The intended meaning is that they do not avenge from those who talk to them like ignorant people.

The Fourth Characteristic

(and those who pass the night prostrating and standing before their Lord, - 25:64). Special mention of night worship is made here firstly, because this time being a time of rest, requires extra effort, and secondly because it rules out the possibility of showing one's worship to others. The idea is to express that they spend their day and night in submission before Allah during the day by teaching and
spreading religious tenets and struggling in the way of Allah and at night by praying before Him. The sayings of the Holy Prophet have extolled the night prayers (تَجْهِيد). Tirmidhi has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū ’Umāmah that the Holy Prophet said, "Remain steadfast to your night prayers as this has been the practice of all righteous people before your time, and this will bring you closer to Allah Ta'ālā and will expiate the evils and keep you away from sins". (Mażhari)

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has said that one who has offered two or more Rak'ats after 'Isha' prayers is also covered by the verse. (Mażhari from Bayhaqī) and Sayyidnā Uthmān is reported to have observed that the Holy Prophet has said that one who has offered his ‘Isha’ prayer with congregation would be regarded as having worshipped half the night and the one who has offered Fajr prayer with congregation would be regarded as having offered the other half of the night in prayers. (Aḥmed and Muslim from Mażhari)

The Fifth Characteristic

(and those who say, "Our Lord, avert from us the punishment of Jahannam - 25:65). It means that despite their constant prayers day and night, these favoured ones do not sit content, but are always fearful of God and keep in mind the Day of Judgement. To that end they keep alive the righteous deeds as well as supplications before Allah.

The Sixth Characteristic

(and those who, when they spend, are neither extravagant nor miserly - 25:67). That is Allah's blessed servants are neither spendthrifts nor misers but they spend moderately. The words إِسْرَافٍ (isrāf, i.e. extravagance) and إِقْتَارٍ (iqtār, i.e. miserliness) are used in the verse for the two opposite traits. Isrāf means to cross the limits. According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, Mujāhid, Qatādah and Ibn Juraij رحمة الله تعالى any spending on something sinful, however little it may be, is isrāf, while others say that even overspending in the rightful and allowed things which is wasteful would fall under the definition of isrāf. It is because any wasteful spending is by itself a sin and hence isrāf. Allah Ta'ālā has said إنَّ المُبْذِرِينَ كَانُوا إِخْوَانَ الشَّيْطَانِ (Surely squanderers are brothers of Satan - 17:27). In this way the latter explanation is also covered in the explanation given by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās that is any spending on
some sinful thing is إِسْرَافٍ. (Mazhāri)

إِقْتَارٍ (iqtār) means to spend with miserliness. In Islamic jurisprudence it means to be tight fisted where a believer is directed to spend. In case one does not spend at all at a place where he has been directed to spend, then that is the worst situation. This explanation is also given by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, Qatādah etc. (Mazhāri) Therefore, the message of the verse is that Allah's blessed servants are neither spendthrifts nor misers but in the matter of spending they take the middle path.

There is a saying of the Holy Prophet ﷺ:

ْمِنْ فَعْلِ الْرَجُلِ قَصْدُهُ فِي مَعْجِبِهِ

That is "It is the sagacity of man to adopt the middle path in spending" In another Saying quoted by Sayyidnā Abdullah Ibn Mas‘ūd ﷺ, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said:

مَا عَالِمٌ مِنْ اقْتَصَدَ

That is "The person who sticks to the middle path and moderation in spending will never become a destitute and poor". (Imām Aḥmad - Ibn Kathīr)

The Seventh Characteristic

(And those who do not invoke any other god alongwith Allah - 25:68). The first six characteristics included the principles of obedience and now the characteristics of disobedience are described. Among these the very first one relates to belief, that is these blessed servants do not associate any one with Allah Ta‘ālā in His worship. This point establishes that shirk (شَرِيك) is the biggest sin of all.

The Eighth and Ninth characteristic

(الآثَامِ) (do not kill a person whom Allah has given sanctity - 25:68). This is the description of the major and grave sins pertaining to one's deeds. It is mentioned that Allah's blessed servants do not go even near them; neither they indulge in adultery nor do they kill innocent people. After describing the beliefs and big sins of one's deeds the verse says (وَمَنْ يَعْمَلْ ذَلِكَ يُعَذَّبُ أَعْمَالَ) (25:68) that is, whoever will involve himself in the above mentioned sins will get punished accordingly. Abū ‘Ubaidah has described the meaning of the word آثَامِ (athām) in this verse as punishment of sin. But some other commentators have said that آثَامِ is
the name of a valley in the Hell which is full of severe and rigorous punishments, and they have quoted a few sayings in support of this contention. (Mażhari)

The next verse mentions some details of the punishment to be faced by the aforementioned sinners. In the context of these verses it is certain that this chastisement will be exclusive to those who were infidels and also indulged in adultery or homicide. In the first place the phrase بَضَاعَةً أَلَا الْعَذَابُ (The punishment will be doubled for him - 69) cannot be applied on Muslim sinners because they are told both in the Qur’an and in the Sunnah that they will get only one punishment against a sin. Any increase in the intensity of chastisement will not be in the case of believers. Doubling of chastisement will be exclusive to infidels i.e. the first chastisement will be for infidelity and in case they have also committed sins the chastisement will be doubled. Secondly, it is also mentioned about this chastisement that it will be perpetual (وَيَحْمِلُ نِيَّةً مُّقَدَّسً - 25:69) i.e. the punished will be placed there forever after being disgraced and condemned. On the other hand no believer will be condemned for ever in the Jahannam, no matter how big a sin he has committed. Muslims will be taken out of the Jahannam when they have completed their term there. In brief, those infidels who reject monotheism and also commit adultery and homicide will be awarded doubled chastisement which will increase in intensity and will last forever. In the next verse there is a solace for the above type of sinners in that if they seek Allah's forgiveness and act righteously, then Allah Ta‘ālā is expected to change their sins into righteous deeds. In other words, once they have repented on their past sins and accepted Islam, their past sins will be taken away from their record and all that will be left in the record would be nothing but righteous deeds. It is because Allah Ta‘ālā has promised that when an infidel accepts Islam, all sins he might have committed during infidelity are pardoned. Hence their previous record which was full of sins and evil deeds will be forgiven and scraped, and will be replaced with a fresh record of good and righteous deeds which they would perform after submitting to Islam. This explanation of conversion of sins into virtues is given by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās رضي الله تعالى عنه, Hasan al-Baṣrī, Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair and Mujāhid رحمة الله تعالى عليه (Mażhari).

Ibn Kathīr has given another explanation for conversion of sins into
virtues. He says that when they will remember all those sins which they had committed during the period of their infidelity, they will repent and seek Allah's forgiveness. This act of repentance will replace their sins into virtues. In support of this explanation some traditions have also been quoted.

(And whoever repents and does righteous deeds he turns to Allah truly - 25:71). On the face of it, it looks repetition of the same subject as described in the preceding verse i.e. إلاَّ مَن تَابَ وَ آمَنَ وَ عَمِّلَ صَالِحاً فَإِنَّهُ يُبْرِرُ إِلَى اللهِ مَنابًا. But Qurṭubī while quoting Qaffāl has explained that this repentance is different and separate from the repentance described in the previous verse. It is because the previous verse related to deniers of monotheism and infidels who indulged in adultery and homicide and then submitted to Islam. Hence their sins were converted into virtues. But here the second verse speaks about the repentance of the Muslim sinners. This may be explained by the fact that in the previous verse the repentance was combined with the word آمن which means that they accepted Islam whereas in the second verse the word آمن is not there, which means that in the second verse the repentance is related to those sinners who had already converted to Islam or that they were Muslims, but by negligence indulged in adultery and homicide. Hence this verse relates to those Muslims who commit sins, but then repent on their folly sincerely and seek Allah's forgiveness and then keep themselves away from sins and evil deeds. Such repentance by the Muslims will be regarded in order and accepted. It should be understood here that the word توبة (taubah) is used here in conditional clause as well as in principal clause. In the conditional clause it means verbal repentance, and in the principal clause it refers to the practical repentance in the sense of correcting one's deeds. Hence it means that if someone repented on his sins and proved his sincerity by not indulging in those sins again would be regarded as on the right path towards Allah Ta'ālā. As against this the one who repented on his past sins but continued indulging in those sins, is like the one who has not repented.

In brief if a Muslim indulged in a sin by negligence and then realized that he has done wrong and repented and after that kept himself away from the sin, his repentance will be accepted by Allah Ta'ālā, and hopefully he will get the same benefit as described in the first verse i.e.
his sins will be converted into virtues.

Some rules of *taubah* (repentance) from sins had been mentioned during the traits of Allah's favoured servants. The next verses are back to the original subject.

**The tenth characteristic**

(And those who do not witness falsehood - 25:72).

That is they do not participate in the meetings where lie and falsehood has currency. The biggest falsehood is the *kufr* (disbelief) and *shirk*, and the next in order comes the common lie and acts of sin. In other words the blessed and favoured servants of Allah avoid attending such meetings. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  has said that these meetings or assemblies refer to infidels festivals, carnivals and field days; while Sayyidnā Mujāhid and Muḥammad Ibn Ḥanīfah are of the view that they relate to music concerts. According to ‘Amr Ibn Qaiṣ they refer to vulgar and cheap dance parties Zuhrī and Imām Mālik term them as liquor drinking parties (Ibn Kathīr). In any case there is no contradiction in all these explanations because all such gatherings come under the definition of assembly of falsehood. The righteous people should avoid such gathering, as even an intentional look at them is tantamount to participation in them. (Maẓhari)

Some commentators have taken the sentence to mean that they do not give false evidence, which is one of the possible meaning of the word (The English translation of the sentence given in the text as "do not witness falsehood" has a slight indication to this interpretation also). It is a well known fact that both Holy Qurʾān and Sunnah declare the false evidence as a great sin and an enormous evil. Bukhārī and Muslim have recorded Sayyidnā ‘Abbās  quoting that the Holy Prophet  said that false evidence is the gravest of the major sins.

Sayyidnā ‘Umar  said that if the offence of giving false evidence is proved against someone, he should be flogged with forty stripes, and then his face be painted black and taken round the market place, and after that put in jail for a long time. (Maẓhari)

**The Eleventh Characteristic**

(and when they pass by the absurd things, Pass by with dignity - 72). That is if by chance they happen to pass by immoral gatherings, they walk away with dignity and grace. In other words as
they do not attend such gatherings intentionally, if they happen to pass by them sometimes by chance they just walk away from there in a dignified manner. That is despite their belief that their evil acts are hateful, they do not take pride or regard themselves superior for not indulging in them. Once Sayyidnā Abdullah Ibn Mas'ūd happened to pass by an absurd and dissolute gathering, so he did not stop there but simply walked away. When the Holy Prophet learnt about this incidence he remarked "Ibn Mas'ūd has become كريم (dignified)" and then recited this verse wherein it is enjoined to walk away from dissolute gatherings with dignity. (Ibn Kathîr)

The Twelveth Characteristic

And those who, when they are reminded of the verses of their Lord, do not fall at them as deaf and blind ones - 25:73

That is when the blessed servants of Allah are reminded of His verses and the Hereafter, they do not throw themselves upon them as if they were blind and dumb, but pay heed to them like sober and sensible persons, and act upon them. They do not behave like the ignorants or negligent persons as if they have not seen or listened i.e. not understood the message. Two things are mentioned in this verse. One, to fall at Divine revelation i.e. to listen them with full attention. This is a virtuous and commendable act. Second, to fall at the verses like deaf and dumb people which means to listen to the message but without any purpose or commitment and act in a manner that the real message has not been registered, and even if they follow the Qur'anic message it is not in line with the practices of the companions of the Prophet or their followers. Such people follow their own whims based on hearsay, which is as bad as not following the Divine message.

Self-study of religious precepts is not enough but they need to be acted upon in the light of interpretation given by classic scholars

As it is condemned in the verses under study that Divine message is ignored. It is also pointed out with equal emphasis that it is listened and acted upon without due diligence, that is without comprehending the intent and spirit of the precept and according to one's own sweet will. Ibn Kathîr has reported on the authority of Ibn 'Aun that he inquired from
Hadrat Sha'bi رحمه الله تعالى replied that if he comes across a people who are in the state of *sajdah* (prostration), whether it is correct for him to join them in *sajdah*. Sha'bi رحمه الله تعالى replied in the negative explaining that it would not be correct for him to join in their prostration unless he finds out the purpose of that act. It is not proper for a believer to join in any action without knowing the purport of that act, rather he should seek to know the purpose behind an act before taking it up for himself. When one has not listened the verse of prostration, nor does he know the reason for their prostration it is not allowed for him to go in prostration.

It is a matter of great satisfaction that there is a new tendency among the younger generation and modern educated people to study the Qur'ān but to achieve this purpose they often deem it enough to study the Qur'ān and try to understand it through the translations of the Qur'ān on their own. This practice being against the correct principles of learning something, often makes them fall into misconceptions. It is a well-settled fact that education and knowledge cannot be imparted only through books unless guidance of a teacher is available for explaining the intricacies of the subject which normally go unnoticed by an ordinary reader. It is rather strange why people feel that this basic rule does not apply to Qur'ān and its related subjects and try to indulge in interpreting the Holy Book according to their own wishes. This type of study and interpreting Qur'ān on one's own without the help and guidance of a well qualified teacher also falls under the purview of this verse i.e. "they do not throw themselves upon as if they were blind and dumb". May Allah lead us to the right path.

The Thirteenth Characteristic

وَلَذَٰلِكَ يَفْعَلُونَ رَبِّي أُهِبْ لَنا مِنْ أَزْوَاجِنَا وَذُرِّيَّاتِنَا فَرَّتُوهُمْ أَعْصِي وَاجْعَلْنَا لِلَّمِينِ إِفَامًا

And those who say, "Our Lord, Give us, from our spouses and our children, coolness of eyes and make us heads of the God-fearing. (25:74)

This verse contains a prayer for one's spouses and children. According to the explanation put forward by Hasan al-Baṣrī رحمه الله تعالى one can draw solace from his dear ones (wife and children) if they submit to the way of Allah. That is the true bliss for a man, and if the good health and well being of the wife and children is also added to this, it is also in order.
What is alluded here is that the righteous servants of God do not care about correcting themselves only, but also take care of the virtuous actions of their children and spouse, and keep trying for their improvement, and it is a part of their efforts that they pray Allah to make them take the right path. The second sentence of this verse says (and make us heads of the God-fearing - 25:74) Apparently this is a prayer for getting a high status and a source of pride, which is forbidden by other injunctions of the Holy Qur'ān. The Qur'ān says at another place that is "As for that ultimate Abode (the Hereafter), We assign it to those who intend neither haughtiness on earth nor mischief (28:83). And the (best) end is for the God-fearing - 28:83". Hence, some scholars have commented about this sentence of the verse that everyone is the head or Imām of his family. Thus, if his family members become God fearing, he will automatically be their head or Imām. Therefore, the final outcome is that prayer was not meant for personal aggrandizement, but for the family members to follow the right path. Ibrāhīm Nakha’ī رحمه الله تعالى أَيُّهَا الَّذِينَ آمَنُوا has also explained about this verse that the prayer contained in it is not meant for a high position or authority for oneself but to request the grant of such a disposition that people try to emulate it in religious deeds and actions, and that it be of benefit to others and thus might fetch the praying people some of its reward. And Sayyidnā Makḥūl Shāmī رحمه الله تعالى أَيُّهَا الَّذِينَ آمَنُوا has elucidated that the purpose of the prayer is to implore an exalted status of God consciousness that even the God fearing people may also draw inspiration to follow that. Qurṭubī has narrated both these explanations and then commented that the net outcome of both is the same, that the desire for an elated position or high office in religious affairs for attaining reward in the Hereafter is not improper; rather it is allowed. On the other hand in verse (who intend neither haughtiness - 28:83) the desire and search for worldly exaltation and authority has been condemned. Here the description about the main traits of ʿIbād-ur- Rahmān or the perfect believers has been completed. Now their rewards and degrees of exaltation in the Hereafter are related.

(Such people will be rewarded with the high place - 75) The literal meaning of (ghrfah) is upper story. The righteous people having special closeness to Allah will be given high chambers in Paradise
which will look like stars to common people. (al-Bukhārī, Muslim, Mazhari)

It is narrated in Musnad of Ahmad, Bayhaqi, Tirmidhi and Haakim on the authority of Sayyidna Abu Malik al-Ash'ari that the Holy Prophet said "In Paradise there will be such upper Houses that their interior could be seen from outside and the exterior from inside". Sahabah inquired from him as to who will live in them. Then he replied "Those who keep their speech clean and soft, greet every Muslim, feed the poor, and offer Tahajjud prayers at night when others are sleeping." (Mazhari)

(And will be received therein with prayers of their eternal life and peace - 25:75). That is beside other boons of Paradise they will have the honour that angels will greet and felicitate them.

Upto this point the traits and deeds of the sincere believers and their rewards and recompense were described. Then in the last verse the infidels and disbelievers have been warned again of the chastisement on which the Sūrah is concluded.

(Say (O Prophet) My Lord will never care about you, if you will not invoke Him - 25:77). Different versions are given in the interpretation of this verse, but the one given in the text above is the simplest and straight forward; that is you would have no value or importance before God if you do not call Him and pray to Him. It is because the very purpose of man's creation is that he should worship Allah as mentioned in the verse (I have not created Jinn and mankind except to worship Me - 51:56). After declaring the principle that man has no value and importance without worship, the infidels and disbelievers are addressed: that is "since you have believed (the truth)" you are of no consequence before Him. "(the punishment will be inseparable from you - 77). That is now this rejection and disbelief have become an integral part of your being and will keep clinging to you until you are thrown in the Fire of Hell forever.

Alhamdulillah
The Commentary on
Sūrah Al-Furqān
Ends here.
Surah Ash-Shu‘arā’
(The Poets)

Surah Ash-Shu‘arā’ was revealed in Makkah and it has 227 Verses and 11 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 9

These are the verses of the manifest Book. [1] Seemingly you are going to let yourself collapse in grief because they do not believe. [2] If We so will, We can send down to them a sign from the sky before which their necks will stay bent in submission. [3] And there comes to them no new message from the Raḥmān, but they become averse to it. [4] Thus they rejected (the Truth); so soon will come to them the real descriptions of what they used to ridicule. [5] Have they not looked at the earth, how many of the noble pairs (of vegetation) We have caused to grow therein? [6] Surely, in this there is a sign, and most of them are not to
believe [8] And surely your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [9]

Commentary

(Seemingly you are going to let yourself collapse in grief - 26:3). The word بِجُعُ (bākhi') is derived from بِجُعُ (bakh) which means to reach up to Bikhā', an artery of the neck, while slaughtering. In this verse bākhi' is used in the sense of putting oneself into trouble and toil. 'Allāmah 'Askarī has said, 'Although at such places the sentence appears to be informative but in fact it means to prohibit or prevent'. What it conveys is that, 'O Messenger, do not be so despondent because of your people’s disbelief and rejection of Islam that you cause yourself to collapse'. One learns from this verse that even if it is apparent that a disbeliever would not convert to Islam, still it is not right to stop preaching to him. The second thing one learns is that the efforts one makes for a certain objective must be balanced and moderate, and if someone is adamant not to be guided to the right path, one should not be over-grieved.

If We so will, We can send down to them a sign from the sky before which their necks will stay bent in submission. - 26:4

Allamāh Zamakhsharī has explained that the real intent of the text is to say that the disbelievers themselves will stay in submission, but the act of submission is attributed in the verse to their "necks", so that the initial object of submission is pinpointed, because yielding or bowing in humility initially appears on the neck. The substance of the message of this verse is that Allah Ta’ālā also has full authority and control to evince any sign of His Oneness and Omnipotence which brings forth the religious injunctions and the Divine Truth in such a self-evident manner that no one would have the ability to reject it. But the wisdom demands that these injunctions and the understanding of God are not made self-evident but remain visionary, so that they are dependent on deliberations and pondering. This pondering and deliberation is actually the test of man on which the reward and punishment is adjudged. Acceptance of self-evident things is a natural and involuntary phenomenon which lacks the quality of deliberate obedience. (Qurṭubī)
The word زوج (zawj) literally means a pair. That is why man and woman, and male and female are called زوج. Many species of trees have male and female among them. On this basis they can also be called زوج (زوج). Sometimes the word زوج is also used for a special kind. On the basis of this meaning all species of trees can be called زوج. The meaning of كريم is a nice and favourite thing.

Verses 10 - 33
And (remember) when your Lord called Mūsā saying, "Go to the transgressing people, [10] the people of Fir'aun (the Pharaoh). Do they not fear Allah?" [11] He (Mūsā) said, "My Lord, I fear they will belie me. [12] And my heart gets straitened and my tongue is not fluent; so send for Hārūn. [13] And they have (made) a charge of offence against me and I fear they will kill me." [14] He (Allah) said, "Never! So go, both of you, with Our signs. We are with you, listening. [15] So, the two of you reach the Fir'aun and say, 'We both are messengers of the Lord of all the worlds, [16] (sent with the message) that you must send the children of Isrā'il with us'.. [17]

He (the Pharaoh) said, "Did we not nourish you among us as a child? And you remained among us for years, [18] and you did that deed of yours which you did while you were among the ungrateful. [19] He said, "I did that at that time when I was one of the unaware people. [20] Then I fled from you when I feared you. Thereafter my Lord granted wisdom to me and made me among the messengers. [21] And this is the favor with which you are obliging me - that you have enslaved the children of Isrā'il." [22] The Pharaoh said, "And what is the Lord of the worlds?" [23] He (Mūsā) said, "Lord of the heavens and the earth and whatever there is between them, if you are to believe" [24] He (the Pharaoh) said to those around him, "Are you not hearing?" [25] He (Mūsā) said, "Your Lord and the Lord of your early forefathers" [26] He (the Pharaoh) said, "Your messenger who is sent to you is a mad man indeed." [27] He (Mūsā) said, "Lord of the East and the West and whatever there is between them, if you are to understand" [28] He (the Pharaoh) said, "If you take to a God other than me, I will certainly put you among those imprisoned." [29] He (Mūsā) said "Will you (do this) even if I bring to you something evident?" [30] He said, "Then bring it, if you are one of the truthful." [31] So, he threw down his staff, and in no time it was a serpent, clearly visible, [32] and he drew out his hand, and right then it was a white light to the onlookers. [33]
Commentary

Request for favourable conditions for obedience is not tantamount to making excuses

He (Mūsā) said, "My Lord, I fear they will belie me. [12] And my heart gets straitened and my tongue is not fluent; so send for Harun. [13] And they have a charge of offence against me and I fear they will kill me;" [14]

This verse indicates that Sayyidnā Mūsā requested Allah to provide him with some resources to help them in carrying out his mission. It leads to the principle that so far as the objective is to obey Allah's command, praying for some helping resources cannot be regarded as seeking ruses and excuses to escape from the required act. The request of Sayyidnā Mūsā was only to facilitate the implementation of Allah's command which is quite lawful.

The meaning of the word dalal used for Sayyidnā Mūsā

He said, "I did that at that time when I was one of the unaware people. (26:20)

This was the answer of Mūsā to the objection of the Pharaoh that Mūsā had killed an Egyptian. The gist of the answer is that it was not a deliberate murder; in fact the Egyptian was killed by mistake, because Mūsā had only struck him with a blow which, by accident, caused his death. The word used, by the present verse, for this mistake is derived from ضل (dalal) which is commonly used for intentional error. But the word is also used for 'unawareness' (which includes unintentional mistakes) It is this meaning that is intended here. This interpretation is supported by Qatādah and Ibn Zaid.

It is impossible for man to comprehend fully the entity and reality of the magnificence of Allah Ta'ālā

Pharaoh said, "And what is the Lord of the worlds?" (26:23)
This verse proves that it is not possible to know the exact reality of Allah's Being. Since the Pharaoh had asked a question regarding Allah Ta'ālā's intrinsic-self and reality, Sayyidnā Musā instead of giving a direct answer to his query, described the attributes of Allah Ta'ālā in reply. He hinted in his reply that it is not possible for a man to perceive the essence and reality of Allah Ta'ālā. Hence, it was a futile question.

(Rūḥ)

That you must send the children of Isra'īl with us". (26:17)

Banī Isra'īl were the residents of Syria. They wanted to go back to their land but the Pharaoh would not let them. This way four hundred years had passed and they were living in his bondage like slaves. At that time they were six hundred and thirty thousand in number. Sayyidnā Musā when presented the message of Truth to the Pharaoh, he also asked him to stop all the cruelties he had perpetrated over Banī Isra'īl and to let them go to their homeland. (Qurṭubi)

An example of prophetic dialectic

Discussion and debate among two different persons or group of people having divergent views has been in vogue since the time immemorial. Such debates are called munāzarah (dialectics) in conventional terms. But such dialectics have been reduced to a game of win or lose. People regard the outcome of dialectics should be to come out winner, even though one knows that he is on the wrong. Despite the knowledge of being on the wrong one must keep on pressing his point of view, and use the intelligence to throw in all sorts of arguments to prove his point as correct. Similarly, even if the opponents point is correct, it must be rejected with full force. In contrast to this attitude Islam has given a middle of the road stance, and set out its rules and regulations, thus making it a useful tool for preaching and reform.

A simple example of this can be seen in the above verses. When Sayyidnā Musā and Harūn conveyed the invitation of Truth to the mighty the Pharaoh, who was claimant of being god, in his court, he began the opposing conversation with two questions relating to the person of Musā's. When a sharp opponent is not properly equipped with the
correct arguments, he normally tries to switch the conversation towards the person of the addressee in order to find faults with him. This tactic is employed to embarrass the opponent and to make him look small before the audience. Hence, the Pharaoh also came out with two such points. First, ‘We have brought you up in our household and have done so many favours to you. So, how can you have the face to speak before us.’ Second, ‘You have killed an Egyptian for no fault of his. This is not only cruelty but also ingratitude toward those among whom you are raised to your manhood. You have killed one from among us.’ Now see the prophetic reply of Sayyidnā Musā عليه السلام and how he handled the two subjects. In the first place he changed the sequence of the topics in that he brought up the case of the Egyptian first which the Pharaoh had raised latter. The wisdom in changing the sequence appears to be that in the Egyptian's case there was a weakness on his part, but he preferred to take that first, unlike present day tactics where one tries to avoid a direct reply to confuse the issue. But he, being the messenger of Allah, had nothing to hide, so while replying he accepted his weakness, and did not care at all what people in the opposition would think on acceptance of his mistake, and hence, might take it as acceptance of defeat. This course of action was totally contrary to present day tactics when people try to mix up their weakness in a manner that it is camouflaged.

Although Sayyidnā Musā عليه السلام had accepted his fault while replying to the Pharaoh that it was his misjudgment when he hit the Egyptian and as a result he died, yet he made it very clear that he did not intend to kill him. His intention was right which unfortunately resulted in the wrong. The purpose of his hitting the Egyptian was to prevent him from harming the Isrā’īlī but in the process he died, which was not the intention. This act of his, despite being wrong, does not conflict with his claim to be a prophet or contradicts its veracity. So, he said ‘that he realized his mistake and left the city for the fear of being caught. Then Allah was kind to him and honoured him with the prophethood.

Now the point to ponder is that at that time Musā عليه السلام could have adopted the simple and straightforward course and have claimed that the Egyptian deserved death, and would have charged him with such accusations for which his killing was the right action. There was no one present at the time of the incident, so no one could have contradicted him.
Anyone else in his place would have certainly taken this course of action. But here it was the resolute messenger of Allah who was the truth personified and who regarded expression of truth and veracity and the declaration of fact as his victory. He accepted his guilt in the packed court of the foe and in doing that also countered any possibility of doubt on his prophethood.

After that he turned to the second point regarding his upbringing in the Pharaoh’s house, upon which the Pharaoh had stressed to remind his favour to him. مُوسَى ﷺ asked him to ponder over his position as, being an Israelite, he had no occasion to reach the royal place of the Pharaoh. It was the cruelty of the Pharaoh that compelled the mother of مُوسَى ﷺ to throw her baby into the river, then it was by chance that the Pharaoh picked him up, and in reality it was a wise arrangement made by Allah, that the child for the fear of whom the Pharaoh had slaughtered thousands of children, was caused to be nourished by the same the Pharaoh. But in any case, the real cause of his upbringing in the home of the Pharaoh was the cruelty exercised by him against the Israelites. مُوسَى ﷺ pointing out to this fact, invited the Pharaoh to ponder whether this was really a favour with which he was obliging him. It is obvious that this prophetic address left a positive and convincing impression on the minds of people present there, and they were convinced that مُوسَى ﷺ was not the sort of person who would make excuses, and that he would say nothing but the truth. After that when they saw the miracles, their view was confirmed further. At that time although the Pharaoh did not admit the truth, yet he was so overwhelmed and apprehensive that just two persons without having the support of a third, would turn him and his people out of their land and country.

This is what is known as God gifted awe of truth, veracity and reality. The contentions and dialectics of Allah’s messengers are also full of truth, veracity and wishing well for the addressee. That is how they become so appealing to people and convince the biggest defiant.

**Verses 34 - 51**

قال لِلَّمَلَأِيْنَّ أَنِّي هَذَا لْسُحْرٌ عَلَيْهِمْ، مَا يَرِيدُ أَنْ يُخْرِجْكُم مِّنْ
He (the Pharaoh) said to the chiefs around him "This man is certainly an expert sorcerer". [34] He wants to expel you from your land with his sorcery. So what do you suggest?" [35] They said, "Leave him and his brother alone for a while and send to the cities men to collect, so that they bring to you every highly expert sorcerer." [37]  

So the sorcerers were assembled for the appointed time of a known day, [38] and it was said to the people, "Would you assemble, [39] so that we may follow the sorcerers if they are victorious?" [40] So, when the sorcerers came, they said to the Pharaoh, "Will there really be a reward for us, if we are the victorious?" [41] He said, "Yes, and of course, you will then be among the
closer ones." [42]

Miṣūs said to them, "Throw you down what you are to throw." [43] So they threw down their ropes and their staffs and said, "By the majesty of the Pharaoh we are going to Prevail definitely." [44] Then Miṣūs threw down his staff, and in no time it started swallowing the falsehood they invented. [45] So the sorcerers were made (by the truth they saw) to fall down in prostration. [46] They said, "We have believed in the Lord of the worlds, the Lord of Miṣūs and Ḥārūn." [48]

He (the Pharaoh) said, "you believed in him before I permit you. Surely, he (Miṣūs) is the chief of you all who has taught you sorcery. So you will soon know (your fate). I will cut off your hands and feet from different sides and will crucify you all together. [49] They said, "There is no harm. We are to return to our Lord. We really hope that our Lord will forgive us our faults, as we are the first of the believers." [51]

Commentary.

Miṣūs said to them, "Throw you down what you are to throw." (26:43)

Sayyidnā Miṣūs said to the magicians ‘You show the magic you wish to show’. With a cursory look one might be inclined to think that Sayyidnā Miṣūs ordered them to perform their magic. But with a little deep thinking it becomes clear that actually it was not an order from Sayyidnā Miṣūs to show magic, but the real intention was to demonstrate the fallacy of magic. This demonstration was not possible without the magic shown by them. Therefore, he asked them to show their tricks or magic. It is exactly like a zindiq (an extreme heretic) is asked to put forward his arguments, so that they may be countered. It is obvious that such an invitation cannot be treated as an acceptance of infidelity.

(By the majesty of the Pharaoh - 26:44). This was an expression of pledge from the magicians, which was in vogue in the olden times. It is unfortunate that similar oaths have now become common
among the Muslims as well, which are even more evil and vile, for instance, 'by the king,' 'by the head of yours,' 'by the beard of yours,' 'by the grave of your father' etc. It is not permitted to make an oath of this nature under the Islamic law (because swearing in the name of someone other than Allah is a sin). Rather, it will not be wrong to say that swearing a true oath in this way is as much sinful as swearing a false oath in the name of Allah. (Rūḥ)

They said, "There is no harm. We are to return to our Lord. (26:50)

When the Pharaoh threatened the magicians to kill them, and to cut their limbs and to crucify them, the magicians replied rather indifferently, the gist of their reply was, 'You do whatever you can. We shall lose nothing. Even if we are killed we will go back to our Lord, where there is nothing but comfort'.

It is worth noting here that the magicians who had involved all their lives practicing the sinful sorcery and who believed in the Pharaoh's claim to be a god, rather, used to worship him, pronounced faith in Allah before that tyrant and despotic king and the entire nation. This was in itself something most astonishing and courageous, but it was not just the pronunciation of faith in Allah, but a demonstration of such deep devotion as if they could see the Dooms Day and the Hereafter before their eyes. The blessings and bounties of the Hereafter were within their sight, for which they raised themselves over and above any punishment or torment of this world, and said فَإِنّمَا أَنتُ نَافِضُ مَا أَنتُ نَافَضَ that is 'You do whatever you are to do (20:72). We are not going back from our faith'. This in fact was also a miracle of Sayyidnā Mūsā عليه السلام, which was no less than the miracle of the staff and the luminous hand. Many incidents of similar nature have also occurred with our Holy Prophet ﷺ. In one such incident a drastic change had occurred in a seventy years old infidel in that within a minute he not only converted to Islam, but was ready to lay down his life to become a martyr.

Verses 52 - 68
And We revealed to Musâ saying, "Make My slaves travel at night. You will be pursued." [52] So the Pharaoh sent into the cities (his) men to muster (people) [53] saying, "These are a small band, [54] and indeed they are enraging us, [55] and we are a host, well-armed." [56]

So We expelled them from gardens and springs [57] and from treasures and a noble abode. [58] Thus it was. And We made the children of Isrâ’il inherit all these. [59] So they (the people of the Pharaoh) pursued them (the people of Musâ) at the time of sunrise. [60] And when the two hosts saw each other, the companions of Musâ said, "Surely we are overtaken." [61] He said, "Never! Indeed with me is my Lord. He will guide me." [62] So We revealed to Mûsâ saying, "Strike the sea with your staff." So it was severed apart, and each part became like a big mountain. [63] Then We brought others close to that place. [64] And We saved Musâ and all those with him. [65] Then we drowned the others. [66] Surely, in this there is a sign, and most of them are not to believe. [67] And your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [68]
Commentary

And We made the children of Isra'îl inherit all these. [59]

Apparently it is elucidated in this verse that Bani Isra'îl were made the owners of all the material wealth and property left by the people of the Pharaoh after their drowning. But there is a historical issue involved in this statement. The issue is that many Qur'anic verses indicate the Bani Isra'îl did not return to Egypt after the drowning of the Pharaoh’s people. As a matter of fact they went back towards their original home, the holy land of Syria. There they were commanded to fight (wage jihâd) with an infidel nation in order to enter their city. Bani Isra'îl refused to comply with this command, as a punishment of which the open plain where they were camping was made a natural prison for them. They could not come out of that plain and spent forty years over there. It was in that place, which is also known as a valley of Tîh (Sinai), where their two prophets, Sayyidnâ Mūsâ and Hārûn, died. Even after these incidents it is not reported in the books of history that Bani Isra'îl as a nation or in collective form had entered Egypt, which might prove that they had taken possession of the wealth and property of the Pharaoh’s people. Tafsîr Rûh ul-Ma‘ânî has reproduced two explanations on the authority of eminent commentators, Sayyidnâ Hasan and Qatâdah رضي الله عنهم اجمعين. Sayyidnâ Hasan has explained that the verse in question does have a mention that Bani Isra'îl were made the heirs of the property of the Pharaoh’s people, but it does not say that this had happened immediately after the death of the Pharaoh. If the Bani Isra'îl entered Egypt some forty or fifty years after the incident of the valley of Tîh, there is no inconsistency in the verse. As for the argument that their collective entry into Egypt is not proved historically, it is not worth taking any notice, because the history of that period was written by Jews and Christians and is full of distortions. There is absolutely no need for interpreting the Qur'anic verse differently for bringing it in line with the history, whose authenticity itself is questionable.

Sayyidnâ Qatâdah has explained the situation in another way. He says that although all the Qur’anic verses which have quoted this incident, for instance, verses 128 and 137 of Sûrah Al-Ârâf, 5 of Sûrah Al-Qaṣṣâs, 25 to 28 of Sûrah Ad-Dukhân, and the verse under reference
of Sūrah Ash-Shū'ārā', invite the attention to the point that Bani Isrā'il were given the custody of that very wealth and property which the people of the Pharaoh had left in Egypt, for which it was necessary for the Bani Isrā'il to return to Egypt to take possession. But all these verses can be interpreted to mean that Bani Isrā'il were given the wealth and property equal and similar to that which was possessed by the Pharaoh’s people. For this it was not necessary that the same lands and wealth of Egypt are given to Bani Isrā'il. These bounties might have been granted in Syria. This interpretation is more likely in the verse of Sūrah Al-A'raf where the land possessed by Bani Isrā'il is referred to by the words, "اللَّهُ بَارَكَهَا يَيْهَا" (i.e. the land blessed by Us) because the word Bāraknā is used for the land of Syria in many verses of the Qur'ān. Therefore, Sayyidnā Qatādah has opined that it is not correct to attribute Qur'ānic verses toward something which is in conflict with the history. The gist of the whole explanation is that if it is established through proved facts that Bani Isrā'il did not occupy the land of Egypt at any time after the death of the Pharaoh, then according to explanation of Sayyidnā Qatādah the land of Syria is purposed for the wealth and property which was granted to Bani Isrā'il. (Only God knows best)

قَالَ أَصْحَبُ مُوسَى إِنَّا أَلْمَدْرَكُونَ فَقَالَ كَلَّا إِنْ مَعِيَ رَبِّي سَيْهَدُنَّ (26:61,62)

(The Companions of Mūsā said: "Surely we are overtaken." He said, "Never! Indeed with me is my Lord. He will guide me - 26:61,62.

When the Pharaoh’s army, which was in their pursuit, reached right behind them, all the people of Bani Isrā'il called out 'We are caught'. And there was little doubt in their nabbing as the river was in front of them and the Pharaoh’s enormous army behind them. Sayyidnā Mūsā was fully aware of the situation, but his belief in the promise of Allah was unshaken like a rock. He, therefore, replied firmly that they will never be caught. The reasoning for this he gave "Indeed with me is my Lord. He will guide me." Such are the moments for the test of faith, when Sayyidnā Mūsā was not terror stricken at all, as if he was seeing for himself the way out. Almost the same thing happened with Holy Prophet at the time of migration while hiding in the cave of Thaur. The enemy had reached right at the opening of the cave in his pursuit. In fact they were so close that they could have seen him if they
had looked down towards their toes. Sayyidnā Abū Bakr got alarmed a little, but Holy Prophet said exactly the same thing ‘Do not grieve, Allah is surely with us’ (9:40). It is worth noting in the two incidents that while Sayyidnā Mūsā said to his Ummah in order to console them with me is my Lord, Holy Prophet said to Sayyidnā Abū Bakr in reply ‘Allah is with us (two)’. It is a special privilege of the Ummah of Muḥammad that his followers are also honoured by the company of Allah when they are with their Rasūl.

Verses 69 - 104

وأتلُّ عليهِم نبأ إبراهيمٍ {69} إذ قال لابيِّه وقومهِ ما تعبدون 405
قالوا نعبد أصُنامًا فنزلَ لها عكفين {70} قال هل يسمعونكم
إذ يدعون {71} أو يرفعونكم أو يضربون {72} قلوا بل وجدنا أبانا
كذلك يفعلون {73} قال أقوؤتم ما كنتم تعبدون {74} أنتم واباكم الأقدمون {75} فإنهم عدو لي إلا رب العليمين {76} واباكم{77}
الذي خلقني فهو يهدني {78} والذي هو يعطي عنا ويسقين {79} 
وإذا مرضت فهو يشفيني {80} والذي يبتيني ثم يحبين {81}
والذي أطمَع أن يغيِّر لي خطين ليومن اللدود {82} رب هب لي
حُكمُا والجُفني بالصلحين {83} وأجعل لي لسان صدق في الأخرين {84} وأجعلني من ورثة جنة النعيم {85} وغضِر لابي
إنه كان من الضالين {86} ولانخزني يوم يبعثون {87} يوم
لا ينفع مال ولا ابنون {88} إلا من آتى الله بُقلي سليم {89}
وأزلقن الجنة للملتَقين {90} وبرزت الجحيم للغلوين {91}
وقيل لهم أينما كنتم تعبدون {92} من دون الله هل
ينصرعونكم أو ينصرونكم {93} فكبكروا فيها هم والغوان {94}
And recite before them the narrative of Ibrāhīm, [69] when he said to his father and to his people, "What do you worship?" [70] They said, "We worship idols, and stay devoted to them." [71] He said, "Do they listen to you when you call [72] (them) or do they bring benefit to you or harm [73]?" They said, "No, but we have found our fathers doing like this." [74] He said, "Have you then ever considered what you have been worshipping, [75] you and your ancient fathers, [76] they all are an enemy to me, except the Lord of the worlds, [77] Who created me, then guides me, [78] and Who feeds me and gives me drink, [79] and when I become sick, He heals me, [80] and who will make me die, then will give me life, [81] and who, I hope, will forgive my fault on the Day of Retribution. [82] O my Lord, give me wisdom and join me with the righteous, [83] and destine for me a truthful description among the next generations. [84] And make me among those who will inherit the Garden of Bliss, [85] and forgive my father. Indeed he was among those who went astray. [86] And do not put me to disgrace on the Day when all will be raised to life, [87] the Day when neither wealth will be of any use (to any one) nor sons, [88] except to one who will come to Allah with a sound heart, [89] and the Paradise will be brought near to the God-fearing [90] and the Hell will be fully uncovered for the perverse, [91] and it will be said to them, 'Where is that which you used to worship [92] beside Allah? Can they help you or help themselves?' [93] So they (their false gods) will be thrown on their faces into it - they and the erring people [94] and the
entire army of Iblîs, all together. [95] They will say when they will be quarreling with each other, [96] 'By Allah, we were in open error [97] when we used to equate you with the Lord of the worlds, [98] and none misguided us except the sinners. [99] Now we have neither any intercessors [100] nor any true friend. [101] Would that we have a chance to return whereby we become among the believers!'' [102]

Surely, in this there is a sign, [103] and most of them are not to believe. And your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [104]

Commentary

وَاجْعَلْ لِيْ لِسَانٍ صَدِيقٍ فِي الْأَخِرَىَّ

And destine for me a truthful description among the next generations. (26:84)

The word لِسَانٍ (lisān, which literally means tongue) is used in this verse in the sense of description and 'for me' means 'for my benefit. Thus meaning of the prayer is ‘O Allah, grant me such delectable ways and nice signs that others may follow until the Dooms Day, and they remember me with good words and nice attributes’. (Ibn Kathîr and Rûh al-Ma‘âmi) Allah Ta‘âlâ has accepted the supplication of Sayyidnâ Ibrâhîm ﷺ. All, including Jews, Christians and even the disbelievers of Makkah, have feelings of love and affection for the creed of Ibrâhîm ﷺ, and attribute themselves to it. Although their ways are in conflict with those of Sayyidnâ Ibrâhîm ﷺ, based on infidelity and polytheism, but they claim to be following his ways. As for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, they rightly claim to be on the ways of Ibrâhîm ﷺ, and feel proud of it.

Love for being praised is contemptible but allowed with certain conditions

Love and aspiration for being praised and respected by others is contemptible under Islamic law. The Holy Qur‘ân has made the bounties of the Hereafter dependent on desisting from the love for being praised by saying ﴿لِبَلَّ كُلُّ الْأُجُرَ الَّذِيْنَ نَجْعَلُهَا لِلَّذِينَ لَا يُحِبُّونَ عَلَوًّا فِي الْأَرْضِ وَلَا فِي الْأَخِرَيْنَ﴾ (As for that Ultimate Abode (the Hereafter) We assign it to those who intend neither being high on earth nor mischief - 28:83) In the present verse (84) the supplication of Sayyidnâ Ibrâhîm ﷺ for his praise and eulogy by the
coming generations apparently looks like a wish for being praised. But if the wordings of the verse are examined carefully, it would become quite evident that it was not the love for being praised, but the real purpose of the supplication was to invoke the Divine help for performing such righteous deeds which could help him in the Hereafter. Moreover, others should also get attracted towards the righteous deeds by following his example, and so should the posterity. By declaring the love for being praised as unlawful and contemptible the Holy Qur’an and hadith actually meant the love for mundane position of importance and profit which is not the case in the prayer of Ibrāhīm.

Imām Tirmidhi and Nasa’ī have related on the authority of Sayyidnā Ka’b ibn Malik that Holy Prophet once said that ‘If two hungry wofls are let loose in a herd of goats, they would not do so much damage to the herd as two traits damage the faith of a man. One is the love for wealth and the other is the aspiration for being praised and respected’. (Ṭabrānī from Abū Sa’īd al-Khudrī, and Bazzār from Abū Hurairah).

Dailamī has reproduced a narration on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās with a weak chain of narrators that the love for praise and worldly status makes a man blind and deaf. All these aḥadīth refer to the love that has mundane considerations, or for which one has to indulge in sin or negligence in the matter of faith. When this is not the case, aspiration for praise and high position is not contemptible. It is reported in a hadith that Holy Prophet himself had made the following supplication: اللَّهُمَّ إِجْعَلْنِي فِي عَيْنِ صَغِيرًا وَفِي اعْيَنَ النَّاسِ كَبِيْرًا that is “Ya Allah, make me insignificant and disdain in my own sight, but make me great in the eyes of people”. Here also the purpose of making great in the eyes of people is that people emulate him in his righteous deeds. That is why Imām Malik has said that the one who is in fact virtuous and pious is required only to avoid making deliberate efforts to present himself as pious in the eyes of people, otherwise, if he loves to be praised by people, it is not contemptible.

Ibn ‘Arabī has said that it is evident from this verse that the desire for a righteous deed which results in people’s praise is allowed. Imām Ghazzālī has ruled that the love for being praised and the position of respect is permissible under three conditions. One, when the object is not to proclaim oneself as superior to others and to degrade them
to an insignificant position, but for the benefit in the Hereafter, so that
others may be influenced to follow his example and try to emulate him.
Second, when the object is not to earn false praise against a trait one does
not possess, and desire that people should eulogize him for that. Third,
when one does not have to indulge in a sin or negligence in the matter of
faith in order to achieve it.

Supplication for the absolution of disbelievers is not allowed

وَاعْفِ عَنِ الْيَتَّهِ، كَانَ مِنَ الْمُضْلُومِينَ ۘ

And forgive my father. Indeed he was among those who went
astray. (26:86)

This prayer of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ﷺ seems to be against the
following verse:

ما كَانَ لِلنَّبِيِّ وَالذِّينَ آمَنُوا أَن يُسْتَغْفَرُوا لِلْمُشْرِكِينَ وَلَوْ كَانُوا أُولِيَ الْقُرْءَانِ ۖ بَعْدَ مَا تَبَيْنَ لَهُمْ أَصْحَابُ الْجَحِيمِ.

“It is not for the Prophet and the believers to seek forgiveness
for the Mushriks, even if they are kinsmen, after it became
clear to them that they are the people of hell. (9:113)

This verse clearly lays down the rule that it is not allowed for a Muslim to
pray for the forgiveness of the one about whom it is certainly known that
he died in the state of kufr.

Now the question arises here as to why did Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ﷺ supplicate for the forgiveness of his father, who was a disbeliever? Allah
Ta’ālā himself has given answer to this question in the Holy Qur’ān:

وَمَا كَانَ اسْتَغْفَارُ إِبْرَاهِيمٍ إِلَّا عِنْ مَوْعِدَةٍ وَعَدَّهَا إِلَىٰ اِبْنِهِ ﴿ۚ فَلَمَا تَبَيْنَ لَهُ آنَهَ عَذَّبَهُ ﴾ نَبِئَ مِنْهَا ﴿ۚ إِنْ إِبْرَاهِيمْ كَوَاءُ حَكِيمٍ ﴾

And the prayer of Ibrāhīm for the forgiveness of his father was
not but due to a promise he had made to him. Later when it
became clear to him that he was an enemy of Allah, he
withdrew himself from him. Surely, Ibrāhīm is oft-sighing
(before Allah), forbearing. (9:114)

The gist of the answer is that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ﷺ had supplicated for the pardon of his father within his lifetime with the intent and desire
that Allah Ta’ālā would give him Divine help to turn to faith, after which the forgiveness was sure. Alternatively, Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm عليه الصلاة والسلام was of the opinion that his father had accepted the faith, but had not made it public. But once he learnt that his father had died as an infidel, he pronounced his complete disgust against his attitude and disowned it.

**Note**

The point whether Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm عليه الصلاة والسلام had become aware of the infidelity of his father within his lifetime or came to know about it after his death, or he would know this on the Dooms Day, is fully discussed in Sūrah Taubah.

The Day when neither wealth will be of any use (to any one) nor sons, [88] except to one who will come to Allah with a sound heart, [26:89]

This verse has declared that wealth and children will not be of any help to a person on the Day of Judgment. This declaration is subjected to exception in the words, "except to one who will come to Allah with sound heart". (coming with sound heart means to come to Him with true faith). Now, this exception has been interpreted in two different ways. According to one interpretation adopted by some commentators this exception is not meant to exclude the believers from the rule. It is an exception of a special type which is known in Arabic grammar as "munqati" (This type of exception does not exclude anything from the aforementioned statement. It simply says that the thing negated in the first sentence is found in someone else.) A simple example for this expression is that a person is asked about Zaid whether he has some wealth and children, and he replies, "No, his wealth and children are nothing but his sound heart." The same expression is used in this verse. The gist of the verse, according to this interpretation would be that wealth and children will not be helpful to anyone, neither to a believer nor to a disbeliever; what will be helpful, instead of wealth and children, is one's sound heart, i.e. the true faith and righteous deeds.

The second interpretation, adopted by the majority, is that it is a normal exception which means that wealth and children may be helpful
to the one who will come to Allah with sound heart, i.e. with faith and righteous deeds, but these things will not be of any use to a disbeliever.

Another point worth noting in this verse is that while referring to 'children' the Holy Qur'an has used the word بَنُون (Banūn) which is literally restricted to the male children. Probably the reason is that it is the male children from whom an effective help is expected in adverse situations. The expectation of help from female children in some calamities is very rare even in this world. Therefore, the male children are specifically mentioned in the context of the Hereafter to indicate that even those who were expected to help in the world will not be of any use there.

It may also be noted that "sound heart" literally means a healthy heart. But according to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas here it means that heart of a believer that testifies the Oneness of Allah and is pure from shirk. The same interpretation is reported from Mujāhid, Ḥasan al-Baṣri and Sa‘īd ibn al-Musayyab with different expressions. Sa‘īd ibn al-Musayyab says that the sound heart is only that of a believer because the heart of a disbeliever is sick. The Holy Qur'an says, فِي قُلُوبِهِمْ مَرْضٌ (In their heart there is a malady (2:10).

Wealth, children and the family relationship can also be beneficial in the Hereafter to a believer

In accordance with the commonly adopted explanation of the verse it has now become clear that the wealth of a person could be of help to him on the Dooms Day, provided he is a Muslim. It can be elaborated by saying that the one who has spent his wealth in this world in the way of Allah and in the cause of righteous deeds or has spent in an ongoing charity (Ṣadaqah Jariyah), will get its benefit in the Hereafter if he dies with the faith of Islam and is listed as a believer on the Day of Judgment. On the other hand if he was not a Muslim or God-forbid became an apostate before his death, then all the good deeds he had done in this world will be of no benefit to him. The same rule will apply in the case of children, that is, if a person is Muslim, he can benefit from them in the Hereafter in that his children supplicate for his forgiveness after his death. Also, if he had tried to train the children to be pious, whatever good they will do, its benefit will also be passed on to him as long as they do righteous deeds. It is also possible that his pious children obtain his pardon in the Hereafter by intercession. In a few Āḥādīth it is reported
about such an intercession and its acceptance, especially the intercession of the young children yet to attain puberty. Likewise, the children will also benefit from their parents on the condition of faith in that if they were Muslims but their righteous deeds could not attain the level of their parents, then Allah Ta’alā by taking into account their parents good deeds would place them also at the high position of their parents. The Holy Qur’ān has elucidated it in these words (52:21) that is ‘We will join together with Our righteous servants their progeny’. The above quoted famous explanation of this verse has made it clear that wherever it is mentioned in the Qur’ān or hadith that the family connection will be of no avail in the Hereafter, the reference is to the non-believers. This principle is applicable to the extent that even if the wife and children of the messenger are not believers, they too would not benefit from his prophethood in the Hereafter, as is the case of the son of Sayyidnā Nūh the wife of Lūṭ and the father of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm . The Qur’ānic verses (upon the day when a man shall flee from his brother, his mother, his father - 80:34) and "nor will a son be standing for his father in any way" (31:33) all reflect this very theme. (وَاللهُ أَعْلَمُ)

Verses 105 - 122
And the people of Nūḥ belied the messengers [105] when their brother Nūḥ said to them, "Do you not fear Allah? [106] I am an honest messenger for you. [107] So, fear Allah and obey me. [108] And I do not claim from you any reward for it. My reward is with none but with the Lord of the worlds; [109] so, fear Allah and obey me."

They said, "Shall we believe in you while you are followed by the lowest people?" [110] He said, "I do not know about what they do; [112] their account is with none but with my Lord, if you have sense. [113] And I am not to drive the believers away; [114] I am not but a plain warner." [115] They said, "Should you not stop, 0 Nūḥ, you will surely be among those stoned." [116] He said, "My Lord, my people have belied me. [117] So judge between me and them with an open verdict and save me and all the believers who are with me." [118] So We saved him and those with him in the Ark that was fully occupied. [119] Then We drowned, after that, all the remaining. [120] Surely in this there is a sign, and most of them are not to believe. [121] And surely your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [122]

Commentary

And I do not claim from you any reward for it. - 26:109

It is learnt from this verse that charging and acceptance of wages against religious teachings and preaching is not right. Therefore, the righteous elders have ruled it as forbidden, but the later generations have allowed it under compelling circumstances. Its full details have been given under the explanation of the verse "And do not take a paltry price for My signs" - 2:41.
Special note

Here the verse فَأَنتُمْ اللَّهَ وَاتِبَاعُكُمْ الأَرْضُلُونَ. قَالَ وَمَا عِلَمَيْتُ بِمَا كَانَتَا يَعْمَلُونَ. (So, fear Allah and obey me - 110) is repeated twice to make clear that for the obedience of the Messenger and fear of Allah it was enough that the prophet has any one of the two qualities: One, his honesty and integrity, and the second, his teaching and preaching without a fee. But when the Messenger who is personified of all these traits, his obedience and the fear of his God becomes all the more necessary.

Nobility of a person depends on deeds and moral qualities and not on family or status

فَأَنتُمْ لِكَ وَاتِبَاعُكُمْ الأَرْضُلُونَ. قَالَ وَمَا عِلَمَيْتُ بِمَا كَانَتَا يَعْمَلُونَ.

They said, "Shall we believe in you while you are followed by the lowest people?" [111] He said, "I do not know about what they do. (26:111-112)

It is related in this verse that the disbelievers rejected the invitation of Sayyidna Nūḥ to accept the faith on the plea that his followers were worthless poor people. So, how could they, the elite and noble, mix up with them? On this Nūḥ replied that he did not know about their acts, thereby hinting that their understanding of nobility on the basis of family background, wealth, or status was wrong, and that the nobility or meanness and honour or disgrace is dependent on one’s deeds and morals. Hence, it was their ignorance to put the label of sordidness on his followers, because they did not know about their deeds and disposition. Unless one knows fully well about the morals and deeds of others, it is not right to pass any judgment about them. (Qurṭubī).

Verses 123 - 140
The (people of) ‘Ad belied the messengers [123] when their brother Hūd said to them, "Do you not fear Allah? [124] I am an honest messenger for you, [125] so fear Allah and obey me. [126] And I do not claim from you any reward for it. My reward is with none but with the Lord of the worlds. [127] Do you erect on every height a sign, having no sound purpose, [128] and take the objects of architecture as if you are going to live for ever, [129] and when you seize (someone) you seize as tyrants? [130] So fear Allah and obey me. [131] And fear the One who has supported you with what you know. [132] He has supported you with cattle and sons, [133] and with gardens and springs. [134] In fact I fear for you the punishment of a great day." [135]

They said, "It is all equal for us, whether you give us advice or you are not among those who give advice. [135] This is nothing but the practice of the ancient, [137] and we are not going to be punished." [138] Thus they belied him, so We destroyed them. Surely, in this there is a sign, and most of them are not to believe. [139] And surely your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [140]

Commentary
Explanation of some difficult words

Do you erect on every height a sign having no sound purpose, [128] and take the objects of architecture as if you are going to live for ever, (26:128-129)
Ibn Jarir has related from Mujahid that the passage between two hills is called رَيْفُ (ريف). But Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās and majority have taken the meaning of رَيْفُ as a high place, and its derivative is رَيْفُ-عَنْ-ناَ بَتَّ (ريف النبات)، which means growing and climbing vegetation. Literal meaning of أَيَّاهَ (آه) is symbol or sign, but here it means a high palace. كَانَ مَعْلُومًا is derived from عَبَّاثُ (عثث)، which is something of no value and benefit neither in reality nor by implication. So, the meaning of the verse is that they used to make very high palaces of no benefit and which they did not need. It was just to fulfill their ego and pride. مَاشَانِي’ (مصانع) is the plural of مَسْناً (مصنع). Sayyidnā Qatādah has taken مَاشَانِي’ (مصانع) for the water tank, whereas Ḥadrat Mujāhid رحمه الله تعالى take it to mean strong palace.

Construction of buildings without any need is contemptible

This verse indicates that the construction of houses and buildings without need is a condemnable act. The ḥadīth quoted by Imām Tirmidhī on the authority of Sayyidnā 'Anas conveys exactly the same message: أن كل بناء وبال على صاحبه إلا مالاء، إلا مالاء، يعني إلا مالاء بدع منه ‘Every building is a tribulation for the builder, except that which is necessary, because it is not a nuisance’. It is commented in Rūḥ al-Ma‘ānī that without genuine requirement construction of tall buildings is contemptible and condemned under the Shari‘ah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.
The (people of) Thamūd belied the messengers [141] when their brother Ṣāliḥ said to them, "Do you not fear Allah? [142] I am an honest messenger for you. [143] So, fear Allah and obey me. [144] And I do not claim from you any reward for it. My reward is with none but with the Lord of the worlds. [145] Will you be left secure in whatever is here, [146] in gardens and springs, [147] and in farms and date-palms, the spathes of which are interwoven? [148] And you hew out houses from the hills with pride. [149] So fear Allah and obey me, [150] and do not obey the order of the transgressors [151] make mischief on the land and who do not set things right". [152]

They said, "You are merely one of those bewitched. [153] You are nothing but a human like us. So, bring a sign if you are one of the truthful." [154] He said, "This is a she-camel - She has a share of water, and you have a share of water on a specified day. [155] So do not touch her with evil (intent), lest you should be seized by a painful punishment." [156] But they killed her, then they
became remorseful and the punishment seized them. Surely in this there is a sign, and most of them are not to believe. [158] And surely, your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [159]

Commentary

And you hew out houses from the hills with pride. [149]

According to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, the word فارِحِينُ (Fārihīn) means arrogant and conceited people. But Abī Sāliḥ and Imām Raghib have taken this word to mean experts. Therefore, the meaning of the verse is that Allah Ta‘ālā has favoured you by teaching such skills that you could make houses by cutting hills. The essence of all this is that you should remember the bounties of Allah Ta‘ālā and should not make mischief and trouble on earth.

Useful vocations are Divine Graces provided they are not employed in bad things

This verse indicates that nice vocations are Allah’s Graces, and to draw benefit from them is lawful. But if they are used for some sinful purpose or in an unlawful act, or if someone gets involved in them with unnecessary concentration, then it is not lawful to adopt them. An example of unnecessary construction of tall buildings and its contempt has just been mentioned in the previous verses.

Verses 160 - 175
The people of Lūt belied the messengers [160] when their brother Lūt said to them, "Do you not fear Allah? [161] I am an honest messenger for you. [162] So fear Allah and obey me. [163] And I do not claim from you any reward for it. My reward is with none but with the Lord of the worlds. [164] Do you go to the males (for having sex) out of the whole universe, [165] and leave what your Lord has created for you, that is, your wives? in fact, you are a people who cross (all) limits." [166]

They said, "If you do not stop O Lūt, you shall be included among the outcast." [167] He said "Certainly, I am hateful to your act. [168] O my Lord, save me and my family from what they do." [169] So We saved him and his family, all of them [170] except an old woman among those who remained behind. [171] Then We destroyed the others, [172] and subjected them to a terrible rain. So evil was the rain of those who were warned. [173] Surely, in this there is a sign, but most of them are not to believe. [174] And surely your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [175]

Commentary

Unnatural act is unlawful even with one's own wife

وَتُذْرُوْنَ مَا خَلَقَ لَكُمْ رَبُّكُمْ مِنْ آْوَٰيَةٍ

And leave what your Lord has created for you, that is, your wives? - 26:166

In the phrase مِنْ آْوَٰيَةٍ the word مِنْ (min) Min could be descriptive (which is translated above as 'that is') if taken in the technical sense, which would mean that in order to satisfy your lust you go after the homosexual men instead of your wives, whom Allah has given you to
meet your natural urge. This is indeed a proof of malignity. The other possibility is that the letter 'Min' is used to mean 'from' or 'out of'; then the meaning of the verse would be that it is a special part in the body of your wives which is created for the satisfaction of your natural urge. But you indulge in unnatural act with them, which is totally unlawful. Thus according to this second interpretation, it has also been made clear that it is not permitted to have unnatural intercourse with one's wife. In a hadith Holy Prophet has cast curse on such a person. (Rūḥ al-Maʿānī).

 إلا عُفِّرَوْا في الغَيْبِينَ

Except an old woman among those who remained behind. - 26:171

The word 'old woman' is used for the wife of Sayyidnā Lūṭ ٌٌٌ ٌ، who was an infidel and was agreeable to the unnatural act of the people of Lūṭ ٌٌٌ ٌ. If the wife of Lūṭ ٌٌٌ ٌ was an old woman then the use of this word for her is quite clear, but if she was not old, then perhaps she was called 'old woman' for the reason that the prophet's wife is regarded like the mother of the Ummah, and to call a woman having many children as old is not unlikely.

وَأَمْطَرْنَا عَلَيْهِم مَّطَرًا ١٠٠٨ فَسَأَءَ مَّطَرُ المُنْدَرِينَ

and subjected them to a terrible rain. So evil was the rain of those who were warned. - 26:173

This verse has confirmed that if a man commits sodomy, he may be punished with throwing a wall on him or by throwing him down from a high place, as suggested by Ḥanafī scholars, because the people of Lūṭ ٌٌٌ ٌ were destroyed in a similar manner. Their township was lifted and thrown on the ground. (Shāmī Kitāb Al-Ḥudūd)

Verses 176 - 191
The people of Aykah belied the messengers [176] when Shu'ailb said to them, "Do you not fear Allah? [177] I am an honest messenger for you. [178] So fear Allah and obey me. [179] And I do not claim from you any reward for it; my reward is with none but with the Lord of the worlds. [180] Give full measure and do not be among those who bring loss to others. [181] And weigh with an even balance. [182] And do not make people short of their things and do not spread disorder in the land as mischief makers. [183] And be fearful of the One who created you and the former generations." [184]

They said, "You are but one of the bewitched men. [185] And you are no more than a human like us, and in fact we consider you to be one of the liars. [186] So cause a piece from the sky to fall down upon us, if you are one of the truthful." [187] He said, "My Lord knows best what you do." [188] Thus they belied him, so they were seized by the torment of the Day of Canopy. Indeed it was the punishment of a terrible day. [189] Surely in this there is a sign, but most of them are not to believe. [190] And surely your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [191]
Commentary

And weigh with an even balance. - 26:182

Some scholars have held the word Quistāṣ as a Roman word, which means justice, while others have taken it as an Arabic word, derived from Qist, which is also used for justice. It means to make use of the scale and other measuring tools in a straight and correct manner, where there is no possibility of weighing less.

And do not make people short of their things - 26:183

What it means is that it is unlawful to reduce any quantity or amount from that which has been contracted with anyone, whether it is a measurable thing or otherwise. Therefore, if a servant or a laborer does not work his full time at his workplace, he too is included in this warning. Imām Malik رحمه الله تعالى has reported a narration in his Muwatta’ that Sayyidnā ‘Umar noticed that someone did not join in the ‘Aṣr prayer. So, he enquired about the reason for that, to which he offered some excuse. Then Sayyidnā ‘Umar said, ‘You have reduced in measuring’. As prayer is not something to be measured, hence after quoting this ḥadīth Imām Malik رحمه الله تعالى has said that this command is not restricted to measurable things. Rather, performing any obligation less than due is included in prohibition highlighted in this verse and in Sūrah "At-tāṣīf 84".

so they were seized by the torment of the Day of Canopy. - 26:189

(the Torment of the Canopy), mentioned in this verse refers to an incident, which is this: Allah Ta‘ālā sent down such an extreme heat on a people that they could not find comfort either inside the houses or outside. Then He sent down a mass of dark cloud over a nearby forest, under which there was a cool breeze. As the entire people were distressed due to excessive heat, they ran to take shelter under the cloud. When all of them assembled under the cover of the cloud, it rained fire
instead of water. Thus the whole nation was burnt to ashes. (Rûh al-Ma'âni)

Verses 192 - 227

وَأَنَّهُ لَعَلِّي بِالرَّحْمَةِ الْأَلْبَيْنِ ۖ (١٩٢٩) ثُلِّيثٌ مِّنَ الْمَوْتِ ‏ۖ (١٩٣٠) بِلِسْانِ عَرْبِي مِّبِينِ ۖ (١٩٣١) وَإِنَّهُ لَفِي زُبَرَ الْأُولَىِّينَ ۖ (١٩٣٢) أُوْلَمْ يُكَانَ لَهُمُ آيَةُ أَن يَعْلَمُهُ مَعْمَوْا ۖ (١٩٣٣) فَقَرَأَهُ عَلِيْهِمْ مَا كَانُوا بِمُؤْمِنِينَ ۖ (١٩٣٤) كَذَلِكَ سَلَكَ فِي قُلُوبِ ۖ (١٩٣٥) الْمُعْجِرِمِينَ ۖ (١٩٣٦) لَا يَعْمَنُونَ بِهِ حَتَّى يُوْرَى النُّذَابُ الآلِيِّمُ ۖ (١٩٣٧) فَقَبَلَهُم بِغَتَّةٍ وَهُمْ لَا يَشْعُروُنَّ ۖ (١٩٣٨) فَيُفْيِدُوْلُوْهُمْ ۚ (١٩٣٩) فَيُعْلَمُونَ ۖ (١٩٤٠) أَفْيَاذَّا يُسْتَعْجِلُونَ ۖ (١٩٤١) أَفْرَأَيْتُ إِن مَّتَعْنُهُمْ سِيِّئًا ۖ (١٩٤٢) ثُمَّ جَاءَهُمْ مَا كَانُوا يَوْعَدُونَ ۖ (١٩٤٣) مَا أَعْلَنْ عَنْهُمْ مَا كَانُوا يُمْعَعُونَ ۖ (١٩٤٤) وَمَا أَهْلَكُنَا مِنْ قَرْيَةٍ إِلَّا لَّهَا مُنْدَرُونَ ۖ (١٩٤٥) ذَكَرْيَ ۢوَمَا كَانَ ۢثَلَٰثٍۢ ۖ (١٩٤٦) وَمَا تَنْزَلَتْ بِهِ ۢشَيْطَانُۢ ۖ (١٩٤٧) وَمَا يَبْنِيَ ۢلَهُمْ وَمَا يُسْتَطِيعُونَ ۖ (١٩٤٨) إِنَّهُمْ عَن السَّمَعِ لَمَعْزُولُونَ ۖ (١٩٤٩) فَلَا تَدْعُ مَعَ اللَّهِ إِلَّا اِخْرَفَتَنَّ مِنْ ۢمُعْدَدِينَۢ ۖ (١٩٥٠) وَاتَّدِعِ عِشْرِتَ لِلَّكَ ۢأَقْرَمَينَۢ ۖ (١٩٥١) وَأَخْفَضُ جَنَاحَكَ لِمَنْ أَتَبَعَكَ ۢمِنْ ۢمُؤْمِنِينَۢ ۖ (١٩٥٢) فَإِن عَصَوْكَ فَقَلِ كَإِنَّ بَرَاءَ مِمَّا تَعْمُّلُونَ ۖ (١٩٥٣) وَتَوَكَّلُّ عَلَى ۢعِزْيِ الزَّرَجِيمِۢ ۖ (١٩٥٤) الَّذِي يَرِكَ ۢجِينَ ۢتَقْوُمُ ۖ (١٩٥٥) وَتَقْبَلْكَ فِي السَّجِّيْنِۢ ۖ (١٩٥٦) إِنَّهُ ۢهِوَ ۢسَمِيعُ ۢالْعَلِيمِۢ ۖ (١٩٥٧) ۢلَكَ ۢحَلُّ أَنْ يَفْغُمَ عَلَى مَن تَنْزِلُ ۢشَيْطَانُۢ ۖ (١٩٥٨) ۢتَنْزِيْلُ عَلَى كُلِّ ۢأَقَالَ أَيِّمَ ۢكِلِبَّ١ۢ ۖ (١٩٥٩) يُقِنُّوْنَ السَّمَعَ وَأَكْرِهِمْ كَلِبَّ١ۢ ۖ (١٩٦٠) ۢالْشَّهْرَاء١ۢ ۖ (١٩٦١)
And this (Qur'ān) is the revelation of the Lord of the worlds. [192] It is brought by the Trusted Spirit down [193] to your heart, so that you become one of the warners [194] in plain Arabic language. [195] And of course, it is (mentioned) in the scriptures of the former people. [196]

Is it not a proof for them that the knowledgeable of the children of Isrā'īl recognize him (the prophet)? [197] And (even) if We had revealed it to a non-Arab, [198] and he would have recited it to them, they were not to believe in it. [199] Thus We have made it enter into the hearts of the sinners. [200] They will not believe in it until they will see the painful punishment [201] and it will come to them suddenly while they will not be anticipating (it), [202] and they will say, "Is it (possible) that we are given some respite?" [203] Are they asking then that Our punishment should come soon? [204] So tell me, If We give them enjoyment for years, [205] then comes to them what they are warned of, [206] what help can be provided to them by the things they were given to enjoy? [207] And We did not destroy any town unless it has had warners [208] to give advice, and We have never been unjust. [209]

And this (Qur'ān) is not brought down by the satans. [210] It neither fits them, nor are they able to (do this). [211] In fact they are kept far from hearing (it at the time of revelation). [212] So do not invoke any other god along with Allah, or you will be among those who are to be punished. [213] And warn the nearest people of your clan, [214] and be kind with humbleness to the believers who followed you. [215] So if they disobey you, then say, "I disown what you do," [216] and place your trust in the Mighty, the Merciful, [217] Who sees you when you stand
[218] (in prayer) and (sees) your movement among those who prostrate. [219] Surely, He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. [220]

Shall I tell you on whom the satans descend? [221] They descend on every sinful liar. They give ear to hear (secretly) and most of them tell lies. As for the poets, they are followed by the straying people. Did you not see that they wander in every valley and that they say what they do not do, except those who believe and do righteous deeds and remember Allah very much and defend themselves after they are wronged. And the wrongdoers will soon know to which place they are going to return. [227]

Commentary

Qur‘ān is the name of the collection of its words and meanings

It is brought by the Trusted Spirit down to your heart, so that you become one of the warners in plain Arabic language. And of course, it is (mentioned) in the scriptures of the former people.

The words (in plain Arabic language - 195) in these verses makes it clear that Qur‘ān is only that which is in Arabic language. Any translation of a passage or the whole of Qur‘ān in any language cannot be called Qur‘ān. But the next sentence (And of course, it is [mentioned] in the scriptures of the former people - 196) does not seem to be in consonance with it, because the pronoun 'it' is apparently refers to the Qur‘ān and means that the Qur‘ān was also in the earlier scriptures, i.e. in Torah, Injil and Zabūr. It is also well known that the earlier books, namely Torah, Injil and Zabūr, were not in the Arabic language. Hence the inclusion of the meanings of Qur‘ān in them is referred in this verse as ‘Qur‘ān’. Answer to this apparent contradiction is that according to majority of the Ummah, sometimes even the subject matter of the Qur‘ān is called Qur‘ān in a general sense, because the real purpose of a book is the subjects it deals with. The statement that earlier books also contained Qur‘ān is in this sense only that they included some Qur‘ānic subjects. This statement is also endorsed by many narrations of hadith.
Sayyidnā Maquil ibn Yasar  has reported a Ḥadīth in Mustadrāk of Ḥākim that the Holy Prophet  has said that Sūrah Al-Baqarah was given to him from ‘adh-dhikr al-‘awwal’, and Sūrah Ṭāḥā, Ṭawāṣīn (all Sūrahs starting from Ṭasīn) and Ḥawāmīm (all Sūrahs beginning with Ḥāmīm) were given from the tablets of Sayyidnā Muṣā, while Sūrah Al- настоящее (all Sūrahs starting from Ṭasīn and Ḥawāmīm) were given to him from under the ‘Arsh (the great Throne). Ṭabarānī, Ḥākim, Baihaqī etc. have reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Abdullāh ibn Mas‘ūd  that Sūrah Al-Mulk is present in Torah as well. (Al-Ḥadīth). The Sūrah  has itself said, (87:18,19) that is these subjects have also appeared in the books of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm and Sayyidnā Muṣā.

The gist of all these verses and narrations is that many a subjects of the Qurʾān were also covered in the earlier books as well. But it does not mean that those parts of the earlier books in which the Qurʾānic subjects were covered are given the name of Qurʾān. No one in the Ummah is of the opinion that those parts of the earlier books, be called Qurʾān. Instead the majority of Ummah believes that Qurʾān is the name not only of its wordings but also of its meanings. If someone picks up some of the Quranic words from different places and put them together to make a passage like it will not be called Qurʾān, despite the fact that all these words are taken from the Qurʾān. Likewise, only the meanings of Qurʾān, irrespective of the language they are rendered in, cannot be regarded as Qurʾān.

Reciting translation of Qurʾān in prayers is not allowed by consensus of Ummah

The whole Ummah is unanimous on the rule that reciting the translation of the Qurʾān in any other language like Urdu, Persian, English etc. is not sufficient for discharging the obligation of recitation in Ṣalāh, except in a case of extreme necessity. The jurists who are reported to have relaxed this rule have, later on, changed their view.

Urdu translation of Qurʾān is not allowed to be called Urdu Qurʾān

If only the translation of the Qurʾān is written in any language without the Arabic text, it cannot be called the Qurʾān. Some people call
the Urdu translation of the Qur'ān as Urdu Qur'ān, or the English translation of the Qur'ān as English Qur'ān. It is not right and amounts to disrespect of the Holy Book. Printing, calling or trading of something in the name of Qur'ān, without the Arabic text of the Qur'ān, is not permitted. This subject is dealt with in detail in my treatise (تحذير الاخوان عن تغيير رسوم القرآن).

So tell me, If We give them enjoyment for years, - 26:205.

There is a hint in this verse that those who are bestowed with long life in this world by Allah Ta'ālā, it is His grace on them. But those who show ingratitude for this grace and do not submit to Islam, to them this respite and grace will not be of any avail. Imām Zuhrī رحمه الله تعالى has related that Sayyidnā ‘Umar ibn ‘Abdul Azīz رحمه الله تعالى used to recite this verse every morning by holding his beard and addressing his Self:


‘O the duped one! Your whole day is spent in negligence and the night in sleep, while death is inevitable for you. Neither you are awake among the alert and woken nor are you the one who will get salvation from among the sleepers. You keep endeavoring for things which will soon bring you unpleasant results. Cattle and animals live like this in the world'.

And warn the nearest people of your clan, -26:214.

‘Ashirah’ عشيرة means clan and by limiting it with ‘aqrabīn’ (the nearest people) it is used for close relatives. It is worth noting here that the mission of the Holy Prophet ﷺ as a messenger is universal to the whole Ummah, then what is the wisdom in making it special for the members of the clan? But if we look at it rather closely, we will notice in it an easy and effective way for preaching, which would have far-reaching effect. One’s own family members having the privilege of closeness are also entitled to
have precedence over others on initiating any act of virtue. By virtue of close mutual relations they know each other well and anyone with false claims would get exposed in no time. Conversely, the one having good reputation among the family members would be readily accepted and listened to. Once the close relatives throw their weight to support a good cause, it brings in unity and mutual help between them. This way they develop a group of the family members on the basis of trust and sincerity and it becomes very easy to spend the daily life in an atmosphere of peace to follow the religious code. Then this homogeneous and sincere group works like a small power in preaching and spreading the precepts and code of religion to others. In another verse of the Holy Qur'an it is said (66:6) that 'Save yourself and your family members from the fire of Jahannam'. Responsibility of saving one's dependent from the fire of Jahannam is placed on every member of the clan. This is an easy and simple way of reforming the conduct and morals. It is an every day experience that in order to follow good conduct and morals and then to stick to them is only possible when the environment is favourable for that. If only one person in the entire household wishes to perform his prayers regularly, even that devotee will find it difficult to carry it out. In the present environment it has become difficult to abstain from the unlawful things not because it is not possible to keep away from them, but the reason is that when the whole fraternity is involved in a sin, it becomes very difficult for just one person to keep himself aloof. When this verse was revealed to Holy Prophet , he called out all the members of the family and conveyed to them the message of truth. Although they did not accept the truth at that time but gradually the family members started converting to Islam. When the uncle of Holy Prophet Sayyidnā Ḥamzah , converted to Islam it provided great strength to the mission.

As for the poets, they are followed by the straying people. - 26:224.

شَعْرُ (Shi‘r) which is the origin of Shu‘ara‘ and is translated as poetry; is an Arabic word which lexically means any statement based on imagination and ideas not confirmed by serious proofs. It is not necessary for being a 'Shi‘r' in original Arabic to have a particular rhythm or
Since the technical shīr (poetry) which is always based on particular rhythms is generally composed of imaginary thoughts, the technical definition of shīr (poetry) is "a composition of words having a particular rhythm and a similar sound at the end of each line (Qāfiyah)." The pagans of Makkah used to call the Holy Prophet a shā'ir (a poet) and the Holy Qur'ān, a shīr (poetry). Some commentators of the Holy Qur'ān are of the view that the pagans of Makkah used to call the Qur'ān a shīr in its technical sense. But others are of the opinion that it was not so, because the infidels of Makkah were fully conversant with the code and principles of poetry, and it is obvious that Qur'ān is not a book of poetry. Even a non-Arab would not accept that, not to say anything of the eloquent Arabs. On the contrary, the Arabs used to call him a poet in the literal sense of the word, that is they regarded his thoughts as imaginary. Their objective was to call him a liar, because the word Shā'ir is also used in the sense of lie, and Shi'r for a liar.

As for the poets, they are followed by the straying people. - 26:224

The word شاعر (Shā'ir) is used in this verse in its technical and commonly known meaning, that is the rhythmic composer. This interpretation is endorsed by a narration in Fatahul Bāri that when this verse was revealed, the respected companions, Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh ibn Rawāhah, Ḥassān ibn Thābit and Ka'b ibn Mālik, who were well known poets, went crying to Holy Prophet and submitted that this verse was revealed by Allah Ta'ālā and they too were poets. Then Holy Prophet said ‘You go through the last part of the verse’. What he conveyed was that their poetry was not frivolous having bad intent, hence they were included in that exception which is mentioned in the last part of the verse. The commentators have therefore, elaborated that in the beginning of the verse the disbeliever poets are purported, because depraved people, defiant Satan and disobedient Jinn followed and narrated their poetry. (Fatahul Bāri)
The place of poetry in Islamic Sharī'ah (jurisprudence)

In the beginning of these verses the poetry is disapproved strongly and appears an object of God’s wrath. But towards the end of Sūrah the exception allowed proves that poetry is not condemned completely. Only that poetry is condemned and abominable which encourages Allah’s disobedience or puts hindrance in His remembrance, or disgraces and condemns someone falsely, or be obscene or leads to obscenity. But that poetry which is free from these sins and unbecoming things is exonerated by Allah Ta‘ālā through this verse (227). On the other hand the poetry which deals with the subjects of wisdom based on sermons and teachings is part of the virtues carrying reward in the Hereafter as reported by Sayyidnā ‘Ubayy Ibn Ka‘b that is ‘There is a poetry which contains wisdom’. (Bukhārī) Ḥāfiz ibn Ḥājar has said that here wisdom stands for rightful things based on truth. Ibn Baṭṭāl has explained that the poetry dealing with Oneness of Allah, His remembrance and love for Islam is desirable and praiseworthy, and in the hadith under reference that type of poetry is in view. However, the poetry dealing with falsehood and obscenity is contemptible. This explanation is also confirmed by the following narrations:

(1) ‘Amr ibn Sharīd has reported through his father that Holy Prophet ﷺ had listened 100 couplets of ‘Umayyah ibn aṣ-ṣalt from him.

(2) Muṣarrif has reported that he traveled with Sayyidnā ‘Imrān ibn Ḥuṣain ﷺ from Kūfa to Baṣrah and he used to recite couplets on every stage of the journey.

(3) Ṭabarānī has reported about the distinguished companions and tābi‘īn that they used to compose, listen and recite poetry.

(4) Imām Bukhārī has reported that Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها used to compose poetry.

(5) Abū Ya‘lā has reported from Ibn ‘Umar رضي الله عنه that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said, "Poetry is a composition". If its subject matter is good and useful, it is good, and if its subject is bad or sinful, it is bad. (Fataḥul Bārî)

Tafsīr al-Qurṭubī has remarked that from among the ten jurists of
Madinah, who are well known for their learning and graciousness, 'Ubaidullah ibn 'Utba ibn Mas'ud was an eloquently articulate poet, and the poetry of Qadi Zubair ibn Bakkar was compiled in a book. Qurtubi has reproduced an observation of Abi 'Amr that no intelligent and knowledgeable person would take the poetry comprising of nice subjects as bad. It is also worth noting that among the noble companions who were the religious leaders, there is none who had either not composed the poetry himself or had not recited or listened to the composition of others with fondness.

Where poetry is condemned in certain narrations, it is with the purpose that one should not get engrossed so much in it that he neglects his worship and the Qur'an. Imam Bukhari has elaborated this subject in a separate chapter in which he has quoted from Sayyidnah Abi Hurairah:

\[
\text{لَانَ يَنْمُتْ لِلَّهِ جَوْفُ رَجُلٍ فَيَحْيَا يُرْبِيُّ خَيْرَ مِنْ أَنْ يَنْمُتْ لِلَّهِ شِعْرًا}
\]

'It is better to fill up one's belly with pus than to fill it up with poetry'.

Imam Bukhari has explained that according to his understanding this statement portrays the situation when the poetry becomes dominant over remembrance of Allah Ta'alaa, or in one's involvement with the Qur'an or with acquiring knowledge. But if the poetry is kept under check, it is not bad. Similarly, there is consensus of Ummah that the poetry which is obscene or contains defaming subjects is unlawful and is not permitted. This ruling is not exclusive to poetry only, but applies to any writing – prose or poetry. (Qurtubi)

Sayyidnah 'Umar ibn Khaṭṭāb had dismissed his governor, 'Adiyy ibn Naḍlah from his position because he used to compose obscene poetry. Sayyidnah 'Umar ibn 'Abdul 'Aziz had directed to exile 'Amr ibn Rabī'ah and 'Abul Aḥwās on the same charge, but when 'Amr ibn Rabī'ah repented on his deeds, his repentance was accepted. (Qurtubi).

**Every art or learning, which makes one oblivious of Allah and Hereafter, is contemptible**

Ibn Abi Jamrah has ruled that excessive involvement in poetry and all such learning or art which makes one oblivious of the remembrance of Allah Ta'ālā and causes doubts in the mind about beliefs of Islam or helps
in promoting spiritual ills, fall under the same ruling as is given for contemptible poetry.

The depravity of the followers is often an indicator of the depravity of the leader

As for the poets, they are followed by the straying people. - 26:224

The poets are blamed in this verse that their followers are misled. Here the question arises that if it is the followers who are misled, how could the poets be blamed for the acts which their followers adopt? It is because the wrong deeds adopted by the followers are normally the signs of misdeeds of the one who is followed. But Maulana Ashraf ‘Ali Thanavi has clarified that this rule will apply when the one who is followed has a hand in the misdeeds of the followers. For instance if there is no check on telling lies and backbiting in the meetings of the leader, and because of that his followers, who sit in his company, also adopt this habit, then this sin committed by the followers will be regarded as a manifestation of the sin of the one who is followed. But if the misdeeds are different from the deeds of the leader, then he cannot be made responsible for the misdeeds of his followers. For example, if a person follows a scholar for his beliefs diligently and sincerely, but does not follow the scholar in his righteous deeds and morals, then the scholar cannot be blamed for the former's lack of righteousness and morality. (Allah is pure and knows best).

Alḥamdu lillāh
The Commentary on Surah Ash-Shu‘arā’
Ends here.
Surah An-Naml

(The Ant)

Surah An-Naml was revealed in Makkah and it has 93 Verses and 7 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 6

These are the verses of the Qur'ān and an enlightening book, [1] to give guidance and good news to the believers [2] who establish Šalāh and pay Zakāh and who have faith in the Hereafter. [3] As for those who do not believe in the Hereafter, We have made their deeds adorned in their sight. So they are wandering astray. [4] Those are the the people who deserve the worst punishment and who are the worst losers in the Hereafter. [5] And surely you are being given the Qur'ān by a wise, knowledgeable Being. [6]
Commentary

(We have made their deeds adorned in their sight - 27:4) It means that those who do not believe in the Hereafter We have made their bad actions look adorned in their sight. Therefore they feel good about them and remain enthralled in depravity. Some commentators have interpreted that "their deeds" is used in this verse for good deeds. Hence meaning of the verse is that Allah had placed the good deeds before them with all their attractions. But those unjust people did not pay any attention to them, rather they remained engrossed in infidelity; hence lost their way in wilderness.

However, the first interpretation looks more appropriate and straightforward. In the first place, in the Qur’an, the word (Zīnah) ‘adornment’ has been generally used for bad actions, for instance:

(It has been made attractive for people to love the desires - 3:14) (Adorned is the present life for those who disbelieve - 2:212) (But Allah has endeared to you belief, decking it fair in your hearts - 49:7). Secondly, the word (their deeds) used in the verse is also pointing out that bad actions are meant here and not the righteous actions.

Verses 7 - 14

إذ قال موسى لأهلته إن أئنت ناراً ساتينكم منها يخبر أو اتيمكم بشهاب بيضق لعلكم تصدرونه 7) فلمما جاء به نوديد أن بورك من في النار ومن حولها وسعبن الله رتب الغلبيين 8) يموسى إنهنا أتا الله العزيز الحكيم 9) وألتي عصاك فلما رأها تهتز كأنها جان ولي مذيرا ولي يعيب بيموسى لاتخف فاتى لايخاف لدي المسلمون 11) إلا من ظلم ثم نبدل حسنا بعد سوء فإني عفور رجيم 11) وآذن بذلك في جيبك تخرج ببيضاء من غير سوء إلى تسع إيت إلى فرعون وقومه 16) كنا قوما فعلمنا 16) فلما جاء بهم أتينا م بصرة قالوا هذا
(Remember) when Mūsā said to his family, "I have noticed a fire. I shall bring to you some news from it, or bring to you a live ember, so that you may warm yourselves." [7] So when he came to it, he was called: "Blessed is the one who is in the fire and the one who is around it. And pure is Allah, the Lord of the worlds. [8] O Mūsā, the fact is that I AM Allah, the Mighty, the Wise. [9] And cast your staff down." So when he saw it moving, as if it was a snake, he retreated, turning his back and did not look behind. "O Mūsā be not scared. I am such that the messengers are not scared before Me, except him who did wrong, then after (having done) evil, replaced (it) with good, then I am Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [10] And put your hand into your bosom, and it will come out white, without any evil, as one of the nine signs (sent) to the Pharaoh and his people. Surely they have been a sinful people. [11] And when Our signs came to them as an eye-opener, they said, "This is a clear magic." [12] And they denied them out of sheer injustice and arrogance, though their hearts believed them (to be true). See, then, how was the fate of the mischief-makers. [13]

Commentary

Adoption of natural means for one’s need is not against trust in Allah

(Remember) when Mūsā said to his family, "I have noticed a fire. I shall bring to you some news or bring to you an inflamed ember, so that you may warm yourselves" (27:7).

Here Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ faced two necessities. One, to find out the way, which he had forgotten, and second, to warm up with the fire, because it was a cold night. For achieving this purpose he tried to go to
mount Ṭūr. But he did not make a claim of success in his endeavour, rather he uttered such words that conveyed his servitude and hope from Allah Ta’ālā. Thus, it is apparent that in order to meet one’s requirements and needs in life it is not against the trust in Allah to strive and make endeavour. But the conviction should be in Allah Ta’ālā and not in one’s own efforts. Perhaps, the wisdom in showing him the fire was that it had fulfilled his two needs – finding the way and to get warm with its heat. (Rūḥ)

Sayyidnā Mūsā has said which are both in plural form, and are used where the addressees are more than one, although there was only his wife (Sayyidnā Shu‘aib’s daughter) with him. Use of plural form for her only was to show respect to her. It was in the same manner as some times the noble people use plural form in addressing even a single person. It is reported from the Holy Prophet also in āḥādīth that he used to address his wives in plural form.

It is prudent not to refer one’s wife by her name in general gatherings, rather an allusion for the purpose is better

قَالَ مُوسَى لِأَهِلِهِ (Muṣā said to his family) The word "Ahl" is used in this verse for the wife of Sayyidnā Mūsā while this word means "family" and includes all the members of one’s household alongwith his wife, although the wife of Sayyidnā Mūsā was the only one present at the time of this incident, but by the use of this word in his discourse there is a hint that while referring to one’s wife in a group of people it is better to use common words. For example, ‘my family members are of the opinion’.

فَلَمَّا جَاءَهَا نُودُيَ أَنْ يُوْكَرَ مَنْ فِي النَّارِ وَمِنْ حَوْلَهَا وَسَبِيعُ اللّهِ رَبُّ الْعَلَمِينَ

So when he came to it, he was called: "Blessed is the one who is in the fire and the one who is around it And pure is Allah, the Lord of the worlds. O Muṣā, the fact is that I AM Allah, the Mighty, the Wise. (27:8 - 9)

The real nature of seeing the fire and hearing the voice from it

This incident of Sayyidnā Mūsā has appeared in the Qurʾān at many places under different chapters. Two sentences in the above verses of Sūrah An-Naml call for special attention. One, (Blessed is the one who is in the fire) and two, (The fact is that I AM
Allah, the Mighty, the Wise) In Sūrah Ṭa-Hā, the commentary on which appears in this volume earlier, this incident is mentioned in these words:

إِذْ رَأَى نَارًا فَقَالَ إِلَّا أَهْلِهِ أَمَّنْ خَيْرَ مِنْهَا وَأَجْدَحُ عَلَيْهَا ١٠٦١

When he saw a fire and said to his family, wait. I have noticed a fire. Perhaps I bring you an ember from it, or find some guidance by the fire."

So when he came to it, he was called, "O Mūsā, it is Me, your Lord, remove your shoes, you are in the sacred valley of Tuwa. And I have chosen you, so listen to what is revealed: Surely, I AM ALLAH. There is no god but I, so worship Me and establish Šalāh for My remembrance. (20:10-14)

In these verses also two sentences need special attention: (it is Me, your Lord) and (I AM ALLAH). And in Sūrah Al-Qaṣās the incident is related in these words:

نُودِئُ مِنْ شَجَرَةِ الْوَادِ الْأَلْبَنِيَّةِ فِي الْبَقَعَةِ الْمُبَارَكَةِ مِنَ الشَّجَرَةِ أَن يَمْوَسِي إِنِّي أَنَا اللَّهُ رَبُّ الْعَلَمَيْنَ

He was called by a voice coming from a side of the right valley in the blessed ground, from the tree, saying" O Mūsā, I AM Allah, the Lord of the worlds" (28:30)

In all the three Sūrahs although the incident is described under different titles, yet the subject matter is the same, which is that Sayyidnā Mūsā needed fire that night for quite a few reasons. Allah Ta’ālā evinced that to him on a tree of mount Ṭūr, and he heard these words from that fire or the tree:

إِنِّي أَنَا رَبُّكَ

It is Me your Lord. (20:12)

إِنَّهُ أَنَا اللَّهُ الْعَزِيزُ الْحَكِيمُ

The fact is that I AM ALLAH, the Mighty, the Wise. (27:9)
I AM ALLAH. There is no god but I. (20:14)

I AM ALLAH, the Lord of the worlds. (28:30)

It is possible that this vocative might have been repeated again and again, sometime by one word and then by another. The condition of hearing this vocative as described by Abū Ḥayyān in Tafsīr Al-Bahr ul-Muḥīṭ and by 'Ālusī in Rūḥ ul-Ma'ānī is that it was heard in a manner as if it was emanating from all sides, and not from any particular direction. The hearing of this was also very peculiar in that it was not heard by the ears only but by all the parts of the body, which was nothing less than a miracle.

It was the sound of an invisible speaker which was being heard without a particular quality (kayf) and without determining the direction. But its source was the fire or the tree on which the fire was glowing. Under such situations normally people get led into fallacy and involve themselves in idol worshipping. Therefore, under each title, the Oneness of Allah has been reminded and emphasized alongside. In the verse under reference سَيْحَانَ اللَّهُ (Pure is Allah) is added for this very warning. In Sūrah Ta-Ḫā the expression آَنَاَ اللَّهُ لَآَاَ اللَّهُ إِلَّآَاَ نَاَ رَبَّ الْعَالَمِينَ (20:14) and in Sūrah Al-Qaṣṣāṣ (28:30) is used for the emphasis of this point. The outcome of this discussion is that the fire was shown to Sayyidnā Mūsā because he was in need of fire and light at that time, otherwise there was no connection between the Word of Allah or with the entity of Allah with the fire or the tree of Ṭūr. Fire was nothing but a creature of Allah Ta'ālā like so many other creatures. This is why the commentators have different views in the interpretation of the verses under reference: أنَّ بُورِكَ مَنْ فِي النَّارِ وَمَنْ حَوْلَهَا (27:8) that is Blessed is the one who is in the fire and the one who is around it. Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās, Mujāhid and 'Ikrimah have expressed the view that the words مَنْ فِي النَّارِ (the one who is in the fire) stand for Sayyidnā Mūsā because the fire he had seen was not the real fire, but the auspicious spot he had reached was so luminous that it looked like fire from a distance. Therefore, Mūsā was inside that fire, and مَنْ حَوْلَهَا (the one who is around it) is purported for the angels, who were present there nearby. Other commentators have put forward a totally opposite explanation, that the words "who is in the fire" refer to the
angels, while the words "who is around it" stand for Sayyidnā Musā. Tafsīr Bayān ul Qur‘ān has adopted the latter explanation. It is sufficient to know this much for the understanding of the meaning of these verses.

A narration of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās and Ḥasan Al-Baṣrī and its explanation

Ibn Jarīr, Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Ibn Marduwaih etc. have also quoted another explanation put forward by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, Sayyidnā Ḥasan Al- Baṣrī and Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair about the phrase مَنْ فِي النَّارِ (who is in the fire) that it is meant for Allah Ta’ālā Himself. It is but obvious that fire is created by Allah, and incarnation of the Creator into anything created by Him is impossible. Therefore, this narration cannot be taken to mean that Allah Ta’ālā had transfigured into the fire, as many idol-worshippers believe in transfiguration of God in their idols. This is absolutely against the concept of Tawḥīd (Oneness of Allah). All it means is manifestation, like the reflection in the mirror. The image is manifested in the mirror but it is not transfigured in it. What is seen in the mirror is outside it, having its own entity. It is also quite evident that this manifestation, which is also called refulgence, was not the refulgence of Allah Ta’ālā. It is for the simple reason that if Sayyidnā Musā had already witnessed the Divinity, he would not have requested at the mount of Tur رَبَّ أَرْحَى أَنْظُرْ إِلَيْكَ that is, ‘O my Lord, show Your Self to me (7:143), so that I may look at you’. In that case the reply أَنْ تَرَآَيْنِي (You will never see me - 7:143) would also have been meaningless. It is now clear that Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās in his explanation had meant the manifestation of Allah Ta’ālā, that is refulgence, which appeared in the form of fire. As it was not the transmigration, it was also not the refulgence of His real Self. The phrase أَنْ تَرَآَيْنِي (You will never see me) has also clarified that in this world no one can witness the refulgence of His real Self. Then what do manifestation and refulgence really mean? The answer to this is that this refulgence was figurative, which is commonly known among the mystics. It is rather difficult to comprehend it fully, but in order to make it simple according to common understanding, I have tried to explain it in my book Aḥkām ul-Qur‘ān, in Arabic language, in the explanation of Sūrah Al-Qasās. Those who are interested can see it there.

Except him who did wrong, then after (doing) evil replaced (it) with good, then I am Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. 27:11
The miracle of the staff of Sayyidnā Musā  was mentioned in the verse prior to this, where it was also stated that when the staff turned into serpent, Sayyidnā Musā  himself started running out of fear.

The other miracle of illuminative hand of Sayyidnā Musā  is related in the verse next to above referred verse. Then why this exception is mentioned in between two verses relating to miracles, and whether this exception is snapped from the subject (munqati’) or is it adjoining (muttaṣil)? The commentators have different viewpoints on this subject. Some have declared it as snapped from the subject. In that case the verse will read as that in the previous verse it was stated that messengers do not get frightened, then it was also mentioned, by the way, as to who are the ones who should get frightened. They are those who have committed any sin, but later repented and sought Allah’s pardon and performed good deeds. Although Allah Ta’ālā would pardon their sins, but even then there would be possibility of traces of sins being left over. It is for this reason that they always remain fearful of Allah. But If the exception is regarded adjoining with the subject, then the meaning of the verse would be that Allah’s messengers do not get frightened except those who have committed some trifle or minor mistake and have repented on that. In that situation such trifle sins are forgiven. But the actual position is that even if there were some minor slips by the messengers, they were not regarded as sins – neither small nor big. Although they looked like sins but factually they were errors of ijtihad. According to this interpretation, this exception is an allusion toward the incident of the Egyptian who was killed by Sayyidnā Musā  by error of judgement. Although this error was pardoned by Allah Ta’ālā, yet its effect remained with Musā  leaving some fear of the incident. Had this incident not have occurred, there would not have been any fear of the sort.

Verses 15 - 19

وَلَقِدْ أَتَيْنَا دَاوُدُ وَسُلَيْمَانَ عَلَمَاْۚ وَقَالَآَ الْحَمَدُ لِلَّهِ الَّذِي فَضَلَّنَا عَلَى كَثِيرٍ مِّنْ عِبَادِهِ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ ﴿١٠﴾ ۗ وَوَرَثَ سُلَيْمَانَ دَاوُدُ وَقَالَ يَا بَيِّنَاهَا النَّاسُ عَلَمْنَا مُسْتَطِيقَ الطَّيِّبِ وَأُوْيِنَا مِنْ كُلِّ شَيْءٍ ﴿١١﴾ إِنَّ هَذَا لَهُمْ
And surely We gave knowledge to Dāwūd and Sulaimān. And they said, "Praise belongs to Allah who made us excel many of His believing slaves." [15] And Sulaimān inherited (the traits of) Dāwūd and said, "O people we have been taught the speech of birds and we have been given of everything. Indeed, this is the evident grace (of Allah)." [16]

And mustered for Sulaimān were his forces from among the Jinns and the humans and the birds. So all of them were kept under (his) control, [17] until when they reached the valley of the ants, one of the ants said, "O ants, enter your dwelling places, lest Sulaimān and his armies crush you unknowingly." [18] So he (Sulaimān) smiled, laughing at her speech and said, "My Lord, enable me that I become grateful to Your favour that you have bestowed on me and on my parents and that I do the good deeds You like, and admit me, by Your mercy, among Your righteous slaves." [19]

Commentary

And surely We gave knowledge to Dāwūd and Sulaimān. (27:15)

The knowledge given to Sayyidnā Dāwūd and Sulaimān was obviously the special knowledge normally given to the prophets about their functions and obligations as prophets, but at the same time it may also include other sciences and arts, as Sayyidnā Dāwūd was given the art of making armors. Sayyidnā Dāwūd and Sulaimān
enjoyed a special position among the prophets in that they were also bestowed with the empire along with the prophethood. The empire was of a very special nature in that they ruled over not only the humans but also the Jinns and animals. While relating all these graces, knowledge is mentioned first, which is a clear hint that knowledge is superior and paramount among them all. (Qurtubi)

There is no heritage of wealth among the prophets

(And Sulaimān inherited Dāwūd - 27:16). The inheritance mentioned in this verse is not the inheritance of wealth and property, because the Holy Prophet has clearly declared that the prophets do neither inherit the property of anyone nor does their property is inherited by anyone. Tirmidhī and Abū Dāwūd have reported from Sayyidnā Abuddarda‘ that the Holy Prophet has said, ‘Ulamā’ (men of knowledge) are the inheritors of prophets, but the prophets did not leave dirhams or dinars (wealth) as their inheritance; instead, they have left knowledge as their heritage. Al-Kulaini, the famous Shi‘ite scholar, has reported from Sayyidnā Ja‘far Aṣ-ṣādiq that he said, "Sayyidnā Sulaimān was the inheritor of Sayyidnā Dāwūd, and the Holy Prophet was the inheritor of Sayyidnā Sulaimān." (Rūh from al-Kulaini). This statement makes the issue very clear that the inheritance is used here in the sense of heritage of knowledge (because nobody can claim that the Holy Prophet inherited the property of Sulaimān). Rationally speaking also, here inheritance cannot mean wealth, because when Sayyidnā Dāwūd died he had 19 sons, hence if inheritance of wealth was meant to be distributed, then all these sons would have been entitled for the inheritance, and it cannot be exclusive to Sayyidnā Sulaimān alone. It is, therefore, quite clear that the inheritance meant here is the one in which the brothers were not included and only Sayyidnā Sulaimān was the inheritor. This could only be the inheritance of knowledge and prophethood. Along with that inheritance, Allah Ta‘ālā also graced him with the empire of Sayyidnā Dāwūd and furthermore control over the Jinns, birds, animals and the wind. In the light of these proofs, the narration of Ĭtabrasī is proved to be wrong in which he has regarded inheritance as that of wealth on authority of some Imāms of Ahl-ul-Bait. (Rūh)

The period between the death of Sayyidnā Sulaimān and the
birth of the last of the prophets the Holy Prophet ﷺ was seventeen hundred years, while Jews calculate this period as fourteen hundred years. The life span of Sayyidnā Sulaimān ـ عليه السلام was a little over fifty years. (Qurtūbī)

**It is permissible to use plural form for one's own self, provided it is not out of arrogance**

(27:16). Sayyidnā Sulaimān ـ عليه السلام has used plural form for himself as a regal idiom, although he was alone. It was to impress his subjects, so that they do not indulge in indolence in the obedience of Allah Ta’ālā and in following him. Similarly, there is no harm if the rulers and officials also use plural form for themselves while they are in the company of their subjects, provided it is for the esteem of the office they are holding and not out of arrogance.

**Birds and animals also have sense and intelligence**

There is sense and intelligence to some degree in all animals and birds. However, it is not developed to such an extent that they were made to follow any injunctions of the Sharī’ah. But the humans and jinns are bestowed with such perfected sense and intelligence that they are made the addressee and followers of the injunctions of Allah Ta’ālā. Imam Shafī’i has said that dove is the cleverest of all the birds, and Ibn ‘Aṭiyyah has said that ant is very intelligent animal; its smelling power is very strong. If it gets hold of a grain it breaks it into two, so that it does not germinate, and thus it stocks its food for the winters. (Qurtūbī)

**Special Note**

The expression "speech of birds" is used in the verse because of the incident of the hoopoe which is a bird, otherwise Sayyidnā Sulaimān ـ عليه السلام was taught languages of all the beasts, birds and the insects, as mentioned in the next verse about understanding the language of the ant. Imam Qurtūbī has mentioned in his Tafsīr different incidents in which Sayyidnā Sulaimān ـ عليه السلام told the people how different birds chirped and what did they mean. The chirping of each bird was a word of advice.

(and we have been given of every thing -16). The word ـ (~every) applies to everything of a kind, but sometimes its application is not universal but pertains to a specific purpose. Here also it is used in
that sense and "everything" refers to those things only which are needed by the government or an empire. Otherwise it is obvious that they did not have aeroplanes, motor cars or railways in those days.

ربّ أوْرَعَ (My Lord, enable me - 27:19). It is derived from وَرَعَ (waz'), which lexically means to stop or restrain. Here it means 'enable me with Divine help so that I should have the trait of gratitude with me all the time and do not part with it ever', which will result in restraint. In the earlier verse (27:17) (translated as "kept under control" it was also used in the same sense, that in order to save them from confusion because of their large number the armies were restrained.

وَأَنَّ أَعْمَلُ صَالِحًا تَرَضْيَهُ (and that I do the good deeds You like - 27:19). Here رضا (liking) means acceptance. Thus the meaning is 'Ya Allah! Grace me with Divine help for such righteous deeds which are acceptable to You'. From this it is argued in Ruh ul-Ma'ani that it is not necessary for the righteous deeds to be accepted, but their acceptance is dependent on certain conditions. It is further explained that there is no relation between righteousness and acceptance either rationally or in religious law. It is for this reason that the prophets used to pray for the acceptance of their righteous deeds. Sayyidna Ibrahîm and Isma'îl prayers while constructing the House of Allah (Our Lord accept from us - 2:127). It shows that after doing a good deed, one should not be complacent, but should pray to Allah for its acceptance.

Despite having done good deeds and their acceptance the entry into Paradise will not be possible without the grace of Allah

وَأَدْخِلْنِي بِرَحْمَتِكَ فِي عِبَادَكَ الصَّلِيحِينَ (And admit me, by your mercy, among your righteous slaves - 27:19). Despite having performed good deeds and their acceptance, the entry into Paradise will depend on the grace and kindness of Allah Ta'âla. The Holy Prophet has said that no one will enter into Paradise relying only on his deeds. So the companions enquired from the Holy Prophet "Even you too?", and he answered "Yes, me too, but I am surrounded by Allah's favour and grace". (Ruh ul-Ma'ani)

Sayyidna Sulaimân was also praying for the grace of Allah for the entry into Paradise in these words 'O Allah, grace me also with your favour so that I become entitled to enter Paradise'.
Verses 20 - 28

And (once) he (Sulaimān) checked the birds and said, "What is wrong with me that I do not see the hudhud (hoopoe)? Rather he has disappeared. [20] I will punish him with a severe punishment or slaughter him unless he brings to me a clear plea." [21] Then the bird did not take long and said (to Sulaimān), "I have discovered what you did not, and have brought to you a sure information from Saba' (Sheba). [22] I have found a woman ruling over them and she has been given of everything (she needs) and she has a great throne. [23] I have found her and her people prostrating to the sun, instead of Allah, and the Satan has beautified their deeds for them and has prevented them from the way, so they do not take the right path, [24] that is, they do not prostrate to Allah who brings forth what is hidden in the heavens and the earth and who knows whatever you conceal and whatever you reveal, Allah! There is no god but He, the Lord of the Great Throne." [26]
He (Sulaimān) said, "We shall see whether you have told the truth or you are one of the liars. [27] Go with this letter of mine and deliver it down to them, then turn back from them and see what they return." [28]

Commentary

(And he checked the birds - 27:20). The word تَفَاقْقُدَ (tafaqqud) means to verify about the presence or absence of some people. Hence it is translated as to check. Sayyidnā Sulaimān ṭabā'ī was bestowed by Allah Ta'ālā the rule over Jinns, the beasts and the birds, apart from humans. As it is customary for the ruler to look after and take care of all of his subjects, it is stated in this verse. That is Sayyidnā Sulaimān ṭabā'ī inspected the birds from his subjects, and made a note of the presence and absence of them all. The Holy Prophet ﷺ also had the habit to keep himself informed about the well-being of his companions. If some one was absent, he used to go to his house to find out his welfare. If any one was sick, he would go and visit him and do the needful nursing. If some one was afflicted with any trouble, he would make the effort to remove it.

It is necessary for the rulers to take care of their subjects and for the saints of their disciples and students

This verse has proved that Sayyidnā Sulaimān ṭabā'ī used to keep an eye on all types of his subjects, and used to keep himself fully informed about them, so much so that the absence of a small and weak bird like a hoopoe which has a small population compared to other birds, did not go unnoticed from him. It is also possible that his specific enquiry about the hoopoe was due to its small population and weak make-up among the species of birds. Therefore, he made special effort to keep his eyes on the weaker section of his subjects.

Among the companions, Sayyidnā 'Umar ﷺ established the traditions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ in totality during his tenure as caliph. He used to go round the streets of Madīnah during the nights to keep him fully abreast with the state of affairs. If he found any one in distress or need, he would help him out. A number of such incidents are related in his biography: He used to say "If a wolf kills a lamb by the side of river Euphrates, for that too Umar will be answerable". (Qurtubi)

Such were the principles of rule and administration, which were taught by the prophets and practically demonstrated by the revered
companions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Because of these practices, the entire populace, both Muslims and non-Muslims, used to live in complete harmony and tranquility. Such justice and fair play, composure and tranquility were never witnessed ever in the whole world after their time.

"What is wrong with me that I do not see the hoopoe; rather he has disappeared? - 27:20

Taking account of one's own Self

Apparently Sulaimān شیعی should have said at this occasion,"What is wrong with the hoopoe that he is absent?" But Sulaimān شیعی asked about his own wrong when he said, "What is wrong with me?" Perhaps, it was because the hoopoe and all other birds were put under his control as a special reward. Initially it crossed his mind momentarily that probably His blessings have been curtailed for some slip on his part that a species of birds (the hoopoe) was not present. So, he made some soul searching to find out what could have been the reason for its absence? It was a case similar to that of the mystic saints who make enquiries from their Self before looking into the material causes for the relief of any distress, or when any blessing is reduced for them. It is their practice to take into account of any possible slips on their part in paying gratitude to Allah Ta'ālā for His bounties, which might have caused the withdrawal of the blessings from them. Qurtūbī has quoted here the practice of these saints on the authority of Ibn al-'Arabī in the following words:

أَلَوْ نَفَدَ أَمْلَاهُمُ نَفَدَوا أَعْمَالَهُمْ That is 'when these saints do not succeed in their objectives, they take stock of their deeds to find out where have they committed the mistake'.

After this initial stock-taking of Self and due considerations and deliberations it is said (rather, he has disappeared - 27:20). Here the word أَمْ is used for the meaning of the word بَلِّ (rather) (Qurtūbī). Therefore, the meaning of the sentence is 'It is not that my sight has faltered in locating the hoopoe, but in fact it is not present'.

Reason for picking up hoopoe from among the birds, and an important warning

Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ was asked as to what was the
reason that the hoopoe was picked up from all the birds. He replied that Sayyidnā Sulaimān  had camped at a place where there was no water, and Allah Ta’ālā has bestowed such a peculiar instinct to hoopoe that it can see things under the ground and can also locate the underground water. Sayyidnā Sulaimān  wanted to find out, through the proficiency of the hoopoe, the depth and extent of the underground water. Having known the location of the underground water, he would have commanded the Jinns to excavate the ground to bring the water up – a task they would have performed very quickly. Paradoxically, despite having the piercing sight, the hoopoe gets entrapped in the nets of the hunters. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has commented on this:

‘0 the people of knowledge! try to understand this fact that the hoopoe has the ability to see things under the ground, but the net spread out over the ground gets obscured from its sight, and hence it gets entrapped in that’.

The bottom line to understand is that whatever is destined for a person through the divine decree, whether it is trouble or comfort, has to be enforced, and no one can escape from it by his wisdom, insight or through the use of force or money.

I will punish him with a severe punishment - 27:21

It is part of the political sagacity to punish the absentee after making due scrutiny.

**It is permissible to punish a lethargic animal moderately**

Allah Ta’ālā had permitted Sayyidnā Sulaimān  to punish the animals in the same way, as He had permitted people of all ages, a permission which is still valid, to slaughter them to make use of their flesh, bones, skin etc. Similarly, if the domestic animals, such as cow, horse, camel, donkey etc., do not perform their normal duty, then it is permissible even now to punish them moderately for disciplining. Punishing animals, other than domestic, is not permissible under Islamic law. (Qurtubī)
Unless he brings to me a clear plea. - 27:21

That is, if the hoopoe offers a plausible excuse for its absence, then it will be saved from the punishment. There is a subtle hint in it that it is expected of a ruler or an administrator that if someone falters doing something, then it should be thoroughly investigated before punishing him. The punishment should be enforced only when the guilt is established, otherwise he should be forgiven.

(I have discovered what you did not - 27:22). That is, the hoopoe said while offering its excuse that it knew something which he did not know. What it meant was that it had brought information, which he (Sulaimān) did not know before.

The prophets do not have the knowledge of the unknown

Imām Qurṭubī has deduced from this incident that the prophets do not have the knowledge of the unseen ('Ilm ul-ghayb), so that they could know all about every thing. It is quite evident from this verse.

وَ جَعَلْتُكَ مِنْ سَبْئٍ نَبِيّاً تَمِينًا

"And have brought to you a sure information from Saba' (Sheba)." 27:22

Saba' (Sheba) is a well-known city of Yemen, and its other name is Ma‘ārib. The distance between San‘ā’, the capital of Yemen, and Saba’ is three day’s journey.

Is it proper for a junior to say to his senior that he knows more than him?

On the basis of this conversation by the hoopoe, some people have deduced that it is appropriate for a pupil to say to his teacher or for a common man to say to a knowledgeable person that he knows more than the latter on the subject, provided he is absolutely confident that his knowledge on that subject is really more than others. But it is argued in Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī that such an assertion before the elders and scholars is against the etiquettes, and should be avoided. This argument, however, does not apply to the conversation of the hoopoe, because it made that statement to save itself from the punishment and to justify its excuse for the absence. The hoopoe actually wanted to place before Sulaimān the exact position, so that he could understand the reason for its absence.
In such situations it is not improper if something is said against the normal etiquettes.

I have found a woman ruling over them, - 27:23

The name of this woman is given in the history as Bilqis, daughter of Sharāḥil. But in some other narrations, it is mentioned that her mother was a jinni whose name was Bal’amah, daughter of Shīṣān. (Wuhaib b. Jarīr has reported this from Khalīl Ibn Aḥmad, Qurṭubī) Her grandfather, Hudahud, was a great king and controlled the entire land of Yemen. He had forty sons. All these sons became kings. Her father, Sūrah, had married a jinni woman, who gave birth to her (Bilqis). Different reasons are given for his marriage to a jinni. One of them being that he used to say with arrogance "No one from you is a match for me; hence I will not marry. It is because I do not like marrying outside my matching clan". As a result of this, people got him married to a jinni woman. (Qurṭubī) Perhaps it was his conceit that he deemed his own people as not his equal. This did not go well with the Divine writ and he was made to marry a jinni woman, who was neither from his family nor his kind or race.

**Is it permissible to marry a jinni?**

Some people have expressed doubt on the question, because they thought the jinns are not capable of reproducing like the humans. Ibn-al-‘Arabī has opined in his commentary that this is a wrong conception. It is established through authentic āḥādīth that jinns also possess all the requisites of reproduction and the essentials of male and female, as in humans.

There is another aspect to this question from the angle of Islamic law. That is, whether it is permissible for a man to marry a jinni woman? On this aspect there are different views of the Islamic jurists. Some have ruled that it is permissible, while others have ruled it out, because of their different kind, like the animals. In the book named as (آكام المرجان في أحكام الجان) this subject is discussed in detail, where some incidents are quoted mentioning that Muslim men married Muslim jinni women, and they also gave birth to children. Here this subject is irrelevant, because the father of Bilqis, who married the jinni woman, was not a Muslim. Hence, the question of permissibility does not arise here. In Islamic law the lineage is
based on father, and the father of Bilqīs was a human. Therefore, Bilqīs would also be regarded as a human. In some narrations, marriage of Sulaimān  with Bilqīs is mentioned. Even if these narrations are correct, it does not corroborate permissibility to marry a jinni woman, because Bilqīs herself was not a jinni, though her mother might have been one. Only Allah knows best. The marriage of Sulaimān  will be discussed later in this commentary.

Is it permissible for a woman to be king or the head or Imām of a people?

It is reported in Sahīh al-Bukhārī on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  that when the Holy Prophet  learnt that the people of Persia have made the daughter of Kīrā as their queen, he said لَن يَقْعُدُ قَوْمُ وَلَوْا أُمْرَهُمْ إِمَّةً. That is, "Those people will never prosper who give control of authority to a woman". It is for this verdict that scholars are unanimous on the point that the control of a government, an empire or caliphate cannot be assigned to a woman. Rather the greater imāmah (al-imāmah al-kubrā) is also allowed only to men folk, like the Imāmah for prayers. As for Bilqīs being the queen of Saba’, it does not make it to be a religious decree, unless it is proven that Sayyidnā Sulaimān  had married her, and then retained her as the queen. This assumption is not proven by any authentic narration, which could be trusted for the purpose of legislation of religious laws.

And she has been given of everything - 23

It means that whatever services are needed to a king or an aristocrat according to their time, they all were available to her. It is, however, obvious that those things that were not invented by then, their unavailability is not in conflict with this verse.

(And she has a great throne - 23) Literal meaning of ‘Arsh is throne of the empire. A narration is attributed to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  that the length of the throne of Bilqīs was eighty yards, its breadth was forty yards and height thirty yards. It was profusely decorated with pearls, red rubies, topaz and olivine, and its legs were studded with precious stones and pearls. Its curtains were made of silk and fine cloth. The throne was secured within seven buildings, one within
the other, all well protected and locked.

I have found her and her people prostrating to the sun - 27:24

This shows that her people were star-worshippers and used to worship the sun. Some believe that they were Zoroastrians, who worship fire and all forms of light.

(that is, they do not prostrate to Allah who bring forth what is hidden - 25). This sentence is linked with the previous one, "The Satan has beautified their deeds - 26" and the sense is that the Satan had engrained in their minds that they should not bow down before Allah, or had prevented them from the righteous path so that they should not prostrate before Allah Ta’ālā.

Letters and writings are enough proof on religious matters in the normal circumstances

(Go with this letter of mine - 28). Sayyidnā Sulaimān considered it enough to write to the queen of Saba’ (Sheba) for the fulfillment of his duty to invite her to faith, and hence sent her a letter. This shows that in the normal circumstances the letter or writing is an acceptable proof. The religious jurists did not accept a letter as an evidence only where a proper personal evidence is required under Islamic law, because testimony is not allowed on telephone or by letter. It has been made mandatory for the witnesses to appear in person before the court. There is a lot of wisdom in this law. Under any law of the world prevalent in any country it is compulsory for the witnesses to appear before the court in person, and the testimony through letter or telephone is not accepted.

Writing letters and sending them to the disbelievers is permissible

Another matter that has been proved by the letter of Sayyidnā Sulaimān is that in preaching of religion and invitation to Islam it is permissible to write letters to disbelievers and infidels. According to many Sahīḥ āḥādīth it is established that the Holy Prophet Ḥad had also written letters to many infidels.

Social etiquettes should always be observed, no matter if it is a gathering of infidels
Throw it down to them, then turn back from them - 27:28

When Sayyidnā Sulaimān  made use of the hoopoe as a courier, he also taught him the social etiquette that after delivering the letter to Queen of Saba' it should move out of her court, which is the norm of the royal courts. This shows that observance of social etiquettes and good human behavior is desirable as a general rule.

Verses 29 - 37

She (the queen) said (to her officials after receiving the letter), "O chieftains, there has been delivered to me an esteemed letter. [29] It is from Sulaimān and it is (in the following words:) With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful. [30] Do not rebel against me and come to me in submission." [31] She said, "O chieftains, advise me in the matter I have (before me). I am not the one who decides a matter absolutely unless you are present with me." [32] They said, "We are powerful and tough fighters, and the decision lies with
you; so consider what command you should give." [33]
She said, "In fact when the kings enter a town, they put it to disorder and put its honorable citizens to disgrace, and this is how they normally do. [34] And I am going to send a gift to them, then see, what response the envoys will bring back." [35]

So when he (the envoy) came to Sulaimān, he said, "Are you extending a financial aid to me? So what Allah has given me is much better than what He has given to you. But you yourselves are proud of your gift. [36] Go back to them, and we will bring to them forces they have no power to face, and we will certainly drive them out from there in humiliation while they are disgraced." [37]

Commentary

فَأَلَّتُ أَبِيَّةُهَا السَّلَّوَاتُ إِلَىَّ أُلْقَيْتُ إِلَىَّ كَنِّبُ كَرِيمٍ

She (the queen) said (to her officials after receiving the letter), "O chieftains, there has been thrown to me an esteemed letter, 27:29.

Literal meaning of Karīm is respectable, honorable or esteemed, and idiomatically this word is used for a letter when it is sealed. This is why Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, Qatādah, Zohair رحمهم الله تعالى etc. have interpreted the expression كَنِّبُ كَرِيمٍ as the sealed book, which indicates that Sayyidnā Sulaimān had put his seal on the letter. When the Holy Prophet learnt about the tradition of the non-Arab kings that they do not read the letter if it is not sealed, he got a seal made for himself, and used it on the letters he sent to Caesar and Chosro. It shows that the practice of sealing a letter is to show respect to the letter as well as to the addressee. The present day practice is to secure the letter in an envelope, which is as good as sealing it. Where show of respect to the addressee is intended, it is closer to the practice of the Holy Prophet to secure it in an envelope.

The language of the letter of Sulaimān

Although Sayyidnā Sulaimān was not an Arab, yet it is not unlikely that he knew the Arabic language, especially when he knew the languages of the animals. As the Arabic language is supreme among all the languages, it is possible that he might have written the letter in Arabic. It is also probable because Bilqīs was an Arab by race, and she
read the letter and understood it. The other probability is that he had written the letter in his own language and an interpreter read it for her. (Rûh)

**Some rules of writing letters**

إِنَّهُ مِنْ سَلَيْمَانَ وَإِنَّهُ بِنِسْمَةِ اللَّهِ الرَّحمَنِ الرَّحِيمِ

It is from Sulaimān and it is (in the following words:) With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful. 27:30

There is not a single aspect of human life on which Qurʾān does not provide guidance. Mutual exchange of welfare and other information through letters is part of human requirements. In this Sūrah, full text of the letter from Sayyidnā Sulaimān ﷺ to Queen Saba’ has been reproduced. This is a letter from a prophet, and Qurʾān has reproduced it as an approved format for a letter. Hence, it should be taken in that light and Muslims should try to follow the guidance provided in it for letter writing.

**Writer should first write his name and then of the addressee**

The very first guidance provided in this letter is that Sayyidnā Sulaimān ﷺ has begun it by writing his name. How did he write the name of the addressee, it is not mentioned in the Qurʾān. However, it does tell us that it was the practice of the prophets to write their name first, in which there are many benefits. For instance, the addressee would know even before reading the letter from whom it has come. So he would read the letter in the backdrop of his relations with the writer, and any confusion about the identity of the writer would be eliminated right in the beginning. The Holy Prophet ﷺ had also adopted the same practice in all his letters addressed to various persons, and began the letter with the wordings من محمد عبد الله ورسوله (From Muḥammad, the slave of Allah and His messenger)

A question may arise here as to whether it would be a disrespect to the addressee if a junior writes his name first while writing to his elder, teacher or senior in status? So, is it appropriate to follow this practice or not? In this respect the companions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ had acted differently. Most of them preferred to follow the practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and not the requirement of the formality, and wrote their names first even when writing to the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself. Rûḥ
ul-Ma‘ānī has reproduced a narration of Sayyidnā ’Anas  from al-Bahr ul-Muḥīṭ as follows:

ما كان أحد أعظم حرمة من رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم، وكان أصحابه إذا كتبوا إليه كتابًا بدأوا بعفوه. قلت: وكتاب علاء الحضرمي رضي الله عنه يشهد له عليه ماروي.

"No human is more revered than the Holy Prophet ﷺ, but when his companions used to write to him, they would first write their names, and I say that Sayyidnā ‘Alā’ Al-Ḥadramī’s letter, which he wrote to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, is a proof to that."

However, after quoting these narrations in Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī it is observed that all this discussion is about the preferred way, otherwise both ways are permissible. If some one writes his name in the last, that too is correct. Religious jurist Abī al-Layth has written in his Bustan that if some one starts with the name of the addressee, no one can question its permissibility, because this has also been the practice among the Muslims for long, and no one has objected to that. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī, Qurṭubi)

**Replying to letters is also a practice of the prophets**

It is observed in Tafsīr ul-Qurtubi that if someone receives a letter, it is incumbent upon him to answer it, because a letter from someone not present is as good as the greeting of the one who is present. It is attributed to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  in a narration that he used to regard the reply of a letter as much obligatory as the reply to a greeting by salām. (Qurtubi)

**Starting letters with Bismillah**

The letter of Sayyidnā Sulaimān  and all the letters sent by the Holy Prophet ﷺ have established that writing Bismillah at the beginning of a letter was the practice of the prophets. As to the question whether Bismillah should precede the name of the writer or not, the practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ was that he always put Bismillah before his name, and the name of the addressee after his own name. But in the Qur‘ān the order is reversed and the name of Sayyidnā Sulaimān  is written first and then Bismillah. Therefore, it is also in order if the name of the writer is written first and then Bismillah. But Ibn Abī Ḥātim has reported on the authority of Yazīd Ibn Raḥmān that in fact Sayyidnā Sulaimān  had
written his letter in this manner: *بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم* (which means that he wrote Bismillah before his name) but when Bilqis read out this letter to her people, she mentioned the name of Sulaiman first in order to let them know the name of the writer. The Holy Qur'an has copied what Bilqis had uttered. There is no mention in the Qur'an whether Bismillah was written first or the name of Sayyidnâ Sulaimân in the original letter. There is yet another possibility that the name of Sulaiman was written on the envelope and Bismillah at the top of the letter, and when Bilqis read out the letter to her people she announced the name of Sayyidnâ Sulaimân first.

Ruling

The original tradition (Sunnah) of letter writing is that all letters should begin with Bismillah. However, the religious jurists have ruled, on the authority of the indications given in the Qur'an and Sunnah, that if there is a risk of disrespect to the name of Allah on the apprehension that the paper on which Bismillah is written would be thrown away, then it is not right to write Bismillah, lest one should get involved in sin. The present day practice is that letters are thrown away after reading and they end up in garbage. Hence, it is better to perform Sunnah by reciting Bismillah orally before starting the letter, rather than writing it on paper.

Can a paper bearing a Qur'anic verse be given in the hands of a disbeliever?

Sayyidnâ Sulaimân had sent this letter to Bilqis when she was not a Muslim, but *بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم* was written on it. It confirms that this is permissible. The non-Arab kings to whom the Holy Prophet had written letters were disbelievers. But the letters contained some Qur'anic verses too. It should be understood that although it is not permitted to hand over the Holy Qur'an to infidels, but any book or paper containing some verses of the Qur'an does not qualify to be the Qur'an itself; hence, such papers or books can be handed over to an infidel or to someone without wuḍū' (ablution). (Alamgiri)

Letters should be written short, comprehensive, eloquent and effective

Looking at the letter of Sayyidnâ Sulaimân one cannot avoid noticing that it is so comprehensive that all important matters have been
put together in a few sentences, maintaining the high standard of eloquence alongwith the royal grandeur in front of the infidels. At the same time perfected attributes of Allah Ta’ālā are also described along with an invitation towards Islam. The condemnation of conceit and arrogance is also noticeable. As a matter of fact, this letter is a specimen of the marvel of Qur’ān. Sayyidnā Qatadah ﷺ has stated that it was the practice in letter writing by all the prophets to make it brief but at the same time ensuring that nothing mentionable is left out. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī)

Consultation in important matters is a Sunnah. It provides the benefit of having views of others, and gives them a sense of participation

قَالَتْ يَابِيَّةَ الْمَلَائِكَةِ السَّعْدَةِ نِسَيَةٌ ﻓِي أَمْرِهِ ﺎَلْمَأْنِ ﻣَا ظُنُرتُ قَافِلَةَ أَمْرًا ﺻَحِيًّا تَسَهَّلْنَرَنَ

She said, "O chieftains, advise me in the matter I have (before me). I am not the one who decides a matter absolutely unless you are present with me." - 32

The word ﺍَلْمَأْنِ is derived from Fatwā، which means answering some specific issue. Here it means to give counsel or to express one’s views. When Queen Bilqīṣ received the letter of Sayyidnā Sulaimān ﷺ she called the members of her government and asked their view as to what she should do. Before asking their view on the matter, she encouraged and pleased them by declaring that she did not take decisions without consulting them. Because of her remarks, the ministers and the generals expressed their readiness to sacrifice everything they had in order to follow her command. ﻥَحْنُ أُولَؤُ ذَٰلِكَ وُلُوْدُ وَأُولَؤُ وَلَدُ يَأْبَيِ ﺗَمْرَمُر وَالْأَمْرَ إِلَيْكَ ("We are powerful and tough fighters, and the decision lies with you - 33). Sayyidnā Qatadah ﷺ has related that according to his information there were 313 members in her consultative committee, and each one of them represented and enjoyed the support of ten thousand persons. (Qurtubī)

This statement brings to light that having consultation with supporters is an old practice. Islam has attached great importance to consultation and has made this mandatory for the government functionaries. So much so that the Holy Prophet ﷺ, who was the recipient of revelations from Allah Ta’ālā and also used to get direct guidance from Him (thus did not have any need for consultation or advice), was also commanded to follow this practice, in order to set up a
tradition for his followers. The Holy Qur'an directs the Holy Prophetﷺ, وَشَاءَ وَلَهُمْ فِي الْأَمَرِ (3:159) that is, he should consult them in the matters. There is a sense of participation for the companions in this command, and an advice for the coming generations that the government functionaries must always consult on important matters.

**Reaction of Queen Bilqis on the letter of Sulaimān**

After having consulted the functionaries of her government and gaining their confidence, she herself developed a strategy that she should initially test out the real intention of Sayyidnā Sulaimān سلیمان and to find out whether he was actually a prophet and messenger of God, and whether he was really conveying the message of God or he was aspiring for a greater empire. The purpose behind this strategy was to find out that if he was a prophet in reality, then his command should be followed and no hostility be adopted against him. On the other hand if he was only a king and wished to expand his empire by subjugating her kingdom, then a different plan be worked out to face the challenge. To test out the real intention of Sayyidnā Sulaimān سلیمان she adopted the tactic of sending to him precious gifts and presents. If he becomes satisfied after receiving the gifts, then it would indicate that he was only a king and had approached her with mundane motives. On the other hand, if he was actually a prophet then he would not agree on any thing other than acceptance of Islam. Ibn Jarīr has reported this explanation from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās  Mujāhid, Ibn Juraij, and Ibn Wahb رحمهم الله تعالى with several chins of narrators. The same subject is elaborated in the following verse:

وَإِذِ الْمُرْسَلُونَ إِلَيْهِمْ بِجَهَنَّمَ فَنَظَرَهُمْ بِمَلَائِكَةَ الْمُرْسَلُونَ

And I am going to send a gift to them, then see, what response the envoys will bring back." 27:35.

**Appearance of envoys of Bilqīs in the court of Sulaimān سلیمان**

Historical Isra'īli legends describe in great detail the incident of the visit of the envoys of Bilqīs and the gifts they had taken with them. All versions of the legends agree on that the gifts included some gold bricks, some precious stones, one hundred slaves and one hundred slave girls. But the slave girls were dressed in men's clothes and the slaves were dressed in ladies outfits. There was also a letter from Bilqīs, in which
there were some questions for testing Sayyidnā Sulaimān ًّ. In the selection of gifts also, his test was intended. Allah Ta‘ālā had passed on detailed information of gifts to Sulaimān ًّ even before their arrival. Sayyidnā Sulaimān ًّ commanded the Jinns to lay out a floor of gold and silver bricks over a thirty miles stretch from his court, and that strange looking animals be lined up on either side of this pathway. Their excrement of bowels was also to be placed on the floor of gold and silver. Similarly, his court was decorated with special attention. Four thousand chairs of gold were placed on the left side and four thousand on the right side of the main hall for the scholars, ministers, and other officials of the court. The entire hall was bedecked with precious stones. When Bilqīs’s envoys saw animals standing on the floor of gold bricks, they were embarrassed with the gifts they had brought with them. It is reported in some narrations that they threw away their gold bricks. Then as they proceeded, they saw rows of beasts and birds on either side of the pathway. After that they came across the rows of jinns. Seeing them, they were browbeaten. Ultimately, when they reached the court and stood before Sayyidnā Sulaimān ًّ, he received them with dignity, and entertained them with veneration. But he returned all their gifts and presents, and answered all the questions sent up by Bilqīs. (Qurtubi)

Return of the presents of Bilqīs by Sayyidnā Sulaimān ًّ

"Are you giving me an aid of wealth? So what Allah has given me is much better than He has given to you. But you yourselves are proud of your gift. 27:36.

When Bilqīs’s envoys reached the court of Sayyidnā Sulaimān ًّ with the gifts and presents sent by her, he said to them ‘Do you wish to help me with wealth? Whatever wealth and bounties I have been given by Allah is much better than your wealth and material. Therefore, I do not accept your presents of wealth. You better take them away, and enjoy them yourself’.

Is it permissible to accept presents from infidels?

Sayyidnā Sulaimān ًّ did not accept the presents of Queen Bilqīs, which indicates that it is not permissible or not preferable to accept presents from infidels. The correct position about this question is that if
this may lead to weakening of one’s position or that of Muslim community, 
or is likely to go against the expediency of the national interest, then it is 
prudent not to accept their presents. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī). But if the interest of 
the Muslims is in favour of acceptance, for instance if this gesture may 
lead the non-Muslims to the acceptance of Islam, or may ward off some 
impending danger to Islam, in such situations it is permitted. It was the 
practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ to accept presents from some infidels and 
reject them from others. It is reported in ‘Umdatul Qārī Sharḥ al-Bukhārī 
(Kitāb ul-hibah) and Sharḥ-As- Siyar-Al-Kabr on the authority of Sayyidnā 
Ka‘b ibn Mālik رضه الله تعالى that ‘Āmir ibn Mālik, brother of Brā’, 
got to Madīnah on some work, when he was a disbelieving infidel, and 
presented two horses and two pairs of garments to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. He sent back these presents with the remarks "We do not accept presents from disbelievers". Once ‘Iyāḍ ibn Ḥimār al-Mujashi‘ī presented to him some thing. The Holy Prophet ﷺ enquired from him whether he was a Muslim, to which he replied in the negative. So he returned his presents, explaining that Allah Ta‘ālā has commanded him not to accept presents from the disbelievers.

As against this there are other narrations reporting that the Holy Prophet ﷺ had accepted presents from some disbelievers. In one such 
narration, it is related that Abū Sufyān had presented to him a piece of 
leather when he was still a disbeliever, which the Holy Prophet ﷺ had 
accepted. Another narration has reported that a Christian had presented 
to him a very shiny piece of fine silk, which was also accepted by him.

Shamsul ‘A‘immah has commented after citing these narrations that, 
in his view, the reason of rejection and acceptance of these presents by 
the Holy Prophet ﷺ was that where he thought that by their rejection 
the disbeliever would come near Islam, he rejected them, and where he 
considered that their acceptance will help bring the disbeliever close to 
Islam he did that. (‘Umdatul Qārī)

Bilqīs took the rejection of her presents by Sayyidnā Sulaimān رضي الله عنه as 
a sign of his prophethood - not because the acceptance of gifts from 
disbelievers is not permissible - but she had purposefully sent those 
presents as a bribe, in order to save herself from any attack from him.
He said, "O chieftains, which one of you will bring her throne to me before they come to me submissively?" [38] An ‘ifrīt (stalwart) from the Jinnss said, "I will bring it to you before you rise up from your place, and for this (task) I am powerful, trust-worthy". [39] Said the one who had the knowledge of the book, "I will bring it to you before your glance returns to you." So when he saw it (the throne) well-placed before him, he said, "This is by the grace of my Lord, so that He may test me whether I am grateful or ungrateful. And whoever is grateful is grateful for his own benefit, and whoever is ungrateful, then my Lord is Need-Free, Bountiful". [40] He said, "Disguise the throne for her, and we will see whether she discovers the truth or she is one of those who have no guidance." [41]

Commentary

Bilqīs's appearance in the court of Sulaimān

Qurṭubī has reported, giving references of historical record, that Bilqīs's envoys returned from the court of Sulaimān totally dumb-founded and awe-struck, and conveyed his declaration of war to the queen. Then Bilqīs said to her people that she was already of the view that he was no ordinary king, but was on some special assignment from God, and that fighting with His messenger is like fighting with God, for which they did not have the strength. After making this statement, she started getting ready to go to Sayyidnā Sulaimān. She took along
with her twelve thousand chiefs, commanding an army of hundred thousand men each.\(^1\) Allah Ta‘ālā had graced Sayyidnā Sulaimān \(^{2}\) with such awe and majesty that no one had the courage to speak before him. One day he saw a cloud of dust at some distance. So he asked from those who were present as to what that was. His people answered ‘O messenger of Allah! Queen Bilqīs is coming with her people’. Some narrations relate that at that time she was about three miles from the court of Sulaimān \(^{3}\). At that moment Sayyidnā Sulaimān \(^{4}\) turned to his courtiers and asked them:

قَالَ يَا بِلْقِيسِ هَذِهِ أَنْتُونَا أَجْمَعُونَا بَيْنَ الْخَيَامَاتِ وَأَحْيَانِي فَأَطْلِبُ مَا مَعَكُمْ مِنْ مُسْلِمِينَ

He said, "O chieftains, which one of you will bring her throne to me before they come to me submissively?" 27:38.

Sayyidnā Sulaimān \(^{5}\) was already informed that Bilqīs was coming to him to submit after having been impressed by his invitation. So he decided that, apart from royal grandeur, she should also witness a prophetic miracle, which should help her convert to faith. Allah Ta‘ālā had bestowed the miracle of control of \(\text{jinns}\) to Sayyidnā Sulaimān \(^{6}\). After receiving the cue from Allah Ta‘ālā, he fancied to have Bilqīs’s throne brought to his court even before her arrival. So he commanded the jinni, who was also present in his court, to bring her throne. Selection of throne was presumably made on the basis that it was the most secured object of her treasure, which was kept in the impregnable inner most hall of the seven castles, one within the other, properly secured under lock. So much so that her own people could not reach there. Shifting of such a huge and secured object without breaking the lock or door to a place so far away from where it was placed, could not have been possible without the help and will of Allah Ta‘ālā. This was an ideal way to make her see and realize the unlimited power and control of Allah. At the same time it was also intended to make her realize that the high position and status of

\(^1\) The learned author has already mentioned that no authentic record is available on the details of this story. However there are some details found in the Israelite traditions some of which are reproduced here. This huge number of the army of Bilqīs is also taken from those traditions; otherwise, the number given is highly exaggerated on the face of it, and ‘Allāmah ‘Ālūsī has opined that the tradition giving such a huge number of the army seems to be a lie.
Sulaimān was actually bestowed by Allah Ta‘ālā, which had enabled him to perform such super-human things. (Ibn Jarir)

فَكَلَّمَ أَن يَتْوَى مُسْلِمِينَ (before they come to me submissively - 27:38). The word Muslims (muslimin) is the plural of Muslim, the literal meaning of which is obedient or submissive. In conventional expression, 'Muslim' is equivalent of 'believer'. According to Sayyidnā ibn ‘Abbās, here Muslimein is used in its literal meaning, that is, obedient or submissive. It is so because it was not established at that time that Queen Bilqis had converted to Islam. She actually converted to Islam after talking to Sayyidnā Sulaimān, as is evident from the verses to follow now.

قَالَ الْالْدَّيْنِ عَنْهُ عَلَمَّ مِنْ الْكِتَابَ (Said the one who had the knowledge of the book - 27:40). The question is as to who was this person? One possibility is that he was Sulaimān himself, because his knowledge of the book of Allah was most extensive. In that case this incident happened as a miracle. The objective was also that Bilqis should have an experience of the prophetic miracle, so that no doubt was left in her mind. But Ibn Jarir has reported from many commentators of the Qur‘ān, like Qatādah, that he was a person from the companions of Sayyidnā Sulaimān. Qurṭubī has declared it to be the view of the majority. Ibn Ishaque has mentioned his name as ‘Āṣif Ibn Barkhiyā, and has opined that he was a friend of Sayyidnā Sulaimān. Some other narrations say that a cousin of Sayyidnā Sulaimān had the knowledge of Al-Ism ul-A‘zam, (a particular name of Allah Almighty) the speciality of which is that whatever blessing is invoked from Allah Ta‘ālā by reciting this name, it is accepted, and anything requested is delivered from Him. It does not prove that Sayyidnā Sulaimān did not have the knowledge of Al-Ism-ul-A‘zam. Rather it is quite likely that he considered it prudent to have the manifestation of the miracle by one of his people, which should have deeper impression on Bilqis. Therefore, instead of performing the miracle himself, he addressed his people in the above manner. (كذا في نصوص الحكم) In such a situation, this incident was a Karāmah, which was performed by ‘Āṣif Ibn Barkhiyā.

**Difference between miracle and Karāmah**

Miracles take place without any involvement of natural phenomena by the exclusive act and will of Allah Ta‘ālā. It is clearly defined in the Qur‘ān itself وَمَا رَأْيَتِ إِذْ رَمِيتَ وَلَكِنَّ اللَّهُ رَمَيْتِ (You did not throw when you threw
Likewise, there is no involvement of natural phenomena in the happening of Karāmah. They take place exclusively with the act and will of Allah Ta'ālā. This should also be understood that miracles and Karāmah do not take place with the wish or control of the person performing them, but only by the will and act of Allah Ta'ālā. The only difference between the two is that if such an unusual act is demonstrated through a prophet, it is known as a miracle; and if it is demonstrated through someone who is not a prophet, it is called Karāmah. In this particular incident if it is correct that 'Āṣif Ibn Barkhiyā, who was a companion of Sayyidnā Sulaimān, performed it, then it will be called his Karāmah. The unusual acts performed by saints are in fact the reflection of the perfections of their prophets, which in turn are deemed to be the miracles of their prophet.

**The incident of the throne of Bilqīs was a Karāmah or a Taṣarruf**

Shaikh Muḥiyyuddīn ibn al-'Arabi has declared it as a Taṣarruf of 'Āṣif ibn Barkhiyā. In the general use of the term, Taṣarruf means to captivate the audience by the power of sight and mind, for which it is not necessary for the person performing it that he is a prophet or saint or even a Muslim. It is something like mesmerism or hypnotism. The saints have used this power occasionally for reforming and training of their disciples also. Ibn al-'Arabi has explained that since prophets avoid using Taṣarruf, therefore Sayyidnā Sulaimān got this job done by 'Āṣif ibn Barkhiyā. But the Qur'ān has declared it the result of Al-Ism ul-A'zam which falls within the purview of Karāmah, and has nothing to do with Taṣarruf.

The assertion (I will bring it to you before your glance returns to you - 27:40) may create confusion, because it gives the impression that this act was carried out with intent and control. That being so, it is a sign of Taṣarruf, because Karāmah is not under the control of a saint. The answer to this doubt is that presumably Allah Ta'ālā had already given the signal that if there would be a desire for that, He would fulfill it in no time.

This explanation is taken from the commentary ‘Aḥkam ul Qur'ān’ by Sayyidī Ḥakīmul Ummah Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thanawī, on Sūrah
An-Naml. Apart from that, he has also written a pamphlet on Taṣarruf in Arabic under the title ‘At-Taṣarruf’, which I have translated in Urdu and has been published separately.

Verses 42 - 44

فَلَمَّا جَاءَتِ فِيَّلَ لَآتِ عُرْشُكَ قَالَتِ كَانَتِهُ هُوَ وَأَوْلُوِيَّةِ الْعِلَامَ
منْ قَبْلِهَا وَكَانَا مُسْلِمِينَ ﴿۴۲﴾ وَصَدَّقَهَا مَا كَانَتْ تَعْبُدُ مِنْ دُونِ
اللَّهِ إِنَّهَا كَانَتِ مِنْ قَوْمٍ كَفِيرِينَ ﴿۴۳﴾ فَيَبِلَّ لَهَا اذْخِلَيْنَ الصَّرْحَ
فَلَمَّا رَأَتِهِ حَسَبَتِهِ لَعَجْرَةً وَكَشَفَتَ عَنْ سَاقِيَتِهَا ﴿۴۴﴾ قَالَ إِنَّهُ صَرَحَ
مَّرَأَةً قَوْارِيرُهُ قَالَتِ رَبِّ إِنِّي ظَلِمْتُ نَفْسِي وَأَسْلَمْتُ مَعَ سُلَيْمَانَ
ِلَّهُ رَبِّ الْعَالَمِينَ ﴿۴۵﴾

So when she came, it was said (to her), "Is your throne like this?" She said, "It seems to be the same, and knowledge (of truth) was given to us even before this and we have already submitted." [42] And she was prevented (from submitting before) by that which she used to worship instead of Allah. Indeed she was from a disbelieving people. [43] It was said to her, "Enter the palace." Then once she saw it, she thought it to be flowing water and uncovered her legs. He (Sulaimān) said, "This is a palace made of glasses." She said, "My Lord, I had surely wronged myself, and now I submit, along with Sulaimān, to Allah, the Lord of the worlds."

[44]

Commentary

Did Sayyidnā Sulaimān 装配式 marry Bilqīs?

The story of Bilqīs has ended in the above verses on the statement that she converted to Islam after coming to Sayyidnā Sulaimān 装配式. What happened after that? The Qur‘ān is silent on this. It is for this reason that when someone asked ‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Uyaynah whether Sayyidnā Sulaimān 装配式 had married Bilqīs, he answered that her case has finished on this (I submit, along with Sulaimān, to Allah, the Lord of the worlds - 44). The idea behind this
answer was that when Qur’an has not divulged anything after that, it is not for us to probe any further. But Ibn ‘Asākir has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Ikrimah ⲥⲟ that Sayyidnā Sulaimān ⲥⲟ had married Bilqīs after that, and she was retained as the sovereign of her country. She was then sent back to Yemen, and Sayyidnā Sulaimān ⲥⲟ, used to visit her every month for three days. He got three palaces made for her in Yemen, which had no parallel of their kind. (Only God knows best)

Verses 45 - 53

And We sent to Thamūd their brother Sāliḥ saying (to them), "Worship Allah". Then suddenly they became two groups quarrelling with each other. [45] He said, "O my people, why do you seek evil to come sooner before good? Why do you not seek forgiveness from Allah, so that you are treated with mercy?" [46] They said, "We regard you and those with you as a sign of bad omen." He said, "Your omen is with Allah, but you are a people
put to a test." [47]

And there were nine persons in the city who used to make mischief on the earth and did not put things right. [48] They said, "Let us swear a mutual oath by Allah that we shall attack him (Ṣāliḥ) and his family at night, then will say to his heir, 'We did not witness the destruction of his family and we are really truthful.'" [49] And (thus) they devised a plan and We devised a plan, while they were not aware. [50] So look how was the fate of their plan, that We annihilated them and their people altogether. [51] Now those are their houses, lying empty because of the transgression they committed. Surely, in this there are signs for a people who have knowledge. [52] And We saved those who believed and who used to be God-fearing. [53]

Commentary

(why do you seek evil to come sooner before good? - 27:46). Sayyidnā Ṣāliḥ is referring here to the demand of the infidels that he should bring the divine torment to them in this world, so that they may know his truthfulness. Therefore, "evil" in this sentence stands for torment, while "good" refers to their repentance and invoking divine mercy. It, therefore means, "Why are you asking me to bring the divine punishment before you repent?"

The word (nine persons - 27:48). The word ٍرَفْطُ (Raḥṭ) is used for a group. Here each of the nine persons is called Raḥṭ presumably because they were regarded superior among their clan for having wealth and dignity. Each one of them had his own separate group of people, hence they are called nine groups. They were known as the chiefs of Ḥijr, which was a city of the people of Ṣāliḥ ٍفَلْق. Ḥijr was a well-known city of Syria.

We shall attack him (Ṣāliḥ) and his family at night, then will say to his heir, We did not witness the destruction of his family and we are really truthful - 27:49.

The plan was that all of them together should attack him and his companions in the darkness of night, and kill them all. And when the claimant of the blood would make the claim, they would say that they did
not kill him, and also they did not know who had killed him. In saying so they would have uttered the truth because no one could have known who had killed whom in the darkness of the night.

The point to note here is that all the acts of infidelity, disbelief, killing and pillage were being performed by the infidels, rather than those among them who were hardened criminals. Yet they were careful that they don't speak a lie or get blamed for falsehood. This shows how great the sin of falsehood is, that even the perpetrators of heinous crimes avoid it for the sake of their self-respect.

The other thing worth noting in this verse is that the one whom these infidels had mentioned as the Walî or heir of Sayyidnâ Šâliḥ was a man of his own family. So, why did they leave him out from being assassinated? The answer to this question is that he might have been the successor from the lineage point of view, but otherwise he could be an infidel and be a party with the infidels. There could have been the consideration that he might claim the compensation for the blood of Sayyidnâ Šâliḥ because of his relationship with him. The other possibility is that he might have been a Muslim but enjoyed a prominent position and hence there could have been the risk of uprising and reprisal among the people. Only Allah knows best.

**Verses 54 - 59**

وَلَوْتُ إِذْ قَالَ لِقَوْمِهِ أَتَأْتُونَ الْفَاحِشَةَ وَأَتَنْتُمْ تُبِصِّرُونَ ۙ٤٥َ اِنْتَكُمْ لَتَأْتُونَ الرِّجَالَ شَهْوَةً مِّنْ دُونِ الْنَّسَاءِ بَلْ أَنْتُمْ قَوْمٌ تَجَهَّلُونَ ە٤٦ فَمَا كَانَ جَوَابُ قَوْمِهِ إِلَّا أنْ قَالُوا أَخْرِجُوا عَلَى الْلُّوطِ مِّنْ فَرَّتُـهُمْ إِنْ هُمْ أَنْسُ بَيْنَ يَدَّهُمْ وَ أَهْلُهُ إِلَّا أَمْرَاهُ ۖ قَدْ دَرْسُهَا مِّنَ الْعَرْبِينِ ۙ٤٧ وَأَمْضَرَّنَا عَلَيْهِمْ مَطَرًا ۚ فَسَاءَ مَطْرُ الْمُنْضَرِينَ ۙ٤٨ فَلِلِّحَمَّدِ لِلَّهِ وَسَلَّمَ عَلَى عِبَادِهِ الَّذِينَ اسْتَفْلَفْوُ الْحَرِيرَ ۚ أَمَّا يُشْرَكُونَ ۙ٤٩

And (We sent) Lûṭ when he said to his people, "Do you
commit the shameful act while you can see (its shamelessness)? [54] Is it that you really come to men lustfully instead of women? No, you are a people committing acts of ignorance." [55] So, the answer of his people was not but that they said, "Expel the family of Lūt from your town. They are a people who over-indulge in purity." [56] So We saved him and his family, except his wife. We destined her to remain among those who stayed behind. [57] And We rained on them a rain. So evil was the rain of those who were warned. [58]

Say, "Praise belongs to Allah, and peace be on those of His slaves whom He has chosen." Is Allah better or that which they associate (with Him as His partners)? [59]

Commentary

This incident has been related at many places in the Qur’ān, especially in Sūrah Al-A‘rāf, where its necessary details have been discussed and may be consulted if required.

قُلْ لِلَّهِ التَّعَلَّمُ الْحَمَدَ لِلَّهِ (Say,"Praise belongs to Allah - 27:59). After describing some events of the prophets and earlier people, and the episodes of torments they faced, this sentence is addressed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, that he should express his gratitude to Allah Ta‘ālā, for his followers have been exempted from the punishment in this world. He ﷺ is further asked to say salām to the earlier prophets and God-fearing persons. Majority of the commentators have adopted this explanation, but some feel that this sentence is also addressed to Sayyidna Lūt ﷺ.

It appears that the expression ﻲِلْبَيْنِ اِصْطَفَيْنِ (His slaves whom He has chosen - 27:59) is used in this verse for the prophets, like in another verse salām has been addressed to the prophets, وَسَلَّمُ عَلَى الْمُسْلِمِينَ (And salām is on the messengers - 37:181). But Sayyidna Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ is of the opinion that it refers to the companions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. This explanation is also adopted by Sufyān Ath-Thauri. (Ibn Jarīr)

If the explanation of Sayyidna Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ is adopted and the meaning of ﻲِلْبَيْنِ اِصْطَفَيْنِ - 27:59 is taken for the companions, then there will be a case for saying "Alaihis Salām" to non-prophets also. This subject will be discussed in detail Inshāllah under Sūrah Al-Ahzāb for the verse
This verse also teaches the formalities of an address, a sermon or a lecture, that it should start with the praise of Allah and the ṣalāh (durood) and salām to the prophets. This had always been the practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ in his addresses. His companions also adopted the same practice by commencing not only their addresses but also all the important jobs by praising Allah Ta’ālā and then ṣalāh and salām on the Holy Prophet ﷺ. (Rūḥ).

Verses 60 - 64

Or the One who created the heavens and the earth and sent down for you water from the sky? Then We caused to grow with it gardens, full of glamor. It was not within your ability to grow their trees. Is there any god alongwith Allah? No, but they are a people who equate (others with Allah). [60]
Or the One who made the earth a place to settle and made rivers amidst it and made mountains for (making) it (firm), and made a barrier between two seas. Is there any god alongwith Allah? No, but most of them do not have knowledge. [61] Or the One who responds to a helpless person when He prays to Him and removes distress, and who makes you vicegerents of the earth. Is there any god alongwith Allah? No, but most of them do not take lesson. [62] Or the One who guides you in depths of darkness on land and sea, and who sends the winds bearing good news before His mercy? Is there any god alongwith Allah? Allah is far higher than the *shirk* they commit. [63] Or the One who originated creation, then will reproduce it, and who gives you provision from the sky and the earth? Is there any god alongwith Allah? Say, "Bring your proof if you are true." [64]

Commentary

(Or the One who responds to a helpless when he prays to Him and removes distress - 27:62)

Word الْمُضْطَرُ (Mudṯar) is derived from اضطَرَرُ (Idṭirār), which means to be helpless and restless under some necessity, and that happens when someone does not have any support and friends. Hence, Mudṯar is that person who has lost all hopes from everyone and has turned to Allah as the sole redresser of his woes. This explanation of Mudṯar is adopted by Suddī, Dhun-nūn Al-Misrī, Sahl ibn 'Abdullāh etc. (Qurtubī). The Holy Prophet ﷺ has advised that such a person should supplicate in the following manner.

اللَّهُمَّ رَحْمَتُكَ أَرْجُوُهُ، فَلَا تَكْلِمْنِي إِلَّا فِي نَفْسِي طَرْفَةً عَيْنِي، وَأَصْلِحْ لِيْ شَأْبِيَ كُلَّهُ، لَا إِلَهَ إِلَّا أَنَّكَ

'O Allah, I am an aspirant of your grace. So, please do not leave me at the mercy of myself for a moment, and set right all my matters on Your own. There is no god except You'. (Qurtubī)

Supplication of a Mudṯar is surely accepted because of its sincerity

Imām Qurtubī has said that Allah Ta’ālā has taken upon Himself to accept the supplication of a Mudṯar. He has made declaration to this
effect in this verse. The main reason for it is that by divorcing all mundane supports and connections, beseeching from Allah, while regarding Him as the sole redresser is the sincerity at its best. Sincerity has a special position before Allah Ta'ālā. Whoever evinces sincerity, no matter if he is a believer or an infidel, a pious or a sinner, because of the auspiciousness of sincerity the divine favour gets attentive towards him. Allah Ta'ālā Himself elaborates this point while describing the traits of the infidels. He has said that when they are in water and the boat is caught in storm, and they are sure of their death, they call out to Allah with all sincerity, saying that they would be thankful to Him forever if He would save their lives. But when Allah Ta'ālā rescues them and brings them to land by accepting their supplication, they again indulge in associating Him with gods.

A Şahīḥ hadīth of the Holy Prophet says that ‘Three supplications are surely accepted, in which there is no room for doubt. One, from an oppressed person, two, by a traveler, and three, from a father against his children’. After citing this hadīth, Qurṭubī has commented that in all these three cases the situation is the same as the supplication of a Mudtār, because when an oppressed person calls Allah after having been frustrated from mundane support and help, his condition is no different than that of a Mudtār. Similarly, a traveler is away from his dear ones, hence helpless, while in journey. Likewise, a father cannot plead for something against his children because of his paternal love and affection for them, unless he is totally dejected and heart-broken, and calls Allah to save himself from the misery of sufferings. ‘Ajurrī, a scholar of hadīth, has quoted on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Dharr that the Holy Prophet said ‘Allah Ta'ālā has pronounced that He shall never reject an appeal from an oppressed person, even if it is made by an infidel’. (Qurṭubī) If a Mudtār or an oppressed person or a traveler has a feeling that his appeal to Allah has not been accepted, he should not be dejected and be skeptical, because sometimes the request is accepted but its manifestation is delayed due to some expediency and divine wisdom. As an alternative, such a person should search his soul to find out if there was any deficiency in his sincerity or concentration while praying to Allah Ta'ālā. (Only Allah knows best)
Say, "No one in the heavens and the earth has the knowledge of the Unseen except Allah." And they do not know when they will be raised again. [65] Rather, their knowledge failed in the matter of Hereafter. Rather, they are in doubt about it. Rather, they are blind to it. [66] And said those who disbelieved, "Is it, when we and our fathers become dust, shall we really be brought forth? [67] Indeed, it was promised to us and to our fathers before. This is nothing but the tales of the ancients." [68] Say, "Travel in the land and see how was the fate of the sinners. [69] And do not grieve for them and do not be straitened because of what they plan. [70]

And they say, "When shall this promise come (to pass) if you are true?" [71] Say, "It is not unlikely that some part of that (punishment) which you seek to come soon is already following you closely." [72] And surely, your
Lord is graceful for the mankind, but most of the people are not grateful. [73] And surely your Lord knows for sure what their hearts conceal and what they reveal. [74] And there is nothing hidden in the heavens and the earth that is not (recorded) in a manifest book. [75]

Commentary

قَلْ لَا يَعْلَمُ مَنْ فِي السَّمَاوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ الْغَيْبَ إِلاَّ الْلَّهُ

Say, "No one in the heavens and the earth has the knowledge of Unseen except Allah." - 27:65

The Holy Prophet ﷺ was instructed to tell people that all the creatures that live in the heavens, like angels, and all the creatures that live in this world, like humans and jinns, none of them have any knowledge of the unseen (ghayb) except Allah. In the above-referred verse it has been stated very clearly that it is an exclusive attribute of Allah Ta'ālā, and no one else, not even an angel or a prophet, could share this attribute. This subject has been dealt with in detail under verse No. 59 of Sūrah al-‘Ām on page No.360 in the 3rd volume. In addition to that, I have written a separate treatise on the subject under the title (كشف الريب عن علم الغيب) which has been published in my book Aḥkām-ul-Qur'ān in arabic. Those who are interested in this subject can refer to that.

بَلِ اَذِرَنَّ عَلَمَهُمَّ فِي الْاَخَرَى فَبَلِّ هُمْ فِي شَأْنِهِ مُنْهَا فَبَلِّ هُمْ مُنْهَا عُمَوْنَ

Rather, their knowledge failed in the matter of Hereafter. Rather, they are in doubt about it. Rather, they are blind to it. 27:66.

There are different recitations for the word إِذَرَلَا (iddāraka) and their meanings are also different. Those who are interested should refer to different commentaries for the details. It is enough to understand here that some commentators have taken it to mean "completion" and have explained the verse thus: "Their knowledge and understanding will be completed in the Hereafter", because then the truth about every thing shall be laid bare. But knowledge of truth at that time will be of no avail, because they had been contradicting the Hereafter in the world. But some other commentators have taken the word in the meaning of 'having failed' and 'having been lost'. The sense in this case would be that their knowledge about the Hereafter was lost, and they could not understand
what it was.

Verses 76 - 79

إنَّ هَذَا اللَّهُ الْقُرْآنَ يُفْصِّلُ عَلَى بَنِي إِسْرَائِيلَ مَا كَانُوا يَحْبِسُونَ \[76\]
ويَهْدِي وَرَحْمَةً لِّلْمُؤْمِنِينَ (٧٧) إنَّ رَبَّكَ يُفْصِّلُ بَيْنَهُم بِحُكْمِهِ وَهُوَ الْعَزِيزُ الْعَلِيمُ (٧٨) فَتَوَلَّوَّ كَلَّا عَلَى اللَّهِ \[٧٩\]
إِنَّكَ عَلَى الْحَقِّ الْمُبِينِ (٧٩)

Surely this Qur'an mentions to the children of Isra’il most of the matters in which they dispute. [76] And it is guidance and mercy for the believers. [77] And surely your Lord will decide between them by His judgment, and He is the All-Mighty, All-Knowing. [78] So trust in Allah. Surely you are on the open truth. [79]

Commentary

By describing Allah’s omnipotence through different examples in the earlier verses, the reality of the Hereafter and the rational possibility of resurrection of the dead has been established. There is no logical ambiguity in that. Its definite occurrence is confirmed by the sayings of the prophets and the divine books that were revealed to them. Authenticity and establishment of any information is based on the veracity of the courier or the narrator. In this verse it is stated that the informant of this news is the Holy Qur’an whose authenticity and truthfulness is beyond any doubt or contradiction. So much so that in matters in which the scholars of Bani Isra’il had differed strongly and could not resolve them, the Qur’an has given them evaluated verdict to follow for correct judgment. It is but obvious that in matters where there is difference of opinion among the scholars, the only competent authority to overrule is the one who is superior in knowledge and status. Therefore, it is established that Qur’an is an authentic informant. After this the Holy Prophet ﷺ was consoled that he need not be despondent over their antagonism. ‘Allah Ta’alā is to make judgment Himself in his case. He should have faith in Allah, because Allah’s help and aid is with the truth. And there is no doubt that he is on the right path’. (Verse 79).
Verses 80 - 81

Surely, you cannot make the dead hear, nor can you make the deaf hear your call when they turn their backs in retreat, nor can you show the right path to the blind ones against their wandering astray. You can make no one listen (to you) except those who believe in Our verses, then submit themselves (to Allah).

Commentary

It was the demand of love and affection the Holy Prophet had for all human beings that he should save them all from the fire of jahannam by making them accept the message of Allah. It used to hurt him a lot if someone did not accept it. He used to feel as if someone's children were proceeding toward the fire by not heeding to the advice of his parents. Therefore, Qur'an has adopted different expressions to console him at many places. One such advice was contained in the sentence (And do not grieve for them, and do not be straitened because of what they plan - 27:70) which has appeared in the earlier verse. In the above verse he has been consoled in a slightly different manner, that his job was only to convey the message of truth, which he had done admirably. If someone had not accepted this, it was not his fault or deficiency. So, he need not worry and be despondent. Rather it is their own fault that they have lost their sense of direction. Qur'an has described the loss of their sense of direction by presenting three examples. First, that they were like dead bodies in the matter of acceptance of truth, and thus cannot take any one's advice to their advantage. Second, that they were like the deaf man who does not wish to hear anything, rather they turn their back and go away if someone tries to give them any advice. Third, that they were like the blind that cannot see even if someone tries to show them the path. After providing these three examples it is said:
You can make no one listen (to you) except those who believe in Our verses, then submit themselves (to Allah). 27:81.

It is very clear that in the subject under discussion it is not purported to make the voice reach the listener, but what is intended here is that what is conveyed should be beneficial to the addressee. The Qur'an has defined the audition as non-audition if it is not beneficial from the objective point of view. This point is elaborated at the end of the verse where it is stated that you can cause to hear only those who are willing to believe. Should it mean to make them hear only, then the statement of the Qur'an would have been contrary to facts and observations, because there are many undeniable proofs that divine message was conveyed to the disbelievers, which they not only listened but also answered to reject. It is therefore, quite clear that here causing to hear means the understanding which is beneficial. Then by calling them as dead bodies, it is further emphasized that you cannot make them realize the truth, because even if the dead could hear and wish to accept the truth, it would not be to their avail. The dead have passed through the worldly life, where faith and good deeds did matter. After the death, both in Barzakh and the Hereafter, all infidels and disbelievers would wish for faith and righteous deeds, but then it would be too late. This statement of the verse does not bear out that the dead cannot hear. In fact this verse is silent on the subject of hearing by the dead. This subject needs separate study which follows:

Can the dead persons hear?

The issue, whether the dead can hear or not, was one of the subjects on which the exalted companions of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ وسلم had different points of view. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Umar صلی اللہ علیہ وسلم has declared the hearing of the dead as established, but Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضی اللہ عہدیہ has negated this understanding. Because of this difference of opinion there are two groups among the companions and the tabi‘īn (generation next to them). Some believe that the dead do hear, while others deny it. This subject is mentioned in the Qur’ān at three places. One is the same as referred above in Sūrah An-Naml. The other is in Sūrah Ar-Rūm with almost similar wordings, and in Sūrah Al-Fāṭir it has appeared with these words وَمَا أَنتَ بِمُسَمِّعٍ مِّنْ فِي الْقُبُورُ, that is, ‘You cannot cause those who are in
the graves to hear'. It is worth noting in all the three verses that none of them has declared that the dead cannot hear. The expression used in each one of the three verses is that 'you cannot cause them to hear'. The consistent expression used in all the three verses seems to be a clear indication that the dead may have the ability to hear but we cannot cause them to listen to us.

As against these three verses, another verse relating to martyrs reveals that they are bestowed with a special type of life in their graves. In this special life they also get food and are conveyed good tidings from Allah Ta'ālā about their dear ones. The verse reads as:

And never take those killed in the way of Allah as dead. Rather they are alive, with their Lord, well-provided, happy with what Allah has given them of His grace; and they feel pleased with the good news, about those who after them could not join them, that there shall be no fear for them, nor shall they grieve. (3:169-170)

This verse corroborates that even after death some intellect and perception may be left behind in the human spirit. Rather in the case of martyrs there is a hint that such a thing does happen. As for the argument that this position relates only to the martyrs, to whom the verse refers, and not to the ordinary dead, its answer is that at least it tells that after death some intellect and perception and understanding of the world may be left behind in the human spirit. The way Allah Ta'ālā has bestowed upon martyrs the honour of maintaining the connection of their spirits with their bodies and graves, He can also grace the other dead with the same ability. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ۱، holds the view that dead do hear. This view is based on a Sahih hadith, which is reported by Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Umar ۲. It is as follows:

When a person passes by the grave of a Muslim brother whom he knew when he was alive and he offers salām to him, Allah Ta’ālā returns his spirit into his body, so that he may return
This also proves that when a person visits the grave of a Muslim brother and offers him his salām, the dead listens to his salām and answers back. It happens like this that Allah Ta'ālā returns the spirit of the dead back to this world momentarily. It confirms two points. One, that dead can hear, and second, that their hearing and our causing them to hear is not in our control, but is dependent entirely on Allah’s will. Whenever He wills, they can hear and whenever He does not will, they do not hear. The above-referred hadīth has made it clear that Allah Ta’ālā is gracious to let the dead hear the salām of a Muslim brother, and also grants him privilege to answer back. But for any other situation or utterance it is not known whether the dead can hear or not. The research carried out by Imām Ghazzālī and Allāmah Subki also corroborates that it is established by this Qur’ānic verse and Ṣаḥīḥ āḥādīth that under certain conditions the dead do hear the utterance of the living, but it is not known whether every dead person hears the utterance at all times of all those who are living. This also makes the Qur’ānic verse and narrations on the subject comparable. It is quite possible that the dead could hear the utterance of the living at certain times and could not hear at others. This is also possible that they may hear the utterance of some and do not hear of others. Yet there is another possibility that some dead could hear and others could not. It is also established by the verses of Sūrahs An-Naml, Ar-Rūm and Fātīr that it is not under the control of human beings to cause the dead to hear; rather it rests with Allah alone to make them hear whenever He wills. Therefore, where it is established by the Ṣaḥīḥ āḥādīth that the dead did hear, we should believe it; and where it is not established, both the situations are possible. Hence, we should neither accept nor deny it. For further details of the subject, my treatise on the subject may be consulted. This treatise is in Arabic and is included in Aḥkām-ul-Qur’ān.

Verse 82

وَإِذَا وَقَعَ الْقُولُ عَلَيْهِمْ أُخْرِجُنا لِهُمْ ذَاتَةً مِّنَ الْأَرْضِ تَكْلِيمَهُمْ أَنَّ النَّاسَ كَانُوا بَائِتِينَ لَا يُوقِنُونَ ﴿٨٢﴾
And when the word will come to fall upon them, We will bring forth for them a beast from the earth who will speak to them that the human beings (i.e. the infidels) did not believe in Our verses. [82]

Commentary
The nature of the beast coming out of the earth, and its time and place

It is reported in Musnad of Ahmad on the authority of Sayyidn ā Ḥudhaifah that the Holy Prophet said that the Doomsday would not come until you witness ten signs of it. They are:

1. Appearance of the sun from the west.
2. Dukhān (Smoke).
3. Dābbat-ul-ard, i.e. the beast coming out of the earth
4. Coming out of Ya'jūj and Ma'jūj.
5. Descent of Sayyidn ā 'Īsā .
6. Dajjāl.

7, 8, 9) Three lunar eclipses together – one in the west, second in the east and the third in the peninsula of Arabia.

10) A fire, that will emerge from the Gulf of Aden and drive everyone towards the plain of mahshar; wherever people will stop for the rest at night, the fire will also stop there, and will drive them again the next day. (Muslim, Tirmidhi)

This hadith has informed us of the emergence of such an animal close to Doomsday that will talk to human beings. The Tanvīn of the word Dābbah indicates that this animal will be extra-ordinary. This animal will not be born by the normal way of propagation; instead, it will emerge from the ground all of a sudden. There is an allusion in this hadith that the emergence of this animal would be one of the very last signs, after which the Doomsday will follow soon. Ibn Kathīr has reported in a lengthy hadith on the authority of Sayyidn ā Taḥlāh ibn 'Umar through Abū Dāwūd Ṭayālisī that this beast will emerge in Makkah from the mount of Safā, and after cleaning the dust from its head will reach at a point between the Black Stone (Al-Ḥajar-al-Aswad) and the Station of Ibrāhīm (Maqām Ibrāhīm). Seeing this creature, people will start running helter-skelter. Only one group of people will stay behind. Then
the beast will make their faces glitter like stars. After that it will go out in the world, and put a sign of infidelity on the face of every infidel. No one will be able to get out of its grasp. It will recognize every believer and the infidel (Ibn Kathîr). And Muslim Ibn Ḥajjāj has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullâh Ibn ‘Umar  that he had heard the Holy Prophet  saying, which he did not forget, that among the last signs of the Doomsday the first would be the rising of the sun from the west, and after that Dâbbah would come out. Out of the two signs whichever appears first, the Doomsday will follow soon. (Ibn Kathîr)

Shaikh Jalaluddin Maḥallî رحمه الله تعالى  has said that after the appearance of Dâbbah the obligation of inviting others to good deeds and forbidding them from the evils will cease to apply, and no infidel would convert to Islam after that. This statement is inferred from many āḥâdîth and the statements of Śaḥâbah. (Mazhari). Ibn Kathîr has related many a things about the appearance and activities of Dâbbah, most of which are not trustworthy. Therefore, only that much should be trusted and believed which is contained in the Qur‘ān and authentic āḥâdîth. Anything beyond that should be discarded, as it is neither of any value nor benefit.

As for the question as to what this Dâbbah will converse with people, some commentators are of the view that it will communicate what is stated in the Qur‘ān, that is  (that the human beings did not believe in Our verses). It will communicate the message on behalf of Allah Ta‘âlā that ‘Many did not believe Our verses before this’. It would mean that now the time has come that every one would believe, but then it would be too late, because it would not be acceptable then. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbâs  Ḥasan Al-Bâṣrî, Qatâdah رحمهم الله تعالى  have reported, which is corroborated by a narration of Sayyidnā ‘Alî  also, that the Dâbbah will converse with people normally, as people do among themselves (Ibn Kathîr).

Verses 83 - 90

وَيَوْمَ نَخْرُشُ مِنْ كُلِّ أَمَّةٍ فَوْجًا مِّمَّنْ يَكَذِّبُ بِأَنَّا فَهُمْ يُؤْزَعُونَ (88)  حَتَّى إِذَا جَاءَ وَقَالَ أَكَذَّبْنِي بَلْ وَلَمْ نَحْيُطْعُوْ بِهَا عَلَمًا أَنَا
And (remember) the day when We will gather from every nation a host of those who used to belie Our verses, and they will be kept under control. [83] Until when they will come, He (Allah) will say, "Did you belie My verses while you did not comprehend them with knowledge, or what was it that you used to do? [84] And the Word will come to fall on them because of their transgression, so they will not (be able to) speak. [85]

Did they not see that We made the night, so that they may have rest in it, and (made) the day to make them see? Surely, in this there are signs for a people who believe. [86] And (remember) the day when the Horn will be blown; so all those in the heavens and the earth will be in panic, except such as Allah wills. And All (of them) will come to Him in humility. [87] And you see the mountains (at present) taking them as fixed, while they will fly like the flight of clouds - an act of Allah who has perfected every thing. Surely, He is All-Aware of what you do. [88]

Whoever will come with the good deed will have (a reward) better than that, and such people will be immune on that day from any panic. [89] And whoever will come with evil deed, the faces of such people will
be thrown down into the Fire. You will not be recompensed but for what you used to do. [90]

Commentary

(and they will be kept under control - 27:83). The word used here is derived from *Waz‘*, which means to stop. The sense here is that the people in front will be stopped, so that those left behind could catch up. Some have taken the word *Waz‘* in the sense of 'pushing'. Hence, it would mean that they would be pushed while being brought to their stand.

(while you did not comprehend them with knowledge - 27:84). There is an allusion in this verse that falsifying the message of Allah Ta‘alā is by itself a great sin, especially when one falsifies it without giving any consideration or thought, then the crime is doubled. This has brought to light that if an issue or subject is duly considered and thought over, and yet one could not get to the truth, in that situation the intensity of the crime is reduced. Nevertheless, the denial of the existence of Allah and His Oneness would not save any one from infidelity and adoption of the wrong path, and would thus lead to perpetual torment. It is because they are such self-evident matters that any mistake of judgment is not allowed in them.

(And [remember] the day when the Horn will be blown; so all those in the heavens and the earth will be in panic - 27:87). The word *Faza‘* means being nervous or perplexed. In another verse on the same subject the word *Fazi‘a* is substituted by صمع صمَّم which means losing consciousness. If both these verses are taken to refer to the first blowing of the Siir (the Horn) then the total sum of the two words would be that, at the time of the blowing of the Siir, every one will get nervous and perplexed initially, and then will lose consciousness, and ultimately will die. Qatadah and some other Imāms of tafsīr have taken this verse for the second blowing of the Siir, when all the dead will resurrect. Thus the meaning of the verse would be that all the dead would get up perplexed. Some have interpreted that Siir will be blown thrice. On the first blowing, every one will get nervous and perplexed, which is called 'the blowing of Faza‘'. On the second blowing every one will die, which is 'the blowing of صمَّم Sa‘aq. The third blowing will be the blowing for the resurrection, on which all dead will get up. But only two blowings are mentioned in the Qur‘ān and Ṣaḥīḥ ʿAhādīth.
(Qurtubi, Ibn Kathir). Ibn Mubarak has quoted Hasan al-Basri that the Holy Prophet رحمة الله تعالى آي that there will be a forty years gap in between the two blowings. (Qurtubi)

(except such as Allah wills - 27:87). This exception is from Faza', which means panic and perplexity. The sense is that there will be people who will not be nervous at all at the time of resurrection. There is a hadith reported by Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah that these people would be the martyrs. At the time of second life on resurrection they will not get nervous. (This is a Sahih hadith according to Ibn al-'Arabi - Qurtubi). Sayyidnā Sa'id ibn Jubair has also said that the exception applies to the martyrs, who will assemble around the 'Arsh wearing their swords. Quashiri has observed that prophets are the very first included among them, because they have the status of martyrs also, and their position as prophet is still higher. (Qurtubi)

The following verse will appear later in Surah Az-Zumar:

For the Trumpet shall be blown and whosoever is in the heavens and whosoever is in the earth shall swoon, save whom Allah wills - 39:68.

This verse tells us that when the Horn will be blown, all those in the heavens and the earth will get unconscious, and then die. Here also an exception is made, which according to one hadith is meant for six angels, namely Jibra'il, Mīk'āil, Isrā'īl, Malakul-Maut and Ḥamalatul-'Arsh, who will not die by the blow of Šūr. Later, they will also die, as explained in the hadith. Those who have held that Faza' and Sa'aq both relate to the same blowing, they have taken the exception, here as well, for the special angels, like Surah Az-Zumar. But those who have held that Faza' and Sa'aq relate to two different blowings, they interpret the exception in the present verse as referring to the martyrs, as explained above.

And you see the mountains (at present) taking them as fixed, while they will fly like the flight of clouds - 27:88

The word نْرَى "tarā" in the beginning of this verse is used in Arabic for both present and future tense. Therefore, it can be translated as "You see"
or as "You will see". In the latter case, the verse would be referring to the mountains as they will appear on the Doomsday. The sense in that case will be that the mountains will be uprooted and blown like clouds, which though would appear stationary to the onlookers, but in reality will actually move swiftly. When huge bodies, whose beginning and end is not visible to the eyes, move in any direction, one does not perceive their movement, no matter how swiftly they move. They look like stationary objects, although they are moving. One could experience this while looking at a mass of cloud hanging overhead. One discovers their movement only when they move out so far away that a part of the sky is left bare towards the horizon. Based on this principle, the verse means that the mountains will seem, on the Doomsday, as if they are fixed, but it will be an illusion for an onlooker, because in reality they will be moving. Most of the commentators have interpreted this verse in this manner. The other interpretation is based on regarding the word "tarā" as a verb in the present tense and translating it as, "You see" instead of "You will see". In this case, the verse is referring to the present state of the mountains, as they look stationary, and an ordinary onlooker thinks that they will remain fixed forever and will never move from their place, but on the Doomsday they will be floating like clouds. This interpretation is adopted by Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thanawi (and on that basis the verse is translated above as "You see")

Some scholars have pointed out that different conditions are described in the Qur‘ān about mountains on the Doomsday. The first condition is that of Indkak and earthquake, which will envelop all the mountains of the world (إِذَا دَجَّلَ الْأَرْضُ دَكَأً (When the earth is ground to powder - 89:21) or (إِذَا زَلَّلَ الْأَرْضُ زَلَالَهَا (When the earth is shaken with a mighty shaking - 99:1). The second condition is that their big rocks will become like carded wool (وَتَكُونُ الْجِبَالُ َالْخَالِمِينَ َالْمُفْتَسِرِينَ (And the mountains shall be like plucked wool-tufts - 101:5). This will happen at the time when the sky will become like molten copper. Mountain rocks will go up like carded wool, and the skies will come down and meet them in the middle (وَيَوْمَ نَتَّكُونُ السَّمَاءَ كَالْخَالِمِينَ وَتَكُونُ الْجِبَالُ َكَالِمِينَ (Upon the day when heaven shall be as molten copper and the mountains shall be as plucked wool-tufts - 70:8-9). In the third condition the carded wool will no more remain a homogeneous body like rocks, but will turn into very fine particles (وَبَسَّتُ الْجِبَالُ بَيْسًا َفَكَانَتُ ِمَبْيَأًا َمَبْيَأًا).
(and the mountains crumbled and become a dust scattered - 56:5-6). In the fourth condition, the fine particles of mountain rocks will get dispersed (So, you say, "My Lord will blow them up totally (as dust) - 20:105). In the fifth condition, the fine particles of mountain rocks, which will engulf the land like cloud of dust will be driven up by the winds. This cloud of dust will cover up the whole world, and will appear stationary, although there will be swift movement in it like clouds (And you see the mountains (at present) taking them as fixed, while they will fly like the flight of clouds - 27:88). Some of these conditions will take place at the first blowing of the Sūr, and some after the second blowing, when the world will be made absolutely flat plain. There will be no caves or mountains left in the world, nor will there be any building or tree (20:105-107). (Qurtubī, Rūḥ ul-Maʿānī)

Sun' means skillful act, and 'itqān' means to make perfect and firm. Apparently this sentence is related to all the preceding subjects wherein Allah Ta'ālā’s omnipotence and marvelous creations are described, where the alteration of day and night is mentioned, and the blowing of Sūr and resulting conditions of the Doomsday are related. It is to emphasize that all these situations should not amaze and astonish any one, because their Creator is not a man or an angel having limited knowledge and power, but the Lord of all the worlds. But if this sentence is read as referring only to the adjacent preceding sentence (And you see the mountains (at present) taking them as fixed - 27:88) then it would mean that the phenomenon about the mountains, that they look stationary, whereas in reality they are moving, is not something astonishing, because all these happenings are not beyond the power of Allah Ta’ālā, who is All-Powerful.

"Whoever will come with the good deed will have (a reward) better than that" - 27:89

This description relates to the situation that will take place after the
Doomsday and the account taking. Here the word ḥasanaḥ is purported for the kalimah of الله绝不 (as explained by Ibrāhīm) or it is an expression of sincerity (as interpreted by Qatādah). Some have interpreted this to include complete submission. The sense is that every good deed will be recompensed by a reward better than the deed; but it should be remembered that a person’s righteous acts could be considered as righteous only when he fulfills its first condition of having faith in الله تعالى. Then he would get an award better than commensurable to his good deeds. It means that he would be graced with eternal bounties of the Paradise, and would escape from all troubles and torments for good. Some have interpreted that the word "better" means here that the reward of one good deed would be awarded from ten times to seven hundred times more. (Mazhari)

وَهُمْ مِنْ فَرْعَى يَوْمَ يَوْمِ إِمْتِنُونَ

and such people will be immune on that day from any panic - 27:89.

Word Faza‘ is purported here for any big calamity or perplexity. Thus the meaning of the sentence is that, while living in this world, every pious person is scared of his fate in the Hereafter, and as a matter of fact, he should be scared in the light of Qur’anic verse (70:28). The torment of Allah is not something to be forgotten and set aside. It is for this reason that even the prophets, the companions, and saints were always frightened and daunted. But after the account taking on Doomsday those who would bring the ḥasanaḥ (the good deed contemplated in this verse) with them would be free from all fear and grief, and will live forever in complete tranquility. (Only Allah knows best)

Verses 91 - 93
I am but ordered to worship the Lord of this city which is sanctified by Him. And to Him belongs every thing, and I am ordered to be one of the Muslims (who submit themselves to Allah), [91] and to recite the Qur'an; so whoever takes the right path, takes it for his own benefit. As for the one who goes astray, say (to him), "I am only one of the warners." [92] And say, "Praise belongs to Allah. He will show you His sign, then you will recognize them." And your Lord is not unaware of what you do. [93]

Commentary

(رب هذه البَلدَة) (the Lord of this city - 27:91). Majority of the commentators have taken the word "Baldah" (the city) for Makkah. Allah Ta'ālā is the Lord of all the worlds and the Lord of heavens and earth. Therefore, the particular mention of Makkah here is to show its revered splendor, and its respect and honour in the sight of Allah Ta'ālā. Word Ḥaram is derived from Taḥrīm, which means "to prohibit" and also means "complete respect and veneration", and because of this respect and veneration whatever special religious prohibitions are applicable to Makkah and its surrounding land are also included in it. For instance, whoever takes refuge in Ḥaram is secured. It is not allowed to kill or take revenge from any one in the Ḥaram. Even hunting of animals and cutting of trees is not permitted in the precincts of Ḥaram. These restrictions are enjoined in the verse (وَمَن دَخَلَهُ كَانَ امْتَنَا) (and whoever enters there is secure - 3:97), while some of them have appeared in the beginning of Sūrah Mā'īdah. In addition, verse (لاَقْتَلُوا الصَّيْدَاءَ وَأَنْتمْ حُرُمْ) (do not kill game when, you are in Ḥīrām - 5:95) also includes this subject.

Today on Shawwal 24, 1391 Hijrah the commentary of Sūrah An-Naml is complete. The Indian army has unleashed full-scalè war against Pakistan since Shawwal 14, and its aeroplanes are pounding Karachi heavily. Bombs are being dropped regularly every night on civil population as well. There is a complete blackout at nights. The houses get jolted with the explosion of the bombs. But by the grace of Allah there was no break in the writing of this commentary. During the last ten days of war twenty pages of the commentary were written.

"Alhamdulillāh"

The Commentary on Sūrah An-Naml

Ends here.
سورة القصص

(The Stories)

Surah Al-Qasas was revealed in Makkah and contains 88 verses and 9 sections

بِنِعْمَةِ اللَّهِ الْرَّحْمَنِ الْرَّحِيمِ

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 to 13

"فَطَسَّمَ تَلَكَ الْكِتَابَ الْمُبِينَ١٢٩، نَتَّلُوْا عَلَيْكَ مِنْ نِبَاءٍ مُّوسَى١٣٠ وَفِرْعَوْنَ بِالْحَقِّ لِقَوْمِ يُومَ يَوْمُئِنَّ١٣١ إِنَّ فِرْعَوْنَ عَالِمٌ فِى الأَرْضِ وَجَعَلَ أَهْلَهَا شِيَعًا يَسْتَضْفَعُ طَائِفَةٌ مِّنْهُمْ يَذْبَحُ أَبْنَاءَ هُمْ وَيَسْتَخْبِيُ نَسَاءَ هُمْ إِنَّهُ كَانَ مِنْ الْمُقَسَّمِينَ١٣٢ وَقَالَ نَمَّى١٣٣ عَلَى الْذِّينَ اسْتَضْفَعُوا فِى الأَرْضِ وَنَجْعَلُهُمْ أَيْمَةً وَنَجْعَلُهُمْ الْوَرَبِينِ١٣٤ وَنَمْكَنْ لَهُمْ فِى الأَرْضِ وَنَرِئَ فِرْعَوْنَ وَهُمْ وَجَنُودُ هُمْ مِّنْهُمْ مَا كَانُوا يَحْدِرُونَ١٣٥ وَأَوْهِيْنَا إِلَى أَمِّ مُوسَى١٣٦ أَنْ أَرْضِيَهُ فَإِذَا خَفَتُ عَلَيْهِ فَأَنْفَقُوهُ فِى الْيَمِّ وَلَا اتَّخَافُوا وَلَا تَهْزَنِي١٣٧ إِنَّا رَأَدُوهَا إِلَيْكَ وَجَعَلْنٌهُ مِّنَ الْمُرْسَلِينَ١٣٨ فَالْتَقْطَهُ الْفِرْعَوْنُ لِيُكُونَ لَهُمْ عَذَابٌ وَحَزْناً١٣٩ إِنَّ فِرْعَوْنَ وَهَامِنَ وَجَنُودُ هُمْ مَا كَانُوا لَخَطَأٌ١٤٠ وَقَالَ امْرَأُ فِرْعَوْنَ قُرْطُ عِينَيْ لَيْ١٤١ لَاتَقْطَهُ الْمَلَائِكَةُ ﷺ عَلَى أَنْ يَنْفَعَ آٍوْ نَخْذَهُ وَلَدَ أَوْلَمْ لَا يُشْعُروْنَ١٤٢ وَأَصْبَحَ فُؤُودُ أَم١٤٣
We recite to you a part of the story of Musa and the Pharaoh with truth for a people who believe.

Indeed, the Pharaoh had become high-handed in the land and had divided its people into different groups; he used to persecute a group of them, slaughtering their sons and keeping their women alive. Indeed he was one of the mischief makers.

And We intended to favour those who were held as weak in the land and to make them leaders and make them inheritors (of the land) and give them power in the land, and to make the Pharaoh, Haman and their armies see (that) what they feared from (had happened).

And We inspired the mother of Musa saying, "Suckle him (Musa). Then once you fear about him, cast him in the river, and do not fear and do not grieve. Surely We are going to bring him back to you and appoint him one of (Our) messengers.

So the family of the Pharaoh picked him up, so that he becomes for them an enemy and a (cause of) grief. Indeed the Pharaoh, Haman and their armies were mistaken.

And the wife of the Pharaoh said, (to the Pharaoh about Musa), "He may be a delight of eye for me and you. Do not kill him. It is hoped that he will be of benefit to us, or we will adopt him as a son." And they were not aware (of what was going to happen).

And the heart of the mother of Musa became restless; indeed she was about to disclose this (the real facts
about Musa), had We not strengthened her heart to remain among those who have firm belief (in Allah's promise). [10] And she said to his sister, "Keep track of him." So she watched him from a distance while they were not aware. [11] And We had already barred him (Musa) from (accepting) any suckling women, so she (his sister) said (to the Pharaoh's people), "Shall I point out to you a family who will nurse him for you, and they will be his care-takers?" [12] Thus We brought him back to his mother, so that her eye might have comfort and she might not grieve, and so that she might know that Allah's promise is true, but most of them do not know. [13]

Commentary

Sûrah Al-Qaṣaṣ is the very last among the Makki Sûrahs. It was revealed between Makkah and Juḥfah (Râbigh) during the migration. It is mentioned in some narrations that during the journey from Makkah to Madīnah when the Holy Prophet revealed near Juḥfah or Râbigh, Jibra'il came to him and enquired whether he was feeling home sick, as he was leaving the place where he was born and spent all his life. To this the Holy Prophet replied in the affirmative. Then Jibra'il recited this Sûrah and gave him the good tiding that ultimately Makkah will fall to him and come under his control. The related verse is as follows:

إن دى فرض عليك القرآن لرداك إلى معاذا

Surely the one who has enjoined the Qur'ân upon you will surely bring you back to the place of return - 28:85

Sûrah Al-Qaṣaṣ begins with the story of Sayyidnâ Musa, first briefly then in detail. First half of the Sûrah contains Sayyidnâ Musa's episodes with the Pharaoh, and towards the end of the Sûrah his episode with Qarûn is related.

The story of Sayyidnâ Musa is related extensively in the Qur'ân, at places briefly while at others in detail. In Sûrah Al-Kahf (Cave) that part of the story is related in which he encountered Al-Khaḍîr. Then, in Sûrah Tâhâ other parts of the story are related in some detail, while some details are related in Sûrah An-Naml. Now, in Sûrah Al-Qaṣaṣ they are being reiterated. In Sûrah Tâhâ where Allah Ta'âlâ has said about
(And We tested you with a great ordeal - 20:40). Imām Nasaʿī and some other commentators have penned down the entire story at that point. The writer has followed suit, and by quoting Ibn Kathīr has written the whole story under Sūrah Tāhā. All the relevant parts of the story, it’s related important issues, and rulings have been discussed in detail under Sūrah's al-Kahf and Tāhā. For any reference of an issue or ruling it would be apt to look up there. Now in this Sūrah commentary will be restricted to brief explanation of the wordings of these verses.

(And We intended to favour those who were held as weak in the land and to make them leaders - 28:5). In this verse it is emphasized that the plan of the the Pharaoh was not equal to that of the divine fate, rather it turned out to be completely ineffective and he and his entire courtiers were befooled. On the basis of the dream and its interpretation about an Isrāʿīlī boy from whom the life of the Pharaoh was at risk, and because of which hundreds of newly born Isrāʿīlī male issues were put to death on their birth, it so turned out that Allah Taʿālā made that very boy to grow up in his own house. Not only that, but for the solace of his mother it was arranged to send him back to her for nursing in a most astonishing manner. On top of that the Pharaoh was made to pay a service charge for nursing, which according to some narrations was one Dīnār a day. Since this service charge was taken from an infidel with his consent, hence there is no confusion about its admissibility. The cruelty he had perpetrated to quell the risk was of no avail to him, because that very danger was ultimately made to rear in his own home, and ultimately erupted like lava. This way the dream came true, and he saw that happening with his own eyes. The verse (and to make the Pharaoh and Hāmān and their armies see [that] what they were fearing from (had actually happened - 28:6) describes this only.

(28:7) The word Waḥy (inspiration) is used here in its literal meaning. It does not mean the Waḥy that is peculiar to prophets. This point has already been explained under Sūrah Tāhā.

**Verses 14 - 21**
And when he reached his maturity and became perfect, We gave him wisdom and knowledge. And in this manner We reward those who do good. [14] And he entered the city at a time of unawareness of its people; so he found in it two men fighting each other: This one was from his own group and that one from his enemies. So the one from his own group called him for help against the one who was from his enemies. So Mūsā struck him with his fist and finished him off. (Then) He (Mūsā) said (out of remorse), "This is some of Satan's act. He is indeed a clear enemy who misleads." [15] He said, "O my Lord, I have wronged myself, so forgive me." So He forgave him. Indeed He is the most Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [16] He (Mūsā) said, "O my Lord, since
You have favoured me, I will never be a supporter of the sinners." [17]

Then next morning he was fearful, waiting (for what comes next) when the man who sought his help the day before, shouted to him for help (again). Mūsā said to him, "You are surely an apparent trouble-maker." [18] Thereafter when he intended to grasp at the one who was an enemy to both of them, the latter said, "O Mūsā, do you want to kill me as you have killed a person yesterday? You intend nothing but to become a tyrant in the land, and you do not intend to be one of the peace-makers."[19]

And there came a man running, from the farthest part of the city. He said, "The chiefs are counselling each other about you, so that they kill you. So, leave (the city). I am one of your well-wishers." [20] So, he went out of it (the city) in a state of fear, waiting (for what comes next). He said, "O my Lord, save me from the cruel people." [21]

Commentary

(And when he reached his maturity and became perfect - 28:14). The literal meaning of 'āshudd (آخذ) is to attain the peak of strength or intensity. For instance a person gradually develops from the position of juvenile weakness to the strength of adulthood. A time comes when he has attained full strength and vigour that he could achieve. That point in life is called 'āshudd. In different parts of the world and for different people this point in life varies according to climate, character of the land, race etc. Some people attain it early while others take time. ‘Abd Ibn Ḥumaid has reported that Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ and Mujāhid have placed the age of 'āshudd as 33rd year of one's life. This is called the age of perfection or the age of discernment, when the development of body stops after reaching its peak. After this age a period of hold commences, which lasts until the age of forty. This period is mentioned in the verse as Istawa (translated above as became perfect). After the age of forty years the decline and weakness sets in. Hence, it can be said that 'āshudd (آخذ) of a person starts from the age of 33 years and lasts through 40 years. (Rūḥ, Qurṭubi).

(We gave him wisdom and knowledge - 28:14) The word
And he entered the city at a time of unawareness of its people (15). Most commentators have interpreted that the word 'city' is used here for the main city of Egypt. The words 'he entered' indicate that Mūsā, had gone away somewhere out of Egypt. Then he entered back at a time when people normally sleep. It is also mentioned in the incident of killing of the 'Qibṭī' that it was the time when Mūsā had already announced his prophethood and had started preaching the religion of truth. As a result of his preaching some people had converted, and were known as his disciples. The word (from his group - 28:15) is a proof of that. All these versions give credence to the narration which is quoted by Ibn Ishāque and Ibn Zaid that when Mūsā had started talking to the people about the religion of truth, the Pharaoh turned against him and wanted to kill him. But on the appeal of his wife, Sayyidah 'Āsiyah, he restrained himself, and instead commanded him to go in exile. After that Sayyidnā Mūsā shifted to some hiding place and would come to the city of Egypt occasionally in hiding. Most commentators are of the opinion that by (28:15) the time of afternoon is meant, when people generally take a siesta.

(Quṣṭubī)

The phrase of Qaḍāhu (فَضَى أَلَيْه) is used when one is totally finished. Hence, here it means that he killed him. (Maẓḥarī)

He said, "O my Lord, I have wronged myself, so forgive me." So he forgave him (28:16). The gist of this verse is that Sayyidnā Mūsā regarded the killing of the infidel Qibṭī as a sin, despite the fact that it had happened without any intention on his part, because it was in conflict with his status of prophethood, and thus below his dignity. So, he begged Allah’s pardon for the act, which was duly granted.

The first question that arises here is that this Qibṭī was an infidel combatant (ḥarbī) in the religious term. Hence, his killing was permissible and preferable, because he was neither a dhimmī (ذِبَّى), i.e the citizen of
an Islamic state nor under any covenant with Муса. Then why did Sayyidnā Муса regarded it a sin and an act of Satan? His killing should have been regarded as an act worth the reward, because the Qibṭī was harming a Muslim unjustly, and got killed in the process when Муса tried to save the life of the Muslim. The answer to this question is that covenants of peace are sometimes written or spoken in express words, and sometimes they come into effect by consistent practice of the parties that amounts to an implied agreement and is as good as a written covenant. Violation of the covenants of this type is also prohibited in Islam. The covenant established by practice can be understood by the example that if in a non-Islamic state Muslims and non-Muslims are living in harmony and there is no conflict between them, and any pillage or fighting with each other is regarded as treachery, then this consistent practice of co-existence would be regarded as an implied agreement for peaceful living, and its violation is not allowed. The proof of this principle can be found in a lengthy hadīth of Sayyidnā Mughirah Ibn Shu'bah that has been reported by Imām Bukhārī in his book in the chapter entitled as 'Kitāb Ash-Shurūṭ. The hadīth runs like this: Sayyidnā Mughirah Ibn Shu'bah had good relations with a group of infidels before the advent of Islam, and later he killed them and took possession of all their wealth. Then he went to the Holy Prophet and submitted to Islam, and presented all that wealth to him. On this action the Holy Prophet said to him أَمَّا الْإِسْلَامُ فَأَفْقَلِ وَأَمَّا الْمَالِ فَلْسَطْ مَنِي فِي شَتَى (As far as your embracing Islam is concerned, I accept it, but I have nothing to do with this wealth) Abū Dāwūd has quoted this hadīth like this: أَمَّا الْمَالِ فَمَالٌ غَدِرُ لَحَاجَةٌ لِّنا فِيهِ (As for wealth, we have no concern with it). The Holy Prophet declared in this hadīth that he accepted his submission to Islam, but this wealth has been snatched by breach of trust and was a treachery, hence he did not have any desire for this wealth. Ḥafiz Ibn Ḥajar has observed in his commentary that this hadīth has laid down the principle that grabbing of wealth of the infidels during peacetime is not permissible. It is for the simple reason that people living together in a city or township or those who work together regard themselves secured from each other. The agreement established through their practice is like a trust, which must be honoured by each and every person, no matter whether he is a Muslim or an infidel. The property of infidels permitted for possession by the Muslims is only that which is acquired during a war
with them. It is not permitted to grab the wealth of infidels during peacetime, when one feels secured from one another. Qasṭalānī has observed in his commentary on Bukhārī as follows:

انّ اموال المشركين ان كانت مغذومة عند القهر فلا يحل اخذها عند الامن، فاذّ كان الإنسان مصاحبًا لله فقد امن كل واحد منهم صاحبه، فسفك الدماء و اخذ المال مع ذلك غير حرام إلا ان ينذّ اليهم عهدهم على سواء

‘No doubt the wealth of infidels is permitted (to take possession) during war or jihād, but in peacetime it is not lawful. Therefore, any Muslim living and socializing with infidels in the manner that they are safe and secure for each other, for him it is unlawful to slay them, or forcefully grab their wealth, unless the peace agreement established through practice is abrogated through an announcement’.

The gist of the discussion is that if the Qibṭī would have been killed with preconceived resolve in the presence of an implied peace agreement, it would not have been lawful. But Mūsā did not have the intention of killing the Qibṭī. He only hit him with his bare hands to save the Isrā‘īlī from his grip. In the normal course, it should not have been fatal, but he died all the same by that blow. Then Mūsā realized that a lighter blow would also have done the job of getting rid of him. Realizing that harder blow was not needed, he repented and invoked Allah’s mercy.

Special Note

The above principle was explained to me by Sayyidī Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thanāvi, when I was writing the commentary of Surah Al-Qāṣaṣ in Aḥkāmul-Qurān, the Arabic commentary written under his supervision. It is the last academic discourse of Sayyidi from which I have benefited, as he had completed this work on Rajab 2,1362 A.H, and after that his sickness intensified and on Rajab 16, 1362, he passed away. أَنَا لَلله وَاَنَا لِهِ رَاجِعُونِ.

Some commentators have observed that although killing of the Qibṭī was permissible, but prophets take extra care in special cases even in performing permissible acts and avoid them, unless they receive a cue from Allah Ta’ālā. On this occasion Sayyidnā Mūsā did not wait for the permission from Allah Ta’ālā and acted on his own. Therefore, in view of his status as a prophet, he maintained that it was a sin on his part, and hence, invoked Allah’s pardon. (Rūḥ)
(He [Mūsā] said, "O my Lord, since You have favoured me, I will never be a supporter to the sinners." - 28:17). When Allah Ta'ālā pardoned this slip of Sayyidnā Mūsā Ṣallālūhi 'Alāihi, he said in gratitude to Allah Ta'ālā that he would never again help a criminal. The second incident of the quarrel had proved that the Isrā'īlī in whose defense Mūsā Ṣallālūhi 'Alāihi had involved himself in the brawl was quarrelsome. Therefore, by declaring him a criminal he vowed not to help such a person again. Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās Ṣallālūhi 'Alāihi while explaining this verse, has maintained that the word 'criminals' stands here for infidels. Qatādah has also interpreted the verse in almost the same way. On the basis of these commentaries it seems that actually the Isrā'īlī, whom Sayyidnā Mūsā Ṣallālūhi 'Alāihi had defended, was not a Muslim but he helped him considering that he was an oppressed person.

Rulings

It is worth noting here that this saying of Mūsā Ṣallālūhi 'Alāihi has established two rulings about two issues. One, that even if an oppressed person is a sinner or infidel, he should be helped. The second ruling is that it is not permitted to help any criminal or oppressor. Scholars have argued on the basis of this verse that working in the employment of cruel rulers is also not permitted, for they too would be regarded as their associates. Many citations from the righteous salaf (elders) have also been quoted in support of this argument. (Rūh ul-Ma'ānī) To provide support to the oppressors or to the infidels may take different forms. The different rulings about these forms are laid down in the books of fiqh in detail. This humble writer has also dealt with the subject in his Arabic book Aḥkāmul-Qur'ān with greater elaboration. The scholars interested in the subject may consult it.

Verses 22 - 28

وَلَمَّا تَوَجَّهَ بِلَقاءٍ مَّدَني قَالَ عَسَى رَبِّي أَن يُهْدِينِي سُوَاءَ السَّيِّبِي
22 وَلَمَّا وَرَدَّ مَآ مَدَني وَجَدَ عَلَيْهِ أَمْثَلَ مِن النَّاسِ يَسَقُونَ
وَوَجَدَ مِن دُونِهِمْ أَمْرَأَيْنِ تَذُوْدُنَّ قَالَ مَا خَطَّبَكُمْ قَالَنَا
لَانْسَقِئُ حَتَّى يُصَدِّرَ الْرِّعَاطَةَ وَأَبَوَانَا شَيْخَ كَبِيرٌ قَالَ 23 قَسَفُى
And when he set out towards Madyan, he said, "I hope my Lord will guide me to the straight path". [22] And when he arrived at the waters of Madyan, he found a large number of people watering (their animals) and found, aloof from them, two women keeping back (their animals). He said, "What is the matter with you?" They said, "We cannot water (our animals) unless the shepherds bring (their animals) back and our father is very old man." [23] So he (Mūsā) watered (their animals) for their sake, then he turned to a shade and said, "O my Lord, I am in need of whatever good you send down to me." [24]

Then one of the two women came to him, walking with shyness. She said, "My father is calling you, so that he rewards you with something in return of your watering for us. So when he (Mūsā) came to him (the father of the women) and narrated to him the whole story, the latter said, "Do not fear; you have escaped from the wrongdoing people." [25] One of the two women said, "Dear father, hire him; the best man you hire is the one who is strong, trustworthy." [26] He (the father) said (to Mūsā), "I wish to marry one of these two daughters of
mine to you on the condition that you serve me for eight years. Then if you complete ten (years) it will be of your own accord. And I do not want to put you in any trouble; you will find me, Inshallah (God-willing) one of the righteous." [27] He (Mūsā) said, "This is (done) between me and you. Whichever of the two terms I fulfill, there should be no excess against me, and Allah is witness to what we are saying." [28]

**Commentary**

(And when he set out towards Madyan - 28:22). Madyan (مَدِيْانُ) is the name of a city in Shām (a large territory now consisting of Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine) which was named after Madyan, the son of Ibrāhīm (אִבְרָהִים). This area was outside the empire of the Pharaoh. It was eight days journey from Egypt. When Sayyidnā Mūsā (عَلِيَّ) was taken over by the natural fright of the pursuing army of the Pharaoh, which was not in conflict either with the prophethood or with trust in Allah, he resolved to leave Egypt. Perhaps he decided to proceed toward Madyan because it was a habitation of the descendants of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm (אִבְרָהִים), and he was also his progeny.

When Sayyidnā Mūsā (عَلِيَّ) left Egypt, he was in a condition that he had neither any provisions for the journey nor any baggage, and also he did not know the route. In this state of helplessness he turned to Allah Ta’ālā and asked (I hope my Lord will guide me to the straight path - 28:22), Allah Ta’ālā accepted this prayer. Scholars have observed that the only food Mūsā (عَلِيَّ) had during this journey was the leaves of trees. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās (أَبُو بَكْرَ) has said that this was the first trial and test of Sayyidnā Mūsā (عَلِيَّ). Details of trials and tests of Mūsā (عَلِيَّ) have already been described under Sūrah Ṭāhā while quoting a lengthy ḥadīth.

(And when he arrived at the waters of Madyan, he found a large number of people watering (their animals) - 28:23) (waters of Madyan) refers to the well from where people of that place used to make their animals drink water. (found, aloof from them, two women keeping back (their animals) - 23). That is he saw two girls stopping their goats from going to the water, so that they did not get mixed up with other goats.
They said, "We cannot water (our animals) unless the shepherds bring (their animals) back and our father is very old man." - 28:23. The word خلَب Khab means "matter". The sense is that Sayyidnā Mūsā uestioned the two girls 'What was it that you are stopping your goats from coming to the well for drinking water like other goats? The two girls answered that, in order to avoid mixing with men-folk, they used to make their goats wait until men had left the place after watering their animals. The question arose here whether they did not have any male member in the family to do this job. The girls answered this question on their own by saying that their father was very old and could not perform this job. This is why they were doing the job.

Some very important points are learnt by this incident. One, that it was the practice of the prophets to help the weak. Sayyidnā Mūsā uestioned that two girls had brought their goats for drinking water, but they were unable to find room because of the rush of people. Therefore, he asked them about their problem. Two, that there is no harm to talk to stranger women, if no mischief is involved. Three, that although this incident had happened when ḥijāb was not enjoined, a situation that continued even in the early days of Islam (ḥijāb was enjoined in Madīnah after the Hijrah), but the underlying spirit of ḥijāb, i.e. the natural instinct of modesty and bashfulness, was there even in those days. Because of this natural instinct the two girls preferred hardship rather than getting mixed with men-folk. Four, that it was not considered desirable for women even in those days to go out and perform such type of duties. It was for this reason that they put forward the justification that their father was very old and weak.

(He said, "What is the matter with you?""). They said, "We cannot water (our animals) unless the shepherds bring (their animals) back and our father is very old man." - 28:23. The word خلَب Khab means "matter". The sense is that Sayyidnā Mūsā uestioned the two girls 'What was it that you are stopping your goats from coming to the well for drinking water like other goats? The two girls answered that, in order to avoid mixing with men-folk, they used to make their goats wait until men had left the place after watering their animals. The question arose here whether they did not have any male member in the family to do this job. The girls answered this question on their own by saying that their father was very old and could not perform this job. This is why they were doing the job.

Some very important points are learnt by this incident. One, that it was the practice of the prophets to help the weak. Sayyidnā Mūsā uestioned that two girls had brought their goats for drinking water, but they were unable to find room because of the rush of people. Therefore, he asked them about their problem. Two, that there is no harm to talk to stranger women, if no mischief is involved. Three, that although this incident had happened when ḥijāb was not enjoined, a situation that continued even in the early days of Islam (ḥijāb was enjoined in Madīnah after the Hijrah), but the underlying spirit of ḥijāb, i.e. the natural instinct of modesty and bashfulness, was there even in those days. Because of this natural instinct the two girls preferred hardship rather than getting mixed with men-folk. Four, that it was not considered desirable for women even in those days to go out and perform such type of duties. It was for this reason that they put forward the justification that their father was very old and weak.
was very strong. (Qurtubi)

(Then he turned to a shade and said, "O my Lord, I am in need of whatever good you send down to me." - 28:24). Sayyidnā Mūsā did not have any food for the last seven days. He came under the shade of a tree and prayed to Allah describing his condition and need in an exquisite manner. The word Khair is sometimes used for wealth as in the case of (he leaves some wealth - 2:180). Sometimes it is used for strength like (Are they better, or the people of Tubba - 44:37) and sometimes for food as in the verse under reference. (Qurtubi)

(Then one of the two women came to him walking with shyness. - 28:25). In accordance with Qur'ānic practice the story has been summarized here. The full story runs like this: When the two girls reached home earlier than usual, their father enquired the reason for that. So they related to him the whole incident. Their father thought that he should make up for the favour Mūsā had done to his daughters. Hence he asked one of his daughters to bring him with her. She went to Sayyidnā Mūsā and talked to him with an element of modesty. This shows that despite the fact that hijab was not enjoined by then, good women would not talk to men freely. She went to him with a need, so she talked with shyness. Some commentators have given the detail of her shyness that while talking she had raised her sleeve up to her face. The narrations as related in commentaries say that Mūsā had asked her to walk behind him and guide him from the back. The objective was that he could not cast his eye on her. Perhaps for this reason she told her father about him to be trustworthy.

Who was the father of these two girls? Commentators have different views on this subject. But Qur'ānic verses allude that he was Sayyidnā Shu‘āib (7:85). (Qurtubi)

(My father is calling you - 28:25). It was possible at that time that the girl would have invited him on her own, but she did not do so. Instead, she conveyed her father's message to him, because it was against the modesty for a girl to invite a stranger at home.

(The best man you hire is the one who is strong, trustworthy - 28:26), One of the daughters of Sayyidnā Shu‘āib
pleaded to her father that as he needed the services of a man to help him in his daily work at home, he might consider hiring him for this purpose. In support of her suggestion she said further that two qualities are required in a servant. One, that he should be strong, and the second, that he should be trustworthy. The girl pointed out that she had seen his strength when he removed the stone from the mouth of the well, and his integrity when he made her walk behind him.

**Two important conditions for hiring a person, and assigning a job**

Allah Ta‘ālā made the daughter of Sayyidnā Shu‘aib say something of great wisdom. In the present set up of employment, great emphasis is laid at the time of interviews on scrutinizing the degrees and experience of a candidate, but no attention is paid to ascertain his integrity and trustworthiness. As a result of this, there is neither efficiency nor honesty of purpose in the offices. On the contrary bribery and nepotism are so common that there seems to be no law in operation. If people could pay heed to this Qur’ānic verse, many a problems would be solved automatically.

(He (the father) said (to Musā), "I wish to marry one of these two daughters of mine to you on the condition that you serve me for eight years. - 28:27). Sayyidnā Shu‘aib made the proposal of marriage of his daughter to Musā on his own. It shows that the guardian of girls need not wait for the proposal to come from the boy’s side. If a suitable good match is available, the girl’s guardian may take the lead, for this has been the practice of the prophets. To quote an example, Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khaṭṭāb had offered his daughter, Sayyidah Háṣṣah, for marriage to Sayyidnā Abū Bakr and to Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān when she became widow. (Qurtubi)

did not make the selection of one or the other girl for the proposal of marriage, rather he kept it vague. It was not the formal nikāh, that requires offer and acceptance in presence of two witnesses, but only a discussion to have his consent to work for eight years in lieu of marriage with a girl. Sayyidnā Musā agreed to the proposal, and got married to one of the girls. The Holy Qur’ān does not describe every detail of a story, the happening of which is obvious from the context. Therefore, it
cannot be doubted here that without pinpointing the bride and without the presence of witnesses how the nikāḥ was solemnized. (Rūḥ, Bayān ul Qurān)

(on the condition that you serve me for eight years - 28:27). Eight years service and employment was regarded the mahr (dower) of marriage. Scholars have different points of view on the issue, whether a service rendered to one's wife can be taken as a valid mahr (dower) or not. The subject is dealt with in detail in Aḥkāmul-Qurān in Arabic language, under Sūrah Al-Qaṣaṣ. Those who are interested can study the details there. For the common man it is enough to understand that if it is not allowed in the Muhammadī law, it might have been permitted in the code of law followed by Shu‘āib. It is not uncommon to have minor differences in the laws (Sharī‘ah) brought by various prophets.

Imām Abū Ḥanīfah has ruled in his Zāhir-ur-Riwa‘yah that the service rendered for one's wife cannot be considered as a valid mahr (dower). But in a later ruling by the scholars it is elaborated that though it is against the honour and dignity of husband to serve his wife in lieu of mahr (dower), but any duty performed outside the house, such as grazing of cattle or trading, can be made a substitute for it, provided a time frame is agreed upon before hand, as was in the case of Sayyidnā Musā, where the parties had agreed before hand on eight years period of service. The reason is that the remuneration of the husband payable by his wife in this case will be treated as mahr (dower). (Badā‘ī, from Nawādir Ibn Samā‘ah).

Another question that arises here is that the mahr (dower) is the right of wife, and if it is paid to her father or any other relative without her consent, it will be taken as not paid. In this incident the words  ان تآجريني  جحجح are a proof enough that Shu‘āib had hired him for his duty. So, the benefit of service went to him. In that situation how could this be regarded as mahr (dower) of the wife? The answer to this question is that it is quite probable that the herd of goats was the property of the girls, and therefore, the benefit of service went to his wife. Alternatively, if the goats belonged to the father and the wages were due from him, then the money of the wages payable by the father belonged to the wife, as her mahr (dower). It is lawful for a father to spend the money of his daughter.
with her permission. It is quite obvious that this whole deal was carried out with the consent of the girl.

Ruling

The word "أَتَّكَفَلَمْ (I wish to marry...with you) has proved that the father had arranged the nikāh. Jurists are unanimous that it should be done as such. It is the father's duty and privilege to make arrangements of daughter's marriage. A girl should not arrange her own marriage. But there is difference of opinion between jurists on the issue whether the nikah is lawful or not, if a girl arranges her own marriage due to some need or pressure. Imām Abū Ḥanīfah has ruled that it is lawful. However, this verse is silent on the issue.

Verses 29 - 35

فَلَمَّا قَضَى مُوسَى الْأَجْلَ وَسَارَ يَاهْلِهِ أَنَسَ مِنْ جَانِبِ الْطُورِ نَارًاٌ، قَالَ لَأَهْلِهِ أَمْكَنُوُّ اِنْتَيْنَ نَارًا لَعَلَّيْنَ آتِيكُمْ مَنْهَا بِخَبَرٍ أَوْجَذَوْنَ مِنَ الدَّارِ لَعَلَّكُمْ تُصَلِّتُونَ (29) فَلَمَّا أَتَهَا نَوْدِئُ مِنْ شَاطِئِ الْوَادِ الْأَيِّمِ فِي البَقعةِ المُبَّرَكَةِ مِنَ الشَّجَرَةِ أَن يَمْوسَى إِنَّ آنَا اللَّهُ رَبُّ الْعَلَمَيْنِ (30) وَأَنَّ الْيَعْصَاقَ فَلَمَّا رَأَاهُ تَهْتَرَ كَانَتْهَا جَانَ وَلِيَ مُدُبِّرًا وَلَمْ يُعْقِبْ بِيَمْوسَى أَقْبَلَ وَلاَتَخْفَ إِنَّكَ مِنَ الْأَمِينِينَ (31) أُسْلَكَ يَدُكَ فِي جَبِيبِ تَخْرُجُ بِيْضَاءَ مِنْ غِيرِ سَوْءٍ وَأَضْمَمُ إِلَيْكَ جَنَاحَكَ مِنَ الرَّهْبِ فَذَنِكَ بِرَهَانِي مِنْ رَبِّكَ إِلَى فَرْعُونَ وَمَلَائِكَةٌ إِنْهُمْ كَانُوا قُوُّمًا فِي ثَقِيلٍ (32) قَالَ رَبِّ إِنَّي قَتَلتُ مِنْهُمْ نَفْسًا فَأَخَافُ أَن يَقْتَلُونِ (33) وَأَخَى هَرْوُنُ هُوَ أَفْصَحُ مِنْيَ لِسَانًا فَأَرْسِلْهُ مُعِيْرًا رَدًا بِصَدِيقٍ إِنَّ أَخَافُ أَن يَبْكَيْنَ (34) قَالَ سَنْشُدُ عَضْدَكَ بِأَخِيَّكَ وَنَجِئُ لُكْمَا سُلِطْنَا فَلا يَصِلُونَ إِلَيْكُمَا (35) بَلِيْنَا أَنْتَمَا وُمِنَ أَتْبَعُكُمَا الْغَلِيْبُونَ (36)
So, when Mūsā completed the term and set forth with his wife, he noticed a fire from the direction of the (mount) Tūr, he said to his wife, "Stay here; I have noticed a fire. May be I bring to you some information or an ember from the fire, so that you may warm yourself." [29] So when he came to it, he was called by a voice coming from a side of the right valley in the blessed ground, from the tree, saying, "O Mūsā, I am Allah, the Lord of the worlds." [30] And saying, "Throw down your staff." So when he saw it moving as if it were a snake, he turned back in retreat and did not look back. (Allah said to him), "O Mūsā come forward and do not fear; you are one of those in peace. [31] Insert your hand into your bosom, and it will come out white without any evil (disease), and press your arm to your side for (removing) fear. Thus these are two proofs from your Lord (sent) to the the Pharaoh and his chiefs. Indeed they are transgressing people." [32]

He said, "My Lord, I have killed a person from them, therefore I fear that they will kill me. [33] And my brother Hārūn is more fluent with his tongue than I am; so send him with me as a helper who will bear me out. I am afraid, they will belie me." [34] He (Allah) said, "We will make your arm stronger through (the help of) your brother and will make you have the upper hand, so they will not reach you (to cause any harm) because of Our signs.* You both and those who follow you will be victorious." [35]

Commentary

(So When Mūsā completed the term - 28:29). Then Sayyidna Mūsā completed his term of service, which was eight years compulsory and two years optional. A question arises here, whether he completed eight years of service or ten year's. Sahih al-Bukhari has reported that when this question was put to Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbās, he answered ten years, and added that prophets always fulfill their commitments, rather they do more than what they agree to. The Holy

* Another possible translation with a slight change in punctuation is as follows: "and will make for you the upper hand, so they will not reach you (with any harm). Because of Our signs, you both and those who follow you will be victorious." (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
Prophet was also in the habit of giving more than due to the one having a right. He has also advised the Ummah to be selfless and considerate in the matters of employment, wages, and business dealings.

(He was called by a voice coming from a side of the right valley in the blessed ground, from the tree, saying "O Musâ, I am Allah, the Lord of the worlds" - 28:30). This subject was also mentioned in Sûrah Tâhâ and An-Naml in the story of Mûsâ. In Sûrah Tâhâ it is said (it is Me your Lord - 20:12) and in Sûrah An-Naml (So when he came to it, he was called: "Blessed is the one who is in the fire - 27:8), while in the present Sûrah (Al-Qaâṣâ) it appears as (I am Allah the Lord of the worlds - 28:30). Although the wordings are slightly different here, yet the meanings are almost the same. The incident is related in the words which suited to the situation being described.

The refulgence that Sayyidnâ Mûsâ had seen in the form of fire was only in the form of an example (mithâlî), because it is impossible for a worldly being to see the actual refulgence of Allah Taâlâ. Mûsâ is called (7:143) (You will never see Me) in respect of actual refulgence.

The place also becomes auspicious if righteous deeds are performed there

(In the blessed ground - 28:30). The Holy Qur'ân has termed the mount Tûr as blessed ground. It is obvious that the reason of its being auspicious is the refulgence of Allah Taâlâ, which was manifested at that spot in the form of fire. It proves that if something virtuous happens at a place, that particular spot also turns auspicious.

A sermon should have high degree of eloquence

(He is more fluent in his tongue - 28:34). This verse points out that a high degree of oratory and eloquence is desirable for sermons and preaching, and there is no harm if one takes training in that.

Verses 36 - 42
So when Mūsā came to them with Our clear signs, they said, "This is nothing but a forged magic, and we did not hear about it among our forefathers." [36] And Mūsā said, "My Lord knows best the one who has come with guidance from Him and who is going to have the best end of the abode. It is certain that the wrongdoers will not succeed." [37]

And the Pharaoh said, "O chiefs, I do not know of any god for you other than me. So kindle for me, O Hāmān, a fire on the clay (to bake bricks) and build for me a tower, so that I may look on to the God of Mūsā. And I deem him to be one of the liars." [38] And he and his hosts became over-proud in the land without justification and thought that they would not be returned to Us. [39] So We seized him and his hosts and threw them into the sea. Look then, how was the fate of the wrongdoers. [40] And We had made them leaders who called (people) towards hell. And on the Day of Judgment they will not be helped. [41] And We made a curse to pursue them in this world; and on the Day of Judgment they will be among those treated badly. [42]

Commentary

(Qa‘awūd li‘ī bīhamān ʿalā l-‘ilāmin (So kindle for me, O Hāmān, a fire on the clay (to
When the Pharaoh planned to build a very tall palace for himself, he asked his minister Hamān to get the bricks baked properly first, because half baked bricks could not take the load of a tall building. Some people have observed that the Pharaoh was the first one to have tough bricks baked for the buildings, as no one had used them before. Historical narrations have recorded that Hamān had collected fifty thousand masons for building this palace. Skilled labour, such as carpenters and blacksmith, were additional. This palace was built so tall that there was no parallel to it in the world. When it was completed, Allah Ta‘ālā commanded Jibrail to knock it down. He struck only one blow to it and it tumbled down in three pieces, killing thousands of soldiers of the Pharaoh’s army. (Qurtubi)

(And We had made them leaders who called (people) towards hell. - 28:41). Allah Ta‘ālā had elevated the courtiers of the Pharaoh as leaders of their people, but these wrong-doers were busy inviting the people towards fire – jahannam. Most commentators have taken the expression ‘invitation to fire’ as a metaphor. That is, by fire the allusion is toward evil deeds that will result in burning in the fire of Jahannam. But according to the work of my respected teacher Sayyidnā Maulānā Sayyid Muḥammad Anwār Shah Kashmiri the reward of the Hereafter is the deed itself. One’s deeds in this world will change their forms first in barzakh and then in mahshar. The righteous deeds will change into flowers and gardens and take the shape of the bounties of paradise; and the evil deeds will turn into snakes and scorpions, ultimately manifesting themselves in various types of torments. Therefore, if someone invites any one in this world toward evil and infidelity, he in fact is bidding him to go into the fire. Although these evils do not manifest themselves in this world as fire, yet in reality they are fire. Thus there is no metaphor in the verse, and it rests with its true meaning. If this course of argument is adopted in explaining the verses of Qur‘ān, then many of them will get rid of dependence on metaphors; and it will make the reading easy and straightforward. For instance, (And they will find what they did all there - 18:49) or (Whoever does good to the measure of a particle will see it.- 99:7)

(And on the Day of Judgment they will be
among those treated badly - 28:42). *Maqbūhīn* is the plural of *Maqbuḥ*, which means spoil, damaged or disfigured. Thus the meaning of the verse is that on the Doomsday their faces will be disfigured to turn black, and eyes will turn blue.

**Verses 43 - 51**

And We gave *Mūsā*, after We destroyed the earlier generations, the Book having insights for people and a guidance and mercy, so that they may take to advice.
And you (O Muḥammad) were not there at the Western side (of the mount Ṭūr) when We delegated the matter to Muṣā, nor were you among those present, but We created generations (after him) and a long time passed over them. And you were not dwelling among the people of Madyan, reciting Our verses to them, but it is We who do send messengers. And you were not at the side of (the mount) Ṭūr when We called (Muṣā), but it (your prophethood through which you knew all this) is a mercy from your Lord, so that you warn a people to whom no Warner has come before you, that they may take to advice. And (We would not have sent the messenger) if there would have been no apprehension that, in case they suffered a calamity because of what their hands sent ahead, they would say, "Our Lord, why did You not send a messenger to us, so that we would be among the believers?" But when the Truth came to them from Us, they said, "Why has he (the messenger) not been given (a book) similar to what Muṣā had been given?" Is it not that they denied what Muṣā had been given before? They said, "Both (Qurʾān and Torah) are works of magic that support each other." And they said, "We disbelieve each one of them." Say, "Then bring a book from Allah which is better than both, in guidance, and I shall follow it, if you are true." So if they do not respond to you, be sure that they are only following their desires. And who is more astray than the one who follows his desire without guidance from Allah. Surely Allah does not take the wrongdoing people to the right path. And We have conveyed (Our) word to them one after the other, so that they may take to advice.

Commentary

(And We gave Muṣā, after We destroyed the earlier generations, the Book having insights for people - 28:43). The words "earlier generations" refer to the people of Nūḥ, Hūd, Ṣāliḥ, and Lūṭ because of their denial of truth. Basāʾir is the plural of Baṣirah, whose literal meaning is sagacity, insight and discernment. Here it is purported for that light or refugence which Allah Ta’ālā bestows in the hearts of people with which they find out the truth and discern the distinction between right and wrong. (Mażhari)
If the word نَاس (people) is used in the phrase بِصَبَارٍ لِّلَّدَامِ (28:43) (insights for people) for the people of Sayyidnā مُسَى, then the meaning of the verse is quite clear. No doubt for the people of Sayyidnā مُسَى Torah was the book of wisdom. But if the word is used for all people in whom the Ummah of Muḥammad is also included, then the question would arise that the Torah, which is available to the Ummah of Muḥammad, is not the original one. In this Torah many changes have taken place. So, how could this Torah be regarded as a book of wisdom for them? Moreover, it will mean that the Muslims too should benefit from the Torah, while there is a well-known hadith that Sayyidnā ‘Umar once sought permission from the Holy Prophet for reading Torah, so that he could improve his knowledge and benefit from the injunctions contained in it. On this the Holy Prophet got angry and said that if Sayyidnā مُسَى was alive, he too would have been required to follow him. (The essence of this retort is that he [Sayyidnā ‘Umar] should concentrate only on his teachings, and that he was not required to look into the teachings of Torah or Injīl). It is worth reminding here that it was the time when revelation of Qur‘ān was still continuing, and in order to eliminate any possibility of mingling of hadith with the Qur‘ānic text, the Holy Prophet had advised some of his companions to stop writing even the hadith. Under such a situation it is obvious that reading of a cancelled divine book was not expedient. It, therefore, does not necessarily follow that reading of Torah and Injīl is banned for all times. On the contrary, reading and quoting by the companions of that part of these books in which coming of the Holy Prophet was predicted is well established. Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Salām and Ka‘b Al-Aḥbār رضي الله عنهم are quite well known for this. Other companions also did not raise a finger against it. The bottom line of this discussion is that it is allowed to benefit from the unaltered part of these books, which no doubt contains wisdom. But only those could draw any benefit from this who can distinguish between the altered and unaltered parts of the books; and they are the expert scholars. A common man should avoid such an exercise, lest he gets entangled in a quandary. The same ruling is applicable to all those books that are a mixture of right and wrong.

( so that you warn a people to whom no Warner has come before - 28:46). The expression ‘a people’ is purported here for the
Arabs, who are the progeny of Sayyidnā Ismā'īl. No prophet was sent to this 'people' after Sayyidnā Ismā'īl until the Holy Prophet was sent. The same subject will follow in Sūrah Yāsīn. But this verse is not in conflict with the other verse (There is no community, but there has come a warner among them - 35:24). What the present verse means here is that there was no prophet in 'this people' for a long time after Ismā'īl. But after the arrival of the Holy Prophet this void was filled up.

(And We have conveyed (Our) words to them one after the other, so that they may take to advice. - 28:51). The word (wasāsalnā) is derived from (Tausīl), which literally means to strengthen the rope by adding more strings to its strands. Here it means that Allah Ta'ālā has maintained the continuity of guidance. Certain advisory subjects are repeated in the Qur'ān in order to make them more effective.

Certain rules for preaching

It shows that an important trait of preaching carried out by the prophets was that they used to convey the truth to people continuously. Rejection and falsifying of truth did not deter them at all from their mission. Instead, if someone did not listen to them the first time, they repeated it the second time, and if they did not succeed even the second time, they used to reiterate it a third time, and so on, without showing any sign of exhaustion. It is true that no preacher or sympathizer has power to change one's heart, but what the prophets could do was to keep on making their efforts without being disheartened or exhausted. Even today the same principle applies, and those who preach should take a serious note of it.

Verses 52 - 55
As for those to whom We gave the Book before this, they believe in it (Qur'ān). [52] And when this (Qur'ān) is recited to them, they say, "We believe in it. It is the truth from our Lord. And we are the ones who submitted (to it) even before it (was revealed)." [53] Such people will be given their reward twice, because they observed patience. And they repel evil with good, and spend from what We have given to them. [54] And when they hear absurd talk, they withdraw from it and say, "Our deeds are for us and your deeds are for you. Peace be on you. We do not seek (the way of) the ignorant."

Commentary

(As for those to whom We gave the Book before this, they believe in it. (Qur'ān) - 28:52). In this verse those people of the book are mentioned who had faith in the prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and revelation of the Qur'ān on the basis of the prophesies given by Torah and Injil, even before the coming of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the Qur'ān. Thus they converted to Islam when the Holy Prophet ﷺ announced his prophethood. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has reported that forty courtiers of the king Najāshī of Ḥabshah (Ethiopia) came to Madīnah when the Holy Prophet ﷺ was busy in the Battle of Khybar. They also joined the jihād, and some got wounded, but none was killed. When they noticed the economic hardship of the companions, they told the Holy Prophet ﷺ that they were, by the grace of Allāh, quite wealthy, and sought his permission to bring some of it when they would come next. On this occasion this verse was revealed (52 - 54). (Marduyā, Ṭabrānī, Mažharī)

Sayyidnā Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair ﷺ has narrated that when Sayyidnā Ja‘far ﷺ had gone to Ḥabshah before the hijrah to Madīnah, and presented the teachings of Islam in the court of Najāshī, at that time Najāshī and many of his courtiers, who were people of the book, had submitted to Islam, as Allah Ta‘ālā had put faith in their hearts. (Mažharī)
Is the word Muslim restricted to the Ummah of Muḥammad or it is common to all Ummahs?

(And we are the ones who submitted (to it) even before it (was revealed) - 28:53). The word used by these people of the book for their submission is 'Muslims' which may also be translated as 'We were Muslims even before the revelation of Qur'ān'. If the word Muslim is taken here in its literal meaning, submissive or obedient, then the meaning is quite clear that the faith they had in Qur'ān and the Holy Prophet, because of their books, is referred here by the use of words Islam and Muslims in its literal sense of submission. But if the word 'Muslim' is taken in the same meaning in which it is regarded as appellation of the Ummah of Muḥammad, then it will signify that the words 'Islam' and 'Muslim' are not restricted to Ummah of Muḥammad alone, but they are common to the Ummahs of all the prophets. But some verses of Qur'ān suggest that words 'Islam' and 'Muslim' are special names of the Ummah of Muḥammad, for example the assertion of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm recorded by the Qur'ān itself (He named you as Muslims - 22:78). ‘Allāmah Suyūṭī favours this course of argument and has written a book on the subject in support of his contention. He has explained this verse advocating that the word Muslim is used here in the sense that ‘we were ready and prepared to accept Islam even before’. If one looks at the issue deeply, there is no conflict in the two versions; it is possible that Islam is the common attribute of the religion of all the prophets in its literal sense, and at the same time it is a special appellation of the Ummah of Muḥammad. It is like the appellations of Siddīq and Fārūq that are exclusive for Abū Bakr and ‘Umar, but otherwise these words can apply to anyone else also falling within the scope of their attributive meaning.

(Such people will be given their reward twice - 28:54). That is, the believers who are also people of the book will be rewarded twice. A similar promise is made for the wives of the Holy Prophet (And whoever from among you stands in obedience to Allah and His messenger and does righteous deeds, We will give her, her reward twice - 33:31). In a hadīth of Sahih al Bukhārī three types of persons are mentioned for double reward
One, those people of the book who had faith in their prophets initially, and then developed faith in the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Two, the slave who is submissive and obedient to Allah Ta’ālā and His Messenger ﷺ, and also to his master. Three, the one who owned a slave girl, with whom he was allowed intercourse but he freed her and made her his formal wife by performing nikāḥ.

The point worth consideration in this verse is the cause for which these categories of Muslims are given their reward twice. One cause could be that they have done two good deeds for which they are entitled to double reward. In all these three cases there are two good deeds involved. In the case of believers two good deeds are faith in their own prophet first, and then in the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the Qur’ān. In the case of the wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, two good deeds are that they loved and obeyed the Holy Prophet ﷺ both as a prophet and as husband. As for the owner of the slave girl, his first good deed is to free her, and the second to marry her. But this explanation may be subjected to the objection that two rewards for two good deeds are applicable to all, according to norms of justice; so where is the distinction for the people of the book or believers, and the wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, or the master of the slave girl? Keeping this objection in view I have answered the original question in another way which is fully described in my book Aḥkām ul-Qur’ān under Sūrah Al-Qaṣaṣ. According to that explanation, it is apparent by the wording of Qur’ān that in all these examples, the relevant persons will not get two rewards for two deeds, but they will get double reward for each single deed, because the principle of 'two rewards for two deeds' is applicable to all, according to the express declaration of the Qur’ān: لَا أَضِيعُ عَمَلَ عَابِلٍ يُثِينُكُمْ (I do not let go to waste the labour of a worker from you - 3:195), that is Allah Ta’ālā does not waste deeds of any one of you. In fact one will get reward for every single good deed he performs. Therefore the double reward contemplated for all these types, is that for every single good deed they will be awarded double the reward. For instance, they will be given two rewards for a single prayer, two rewards for a single charity, and two rewards for each one good deed like fasting, performing Hajj etc. If one contemplates on the wordings of Qur’ān he will note that for giving two rewards the appropriate word was أَجَرُهُمْ مَرَتَينَ (their reward twice - 28:54), in
which there is a clear hint that all their good deeds will be written twice and they will get double the reward for each one of them.

As for the reason why these people have been chosen for such an extra ordinary reward, the straight answer is that it is Allah Ta‘ālā’s prerogative to declare any deed preferable or superior to other deeds, and enhance its reward. No one has the right to question as to why He has enhanced the reward for a particular act as compared to the other, or why has He increased the reward of fasting while He has not done so in the case of zakāh and charity. It is possible that the pedestal of deeds, mentioned in the verse under reference and the ḥadīth of Bukhārī, is higher in the sight of Allah in comparison to other deeds, and hence double the reward. Some prominent scholars have given the reason of this preference that they require excessive effort and hardship. This explanation is also probable, and the word بَما صَبَرُوا (because they observed patience) towards the end of this verse can be taken as a proof for the argument that the ground for double reward is their endurance on hardship. (Only Allah knows best).

وَبَدَرُوا وَنُبَدِّلُونَ بِالْحَسَنَةِ السَّبِيلَةَ (And they repel evil with good - 28:54). The scholars have made different assertions while explaining 'evil' and 'good deed' as they are contemplated in this verse. Some have explained that 'good deed' stands here for obedience, and 'evil' for sin, and the sense is that every good deed wipes out the sin, as is maintained in a ḥadīth in which the Holy Prophet صلَّى الله عليه وسلم said to Sayyidnā Mu‘ādh Ibn Jabal أَتِّبَعْنَا الصَّلَاةَ رَكَأَةَ جَمِيعَاهَا (Perform a good deed after an evil deed, and it will wipe out the evil). According to this interpretation, the verse is praising these people that whenever they commit an evil act by mistake, they wipe it out by doing some good act. Some others are of the opinion that Hasanah (good deed) in this verse is used for knowledge and serenity, and sayyi‘ah for ignorance and negligence. Thus it means that these people respond to the ignorant acts of others with serenity and forbearance and not with a similar ignorance. As a matter of fact, there is no contradiction in these explanations, because the words Hasanah and sayyi‘ah, that is virtue and evil, encompass all these things.

There are two important advices in this verse:
Firstly, if someone commits a sin, its best remedy is that he should look for doing something good. The virtuous deed becomes expiation for the
sin, as quoted in the *ḥadīth* of Sayyidnā Mu‘adh above. Secondly, if a person behaves with someone badly, the wronged one is within his right to take revenge, provided he does not exceed the wrong done to him. However, it is much better for him that, instead of taking revenge, he returns the cruelty with kindness and the evil with virtue. It is an act of high degree of nobility of character. There are innumerable benefits in such an act, both in this world and in the Hereafter. In another Qur’ānic verse this advice is given in very clear words (Repel with that which is fairer and behold, he between whom and thee there is enmity shall be as if he were a loyal friend - 41:34). It means that one should act kindly in return of cruelty. In this way his foe will become his sincere friend.

Verse 56

You cannot give guidance to whomsoever you wish, but Allah gives guidance to whomsoever He wills, and He knows best the ones who are on the right path. [56]

Commentary

The word هَدَايَة *hidāyah* (guidance) is used for several meanings. One meaning is to show the path, which does not necessarily mean that the one shown the path will reach his destination. Another meaning of *hidāyah* is to make one reach his destination. According to first meaning
of the word it is but obvious that the Holy Prophet ﷺ and all other prophets were guides, and that imparting guidance was within their control, because it was the obligation of their duty. If they did not have the control over imparting guidance, how could have they fulfilled their obligation? Therefore, the statement made in this verse that he did not have control over guidance, relate to the second meaning of this word that is to make one reach his destination. It means that it was not his duty or obligation to put faith in one's heart in order to make him convert to Islam by his teachings and preaching. This is in the control of Allah Ta'ālā only. The meaning and types of hidāyah have already been discussed in detail under Sūrah Al-Baqarah.

Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim has reported that this verse was revealed about the Holy Prophet’s ﷺ uncle, Abū Ṭalīb. It was his great desire that Abū Ṭalīb should accept the faith. It was for this desire that he was advised that it was not within his control to put faith in anybody's heart. It is observed in Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī that one should abstain from discussing or passing judgment unnecessarily on the subject of acceptance of faith or otherwise by Abū Ṭalīb, because this may hurt the Holy Prophet’s feelings for his natural love toward his uncle.

Verses 57 - 60

And they said, "If we follow the guidance with you (O
Muḥammad), we will be driven out of our land." Is it not that We have established them in the peaceful Haram (sanctuary) to which the fruits of everything are drawn as a provision from Us? But most of them do not know. [57] And how many a town have We destroyed that were over-proud of their means of living. So, those are their habitations which were never inhabited after them except a few, and We alone were the inheritors. [58] And your Lord is not to destroy the towns unless he sends to their central place a messenger who recites to them Our verses. And We are not to destroy the towns except when their people are wrongdoers. [59] And whatever of anything you are given is (no more than) an enjoyment of the worldly life and its decoration, and that which is with Allah is much better and far more lasting. So do you not understand? [60]

Commentary

(And they said, "If we follow the guidance with you (O Muḥammad), we will be driven out of our land." - 28:57). Ḥārith Ibn Ῥtmin and other infidels of Makkah put forward one of the reasons for their non-acceptance of faith that although they believed that his teachings were based on truth, but they feared that if they followed him, the entire people of Arabia would turn against them, and as a consequence they will be driven out of their land. (Nasaiʾ etc.). The Holy Qurʾān has given three answers to their lame excuse. One, (Is it not that We have established them in the peaceful haram (sanctuary) to which the fruits of everything are drawn as a provision from Us - 28:57) that is this excuse of theirs is false, because Allah Taʾālā had already made special arrangements for the safety of the people of Makkah by making its land haram. All the tribes of Arabia, despite their mutual feuds and infidelity, were unanimous on the point that killing and feuds were strictly prohibited on the land of Makkah. If a killer of father met the son in the haram, despite extremely strong feelings of revenge, he could not raise his hand against him. It was just not possible for any one to kill or harm his enemy on the ground of haram. Therefore, it was not at all a convincing excuse for not converting to faith. How was it possible that the Creator of everything would let them die as a believer, when He had made arrangement for their safety in haram even as infidels? Yahyā Ibn Sallām has explained this verse as:
‘You were safe and secure because of ħaram, and were enjoying the sustenance provided by Me in plenty, still you used to worship others instead of Me. You did not get worried over this situation of yours, and on the contrary got worried over conversion to faith in Me’. (Qurtubī)

In this verse two qualities of ħaram are described. One, that it is a place of peace, and the other that fruits from different parts of the world were brought there.

**Availability of all types of produce in Haram of Makkah is a special Divine gift**

Allah Ta’ālā chose Makkah Mukkarramah, out of the whole world, to establish the Ka’ba and Haram. In terms of its environment and geography it is a region where, under the normal circumstances, hardly any economic or commercial goods and activity should have existed. Even the basic staple agricultural products like wheat, rice, gram and sundry cereals were not cultivated before on a significant scale, let alone fruits and variety of vegetables. Though, in recent years there has been some emphasis from the Saudi Government toward their cultivation. Yet, everything is available there in such an abundance that one gets amazed. During the period of ḥajj some two million people are drawn from all over the world and stay there for an average of one month. It has never been heard that any scarcity of food items was ever experienced there. On the contrary, everyone can witness that cooked and prepared food to cater for all types of races and people is readily available all the time. If we ponder over Qur’ānic words, which say نَفْرَاتُ كُلٍّ شَيْءٍ (fruits of everything), a question arises that fruits are the product of trees, so it would have been apt to say نَفْرَاتُ كُلٍّ شَجَرٍ (fruits of every tree) rather than نَفْرَاتُ كُلٍّ شَيْءٍ (fruits of every thing). Therefore, it is quite likely that the word ‘every thing’ used here, encompasses the produce and products of all kind, including agricultural produce. For instance, the produce of industrial factories is also their fruit. Hence, the gist of the discussion is that not only food items but also all sorts of things of human need would be made available in Makkah. Any one visiting Makkah, either for ḥajj or ‘umrah, can confirm that everything produced anywhere in the world is readily available there. This was one reply to the excuse put forward by the infidels of Makkah, and the gist of the reply was that the Lord who had been so kind to them that He had made available all the bounties of the world in
their city, despite the fact that they are not produced there, and who had made the city completely free of risk and danger, it is the worst kind of ignorance to presume about Him that He would deprive them of these benefits if they would believe in Him.

The second reply to their excuse is given in the next verse (And how many a town have We destroyed that were over-proud of their means of living. - 28:58). In this reply, it is stressed that they should recall the plight of other infidel people of the world, how their habitations, strong forts, and all means of their protection were destroyed, because of their infidelity and rejection of the truth. What they should actually fear is their infidelity and associating others with Allah, which is the real cause of destruction. How foolish and ill informed they were that they feared faith and not the denial of truth and infidelity.

The third reply was given in the following verse: (And whatever thing you are given is the enjoyment of the worldly life - 28:60). Here it is explained that just in case they did get involved in some sort of trouble as a result of accepting faith, it would last only for a few days. Just as mundane wealth and comfort is temporary and would last for a short time only, worldly troubles are also transient and short-lived. Therefore, the wisdom lies in that one should seek and care for the comfort and happiness that is lasting. If one has to suffer trouble for a short time for the sake of permanent and ever lasting wealth and comfort, it is well worth it.

(Which were never inhabited after them except a few - 28:56). The habitations of the earlier people, which were destroyed by the Divine torment, still lie uninhabited, with the exception of a few. If the exemption ‘except a few’ is taken for those living there and the places destroyed, as Zajjāj has construed it, then the meaning would be that those places could never get inhabited, except a few that are inhabited. But Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has given another explanation of the verse. According to his interpretation, the exemption is not for the place and houses, but for the time. Thus the meaning would be that even if someone lives there, it is for a short time, like travelers, who cannot be regarded as permanent residents.

(Unless he sends to their central place a messenger -
28:59). Popular meaning of the word 'Umm is mother, and since mother is the very basis of human creation, hence the word 'Umm (أم) is also used extensively for origin, base, and foundation. The pronoun ha (translated above as 'their') refers back to the towns, and 'mother of the towns' means the central town. The meaning of the verse is that Allah Ta’ālā does not destroy a people unless He had sent His message through His messengers in their main cities. When the invitation to truth had reached, and yet people did not accept it, only then the torment is sent on those cities.

This verse has pointed out that Allah’s messengers and prophets are generally sent in big cities, and not in smaller towns, because such towns are normally under the influence of big cities, both for their economic and educational needs. If something is known in a big city, it becomes known automatically in the smaller towns around it. Hence, when a prophet is sent in a big city and he starts his call to the truth, the message is spread out in the surrounding towns in no time. This way Allah Ta’ālā’s message reaches to all and sundry, and if they reject the message of truth, the torment is sent to all of them.

Small towns and villages are subject to the same laws as are applicable to the main cities

As in the case of economic needs, the smaller habitations are dependent on cities, and draw their requirements from there, similarly, when a law or an order is promulgated in the city, it automatically becomes effective in the surrounding towns and villages also. The excuse of having no knowledge of the law is not acceptable.

In the case of sighting of the moon for observing Ramaḍān and Eids (Shawwāl and Dhulhajjah) too, the same principle has been declared by the jurists as applicable. That is, if the evidence of witnesses in the city establishes the sighting of moon, then the people of towns and villages would have to follow the same. But in the case of other cities, it would only apply when the Qādī of that city accepts the evidence and makes the announcement. (Al-Fatāwā al-Ghayāthīyyah)

(And that which is with Allah is much better and far more lasting - 28:60). That is the mundane wealth and comforts are all mortal. But the recompense one would get in the Hereafter for the good deeds done in the world is much superior and ever lasting as compared to
the temporary worldly wealth and comforts. The best of comforts of this world are no match to the bounties of the Hereafter. Then, no matter how attractive mundane comforts are, they are but temporary. As against that, the bounties of the Hereafter will last forever. There is no doubt that anyone having some sense would prefer the better comforts and the ones that will last for ever, rather than the short-lived temporary ones.

**The sign of prudence is that one does not involve himself too much in worldly matters and cares more for the Hereafter**

Imām Shafi‘ī has said that if a person bequeaths his wealth and property to be given to the wisest men, then the beneficiaries of such a will are those busy in worshipping and obeying Allah Ta‘ālā, because what they are doing is the demand of wisdom, and no doubt they are the wisest among worldly people. This ruling is also mentioned in Ad-Durr-al-Mukhtār, the famous book of Ḥanafi school. See its chapter on 'wasiyyah'.

**Verses 61 - 67**

Is then the one, to whom We have made a good promise which he is going to meet, like the one whom We have given the benefit of enjoying the worldly life, then on
the Day of Judgment he will be among those arraigned? [61] And (remember) the Day when He will call them and say, "Where are My 'partners' you used to claim? [62] Those against whom the word will come true will say, "Our Lord, these are the ones whom we led astray. We led them astray as we ourselves went astray. We negate before you our responsibility (in respect of them); it was not we (alone) whom they worshipped. [63] And it will be said, "Call upon your co-gods." So they will call upon them, but they will not respond to them, and they will see the punishment. Would that they had taken the right path! [64]

And (remember) the Day when He (Allah) will call them and say, "What response did you give to the messengers?" [65] So the events will be obscured to them and they will not (be able to) ask each other. [66] As for the one who repents and becomes a believer and acts righteously, it is likely that he will be among the successful. [67]

Commentary

The very first question infidels and disbelievers will be asked at the Tumultuous Place (mahshar) will be about shirk (associating someone else with Allah), that is, 'where are those Satans today whom you used to associate with Us? Can they provide you any help today?' In response to these queries the disbelievers would say that it was not a fault of theirs, as they did not associate them with Allah on their own. It was the Satan who deluded them. Then Allah Ta'ālā would ask the Satans to say if they had anything in their defense; who, while accepting their role of deceit, would plead that they had only misled them but did not force them to act upon the same. Thus, the Satans would confess that they did commit the crime, but the infidels too were not free from its commission. Because just as they led them astray, similarly at the same time, the prophets and their deputies also guided them towards the Right Path with sound arguments; making the Truth crystal clear to them. They rejected the Truth presented by the prophets and instead listened to us using their free will and discretion. So, how could they be free from the blame? It proves that if someone chooses to follow those who wish to put him on the wrong path on his own good will, despite the fact that he has before him clear cut arguments against them and the righteous way to follow, then he has no
And your Lord creates what He wills and chooses. Choice is not with them. Pure is Allah and far higher than their ascribing of partners to Him. [68] And your Lord knows what their hearts conceal and what they reveal. [69] And He is Allah. There is no god but He. To Him belongs the praise in the beginning and at the end, and He alone has the right to judge, and to Him you are to be returned. [70]

Say, "Tell me, if Allah makes night continuing upon you for ever upto the Day of Judgment, which god, other than Allah, would bring to you light? Then, do you not listen?" [71] Say, "Tell me, if Allah makes the day continuing upon you for ever upto the Day of Judgment, which god, other than Allah, would bring to you night in which you may have comfort? Then, do you not see?" [72] And it is out of His mercy that He has made day and night for you, so that you may have comfort therein and so that you may search for His grace, and so that you may be grateful. [73]
Commentary

(And your Lord creates what He wills and chooses - 28:68). According to one interpretation of this verse, the choice referred to here is Allah's choice with regard to the divine commands, and the sense is that as Allah Ta'ālā is unique in the creation of universe and no one is His partner, so is He in the issuance of His commands. He can give out any command to His creatures. But Imām Baghawī, in his commentary, and ‘Allāmah Ibn Al-Qayyim in the preface of Zād al-Ma'ād have adopted another interpretation according to which the choice of Allah Ta'ālā, as envisaged in this verse, relates to the prerogative of Allah Ta'ālā by which He selects any one from His creatures for His favours. According to Bagahwī, this was the reply given to the infidels of Makkah on their observation (Why was this Qur'ān not sent down upon some man of moment in the two cities? - 43:31) that is, ‘If Allah had wished to reveal this Qur'ān He should have revealed it on some dignitary of Makkah or Ta'īf, so that he should have had respect and reverence. What was the wisdom in revealing it on a poor orphan?’ In answer to this suggestion it is said in the present verse that it is the prerogative of the Lord of universe, who has created all the creatures without any help or partner, to select any one from His creatures for the special favours He wishes to confer. It is not for you to suggest whom He should or should not select, nor is He bound to listen to your suggestions.

Giving preference to one thing over the other or to one person over the other, and determination of correct standard of preference, are all Divine prerogatives

Ḥāafiḍ Ibn Al-Qayyim has drawn an outstanding rule from this verse that the preference given to places and things in this world are not achieved by them with their own efforts or deeds, but it is the result of direct selection and prerogative of the Creator of the universe. He has created seven skies, out of which He has given preference to highest sky over others, although the material of all is the same. Similarly, He has given preference to Jannah al-Firdaus over all other parts of the Jannah. Then, He preferred Jibra'il, Mikā'il, Isrā'īl, etc. over all other angels, and has placed prophets on highest pedestal among the humans. And among the prophets has given preference to more resolute ones over all other prophets. Then among the resolute, He has given preference to
His Khalīl Ibrāhīm and Ḥabīb Muḥammad over all other resolute prophets. Then preference is given to progeny of Isma‘īl over all other people of the world, then to Quraish among the progeny of Isma‘īl, and to Banī Hashim over all the Quraish, and finally to Sayyidnā Muḥammad Muṣṭafa over entire Banī Hashim. Similarly, the preference given to companions of the Holy Prophet and other elders of the Ummah, is all under the control and prerogative of Allah Subhanahu wa Ta‘ālā, and the result of His selection.

In the same way, many places of the world are preferred over other places, and many days and nights have preference over the normal days and nights. In short, the original standard of preference in the entire universe is His prerogative and selection. However, at times, human acts may also become a cause of preference in the sense that those performing righteous acts are preferred over the others, and the places where such people live or perform virtuous acts may also acquire preference over other places. This preference can be gained by sincerity of effort and righteous deeds. The gist of this discussion is that the basis of preference in the world is dependent on two things. One is beyond one’s control and rests entirely on the selection of Allah Ta‘ālā, and the other is within the ability of human beings and may be achieved by righteous deeds and superior morals. Allāmah Ibn al-Qayyim has deliberated in great detail on this subject and has concluded that the four Rightly Guided Caliphs have precedence over all other companions of the Prophet. Then Sayyidnā Abū Bakr has preference over other three Caliphs. After that Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattāb has preference over the other two, and Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān over Sayyidnā ‘Ali. He has proved this sequence with the help of two standards discussed above. Shah Abdul Azīz Dehlavi has also written a booklet on this subject in Persian language, which I have translated in Urdu and Arabic. Urdu translation has been published under the title (بعض التفصيل لمسألة التفضيل), and Arabic translation is included in my book Aḥkām al-Qur‘ān, under Sūrah Al-Qaṣṣāṣ. This is a research work that would be of interest to scholars.

Say, "Tell me, if Allah makes night continuing upon you for
ever up to the Day of Judgment, which god, other than Allah, would bring to you light? Then do you not listen?". Say, "Tell me, if Allah makes the day continuing upon you for ever up to the Day of Judgment, which god, other than Allah, would bring to you night in which you may have comfort. Then, do you not see?" 28:71-72.

Allah Ta’ālā has mentioned a benefit of the night in this verse, that it provides rest (28:72). As against this no mention is made about the benefits of day while referring to its light. The reason for this omission is but obvious. It is a well-known fact that the daylight is superior in its entity to darkness. The benefits of daylight are so numerous and well known that their repetition was not prudent. On the contrary the darkness of the night does not have any other benefit except that it provides rest to every thing. As a matter of fact, its utility is based on the rest of people, hence that has been mentioned. It is to be noted that after describing daylight it is concluded with (Do you not listen? - 28:71), and after describing the night the concluding expression is (Do you not see? - 28:72). It may have the allusion that the benefits of the day are so numerous that they cannot be seen, but can only be heard; hence the expression (Mazhari) is used. The knowledge and understanding humans have acquired has mainly come through hearing and listening, and very little by way of seeing. The benefits of night are much less as compared to benefits of the day, and they can be seen; hence the expression (Mazhari)

Verses 74 - 75

And (remember) the Day when He (Allah) will call them (the disbelievers) and say, "Where are My 'partners' you used to claim?" [74] And We will draw out a witness from every community (to prove their disbelief) and will say, "Bring your proof". Then they will know that truth is from Allah, and all that they used to forge shall
Commentary

A question that will be asked from the infidels on the Day of Judgment to repeat what they had replied to the prophets on their invitation to truth was mentioned in an earlier verse. Now in this verse it is stated that the prophets would testify about the reply that was given by the infidels.

Verses 76 - 82

Surely, Qārūn was from the people of Müsā, then he
rebelled against them. And We had given to him such treasures as their keys would weigh too heavy for a strong group of people. (Remember) when his people said to him, "Do not exult. Surely, Allah does not like the exultant. [76] And seek the (betterment of) the Ultimate Abode with what Allah has given to you, and do not neglect your share from this world, and do good as Allah did good to you, and do not seek to make mischief in the land. Surely, Allah does not like the mischief-makers." [77] He said, "This is given to me because of the knowledge (I have) with me." Did he not know that Allah had destroyed, from the generations before him, those who were stronger than him in power and greater than him in multitude? And the sinners have not to be asked about their sins. [78] Then (once) he came out before his people in his embellishment, said those who are desirous of the worldly life, "Would that we had the like of what Qārūn has been given! He is a man of great fortune indeed." [79] And said those who were given knowledge, "Woe to you, Allah's reward is much better for the one who believes and acts righteously. And this is given to none but to those who observe restraint." [80] Then We made him and his home sink into the earth. So there was no group for him who could help him against Allah, nor was he one of those who defend themselves. [81] And those who wished to be in his position the day before, started saying, "Oh, it seems that Allah extends provision to whom He wills and straitens (for whom He wills). Had Allah not favoured us, He would have made us sink (too). Oh, it seems that the infidels do not succeed." [82]

Commentary

From the beginning of Sūrah Al-Qaṣṣāṣ to this point, the story of Sayyidnā Mūsā  with the Pharaoh and his people was narrated. From here onward another story about his is being related which is about Qārūn, who belonged to his own fraternity. This story has an affinity with the previous verses in that it was said in an earlier verse that the wealth you are given in this world is temporary, and it is not wise to get involved in its love. (And whatever thing you are given is the enjoyment of the worldly life - 28:60). Now in the story of Qārūn it is described that he forgot this caution after having received the
wealth and got so much intoxicated by it that he displayed ingratitude and rejected to fulfill his obligations toward Allah Ta‘ālā with regard to bounties he had received from Him. As a consequence of that, he was sunk in the ground along with his treasure.

Qārūn is a non-Arabic word, perhaps from Hebrew. It is stated in the Qur‘ān itself that he belonged to the fraternity of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ, Bānī Isrā‘īl. As for his actual relationship with Mūsā ﷺ, there are different versions. In a narration of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ he is mentioned as a cousin of Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ. There are some other versions also beside this. (Qurtubi and Rūḥ).

A narration of Muḥammad Ibn Iṣḥāq, reproduced in Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī, has observed that Qārūn remembered Torah more than any other Isrā‘īli, but turned out to be a hypocrite like Sāmīrī. The cause of his hypocrisy was his misplaced love and greed for worldly wealth and status. Leadership of the entire Bānī Isrā‘īl was conferred on Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ and his brother, Sayyidnā Hārūn ﷺ, who was his assistant and partner in prophethood. Hence, Qārūn got jealous that after all he was also a cousin, but why did he not have a share in the leadership. So, he made a complaint to that effect before Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ. He replied that it was all from Allah Ta‘ālā, and he had no power in this matter. But Qārūn was not convinced on this reply and developed jealousy against Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ.

(Qurtubi) (Then he rebelled against them - 28:76). There are quite a few meanings of the word بَغْحَا Baghā. The more popular meaning is to commit cruelty. It is possible to take this word in this meaning here. Thus the meaning of the sentence would be that having got intoxicated by his wealth, he started perpetrating cruelty on people. Yaḥyā Ibn Sallam and Sa‘īd Ibn Al-Musayyab have stated that Qārūn was a wealthy man, and was appointed by the Pharaoh to keep vigilance on Bānī Isrā‘īl. Taking advantage of this position, he started harassing Bānī Isrā‘īl. (Qurtubi)

The other meaning of Baghā is conceit or arrogance. Many a commentators have adopted this meaning here. Hence, the meaning of the verse would be that having got intoxicated by his wealth, he became conceited and looked down upon Bānī Isrā‘īl.

(And We had given to them such treasures - 28:76). Kunūz
ْكنُورُ (Kanz) is the plural of ْكنُور (Kanz), which means buried treasure. In the commonly used religious sense Kanz is that treasure on which zakāh is not paid. Sayyidnā ‘Aṭā’ī has narrated that he got hold of a magnificent buried treasure of Sayyidnā Yusūf (Rūḥ).

(would weigh too heavy for a strong group - 28:76). The word ْنَا (Nā’ā) means to bend down with weight, and ٌعُصْبَهْ 'Uṣbah' means a group. The meaning of the sentence is that his treasures were so many and their keys were in such large number, that if a group of strong people would try to lift them, they would bend down under their weight. Normally the keys of the locks are light, but because of their large number, their weight had multiplied so much that it was not possible even for a group of strong persons to lift them all. (Rūḥ)

(Do not exult - 28:76). Literal meaning of the word ْفرَح (Faraḥ) is the happiness one gets as a result of an instant pleasure. Many a Qur’ānic verses have declared Faraḥ as contemptible, as in this very verse also ِإِنَّ اللَّهَ لَيْبِجِبُ الْفَرْحِينِ (Allah does not like the exultant - 28:76). In another verse it is said َلا تَفْرَحُوا إِنَّ اللَّهُ عَلِيمٌ (nor rejoice in what has come to you - 57:23). Yet another verse says َفَرَحُوا بِالْحَيَوَةِ الدُّنْيَا (And they are happy with the worldly life - 13:26). But in some verses Faraḥ is allowed, rather in a way it is declared as desirable. For example in verses, َيْتَمَّمْ يَفْرَحُ الْمُؤْمِنُونَ (And on that day the believers will rejoice - 30:4) and َفِي ذَلِكَ قَلِبْ فَرَحُوا (with these they should rejoice - 10:58). All these verses put together give us the guideline that Faraḥ is contemptible and is not allowed when it reaches the level of arrogance and boasting. Thus one gets to a point where he regards the attainment of pleasure as his own personal achievement, and not a gift and favour from Allah Ta’ālā. But if the happiness and pleasure does not get to that position, then it is not disallowed; rather in a way it is desirable. In such a situation happiness would be to express the gratitude to Allah Ta’ālā.

َوَانْعَجِ فِي مَا أَنْطَكَ اللَّهُ الدُّنْيَا الْأَخْرَجَةَ وَلَا تَنْسَى تَصِيبْكَ مِنَ الدُّنْيَا (And seek the (betterment of) the ultimate Abode with what Allah has given to you, and do not neglect your share from this world - 28:77). The Muslims advised Qārin that he should try to do as much good as possible for the Hereafter by utilizing the wealth Allah Ta’ālā had given him, and 'should not forget his share in the world'.

Sūrah Al-Qaṣaṣ: 28:76-82

671
What is his 'share in this world'? Many commentators have explained that it refers to his life in this world and the deeds that may help him in the Hereafter which include charity and all other righteous deeds. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  has favoured this explanation. (Qurtubi) By adopting this explanation, the second sentence would be regarded as an emphasized repetition of the first sentence. The first sentence has directed that one should make use of all that has been gifted—the life, wealth, health, strength etc.—to collect that which would be of help in the Hereafter. In fact this portion of the worldly possessions is one's own, which may help him in the Hereafter; the rest of the world’s possessions belongs to his heirs.

However, some other commentators have explained that the meaning of the second sentence is that whatever Allah has given you, make use of it for the Hereafter, without loosing sight of your needs in this world. In other words do not become a pauper by giving away every thing in charity. Instead, retain something for your own needs as well. Under this explanation, 'your share in the world' means one’s own needs in this world.

 إِنّمَا أُزِينَتْ عَلَيْ جَلَّمَ عَيْدُوٌ (This is given to me because of knowledge ( I have ) with me - 28:78). Some commentators are of the view that "knowledge" in this sentence refers to the understanding of Torah. As reported in some narrations, Qurūn remembered Torah by heart and was an authority on it. He was one of the seventy scholars whom Sayyidnā Musā  had selected for Miqāt (the appointed time and place for having conversation with Allah). But he became conceited on his knowledge, and regarded it as his personal achievement. The object of his above-referred utterance was to convey that whatever wealth he had possessed was the direct result of his personal skill and intelligence. Hence, he himself had the right on it, and that no one had done any favour to him.

However, it is more plausible in the context that the knowledge he was referring to as the basic cause of his being wealthy, was the understanding and skill of managing trade and industry, which brings in wealth. Thus the meaning is that whatever wealth he had collected had come to him as a result of his personal skill and efforts, and there was no favour of Allah Ta’ālā involved in it. What the foolish conceited man had ignored was that his skill, understanding, and experience were also the
gift of Allah. He could not have gained them on his own.

(Did he not know that Allah had destroyed, from the generations before him...28:78). The real answer to Qārūn’s assertion that he had collected all his wealth by his personal skill and efforts is the one mentioned above; that even if it is accepted for a moment that he had acquired his wealth by his personal skill and knowledge, the point is that this knowledge and experience was also the gift of Allah Ta‘ālā. But in order to bring home the more important aspect of the subject, the Qur'ān has stated that the abundance of wealth is of no avail and is devoid of merit, nor does it help in distress. As a proof of that, the example of the wealthy from the earlier generations has been quoted, that when they disobeyed and rejected the truth, they were suddenly caught by the torment of Allah Ta‘ālā.

(And said those who were given knowledge - 28:80). This verse has compared the knowledgeable persons with (Those who are desirous of the worldly life - 28:79), which clearly indicates that it is not the trait of knowledgeable persons to aspire for the acquisition of wealth and to make it the object of life. They always keep their eyes toward the lasting benefits of the Hereafter. As for the mundane wealth, they take it only to fulfill their day-to-day needs, and stay content with that.

Verses 83 - 84

As for that Ultimate Abode (the Hereafter), We assign it to those who intend neither haughtiness on earth nor mischief. And the (best) end is for the God-fearing. [83] Whoever brings good deed shall have better than it, and whoever brings evil deed, then those who commit evils shall not be punished except for what they used to do. [84]
Commentary

(We assign it to those who intend neither haughtiness on earth nor mischief. - 28:83). This verse tells us that only those will achieve salvation and success in the Hereafter who do not intend any mischief, nor are indulged in ‘Uluww in this world. ‘Uluww means pride or conceit, that is, to present oneself as superior before others, and to look down upon others and treat them in an insulting manner. Mischief is used here for oppression. (Sufyān Ath-Thaurī). Some commentators have observed that every sin is a 'mischief in the world', because the nuisance of the sin curtails the blessings of the world. This verse tells us that those who intend to do cruelty and feel proud, or commit sin have no share in the Hereafter.

Special Note

Arrogance and conceit as condemned in this verse, is the behavior in which one shows off as being superior, and looks down upon others. Otherwise to strive for oneself a good dress, a good house, and good food, when it is not intended to show off, is no sin, as reported in a ḥadīth in Sahīh Muslim.

Firm intention to commit a sin is also sin

It is clarified in this verse that the intention for mischief and pride will debar one from the share of Hereafter. It is, therefore, clear that the firm intention of a sin is as much a sin. (Rūḥ). However, if one changes his mind for fear of Allah, then a reward is noted in his record instead of sin. But if he fails to act on that sin, due to reasons beyond his control, while he had firm intention to act upon it, then the sin stays against his name, and will be recorded as such. (Ghazzālī)

The last verse (And the (best) end is for the God-fearing - 28:83) elaborates that it is not enough to abstain from mischief and pride to get the share of the Hereafter, but following the righteous path is as much a requirement. To follow all the religious obligations is also essential for the salvation in the Hereafter.

Verses 85 - 88
Surely the One who has enjoined the Qur'ān upon you will surely bring you back to a place of return. Say, "My Lord knows best the one who has come with guidance and the one who is in manifest error." [85] And you were not expecting that the Book would be sent down to you, but it was a mercy from your Lord. So, never be a supporter for the infidels. [86] And let them not prevent you from Allah's verses after they are sent down to you, and call (people) to your Lord, and never become one of those who associate partners with Allah. [87] And do not invoke any other god alongwith Allah. There is no god but He. Every thing is going to perish except His Face. He alone has the right to judge, and to Him you are to be returned. [88]

Commentary

(Surely the One who has enjoined the Qur'ān upon you will surely bring you back to a place of return. - 28:85). At the end of Sūrah these verses were revealed to console the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and to make him firm in his mission as a messenger. These verses are relevant to the previous verses in that in this Sūrah, Allah Ta'ālā has narrated in detail the story of Sayyidnā Musā ﷺ with the Pharaoh, his enmity with Banī Isra'īl, their fear of him and how he overpowered the people of the Pharaoh. Since the Holy Prophet Muḥammad ﷺ faced a similar situation in that he was harassed, and plans were made to kill him, the lives of Muslims were made miserable in Makkah, but following His old tradition, Allah graced them with victory over all of them. He finally gifted the Muslims possession of Makkah, from
where they were made to vacate.

(The One who has enjoined the Qur'an upon you - 28:85). It means that the Lord of the universe who has made it obligatory on you to recite, teach and act on it, will take you back to Ma'ad, which lexically means 'a place of return'. Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās has explained that Ma'ad in this verse refers to Makkah, as reported in Sahih al-Bukhārī. So, the meaning of the sentence is that although the Holy Prophet would have to leave his hometown, especially the haram for a short while, he would be brought back in Makkah by Allah Ta'ālā, who had revealed the Qur'an on him, and had made it obligatory to act upon it. The Imām of tafsīr, Muqātil, has narrated that during the hijrah (emigration) from Makkah to Madīnah, the Holy Prophet came out from the cave of Thaur at night, and bypassing the conventional route, treaded the unfamiliar paths, because the enemies were pursuing him. When he reached Juḥfah, which was a well-known place on the way to Madīnah near Rābigh, and where the conventional route to Madīnah separates from that of Makkah, at that time he glanced back toward the route of Makkah and remembered his hometown. On that moment, Jibra'īl descended with this verse, in which he was given the good tiding that separation from Makkah was temporary and he would return there soon. That was in fact the advance news of the victory of Makkah. It is in this background that Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has observed in a narration that this verse was revealed in Juḥfah, and that it is neither Makki nor Madani. (Qurtubī).

Qurān is a means of victory over enemies and of one’s success in his objectives

While promising to the Holy Prophet that he will be brought back by Allah to his hometown which will be conquered by him, Allah Ta'ālā has made a special reference to Himself as 'the One who has enjoined the Qur'an on him'. This reference contains a hint to the fact that recitation of Qurān and acting on its injunctions would actually be the cause of the Divine help and manifest victory.

(Every thing is going to perish except His Face - 28:88). The word 'His Face' in this verse means the very Being of Allah Ta'ālā. Hence, the meaning of the verse is that except for Allah Ta'ālā every thing is mortal and will get destroyed and will vanish. Some
commentators have taken the phrase 'His Face' to mean the good deeds performed by human beings exclusively for Allah Ta‘ālā. In that case the meaning of the verse would be that those actions which are performed exclusively for Allah Ta‘ālā will not be destroyed, while all other things will perish.

Alḥamdu lillāh, today on Dhulqa‘dah 9, 1391 H, the commentary on Surah Al-Qaṣaṣ has concluded in such conditions that Pakistan was attacked by India and the unholy alliance of the big powers. For fourteen days Karachi was bombarded daily. The city was severely damaged. Hundreds of Muslims were martyred, and many a houses were demolished. Fourteen days war finished on the sad note that East Pakistan is cut off from Pakistan, and about ninety thousand troops have surrendered there. Killing is still going on in East Pakistan. Every Muslim is stuck with grief and bewilderment.

Alḥamdu lillāh
The Commentary on
Surah Al-Qaṣaṣ
Ends here.
Surah Al-‘Ankabūt: 29:1-7

(The Spider)

Surah Al-‘Ankabūt was revealed in Makkah and it has 69 Verses and 7 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1-7

[1] Do people think that they will be left (at ease) only on their saying, "We believe" and will not be put to test? [2] And We have surely tested those who were before them. So Allah will surely know the ones who are truthful, and He will surely know the liars. [3]

Is it that those who are committing evils think that they will escape from Us? Evil is what they decide. [4]
Whoever hopes for meeting Allah (must be sure that) Allah's appointed time has to come. And He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. [5] And whoever strives, strives for his own benefit. Surely Allah is independent of all the worlds. [6]

And those who believe and do righteous deeds, We will expiate their bad deeds and will give them a better reward (than their expectation) for what they used to do. [7]

Commentary

(And will not be put to test - 29:2). It is derived from Fitnah, which means trial or test. The believers, especially the prophets and pious, have to go through many a trials in this world. However, they always come out victors in the end. These trials and tribulations sometimes come as a result of enmity of the infidels and sinners by way of afflictions, as have been experienced by the Holy Prophet and many other prophets, and at times in the form of diseases, as was experienced by Sayyidna Ayyub. And for others many of these trial types are combined together.

Although the background under which this verse was revealed, according to many narrations, was the harassment faced by the companions of the Holy Qur'an from the infidels at the time of hijrah, but otherwise its message is common to all times. The sense is that the pious, saints and scholars will face the trials and tribulations in all times. (Qurtubi).

(So Allah will surely know the ones who are truthful - 29:3). It means that through tests and hardships the good and the bad, and the sincere and non-sincere will be differentiated, because if the hypocrites are mixed up with the sincere believers and are not identified, it may create a number of problems. The object of this verse is to elucidate the difference between the good and the bad, and between the sincere and the non-sincere. The expression used for this purpose is that Allah Ta'ālā will find out who are the true ones and who are the liars. Since He knows about every one even before his birth, whether he is a true one or a liar, the sense carried by this expression is that tests and trials are conducted to bring the distinction of good and bad on surface, so
that others should also know.

Hākim-ul-Ummah Thanāwi ṭaḥānah has copied the argument of his Shaikh, Maulānā Muḥammād Ya‘qūb ṭaḥānah that sometimes people are addressed by descending down to their level of intellect. The common man makes distinction between the sincere and the hypocrites by testing him out. Therefore, according to their approach of understanding Allah Taʿālā has said that, through various means, We would find out who is sincere and who is not, even though He knows every thing from the very beginning.

**Verses 8 - 9**

وَوَصَيْنَا الإِنْسَانَ بِوَالِدَيْهِ حُسْنًا، وَإِنَّ جَاهِلْدَكَ لِتُشْرِكُ بِيْنَ لِمَا لَيْسَ لِكَ بِعِلْمٍ فَلَا تَطْعَهُمَا إِلَىٰ مَرْجَعُكُمْ فَأَنْفَسْنِكُمْ بِمَا كَنْتُمْ تَعْمَلُونَ

And We have instructed man to do good to his parents. And if they insist upon you that you should ascribe partners to Me, then do not obey them. To Me is your return; then I shall tell you about what you used to do.

[8] And those who believe and do righteous deeds, We shall include them among the righteous. [9]

**Commentary**

(And We have instructed man - 29:8). *Wāṣiyah* (وَصِيَّةَ) means to call someone for some action, when the call is based on advice and well wishing. (Mażharī)

(to do good to his parents - 29:8). The Word Ḥusn (حُسْن) is an infinitive which means 'to be good'. What is meant here is to adopt good behavior. The meaning of the sentence is quite clear that Allah Taʿālā has advised man to treat his parents kindly.

(And if they insist upon you that you should ascribe partners to Me - 29:8). It should be taken note of that the limit of kind treatment with parents should not go beyond the point where it comes in conflict with the injunctions of Allah Taʿālā. If they force toward infidelity or associating some one with Allah, then they must not be obeyed, as
advised in a *ḥadīth* (A created being must not be obeyed in disobedience of the Creator). This *ḥadīth* has been reported by Imām Aḥmad and Ḥākim who has held it as *Ṣaḥḥ*).

This verse was revealed in connection with Sayyidnā Saʿd Ibn Abī Waqqās. He was one of the ten companions to whom the Holy Prophet had given the good news of being in paradise, and who are called *Al-ʿAshrah Al-mubashsharah*. He was an extremely obedient son of his mother and was always alert to look after her comfort. When his mother, Ḥāmnah bint Abī Sufyān, learnt that her son, Saʿd, had accepted Islam, she got very upset and warned him against that, and then swore an oath that she would neither eat nor drink unless he turned back to his ancestral religion, or she would die of thirst and hunger, and he would be blamed universally for being the killer of his mother. (Muslim, Tirmidhi). Through this Qurʾānic verse Sayyidnā Saʿd was commanded not to listen to his mother.

Baghawi has reported in his narration that the mother of Sayyidnā Saʿd did not eat and drink for a day and night, and according to some other versions, for three days and three nights, and sticking to her oath, remained hungry and thirsty. For Sayyidnā Saʿd's mother's love and obedience was one thing, but Allah's command was another, which naturally took precedence over every thing else. So he went to her and said to her firmly ‘Dear mother, if there were hundred spirits in your body, and they were departing one by one, I would not have deserted my religion even seeing that scenario. It is now up to you whether you eat and drink or die. In any case I cannot abandon my religion’. Having been disappointed by his firmness, she started eating food.

**Verses 10 - 13**

> وَمَنِ النَّاسِ مَنْ يَقُولُ امْنًا بِاللَّهِ فَإِذَا أُوْدِىَ فِي الْهَيْلِ جَعَلَ فَتَنَّاءٍ النَّاسِ كَعْذَابِ اللَّهِ وَلَيْنَ جَاءَ نَصْرٌ مِّنْ رَبِّكَ لَيَقْوُلُنَّ إِنَّا كُنَّا مَعْمَكُ أَوْلِيَاءَ اللَّهِ بَأَعْلَمُ بِمَا فِي صُدُورِ الْعَلِيمِينَ (١١) وَلِيَعْلَمَنَّ اللَّهُ الْأَلِيِّينَ أَمْتَنَّ وَلِيَعْلَمَنَّ الْمُتَّقِينَ (١٢) وقالَ الَّذِينَ كَفَرُوا
And among men there are those who say, "We believe in Allah," but when they are persecuted in (the way of) Allah, they take the persecution of men, as equal to the punishment of Allah. And should any help comes from your Lord, they will certainly say, "We were with you." Is it not that Allah knows well what lies in the hearts of the people of all the worlds? And Allah will certainly know those who believe and He will certainly know the hypocrites. And those who disbelieve say to those who believe, "Follow our way, and we will bear the burden of your sins." And they are not (able) to bear the burden of their sins in the least. Indeed they are pure liars. And they shall certainly bear their own loads, and some loads along with their own loads. And they will certainly be questioned about what they used to forge.

Commentary

(And those who disbelieve say - 29:12). The infidels had tried all sorts of devices to mislead the Muslims and to hinder the progress of their faith. Sometimes they tried to get hold of Muslims by show of power and wealth, and at others by trying to put doubts in their minds. This verse mentions one such move made by them. They asked Muslims not to leave their ancestral religion in fear of torments in the Hereafter, because no such thing was going to happen at the first place, but even the belief of the Muslims about the Hereafter would come true, they (the infidels) were willing to undertake that they themselves would bear all the torments in the Hereafter on behalf of the Muslims, and the Muslims

1. It means that such people join the infidels when they apprehend some kind of torture from them, but when Allah's help will come to the Muslims in a battle against the infidels, they will pretend to be Muslims on the plea that they had joined the infidels only because they feared to be persecuted by them.

2. The sense is that they did not believe in Islam with their hearts, and this fact cannot be concealed from Him, because He knows whatever lies in the hearts of the people.
would not suffer at all.

A similar incident is related in the last *rukū‘* of Sūrah An-Najm (Have you seen the one who turned his back, and gave a little, then stopped - 53:33,34). Once some infidels hoodwinked a naïve friend of theirs by saying that if he gave them some money here in this world, they would save him in the Hereafter by taking upon themselves his share of the torment. He in fact started paying them the amount, but later stopped it. His foolishness and the absurdity of his action are related in detail in Sūrah An-Najm.

A similar sort of offer made by the infidels to the Muslims is related here. In response to this offer Allah Ta‘ālā has said that those who say so are liars. They would not take upon them the burden of any one else. (And they are not (able) to bear the burden of their sins in the least. Indeed they are pure liars. - 29:12). It means that when they will see the severity of torment in the Hereafter, they would not dare to take upon themselves the share of any one else. Hence their promise is false. It is also commented in Sūrah An-Najm that even if they were ready to take upon them the torment of others, Allah Ta‘ālā will not allow it. Because it is against the code of justice that someone else is made to undergo the punishment for the crime committed by another person.

The other point made by the Qur‘ān here is that although they will not be able to relieve others by taking on themselves the recompense for the sins others have committed, but this much is true that their effort to misguide others and to drift them away from the righteous path is by itself a big sin, which will be loaded upon them in addition to their own sins. This way they will be carrying their own sins as well as that of misguiding others.

**Invitation to sin is also a sin, the punishment of which is the same as that of committing it.**

It comes out quite clearly from this verse that the one who invites others to sin, or helps others in committing it, is as much a criminal as the one who actually commits it. A ḥadīth quoted by Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah and Anas Ibn Mālik relates that once the Holy Prophet said ‘Anyone inviting people toward righteousness would be entitled to the
collective blessings of all those who would act on his advice, without any reduction from the share of their reward; and anyone inviting people toward sin will also suffer the collective punishment of all those who would act upon his invitation to sin, without any reduction from the punishment of those who have committed that sin'. (Muslim, Ibn Mājah, Qurṭubi)

**Verses 14 - 18**

وَلَقدْ أَرْسَلْنَا نُوحًا إِلَى قُوَّمٍ فَلَبِّهِمْ فِيهِمْ أَفْتَرَىَّ سَنَةٌ إِلَّا خَمْسِينَ عَامًا فَأَخْذَهُمُ الطَّوفَانُ وَهُمْ ظَلِيمُونَ ۖ ۖ فَأَنْجَيْنَهُ وَأَصْحَبَ السَّفِينَةَ وَجَعَلْنَاهَا آيَةً لِلْلَّهِمَّ ۖ وَإِبْرَاهِيمَ إِذْ قَالَ لِقُوَّمِهِ أَعْبَدُوا اللَّهَ وَاتْقُوهُ إِنَّ ذَلِكَ اتَّبَعَهُ ۖ إِنَّمَا تَعْبَدُونَ مِنْ دُونِ اللَّهِ أَوْلَاءَ وَتَخْلِقُونَ إِنَّكَ إِنَّ الْذِّينَ تَعْبَدوُنَّ مِنْ دُونِ اللَّهِ لَا يَمْلِكُونَ لَكُمْ رِزْقًا فَابْتَغُوا عَنْدَ اللَّهِ الرِّزْقَ وَاعْبَدُوهُ وَأَشْكُرُوا لَهُ ۖ إِنْ كَيْنَ مِنْ قَبْلِهِمْ وَمَا عَلَى الرَّسُولِ إِلَّا الْبَلَاغُ الْمُبْبَطِنُ ۖ ۖ
opposition and afflictions on Muslims as a routine. In the above verses the Holy Prophet was consoled by relating some incidents of earlier people that this practice of harassment of believers by the infidels is going on for long. But they never lost hope due to such harassments. Therefore, you too should not care about the troubles afflicted by the infidels, and should keep on performing firmly your prophetic obligations.

Among the earlier prophets, the story of Sayyidnā Nūh  was related first. It was so because he was the very first prophet who had to confront with the infidelity and association of others with Allah Ta’ālā. Secondly, any other prophet did not experience the extent of harassment he had to put up with from his own people. It was because he had the exclusive honour from Allah Ta’ālā of having very long life. His life span of nine hundred and fifty years (950) years as quoted by the Holy Qur’ān is true without any element of doubt. However, in certain narrations it is mentioned that this relates to the period of his preaching and teaching, and there are additional periods of his life before this and after the deluge.

Living such an unusually long life continuously in preaching and teaching, and enduring all sorts of afflictions, including drubbing and strangling throughout this period, from the infidels was a special distinction of Sayyidnā Nūh . Despite all these difficulties and tribulations he did not lose heart ever.

The second story is that of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm , who too passed through many testing trials. First the fire of Namrūd, then migration from Syria to a howling deserted place, then slaughtering of the son. All these tribulations tell about the hardships he had gone through. Within the story of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm a brief mention is also made of Lūṭ and his people. Then upto the end of the Sūrah mention is made of some other prophets and their antagonistic people. All these stories were related to keep the spirit of the Holy Prophet high, and to make Muslims steadfast to the religion.

Verses 19 - 23

أَوَلِمْ يَزَوُّوا كَيْفَ يُبْدِيُ اللَّهُ الْحَلَقَ ثُمَّ يُعْيِدُهُ،ِ إِنَّ ذَلِكَ عَلَى اللَّهِ يَسِيرٌ ۖ وَقُلْ يِزْوَّوا فِى الْأَرْضِ فَانْظُرُوهُ كَيْفَ بَدَّ الْحَلَقَ ثُمَّ اللَّهُ
Did they not see how Allah originates the creation, then He will do it again. Surely this is easy for Allah. [19] Say, "Go about in the land and look how He has originated the creation. Then Allah will create the subsequent creation. Surely Allah is powerful to do everything." [20] He punishes whom He wills and has mercy on whom He wills. And to Him you are to be turned back. [21] And you are not (able) to frustrate (Allah) neither in the earth nor in the sky. And, apart from Allah, you have neither a protector nor a helper. [22] And those who deny the signs of Allah and meeting with Him, those will despair of My mercy, and those are the ones for whom there is a painful punishment. [23]

**Commentary**

The infidels of Makkah believed that it is Allah who has created the whole universe, but they deemed it impossible that the people will be resurrected after they once die. The present verses have described the fallacy of their view. It is stated that repeating the process of creation is much easier than its origination. It is strange that these infidels do believe that Allah has originated the creation, but they deny His power to do it again, while the latter is easier than the former. Then verse 20 has induced them to look around them to appreciate the splendors of the creation, so that they may apprehend that the One who has originated this marvelous creation can easily repeat the process. After establishing the Resurrection, the last three verses describe the punishment for those who deny it.

**Verses 24 - 27**

فَمَا كَانَ جَوَابُ قَوْمٍ إِلَّا أنْ قَالُوا اقْتَلُواُ أَوْ حَرَقُوهُ فَأَنتَضْعِجْهُ اللَّهُ مِنَ
So, the response of his (Ibrāhīm's) people was none but that they said, "Kill him" or "Burn him". So Allah saved him from the fire. Surely in this there are signs for a people who believe. [24] And he (Ibrāhīm) said, "You have taken to idols instead of Allah, only because of love (you have) with each other in the worldly life. Then on the Day of Judgment you will reject each other and will curse one another. And your abode is the Fire, and you will have no helpers." [25] So Lūṭ believed in him and he (Ibrāhīm) said, "I am going to leave my homeland towards my Lord. Surely He is the Mighty, the Wise. [26] And We granted him Ishāque and Yaʿqūb and assigned to his progeny prophethood and book, and gave him his reward in the world; and of course he, in the Hereafter, is one of the righteous. [27]

Commentary

So Lūṭ believed in him and he (Ibrāhīm) said, "I am going to leave my homeland towards my Lord. - 29:26). Sayyidnā Lūṭ said, was the nephew of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm. He was the very first one to accept faith after watching the miracle of Ibrāhīm in the fire of Namrūd. When Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm planned to migrate from his hometown, Kūthā - a township of Kūfah - along with his wife Sayyidah Sārā, who was his cousin and had accepted Islam, and Lūṭ, he said 'I am going to leave my homeland toward my Lord' It meant that he wanted to go to some place where there was no obstacle in worshipping Allah.
Ibrāhīm An-Nakha’ī and Qatādah are of the opinion that this sentence was said by Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, because the next sentence, i.e. (And We granted him Ishāque and Ya’qūb) is pointing certainly toward Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm. However, some other commentators are of the view that (I am going to leave my homeland) was said by Lūṭ. But in the present context, the former explanation appears more appropriate. Although Lūṭ had accompanied Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm during this journey, but being subordinate to him, his separate mention was not called for, like Sayyidah Sārah, who was subordinate to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, was not mentioned separately.

**First prophetic migration in world’s history**

Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was the first prophet who had to migrate from his hometown for the sake of religion. He underwent this migration at the age of 75 years. (Qurtubi).

**The reward for some actions is bestowed in this world as well**

(And gave his reward in the world - 29:27). That is, ‘We rewarded Ibrāhīm for his sacrifices in the way of Allah and righteous actions in this world also’. He is made popular and the Imām among the people of the world. He is respected by all alike, whether Jews, Christians or idol worshippers. In the Hereafter he will be among the Sālihīn (righteous) of the Paradise. It clarifies that although the real reward for good deeds will be awarded in the Hereafter, but a small part of it is also given in this world. Some authentic āḥādīth have also described about the award of benefits in this world against good deeds, and depraved outcome of the bad deeds. Maulānā Ḥakim-ul-Ummah has put together all such acts in his booklet ‘Jazā’-ul-A‘māl’.

**Verses 28 - 35**
And (We sent) Lūṭ when he said to his people, "Indeed you commit the shameful act that no one in the worlds has ever preceded you in it. [28] Is it (not) a fact that you go for men (to satisfy your lust) and rob the wayfarer and commit evil in your gathering?" So the answer of his people was none but that they said, "Bring us Allah's punishment, if you are one of the truthful." [29] He said, "My Lord, help me against the people who make mischief." [30]

And when Our messengers came to Ibrāhīm with the good news, they said, "We are going to destroy the people of this town. Surely its people have been transgressors." [31] He said, "There is Lūṭ in it." They said, "We know well who is in it. We will certainly save him and his family except his wife who will be among those remaining behind." [32] And when Our messengers came to Lūṭ, he grieved for them and his heart was straitened because of them, but they said, "We are going to save you and your family, except your wife who will be among those remaining behind. We are going to bring down on the people of this town a punishment from the sky, because they used to act sinfully." [34] And We left from it (the town) an evident sign for a people who understand. [35]

Commentary

(And [We sent] Lūṭ when he said to his
people, "Indeed you commit the shameful act - 29:28). Here Sayyidnā Lūṭ has described three vicious sins of his people. One, unnatural offence of man with man; two, highway robbery against travelers; and three, commitment of sin openly before others in their group meetings. There is no specification of the third sin in the Holy Qurān. Thus, it is deduced that every sin, which is a sin in its own right, if committed openly with indifference, it becomes a double sin, irrespective of the type of sin. At this point, some Imāms of Tafsīr (exegesis) have listed all such sins, which these wretched persons used to commit in their meetings. For instance, throwing stones on travelers and making fun of them, as Umm Hānī' reports it in a ḥadīth. Other commentators have reported that these insolent people were in the habit of committing sins openly before all others.

Out of the three sins mentioned in this verse the first one is most disgusting, which was never committed before in the whole world, and even wild beasts abstain from it. The entire ummah is unanimous on that it is a worse sin than adulter y. (Rūḥ)

**Verses 36 - 44**
And (We sent) to Madyan their brother Shu‘aib. So he said, "O my people, worship Allah and expect the Last Day and do not roam about in the land as mischief makers." [36] So they belied him, then they were seized by the earthquake and they remained in their homes lying on their faces. [37] And (We destroyed) ‘Ad and Thamūd, and it is visible to you through their dwellings. And the Satan had beautified for them their deeds, so he prevented them from the (right) way, though they were people of insight. [38] And (We also destroyed) Qārūn and the Pharaoh and Ĥāmān. And surely Mūsā came to them with clear signs; so they acted arrogantly on the earth, and were not (able) to escape. [39] Thus each one of them We seized for his sin. So to some of them We sent a violent wind; and some of them were seized by a Cry; and some of them We made to sink in the earth; and some of them We drowned. And Allah was not to do injustice to them, but they used to do injustice to their own selves. [40]

The example of those who have taken to patrons other than Allah is like the spider that has made a house. And surely the weakest of houses is the house of the spider. If only they know. [41] Surely, Allah knows whatever thing they invoke beside Allah, and He is the Mighty, the Wise. [42] And these examples We site for people, and no one understands them except the knowledgeable ones. [43] Allah has created the heavens and the earth with truth. Surely in this there is a sign for the believers. [44]

Commentary

The stories of the earlier people, that are mentioned in these verses
briefly, have been related in detail in the previous Sūrah. For instance, the story of Shu‘aib, and those of ‘Ād and Thamūd have been related in Sūrah Al-A‘rāf and Hūd, and the incidents of Qārūn, Hāmān, and the Pharaoh have just passed in Sūrah Al- Qaṣaṣ.

وُكَانُوا مَسْتَبَصِرِينَ (They were people of insight - 29:38). This word is derived from Istibṣār, which means sight; and Mustābṣīr is used for observer. The meaning of this sentence is that those who insisted on infidelity and shirk (associating partner with Allah) and got themselves involved in perdition and Allah’s wrath were no fools or insane. They were very clever having insight, but their intelligence and sagacity was confined to mundane considerations. They did not realize that there would be a day of reckoning for all good and bad actions, when there would be complete justice, because the cruel and the oppressors move about in this world without hindrance, but those oppressed and afflicted are compelled to endure injustice. The day this injustice will finish and justice will be the order of the day is called the Hereafter. They are at a loss to comprehend this bit.

The same subject is coming ahead in Sūrah Ar-Rūm, where it is said (They know what is superficial of the worldly life, but of the Hereafter they are negligent. - 30:7).

Some commentators have interpreted the meaning of (They were people of insight) that these people did have faith in their heart and did understand well the necessity of the Day of Judgment, but the mundane considerations had compelled them to reject it.

(And surely the weakest of houses is the house of the spider - 29:41). ‘Ankabūt (عَنْكَبُوتُ) is the Arabic language equivalent for spider. There are different species of spiders. Some of them live underground. Apparently those are not meant here. Instead the specie of spider meant here is the one which weaves web for itself, and stays suspended in it. It attracts and kills flies in the cobweb. Among all the known types of nests, dens and other abodes of animals, the spider’s web is the weakest. Even a mild breeze can break its threads. This verse has described those who worship and place their trust in any one other than Allah, are like the web of spider, which is extremely weak. The trust of those who depend on idols or any human is as weak and fragile as the
trust of a spider on its web.

**Ruling**

Scholars have different viewpoints in the matter of killing of spiders and removing of cobwebs from the houses. Some do not like it, because at the time of *hijrah* the spider weaved its web at the mouth of the cave *Thaur*, and thus made a place of respect for itself. Ḥaṭīb has reported that Sayyidnā ʿAlī .Fatḥī had prohibited its killing. But Thaʿlabī and Ibn ʿAtiyyah have quoted a narration, again from Sayyidnā ʿAlī .Fatḥī that says ُقُدِّرَكُمْ مِنْ نَسْبِ السُّكَبِ ْفَإِنْ تَرَكُونَ ْفَوْرُ ُالْفَوْرْ (Clean your homes from the web of the spider, because its retaining causes poverty.) The chain of the narrators of both these reports is not reliable, but the second narration draws credence from other narrations in which keeping of homes clean is stressed. (Rūḥ ul-Maʿānī)

َوَبِلَكَ الْأَمْمُ تَضْرِيبُهَا إِلَى النَّاسِ ۗ وَمَا يُظَلِّلُهَا إِلَّا الْعَلِيمُونَ (And these examples We cite for people, and no one understands them except the knowledgeable ones. - 29:43). After comparing the weakness of the gods of disbelievers with cobweb, it is stressed that Allah Taʿālā provides such clear examples to elucidate the truth of Oneness. But only knowledgeable persons draw benefit from them, and the people at large do not ponder, so that they could also understand the truth.

**Who is knowledgeable in the sight of Allah?**

Imām Baghwī has quoted with his own sanad (chain of narrators) a report from Sayyidnā Jābir .Fatḥī that the Holy Prophet .Fatḥī recited this verse and said ‘knowledgeable is the one who ponders over Allah’s message, and acts in obedience to Him, and keeps away from the deeds that annoy Him’.

This explains that one does not become knowledgeable in the sight of Allah only by developing some understanding of Qurʾān and *ḥadīth*. To be on that high pedestal one needs to give a continual careful thought to Qurʾān, and then lead a life conforming to Qurʾānic teachings.

*Musnad* of Aḥmad has reproduced a narration of Sayyidnā ʿAmr Ibn Al-ʿĀṣ .Fatḥī that he said he had learnt one thousand *amthāl* (maxims or examples) from the Holy Prophet .Fatḥī. After reproducing this narration, Ibn Kathīr has observed that it was a great honour for Sayyidnā ʿAmr Ibn Al-ʿĀṣ .Fatḥī, because those who understand the examples (*Amthāl*)
given by Allah Ta’ala and His messenger are termed by the present verse as knowledgeable.

Sayyidna ‘Amr Ibn Murrah has said that he felt very bad whenever he came across any such verse of the Holy Qur’an, which he could not understand, because Allah has said: "And these examples We cite for people, and no one understands them except the knowledgeable." (Ibn Kathir).

Verse 45

And recite (O Muhammad) what is revealed to you of the Book and establish Salah. Surely Salah restrains from shamelessness and evil. And indeed remembrance of Allah is the greatest (thing). And Allah knows what you do. [45]

Commentary

(And recite (O Muhammad) what is revealed to you - 29:45). In the previous verses some incidents of a few prophets and their people were related, in which some rebellious infidels were also mentioned, who faced various divine punishments. There were also some words of solace for the Holy Prophet, and consolation for the believers, in that how the earlier prophets had endured various types of hardships. There was also persuasion for continuing the work of teaching and preaching, and not to lose heart under any circumstances.

A brief but comprehensive formula for the reform of people

In the above verses the Holy Prophet is advised a brief but comprehensive formula for inviting people towards Allah. If acted upon, this formula opens the avenues leading to practicing religion with all its precept, and the natural hurdles that come in the way in practicing it are removed easily. This elixir formula is made up of two parts; one is the recitation of the Holy Qur’an, and the other, establishment of prayers. Although the real object here was to make all people adhere to the two basics, but for the sake of persuasion and emphasis, the Holy Prophet was directed first to practice them, because it was much easy for the
followers to act upon the teachings of Islam when they saw the Holy Prophet practicing it.

Out of the two components of the formula, recitation of Qur'an is the spirit behind and foundation of every thing. The next in order is the establishment of prayers, which has been selected for mentioning here to the exclusion of all other acts and obligations. The wisdom behind placing prayer above all other worships has also been explained that it keeps one away from shameless and obscene acts. The prayer is supreme among all the worships and obligations in its own right, and is a pillar to the religion. *Fahsha* are all those shameless and obscene acts and utterances that are regarded bad and vile in all societies, no matter Islamic or non-Islamic, for instance, adultery, murder, abduction, robbery, lying, etc. *Munkar* (translated above as 'evil') is that act or utterance on which there is unanimity of opinion of all religious jurists as being impermissible or *ḥarām*. Therefore, if there is a difference of opinion by the religious jurists, no one of the two views can be regarded as *munkar*. The two words, *faḥsha* and *munkar*, encompass in them all the crimes, and sins - both open and concealed - which are mischievous by themselves and a great hurdle in the way of righteous deeds.

**How does prayer stop from all sins?**

According to innumerous authentic *āḥādīth*, this verse means that there is a peculiar effect of the establishment of *ṣalāh* (prayer) that whoever performs it stops committing sins, provided it is not offered just for the sake of offering. One should offer prayers strictly in accordance with the wordings of Qur'an, that is for its *iqāmah* (establishment). The meaning of *iqāmah* of Śalāh is to perform it both inwardly and outwardly with the manners and mores the Holy Prophet used to perform. All along his life, he stressed that the body, clothes and the place of offering prayer should be clean. Offering prayer in congregation, and to perform all actions in line with Sunnah are outward mores of the prayer. As for inward mores, one should stand in prayer with fear of Allah and humility in a manner that he is begging from Him. The one who establishes prayer, Allah Ta'ālā graces him with Divine help to tread the righteous path, and to keep away from all types of sins. If someone does not get rid of sins despite offering prayers, then there is some flaw in his prayers. It is mentioned in a *ḥadīth* reported by Sayyidnā 'Imrān Ibn Ḥuṣain
that the Holy Prophet was asked about the sense of the verse (Surely, Ṣalāh restrains from shamelessness and evil - 29:45). The Holy Prophet Replied, 'That is if anyone’s prayer did not stop him from his sins then his prayer is nothing'.

Sayyidnā Ibn Mas‘ūd has reported that the Holy Prophet once said, 'One who does not obey his prayer his prayer is nothing'. The obedience of prayer is that one should keep away from sins (fahsha’ and munkar).

While interpreting this verse Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has said that if someone’s prayer does not make him do the righteous deeds and prevent from sins, then such a prayer would draw him even farther from Allah Ta‘ālā.

Ibn Kathīr has reproduced all the three narrations in one place and has concluded that these āhādīth are not marfu‘ which means that these words are not the words spoken by the Holy Prophet but are the expositions put forward in explaining this verse by the three scholars namely, ‘Imrān Ibn Ḥuṣain, ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd, and Ibn ‘Abbās.

Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah has reported in a narration that someone came to the Holy Prophet and said 'a person offers tahajjud (night prayer) at night, and steals after the day break'. The Holy Prophet replied, 'The prayer will soon desist him from stealing'. (Ibn Kathīr). Some other narrations have also related that after this remark from him he stopped stealing.

Answer to a doubt

Some persons express their doubt that many a people offer prayers regularly and yet indulge in grave sins, which apparently looks in conflict with this verse. Some have replied to this doubt by explaining that Ṣalāh forbids those offering prayers from sins, but it is not necessary that all take up the advice in right earnest, and stop committing sins. After all Qur’ān and haddith also desist every one from committing sins, yet many do not pay any attention to the advice, and do not refrain from sinning.

But most commentators have explained that the verse is not in the form of a command, but it is the effect of prayer, which desists those who
offer their prayers regularly from committing sins, by Divine help. But if one is not graced with the Divine help to get rid of sins, it means that there is some flaw in his prayers, and he has not been able to fulfill the requirements of iqāmah of Salah. Above referred āhādīth also endorse this view.

(And indeed remembrance of Allah is the greatest thing). And Allah knows what you do. - 29:45). Here remembrance of Allah could mean the remembrance carried out in the prayer or otherwise is supreme. The other meaning of the word could be that when His servants remember Him, it is His promise that He too remembers them before angels (Remember Me, and I will remember you - 2:152). For the servants who worship Allah it is the biggest blessing. Many a companions and the generation that followed them have endorsed this interpretation. Ibn Jarir and Ibn Kathir have also preferred this view. There is also an allusion under this view that the real reason of getting rid of sins through prayers is that Allah Ta'ālā also remembers the servant at that time before the angels. Thus its auspiciousness relieves him from his sins.

Verses 46 - 55

And is ir inju us a One

And you. in it one exc any you won cle kno wro (mi) Say, war sen the peo Say. He thes
And do not debate with the people of the Book unless it is in the best way, except those from them who commit injustice. And say, "We believe in what is sent down to us and sent down to you, and our God and your God is One, and to Him we submit (ourselves)." [46]

And in the same way We have sent down the Book to you. So those to whom We have given the Book believe in it. And from these (the people of Makkah) there are ones who believe in it. And no one rejects Our verses except the infidels. [47] And you have never been reciting any book before this, nor have you been writing it with your right hand; had it been so, the people of falsehood would have raised doubts. [48] But it (the Qur'an) is clear verses in the hearts of those who are given knowledge. And no one rejects our verses except the wrongdoers. [49] And they said, "Why is it that no signs (miracles) have been sent down to him from his Lord?" Say, "Signs are only with Allah, and I am only a plain warner." [50] Is it not sufficient for them that We have sent down to you the Book that is being recited to them? Surely in it there is mercy and advice for a people who believe. [51]

Say, "Allah is enough as a witness between me and you. He knows what is in the heavens and the earth. And those who believe in falsity and do not believe in Allah,
those are the losers. [52] And they ask you to bring the punishment soon. And had there not been an appointed time, the punishment would have come to them. And it will surely come to them suddenly while they will not be aware. [53] And they ask you to bring the punishment soon. And surely the Jahannam is going to overwhelm the disbelievers, [54] the Day when the punishment will envelop them from above them and from under their feet and He (Allah) will say, "Taste what you used to do." [55]

Commentary

(And do not debate with the people of the Book unless it is in the best way, except those from them who commit injustice. - 29:46). It means that if one has to get involved in a discussion or debate with the people of the book, he should present his arguments in an affable manner. For instance, it is prudent to answer an impudent remark with politeness, the rage with mildness, and uncivilized tumult with dignified speech.

(except those from them who commit injustice - 29:46). But those who wronged you in that they stuck to their stubbornness and obstinacy in return to your dignified gentle speech, they do not deserve this kindness from you. If you give them tit for tat, you are justified, although it is still preferable that they are not replied with rudeness for rudeness, and cruelly for their cruelty. Rather they be treated with courtesy for their rudeness, and with fairness for their unfairness. Some other Qur'anic verses elaborate this advice:

وَإِنْ عَاقِبَتُمْ فَعَاقِبُوا بِمَا قَاوَلُونَ مَعَكُمْ يُهْوَهُ حَتَّى يُخْرُجُ لِلضُّرِّيْنَ (16:126): That is, you are entitled to take revenge of their injustice in equal manner, 'but if you opt for patience, it is definitely much better for those who are patient'.

The advice given in this verse for a polite and dignified treatment in the case of a debate with the people of the book is also accorded in Sūrah An-Naḥl with regard to the pagans. At this place the people of the book are especially identified for the reason given right after this. That is, if they were to ponder, there is a great deal common in the two faiths, which should help them accept Islam. Hence it is said

فَوَلۡوۡاً أَمۡنَةً بِالۡبَيۡنِ إِنِّي نَذَارٌ إِنَّنَا وَأَنۡتُنَّ إِنِّي نَذَارٌ (And say: We believe in what is sent down to us and sent down to you - 29:46). It means that the Muslims should tell the people of the book at the
time of argument ‘we have faith in the revelations sent to us through our Prophet ﷺ, and also on those revelations which were sent to you through your prophets. Hence, you have no reason for any hostility against us’.

Does this verse endorse the authenticity of Torah and Injîl in their present form?

The manner in which this verse endorses the belief of Muslims in Torah and Injîl is their general faith in them, as they were revealed in their original form. It means that whatever Allah Ta’âlā had revealed in these books, they had faith in that. It does not mean that they have faith in their altered and distorted form of the text as well. Many of the alterations were made in the books even before the time of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and many more were carried out later. This work on amendments has not ceased yet. Muslims have faith only on that part of Torah and Injîl that were revealed on Sayyidnâ Mûsâ ﷺ and Sayyidnâ ‘Isâ ﷺ, respectively. The altered part of the books is excluded from that.

Torah and Injîl in their present form can neither be believed nor rejected altogether

It is recorded in Sahîh Al- Bukhârî that Sayyidnâ Abû Hurairah ﷺ has reported that the People of the Book used to read Torah and Injîl in their original language, Hebrew, but for Muslims they would relate only its translation in Arabic. the Holy Prophet ﷺ instructed the Muslims in this regard that they should neither believe nor reject what they (Jews and Christians) tell them, and instead simply say: (We believe in what is sent down to us and sent down to you - 29:46). That is ‘We have symbolic faith in that what was revealed on your prophets, but what you are telling us we do not consider it as authentic. Therefore, we abstain from endorsing or rejecting it’.

The status of the narrations of the People of the Book quoted by the commentators in their commentaries is also the same. The object of their reproduction in the commentaries is meant to highlight their historical position. They cannot be used for determining what is permitted (ḥalâl) and what is not permitted (ḥarâm).

(And you have never been reciting any book before this, nor have you been writing it with your right hand, had it been so, the people of falsehood would have
raised doubts. - 29:48). That is ‘Before the revelation of the Qur’ān you
could neither read nor write, rather you were unlettered (أَلْبِيْسَ). If it was
not so, and you were literate, then there could have been a possibility of
doubt for the infidels to put the blame that you were repeating what you
had read in the earlier books, Torah and Injil, and it was not a new
revelation sent down on you by way of prophethood.’

It was a great honour and miracle for the Holy Prophet ﷺ to be
unlettered

Allah Ta’ālā had demonstrated so many evident and clear miracles to
prove the prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and it was one of those
miracles that He made him unlettered. Neither he could read any thing
nor could he write at all. Forty years of his life were spent in this fashion
before the eyes of the people of Makkah. He did not have any
acquaintance with the People of the Book wherefrom he could have learnt
anything. In fact, there were no People of the Book living in Makkah. Suddenly, at the age of forty years, such a speech started flowing from his
mouth that was a miracle not only in its theme and meaning, but also in
the pinnacle of its eloquence.

Some scholars have tried to prove that he was unlettered in the
beginning, but later Allah Ta’ālā taught him how to read and write. In
support of their contention they quote a hadīth regarding the incident of
Hudaibiyah, which says that when the agreement between the Holy
Prophet ﷺ and the infidels of Makkah was being written, it was started
by the Muslims with the words, ﴿بِنُ مُحَمَّدٍ ﱠبَنِ عبد اللَّهِ وَرَسُولِهِ﴾ (From Muḥammad, the
slave of Allah and His messenger). On this the disbelievers of Makkah
objected that his being the messenger of Allah was the real bone of
contention, and if they had accepted him as a messenger of Allah, there
would not have been any dispute among them. Therefore, they would not
accept the words ‘and His messenger’ along with his name. Sayyidnā ‘Alī
ﷺ had written this agreement, so, the Holy Prophet ﷺ asked him to
erase it, to which he declined out of respect and reverence for him. Then
the Holy Prophet ﷺ took the paper in his own hand, and after erasing
the words ‘His messenger’ wrote ﴿بِنُ مُحَمَّدٍ ﱠبَنِ عبد اللَّهِ﴾ (From Muḥammad, the
son of ‘Abdullah).

In this narration, the act of writing has been attributed to the Holy
Prophet ﷺ which led some people to think that he knew how to write. But
the correct position is that the act of writing was attributed to him in the narration as a colloquial expression. It is a fairly common idiom spoken quite widely that if someone gets something written by an ascribe, the writing is attributed to the former, even though he has not written it himself. The other possibility is that Allah Ta’alā made him write this bit miraculously on this occasion. Also, by writing just a few words, one cannot be called a literate, but would still remain an unlettered. Furthermore, it would not be an honour for him to be labelled as literate, rather the honour is in him being an unlettered.

Verses 56 - 63

O My slaves who believe, surely My earth is vast. So, Me alone you worship. [56] Every person has to taste death, then to Us you are to be returned. [57] And those who believe and do righteous deeds, We shall accommodate them in mansions of the Paradise beneath which rivers flow, where they will live for ever. Excellent is the reward of the workers, [58] who
observe restraint patiently and place their trust in their Lord alone. [59]

And how many an animal there is that does not carry its provision. Allah gives provision to it as well as to you, and He is the All-Hearing, the All-knowing. [60] And if you ask them as to who has created the heavens and the earth and has subjugated the sun and the moon, they will certainly say, "Allah". How then are they driven aback? [61] Allah extends provision to whom He wills from His slaves, and straitens it (for whom He wills). Surely Allah knows every thing well. [62]

And if you ask them as to who sends down water from the sky, then revives the land with it, they will certainly say, "Allah". Say, "Praise belongs to Allah." But most of them do not understand. [63]

Commentary

From the very beginning of this Sūrah until now the enmity of the infidels toward Muslims, their rejection of the Oneness of God and prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and putting hurdles in the way of truth and believers were described. In the above verses a way out of this entanglement is suggested in order to come out of the turmoil and spread and propagate the truth, and establish justice – the common name for this action is hijrah (migration). It means to leave the hometown and land where one is forced to speak and act against the truth.

Command in connection with hijrah and removal of doubts encountering in its way

( Surely My earth is vast. So, Me alone you worship - 29:56). Allah Ta’ālā has made it clear that His land is very vast and no one should have the excuse that he could not observe the Oneness of Allah, and could not worship Him because in a certain city or country the infidels were in power. It is made clear in these verses that the Muslims should leave the land for the sake of Allah where they are forced to get involved in infidelity and sin, and should try to find out a place for living where they could abide by the commands of Allah Ta’ālā, and persuade others also to follow the same. This is what hijrah is all about.

During the course of migration one is likely to encounter, as a rule, two types of risks, which may hold him back from migration. The first risk
is to his life in that the infidels and his adversaries would come in his way, and in order to obstruct his move might take up arms to finish him. In addition, there could be a possibility of his being caught by adversaries on his way out. Hence, there is yet another risk to his life. The answer to this problem is given in the next verse: (Every person has to taste death - 29:57) that is, no one has any escape from death anywhere in any situation. Therefore, it should not be the trait of a Muslim to be afraid of death, because despite all possible defences one may arrange for himself, death will overcome him. And it is also part of a believer's faith that death cannot come before the time Allah has determined. Therefore, fear of death should not be an impediment in one's decision about his staying at a certain place or leaving it. If death comes during the course of following a command from Allah Ta'ālā, it would bring eternal blessings and comforts, which one will get in the Hereafter, as stated in the next two verses: (And those who believe and do righteous deeds, We shall accommodate them in mansions of the Paradise beneath which rivers flow, where they will live for ever - 29:58).

The other risk involved in hijrah (migration) is about the arrangement of sustenance in the strange land. One does manage the sustenance at one's own place through employment, trade, cultivation, or inherited land, but on migration all that is left behind. So, how would he manage the sustenance in the new environment? Answer to this apprehension is given in the next three verses by saying that you regard the mundane possessions and arrangements as the cause of your sustenance, but who has given you all this? It is your mistake to consider that you have arranged it all on your own. Without the help and will of Allah nothing could be procured. If He wills, one gets unlimited sustenance without any visible means, and if He does not, then despite all sorts of visible means, one does not get any thing. For elaborating this point first it is said: (And how many an animal there is that does not carry its provision. Allah gives provision to it as well as to you, - 29:60), that is, 'You should ponder over the fact that there are innumerable animals on earth who do not collect and store their sustenance, nor do they worry about its collection. But Allah Ta'ālā provides them their sustenance daily by His grace'. This applies to almost
all animals, except a few. For instance, ants and rats are two such animals that store their food. Ants do not come out of their holes in winter; hence store the food during the summer season. Among the birds crow is the only one that collects food in its nest, but then forgets it. Thus, all the countless animals living on earth are those who neither collect their food for the next day, nor do they have means to do so. It is stated in a *hadīth* that all the birds set off from their nests at dawn in a state of hunger, and return in the evening satiated. They all get their sustenance daily from the bounty of Allah Ta‘ālā, and the practice goes on throughout their life-time.

After stating the real source of sustenance for all, that is the bounty of Allah Ta‘ālā, it is said that if you ask the infidels as to who has created the earth and the skies, or who controls the movement of the sun and the moon, or who brings in the rain, and who makes the vegetation grow; then even they will admit that it is all controlled and done by One entity, that is Allah Ta‘ālā. In the next sentence it is advised to ask them as to why do they then worship any other than Allah and regard it as their mentor. From the next verse (And if you ask them as to who has created the heavens and the earth - 29:61) until the end of the rukū‘ this subject continues.

In short, the second impediment in the way of *hijrah* is one’s worry for sustenance, but that too is based on wrong assumptions. Provision of sustenance is not in the hands of its resources, but it is a direct gift of Allah Ta‘ālā. It was He who had provided the sustenance in the first place, and it is He who would provide it at the second place. Therefore, this second assumed apprehension should also not come in the way of *hijrah*.

### When does Hijrah become obligatory?

The meaning and definition of *Hijrah* and its blessings and auspiciousness has been detailed in *Sūrah An-Nisā‘* under verses 97 to 100. The changes in religious laws in respect of *Hijrah* were described under verse 98 in *Ma‘ariful Qur‘ān* on pages No. 552 V.2 to 558. One aspect of the subject was omitted there, which is being discussed below.

When the Holy Prophet migrated from Makkah under instructions from Allah Ta‘ālā, and in turn instructed all the Muslims to do the same,
provided they had the means, at that time, it was obligatory for all Muslims to migrate. No man or woman was exempt from this rule. The only exemption was given to those who did not have the means to migrate.

At that time migration was not just compulsory but was also regarded as a sign of being Muslim. One who did not migrate, despite having the means for it, was not considered a Muslim, and was treated like an infidel. This point has been elaborated in Sūrah An-Nisā' verse 89 (unless they migrate in the way of Allah - 4:89). In those days the position of hijrah was like professing the kalimah (لا الله إلا الله, لا إِلَهَ إِلَّا اللَّهُ). As one is accepted in Islam only after recitation of this kalimah (that is after testifying that he had accepted Islam as his faith), the same way it was regarded necessary to migrate to be a Muslim if one had the means. Similarly, as those were exempt from recitation of the kalimah who could not speak, those were also exempt from migration who did not have the means for it. This is also mentioned in verse 98 of Sūrah An-Nisā' (Except the oppressed - 4:98). As for those who stayed on in Makkah, despite having the means to migrate, they were warned very strongly of jahannam in verse 97 of Sūrah An-Nisā' (Those whom the angels take while they had wronged themselves, (to them) the angels said, "What were you (involved) in?" They said, "We were oppressed in the earth." They said, "Was not the earth of Allah wide enough that you might have sought refuge in it?" As for such, their shelter is Jahannam. And it is an evil place to return. - 4:97).

After the victory of Makkah, the obligatory command for hijrah was withdrawn, because Makkah itself turned into a house of Islam. The Holy Prophet issued the following order: That is, after the victory of Makkah there is no need to migrate from there. The Divine command to migrate from Makkah and later its withdrawal is established from categorical statements of the Qur'ān and Sunnah. The religious jurists have deduced the following rulings from this incident:

Ruling

If someone is not free to hold on to Islam in a city or in a country, and is constrained to act against its teachings or follow the infidel rites, then it becomes obligatory on him to migrate to a place or country where he can
follow and practice rites and teachings of Islam, provided he has the means to do so. However, if one does not have the means to travel or there is no place available to him where he could practice the religious obligations, then he is 'excused' in the religious term.

**Ruling**

If there is freedom of action to follow one's religion in a non-Muslim country, migration from there is still preferable, though not compulsory or obligatory. For undertaking migration it is not necessary that the country is of non-Muslims, rather it becomes obligatory from a country where the commandments of Allah are flouted openly, no matter even if it is called Islamic on the basis of its Muslim rulers.

Ḥāfiż Ibn Ḥajar in Fath al-Bārī has adopted this ruling, and it is not in conflict with the principles of Ḥanafiyyah. A narration quoted in Musnad of Aḥmad on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Yaḥyā Maulā-Āẓ Zubair Ibn Al-ʿAwwām also endorses this view. The hadīth narrates that the Holy Prophet said:

> "All cities belong to Allah, and all the people are His servants. Therefore, wherever you find goodness you live there."

Ibn Jarīr has reported with his own chain of narrators that Sayyidnā Saʿīd Ibn Jubair had said 'leave that city where sins and obscenity are common'. And the Imām of Tafsīr, 'Aṭā'ул-ḥādīth, had said that 'run away from the city where you are forced to commit sins'.

**Verses 64 - 69**

> وَمَا هُذِهِ الْحَيَوَةُ الْدُنْيَا إِلَّا لُهْوٌ وَلَعْبٌ وَإِنَّ الدَّارَ الْاَخْرَجَةَ لَهِيَ الْحَيَوَانُ اِلَّذِينَ يَعْلَمُونَ ۖ فَإِذَا رَكَبُوْا فِي النَّفْلِ دَعَوْا اللَّهَ مُخْلِصِينَ لَهُ الْذَّيْنَ فَلَمَّا نَجَّهُمْ إِلَى الْبَرْيَةِ دَهَشُوا كُونَ ۚ لَيَكَفُّوْا بِمَا أَتَيْنَاهُمْ ۗ وَلْيَتَمَعَّنَّ أَن نَّفْسُهُمْ فَ جَعَلَنَّهُمْ فِي عَرَجٍ أَنَّا أَبْلَؤُنَّهُمْ
And this worldly life is nothing but an amusement and play, and the Last Abode is the real life indeed. Only if they know! [64] So when they embark on a ship, they invoke Allah, having their faith purely in Him. But when He saves them (and brings them) to the land, in no time they start committing shirk (ascribing partners to Allah), [65] so that they be ungrateful for what We gave to them, and so that they may have enjoyment. So, they will soon come to know (the ill-fate of their attitude). [66]

Did they not see that We have made a peaceful sanctuary (haram) while (other) people around them are being snatched away? Do they, then, believe in falsity and reject Allah's grace? [67] And who is more unjust than the one who forges a lie against Allah or belies the truth when it comes to him? Is there not a dwelling in Jahannam for disbelievers? [68] And those who strive in Our way, We will certainly take them to Our paths, and indeed Allah is with those who are good in deeds. [69]

Commentary

In the preceding verses it was said about the infidels and disbelievers that if they were asked about the creation of the earth and skies, the solar system, the water cycle and its effect on growth of vegetation, they would reply that all this is created and controlled by Allah Ta'ālā. They did not believe that any one had any involvement in their creation or control, yet in their worship they associate idols with Allah. The reason for this is َاَكْتُرُهُمْ لَا يَعْرِفُونَ (Most of them do not understand - 29:63).

At this point the question arises that, after all, they were not insane but intelligent and sensible people. They performed many important and skillful jobs. Then, how have they lost their balance of mind? The answer
to this query is given in the first of the above verses by saying that they are lost in the love of material attractions of the world, which are mortal and would disappear soon. They are totally oblivious of the life hereafter, which would last forever. The life of this world is nothing more than a pastime for amusement and fun, but the real and lasting life is that of Hereafter. (And this worldly life is nothing but an amusement and play, and the Last Abode is the real life indeed. - 29:64). Here the word Hayawān is used in the sense of ḥayāh (life) (Qurtubi).

In this verse the life of this world is held to be an amusement and play. It means that as amusements are finished and gone after a while and do not have any objective or lasting impact, the mundane attractions are also similar in nature.

In the next verse, yet another bad habit of the disbelievers is pointed out. Despite believing that Allah Ta‘ālā is unique and solitary in His creation, they associate idols with Him ignorantly. Then, it is all the more surprising that whenever they are hit by some calamity, they have the firm belief that none of their idols had the power to take them out of that. They know well that it is only Allah who can remove the calamity, and none of their idols could do anything. To elaborate this point a paradigm is illustrated in verse 65: 'when they are on a journey in the river and there is a risk of their drowning, they call out only Allah to get rid of it, and not any of their idols'. Allah Ta‘ālā listens to their prayer, as being totally helpless at that moment, they break off temporarily all their contacts with false gods and look upon Him only. So, He brings them out of the storm safely. But soon after the wretched people reach the land safely, they forget about His grace in no time, and start calling the idols as His associates. This is the meaning of the verse (29:65).

Note

This verse tells us that when an infidel regards himself totally helpless and calls out Allah Ta‘ālā for help in the belief that no one else can save him from the calamity, at that moment Allah Ta‘ālā accepts the prayer of even an infidel. It is because at that time he is desperate (a muḍṭarr), and Allah Ta‘ālā has promised to accept the prayer of a muḍṭarr. (Qurtubi)

The declaration in another verse (And the
prayer of the disbelievers does not but go astray - 13:14) relates to the Hereafter, where no entreaty from them will be accepted when they would appeal for mercy against the torment.

(Do they not see that We have made a peaceful sanctuary [haram] - 67). In the preceding verses it was described that the deeds and actions of the infidels were foolish and irrational. On the one hand, they accept Allah as the sole Creator and master of every thing, and on the other they associate their self-chiselled idols with Him. Then, it is not that they just believe Him to be the sole Creator of every thing, but they know well that it is only He who brings them out safely from all types of calamities. But after achieving deliverance, they get involved again in associating their idols with Him.

Some disbelievers in Makkah used to put forward the plea that although they accepted Islam as the true faith, but if they were converted to it and followed its tenets, they would be risking their lives against the Arab world, who were deadly against Islam. If they became Muslims, the Arabs would pounce upon them and kill them. (Rūḥ)

In reply to this, Allah Ta’ālā said that this was also a bogus excuse, because He had accorded such an honour and eminence to Makkans, that is not available to any people living anywhere in the world. He had made the entire land of Makkah haram. All Arabs respected haram, whether they were believers or infidels. They all believed that killing was not allowed there. It was not only the killing and fighting that was banned in the haram but the hunting and cutting of trees too were not permitted. If any stranger entered the haram, his life would be completely secured. Therefore, putting forward the risk of life as justification for non-acceptance of Islam was only a lame excuse.

(And those who strive in Our way We will certainly take them to Our paths - 69). The real meaning of jihād is to put in all efforts to remove the hurdles in the way of faith. These hurdles include those that are put up by the infidels, for which fighting is at the top pedestal, and also those hurdles that are created by one’s own Self and by Satan.

There is a promise in this verse for both types of jihād, that Allah Ta’ālā guides those waging jihād to the righteous way. It means that
when there is a confusion between evil and virtue, truth and false, and profit or loss, and a wise person wonders which way to adopt, on such occasions Allah Ta‘ālā guides those striving in His way to the path which is straight, righteous and without risk. In other words, He turns their hearts toward a way that may bring the divine blessing and the best results.

**Knowledge improves if it is acted upon**

Sayyidnā Abū Ad-Darda’ & while interpreting this verse has said that the people who strive for acting in accordance with their knowledge are promised by Allah Ta‘ālā in this verse that He will disclose to them some other areas of knowledge that they did not have before. Fuḍayl Ibn ‘Iyād has given yet another interpretation to this verse, that is, ‘those who strive for knowledge, We make it easy for them to act’.

(Alhamdulillāh

The Commentary on

Sūrah Al-‘Ankabūt

Ends here.)
Surah Ar-Rum
(The Romans)

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 7

‘Alif, Lām, Mīm. [1] The Romans have been defeated [2] in the nearer land; and they, after their defeat, will be victorious [3] within a few years. To Allah belonged the matter before and (to Him it belongs) thereafter. And on that day the believers will rejoice [4] with Allah’s help. He helps whomsoever He wills. And He is the Mighty, the Very-Merciful. [5] It is a promise of Allah. Allah does not fail in His promise, but most of the people do not know. [6] They know something superficial of the worldly life, but of the Hereafter they are negligent. [7]

Commentary

Backdrop of revelation of the Surah – the story of war between Rūm and Persia

In the last verse of Surah ‘Ankabūt’ Allah Ta’ālā had given the good
tiding to those who would strive and struggle in His way. It was promised that for such people, He would open the doors toward Him, and that they would succeed in their objectives. The story that marks the beginning of Sūrah Ar-Rūm is a manifestation of that very Divine help. The war referred to in this Sūrah was fought between Romans and Persians, who were both disbelievers, and had nothing to do with the Muslims. The people of Persia were fire-worshippers, while those of Rūm were Christians, and hence, the People of the Book. So, naturally the people of Rūm were relatively closer to Muslims. Many of their beliefs, such as faith in the Hereafter, the prophethood, and revelations, were common to Islamic beliefs. The Holy Prophet made use of this part of their beliefs in his letter when he wrote to the king of Rūm (Rome) inviting him to accept Islam (come to a word common between us and you - 3:64). In fact it was this affinity between Islam and Christianity that caused the Persians to attack Rūm. It happened when the Holy Prophet was still living in Makkah. According to Ḥāfiz Ibn Ḥajar, this war was fought in Syria at a place between Adhruʿāt and Buṣrā. The Pagans of Makkah aspired for the victory for the Persians in this war, because the Persians shared them in their belief in polytheism, but the Muslims wished the triumph of the Christians, as they were closer to Islam in their beliefs. But as it happened, the Persians defeated the Christians, and conquered the land right up to Constantinople, and built a temple there for worshipping fire. This victory was the last for Chosroe Parvez. After that, his decline sat in, and ultimately he was removed by the Muslims. (Qurtubi).

At the defeat of Christians, the infidels of Makkah rejoiced, and taunted the Muslims that their favourites have lost. They also claimed that as the Persian infidels defeated the Roman Christians, the same way Makkans would also beat down the Muslims. This claim hurt the Muslims to some extent. (Ibn Jarir, Ibn Abī Ḥātim)

The opening verses of Sūrah Ar-Rūm relate to this incident in which it is predicted as a good tiding that the people of Rūm will overcome the Persians again in a few years time.

When Sayyidnā Abū Bakr learnt about these verses, he went to the infidels in the market place and suburbs of Makkah and announced that there was no occasion for them to be happy as after a few years, the
Christians would overcome the Persians again. Hearing this 'Ubayy ibn Khalaf challenged him and said it could not be so, and that he was only telling a lie. Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ said "O enemy of Allah! You are a liar, I am willing to bet on this issue that in case the Christians would not overcome the Persians in three years time, I will give you ten camels, and if they did overcome, then you will have to give me ten camels". (This was a case of gambling, but gambling was not prohibited by then). After saying that Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ went to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and narrated the episode. On that, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said to him that he did not fix the time of three years, because Qur'ān has used the word Bid' Sinîn (a few years) under which the time limit could be anything between three to nine years. Therefore, the Holy Prophet ﷺ asked Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ to go back to the person with whom he had made the bet and ask him that he would bet for hundred camels instead of ten, but the time limit would be nine (and according to some other reports, seven) years and not three. Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ followed the instructions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and 'Ubayy Ibn Khalaf also agreed on the terms of the new bet. (Ibn Jarīr)\(^1\)

It is gathered from various āhādīth that this incident had happened five years before the hijrah. After the passage of exactly seven years, at the time of the battle of Badr, the Romans defeated Persians. By that time, 'Ubayy Ibn Khalaf had died. So Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ demanded

\(^1\) 'Ubayy readily accepted the new terms because he was fully confident that the Romans could not defeat the Persians. Given the circumstances prevalent at that time, such an unshaken confidence of 'Ubayy was not misconceived. The way the Persians had beaten the Roman Empire had left no room for their uprising again. The prediction that the Romans will be victorious against Persians had no basis in the visible possibilities, when it was made. Nobody could foresee, in the world of causes and effects, that such an event might take place. Edward Gibbon, the famous historian of the Roman Empire, has observed,

"Placed on the verge of the two great empires of the East, Muḥammad observed with secret joy the progress of their mutual destruction; and in the midst of the Persian triumphs he ventured to foretell that, before many years should elapse, victory would again return to the banners of the Romans. At the time when this prediction is said to have been delivered, no prophecy could be more distant from its accomplishment, since the first twelve years of Heraclius announced the approaching dissolution of the empire"

Continued on next page
a hundred camels from his heirs according to the terms of the bet, to which they complied and handed over the agreed number of camels.

Some versions of the incident state that before the *hijrah*, Ubayy Ibn Khalaf expressed his apprehension to Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ that the latter might leave Makkah, and in such a situation he would not let him go unless he appointed a guarantor for himself. It was to ensure that when the period of the bet would expire, the guarantor should arrange to deliver a hundred camels. Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ appointed his son, ‘Abdur Raḥmān, as his guarantor.

When Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ won the bet according to the agreement and got hold of one hundred camels, he took them to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, who asked him to give them in charity (ṣadaqah). Abū Ya‘lā has quoted these words in Ibn ‘Asākir on the authority of Sayyidnā Brā’īb Ibn ‘Azib ﷺ. That is, ‘this is prohibited. Give it in charity (ṣadaqah).’ (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘āni).

**Gambling**

Qimār, that is, gambling, is absolutely prohibited according to the categorical Qur'anic injunction. After *hijrah* to Madīnah when liquor was banned, gambling was also prohibited simultaneously. It was declared an act of Satan: إِنَّمَا الْأَخْرَىُ وَالْمَيْسَرُ وَالْأَنْصَابُ وَالْأَزْلَامُ رَجُلُ مَنْ عَمِلَ الْشَّيْطَانِ (The truth is that wine, gambling, altar-stones and divining arrows are filth, a work of Satan - 5:90) *Maysir* (مِيْسَرُ) and *Azlām* (اَزْلَامُ) are nothing but different forms of gambling, which have been prohibited in this verse.

Betting, in which money or commodities are placed on stake and won or lost according to conditions agreed, is also a form of gambling. The bet made between Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ and 'Ubayy ibn Khalaf was also a form of gambling. But this incident had happened before the *hijrah*, when the injunction for banning the gambling was not revealed. Therefore, the commodity won in this case was not *ḥarām* (prohibited).

(Gibbon, The decline and fall of the Roman Empire, chapter 46, vol. 2, p. 125, Great Books, V.38, published by the University of Chicago, 1990) Had it not been a news given by Allah Ta‘ālā, nobody could have dared to predict such an unlikely event. In particular, it was impossible for a claimant to prophethood that he would put his future at stake by predicting an event that was so improbable. This foretelling, therefore, is one of the solid proofs of the prophethood of Sayyidnā Muḥammad ﷺ. (Muḥammad Taqi ‘Usmani)
The question that arises here is why did the Holy Prophet ﷺ ask Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ to give away the camels in charity when they were not haram (prohibited), especially when in some other versions of the hadīth the word suḥt is used, which is commonly understood as haram? The answer to this query, as given by the religious jurists, is that although at that time those camels were ḥalāl (permitted) but the Holy Prophet ﷺ did not like earning through gambling, even at that time. He therefore, asked Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ to give them away in charity, as they were below his stature. It is identical to the situation that the Holy Prophet ﷺ and Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ did not taste liquor ever, even during the time when it was not prohibited.

As regards the use of the word suḥt (سُحْتَ), in the first place the scholars of hadīth did not accept this narration as correct; and even if it is accepted as authentic, it should be kept in mind that this word has several meanings. One meaning is ḥarām (prohibited), and the other is abominable and undesirable. It is related in one hadīth that once the Holy Prophet ﷺ said "كَسْبُ الْحَجَّامِ سُحْتٌ" that is, 'The earning of the one who undertakes treatment by cupping is suḥt'. The majority of religious scholars have taken the meaning of suḥt here as undesirable or disgusting. Imām Rāghib Isfahānī in his Mufradāt-ul-Qur'ān and Ibn Athīr in his Nihāyah have proved the different meanings of the word suḥt in the usage of Arabic language and aḥādīth of the Prophet.

Acceptance of this interpretation of the religious scholars is also necessary because if in fact these camels were ḥarām, then according to religious law this was to be returned to the person from whom it was taken. The commodity, which is ḥarām, can only be given in charity (sadaqah) under any one of the three situations: One, when the owner of the commodity is not known. Two, when it is not possible to deliver the commodity to the owner. And third, when there is any religious complication in the delivery of the commodity.

وَاللَّهُ سَبِيحَهُ وَتَعَالَىٰ أٰعْلَمُ (And on that day the believers will rejoice with Allah's help - 30:4). The wording of the text apparently implies that "Allah's help" in this verse refers to His help for the people of Rūm. Although they too were disbelievers, yet compared to others, their kufr was light. Therefore, their being helped by Allah Ta‘ālā was not a far-fetched thing, especially when it was a matter of happiness for the
Muslims.

The other possibility is that "Allah's help" in the above sentence means Allah's help for the Muslims, for which two explanations could be assigned. First, that Muslims had presented the victory of Rūm as a sign of the truthfulness of the Holy Qur'ān and the veracity of Islam. Hence, the victory of the Romans was in fact the victory of Muslims. The second reason for the help of Muslims could be that, there were two big powers of the disbelievers at that time – Persia and Rūm. By making them fight with each other, Allah Ta'ālā made them weak, which helped the Muslims defeat them later. (Rūḥ). (1)

(They know something superficial of the worldly life, but of the Hereafter they are negligent.)

These disbelievers were quite conversant with the mundane needs, that is how to perform trading, which commodity should they trade in, where should they make purchases, where should they sell etc. Similarly, they knew well how to till, when to put seeds, and when to harvest. They were also equally knowledgeable about the construction of buildings and to furnish them with luxury goods. But they were totally ignorant and negligent about the other aspect of the worldly life which in fact is more important, and brings forth the real purpose of its creation; that is to appreciate that he is not a permanent resident of this world, rather his stay in the world is a temporary stay, like that of a visitor on a tourist visa. Man's permanent abode is in the Hereafter, and he has to collect here the goods for his comfort in the next life. The goods of comfort for the next life are the true faith and righteous deeds. This simple and straight-forward reality is not understood by these so-called intellectuals.

Another point worth consideration in this verse is about the wording

---

1. There is yet another explanation of this verse offered by Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās ṣṣ etc. They say that the news of the victory of Romans reached the Muslims the very day in which they defeated the pagans of Makkah in the battle of Badr. Therefore, the Muslims were delighted on their own victory when the news of the victory of the Romans added to their delight. According to this interpretation, "rejoicing of the believers with Allah's help" in the present verse refers to the victory of the Muslims in the battle of Badr, and the good news given by this verse is twofold; one, in relation to the Romans, and the other in relation to the Muslims themselves. (Muḥammad Taqi 'Usmānī)
used by the Holy Qur'an in this verse. The word "zāhiran" with tanwīn, according to the Arabic grammar, indicates that even superficial things of the worldly life are not fully known to them; what they know is only one aspect of it, while they are ignorant of its other aspects, and are totally negligent of the Hereafter.

Earning of mundane needs by neglecting the Hereafter is no sagacity

The Holy Qur'an is full of admonitory stories of the world. Those who had earned a name for collecting all sorts of luxuries and comforts for themselves, and then their disastrous end was witnessed in this very world, will also be subjected to everlasting torment of the Hereafter. So no sane person will call them intellectual or sagacious. Unfortunately, in the present day world the height of sagacity and wisdom is attributed to the one who could accumulate the largest quantity of wealth, and arrange for himself the best of comforts and luxuries. He is called the most successful and wise, no matter how low he might be in his morals. To call such a person wise is indeed an insult to wisdom - both by religious and moral standards. By Qur'anic standard, only those are wise who are conscious of Allah and the Hereafter, and strive for the comforts of the next life, keeping their needs of this worldly life at a level at which such needs are necessary; and do not make their achievement the sole purpose of their lives. The following verse depicts the same meaning:

Verses 8 - 10

أولم يَتَفَكَّرُوا فِي أنفِسِهِمْ مَا خَلَقَ اللَّهُ السَّمَوَاتُ وَالْأَرْضُ وَمَا

1. This aspect of the language used by the Holy Qur'an has been tried to be reflected in the translation above by the words, "something superficial " instead of "what is superficial".
Did they not reflect in their own selves? Allah did not create the heavens and the earth and what is between them but with a just cause and for an appointed time. And many of the people deny the meeting with their Lord. [8] Have they not travelled on earth, so that they may see how was the end of those before them? They were stronger than these in power, and they had tilled the land and had made it more populous than these have made it, and their messengers had come to them with clear proofs. So Allah was not to do injustice to them, but they used to do injustice to themselves. [9] Then the end of those who did evil was evil, because they belied the verses of Allah and used to mock at them. [10]

Commentary

The first two verses are an appendix and endorsement to the previous subject that these disbelievers are engrossed so much in the temporary mundane glitter and transitory pleasures that they have totally forgotten the real nature of this world and its ultimate end. If they had pondered over this, the secret of this world would have dawned upon them that the Creator of this universe has not created the sky and the earth, and the creatures in between, just for nothing. There is a great wisdom and purpose behind their creation, which is, that people should recognize the Creator through all His creations, and then get on to look for things that He likes and dislikes. Once they know His likes and dislikes, they should strive to please Him as much as possible, and avoid that which displeases Him. It is obvious that there should be rewards for good deeds, and
punishments for evil doings, because equating good with bad is against justice and fair play. One should also realize that this world is not the place where his good or evil acts may be recompensed in full. On the contrary, very often it is seen that the evil-doers thrive very well in this world, and the one who abstains from evils suffers the troubles and tribulations.

Therefore, it is necessary that a time should come when this system should come to an end, and a reckoning of good and evil acts of all the persons takes place, on the basis of which rewards and punishments are awarded. The time when this will come is called the Dooms Day and the Hereafter.

The gist of this discussion is that if the disbelievers had pondered over these things, then this very sky and earth and the creatures in between them would have testified that they were not permanent. They are here but for a short time, after which a new world is to come, which will be permanent. This is the essence of the first of the above verses. This was a matter of logical rationale. In the next verse worldly thinking and experiences are presented as a testimony, and the Makkans are addressed in the following words:

(Have they not travelled on earth - 30:9). It means that the Makkans live in a land where there is neither any cultivation and industry nor any tall and beautiful buildings, but for the sake of trade they do travel to Syria and Yemen. So, have they not seen, during the course of their trips, what was the fate of the earlier people, whom Allah Ta’alā had endowed with skills to make use of the land? For instance, they had the skill to draw underground water by excavating the earth for irrigating fields and gardens, and dig out concealed precious minerals, such as gold and silver, and make use of them to their benefit. For their advanced skills and way of living, they were regarded as civilized nations. But they got engrossed so much in material life, transitory luxuries and comforts that they forgot Allah Ta’alā and the Hereafter. Then, Allah Ta’alā sent prophets and books to remind them of their duties, but they did not pay any heed. Ultimately, they were overtaken by Allah’s wrath even in this world. The ruins of their desolate cities still stand witness to their destruction. At the end of the verse it is suggested to ponder whether they were subjected to any oppression from Allah Ta’alā, or they subjected themselves to their own cruelty by
accumulating causes of the divine punishment.

Verses 11 - 19

Allah originates the creation, then He will create it again, then to Him you are to be returned. [11] And on the day the Hour (Qiyāmah) will take place, the sinners will despair. [12] And they will have no intercessors from among their (so-called) ‘partners of Allah’, and they themselves will reject their (such) ‘partners’. [13] And the day the Hour (Qiyāmah) will take place, it will be on that day that they will turn into groups. [14] So, as for those who had believed and had done righteous deeds, they will be in a garden, extremely delighted. [15] As for those who had disbelieved and belied Our verses and the meeting of the Hereafter, they will be brought for punishment. [16] So, proclaim Allah's purity when you see the evening and when you see the morning. [17] And to Him be praise in the heavens and the earth, and in the afternoon and when you enter the time of Zuhr (soon after the decline of the sun towards West). [18] He brings out the living from the dead and brings out the dead from the living, and gives life to the land after it is dead. And in similar way you will be brought out. [19]

Commentary

(They will be in a garden, extremely delighted - 30:15).
Yuhbarūn (يَعْبَرُونَ) is derived from hubūr, (خَيْرُ) which means happiness, joy, or delight. This word encompasses all types of delight, which the dwellers of paradise will draw from the bounties of Paradise. The Holy Qurʾān has not specified this, and has rather kept it generalized. At another place it is said (32:17) that is, ‘no one knows in this world what delight and joy is in store for them (the people of Paradise) in Paradise’. While explaining this verse some commentators have mentioned various delightful things, which all fall under the category of joy and delight.

قَسِيِّبْنَ اللَّهُ حَيْبَنَ نَمَىْنَ وَجِينَ تَصْبِيحَنَّ (١٧) وَلِلَّهِ الْحَمْدُ فِي السَّمَاوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَعَبْدِهِ وَجِينَ تَظْهِرُونَ (١٨)

So, proclaim Allah’s purity when you see the evening and when you see the morning. And to Him be praise in the heavens and the earth, and in the afternoon and when you enter the time of Zuhr (soon after the decline of the sun towards West). (30:17-18)

The word ‘subhān’ (سُبْحَانَ) is an infinitive which means ‘to declare the purity of someone from defects’. The phrase ‘subḥānallāh’ (سُبْحَانَ اللَّهِ) is meant to proclaim Allah's purity from all defects. To recite this phrase with this intention is called 'tasbīḥ'. But in general usage, the word 'tasbīḥ' often includes all forms of worship and remembrance of Allah, like salah, dhikr, etc. In the present verse, a verb is understood before the infinitive 'subhān' which is meant to direct the addressees to make 'tasbīḥ' which, in its general sense, includes all forms of remembrance of Allah, and salah in particular, as explained above. In the light of this explanation, the present verse, in its beginning, enjoins upon its followers that they should remember Allah in the morning and evening, and at the end of the verse, it is instructed that they should remember Him at the other two times, āshiyiy (غَيْشِيّ) جَيْبُ تَظْهِرُونَ. One of these times is 'āshiyiy (غَيْشَيّ) which is the name of the last part of the day, and here it refers to the time of 'Asr; and the other time is when the sun starts declining towards West, that is Zuhr.

In the sequence of the present verse, evening is mentioned before morning, and the end of the day ('Asr) is mentioned before Zuhr. One reason of precedence of evening over morning is that in Islamic calendar evening precedes the morning, and the date changes at the sunset (Maghrib). For precedence of 'Asr over zuhr one reason could be that at
the time of 'Asr, which is also called the middle (wustā) prayer, people are generally busy in their work, and hence, it is rather difficult to offer prayer at that time. This is why there is greater emphasis in the Qurʾān for offering 'Asr prayers.

In the wordings of this verse the prayer (ṣalāh) is not specified as such. Hence, all types of worships, whether by actions or by word of mouth, are included in the meaning of the verse. Since prayer is supreme in all worships, it is included here on priority. It is for this reason that the scholars have stated that this verse has clearly described and defined the timings of the five prayers. Someone asked Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās whether the Qurʾān has specifically mentioned about the five prayers? He answered in the affirmative, and quoted this verse as a proof. Then explaining his point, he said that the words," when you see the evening" (جِيْبَانَ نُصْمُوسُ) for maghrib prayer, "when you see the morning" (جِيْبَانِ عِبَانِ) for fajr prayer, "in the afternoon" (فَتْحِيْصُ وَطُهُرُونَ) for 'Asr prayer, "and when you enter the time of zuhr" (وَجِيْبَانَ نُطُهُرُونَ) for zuhr prayer. In this way, this verse has described the four prayers very clearly. As for the 'Isha' prayer, it is enjoined explicitly in the verse (بَعْدَ صَلْوَاتِ اللَّهِ) (After the prayer of 'Isha' - 24:58). Sayyidnā Ḥasan Al-Baṣrī has opined that the words, "when you see the evening" include both maghrib and 'Isha' prayers.

Special Note

This verse is the dhikr of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, which earned him the title of (And Ibrāhīm who fulfilled his covenant - 53:37). Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm used to recite these words in the morning and evening.

It is reported from Sayyidnā Mu‘ādh Ibn 'Anas with authentic proofs that the reason behind awarding the title of 'fulfilling his covenant' to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was his recitation of this prayer.

Abū Dāwūd, Ṭabarānī and Ibn- us- Sunnī have reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās that the Holy Prophet said about these two verses:
So, proclaim Allah’s purity when you see the evening and when you see the morning. And to Him be praise in the heavens and the earth, and in the afternoon and when you enter the time of Zuhur (soon after the decline of the sun towards West). He brings out the living from the dead and brings out the dead from the living, and gives life to the land after it is dead. And in similar way you will be brought out. (30:17-19)

That whoever will recite them in the morning, all shortcomings in his acts during the day will be repaired; and whoever will recite these verses in the evening all shortcomings in his actions during the night will be repaired. (Rūh).

Verses 20 - 27
And it is among His signs that He has created you from
dust, then soon you are human beings scattered around.
[20] And it is among His signs that He has created for
you wives from among yourselves, so that you may find
tranquility in them, and He has created love and
kindness between you. Surely in this there are signs
for a people who reflect. [21]

And among His signs is the creation of the heavens and
the earth and the difference of your tongues and
colours. Surely in this there are signs for the persons
of knowledge. [22] And among His signs is your sleep by
night and day, and your search for His grace. Surely in
this there are signs for a people who listen. [23]

And it is among His signs that He shows you the
lightening which causes fear and hope, and that He
sends down water from the sky, then He revives the
earth with it after its death. Surely in this there are
signs for a people who understand. [24] And it is among
His signs that the sky and the earth stand firm with His
command. Then, when He will call you from the earth,
by a single call, you will be coming out all at once. [25]
And to Him belong all those in the heavens and the
earth. All (of them) are obedient to Him. [26] And He is
the One who originates the creation, then He will create
it again; and it is easier for Him. And for Him is the
highest attribute in the heavens and the earth, and He
is the Mighty, the Wise. [27]

Commentary
After narrating the incident of the war between Rūm and Persia in
the beginning of Sūrah Ar-Rūm, it was declared that the cause of the
misguidance of the infidels and their heedlessness towards the truth was
their excessive love for material life and paying no heed to the Hereafter.
After that, any possible misgiving regarding resurrection on the Dooms
Day and about the rewards and punishment after reckoning was clarified
from different angles. Then it was suggested that one should, at the first
place, look and ponder within his Self, and then should look around and
note what had happened to the people who had lived before, and what
was their end. After that Allah's exclusive Omnipotence was described, in which no one is His partner. The obvious conclusion of all these facts and reasoning is that no one else but Allah is entitled to being worshipped, and what He has conveyed through His prophets about the Dooms Day, resurrection, reckoning, Paradise and Hell in the Hereafter should be believed in its totality. In the above verses six manifestations of His Omnipotence together with all-encompassing wisdom are described which are the signs of His incomparable power and wisdom. These realities are termed in these verses as "signs" which in the present context mean "signs of the divine omnipotence"

**First sign of divine omnipotence**

Man, the most distinguished among all creatures who is the ruler of the universe, is created from earth, which is the most inferior element among all the constituting elements of nature. Among the four well-known elements, that is water, fire, air and earth, the last named does not have the slightest sense, sensation or movement. All other elements have at least some movement, but the earth is devoid of that as well. However, this element is selected by Allah Ta'ālā for the creation of humans. Iblīs (Satan) was misled by his arrogance as he regarded himself superior to man, since he is made of fire. What he failed to understand was that greatness and superiority is awarded by Allah Ta'ālā. He is free to award it to any one He chooses.

Creation of man from earth is obvious with reference to 'Ādam عليه السلام, who is the father of all mankind. Since he was created from clay, the entire mankind, being his progeny, is created indirectly from clay. Every man's creation from earth may also be explained by saying that every man or woman is created from human sperm which is constituted by different ingredients. The origin of most of these ingredients is nothing but earth.

**Second sign of the divine omnipotence**

Allah Ta'ālā has created women in the same genus as that of man and they are made their wives as life long partners. Men and women are created from the same matter, yet there is a world of difference in their built, appearance, looks, character, habits, morals, disposition etc. If one seeks to recognize God, even this creation provides an excellent example of His supreme power. The wisdom behind the creation of this particular
sex is said to be لَيْسَ كُوْنَ أَلِيْهَا (So that you may find tranquility in them - 21). If one ponders, it becomes evident that all the requirements of men from women end up in drawing peace of mind, tranquility and comfort. The Holy Qur’ān has put all that in one word.

The verse has thus indicated that the total outcome of married life is peace of mind and comfort; the couple that enjoys it is successful in the object of its creation, while the family that is deprived of peace of mind and tranquility is unsuccessful in its married life. This is also true that the very foundation of a successful married life rests on a lawful marriage. If one probes into the societies that developed illicit ways of living together without the bond of marriage, he will certainly discover that the life of such people is devoid of peace and tranquility. Living like animals to fulfill lust may provide temporary pleasure, but not the lasting peace of mind and comfort one draws from a proper married life.

The object of married life is tranquility for which mutual love and affection is the key

The present verse has declared that the object of married life of man and woman is peace of mind. This could be achieved only when there is a mutual recognition of each other’s rights and a sincere effort to fulfill them. Otherwise the demand for meeting one’s own rights only will lead to domestic brawls and shattering of peace. One course for the fulfillment of these rights could have been to lay stress only on legislation and imposing laws, as has been done in the case of other rights of the people, where it is prohibited to usurp the rights of others and after due warnings the punishments have been prescribed, and it is advised to show sympathy and sacrifice toward others. However, it is a common experience that people cannot be corrected only by giving them a set of laws, unless they are accompanied by nurturing taqwā and Allah’s fear in the hearts. That is why the Holy Qur’ān, whenever it gives any injunctions regarding the social life of man, comes with the directions of إنْتَقِوا اللّهَ، وَاخْشَوْا (Fear Allah) as a complement to those injunctions.

Mutual relations between man and woman are of such a delicate and sensitive nature that neither a law can ensure the fulfillment of their respective rights completely, nor can any court do full justice to it. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has selected those verses of the Qur’ān for the khutbah (sermon) of nikāh in which stress is laid on piety,
fear of Allah and the Hereafter. Only these qualities in the spouses could stand as a guarantor for the fulfillment of mutual rights.

In addition to this, Allah Ta‘alā has not made the conjugal rights merely a matter of rules and regulations, but also a natural and emotional requirement of every man and woman. It is on the same pattern as the mutual rights of parents and children are safeguarded by the natural love they have for each other. Allah Ta‘alā has filled the hearts of parents with such a natural love that they are compelled to protect their children more than their ownselves. Similarly, a degree of natural love is put in the hearts of children for their parents. The same thing is done in the case of spouses, for which it is said (And He has created love and kindness between you - 30:21), that is, Allah Ta‘alā has not restricted the relationship between spouses to a legal and religious relationship, but has filled their hearts with love and compassion. The literal meaning of wudd and mawaddah is 'liking', which results in love and affection. Here Allah Ta‘alā has used two words - one is mawaddah (love or friendship) and the other rahmah (kindness). It is possible that mawaddah (love) refers to the young age when spouses are attracted towards each other with love and affection, while rahmah refers to the old age when passions subside and compassion for each other takes over. (Qurtubî)

After that it is said (Surely in this there are signs for a people who reflect - 30:21). Although this verse has mentioned only one sign, but at the end of the verse, the word 'signs' in plural is used. The reason for this is that conjugal relationship, which is being discussed here, has many aspects, religious and mundane benefits. If all these benefits are taken into consideration, it appears that this relationship contains a number of signs of the divine omnipotence.

Third sign of divine omnipotence

The people living on earth are divided into many races, having different physical features and colours. Some are white, while others are black, brown, and yellow. Rather many have multitude of in-between shades of colours, because of inter-marriages among those having different colours. They speak different languages with many different dialects. The creation of the sky and earth is no doubt a great Divine masterpiece, but the difference of 'tongues' between human beings is also
an equally astonishing Divine marvel. The difference of 'tongues' mentioned in this verse includes the difference of languages. There are hundreds of languages spoken in different parts of the world. Some of them are so much at variance from each other that there seems to be absolutely no link between them. Then, it also includes the difference of accents, pronunciations and the qualities of voices. Allah's omnipotence has created the voice of each individual distinguishable from that of the others. The voices of men are clearly distinct from those of women, and the voices of children, from those of aged people, and so on, although the apparatus of speech, i.e. the tongue, the lips, the throat etc. are the same in all human beings.

The same way there are differences of colour and hue. It is seen that babies of different colour and hue take birth from the same parents under the same circumstances. All this is the marvel of Allah's creation. The wisdom behind the difference of colours requires a lengthy description which is beyond our scope, but many of these wisdoms can be easily understood by a little reflection.

While referring to this sign of the divine omnipotence, this verse has mentioned creation or many things, such as sky, earth, the difference of languages and dialects, difference of colour in humans, which are all signs of Divine wisdom and can be recognized and understood with little attention. Hence, it is added at the end of the verse: (Surely in this there are signs for the persons of knowledge - 30:22).

**Fourth sign of divine omnipotence**

Human sleep and economic activities both in daytime and at night have been mentioned in verse 32 as the fourth sign of Allah's omnipotence. Unlike some other verses, both night and day have been mentioned in this verse as times of sleep; similarly, economic activities are mentioned as activities performed both in daytime and at night. In other verses, sleep is described as something done at night, and earning of sustenance as an act of daytime. The reason is that the major purpose of night is to sleep, and some economic activities are also performed as a secondary function. The case of daytime is the opposite, where the major objective is to work, while a little time may be spent in having rest and sleeping. Therefore, both descriptions are correct. Some commentators have tried to interpret this verse in a way that sleep becomes restricted to
night and earning of sustenance to daytime, as mentioned in other verses. However, in the light of explanation given above, such a labored interpretation is not called for.

**Sleep and economic activity is not against asceticism and trust in Allah**

It is evident from this verse that sleeping at night and working at daytime is made a natural habit for the humans. It is not something that one has to cultivate, but is a natural gift bestowed by Allah Ta'ālā to all His creatures. The point can be proven by the fact that one cannot sleep at times despite making all possible arrangements for the comfort. Sometimes even the sleeping pills become ineffective. But on the other hand, when Allah wills, people go to sleep even on hard floors amidst severe hot and oppressive conditions.

The same principle applies to earning of sustenance. It is a common knowledge that two persons having equal opportunities, knowledge and intellect, and putting in equal efforts and skill for earning their livelihood, do not necessarily succeed equally. One earns more than the other, because it is decreed as such by Allah’s wisdom. Therefore, one should try to earn the living through all the means available to him, but should not ignore the reality that the outcome of his endeavours depends on the will of Allah, as He is the real provider.

At the end of this sign of divine omnipotence it is said (Surely in this there are signs for a people who listen - 30:23) Perhaps dependence on listening is placed here because it is commonly seen that the sleep takes over once one lays down in comfort. Similarly, one earns his living by putting in effort and labour in trade, services etc. But the hand of nature in their attainment is not seen by the ordinary eye. This fact is described and explained by the prophets of Allah. Hence it is said that these signs are beneficial for those who listen with care, and once the reality is understood, they accept it without obstinacy.

**Fifth sign of divine omnipotence**

Allah Ta’ālā shows the flash of lightning to people in which there is risk of its striking, thus destruction. At the same time, there is a hope for rain following the lightning. The rain does follow with His will and gives rise to numerous types of vegetation. At the end of the verse, it is said
(Surely in this there are signs for a people who understand - 30:24), because the mysteries of lightning and rain, and the resultant growth of vegetation can be understood by those with intellect.

**Sixth sign of divine omnipotence**

Existence of the sky and earth is by the command of Allah. When He will command the break up of this system, this strong arrangement, which is working since thousands of years perfectly without a slight depreciation, will end up in no time. Then by the command of Allah all the dead will assemble in the plain for reckoning.

The sixth sign of divine omnipotence is in fact the sum and substance of the previous five signs, and they were in fact revealed to explain and elaborate this verse. The subject of this verse continues in the next few verses.

(For Him is the highest attribute - 30:27) The word مثال is used for any such thing which has resemblance and similarity with something else, but its being exactly like that is not necessary. Therefore, the Qur'an has used the word 'mathal' for Allah الْحَقُّ at several places, as in this very verse, and in another but Allah الْحَقُّ's Being is completely beyond resemblance. (That is why the word 'mathal' has been translated above as 'attribute', which is also a possible lexical meaning of the word.)

**Verses 28 - 40**
He (Allah) gives you an example from your own selves: Do you have, from among your slaves, any partners in the wealth We have given to you, so as they and you are equal in it, (and) so as you fear them like you fear each other? This is how We explain the signs for a people who understand. [28] But the wrongdoers have followed their desires without knowledge. So who can guide the one whom Allah leaves astray? And for them there are no helpers. [29] So, set your face to the Faith steadily, this (faith) being the nature designed by Allah on which He has created the mankind. There is no change in Allah’s creation. That is the straight faith, but most of the people do not know. [30] (Set your face to the Faith) turning totally towards Him, and fear Him, and
establish ٰSalāh, and do not be among those who associate partners with Allah [31] - among those who split up their religion and became sects. Each group is happy with what it has before it. [32]

And when the people are visited by some affliction, they invoke their Lord, turning totally towards Him. Then once He gives them a taste of His mercy, a group of them starts at once ascribing partners to their Lord, [33] that they become ungrateful for what We gave to them. So enjoy; then you will soon come to know. [34]

Or have We sent to them any authority that speaks to them about their associating partners with Him? [35] And when We give people a taste of mercy, they are happy with it, and if they are touched by an evil because of what their hands sent ahead, they are at once in despair. [36] Did they not see that Allah extends provision to whom he wills, and straitens (it for whom He wills)? Surely in this there are signs for a people who believe. [37]

So give to the kinsman his right, and to the needy and the wayfarer. That is better for those who seek Allah's pleasure. And those are the successful ones. [38] And whatever Ribā (increased amount) you give, so that it may increase in the wealth of the people, it does not increase with Allah; and whatever Zakāh you give, seeking with it Allah's pleasure, then such people are the ones who have multiples. [39]

Allah is the One who created you, then provided sustenance for you, then He will make you die, then He will make you alive. Is there any one from your (so-called) partners of God who does anything of that? Pure is He and far higher than what they associate (with Him). [40]

**Commentary**

The subject of Oneness of Allah has been dealt with in these verses by giving various proofs in different styles which are appealing to all types of people. At first, the point is explained by an example that although your servants and slaves are identical with you in looks, appearance, their make up of limbs and other physical features, yet you do not permit them
to share equally in your power and authority. You are not willing to part with the slightest part of your wealth and power in favour of your subjects, let alone sharing your power and possessions equally. They can neither spend wealth nor time the way they like, as you do. Just as you are scared of your insignificant partners while spending without checking with them, you do not allow even this position to your servants. So pause for a minute and ponder that human beings, angels, and all other things in the universe are created by Allah Ta'ālā and they are all His creations and slaves, then how could you take them as His equals or partners?

In the second verse a warning is sounded that although this argument is simple and straightforward, yet there are people who under the influence of their selfish motives do not accept and concede to anything of wisdom and knowledge.

In the third verse the Holy Prophet ﷺ is addressed and through him the entire humanity is commanded to take note that when the irrationality and the unjust nature of shirk (associating partners with Allah) is established, you should leave aside all trends of shirk and turn to Islam with full devotion. 

After that, it is elaborated in the following verse as to how Islam conforms to nature and meets its requirements:  فَطَّرَتُ اللَّهُ الْأَلْبَايْنَ فَطَّرَ النَّاسِ عَلَيْهَا لاَ تَبْدِيلَ لَهُمْ خَلْقٍ وَاللَّهُ ذَلِكُ الْإِنْسَانُ الْحَيُّ (this (faith) being the nature designed by Allah on which He has created the mankind. There is no change in Allah's creation. That is the straight Faith - 30:30).

This sentence (30:30) is the elucidation of the preceding sentence  فَطَّرَتُ اللَّهُ الْأَلْبَايْنَ فَطَّرَ النَّاسِ عَلَيْهَا (So, set your face to the Faith steadily - 30:30), and it also mentions a special trait of this Faith, for which it was commanded to be followed in the first sentence, that is, Islam is the religion of nature. Although the commentators have assigned different grammatical constructions to this sentence, yet all of them agree that "the nature designed by Allah" refers to the "straight Faith" that is ordered to be followed in the first sentence. "The nature designed by Allah" is explained in the next phrase that it is the natural design on which Allah has created all people.
What is meant by nature?

Commentators have given several interpretations to the word *fitrah*, (nature) used in the verse, out of which two are more common:

The first interpretation is that the word 'nature' is used here for Islam. Hence the meaning is that Allah Ta’ālā has made all human beings Muslim by their nature and instinct. In other words, all humans are born Muslims but it is the surroundings and the environment they live in make them astray from the righteous path. Generally it happens that the parents teach the child things and beliefs, which are contrary to Islam, and therefore he is misled into wrong beliefs. According to Qurṭubī majority of the elders agree with this interpretation, and it is also recorded in a *ḥadīth* of Ṣaḥīḥain.

The second interpretation is that 'nature' means here 'capability' or 'capacity'. If this meaning of the word 'nature' is adopted, the meaning of the phrase would be that Allah Ta’ālā has bestowed the capability to every human being to discern his Creator and believe in Him. This capability automatically leads to submission to Islam, provided one makes use of this Divine grace.

There are, however, some difficulties in adopting the first interpretation. Firstly, it is said in this very verse towards the endَ لا تَبَيِّن لِّلَّهِ الْخُلُقَ (There is no change in Allah's creation - 30). Here 'Allah's creation' means the same as 'the nature designed by Allah', which is mentioned earlier in the verse. Hence the meaning of this sentence would be that no one could change the nature designed by Allah, while a *ḥadīth* of Sahīḥain itself says that the parents of a child make him Jew or Christian. If the meaning of nature is adopted as Islam, then how could the *ḥadīth* be correct in saying that the child changes later as a Jew or Christian when it is said in this very verse that the change is not possible. Moreover, this change is a common experience in that there are more disbelievers in the world than Muslims. If Islam is taken as the meaning of nature, in which any change is not possible, then how is it that there are so many disbelievers who have changed their natural instinct after their birth?

Secondly, it is stated in an authentic *ḥadīth* about the boy who was killed by Sayyidnā Khaḍîr ﷺ that infidelity was embedded in his
nature. It was for this reason that Sayyidnā Khādír ʿalā ʿlā killed him. In that case this hadīth is also in contradiction to the statement that all children are born on Islam.

Thirdly, if it is accepted that Islam is something embedded in human nature, and they have no control to change it, then it would not be a voluntary act. In that case there is no room for rewards in the Hereafter, because rewards will be awarded on voluntary good deeds.

Fourthly, the religious jurists have deduced from authentic āhādīth that a child, before attaining puberty, is treated in this world according to the faith of his parents. If the parents are infidel, the child will also be taken as an infidel. If he dies, a minor he will not be buried according to Islamic rites.

Imām Torapuṣṭī has listed all these doubts in his commentary on Maṣābiḥ, and has preferred the second interpretation of the word 'fitrāh' (nature) because of these difficulties. Also, it is appropriate to say that natural capability cannot be changed. The one who is misled by parents into infidelity does not lose his instinct to discern and comprehend Islam. In the case of the boy killed by Sayyidnā Khādír ʿalā ʿlā also, it is not true that he had lost the capability to discern the Truth because of his birth as infidel. Since a man makes use of this divine gift, i.e. the natural capability, with his free will, the reason for his earning its reward is quite evident. By adopting the second interpretation, the statement of the hadīth of Ṣāḥīḥain also becomes clear, that although the child is born with the natural instinct to discern the Truth, which should lead him to accept Islam, yet his surroundings and parents make him a Jew or a Christian. As for the traditions of some elders (salf) who have explained the word 'fitrāh' (nature) by the word 'Islam', it seems that they have not used the word of 'Islam' in the meaning of the capability to comprehend and accept Islam. Muḥaddīth Dehlavi has explained the view of the majority of the Ummah in the same manner.

Hadrat Shah Waliullah Dehlavi has also endorsed the same view in his book. The essence of his discussion is that Allah Taʿālā has created innumerable things of various temperaments and disposition, and has placed an inherent quality in the nature of each one of them which helps him fulfill the object of his creation. The verse
The above discussion has also clarified the meaning of the sentence "There is no change in Allah's creation - 30:30" meaning no one can bring about any change in the instinct and capability bestowed by Allah Ta'ālā, which helps recognize the Truth. The wrong environment can make one an infidel, but cannot eliminate his inherent capability to recognize the Truth.

This explanation also makes the meaning of the verse clear, which says "I have not created Jinn and mankind except to worship Me - 51:56." It means that Allah has created in their nature the inclination towards and capability to perform His worship. If they make use of this capability, they will never go wrong and astray.

**It is obligatory to avoid the company of wrongdoers and evil society**

Although in this verse the sentence "There is no change in Allah's creation - 30:30" is in the form of information, which means that no one can change the nature designed by Allah, but it also contains a latent prohibition in the sense that this nature should not be tampered with. Therefore, it is inferred from this verse that one should avoid the situations that render the capability of accepting the truth ineffective or weak. Such situations generally emerge in an evil environment and bad company, or by reading books written by those having wrong beliefs, especially when the reader does not have extensive knowledge and information about Islam.

(And establish Salah, and do not be among those who associate partners with Allah - 30:30). In the previous verse it was mentioned that the human nature is designed in a manner...
that it has an inherent capability to accept the Truth. Now in this verse it is emphasized that establishment of prayer is the first requisite for the acceptance of Truth, because it is the manifestation of submission to Truth and practical affirmation of Faith in Islam. After that, it is said َلَا تَكُونُوا مِنَ الْمُشْرِكِينَ (30:31), that is, ‘Do not join those indulging in shirk (associating others with Allah), because they did not avail of their natural capability to accept the Truth. Their misdeeds are mentioned in the next verse which says (Among those who split up religion and became sects - 30:32) that is, these disbelievers are those who have created a difference between Natural Faith and the true religion, or they have alienated themselves from the Natural Faith, as a result of which they are divided into different sects. شیعَةً: Shīya’ān is the plural of شیعَة. A group of people following a leader is called شیعَة. The fact is that the Natural Faith was based on the Oneness of Allah, by following which the entire human kind should have been one solid unit and one party. But it so happened that people split out from this unity and started following the personal views of their own leaders. Since the personal views and opinions of different people may always vary from person to person, different groups of people invented their own beliefs and religion. As a consequence, people were divided into various groups and sects, and the Satan made them believe that they were the only people on the right path (Each group is happy with what it has before it - 30:32). That is, each group is happy and contended in its own beliefs and declare others being wrong, although they all are astray and treading the wrong path.

(قَالَ بِذَٰلِكَ الْقَرُنِيَّ حَقَّهُ وَالْيَسْكِينِ وَابْنِ السَّبْيلِ) (So give to the kinsman his right, and to the needy and the wayfarer - 30:38). In the preceding verse, it was stated that provision of sustenance is the sole prerogative of Allah Ta‘ālā. He makes it abundant for whom He likes and curtails the sustenance whenever and whomever He so wills. It clearly gives the message that whoever spends it in the way of Allah, He does not make his sustenance dwindle. But if someone acts miserly and tries to accumulate what he has, then his possession does not expand.

In the background of this divine rule, the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and according to حَامِدٌ الْحَامِدِ ﷺ, every person privileged with abundance, is advised not to be close-fisted in spending the wealth Allah
has graced him with. Rather it should be spent on needy cheerfully. This spending will not result in shrinking of the wealth. Some avenues of spending have also been enumerated along with this advice. First, kinsman; second, masākHz (the needy); third travelers; that is, these categories should be given from the wealth that Allah has granted you. At the same time, it has been clarified that this is the right of these people which has been obligated on your wealth. Therefore, while giving it to them, no favour should be shown to them, because passing on someone’s share to him is an act of fairness and justice and not a favour.

'Kinsman' in this verse apparently means common relatives, whether mahrams or otherwise, as explained by the majority of the commentators. The words, 'his right' also refers to the rights of the kinsmen in general terms, and encompasses obligatory rights, such as those of parents, children and other close relations. It also includes voluntary acts of beneficence and charity, which carry greater rewards when done for close relations compared to when performed in favour of any other non-relative common person; so much so that the Imām of Tafsīr Mujāhid رَحْمَةُ اللَّهِ عَلَيْه has said that the charity of that person is not acceptable in the sight of Allah who neglects his own close relatives and gives it to someone else. It should also be understood that the right of close relatives is not restricted to financial support, but it includes looking after them, and providing any physical service to them as well. If nothing else is within means, they may at least be treated sympathetically and be consoled in their distress. Sayyidnā Ḥasan has said that the one who enjoys abundance in wealth should help his close relatives with money, and the one who does not have it, should provide physical service and consolation verbally. (Qurtubī).

After 'kinsman', the rights of indigent and then of the travelers follow. For meeting these rights also the same principle applies, that is if one has financial means, he should extend monetary help to them, otherwise physical service and consolation may discharge the right.

(And whatever Ribā [increased amount] you give so that it may increase in the wealth of the people, - 30:39). This verse is meant to correct an evil custom which is common in close relatives and the families at large. When people extend a gift or a present to relatives, especially at the time of marriages, they make a note of the
amount they have given, in the hope that they will get back an equal amount in return when it is their turn, rather a little more. This custom is known in Urdu as 'neota'. It is emphasized in this verse that the instruction given in the preceding verse about the rights of relatives should be implemented in a manner that neither it be shown as a favour, nor should it be given in the hope of any return. Whoever gives out money in the hope that it will bring back something more, then it is not worthy of reward in the sight of Allah. Qur'ān has referred to it as ribā, alluding that it is as bad as usury or interest.\(^{(1)}\)

### Ruling

It is extremely contemptible for a person who extends a gift to someone that he expects a return for it, which is forbidden in this verse. But it is morally desirable for the one who receives a gift from someone, that he tries to give a gift to the former on his own accord, whenever he finds a suitable occasion. This was exactly the practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. He used to give present to the person who gave him one. (Qurtubî on authority of Sayyidah 'A'ishah رضی الله عنها). However, it should be avoided to give him an impression that the gift is being given in return of his own.

### Verses 41 - 45

\[
\text{ظُهرَ الْفُسَادُ فِي الْبَيْنَ وَالْبَحْرِ يَمَا كَسَبَتُ آيَةَ الْنَاسِ لَيُذْقُهُمْ بِعَضَ}
\]

1. This explanation is based on the view of a number of exegetes of Qur'ān. The word used by the Holy Qur'ān is ribā, a term commonly understood as equivalent to usury or interest, prohibition of which has been detailed in verses 275 to 281 of Sūrah Al-Baqarah and verse 130 of Sūrah 'Al'Imrān. Since, according to a large number of scholars, usury was prohibited in Madinah, while the present verse is Makkan, the word ribā used here cannot mean usury or interest. Therefore, the word is interpreted here as a gift given to a relative in order to get back a gift of higher value from him. But some other commentators have taken the word ribā in the same sense as in Sūrah Al-Baqarah, i.e. usury and interest. They argue that usury was prohibited even in Makkah, but its implementation on a state level was carried out in Madīnah. The esteemed author has reconciled between these two views by saying that the direct purpose of the verse is to correct the evil custom of giving gifts in the hope of getting a higher return, as mentioned in some traditions, but the word 'ribā' is used to indicate that this practice is tantamount to the practice of usury where an increased amount is charged from a debtor. (Muḥammad Taqi 'Usmānī)
Plight has appeared on land and sea because of what the hands of the people have earned, so that He (Allah) makes them taste some of what they did, in order that they may return (to the right way). [41] Say, “Go about in the land and see how was the end of those who were before. Most of them were Mushriks (i.e. those who ascribe partners to Allah)”. [42] Then set your face to the straight Faith before the arrival of a day that will never be repulsed by Allah. On that Day the people will be split apart. [43] Whoever disbelieves, his unbelief will be against him; and whoever acts righteously, then such people are paving the path for themselves, [44] so that Allah may reward those who believed and did righteous deeds, out of His grace. Surely He does not love the unbelievers. [45]

Commentary

(Plight has appeared on land and sea because of what the hands of the people have earned - 30:41). The author of Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī has explained that the word ‘fasād’ (translated in the text as ‘plight’) means all sorts of calamities, such as famine, epidemic diseases, frequency of the incidents of fire, drowning, lack of Allah’s blessing in everything, and reduction in profits and incurring of losses in lucrative businesses. It can also be deduced from this verse that the cause of falling of calamities in the world is commission of sins and other evil acts by the people. Shirk (association of partners with Allah) and infidelity are the most severe of them all, and other sins follow after them.
The same subject has appeared in another verse with a difference (42:30) that is, whatever troubles you are inflicted with are due to your own wrong doings. The essence of this statement is that whatever troubles and tribulations people face in this world are brought about by their own sins, despite the fact that many of these sins are pardoned, and many are punished but slightly, and yet some others are left unpunished. There are only a few sins that are punished by way of calamities. If all sins were punished with the intensity they deserve, no one would have been left alive in the world. But it is our good fortune that Allah Ta’âlā forgives so many of our sins and those which are not forgiven are dealt with very mildly, as stated at the end of the verse (So that He (Allah) makes them taste same of what they did - 30:41) that is, He lets them taste a little of their evil deeds. After that, it is pointed out that whatever trouble and tribulation is sent down to them in this world, though as a result of their misdeeds, is in fact blessing and grace from Him, if only one could ponder. The purpose of these worldly troubles is to awaken them from their slumber, so that they get rid of their evil acts. This would naturally result in their favour and bring them blessings, as stated at the end of the verse (In order that they may return (to the right way). - 30:41).

Big calamities fall upon the world because of the sins of people

It is in this backdrop that some scholars have declared that if a man commits an evil deed, he harms the entire human kind, beasts, birds and other animals, because whatever calamities fall upon earth due to his sins, all others are also affected by it. Therefore, each one of the sufferers of the calamities will lodge a claim against the sinner on Dooms Day.

Shaqīq Zahid has said that whoever acquires something unlawfully, he does not harm only the person whom he has taken it from, but also the entire human kind. (Rūḥ). It is because this opens up the door for others to follow, and thus the whole humanity gets involved in the practice. Secondly, this evil practice invites the calamities which in turn bring about troubles for every one.

Answer to a doubt

It is recorded in authentic āḥādīth that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said, ‘this world is a prison for the believers and heaven for the infidels.’ He then elaborated that the infidels get the reward of their good deeds in this
world only in the form of wealth and health, whereas the reward of the believers is saved up to be awarded in the Hereafter. Furthermore, the believers in this world are like a branch of tree, which drifts from side to side in the breeze and stands still when the breeze stops; and ultimately they leave the world in this very condition. It is also stated that the worldly tribulations afflict the prophets most and then to those who are near to them, and then to those who are near to the near ones. (The most severe trials are faced by the prophets, then by those closer to them, then by those closer to them.)

Apparently, all these authentic ahadith seem to be in conflict with the statement given in this verse. Further, it is also a common experience that generally the Muslim believers live a difficult life, whereas the infidels and libertines live a comfortable and easy life. If the troubles and difficulties were afflicted because of sins, as mentioned in the verse, the situation would have been exactly opposite.

Answer to this quandary is that the verse under reference has mentioned the sins as a cause for inviting troubles, but not the only cause in the sense that whenever one is afflicted with troubles, it is only due to his sins. As a rule, if the cause of some happening comes to surface, its resultant effect normally follows. However, in certain cases the normal effect is overtaken by some other cause, suppressing or altogether eliminating the normal effect. For instance if someone says that purgatives are used for moving the bowls, the statement is true as far as the effect of purgatives is concerned. But sometimes they don’t move the bowls under the effect of some other drug or an unknown reason. Similarly, it is also a common experience that at times antipyretics do not bring down the fever and the sleeping pills do not put one to sleep. Therefore, the upshot of the verse is that it is one of the traits of sins to invite troubles and tribulations, but sometimes due to other conflicting reasons, the troubles do not come about. On the other hand, the opposite of this can also happen at times, that is, troubles and tribulations may come about without commitment of sins, because their appearance without sins has not been ruled out in the verse altogether. Therefore, in the case of prophets and pious persons, calamities may visit them without sins. In such situations the cause of vexation is not sins, but for the sake of upgrading their status, tests and trials are conducted by putting them
Moreover, the Holy Qurʾān has assigned the reason for the troubles and tribulations as sins of people for such situations where these calamities engulf the whole world or the entire city, and all humans and animals are afflicted with that. Normally such calamities fall when sins are committed openly and freely. In the case of individual troubles and tribulations, this rule does not apply, because sometimes calamities befall for trials and tests, and when the individual passes the tests successfully, his position is raised in the Hereafter. In fact, such calamities prove to be blessings and graces of Allah Taʿālā. Hence it is not correct to call a person sinner, if he is afflicted with calamity. In the same way, it is not apt to consider someone pious and righteous if he is affluent. However, the main reason for the affliction of major troubles and calamities, such as famine, storms, epidemics, inflation and lack of Allah’s blessing is commission of sins openly and defiance of Allah’s rule.

Special note

Hadrat Shah Waliyyullah has commented in (رحمه الله تعالى (حجَة اللَّهِ البالغة) that there are two types of causes, in this world, for good or evil, trouble or comfort and difficulty or ease. Causes of the first kind are visible or outward, while causes of the second type are latent or inward. Outward causes are the material causes which are seen by all and normally regarded as such; whereas the inward causes are those based on human actions, which lead to either help from the angels or to their curse and hate. For example, the causes of rain before the scientists and philosophers are the formation of vapors in the form of clouds over the oceans due to heat, then their drift toward the land by the breeze, then their ascent to heights because of the heat of land, and then freezing of vapors after attaining heights into the cooler strata, and after being defrost by the heat of sun, their ultimate fall from the height in the form of water drops. But the āḥādīth on the subject tell us that this whole process is an act of the angels. In fact, there is no contradiction in the two statements as there could be many causes for any one process. Hence the outward cause in this case is the scientific explanation referred above, while the inward cause could be the action of the angels. When both these causes are combined, the rain falls according to need and expectation, and if both the causes do not combine, the rainfall may be interrupted.
Explaining the subject further, Shah Waliyullah رحمه الله تعالى has said that some causes of the tribulations of the world are physical or biological, which do not recognize good or bad. For instance, it is the characteristic of fire to burn, without considering whether some one is pious or sinner, unless it receives a Divine command to act otherwise, as was the case in the fire of Namrud, which was commanded to cool down and be tranquil for Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm عليه السلام. The attribute of water is to drown the heavier bodies. So it will always act to perform this duty. Similarly, other elements are also performing their assigned jobs. For some, they become troublesome and arduous, but for others they bring in comfort and ease.

Like the outward physical causes, the good or evil deeds of a person are also effective in bringing troubles and tribulations or ease and comfort. When both outward and inward causes of ease, happiness and comfort join together, the person or a group of people enjoy ease and comfort in life. As against this, if the natural causes bring in distress and problems for an individual or a group of people and his or their actions also call for troubles and tribulations, then the calamities fall as a rule.

Sometimes it happens that whereas the material outward causes are working to bring about troubles and calamity, but the good actions of a person are inclined for ease and comfort in his life. In such a conflicting situation, the inward causes are consumed in countering the influence of the outward causes. As a result, the full benefit of his friendly inward causes is not reaped. Likewise, it happens sometimes that the material causes demand the ease and comfort, but the inward causes or his actions invite troubles and tribulations. In this conflicting situation also, neither full comfort and ease is available nor the calamities take their full toll.

In a similar manner, the material causes are sometimes made unfavorable for a prophet, saint or a pious to put him to test. If this explanation is understood properly, then the mutual harmony and consistency between the Qur'ānic verses and the referred aḥādīth becomes apparent, and any doubts about inconsistency or conflict are removed.

Difference between trial or test and punishment or torment when calamities fall

When the calamities fall, they are meant for trial and test for some
good people in order to atone their sins or raise their status, and for others to punish them for their sins. In both cases, the form of the calamities look alike. Then how should they be differentiated? Shah Waliyyullah ḥaläs has said that the calamities on good people for the sake of tests can be recognized by their endurance with contentment, which is a gift of God. They remain happy and contented in troubles and calamities like a patient, who remains contented on his treatment by medicines of bitter taste or by a painful surgery. Not only that he does not complain of the pains he faced during treatment, but also pays fees for it and deploys all sorts of resources for getting himself treated in such a painful manner. As against this, the evildoers, on whom the calamities fall as punishment, take it to heart and cry and moan against the sufferings they are placed in. Sometimes they utter words of ingratitude to the extent of blasphemy.

Sayyidī Ḥakim-ul-Ummah Ashraf ‘Alī Thanāvī ṭalāa has given another distinction between the two calamities. If one becomes aware of his sins and faults and finds greater inclination toward seeking pardon from Allah Ta’ālā, then it is a sign of His kindness and favour. But if one gets frustrated and indulges more in sins and evil, then it is a sign of Allah’s wrath and torment.

Verses 46 - 53

وَمِنْ أَيْتَهُ أنَّ ﴈِلَ الْرَّيْحُ مَبْيَقْرَاتٍ وَلَيْدِيفْكَمُّ مِنْ رَحْمَتِهِ وَلِتَجْرِيَ الْفَلِكَ بَأَمِرِهِ وَلِتَنْبِغُوْ مِنْ فَضْلِهِ وَلْتَعْلُوْنَ تَشْكُرُونَ (٤٥) وَلَقَدْ أُرْسِلْنَا مِنْ قَبْلِكَ رَسُلاً إِلَى قُوَّمِهِمْ فَجَاءَوْهُمْ بِالْبَيْنَةَ فَانْتَقَمُّنَا مِنَ الْذِّينَ أَجْرُمُواَ وَكَانَ حَقًا عَلَيْنَا نَصْرُ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ (٤٦) ﷺ الَّذِي يُرْسِلُ الْرَّيْحَ فَتَبْحَرُ سَحَابًا فِي سَمَاءٍ كَيْفَ يَشَاءُ وَيَجْعَلُهُ كَسَفًا فَتَرْى الْوُدْقُ يَخْرُجُ مِنْ خَلْلٍ حَتَّى إِذَا أَصَابَ بِهِ مَنْ يَشَاءُ مِنْ عَبَادِهِ إِذَا هُمْ يَسْتَبْشُرونَ (٤٧) وَإِنْ كَانُوا مِنْ قَبْلِ أَنْ يَتَنَّلَّ عَلَيْهِمْ مِنْ قَبْلِ هُمْ لَمْ يَلْبِسُوهُ (٤٨) فَانْظُرْ إِلَيْهِ آَتِرُ رَحْمَتِ اللَّهِ
And among His signs is that He sends winds giving good news (of rain), and so that He gives you a taste of His mercy, and that the ships may sail with His command, and that you may search for His grace, and you may be grateful. [46] And We had indeed sent before you messengers to their people. So they came to them with clear proofs. Then We took vengeance upon those who were guilty. And it was due on Us to help the believers. [47]

Allah is the One who sends the winds, so they stir up a cloud, then He spreads it in the sky however he wills and makes it (split) into pieces. Then you see the rain coming out from its midst. So, once He makes it reach the ones He wills from His slaves, they start rejoicing, even though they were absolutely hopeless before it was sent down to them. [48] So, look to the effects of Allah’s mercy, how He gives life to the earth after its death. Surely That (Allah) is the One who will give life to the dead. And He has the power to do everything. [50] And should We send a (harmful) wind, and they see it (the tilth) turning yellow, then they will turn ungrateful, even after all the aforesaid (bounties of Allah). [51] So, you cannot make the dead to hear, nor can you make the deaf to hear the call when they turn their backs in retreat. [52] And you are not (able) to show the blind the right path against their straying. You can make none to hear except those who believe in Our signs, hence they submit. [53]

Commentary

(Then We took vengeance upon those who were guilty. And it was due on Us to help the believers. -
This verse tells us that Allah Ta’ālā has taken it upon Himself to help the believers. On the face of this statement, one would have expected that Muslims would never be defeated against the infidels. But on many occasions, results have been exactly opposite. Answer to this confusion is at hand in this very verse, that by the word 'believers' those believers are intended who fight with infidels purely for the sake of Allah. Allah Ta’ālā takes revenge of only such believers from the criminals and helps them overpower their adversaries. Wherever the position is different, it is due to some sort of slip on the part of the believers, as Qur’ān itself has quoted about the battle of Uhud: إنَّما أُسْتَرَّهُمُ اللَّهُ وَالشَّعَّارُ بِغَيْبَتِيَّ آمْسِكُوا (Satan had but made them slip for some of their deeds - 3:155). Even in such a situation, Allah Ta’ālā graces them with victory and upper hand, once they realize their fault, as it happened in the battle of Uhud. As for such people who are Muslims only by name and are habitual defiant and negligent of the teachings of Islam, and are not penitent even when the infidels gain upper hand, they are for sure not included in this promise of Allah Ta’ālā, and do not qualify for His help. Nonetheless, Allah Ta’ālā provides help by His grace on many occasions without any one deserving it. Therefore, it is always beneficial to beg for His mercy and hope for His help.

Verse 54 - 60
Allah is the One who created you in a state of weakness, then He created strength after weakness, then created weakness and old age after strength. He creates what He wills, and He is the All-Knowing, the All-Powerful. [54] And on the Day when the Hour (Qiyāmah) will take place, the sinners will swear that they did not remain (in the graves) more than one hour. In the similar way they used to be contrary (to truth in their worldly life). [55] And those who are given knowledge and belief will say, "You remained, according to the destiny written by Allah, up to the Day of Resurrection. So this is the Day of Resurrection, but you had no belief." [56] So, on that Day, their apology will not benefit the wrongdoers, nor will they be asked to repent. [57]

And surely We have given in this Qur'ān all kinds of examples for the benefit of mankind. (Still) if you bring to them a sign, the disbelievers will certainly say, "You are nothing but men of falsehood." [58] Thus Allah seals up the hearts of those who do not believe. [59] So, be patient. Surely Allah's promise is true, and let not those who do not believe make you impatient. [60]

Commentary

Greater part of this Sūrah aims at removing the doubts of the deniers of the Hereafter. For meeting this end, many verses deal with the signs of Allah's omnipotence and His all-encompassing wisdom in order to awake people from their slumber. The first of the above-referred verses deals with the same subject in a different manner. It is pointed out that man is impetuous by nature, in the sense that he gets involved in the present so much that he forgets the past and the future. This habit leads him to many a serious problems. When he is young, his strength is at its peak,
and he does not care about anyone in his over-weaning pride. He finds it difficult to remain within limits. In order to warn people, this verse has given a complete picture of the strength and weakness in human life as they come and go by. It is pointed out in the verse that the man starts his life in a state of weakness and ends it with a similar weakness. It is only in the middle of his life that he gains strength for a short period. It is in his own interest that he should keep in mind the impending weakness while he is still strong, and does not forget how he achieved strength gradually from the state of weakness.

The man is reminded of his real self in (Who created you in a state of weakness - 30:54). It means that his original base is a dirty drop of semen that has neither strength, nor sense or life. So ponder, who has turned this sickening drop into congealed blood, then into flesh and then transfixed bones into the flesh? After that, who has produced delicate machines of the limbs and organs to turn him into a mobile factory, which is supported by innumerous automatic machines. If one is to look more closely into this factory, one would notice that it is a mini-world of its own in which innumerable models of His creation are set in. The creation and bringing up of man is not brought about in a giant factory but in three dark stages in the womb of his mother. After spending nine months in the womb of mother, man ultimately takes birth to come out into this world. The Holy Qur'an says, (Then Allah facilitated exit [from the womb] for him - 80:20).

When he came into this world, his condition was that (And Allah has brought you forth from your mothers' wombs when you knew nothing - 16:78). Then Allah made you learn so many things. The first lesson was to teach you crying, so that you could attract the attention of your parents towards you, and they should look for your needs of thirst and hunger. Then you were taught the skill to suck milk by pressing your lips and gums from your mother's breasts for your sustenance. Who else had the power to teach these two skills to an infant having no intelligence, to meet all his needs? Indeed no one else but the Power who is responsible for his creation. The infants are weak at that stage of their life. Minor exposure to cold or heat makes them sick. They can neither ask for their needs, nor can they remove any of their miseries. Right from this stage until they attain their youth, one can see
in them a gradual development of life and strength - a process only Allah Ta'ālā can create and control and a clear manifestation of His omnipotence, if people could only contemplate.

(Then He created strength after weakness - 30:54).

When man reaches the stage of his strength, he gets involved in showing off his powers and intelligence. He flies to reach the moon and Mars, and tries to overpower the earth and oceans. He forgets all about his past and becomes oblivious of his future, and cries out (Who is stronger than us in might? - 4:15); so much so that in this state of intoxication, he even forgets his Creator and His commands. So the Nature has warned to make him realize his folly (Then created weakness and old age - 30:54). O remiss! Be mindful of the fact that your present strength is temporary and you have to return to the same old weakness, and it will take you gradually to your grey hair. Then all your limbs and organs will change their shape and form. You need not go through any books and the history of the world, but look into your own concealed self, and you will be left with no other option but to accept and believe that (He creates what He wills, and He is the All-Knowing, the All-Powerful - 30:54). All this control and running of affairs are by the One who creates them. He does as He pleases, and in a manner as it pleases Him. He has no parallel in knowledge and power. Knowing all this, is there any room for doubt that He can resurrect the dead whenever He likes?

After this, the falsehood and ignorance of the deniers of the Dooms Day is mentioned that is, 'When the Dooms Day will come, these deniers of the Dooms Day will start swearing by losing senses after looking at the horrid scenes, that their stay was not more than one hour'. It is probable that the stay referred to here is the stay in this world, because they spent the time in this world in comfort and ease. And when they will encounter troubles in the Hereafter, they, by way of a natural habit of man to regard the comfortable period of his life very short, will swear that they lived in the world hardly for one hour.

The other probability is that this 'stay' is their stay in graves and barzakh. In that case, the meaning would be that they had thought that their stay in graves, that is barzakh, would be very long and the Dooms Day would come after a long period, but it would seem to them that they
stayed in *barzakh* for a very short time, and the Day of Judgement dawned too early. The reason for this feeling is that they will not find any comfort for themselves in the Hereafter, rather it will bring nothing but problems for them. And it is human nature that when he is taken over by problems, he considers the time previously spent in comfort being very short-lived. Although the *barzakh* is also a place of punishment for the infidels, yet it is much lighter as compared to what they will come across in Qiyamah. Hence they will regard the period of *barzakh* as very short and swear that their stay in it was brief.

**Would any one be able to lie before Allah on the Day of Resurrection?**

It is revealed in this verse that the infidels will lie on the Day of Resurrection in their swearing that they did not stay in the world or *barzakh* for more than an hour. It is also revealed in another verse that the disbelievers will say on oath that they were not disbelievers (By Allah, our Lord, we ascribed no partners to Allah - 6:23). What needs to be understood here is that it will be Allah's court on the Day of Resurrection, and He will allow all and sundry to say whatever one wishes to say, whether one lies or speaks the truth. Allah is All-Knowledgeable and is not dependent on any one to find out what is false and what is true. When any one will speak a lie, his mouth will be sealed, and his skin, hair and limbs will be asked to give evidence. They will relate the truth in full detail, after which the liar will be left with no excuse. The verse (Today We set a seal on their mouths, and their hands will speak to Us. - 36:65) means the same. Some other Qur'anic verses reveal that there will be different occasions for the appearance of human beings before Allah Ta‘ālā on the Day of Resurrection. On one such occasion, no one will have the right to speak without permission from Allah Ta‘ālā, and he will have to speak nothing but truth. It will not be possible for him to speak a lie, as stated in the verse (They shall speak not, save him to whom the All-Merciful has given leave, and who speaks aright - 78:38).

**No one will be able to speak a lie in the grave**

As against this, it is related in some authentic *āhādīth* in regard to questions and answers in the grave that when it will be asked from the infidels ‘who is your Lord?’ and ‘who is Muhammad ﷺ?’ they will answer *هَـٰـآ مَا ﻷ أَذْرِيَ* That is ‘Alas! I do not know any thing’. If it were possible to
speak a lie, he would have said ‘Allah is my Lord’ and ‘Muḥammad ἡ is His Prophet.’ It looks rather strange that infidels are capable of speaking lies before Allah Ta‘ālā, but not before the angels. But when it is looked at deeply, the explanation is simple, that is the angels neither have the knowledge of the unknown nor can they seek evidence from the limbs to confute the liar. If they had the capability of speaking lies before the angels, then all infidels and sinners would have been carefree about the torment of the grave. On the other hand, Allah Ta‘ālā knows even the secrets of hearts, and also has the power to elicit evidence from the limbs and organs for exposing the liars. Therefore, allowing this freedom on the Day of Resurrection will not interfere with the rule of justice.

Sūrah Ar-Rūm was completed by grace of Allah on 28th of Dhulqa‘dah, 1391 Hijrah.
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Ishrāq, salāḥ of 438

Iskandria 451

Islamic Calendar

according to - evening precedes the morning 727

Islamic Law 213, 217, 319, 458, 495, 513, 539, 548, 577

- prohibits the vow of silence 36

- on property of infidels 145-147, 634, 635

- about maintenance to wife 162-163

- of administration of justice 211

- pertaining to Zinā (Adultery) 343-355, 359, 362-369, 373, 384

- of Ḥudūd (Islamic punishments) 344-345, 353, 355, 360, 362, 375

- of Ta'zīr 348, 353, 354, 361

- about homosexuality and other forms of unnatural sex 354, 551, 552, 693

- about marriage with adulterer and polytheist 355-358

- on mannerisms of socializing 399-406

- on 'Satr' (concealable body parts) 410

- on marriage - some injunctions 419-425, 732

- on contract of Kitābah with a Slave 425, 426, 427

- on purity of water 494

- on impermissible oaths 533

the place of poetry in - 562-564

- on asking forgiveness for Mushrikān 541

- on punishing inadmissible animals 582

- on marriage with Jinn 584

- on woman as king or Imam of people 585
-on correspondence with infidels 586
- on gifts and presents from infidels 594
- on violation of certain covenants 634
- on helping infidels 636
-applicability of - to small towns and villages 661
- on killing of spiders 696
- mannerism of debating and preaching to Jews and Christians 701-702
- on Hijrah (migration) 706-710
- on exchange of social gifts 745

Islamic State 454
Tax imposed by 146

Isma'īl 60, 52, 53, 54, 55, 72, 221, 222, 291, 578, 651
-outstanding attributes of - 51
-progeny of - preferred one 666

Isra'īlīte Traditions 54, 117, 140, 148, 488, 593, 597

Isra'īlītes 55, 56, 94, 98, 100, 102, 103, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 113, 115, 117, 118, 124, 126, 130, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 153, 180, 196, 224, 292, 526, 528, 529, 534, 535, 536, 556, 610, 636, 670, 675
-led astray by 8āmīrī 112
-repentance by - from calf-worshipping 114
-twelve tribes of - 123, 140
-bounties of Allah on - 139

Isrā'īl 619, 665

Istī'fdān 419
-mannerisms of social visits and detailed rules of - 393-406, 461, 466-468
-a different type of - 456, 457, 458, 459

Istī'naṣ, see Istī'fdān

Italy 505

J

(Jaśṣāš,  Imām Abū Bakr 362, 415, 416, 418, 656
Ja'far Aṣ-Ṣadiq 576, 652
Jābir Ibn 'Abdullāh 255, 398, 399, 696

Jābir Ibn Samurah 452

-assembly of everyone around - on Qiyamah 62
-fuel of - 231
-a place of purification for Muslims 336

Jalāluddīn Maḥallī,  Shāikh 616

Janatul Baqi', 437

-as inheritance to the God-fearing 57, 298, 305
-'ūdām's 86 expulsion from - 158, 161
-type of bracelets in - 255
-people of - 481
-entry in - not possible without the grace of Allah 578

Jarīr Ibn ʿAbdullāh al-Bajalī 409

Jesus Christ, see Ṣađāq 43

Jewish Legends 218

Jews 56, 178, 183, 250, 287, 474, 535, 539, 577, 691, 704, 740
-beliefs of - about 8aṣā 43
-rules of greeting - 47
-worshipped ʿUzair 233
-mannerism of debating and preaching to - 701-702

Jibrā'īl 34, 35, 38, 61, 71, 90, 95, 103, 112, 144, 148, 152, 156, 157, 162, 194, 206, 207, 229, 366, 369, 379, 497, 619, 629, 647, 665, 676

Jihād 54, 146, 237, 448, 463, 466, 535, 652
-philosophy behind - 274
-meaning of - 290-291, 713
-strictly forbidden acts during - 331
-a great kind of - 495
-grabbing wealth of infidels during - 634-635
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jinn</td>
<td>96, 127, 236, 252, 331, 561, 575, 576, 580, 582, 584, 594, 596, 609, 742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- subjugated for Sulayman</td>
<td>217-218, 597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- marriage with believing and non-believing</td>
<td>217, 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jizyah (capitation tax)</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph (the Carpenter)</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juḥfah</td>
<td>629, 676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junaid Al-Baghdādī</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurhum, tribe of 55, 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisprudence, Islamic (see Islamic Law)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al) Kāfī</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al) Khaṭīb al-Baghdādī</td>
<td>399, 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al) Khulafā 'ur-Rashidūn</td>
<td>91, 275, 276, 349, 380, 452, 453, 455, 666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al) Kulaini</td>
<td>32, 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Khaḍir</td>
<td>629, 740, 741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka'ab Al-Aḥbār</td>
<td>54, 97, 117, 184, 434, 650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka'b Ibn Mālik</td>
<td>540, 561, 595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka'bah, see Baitullah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka'b Ibn Ashraf</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāfīr, see Infidels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalbī</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalīmullāh (see also Mūsā)</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karāmah</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- distinction of from a miracle</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keiler</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuf'</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khabbāb Ibn Al-'Aratt</td>
<td>66, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaibar</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalīd Ibn Walīd</td>
<td>331, 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalillullah, Ibrāhīm</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khandaq, battle of (see Aḥzāb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaulah</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khawarij</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khāzin</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khurāsān</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khushū'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- meaning, importance and scope of</td>
<td>300-302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khybar, battle of 652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinānah</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirmān, Province of 143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kisrā, king 585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitābah, contract of 425, 426, 427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge ('Ilm)</td>
<td>45, 186, 207, 212, 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- a legacy of the Prophets and is a great fortune</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- supplication to improve</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- should be acquired from the learned ones</td>
<td>178-179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- who is knowledgeable in the eyes of Allah?</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- increases if acted upon</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kūfah</td>
<td>315, 344, 562, 690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kūfah, School of</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kufr (unbelief)</td>
<td>237, 454, 516, 721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laylatulqadr</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layya</td>
<td>219, 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbianism</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liʿān</td>
<td>362-369, 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot, see Lūṭ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lūṭ</td>
<td>143, 198, 206, 277, 393, 544, 552, 603, 649, 690, 691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- vices of the people of</td>
<td>207, 551, 692-693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- destruction of the people of</td>
<td>603-604, 692-693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- supplication of</td>
<td>692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Al) Masjid Al-Ḥarām (the Sacred Mosque) 257, 258, 260, 269


Ma‘arib, see Saba’

Madāris (religious schools) 441


Madyan (son of Ibrāhīm ʿa.s.) 638

Madyan, town of 50, 51, 81, 93, 105, 107, 120, 180, 637, 638, people of - 277, 649, 694

Magians 250, 275

Magic 137, 177, 531, 532, 533 truth, forms and rules governing - 131

Magicians (of the Pharaoh) 122, 130, 132, 134, 137, 196 conversion of - to Islam 133, 136, 137-138 hypnotic spell by the - 135

Mahdī 235, 453

Mahr (dower) 642

Maḥram 394, 396, 409, 413, 456, 457, 460 - exempted from injunctions of Ḥijāb 407, 413 categories of - 407, 413, 414, 415, 416 eunuch, not a - 416

Maḥšar, see Qiyāmah

Maimūnah 409

Mā‘īz 350

Makḥūl Shāmī 519


Maktab 441

Malakul-Maut 619

Mālik Ibn ‘Anas, Imām 213, 265, 290, 357, 396, 412, 516, 540, 554

Mālik Ibn Dīnār 278

Mālik Ibn Zaid 463

Ma‘mūn ur-Rashīd 68

Man


Mann, see Manna

Manna 116, 140, 141

Maqām Ibrāhīm (Station of Ibrāhīm) 261, 615

Ma‘qil Ibn Yasār 558


Mārūt 131

Marwah, mount of 258

Maryam ʿm (Mary) 29, 37, 38, 39, 40, 45, 95, 233, 318, 380 story of - 34-42 - sister of Hārūn 38, 39
Index


Masturbation 303, 408

Mathematics 54

Māwardi 398

Menstruation 303

Meteorology 502

Mīka'īl 619, 665

Minā 258, 269

Miracle 214

- demanded by the unbelievers 178

distinction of- from a Karamah

Miṣbāḥ Ibn Yusuf 219

Miṣṭah 374, 375, 381, 389, 390

Monasteries 273, 274, 275

Monotheism 515

Moon

orbit of - 186, 189
	hree simultaneous eclipses of - a prelude to Qiyāmah 615

sighting of - for observing Islamic Calendar 661

Mosque

- a house of Allah and its respect is obligatory 436, 437

exaltation and some merits of - 438

etiquettes of - 439-441

other places having the status of - 441

best - for women 442

Muṣādh b. Jabal 43, 655, 656

Muʿminūn, see Believers

Muḥādh Ibn ʻAnas 728

Muʿawiyah Ibn Abī Sufyān 79, 116, 117

Mufrradat-ul-Qurʿān 721

Mughirah Ibn Shu'bah 39, 399, 634

Muhājjirīn 275, 278, 123


- mercy for all the worlds 236

supplication of - 247, 298, 540

- spiritual father of all Muslims 293

being unlettered, a miracle of - 704

Muḥammad Ibn Ḥanafīyyah 516

Muḥammad Ibn Ka'b 338

Muḥammad Ibn-ul-Ḥasān Ash-Shaibānī 146

Muḥammad Ya'qūb, Maulānā 683

Mujahid 58, 62, 199, 211, 211, 222, 228, 234, 270, 301, 309, 437, 511, 512, 516, 543, 548, 572, 593, 632, 744

Mujtahid 212, 320

Munkar (evil)

meaning and scope of - 698
Muqātil 291, 511, 676

Muraisi, battle of 373, 407

Muṣa 33, 39, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 81, 82, 83, 85, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 117, 121, 125, 126, 128, 131, 132, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 147, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 193, 196, 215, 275, 277, 278, 280, 318, 485, 486, 526, 527, 528, 530, 532, 533, 535, 536, 537, 558, 570, 628, 629, 632, 633, 636, 639, 644, 646, 648, 650, 669, 670, 675, 703

miracles by - 86, 87, 88, 569-574, 644

supplication of - 88-92, 104, 105, 631, 633, 637, 640

cause of impediment in the speech of - 89

mother of - 95, 628

detailed story of - 97-117

killing of Egyptian by - 104, 119, 527, 529, 574, 631, 633, 634, 635

marriage of - 106, 120, 637, 640, 642

bout with magicians of the Pharaoh 108-109, 132

- prayed against Banu Isra'il 116

prophetic address of - to the magicians of the Pharaoh 133

Mūsā Ibn Mīshā 180

Mūsā Ibn Ṭalḥah 380

Mūsā Ibn Zafar, see Sāmīrī

Mushriks

prohibition to ask forgiveness for - 541

Muslim, Imām 47, 66, 146, 214, 232, 242, 254, 332, 350, 367, 399, 409, 417, 437, 438, 452, 472, 657, 674

Muṭarrif 562

Mutashabīḥat 79

Muttaqi (the God fearing) 439

Muzdalifah 258

N

(An) Nakha'i, Ibrāhīm 47, 58, 265, 337,

519, 691

Nabiyy

wealth and inheritance of a - 32, 576

definition of - as distinct from 'Rasūl' 54-55, 280

a vital principle of the mission of - 124

- does not have the comprehensive knowledge of the unseen 583, 608

replying to letters, a practice of - 590

- also holds status of 'martyr' (Shahīd) 619

first migration of the world by a - 691

important trait in the preaching of 651

Nabucad Nazzar, King 180

Nadhr 265-266

Nadr ibn al-Ḥārith 245

Nail-ul-Aṭār 407

Najāshi, the King 652

Najrān 39

Namrud 63, 205, 206, 688, 690, 750

Nasa'ī, Imām 97, 117, 247, 255, 274, 298, 348, 351, 540, 630

Nawawī 364, 368

Negus, see Najāshi

Newton, Isaac 505

Nifās 39

Nihāyah 721

Nikāh, see Marriage

Nile, the River 96, 99

Nineveh, town of 225

Niṣāb 41

Noah, see Nūh

Noah's Ark, see Ark of Nūh 352

Non-Mahram 411, 413, 416, 417, 418, 460

prohibition of looking at - 408, 409

adult slaves are - 458

Nu'aim Ibn 'Abdullāh 75

Nūh 50, 53, 55, 127, 205, 277, 313, 314, 315, 316, 393, 486, 487, 544, 546, 649,

supplication of - 208, 545

life span of - 687, 688

Nūr 343, 438, 441
Index

discussion on the definition of - 432-435

O
Oceanography 502
Olive 306, 313, 433
   the tree of - is a blessed one 431
   benefits of - oil  435
Oman 451
Omnipotence (of Allah) 187
   signs of - 731-736, 752
Oneness (of Allah), see Tauhid

P
   drowning of - 110, 140, 196, 534, 646
   strength of the army of - 139
Palestine 180, 638
Paradise, see Jannah
Parents
   behavior with - 683
Patience
   - is a remedy against aggressive hostility 168
People of the Book, see Jews and Christians
Persia 143, 169, 254, 452
Persians 558, 666, 730
   story of war between - and the Romans 717-722
Petrology 503
Philosophical Theories
   - and the exegesis of Qur'an 503
Pilgrimage, see Hajj

Planets
   location of - and the Qur'anic expressions 499-501
Poetry
   the place of - in Islamic Shar'ah 562-564
Poets 557, 560-564
Polytheism 474, 477, 484
   futility of - an illustration 288
Prayer, see Salah or Du'a'
Preserved Tablet, The 234
Promise, (see also Trust, Covenant)
   importance of keeping - 52
Prophet, see Nabīyy
Prostitution
   prohibition of forcing slave-girls into - 429, 430
Prostration, see Sajdah
Psalms, see Zabīr
Ptolemaic Theory 504, 505
Ptolemy 505
Pythagoras 505
Pythagorean Theory 502, 503

Q
(Al) Qushairī, Abū Naṣr 163, 164, 227, 619
Qābil 54
Qādī Baidāwī 412
Qādī Thana'(ullah 292
Qādiyānī, Mirzā Ghulām Aḥmad 203, 278
Qaffāl 515
Qārūn 694, 695
   story of 668-673
Qāsim 58
Qaṣṭalānī 635
Qatādah 62, 199, 210, 228, 234, 259, 265,
Index

Qilābah 180

Qimār, see Gambling


earthquake of - 243
span of the Day of - 278
events preluding - 615-616

Quraish, tribe of 75, 233, 291, 292, 324, 326, 403, 482, 621, 666

Qur'ān

weeping during the recitation of - 56
appropriate conduct while reciting - 84
prescription by - against aggressive hostility 168
- is an honour for the Arabs 179
- is independent of any scientific theory 188, 503-507
shunning the teaching of - a great sin 483
wisdom behind gradual revelation of - 484
meaning of: Jihād with - 495
- and cosmological theories 498-501
- and the realities of the Universe 501-503
position of scientific and philosophical theories in the understanding of - 503-507
correct principles of learning and understanding - 518
Arabic Language is must for - 557, 558, 559
- is a means of victory over enemies 676

Qurbānī (animal sacrifice) 267, 269

core purpose of - 263, 270, 272
- to atone for a sin 264, 265
- a symbol of Islam 270, 271


R

Rābigh 676
Rāghib Iṣfahānī, Imām 721
Rajm, punishment of (see also Adultery) 349, 350, 351, 352, 353
Ramaḍān, month of 308, 661
Rass, people of 487
Rāsūl 482, 537

definition of - and its difference from 'Nabiyy' 54-55, 280
Rawāfid 453, 455
Rāzī, Fakhruddīn 234, 415
Resurrection, see Qiyāmah
Revelation, see Waḥy
Ribā 738, 744, 745
- does not increase with Allah 738
Romans 449, 450, 730

the story of war between - and Persia 717-722
Rome 451

Rūḥ (Spirit)

biological and real - 309, 310

Rukū' (bowing down) 58, 260, 289, 290
Rūmī, Jalaluddīn 96
Rūm, people of (see Romans)
Russia 505
S

(As) Sakhāwi 75
(As) Suyūṭī, Sheikh Jalaluddīn 37, 435
(Ash) Sha'bi, ‘Āmir 309, 518
Sa‘îd Ibn Zaid 76, 234, 250, 527
Sa‘dī, Sheikh 383
Saba’ 583
Saba’, Queen of (see Bilqīs)
Sabath 130
Sabians 250
Sacrifice, see Ḏarbānī
Sa‘îd Ibn Mālik Zhuri 117
Sa‘îd Ibn ‘Ubādah 365, 368, 402
Sa‘îd Inb Ābî Waqqāṣ 31, 247, 684
Ṣadaqah (charity) 720, 721
some avenues of spending 744
Ṣafā, mount of 258, 615
Ṣafwān Ibn Mu‘ātţal 374, 375, 381
Ṣafwān Ibn ‘Umayyah 258
Sahal Ibn Sa‘îd Sa‘îdī 368
Ṣaḥībul Ḥut, see Yūnus Ibn Mattā
Sahl Ibn ‘Abdullāh 606
Sa‘îd Ibn ul-Mussayab 415, 439, 462, 543, 670
Sajdah 56, 58, 260, 289, 301, 490, 511, 518
verse of 50, 290
du‘ā’ to recite while doing after a verse of 56-57
nuances in the concept of 251-253
Ṣalāh (durood) 605
Ṣalāh (prayers) 50, 52, 55, 198, 273, 290, 293, 297, 305, 325, 422, 431, 441, 442, 451, 457, 458, 567, 738, 742, 743
-enjoined upon Isa 38, 41
-was obligatory in all Shari’ahs (Laws of the Prophets) 41
the meaning of ruining of 57-59
core purpose of 81, 84
obligatory to bid to one’s family 167, 170
-a remedy against aggressive hostility 168
timings of 168, 728
-in congregation (Jamaah) attracts more reward 439
taḥiyyah tul-Masjid 440
-of women 442
reciting translation of Qur’ān in is impermissible 558
-is a protection against sins 697-700
Ṣalām (as Greetings) 188, 393, 397, 398, 399, 402, 465
rules when greeting other than Muslims 47
-a greeting prescribed by Allah 461
-upon prophets 604-605
offering on graves 613
two kinds and objectives of 656
Ṣāliḥ 549, 601, 602, 603, 649
Ṣālim 442
Salmān 194
Salwā 116, 139, 140, 141
Ṣāmirah 143
Ṣāmīrī 111, 143, 145, 147, 148, 150, 152, 153, 670
Banu Isra’il was led stray by 112, 141, 142
curse of Mūsā on 113, 152
origin and lineage of 143-144
Ṣan‘ā’ (Yemen) 583
Ṣārah (wife of Ibrahīm) 202, 203, 690, 691
Sarakhsī, Shamsul ‘A’immah 146, 595
-is rebellious to Allah 45
Index

act of - 104, 634
- is an eternal enemy of mankind 158, 159, 162
arrows of - 408
brother of - 421, 512
- is a betrayer of man 481
supporter of - 490
beautification of evil deeds by - 586, 694
work of - 720
Satr (concealable body parts)
- concealing of - obligatory 410
- meaning and scope of - 410, 412, 414, 417
Scales
- for weighing of deeds 193, 336, 337
Scientific Theories 503
- criteria of acceptance or rejection of - 503-507
Shafā'ah 155, 204
Shafi'i, Imām 213, 265, 290, 357, 362, 412, 417, 420, 422, 577, 662
Shah Walīyyullah Muḥaddith Dehlavi 741, 749, 750, 751
Shahādah (martyrdom) 455, 613, 619
Shām, territory of, see Syria
Shamʿun 133
Shaqīq Zahid 747
Sharḥ 584
Sharh-us-Siyar-Al-Kabīr 595
Shari'ah, see Islamic Law
Sharīkh Ibn Sahmā' 368
Shawwal, month of 661
Sheba, Queen of (see Saba')
Shi'ite School 32, 203, 453, 576
Shirk 237, 257, 261, 513, 516, 543, 606, 663, 695, 711, 739,
- is severest of all sins 746
Shīṣān 584
Shu'aib 81, 106, 107, 120, 121, 180, 428, 553, 570, 640, 641, 642, 694, 695
Shu'aib Ibn Ḥabīb 439
Ṣiddīq (man of truth) 44, 50, 653
- meaning of - 45
Ṣiddiqah, see 'A'ishah Siddiqah
Sinai, the mount of, see Tūr
Sinai, the desert of, see Tīh
Sirah (Biographies of the Holy Prophet مکرم) 75
Sky
- a purposeful creation 181, 182, 183, 472
stellar formations in - 490, 498, 499
Slaves 303, 425, 455, 457, 460
- contract of Kitābah (emancipation) with - 425
- arranging marriage of - 425
- consideration in a contract of Kitābah 426, 427
adult - are non-Mahram for their mistresses 458
- reward of marrying owned slave-girls 654
Social Sciences 503
Socialism 427, 428
Sodom 207
- vices of the people of - 207
Sodomy, see Homosexuality
Solar System 491, 492
Sorcery, see Magic
Spider 681, 695
- killing of in Shari'ah 696
Spirit, see Rūḥ
Staff
- of Mūsā 86, 108, 109, 126, 278, 569, 574, 644
- carrying - a practice of the Prophets 87
Subkī, Allāmah 614
Success, Eternal 307
- meaning and scope of - 298-299, 300
four pre-conditions of attaining - 449, 450
Suddī 234, 606
Sufyān Ath-Thaurī 271 290, 446, 604, 674
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Torapushti, Imām</td>
<td>741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumpet, see Șur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust, (see also Promise, Covenant)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true discharge of</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubba‘, people of</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğūr, mount of</td>
<td>50, 51, 82, 84, 107, 111, 113, 114, 115, 123, 139, 140, 142, 143, 144, 193, 306, 313, 570, 571, 572, 573, 644, 645, 649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğuwa, Valley of</td>
<td>80, 82, 84, 571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğbādah Ibn Śāmit</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğbaid Ibn ‘Umair</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğbaidah</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğbaidullah Ibn ‘Utbah Ib Mas‘ūd</td>
<td>563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umdatul Qārī Sharḥ-ul-Bukhārī</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmrah</td>
<td>263, 272, 438, 659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğqhab Ibn Abi Mu‘aīt</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urwah ibn Zubair</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uthmān Ibn ‘Affān</td>
<td>275, 438, 452, 454, 455, 641, 666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğwaimir al-‘Ajlānī</td>
<td>368, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğzair</td>
<td>56, 183, 191, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- was worshipped by the Jews</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğbayy Ibn Ka‘b</td>
<td>432, 433, 562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğbayy Ibn Khalaf</td>
<td>482, 719, 720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmar Ibn ‘Abdul Azīz</td>
<td>58, 438, 453, 559, 563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmar Ibn Khaṭṭāb</td>
<td>58, 169, 192, 211, 254, 258, 298, 308, 325, 335, 344, 350, 351, 352, 399, 449, 450, 452, 511, 516, 554, 563, 580, 641, 650, 666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- conversion to Islam of</td>
<td>75-77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğsāmah Ibn Zaid</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmayyah Ibn Abi-š-salt</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmm Hānī</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğłu’d,</td>
<td>battle of-753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmm Iyās</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmm Salamah</td>
<td>409, 410, 442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğmmah</td>
<td>176, 178, 203, 211, 270, 285, 293, 320, 335, 357, 361, 383, 409, 423, 429, 451, 452, 494, 537, 539, 552, 557, 558, 559, 563, 645, 650, 653, 666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the chosen</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğnais</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğnbelievers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demand of miracles by</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friendship with</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- are supporters of Satan</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğniverse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realities of- and the Qurān</td>
<td>501-503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğrdi</td>
<td>558, 559, 666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğv</td>
<td>Vow, see Nadhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğawb Ibn Munabbih</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğawḥy</td>
<td>77, 136, 274, 280, 376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning, kinds and nuances of-</td>
<td>94-95, 630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğalīd Ibn ‘Abdul Malik</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğawṣiyyah (Will)</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğater</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- is an essential element of every living thing</td>
<td>186, 188, 446, 489, 497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divine system of provision of</td>
<td>311, 312, 313, 494, 496, 730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğāthilah Ibn Asqa’</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right of - to claim essential needs from husband</td>
<td>162, 362-369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusation of Adultery by husband on his</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğisdom (Ḥikmah)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- of the Prophets</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ğuḍū’</td>
<td>59, 438, 439, 591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ya’jūj and Ma’jūj, see Gog and Magog

Yaḥyā (John) 32, 56, 229

Zamakhsharī 446, 524

Zinā, see Adultery

Zuhair 588

Zoology 503

Zoroastrians 451, 586

Zubair Ibn-ul-‘Awwām 710

Zubair Ibn Bakkar, Qādī 563

Zuhri 210, 516, 559

Ya’qūb 32, 45, 49, 55, 198, 206, 379, 690, 691

Ya’qūb, House of 30, 31

Yaṣa‘ 222, 224, 225

Yazīd Ibn Babnūs 298

Yazīd Ibn Ḥārūn 115

Yazīd Ibn Maisarah 219

Yemen 180, 451, 583, 584, 601, 725

Yūnus Ibn Mattah (Jonah)

supplication of - 225, 228

story of - 225-228

Yūsuf (Joseph) 98, 140, 219, 324, 379, 380, 671

Yūsuf An-Najjār, see Joseph (the Carpenter)
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Zabūr 185, 231, 234, 449, 557

Zād-ul-Ma`ād 665

Zaid Ibn Khālid Juhānī 350

Zainab bint Jaḥash 407

Zajjāj 234, 660

Zakāh 50, 52, 114, 198, 273, 275, 290, 293, 294, 297, 427, 431, 451, 567, 655, 671, 738

enjoined upon Isa 38, 41

was obligatory in all Sharī’ahs (Laws of the Prophets) 41

meaning and obligation of - 302, 303

Zakariyyā 32, 33, 56

supplication of - for an heir 30, 31, 229